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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work spon_re.d by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process discloscxt, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-

: ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or sesvice by trade nan'te, trademark,
manufact_Jrer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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De_crio_ion _of._h_Preferred SYst_vj_

Any discussion of a single preferred system for the state of Nevada would

be misleading at this time. There are three major reasons why attempting to

suggest a single preferred system would be misleading. First, the lack of

specificity of DOE and DOT plans for transporting the high.level radioactive

waste and the ambiguity which exists concerning modal mix and route selection

for transport make it impossible For local and sta?e officials to provide a

single preferred emergency management system for transportation of high-level

waste Forward at this time.

Second, the state and local preferred emergency management system will not

_,,lyvary to some degree based upon the actual transport routes and other

Federally specified plans, but will also vary depending upon what is mandated

within the state of Nevada. That is, as the siting goes Forth and greater

specificity concerning the nature of the project and transport of the waste

is obtained, the s.ate of Nevada's Legislature and Governor will undoubtec_ly

require agencies within the state to take specific actions to protect the

health, safety and welfare of the public. Hence, any preferred system which is

postulated must be conditioned upon the understanding of the preliminary nature

of its components.

Finally, given the ambiguity in the final details of the Repository

transportation system and the project, it is likely that different agencies of

the state And local governments in Nevada will have differing opinions and views

about what emergency management measures should or must be required. These

different perspectives suggest that the details of any state system postulated

at this time must acknowledge that differences do exist within the Nevada
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emergency management community. Hence, the approach taken in this section is

to specify elements of the state preferred system where there is widespread

agreement among emergency managers and responders that additional effort and

.... activities must be undertaken, but also to indicate areas where some

disagreement exists in the state concerning the necessity of specific measures.

This approach will permit us to array a large number of emergency management

measures which make-up the state preferred system. The reader must understand

that before the necessity of any measure should be accepted the state should

undertake further assessment concerning current capabilities, and as DOE's plans

become more specific, undertake additional analysis of the emergency

management's community needs.

The preferred system postulated here is based upon interviews over a two

year period of time with state and local emergency management officials, First

responders to disaster' incident) in Nevada, state directors of various

departments which have a role in emergency management or regulating transport

of any type of hazardous waste in Nevada, and analyses of various state reports

and legislation, lt should be emphasized that officials interviewed offeted

components of an emergency management system which they felt would be t_Le

minimum necessary to protect the health, safety and public welfare of Nevada

citizens. That is, what they as professionals felt was absolutely necessary in

order to tell the public that any potentially hazardous inciaent _nvolving the

shipment of the waste could be handled effectively by the state and local

agencies involved in the response and potential clean-up. The preferred system

Focusses upon activities in the preparedness and planning phases representing

the early stages of planning which have been undertaken by Nevada's agencies
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and local governments, as well as the ambiguity surrounding the later stages

of the project.

__Pref_z.red System

A. Planning

Prior to the actual operation of any high-level waste Repository at Yucca

Mountain, or shipments of high-level waste material into the state there is

unanimous agreement that a great many activities must be undertaken. Perhaps

most importantly as a first step is the development of a state radiological

emergency response plan designating functional responsibilities to the state

and local agencies which may be involved in the response to an incident (This

responsibility is delegated to the state by the Federal Radiological Monitoring

and Assessment Plan developed by DOE). The plan must be developed with the

assistance of local emergency management personnel to ensure consistency with

local radiological response plans which must also be developed. The plan should

address the problems associated with coordination of the response and the

ever-present problem of communication among responders which will be

particularly important in any incident involving the transportation of materials

which can occur any place in the transportation network as opposed to a fixed

site incident, lt should be pointed out that the plan should also address the

problem of response to rail incidents and deal with the difficulty of reaching

such incidents which occur on rail lines and can not be reached by emergency

response vans.

B. Communications

The state response agencies ( Nevada Highway Patrol (NHP) and the Division

of Emergency Management (NDEM), along with several state studies which are or
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have been conducted (for example the Emergency Response Commission Study under

authority of Assembly Bill 352 and 719) have all agreed that some form of

communication system for all emergency responders is essential (Mushkatel,

Ig88a,b; Diversified Communication Engineering, 1988). lt seems likely that the

long term solution to this problem of emergency response communication will

include an 800 MHZ high band system. Hence, any preferred system for the state

and local governments will address the issue of communications and the solution

will permit communications among all state and local emergency responders. The

current inability of all agencies to communicate directly with each other is

a function of the use of different wave bands. This different radio band use

has resulted in the previously mentioned studies aimed at an 800 MHZ high band

system, which is preferred by the state agencies.

C, Information Repository

Closely related to the co_unication problems confronting the state, is

the desirability of being able to track all spent fuel carriers within the

state. At least one report commissione,d by Nevads_has addressed the Feasibility

of establishing an information data base on high-level and spent Fuel

tF_nsporters which could be used in conjunction with neighboring states

(Weschler, 1988). In addition, the NDEM an(_NHP, using A.B. 352 :_d 719 as

models, are strongly committed to establishing a separate in¢ormation repository

for these types of carriers. A.B. 352 and 719 provide for such a information

repository for the carriers of hazardous waste within the state, as well as

requiring the feasibility study of a statewide convnunicat}on system. Using

Nevada's mandated response to the national Superfund Amendments and

Reauthorization Act of 1986, the NDEM and NHP personnel believe the state sI_ould
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also be able to develop similar capabilities for tracking the history of

transporters and vehicles of high..levelnuclear waste (Mushkatel, 1988 a,b).

D. Escorting Transporters, Permitting, Ports of Entry, and Safe Havens

The issue of interstate vs. intrastate transport o_ high- level waste to

the R_,positoryis discussed in several other studies (Mushk_tel, 1988 b,c).

While the state of Nevada may only place certain permitting fees in place for

transporters of intrastate commerce, some form of fee system is desirable to

the NHP to offset various costs the section will incur as a result of the

Repository's location_ Under A.B. 352 the NHP was empowered to devise a

permitting system in place for carriers of hazardous materials, and Federal

statutes along with A.B, 719 authorized the state to impose a surcharge of $2

per cubic foot of radioactive waste received at Nevada's regional Facility.

Clearly, the state would prefer some type of permitting system and perhaps

surcharge or taxing of shipments. In addition, A.B. 352 mandated inspections

of such vehicles and the establishment of an information repository for both

producers and carriers of such materials. A.B. 352 also requires minimum

notification to the state of four hours before any radioactive waste may be

shipped into the state. Once again, the state, relying on the specifications

of A.B. 352 and what Nevada's likely response will be to the Repository, will

likely impose similar requirements on high-level nuclear waste shipments. This

suggests not only some type of permitting system but the advance notification

requirement will permit the state to implement an escort system. The L,'ivision

of Motor Vehicles and Public Safety feels any preferred system will include an

escort vehicle for the shipments. These escorts will preferably be highway

patrol vehicles which will be manned by well-trained troopers who will meet

the shipments as they enter the state and escort them to their destination.
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These vehicles will also contain sufficient monitoring equipment to allow For

some inspection of the cargoes, Whether there is sufficient need to alse escort

the transport vehicles out of Nevada is still under discussion. The escort

system, would be similar to what is now required _f all over- sized loads except

highway patrol vehicles and personnel would be utilized.

The inclusion of escorting of transporters of high-level nuclear waste as

well as the question of ports of entry for the shipments in the preferred system

for Nevada relies in part upon what the Chief of the NHP believes is absolutely

essential to ensure public safety. The NHP believes there are two parts to the

question of public safety and they wi]l not permit high-level nuclear waste into

the state unless both dimensions of public safety are met. First, there is the

question of what steps are necessary to ensure that the loads are shipped into

Nevada in the safest possible manner. The second dimension focusses upon the

public's perceptions of the safety of these shipments (Mushkatel, Ig88b). The

NHR believes that unless public confidence is gained concerning the safety of

the shipments and the states' ability to meet any situation, it is likely that

the NHP and other law enforcement officers will be confronted by demonstrations

and other unrest. Because of this philosophy, the NHP and other state agencies

feel that not only is escorting of waste shipments necessary, but also the

shipments must be inspected when they enter the state. Hence, any preferred

system for Nevada must include ports of e,_trymanned 24 hours a day, seven days

a week for the purpose of inspecting the shipments and vehicles carrying the

waste materials. These ports of entry will be constructed on highways whichwill

be utilized to transport the shipments. The NHP and other agency personnel

(Public Service Commission (PSC) personnel will be trained in the use of

radiological equipment and able to detect any leaks. In addition, shipment
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manifests and driver"s records will be scrutinized, and the information will

be transmitted to the relevant agency computer system to permit the tracking

of the shipment.

The question of whether safe havens for the transport, vehicles and drivers

are necessary in the state preferred system is still unresolved. The NHP is

strongly committed to not permitting vehicles to stop once in Nevada until they

arrive at their destination. Other agencies feel such havens are necessary in

the event of vehicle failure or the necessity of the driver(s) resting. Until

DOE plans concerning the transportation routes and number of drivers is clearer

the necessity of safe havens in such a system can not be resolved.

E. Monitoring of Railroad Shipments

While the ports of entry, escorting truck transporters, and information

repository for truck shipments are all part of the preferred system for Nevada,

they address only highway shipments. IncreasinglyNevada agencies are concerned

that serious incidents can occur on rail routes which they will be ill prepared

to handle. Unfortunately, the state is poarly informed concerning DOE's plans

about rail shipments. Nevada's PSC through General Order 52 (currently being

contested in the courts, and a result of the state's experience with the Union

Pacific Railroad's plan of shipping 7200 tons of radon-contaminated soil to the

Beatty low-level site) places several requirements on transporters of

hazardous materials including explosives and radioactive waste (Nevada

Administrative Code, 705.310 through 705.380; Mushkatel, Ig88c). Transporters

are required to obtain permits from PSC when 1) loading or unloading containers

onto or from railroad equipment or property owned by or under the cnntrol of

a railroad, 2) transferring hazardous materials from property owned by or under

the control of a railroad to another means of transportation, or 3) storing
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hazardous materials on property owned or controlled by a railroad (NAC,

705.320). Once again this Order raised questions concerning intrastate vs.

interstate commerce. Yet, the state maintains that if the materials were being

transferred to another mode of transportation or if they were stored for over

12 hours, any resumption of their shipment was a new trip and therefore

constituted intrastate commerce.

The above discussion suggests that any preferred system will heighten the

PSC's ability to monitor railroad shipments of high- level waste into Nevada.

If General Order 52 is upheld it will be necessary to require the PSC to monitor

and inspect shipments into the state, or when a new shipment is defined under

General Order 52. In addition, as details of rail shipment plans become more

definitive the PSC must enter into additional planning to determine what it will

require to ensure the public health, safety and welfare of Nevada citizens. The

questions involving rail shipments raise several issues concerning the state's

emergency response capabilities which are discussed below.

F. Emergency Response

Many of the measures in the preferred system discussed above are designed

to provide the state the necessary capability to respond efficiently and

effectively to any transportation related incident involving the shipment of

high-level waste into the state. Forexample, the statewidecommunication system

will permit the first responderswith the ability to communicate with the state

NDEM (in charge of coordination), local responders including law enforcement

and hospital personnel,and other state, local and federal agencies which need

to respond to an incident. Similarly, the information repository will be a part

of a larger monitoring system which will provide information to responders

concerning the driver of the vehicle, as well as the truck being used in the
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transport of the materials. What has been described above in the preferred

system description deals largely with the elements of the system which need to

be in place to permit a effective response. At least two additional elements

of such a system need some discussion.

The First of these response system elements involves an emergency

operations center which would coordinate any state response and which is tied

into the statewide communication and information repository system. The PEPCON

explosion has provided state and local governments an excellent learning

experience as to the importance of a coordinated response (Henderson

Commission, 1988). Obviously one key component necessary for a coordinated

response is adequate communication. Yet, perhaps of equal importance is a

operations center at the state level which is fully manned by trained

professionals and has the capacity to take control. The NDEM has identified this

operations center as one of its most important needs (Mushkatel, IgSg). Such

an operations center whether it is located in the NDEM or other agency or local

government muct be a part of the preferred system. In addition, the state

currently does not have a state response team per se. The preferred system for

Nevada entails the creation of such a statewide teams

The second component necessary for effective response not discussed above

involv_s planning and capability. One issue which continues to arise involves

potential rail incidents and the lack of preparedness by state agencies to

handle such a_ event. The NDEM and PSC are both concerned that sufficient

details of rail transport be revealed to permit them to plan for and respond

to any rail incident.The preferred transportation emergency management system

must provide the state with the capability to reach any rail incident. Depending

on the final rail route(s) selected, the terrain may make it impossible for
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stateemergency responsevans to reach the railroadtracks (theneed for such

vans is discussedin Mushkatel,Ig88a;Mushkatel,1989).Hence, once the route

selectionfor rail transportationis known the state shoulddetermineif its

currentcapacity is sufficientto allow it to reach the site of a potential

incident.Currently, somestate agenciesare discussinghelicopterswhich are

speciallyequippedand trailertrainsmanned by emergency responsepersonnel

which would followshipmentsthroughthe state.

G. Training

There is widespreadagreementamong state and local personnelthat the

current training of first responders, emergency management personnel for

radiologicalincidentsis woefullyinadequate.The NDEM has developeda white

paper or reportdealingwith the additionaltrainingneedsof their personnel,

as well as hospital personnel,firefighters,police and law enforcement

officers,and a varietyof decision-makingofficialsthatwill needto dealwith

the media (Moore,1989). The NHP has also undertakenan initialanalysisof

their training needs which reflectstheir view that all officerswho mightbe

a first responderto a radiologicalincident are in need of additional

training.

The preferredsystemwill involvea complextrainingprogram which will

providetrainingto not onlyfirstrespondersto an incidentbut also all state

and local personnel who may become involved in managing an incident,or

providingaid to thosewho are involvedin an accident.As is pointedout under

FRERP, federalagencieswill playmostlya supportiverole in the event of an

incident.In addition,under the T_._ransDortation!nsti_u_onal Plan (1986)the

DOE willarrangefor necessarytraining.The statepreferredsystemwillinvolve

the trainingof its key personneland its own trainersby federalagenciesand
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labo.r=to.rie.s.Those tr,,,inedat these facilities will then provide training to
i

state and local personnel,Each state agency's key per._onnel,and those who will

provid_ training car,be trained in a s_mi]ar vein and then provide training to

others in their agency and throughout the sta_eo Xn addition, the NDEM report

suggests that certain ke)'personnel will receive t.rainingby taking courses at

the states' universitieR (Moore, 1989). This training must begin well before

the scheduled operation of any Rcpository because of the length of time

necessary t.o train all of the state and local personnel, Training for

transpor_.ation incidentsr_:ceivesm_jor emphases from all of the state and local

personnel, _nd agency directors interviewed.

; H. Intergovernmental_nd _nteragency Coordination

The confusion _n the _responseto the PEPCON explosion, the difficulties

in obtaining a coordinated f_deral respons_ (FEMA and EPA for'example), and the

large nuc,ber of command cen_ers which wer_ establis.hedthroughout Clark County

and the state, al_ indicate the importance of coordination. Yet, coordination

is necessary not only in the response to a disaster inciden.t,but also in the

planning and preparedness stagc_sof emergency management.,Currentl!y,there are

several state con_nitteesand commissions involved in emergency management issues

(for example, the NDEM Hazardous Waste Committee, and the Em.¢rgencyResponse

Commission established under A.B..:352).The plethora of such committees extends

to the local level of government. What seems to be missing is a coordinating

body capable of obt=inlng interdepartmen*_a]and intergovernmental cooperation

and coordinatiolnof planning and preparedness efforts in the state as it

attempts to plan for transporl.ation_el.atedincidents from the Repository's
.

siting in Nevada, Apreferred system should include some state_ffort to compose

such an intergovernmntal interagency organization whose sole focus is on
z
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transportation issues.The compositionof such an organiz_tionwould consist
" i

of _d_,.C___imtg.D..._J_Eifrom state agenciesand localgovernments.The composition

of sucha bodywouldensurethatresourcesof the entitybeir.grepresentedcould

be committedto studiesor proposedaction.The coordi,natingorganizationshould

be located directlyunder the Governorand/or state legislature.

The creationof sucha coordinatingbodyshouldnot suggest thattoo litt_e

is being done to study and preparefor the transitof high-levelwaste to the

proposedYucca Mountain Repository.Indeedplanningis occurringin almostall

the state agencies,and many of the localones. For example,th_!_NDEM training

study has already been alluded to, as have efforts by the NDEM. The state

Radiologicaland Health section has invested time and re.-_urcesin its

preparationefforts.At the locallevel almostall of ?he governmentalentities

in ClarkCountyhave been 'involvedin preparednessand planningactivities.In

Lincoln County a studyon the iradiologicalcapabilitiesof sma'llcommunities

has recently been completed (IntertechConsultants, Inc., 1989). These

activitiesand the informationgainedneeds to be systematicallysharedwith

all concernedand potentially affectedgovernmentalentitiesinthe state.The

creationof a intergovernmentalinteragencycoordinatingorganizationwill be

an importantstep in the state'scontinuingeffortsto prepare and plan for the

transportationof high-levelwaste to Yucca Mountain.

I. Equipmentand PersonnelNeeds

The specificequipmentand personnelneeds necessaryto implementthis

state'spr_,ferredsystemwill not be arrayedhere for severalreasons.First,

the state and local needs will to some extent depend on what the current

capabilitiessre. No assessmentof these capabilitieshas yet been carriedout

for all agenciesand governmentalentities.Hence,any arrayof such materials
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and personnel needs would be premature. Second, the DOE plans are still too

ambiguous to specify the exact nature of the equipment and personnel needs For

Nevada and her local governments. Finally, a preliminary assessment for some

of the state agencies has been completed and is reported on elsewhere

(Mushkatel, 1988 a,b,c;lgBg).As the specific components of the state and local

preferred system are better understood with future DOE specification of

transportation plans, and as the current capabilities of state and local

governments are determined, the specific equipment and personnel needs should

be delineated.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANNED DOE

EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM



_l_scription of the U.S. r_E Planned

T'._e desc._:_tzon of the b'./. 30Z ,zlar, neu sk.'s-._.-.. '_ e.T.e:.se:y

:es_zor, se is _seC an une A_enc'.,'s -'---':-...,--_-:.....r.,.:-_,,_,-,-

(ia86), the _'_ie_' _adi_: _-cicai .L_e:-'_ ', =or-once c,._

.!?!_'iA)_, FEI1A's __- _:_" ._revel_:-'_..-_'. .Sha'" and ..._';_.//i
J

(FR/IAP) in addition _o the relevan_ r_=g'.,.la_ionsfound in =n =.

Although _he shipper and carrier bear the primazy

responsibility for assuring that radioactive materials are saf=._y

packaged and transported, responsibility for responaing to a

transportation acciden_ generally falls to _he sza_e or local

government. The role of the Federal government in responding to

transportation accidents is usually one of supporting the lead

response role of s_ate and local governments and aiding local

areas in developing the appropriate emergency response

capaDil dries.

Based on the T_7_%Ds_o_tation r..i_stitutional _!an (1986) the

U.S. DOE will serve in an advisory and coordinative role with

other agencies to arrange for "any necessary training and

technical support. _ Specifically, the institutional plan

suggests that the DOE will cooperate with the FEMA and DOT to



,_upga'- l,aca" =,mer_enc 7 auenciea :,:am '._-_',,'e ,:_.'a, _' .'espons_ai" ;'.,'

in ac-i_encs ir.ve.v/:_._ zuclea_ was-._ ih_pmeq-.._. _,ocaL _ove ,_,'_-

ani DC.E ir._er_c-ion on t[an_poL:a_.'uz __e_ _ll" &e _a___C :n L6--

.1..)3 -_) .

According to the insmitumionai plan, DOE's rol _. w_ll be as

follows :

(i) To work wimh o_her Federal agencies, _;evada, and local

governments to define :oles in emergency re.=ponse;

(&) to assist in the developmen_ of uniform eme.-gency _espons. _

capabilities (e.g., to revise the FE[.LA radiological

response plan) ; and

(3) _o formulate advisory guidelines for emergency response

activities related to nuclear waste shipments.

The following items have been iden_ifled for inclusion in the

advisory guidelines: calibration of radiation-monitoring

equipment, training standards, and eme.-gency response drills.

The institutional plan (1986) also stated that the role of DOE in

the development o_ a comprehensive response system will be made

by 1993. To date, DOE has not developed any specific programs

c:ea_ed by the NWPA. Also, to date, DOE is relying upon existing

Federal emergency response programs.
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Th_ re,or" of -.he [_AI]P t_ :i:e _ievad_ L._g's'az'4r._ (Decemoe-

"-$8) no_.ed :nac :.he DOE i_ e"::e,,'t._d_:3 '-r3v: :e _.3chnica" _nd

=' ; : ce _ -_inanc al ass _uan _o sta_e_ chr_e to flve fear3 pcior 3

sh_..-en_4 -3 -'he re;osito=7. _'::er_ i_ iisa_r__eme-t Det'veen zne

Sca-_ _ and DOE regarding the C_-_=esslonai inzent _f _he _i_'ng of.

implerer.cing emergenc? "escorts._ ;inns ant de'ze!o_ment. The _,_PO

2os_-_n ks _o implement eme.-]_ncy response Se'zel_men __

immed_atel]z by funding local anC state emer]ency response

planning. The three _o five ],ear developmen_ pe,_iod prior to

shi__en_s is conside-ed inadequac_ _.

The Fede _=_ ?,adio!_j_al Eaerlency Respons_ P!_n

The basis for the current Federal emergency response planning

regarding radiological transportation accidents is the f__

Radiological _mergency RespoGse Plan (FRERP) promulgated in 1985

by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEHA). Historically,

the lead role of FEMA was authorized in 1979 where FE[4A would be

responsible for establishing policies and coordinating civil

emergency planning, management, and assistance of Federal

agencies. FEMA is charged with working with state and local

jurisdictions _o assist in the development of local emergency

plans and training. Emergency planning includes _ranspor_ation

accidents involving radioactive materials.



._r 351 o ... 44 C.F 2 (1937) _da c':';s :he :3l=s _r.u

;unep:on3 of _._de-al agencies in 2r3v::- _._ '

anl ].'ca" _ove'nrents regarding a :r_n=_ ...._-,cn "ad _._i._i,.'zi

even_ .

,-,-,.., : 1 Fe ":'.i. e 3.n= ERIRP .Jas ,.e,;e_DFed oy F-"" "_'.-,_ and _:ner der agent :.

to define the Federal response to radiolo$ :al ._rer_enci_s. -he

plan covers any radiological emergency event that could require a

significant response by several Federal agencies. The FRERP is

activated when a state or local jurisdiction requests Federal

support or when Federal agencies must respond to meet their

regulatory responsibilities. There are three types of incidents

identified: fixed nuclear facility incidents; transportation

incidents; and other incidents.

The FRERP is primarily concerned with Federal support to

state and local governments beyond the immediate site of the

emergency (offsite). For emergencies that do not have physical

boundaries (e.g., transportation accidents), the state or local

government will define an area onsite at the time of the accident

and manage all activities within that area. For transportation

accidents involving materials shipped by DOD or DOE, those

agencies as "Cognizant Federal Agencies" (onsite Federal support

is responsibility of that Federal agency) will define and control

the onsite area. When shipments are by or for DOD/DOE, these

agencies are "Cognizant Federal Agencies _ (CFAs) and as such have
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a specific coordination function in relation to the state and the

owner/operator of the radiological activity. Activities of CFAs

are to monitor, evaluate, and provide assistance if required

regarding onsite proDlems and to develop and evaluate

recommendations for puDlic protective action measures offsite to

appropriate s_ate and/or local offices. The role of FE_'%Ais to

promote coordination of Federal assistance including assistance

to state and local governments and logistic support to other

Federal agencies.

IFRMAP) The Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Plan

To coordinate radiological assistance under FRERP, the DOE

developed FRMAP. Although part of FRERP, it may be implemented

separately. FRMAP replaces the Interagency Radiological

Assistance Plan. Under FRMAP, the DOE has the primary

responsibility (if requested by the state or local governments)

to provide technical personnel and equipment for radiation

monitoring and evaluation in the event of a transportation

accident involving radioactive waste. The annotated bibliography

summarizes the Federal agencies' response plans for radiological

emergencies under the FRERP.

Under FRERP, organizational responsibilities by level of

jurisdiction were outlined. The state is responsible for

developing a radiological eme:gency response plan, designating an
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emergencZ radiological response team, and coordinating

communications with Federal, state, and local agencies involved

in the response. Local areas have the responsibility to develop

a local emergency response plans that is compatible with the

state's plan. Because local responders will be the first on the

scene, they should be aDle to administer emergency measures and

to notify appropriate authorities to obtain expertise. The

Federal role is a supporting one. FEMA coordinates the Federal

response to accidents which require the direct involvement of

more than one Federal agency. Both DOE and EPA are responsible

for coordinating radiological monitoring and assessment functions

of the Federal agencies. Coordinated assistance by DOE is

contained in the [ederal Radiological Monitoring and As_

O_th_r Federal Agencies

FEMA has also established the Federal Preparedness

Coordinating Committee (FRPCC) (44 C.F.R. Part 351) in order to

coordinate Federal assistance. According to the DOE's

_raDsportation Institutiona! PlaLn, the FRPCC provides policy

direction for the program of Federal assistance to local

governments in their efforts to develop plans for radiological

emergencies. The Committee developed a guidance document for

local emergency response planning, _ Developing St_

Local Radi__ogical Emergency ResponSle Plans and Preparednes_

..... _I_' e tilhl '1 TI%11TIFf' lh '' ii 'Ul" rl lm ',I..... I ,r_p,,,,r_iiI _ i_ .r ,-', ,1111
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_._porta_oJ_ Accidents (FEMA REP-5, 1983) , FEMA also

provides financial assistance to support state emergency response

activities. Transportation accident planning may be undertaken

under these provisions, but the intent is to address response

planning for ali hazards. Various agencies have information and

training centers on emergency response.

To date, the DOE has not developed a program that identifies

the state and local needs for emergency response capabilities for

radiological transportation accidents nor the level of Federal

financial assistance required for planning: training, and

equipment. Nor have emergency response planning and resources

criteri" been estaDlished for transportation accidents involving

radiological accidents. The DOE's position is to coordinate

plans through existing programs such as FEMA's FRPCC and to help

FEMA review emergency response plans, lt is not until the

repository site is selected that DOE will define specific needs

for training and equipment to support radiological transportation

accident responses by state ard local governments.



EVALUATZON OF THE DOE

EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM
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Evaluation of the U.S, DOE Planned Transportation

Syst,.em: Emergency_Response (15.41

The DOE effort in developing a program for emergency response

for radiological transportation accidents is founded on current

Federal assistance and coordination programs and procedures.

DOE's role is one of consultation and advisement to FEMA's

" Ji_
interagency program for dealing with radiological emergencies. _

No new program has been established by DOE that specifically

addresses the issues of nuclear waste shipment accidents and

response as part of the repository program. In addition, the DOE

has stipulated that program development and financial assistance

in emergency planning would commence just three years prior to

shipments.

There are several major problems inherent in DOE's present

approach, which are highlighted below.

i. DOE's present effort in emergency response by focusing on

Federal agency coordination and assistance has

de-emphasized an integrated approach to emergency

management. For example, the relationship between route

selection, accident reduction, and emergency response

needs has not been addressed.
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2. There is a need for generZc assessment by DOE of emergency

response needs which _aRes in_o acco_n_ _ne various t?pes

of potential accidents, sn,_pmen_ modes, and preparedness

requi rements.

3. There is a serious quesu_on whet.her FE:,LAhas _b,e

institutional capacity to coordznate a ma]or effor_ in

developing preparedness plans, _raining, and providing

a_-sistance in the area of radiological transportation

emergencies. The fact tha_ the U.S. DOE will commence the

implemen_.ation of emergency management procedures and

programs so soon befo{'e acr.ual shipments occurs reinforces

this concern. A long lead time for training, emergency

planning, and program development is essential for

effective response capaD.%lities, lt is also not clear how

much FEMA will be involved in planning and training with

regard to nuclear transportation accidents.

4. There is no guidance at presen_ of appropriate levels of

community prepazedness, training, equipment_ and response

procedures to .potential accidents. Greater specificity is

needed between the Federal, state_ and local government

roles an(] responsibilities in response planning.

5. There is a need co define levels of financial assistance

for emergency management based on state and Federal
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agreement of acceptable standards. These standards have

to De developed and established as working principles.

6. There is no established evaluation criteria by DOE by

which to develop effective emergency response plans and

community response capabilities.

7. There are some capabilities at both state and local levels

regarding the handling of problems of radioactive

substances. There are questions, however, concerning the

quality and quantity of these capabilities at _he local

level. Radiological emergency plans at the local level

may have lagged behind national efforts; there may be a

substantial buildup in expertise and training required for

state and local areas. In addition, the role of the local

first on-scene responders needs clarification.

8. There seems to be some confusion as to the roles of _'EMA,

DOE, and the EPA in onsite-offsite roles during

radiological emergencies and their relationships to other

agencies and local jurisdictions.

9. The U.S. DOE does not seem to be addressing the issue of

the need for public education and in_ormation programs on

transportation accidents and emergency response needs.

_1' - , -- pr lr ..... _lf iip,l,l_ _ Illllm'l..... Pl ", ' _"
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i0. Nonstructural mitigation measures which may include

regulatiuns on speed, multiple loads, modification, and

routing, have not been applied to rail shipments of

nuclear materials. The focus of emergency management has

been on truck transport to the exclusion oE regulation of

rail shipments.

II. The technical requirements of nuclear transportation

hazards are different than natural hazards and the core of

nuclear response programs are at the Federal level.

Current DOE/FEMA positions seem to argue for integration

of preparedness, planning, and training prog=ams across

hazards. This may present inadequate attention and

resources to emergency response programs specifically with

regard to radiological accidents.

=
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Emergency Response Related+ to Radiological +Tran_

Accidents= Literature Review (15.5)

The literature found on emergency management related to

radiological transportation accidents falls into two categories:

those on the actual structure of the emergency response plan

(agency roles, notification, procedures, etc.), and those that

focus on the content of that plan. The literature overview is

structured in the following way. The reports and agency

documents that serve as the basis for the U.S. DOE position on

emergency management are highlighted first. This is followed by

summaries of several key articles on needs and evaluation

cri_.eria for emergency response plans for radiological

transportation accidents. The last section provides a

bibliography on emergency management related to the

transportation of hazardous materials and nuclear waste.

The key documents that serve as the bases for DOE's current

posture on transportation accidents include the following:

_i Radiolclu!gal Emergency Response Plan developed by FEMA

(1985) ; _._l_ral B@dio!og_ical_lIQ/litoring @nd _%_._%_ie.2/_2/u_1

(DOE); _uidance fo[ D__State and Fede[a! _adiglosica!

_erqaency Plans and __._I/lej_%._ransDortation A_¢id_nts

(FEMA, 1983) ; and _.Review of DQT'_

_atiQn 9f Fu%diQagt_ive__ZA/__. These essentially

describe the roles and responsibilities of Federal agencies in

q, ,
.... +,+ ...... pr ,,+ ,,_,

+_P'+'q+,q,_l++_' ,,, '+IIii _p+_, ,, qrl ',eilpl, qll ,i,i', ,
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responding to radiological transportation accidents and in

assis=ance to state and local governments for emergency

preparedness, planning, management, mitigat_onp and training.

Two key reports on planning for emergency responses in

radiological transportation accidents are : __e_g__/_iP_Q/Lif__i/l

Tr a_spo _tation Qf _R_Ma__ •

Me%hodo!eg? by Sandia LaDoratories (1982), and a ___

Radioactiv__Materia]_s_Transpo/__ by National Conference of

State Legislatures (1983). The Sandia report discusses the

unique aspects of _adiological transport incidents and provides

an analysis of evaluation criteria for radiological

transportation plans. The criteria include: notification,

accident assessment, puDlic information, evacuation, protective

response, radiological exposur_ control, responsibility for

planning, and emergency response training. The evaluation

criteria were utilized in an assessment of seven state response

plans, and four local response plans.

The _ to Radioactiv? _[agerials Transporta_ (1983)

describes the uses of radioactive materials, the laws and

regulations that cover their transport, and the

interrelationships of Federal, state, and local governments. Of

particular importance in this report is the opportunities

identified for state action. These include the expansion of

state enforcement of regulations, regional cooperation for
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training, regional cooperation for inspection, and other safety

regulations.

There are several case studies that deal with the evaluation

of emergency response capabilities and the preparation of

response and evacuation plans. Rittvo's study,

_T__j_l_Hazardous Materials -- A_Ca_e Study, is

particularly noteworthy. The analysis of the prot)lem included:

(I) an inventory of existing conditions; (2) a route analysis and

vulneraDilities; and (3) an assessment of response capabilities.

The recommendations included measures to reduce/prevent accidents

and measures to reduce and contain the consequences of accidents.

The measures were organized into preplanning and preventative

activities, training and equipment needs, legislative options,

and the bases for an emergency evacuation plan.

A policy-relevant analytical study for emergency management

involving hazardous materials transportation accidents was

completed by E. L. Quarantelli, T!ansportation Accidents

Involving _azardous Chemicals V__Those Involving DaE_gR/:.Q__L_

Nuclear Material (DRC, 1982). In comparing both hazards, the

author argues that the two kinds of dangers require different

rather than similar responses. A summary of policy implications

for emergency management for both hazards is discussed. Of

particular importance to Nevada's efforts, is the conclusion that

'_ despite dissimilarities in the two threats, the existing
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literature overemphasizes technical problems and safeguarding

measures and provides less attention to social and organizational

problems in preparing for and responding to nuclear materials

transportation accidents_

A detailed bibliography of relevant articles and reports on

emergency management and hazardous materials transport, in

addition _o summaries of key literature, is included as a

separate report that accompanies this brief overview.
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INTRODUCTION

Researc_ Toolc

'._'_ ._ 1 _ ___ '! :"l _ "-¢_C,_rslFII_r"IQ_C as ":at" as 9rn@r'_.er, c,/ "nar, aqerner,_ ;.- ..

r._c_i,:,ac- ','e crar,=_---.=aC i,:,r,. .rq :he ever,_ .:,f at, acc:.mer, c. _naz _,eecs

C.lt e_-at uY'@

_itnc,,.t_r_ t_e _r'_l_Der ar_ caY'_-l_r DeaP =r_e o_-Irna_-y P'@sDc, r_l Di : i=v

for assur=r_ tna" _Oi,:,ac_=ve r,+a_e_lais are safely oac_a_ec ar,c
c,_.ar, soe,-= eG. re=. :c-,s 1 Di 1 lty f,:,r- r-e_oor, o 1 no Co a Crar, so,:,rc ac -.:, r,

accimer;c _er,eral'/ :ai ls Co _.he S_aoe or _.,:,cai gove_-_,rner,1:. The P.oie

,:,f _e =eceral =.,:.',e,-_,_,_er,= in _.esDonolr, g t,:, =rar, smo_-=atlor, acc!_er,_s

Is usua.:'.¢ one :.= suooort _r,0 the ieac _oie ,:,f State ar,¢ i,._ca.

goverr,_,_e-_=s. _.=.ceral agencies usually _,:,uld not _ecome invc, lvec

unless _:eclficall/ r-ecues_ec _c, _,:, so by State ,:_ l,:,cai goverr, r,_er,_

,:,f_iclal s. The exc_=Dt ion to this r'uie is sl c uar ior|s ir,vc,l vl r,_

r,uclea_ _eaoons.

" _he lite,'a_ur'e f,:,unc_ or, er,_er_ency r,.._naoernen_ falIs ir,_o _°:

ca_ao_,:,m_es; those on the ac_:,.tai s_ruc_:u_-e _,_ :'_e er_erger_c'/ _esoor, se

o!ar, (a0_er,cy r-oles, notlfica_Ion o_ocec_u_es, e_c), ar,O _nose _na_
focus c,_ the cor,_er,_ of tma_ mlar,. Because each State ar,_ loca"

jur_sc:!ctior, has its own er_er_ency _.esDomse Plans. only tree ac=ua.

olaf, fo_- the _ec_ePal gove_'nrnem_ was surnrna_'_.zec_. Lite_-atuPe or, _na_.
snoulc_ De cor,_alne_ in tmose olar, s was oocaineO as i_ Peia_eo _o

State amc_ local _govePr_rlli_n_:s,

The _eoc, Pt is c°Y'_ar,iz_¢_ into two oar, s: a sttr_l;,,at-v Of :_e

: articles oDt ainec_ am_: a Dlol _oQPaomy ,:,_ rela_eo ma'_ e_-ia i. The

: BiDlio_'aony contains _-eferemces fop naza_-_ou$ was_@s/trar, s@c,r_a,:ior,.

_a_ ioac_ Ive wastes/tramsmoPtat ion. am_ _a_ Ic,ac_ :ve/er,_-_enc les.

Sources eval uar eQ incl uc_ed the @ove_r, rne_,_ Mor,_ m ly Pttoi Ica_; ior,s

Catalog, ASU @emmPal Stacxs. anm the Social Scier, ce Index. No_ al

_-efePences wePe founc_ in al! sc,ur.ces. The following aP_icies ,_er_=
" sumrnari z_

* The Fec_ral Radiological EmePgency Resoonse _lar, was _remare_ oy
FEM_ and is t_e strucCuPal resoc°nse olar, for- the Fec_eral

gove_r, emt.

* _uidar, ce F'oP Develooim_ State Ant| Local Radioloqlcal E_neroer, cy
. Resoor, se _lan Ar,c_ P_-eoa_eoness FoP Tr-ar,soor_a_!on AcciOer, cs _as

also mPeoaPeO Dy FEMa. lt gives guloar, ce on wna_ snouls oe
conca:m_a in State anc_ Local Pesoomse olans.

4
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I SSUe%.
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• Eva!,.tat_.c_r, Cr-i_:el'ia :,:r _;rle_"_er_cy _es:c,r)sl ;la_=_ "_') _ac_lc, 1E,_l:a_

emerger_cy r_ar, agerni_i: f_.,:,r,_ _ sc_cla;, sc'.er, ce oer':_:__': :re.

. _s_,_acts _ev-_ f,:,unO f,:,r:e_eral _ss_s:ar, ce lr, _ac_olo_cal
__:,_e'_'_er)c_.es:'Na_ior, ai ;!ar,r,lr,m Ar,_ ,.,:,caiIrnoiem_=r,_atlo_ ar,_
_,:,_ec_ve Ac_.=or_ Gulcar,-_.= ::,:,_.- _aOloac-.;ve Ma_.=P=al Tpa_soorta_ion



w,.'_ ce,,,elo_ec_ :.oy FE_¢I ar_c_ __i_-=ver, ,:,_me." :"e_,9_'-a]. a_er, c.:es. .":=. :"r'3c, se
, 13 _,:, ,=e'_l f',e ::t'le_ ,_'e_er"_ _ r"_so,cr, se ,_:',"" 3e'._.c-=_ :.r_e , ,'a_ : :,. ".: ;._.a.

erner _eF,c :es.

Author lt _es :

Atomic Ener'gy Act Of 1954 - _'se L:' ff r, uc!.ear rna:er'_a..s .,L',s- :e

r-eqLila_;ecl for cc, rllr=lC_r_c_efer=se ano 'secur" :'/, ar, o c,:, =r<,cec: .nea.--_ ,ar, c
: we 1 fare.

Executive Orc_e_ i_148, July _0, 1979 - As_ans Dl_,ec:or. :-;_A.

r-esoonsl_l lity f,3r clvl ] _efense ar_o clvl I eme_-gemcv :ianr_ir, o.

Nuclear Regulatory Cornmimslon A_orooP_at_on Autho_i:a:ion,

June 30, 19_0 - Requires :resident to :u:: ash a Na_ "_:'_al C.:.n::_,_:e_,cy

:!an for ac_iOer,_s at cor,vner_.lal r_kic_._aP 3ower miar,_s.

Executive OPdeP 12,_i, Seo_em_eP ;_9, _gao - Delegates tc, Di_ec::,r ,:,_:

FEMA _esoor, si_llty for _evelc, o_n_. _a_ior, al Com'u" r,gency o" at, ._'o_-
acc_.Oen_s at commercial 'nuc!ear 3ower Dian, s.

_# CFR Part 351, MaPc_ 1I, 198_ - Es:aDl isnes the ;eoera

_a_i oi og ecel _eoare_ness Cooro i_a_ ing Cornel tt re. Als,:, a=.sz ._mec

reSOor, sioility tc, DOE for the _evel¢,omen_ of t_e FeDeral Raolo_oo_ca

_l¢,nltc, r;ng Anc_ Asse_srnen: _lan.

S¢o_i: F_EFIP cove_'s any oeacetlr,_i radiological er,_er_ency _-esoor, se

that could reouIPe si_n_fican_ _esoonse _y several Federal _r,c=es.

The FRER_ is act iva_:ec_ w_en a Sta_e o_ local juP,_s_,.ct_on requests

_e_eral suooo_ o_ Fec_eral a_er, c_es n_us_ res_onc: to rnee_ their

statutory resoo_s_bilit_es. There a_e three tyoes ,:,f _nc_en_s:
Fixec_ Nuclear Facility Incidents, T,-mnsoortat_on Ir,c_oen_s, an_ Other <

Ir,cioen_s ii. g. nuclea_-_owere_ satellite re-entry.

The FFRE;Rg ii cot, Craned with Fec_e_al suoooP_: to Sta_:e ar,c_ local

governments _eyon_ the ir,lrne_iate site of the emeroency z.e. off

_.iite. For emel"gencies at Fixed nuclia_ ?acilltz_s "of? site" _ the

area beyoncl t_e _acility _o,.In_a_y. For a fixe_ nuclear _aci_t./

,._wnec_. au_:hori=e_ aria re_ula1:ecl _y a Fec_eral a_ency, _ne or,slte

Federal suooo_t is the resoonsibil_ty of tha_ _e_eral a=er, cy _.e. :me

co,ni=ant Fe(_e_al a_er, cy (CFA). Fc,_ erne_'=er,c:es tha_ clo r,o: nave

o_yslcal bour,_aP_es, _ar, soc, rta_ion tnclden_s, tmr State ,_r ,:,ca_

goverr, rner,t will define am area ons_te at the tirne of the ac_1_er,_ and

r,_ar,a_e all ac_io_,s wl_hin that area. _or trar, smortat_or, ac-_oer,:s

_r,volvina materials s_iooe_ _y DOD oy" DOE. thole a_er_c_es as C.CA's
w_ ii c_ef_ne a_ con_:rol the on_ite area.
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HOW TO IDENTIFY COGNIZANT fEDERAL AGENCIES

(Sh_=r,_e_:s by oy"
c,:,r DOD/DOE) DOD/DOE DOD/DOE

Tra_s_or_a_on _ivate. State

_All ¢,_e_; local, FeDeral None

Oil Otme_ P_iva_e_ State N_C/DOD

-_ner0e_c _es local. Fe_e_-a I DQE/None

Co-coOt o_ Ooe_a_o_s (Summary) : The CF;_. FEMA, ar,a DOE ,:,_ EPC_ eac_
has a soeclf-_ cooro_na_io_ fu_c_on _n _ela_on to _ne Sta_e ar,a _e

ow_em Dm ooema_or of _me maOloiogzcal activity.

CFA -Cor, Ouc_ a_,a manage =eae_al onslte ac_or, s to suooor_ t_e _r, er
,._ c,oe_a_o_. Qc_.Ivltzes of CFA a_e to mon1_o_ evaluate, aavZSeo ana
o_ov_ae assistance if _-eoui_ec_.

DOE C)_ EgA - Coo_-clina1_e r:ec_eral offsite _ac_ioloqical monlto_r,a, a_̂
assesmme_. DOE Q_ovlcles Inl_al _es_:or,s_. EPA _ov_aes _n_ermec_a-

te a_o long _e_m _es_o_se.

CFA - DeveloQ or evaluate _ecomme_,dat io_s fo_- Qk_Dl i_ O_'OteC_ Ive

ac_,XO_ measures o_fs_,te.

CFA (In Coordination. 14lth FEmA If Poss:_le) .- _|_esen_ _ecommenOa_o_s

fop o_'sl_:l DPo_ec_:lv@ action measure _o _:t_e aooroo_a_e Sal:e ana/or
local off _ce@.

FEM_ - _,-omo_e coo,'_;na_;on of Feae_al ass;s_a_,ce. This Ir,clu_e_;

ass:1_a_ce _o Sa_e and local aove_men_s and lo_:s_c $uooor_ _c,
Feae_a_ a_e_c_ms.

=
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CFQ Xms'=_ally, FEMA After- Mutual Q@reememi; - Coo,-a_na=e _e'ease ,_,_

_n_c,r-_a: .:,r, to _ne o,._milc aria Cc,ngress.

CF_ In1:_ally, FEMA After Mutual Qgreeme_1: - C,:,c,r_-.r,a_._re ease -_
irJ_C.r'r,la-.:,tjtO t_@ _i_@ H,:,,.tS_.

F'eCmra_ "_esoor_se: _'__r_.:@_'a_ r'3so,_',r-,.se c:,rJs; 3_ • .:,_ ,_o:,ur" 3at":. 3.

_. De--=. ,_'-,_zn_ wr,e_e_- S_a_e ,:,_.i,:,ca, r'eCues_s nave _ee_,
_'e,ce ._c_ (_.f aoor,._orla_e)

-ul l _Ca" e res_c,r, se Oe_i_s w1_._ s_@o or_e a_o Ir,cl,_ces a_ I _,:,ur-

•_eos. ;_c,_ all er,_t_-ger,c%es _,lay _ecuz_e a _uii scale _esconse.

Ste_ i ._ _o: C]wr,e_'/Ooerator is ,-esm,:,ns__le for r|oi;,,f'__n_ t,_e

aoo,-oc,-:a=.= Stai;e ano Fe_era! audio,.si;ees. Aft_ r@cesvin@ su_

_o_IfSca-.,,or,. t_e C,'-A _IIi r_o1:_fy FEMA neaocuar_e_-s in _a_n:ng_,:,r,
D.C.. _c,_ificatsor, wsll snciuoe locai;_or, ant nature of acczoer,_.

seve_:v ,:,f o_ot:lem. _esc_'_o_s,:,rw of CF_ resmo_se, a_c follow, ,._r,

ac-_'.,:,nar,_;ci_ai;_(: _)y C,_A. F-'j'_Aw:ll con_ac_ the Sta_e _:o verst,,

r_o_f_ca_,:,_. FS_MA a_{: CFQ _s;i no_zfy ,._he_ aooroorza_e _ece_al

age_,c_es. DOE wsll notify a@er_c_es wi_n F_MAP _esmc, r,ss_:l_:es.

A,_e_ a _ec,._esi; _'_o_, a Sta_e c,_ local _eoues_ _o_ asszs_ance. ,==__

well Oesi_na_e a Stn_or" F_MA Official (SFO) to orov_oe a s_nc_le 0c,zr,_

,._f cor, t ac_. State ar,d locai gove_nr,_e_ s reoues_ s car, 0e mace

_sreci; ly _o i_azvsdual Fe¢:e_al a@er, cies w:s t:_ wn_cn _nev nave

_reex is_ i_ a_-_ar,_er,_e_ s o_ rela_ 1o_.ssrlI13_, Fecera i a_er, c :es
cc,n_ac_eo wxll Inf,orr_ the SFO.

Step 3 & _s F_-MA will c_eoloy an _',_er_encv _esoonse 7earn _E.R""_ _eacec

_y an SFO. Prl¢,r to %ts _:eoloyrnen_. _EMA wzl! non,fv _ne af;ec-.ec
Sta_e a_O _ne CFA of t_e mla_nec FEMA resoo_se. U_c,_ ar_:val, _me

SFC) _zll es_ablzs_ i;_e offss_e _ase ,0f ooera_ons (Fea eral Re_c_c,rwse

Cent_-). A Fec_eral RaoSoio_scal Mo_i;o_g a.r,C Assessrnen_ Cen_er

(FRMAC) w_ll be es1:a_issne_ by DOE. u_ually ai; a r,ea_-oy a_roor'.. The

CFA, Sf a_y, w_ll _s_a_lss_ a local _ase of o_era_o_s. F_M_. _z_e

CFA, a_ DOE _s I I t_sure tna_ ac _.svst le@ a_ varsous cer,_ers are

coot(: inat e_.

FEDERAL RQDIOLO@IC_L MONITOI:IIN@ AND ASSESSMENT _:LAN (FRMAP)

_ur_ose : Tc, coor_ x_ate FeOe_al raa_olc, q_cal ass :,_ at,ce. _l :r_c,u_

_RMA;_ _s oa_¢ of FRERP, _ rnav ce :molemen_eO seoara=eiy.



DO_. '_SDa. DOD. DCC. ar,_ DOI.

_DE,_L _GENCY INTE_F_CF. _ND _;E3PONSE DU._N SL_MMARIES

Summa_'_es Of FeaePal Agency Resmonse Pla_s

D£O_RT_ENT OF COMMERCE

_urc:ose: Natzo_al Oceanzc Anc_ Atr_os_ne_-_¢ AOm_n_s_raCzor, or:v_oe

SttDDOr'_ t_'OU_n t_le Na_1o_al Marlmlt Fi_ne_'-les S_r`vlce _m o_'_er" ':e
avoi_ _uman co_urno_ion of con_arnl_a_e_ comr,_e_-clai f_sne_'y o_'oouc-.s.

Plan! Na_:ional Plan Fo_ Rac_iological Emer'ger, c_es At Comr, erc:ai

Nuclear" _o_er Plan_s, Novemmer 198&.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Put'eole : DOD 1_ char-gem w_t_ _anOl _r,_, _ o_'age, _al n_ er,a_,ce.

assembly, an_J tr-ansc_or*.a_ion of nuclear" wea_ons.

Plan: _aa_ologlcal Assistance In The _ven_ Of AcciOent [nvc.lv_,_=

_ac_xolog_cal Ma_er",als, IC) Mar'cn 19_I, _. Others.
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DI_P_'rMENT 01= _NE_GY (CFA)

D,.Lr,_¢,se I DC_@ ,:,wr, G ar4_ .:,_@r-_,gs a /ar,,_./ " -' ._%xgc ,, ._c . _.a_-
._ac', _,I:1_s. _esoor,_31,__ _ f,z,r a_. i r,,.LC.@_" _C_, , . '_=5 ,.Ir,C@_- ".'_@...-

DEo,_RT_ENT OF" E>.,E_GY (F_,

Pur'_os@: _esoc, r,s& _ie F,:,r ;_'noZerner,_;rig --=_&2.

Olan: .:_I_QP. _ ,:,_ners.

DE._aRT_ENT O.F ._E._aI.TH AND _L,.','II&N 3ERVICaS

_lam: The Deoa,-_.'nen_ Qf _eai_n Ar_O Hur_ar, _e_v_c_s :=.saor,se 01ar, =:,_-

Raci._loo__cal En_ergencims, _arc_ I_, 1982.

DEP_TMENT OF HOL_SING AND _F_._N DEVELOPMENT

gU_OO_Bi _)_-,_vlc:es Inf,:,rma_ lc, r: on aral iaole _ ,:, ,.ts "-,-,_ for 01sas_e,-
v_c _._ms or" ¢_soi.ace¢_ 0er's@ns.

DE3ARTMENT OF T_ANSPORT_TION

- _u_mos@: _-ov1Oes a_sl_ar, ce _mer, emer_emcy affects _rar, soc,_a_ :c,r,
mc,c_s_

Olein: De_a_men_ Of T_ansmor_a_or, _aoiolo_:cal Er,_er_er,cv resm¢,r, se

Plan. Qu@us_: 1985.

ENVIRONMENTAL P_OTECTION AGENCY

_u_go@e : g_ov iO@s a_@l s_ ante In e_v ir_or,rnen_ a I an_ wa_e_ suppl./

rdOl_11:OrllS_ Conse_u_B amsesst_l@n_, am_ ot_o=ec=Ive _c_.'oKt c]e_lslc, r'_s.

_la_: U.S. Environmental P_o_ec_ _om A@emcy _Isoom_B Diam. Off,.ce ._f

_aclia1::om g_o@_ams, January 30, 1981, _ o_het-S.

_EDE_AL EMERGENCY MANQGEMENT AGENCY

Purgose: Responsible _,0_- coo_Oina_ :mq _c_e_-al _'m_oomse _o ai i

_-aC_olo@ical emergencies _na_ _eoulr@ rnult_-agemcv Feoe_al resoc, r,se.

Pla_s FEMA Erae_@ency _es_omse Ooera_ _oms _'or, Ex_ _ac,rc imar./

Si _ua_ _or_s : E_ne_gemcy Suomo_1: Tmal_ Pol icy ano Ooera_ _or,s _esoc, r,se

P_ocB_u_eS, geo_ua_y 8, I984.
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Pu_oo_e: T,._ _,_v_c_e a _a_ t=,:,r" _a_e a_c_ _.c,_a_, _,:._er'r, rne_',_s _ -

PLANNING _ASIS

T_ansOo_a_lo;'_ System_

_adloactlve rna_e_-ials _ar, oB n_ovecl oy lar,a. sea, or alr'. The ras=

t,_a.'or:ty. _,:,wever'. are mc,yea _y lane _Itn _ne rna._,3_" oo_'_ :,:._', _c, lna oy
h_ _hway. Soer_ (usea) reactor Fuel i$ IIrn_ea _,_ rnover,_er_::,r__e_-ta_
_c,utes. L:nless a Sta_e oeszgna_es o_he_w_e, the _ou_es f:r soe_'c

Fuel ar,c o=ner large ouar, t, lr.,./ snlor_en_s _l" I OB _ne :r, ce_'s_a=e
n ign_ays.

Materials aria Packaging in T_ans_or_a_ion

'3ackaglr, a _eaulrernen_s a_e _ase_ on tyoe aria oua_l_y of raol,=,ac_Ive
_a_e_'lai. Form, soeclfic activity, aria fis$1i_ o_^ooe_ies. There are

five ca_ aao_-_es.

Limite_ Quantity _ac_ag_ng" Low rao_oac=_ve. No _arr,_r,g ia_e_s
_e_ulreO. Pac_agln_ _-m_usremon=s are _nc,se tha_ aooly tc, na:aroc.,us
_as_es. T_ansoo_ea _y common car_te_s aria _os_ off_ce (I.e. mee1_ai

a_agr_c,s_Ic kl_$_ researcn aria Inaus_.lal samoles or _es= materials
ano _aaioact_ve aev_ces SUCh as snooze aev_ces).

Low Soec_ ric Actlvity (L_A) Packa_in_ : Ma_er_al_ _r, _n_
_aaloac_ _vlty _ uniformly _r_u_ea _n a large arnour,_ ¢,_
_or_aaloac_ve ma_erlai. If $n_oec_ _y common ca_e_ must _e Tyoe A

oac_aglng. I? _n_oeO _y full loaa or exclusive-use ven_cle$o only

_,ee_ $_o_@ ty_e _ac_a@es (i.e. f_on_ aria back cna of nuclear fuei
cycle, hosoltal$_ unive_sltles, orlva_e laoorato_lee).

Type A Packaging: Designea to wlths_ana _onacc_ae_ con_or, s.
Ma._o_ty of sn i_men_s macle w_tn Tyoe A oac_.aq_ng
(i._. raaioDharmaceu_Ical, rmsearcn aria snau_r_al sources a_,a some
_,._ei Fissile ma_erlal_.

Typ_ B Pac_ag in_ : Des i_r,e= _o w_ th_ar|d acc_aen_ cor,c___ _or_s.
Greater auan_1_le_ than Tyoe A (i.e. larger _esearcn aria :r,0us_r_aL

sources aria ce_aln _uel cycle materials).
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Ty_e B Large Quantity OackagSng: Cor,_alns large auar_=i_s _

.seve,_91v _'eacneCl, wc, u:_ -_aclse 5er'l,:,,.is n_a.:m ar,_ saf=._v -=_':-=c-_s : '/e-

!ar'_e a m._.as (_..e. __=searcn, _ncustr:ai. a_',c ':._eraiDeu= :: "nec '.c a.
sc,u:'z_=s ar,a soer,_ mu=i_=ar _uel _.

Acc_en_ Characteristics

Low Haza_ - High i:h"oC)aOillty: T,,.oe ,_ ,:,rr.,'oe /_ :ac.,aq=s. _s,._= _- .

?,o _=lease OT: oar,_er..:,us amc, unts ,-,f_ao_c.ac'_.ve _na_:_=_':.ais. ": Dr'_ac-

_.r,Tyoe A .:,r Type m. area a?_ec_ec: w,:,ulc usuai v oe i :u=':e_ _:, -"e

equ_omer,: a_"e al',.',wec "co leave.

Higm Hazar_ - Low g_-oma_lity: La_-ge _uar,_z:v Tvoe B oatcakes. 2"=
severely _amaqec_ r,_i_n_: release rac_:_c,ac-:ve r,_a_:er_als. Ac__:c.er,cs or

saoc.ta_e rn:Lg_'t rec_u:re ex_e_slve _'esoc,_,se _f Dacxa@e _s severe /
oarna_eO ar,c_ _r,volvec_ a release of a s_._nl litanY, f_'"ac_: :,?, of i'_s
c,Dr_ em_: s.

OP_ani zat iomal Resoonsi m, l it ies

Sta_m: Nal the Pesoc, r,siO_l_ty to o_-o_ec_ cztl.'ens f_.._m ur,war_ar,_ec

raW,at ion exoosure. They are resoo_s_ _le for _e,¢eic, o _r,g a

_aO ioi oo._al emeP_emcy _emoomse elan. oesl _na_ _no_ an erne_-_emc./

_a(::1oio_Ical resoomse _:ear,, an_ coo_.-_,r,a_:_.n_ cc,tnmunlca_: _c,_',s_=_
_ec:erai. State. am_ local a@enc_es Imvolve_ _n _me resoonse.

Local: Has the reeOons_oility _o Oeveloo a local erner_ency resoc,_se

olaf, teat _s comoa_._le w_n the Stab:es. Local gc,vernrner,_s _ Ii

Oro_a_ly _m the ?iPs_ on the scene am_ :ne_mfore snoui_ _e aole =o:

aclmlnls_;e_" eme_'ger, cy measures, 1_en_ify the _azarc_ous materials, aec

notify the aomPooPiate au=noP_:les _c, o_azn ex_e_'_se.

Fe_ePal: Ham a suooor_im_] role. Federal Goverr, men_ or,iv _e_s

Involve_ is reauest:ecl _o Oo so oy Sta=e or local _overr, rner,=s.
Excem_ion to t_Is is _? muciea_- weaoor, s oP _eia_e_ =ev_ces are

_nvolve_°

* FEMA cooP_ina_es the Federal resoonse to accidents wn_cn t-ec_ulre(3

t_e di?ec_ involvemen_ of mope _nan one Feoeral a@ency, w_n the

agm_c_es_ they _avl aevelooe(: _nll "FeaePai _amioiog_cal Emerqer, cy
Response Plan (FRE;;P).

Bo_ DOE an_ EPA are resoons_ole ?o_ coor_Ina_nq t.ac_iol.:,olcal

r_c,m_or_n_ aec| assessmen_ f,.mc_.1or,s of the Feoeral aqe_,c_es. The D_E

_as t_e leao _eOmPal _-ole um_l emeP__er, cy comoltlons has suos_aeo, a_
wn_cn ti;.e _e leac_ Fec_e_al role _s transfe_-re_ tc, _PA. Cc,ora_na_e_

ass_s_anc_ _y DOE _s con_almeo in the Feomral RaO_olo_cml Mo_or_g

=



PLANNING _UIDANCE

_lannlng Object;ires Fo_ Sta_e anO Local Emergency F_esoonse _)lans

_ss_gnment of _esoonsib_li_y: Tc, assure _ma_; r'eso,:,nsl_ll_es ma,,e
:eer, ass&sr, ea tc, 3,:,_m orlr;l_ry anc_ SLIOrJm._f'_;ly:_or_ar_&:a_lons aria ta

:_sure _ney a_e s:affea ,._ a 2_-mou_ _aszs.

Analysis o£ Raaioac1:ive _a_e_ial T_angoortat%on: 7o c_e_errnlne wnar

rna_er:als are t_e_r,_ _-ar, so,:,_-_ea ancd tc, laen_lfy the rnos_ l_ei.,.

oiaces ,:,f acc_c-=r_s ar,a _me _er,erai _yoe of _oo ems _na_ r_Igm_ _e

Cont_uous State a_cl Local Coorc|ina_ion: To e_sure tk_a_ _orc_er'_r,_

_ta_e ana local j|.t_isalc_lons _an cc,or_ir, a_e t_e_r caoaolll_les for
_'esoc,r|oln_ _o _n acclc:en_.

Emer-_ency Ec_uic_ment, Facilities, an_ F_esou_ces: To _c_er,_ifv ar_c

ef_ec_Iveiy Use assistance resou_'ces aria to ensure tna_ aaeoua_e

erne_gency facllit_es an_ eouic:men_ are orov_aec_ to suooo_ _hern.

Noti'Fica_ion _letr_oas and Proc_ures: To ensure that State ar_O local

,0_ar,_Ic, ns have as=aDlls_ea oroceau_es fc,_" cc¿n_ac_ir,_ _ne _rooer

erne_-ger,cy resDor, S@ _e_-sc,nnel aria to assu_e tha_ the car_'ler a_o
sn_ooe_ a_e notifie_.

Emergency Communications: To assure tna_ _r'ovisions ex_s_ For oromo_

_ornmunicatlons _e_ween t_e o_-lncloal o_ganlzatlons resoor,alng ar,o

erne_'_ency _e_"sonne 1.

_u_l i_ Informer ions To esta_l _sn rne_ noas anc_ systems for

cornmun_cati_(] to 1:_e _ene_ai ouDll_ in a timely manner _nen an _.

acc_aent occu_ an(] _o Dt-ovlae accurate Znformat_on :n_enae_ _:,:,
o_otec_ lives, oubllc _alt_, aria _rooe_'_y.

-_ _ccident Assessment:: To iaen_ify, es_a_iish, aria assure the aaeouacy

of rne_noas_ systems, ana eaulomen_ I_o_ oe1:err_lnlng if rao;oac_ Ire

rna_e_lals _ave been release ancf for assessxn_ _he ac=ual o_ oo_ent_ai

consequences of' _ny _eleases.
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_ro_ec_ive Ac_io_I_ To assLtre _maT .'ec,:,r,lmer_c_e(_3_,._ec_i,/_= ac'J :c,r_s

at'? _or,sls_r,_ _i_,'_ c,_ne__ _urlsc_ic_ I " a. levels.

;_adia1:Ion E_osure Con_rol: To ._,--.,,-e :na_ :,_ear_s '_,:,r i'r,_i-.,rr

raGLan.or, exo,:,S,.LreS ar=_ es_aoi Isr_eo.

Mec_ical Services: T,:, assu_.@ _r_a_ ar'-'ar,_.emer,_s are r,_ac_e_:,r "_lec:ca.

ser.,/i_.es for' Irf.,,.t_'ec_ Dersor_s _no may -e __:,r,tar#ir,a_ec.

oc,s_-ac_Ic_er,_ o_e_-a_ions, inciuol'r,z ".ear, u0 ar,c _3ec:,r'_arr_ir, a':." __n ,_

_r,:,oer_y, yen;c" es ar_ ec_ul_mer,_ are "=_bei,:,_e(_.

_adiolo_i=al _r_er_emcy Remoo_s_ Training: -,:, lr,mute _na_ _rai-_i",c is

or,:,v l_e_ for er_e_-gency _'eso,:,rIse oersc.r,r, ei.

Periodic F_ev_ew a_O U_(_a_e: To assur=_ _a_ oians are )_evlse ar,_ _eo:

Aooem_ix A: Racloac_:Iv@ _ace,.ial (RAm_ -r-ans_o_'_a_Ion Ac_ic_er-.

Ar_a Iys is

Aooemdix B: A _eview Of _he --ederai _e_uia_ory ,_eia_ic, r,sni_s -,:,r,
The C,:,r_merclal -rar, soor_a_ior, 0t' _ac_ioac-.Ive

Materials.

A_dix C: Federal Er,_er_er,cy Cor,_ac_:s

A_pe_c_ix D: Availaoili_y of Er_er_ency" ._esoonse T_-alr,ln_ _ourses
Aria Rela_e_ Ma_er_-als.

A_oe_dix E: Overview Of Ac_Ic_er_ LiaOili_y Coverage.
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Ce _ca_e Lem_sla_ures. Ju:7 '98_.

USeS 0_" _a_ioac:'_c_.ve Ma_e_._Is: _ec_=-':,-_e, :_:r:_':..'.._e, .'c,..---.:. ..

_ADIOACTIVE MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION _ESULATIO_S

Definition: _ raoz¢,ac_ive rna_er:al zs one =.,a= soon_ar, e,:u_L. _=r,_::s

l@f,l:Inm, raOia_l@n ar,o _as a s3ec=flc ac-:v:=y _rea_r :,-,at,.<,eL

is essen_.lally umlfo_mlv c_is_IDu_.=_.

Dangirs: The Diolo0_ica! aanoe_" -,,e any ,:,re :,,.De ,:_ _ac',:,ac= • ve
rna_er:al Oeoemcl$ upon t_e k_nc_ ,:,_ eadla_:er, _=rnl_eC ar,_ _C,w :t :m

er,coi.ln_ereO, 1. e. imqest e_. _m_aiec. oer,ez.-az ac t.he _,3c!. T_,:

_a=ar_s of excesslve ra_%a_lon are _Irec: -ar,,_ t,:,_e 0c,c_y ar,_
oc,ssi_ie g_e_Ic effects.

P_ot ec_ ive Mllallures, Threw met ,_c,c s are usec_ tc, :,:,r:nulaz 2

trar,smor_a_ion req,.iia_ions For D_-otec_Ic,r, agair,s_ exoosure

Time - The shorter :he ler,__:n o9 exDc,sur_. t,_e less t_e Carname.

ShIgrnem_s o_ lar__e muar,_v _'aCioac_ve rna_er_ais :nus: ._o my t-_=
fas_es_ amt sa#es_ routes. _;_@ in:ePsta:es, to "n_,:n_iZe @xoc,sur_
t lrne.

Dis_ar, cii Shiel_g - SaFe_v _r,creases w_t_ _s_ar, ce ",-".:,r,_ a
rac_la_lor, source. Pac_a_ir, q _eoulr'emer,_s reFLecz t,_e necessl-.v z,.:,
_rov_e s_el_img a_ai_s_ mar_%cula_ kzr,cs oF raala_ior,.

Nuclea_ Full Cycle An_l T_amloo_ta_:$on (Soint Fuel): A_te_ De_nq _r, a

reac_o_ for t_ree years, the _uil assemmly is moved. :'t is t_err_aily
_o_ aria h_.g_ly _aO_oact_ve. Nuclea_ Waste Oolicy Aet ¢,_ 13S_

es_aolisnes Formation oF a oermane_ reoosi_ory to s_o_-e the ?,.:el.

Soe_ _'uel ii t_a_s=or_ea in Tyoe B oackao.e_ calleC casks, whlcn are
Oes_gr, ea _o _Zt_s_amO severe tt'ansoorta_.lon acclaer,_s. They ca_,

welgm I0 _o _'_ tons. Nost c_oes by h_mway Decau_e ,:,_ l_rnlteC _-a_. .,.
_eac_ors. Cas_s _ece_ve acCeSSional secur_y through N_C's mmys_ca"
oro_.ec_on reoui_emen_s. Truc_i have c_IsaDlir,o c_evlces that w,:,u':_
Dr,:,niD_t hijackers Fe'or. c_Piv_r,_ away. ',Jen_cl _s _ave twc,-wav

comrnunlca_ lore systeml, a:,',me_ guam.s ,._e escorts t,_rouc_m ooDulatec
areas, anO o_mer ur,ouOlic_=ec_ secur-:_v rneasures (iCi C,_-RSec. 73.3"7).

1=.
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HISTORY OF FEDERAL RESULATIONS

The Fe_er._i gover._ment bega_ r-e_u.a_ir, a_ a" " _azar_,:,us "_a:_=,'_als '*-

IS71. _aaloac_Ive rna_er_.als are r,o: regula-eo _.'_:n_a_". , =.' _=-,,,_.==_

aqemcles: DOT (49 CFR), NRC (I0 C_), '_.S. D,-.,s_al Serv=._m ,J_? C-_).
E_A (40 C-_) t,:, some e.ten1:.

Nuclear _e_ulato_y Commission: Resoor, siDie _,:_- the :nysl2a" sa;_=r
it, clvlllar, oossessior, ano ume of Dv-oroOuc-.. sou:..c__ ,_a-_=_-:a', ar:s

soeclai r,uclmar material ur,mer t._e Atomic Er,er_y Ac- of 195-.

Ag_eernln1: Sial:es: In 1959, Cor,_ress amer, aeO t,_e A_o:nic :fret's./ 3c'. "_
19.54 tc, oerr_l_ s_a_es tna_ rne_ ar,c malr,_alr, e_ ce_-_air, s_ar,_ar._-s _,=

: regulate source, by-oroouc_, ar,o ll:nite_ c,.tar,_izies ,D_ $5_.

. Twen_ y-_ ow s_ a_ es have _ecorne a_reerner,_ sc ac es _nr,:,u_n ".-,i-.

arnemornem_.

Deoartmer,_ Of T_amsDo_a_ion: _es:or, si:ie _=c0_ safe _-ar, soor-_aclor, :-

radioactive ma_erlals oy all rnc,oes of s,_iomer,_. LJ,-,_e_ the 4azar-_c,u-z

Materials T_an$oo_1:at_on Act of 1974. DOT has autnor:ty t,:, c_si_r_az_=

r,_ater lal s tnaZ Dose, mur%n_ trar, soo_t, at, unreasor, aol e :" _.=-_, _:,:,

h_alt_, safety, ar,o m_-ooer_.y as mazaPOc, us rnate_:ais. "_he acz als,:

g_ves _i oo_er" to imoos_ c'.vll ar,_ c_-Ir,_Imal Oer,ai_ies _nc, vlola__ =

reg,al a_ ions.

=_

" NEW FEDERAL REGULATIQNS

NRC Regula_:io_s: "Aovar°c_ ,_o_ ice To St ac_ Of 7_-ar,s=or_a_ lo,-, 3 _

Ce_aim Tyoes Of Nuc_l_a_ Waste Ar,o AOvance Nor. lfica_;ior, T,:,Gc,ver-,ors

Cor, ce_n_mg Shimmen_s OF Ir_ao_a_ec_ Reac_:oP Fuel" were D,._mlismed lr,

FeoePal .Wegls_e_ January 6, 198_:. Any large smlor, er,_ of r,uc!ear- f'ue.

r_us_ De oroceeoeO Dy mot lce _o ",he goverr, or of ar,y s_a_e -.hey wll
raverse.



DOT Regular _ons: NM-!64 "=ecer-_ i _c,uS Irtg _ec_,.ii:'erner_=s -:,r

_r__f@r_.ec_ :@u= e__ _eeause ,:,f tTe 'ewe: ac_:cerf_ :a_es. _/e-, _m,:--4

_mese _,:,uces r,_a.' _c, =m,.,:,u_m :oouia_ec areas, : _ left i': ,.:= ":.: : -._

' _O ,.ise _ inle-,:,_-,.-av :eS'_r':_': lL',t_Sq S1_@S rlII.LS_ _esiOr'la1:e a' "_e,'r)a: . ,@

STATE AND FEDERAl. ,_;_O_AMS

State _aza_c_ous _ate_als EnfoPce_nent Develoornent P_o_rarn: 3ca' :=
or@o_'arn es ":o "::,s_e_" ur,lforrn er;f,:,r=_=_ner_=of ,_azar'_@us 'na-e.'la s

s=ar_oa:cs na: ::,r._ioe. _ta:es er_eM Ir,_,:, a_ree_ner_= wi_ DC- :-
:ar'_ ICl 3ai:e Ir_ _r,:,_am. D_-o_ram is _na_=e_ lr, c,ver _,n:ee vea_-s.

_hase or_e cor_sis_s of ir,f,:,rrnatior,aa_herlmg cor,_rr_ir,_ oa_,_err,s : _
rnoverner,: we=Mir, __,:.arCers. c_eoree etf c,:,rnolfar,ce _l:n laws, ceve :,=1-,:

er,aoi'.-.c iea is'a:',:,n artC ac_oo=ion of r_egu'aslor, s. _hase _wo ccr,sls:_

,_f oe,/eiool_o at, :r, soec_: ion f,:,_-ce ar, a :,-,:,ceaures arid Srainlr_ "=
lnsoec-_ors. Phase three cc,r_slsSs of aevelooln9 anti irnolerne_1:ir,_ arc
er! fc, P-_ef_lel#7_ S_ >''.iCl '.i_I.

STATE ACTIVITIES

Re_ulaS ion A_ EnfoPceme_t : Federal laws anO r-eaui al;ic,ns _ave
o_eerno:ea the exercise of regulas,:,_v author-try _y SSa_e ar,a loca"
.=ove_r,rnencs So rea_ula:e _ne S_a_,soc,r_a_ic, n ,:,f Pacioac_ive maCe:la s.

The_'efore. r_any _tates have jus¢ aOc,o_ea _e FeCeral laws. _ccc,r_Ir,._
:o She HazaPaous _a:emials TPar_soor_ati_:,n _c=. StaSe aria local la_s

aria _e_ulatlon snoulc_ no_ _e incons_sSen= wean fece_ai laws. _'f they
are. _mey are su_jec_ :o oremrna_ eor0. Slrnl!a_!y, State laws wl !i
oreer, o: Ir,cc,nsls_er, Z Ic,cal laws.

Eme_-ge_cy Resoo_sm: FEMA has oPirna_-y resoc,nsi_ility fo_ cc,orclr, a_'rz
1_e_eral assis=ance to s_a_e ar,a local _c,verr,tner,ts lr, _,_e area ,:,:
en_e_ger, cy P_sDonso. FEMA' s tralmln_ ar,O Pesoor_se error1; s are

autnor:zec_ in IA CFR Sec. 300 ar,_ its e_ePgency :esoonse _-o!es lr, _

CFR Sec. L_O0. FENA ms_aOlzst_ea the Federal F_a_iologlcal P_eoareC_ess
CooPaina¢ in_ Cornmlttle (F_PCC), a c,ornmltCee cornac,sed ,:,ffe_e,'a'

aalncies (i_clu_ing DOT) to assist s_a1:e an_ local agenc-es _r,
Oevelo_ing aria testing eme_'gency _esoonse olans.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR STATE ACTION

Exoan_ling Sta1:e EnfoPcement : Stac es can ot-ov_c_e :aOioac= :re

_a=e_lals tralr,_n_ fop t,_ei_ exis_n_ oersc,nnel tc, exoar,c_ er,fc,_cerner,=
of _e_uia_Ions
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Unlfo_m Legislation: _,:,,,_=-State _av_ ac_oo1:e_ s_ec.'.al ,.'es_..':c'..,e

. ,

i',lr,_ur_l=,v I:0 _._,:,S_ ex3er_3 • ._s3or, di r,_. 1.:, at': acc:C_ _','-.

;_eg ioma I Coooe_a1_ ion _'c,r Training Ar,_ Emergency Resoor, se : " -
e-',-=ec_."velv _eal wlt,n -,'ar,s_or_a_i,:,r_ ac='cer,:s. .,:,ca. s_a-e.

i_.,=e_s1:al:e, sml 3D_rs, _,"'_ cat'_'laf-_ hlti_1: a'' _,:.c,_ef'at _=. _ti'_ .ta

se. f-melo ag_een'len_s car, 3e ,,laoe. _hese car, ce_er',11 ,-,e wmo wl I " 9a:,

,._nc e_- wna_ cl rc'.lr,_,_t_ ar, ces. Several j urlsc_ lc: i,:,r_s r,_ay 'rf'. r,u ' -

aer,efIclal _c, _c, 2olr, I _ral ",ir,g.

Reolomal Coo_ra_Ion _o_ _r,s_mc_iom A_@ Enforcement : l'r,smec=ior, arc

enf:,rcerner,_ a_ all leve" • ,.-,f_ gove_r,_en_ is l_,a_=ouate 3ecause o ,_
ac_ ,:,,= fur, as. _,,, coor'_ir, a':ina fecer'a _ s_a_e ar, o loca' ,.-esources

er,4o_'cemer, t car, _e _eoloyec :nc,_,eef.=_=c-:veiy.

Aomer, aix A Conversion. Er,r .cnrner,t. ar,_ :aorica_ icr, --acl Il_ _es

_or Nuclear Fuel

Aooe_Oix B Som_1_ Fuel Shlot,_en1: Routes

Aoom_aix C Nucl_ar Power" _lar,_ lr, -he brlza_ Sta_s

Ar)_mma_x D Wastes Dis1_mimu_ion By Sta_e

Aooe_ix E Comoac_ _rc, uolr, gs Ar,O Le_islatlve _ta_us

Aoo@n_ix F Status Of Feoe_al Hazardous _la_e_als _euula_ior, s

Aao_e_ By Sta_e_ Am Of _la_cn 1'3. 1983

A_mm_ix _ DOT Inconsis_mncy Rulings Am_ Ao_eal

A_e_ix H ff_e_-al Laws Ar,c_ _egulatior, s Aoolicaole T,:,"4uc!ear

Ma_e_ial$

Ao_@_i_ I Haza_'dous Materials T_ar, soortat ion, ,_e_ula_orv, ar,c

Enfo_cernen_ Ager, cles.

ADo_n_ix J Coloraao Training Ins_i_u1:e Char_ On Emeruency
Rssoor_s_

AmpemOix K Goom Samaritan Sta_u_es

A_e_ix L Resou_-ces
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_t_vc, SM, "rransoorta=_ort Of 4a.-a_._ous ,la_e_ta:_ - _ -._se 3_u_v'.
"_r-ar_soc, r_:a_:,:,n _,aar_er'_.,/ 38('> :'-7-:_:.

D0_rOOS@: TO Sluc_y t r'ar,SDC, r'la: I ",r, 2a='_r,."_S :,F _a---ar.c- - 'na_:er-" a. 3

r_gso,:,nse ca_aDll _.=_es ,:,f 'Cn@ oar:sn: a_,c "::, 3r'_.:-_r" :- ._ 3a_. _,-

_aza_c, us _a_arzals _esoc,_,se a¢,c --vac,._az<,n o'.._r,. -he .=. ._e_-=.;.._=

i. Inven_ ory 0 _ _ X i S _ I m _ COmmlt _OmS: = _ r'Sz _ _ a S e % _'VIZ l " e ' : pre:a-" : ,-,=
at, Ir,ver,_ory of l _me _la',.',_-__e_',e_'a:" l'S ,:,f ,_a--ar_,._._ :,,a_'" ._ .- _ml_rne-,-.-.

ic_ca_e(_ wl_mlr_ Z_e oar'-sm. Th,.s ,_a_ _c.r'_e %*r', zw,=, Da_'_s: _,. '-_',cus-:',.

sLl_,vev am_1 a _ _u_M v_, "LLltn_ SLI_'V_.V.

_. Analyszs Of Haza_c_ous Mater_a!s: _ur_ose _as :_, . -_=_,::=v _e

ar,_ mackay_imo_ _-emu_ren_em_s. _esui:s _oul_ De usec_ zv en_erg_r, cy

oe_.s,.-,r,nel for rm.soor, se _-alnzr,_ ar,m .=@ulorner,_: ac_.ulsltlor;.

3. Route Analysis: _uroose was _:_, :zer,_:_y tns ,,_aj,.-,ra,.'.-er_als anc

rail lines wztnzr_ tree oer-Jen w,_e_.e smzmmen_s o_ mazarc._-.us wastes

c,ccurrea. _oamway ar,o _-ail iir,e cc,r,_l=:,:,r,s we_e ais¢, exan_- r,e_.

4. Assessmemt Of Response Camamilities: _,:,s_ l¢,cal ar,a star9

__c,vernrnen_s arounc: tns cc,um_y _ave only rec_r,:ly Demur, z,:, adcress
t_e _ramsoc,_at los of nazarOous n_aZ@r_ais wl_If_ _._el_" C.',.,f_lrflLi_',lt lee.

Th_s s_:u_y, oumlisn@C _, 1981, _e_.reser,_c_ or,'y a _ar,_,.iI o._ s_m_lar"
st uo %es cor,auc_ _o Dy 1¢,ca i gove_r, rnents arounm _ne c,:,untry. l

_a_ zonal survey cc,r,mu(._ec_ Dy the D,l_et S,:,ur_O Cour, c _ 1 ,-,f Gc,verr, n_er,_s

ur,c_er a gram_ fr or,_ DOT 1_: early 19_I ,_oumc_ _na_: hazardous ma_er,.a'a

olar_r,zm_ actzvlt_es w_e unOerway in _er, s_ates, nzne count _es ar,c
rnur,_c _nal i t _ es.

lr, Salnt Be_,am_ _arisn, tree =i_'_ Deoar_:rnen_ was t,_e c_esi_ma_;ec_ ieac

a_ency for resmenm Ing _o a nazarc_ous mater:als t rar, soort a_ _or,
acci_er, t. At _me State level, it was the Deoar_rner,_ of _um_c

Safe_y. Assesstne_t ioent_iec_ several mroOlerns. These inciu_eo:

interagency cor,mumlcat Ion, ec_uz_r,_n_ anO t_-azr,im_ meccas, Ir,soec'. _of
am_ em_oY'_enlem_ DI_OCeGLLV_eS, aroO

cooraima_zom amos@ _-esDomse ager, cies

5. Recommendations: _,aroose o_ fsc,or,mediations was to reOuce tree

mossiDility oi" a_ accident f_-om occur_in_ anc_ tC, Orovzde training ar,_
equiome_t if o_e s_oul(: occur.

P_emlammim@ & Prevem%ativ@ Measures - Incluc_ec_ warning aevices at

h z_nway/_oac_way @rac_e crosmz n_s an_ col lect zon of ma_erzal da_a

summary sneers. AIso _.rnolernen_:at: _on of insoect: ion ar,a er,f,Dr_ernem_
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:e_-s_._nnel ar, c r-ec,-,rnrner, c;ec t,_a_ exe'r'= : 5es .'_= _ " _,cuc_ec. -_u " .:rne,-
,-_eecs v_er'__ Dr',:,_(ey'l 1 r('{:,._ ': wt, Dar"_ _ : 3_":,= :=.c" • ,x_ _C'.,'. Driler-,z r'_.,_-'.! ; :'9.-_ -

:_hle_.-er,cv.= 3ersc, r, ne.' ar, cl ec,x" ._nle_',_ -_eecec ,ov : .:e : • ,."=... _e o a.- -..,le r,

C:I'"IV_Y'S _OLL]-C: _1;_"1C:1 St"l,:lr'_ C':_.It".3_ ,:,Yh U ".-'9. "_r"_C: " :,'i_...:,': "_:.=,r'"=.C .,-
rna: er'. a is.

Emew'ge_cy Resoonsl anc_ Evacua1: :on ;:)Ian - _....,:_ec at, _'.:e.......

_.esoor, se ano evacua_ -or, olaf, ,_c,r =,_e "_a_.:sn. 3' aK, :.,x.:.:,-:__

or_ar, l:a_lom _-_soo_slolll_es, o_.c,c_=cures -:,:,_- ;oenz-':,. r,g _.- =

ma_e_':als _r,volved, anc_ evacua_ z,:,n ._-,:,cscu_-_==_.

,,,

' ' 'lh' " _' " _"" " " ' " " " " .... " "_.... ' , ' " _' '- ,q'l -,"u,_l"' ,, ' '



•_-+ _ ' :3, ";_('+) : '+C_+.+,-.+,+_6. ' 9,:"-6

...._c,+ce 0@se _a_es, 1ts ce_ecTaolll_y :v t_e cl,/l" ce.er, se me_e.'s.

arc =r_e _yol_ai ha:ar, c ex oec-. ec f _'or,; each. _ac :a_ :,:,r, a_ _.

c_'-_ _."ma Dy _ xme, axe=at, ce ar,a s,_xela_n_. C_r,_am_na_ xo_, s
. .

c: -,+-,=,, ea my P-es_xc_lng access ar, a _,_e use ,._F Dm,3_ec-lve clo_n:r,-

_c,_ -:, _ea_ the clv; i ae.'er, me xns:rur,ler,=s xss,.tec: to measure _aC_a-+ .:;,

_-esc,._e. Inform o_ notlfy _na_ _ac--c,ac_ve ma_er_al ls :nvc, ive_..

s_oo_'ess I_lres.

T.a_n_ng Se_slo_ : In two years, 75(: oec, ol e t,:,o_ the c,:,ur_e.

Tta: nees xnel uo@a fi_e _ On¢ers (_,_) _ local anc_ s_a_e la_.

e_ r'orcerne_ Of_r xcm,'S (_J%), emergency meo xcal tecnnlc_a_ ar_c
hoso1_al oe_-so_el (I_%) a_a ,._he_s such as s_a_e _¢,_es_ers ar,c

-'- hl_r_way a_oar_me_ =e_sonnel.

Testi_ A_d Results: Te_1:_nm was aoP, e _:e?o_-e ar,a a?te_ _ne class.

eye-age :re_es_ _core _as _ and average moss-test sco_e _as 7;Z, +'_..
t.evel o_ eOuca_lon co_ela_ec_ m_s_t_+vely _:.th _es_ scores,

:'i
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Design Qf TransportatiQn Impact Studies:

_ergency RespQnse (lIj_l

Emergency response is one category of an emergency management

system. Prevention and mitigation measures (structural and
i

nonstructural) can reduce the probabilities of accident events

and their severity. An effective emergency response capability

can reduce the _ of an accident or the consequences by

either containing the threat, evacuating the population, or

applying other mitigative measures.

The impact assessment methodology is directed at (i)

discerning the current capabilities at emergency response, and

(2) analyzing the needs of local and state governments given

current capabilities and potential transportation accidents

involving nuclear material.

Current capability analysis should include the following

dimensions of emergency response:

t availability of emergency response plan

* utilization of emergency response plan

t effectiveness of community response to threat

* current levels of training (general, chemical hazards, and

radiological)

t current levels of emergency response organizations and

arrangements for aid (hospitals, evacuation centers, etc.)
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* expe_'ience and expertise of emergency management personnel

* mutual aid agreements and linkage to state government

Various guides are available to aid committees developing

inventories of their preparedness levels. _t will be especially

important to identify the specific emergency response needs to

effectively mitigate and control potential radiological

transportation accidents. An understanding of response

capabilities should be developed for both community and state

levels an@ should include both programmatic requirements and a

preparedness inventory of needs.

A gene_ic assessment will be required at the community and

county levels to ascertain preparedness levels in terms of

trained personnel, equipment needs, communications requirements,

quality and capacity of response institutions (hospitals), and

location and size of evacuation centers. Equally important, will

be the need for an analysis of institutional agreements with

regard to emergency response. What will be the role and

responsibility of the first on-scene responder? Who will be

responsible for onslte emergency management and for long-term

clean up? What financial assistance can communities be assured

of in developing and implementing emergency response plans?

Another research need will be to define and develop the

elements of an emergency response plan for both the community and
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state levels. These include such items as l_otification methods

and procedures, approaches to accident assessment and decision-

making, control of radiological exposure, levels of

responsibility and coordination procedures, emergency response

training and procedures, and financing emergency management

efforts.

Impacts of a transportation accident are a function of the

severity of the accident in terms of geographical extent of the

problem, the amount of hazardous materials released, and

population density. It is also a function of emergency response

capabilities which include such items as emergency personnel

training, specialized knowledge and monitoring equipment,

evacuation plans and capabilities, and coordination procedures.

The key generic proDlem areas in emergency response involving

radiological events include notification procedures and

p_ocesses, accident assessment, coordination of emergency

response organizations, and public protection measures/equipment.

Of critical importance is to assess whether radiological

emergency events should be included with other emergency plans or

o be a distinct planning activity. On the one hand, the

integration of emergency management activities reduces

duplication of effort and enaDles poor communities to have at

least a minimal response capaDility. On the other hand,

radiological accidents may present difficult and technically
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sophisticated response needs which should be _eveloped sepa;_tely

from _esponse activities targeted at othe_ hazards.
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INTRODUCTION

The transportation impacts of moving high level nuclear waste (HLNW) to a
repository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada are of concern to the residents of the
State as well as to the residents of other states through which the nuclear
wastes might be transported. The projected volume of the waste suggests that
shipments will occur on a daily basis for some period of time. This will
increase the risk of accidents, including a catastrophic incident. Furthermore,
as the likelihood of repository construction and operation and waste shipments
increase, so will the attention given by the national media. Typically, the
media further amplifies or complicates the impact of a situation or event by
influencing public perception about the situation. A recent example involved a
truck accident in New Burley, Idaho on October 172, 1986. None of the
radioactive materials carried by the truck were released in the accident;
however, extensive media coverage heightened the fears and perceptions of risk
on the part of community members.

This document is not to be construed as a willingness to accept the HI.,NW
repository on the part of the State. Rather it is an initial step in ensuring
that the safety and well-bein_ of Nevada residents and visitors and the State's
economy will be adequately addressed in federal decision-making pertaining to
the transportation of HLNW into and across Nevada for disposal in the
proposed repository.

The Preferred Transportation System Needs Assessment identifies critical
system design elements and technical and social issues that must be considered
in conducting a comprehensive transportation impact analysis. Development of
the needs assessment and the impact analysis is especially complex because of
the absence of information and experience with sh/ppir_ HLNW and because of
the "low probability, high consequence" aspect of the transportation risk.

This working paper addresses the preferred transportation system by grouping
issues within three areas: crosscutting issues, transportation system desigm, and
operational procedures. Four additional reports will be developed to complete
the Transportation Needs Assessment. Task 15.5 is the Literature Review for
the Assessment. All references identified in the 15.2 report will be cited and
annotated in the 15.5 report. In this report, the terms "nuclear waste" and
"waste" refer to all of the radioactive wastes to be shipped to a repository.

: This includes spent fuel from commercial nuclear power reactors, solidified
wastes from the reprocessing of commercial spent fuel (West Valley wastes)
and the tmclear weapons program (defense high level waste), lt is uncertain
at this time (but possible)that wastes resulting from spent fuel rod consolida-
tion and "greater than class C" low-level radioactive waste may be disposed of
at the repository.
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I.O CROSSCUTTING ISSUES

Crosscuttingissues are those aspects of the preferred transportationsystem
that are involvedwith or "cut across" most, if not all,components of the
system. Factors such as system management, risk evaluation,monitoringand
regulatorystructureare examples of criticalissues that are a part of (cut
across)othersystem components.

I.I COMPREHENSIVE RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk assessment refersto the formal process of identifyinghazards,estimating
the probabilitiesof their occurrence,and estimatingthe nature and magnitude
of theirconsequences, ltis an inselmrablepartof risk management. (Hazards
hereinare definedas threatsto humans. Risk isthe conditionalprobabilityof
experiencingharm.) Risk management involvesthe identification,estima-
tion,and evaluationof risks and the selectionand implementationof alterna-
tive measures to prevent, control,or mitigate adverse consequences. It
includesa riskassessment in the identificationand estimationphases. Most of
the studiesof transportationrisks conductedto date are risk assessments and
do not attemptto addressthe broader issuesof risk management (McClure and
Emerson 1980,NRC 1980,Say and Garrick 1981,Sandovalet al.1983,Jefferson
1985, McClure and Tyron-Hopko 1985,Scanlonand Cantilli1985, Stern 1985).lt
shouldbe noted that risk assessment and risk management are part of an on-
going, iterativeprocess. They should not be viewed as one-time activities
resultingina finalreport.

The goal of a comprehensive transportationrisk management system is to
minimize risksresultingfrom the transportationof nuclearwaste. The goal of
a comprehensive transportationrisk assessment is to identifyall types of
potentialhazards and to estimatethe probabilitiesand consequencesassociated
with each type of hazard. Inorder to achievethese goals,the risk assessment
and risk management system for the transportationof nuclearwaste must meet
severalobjectives.A comprehensiverisk assessment shotfldidentifyall types
of potentiM hazard events and their adverse consequencesfor all relevant
aspectsof the transportationsystem. To assess the risk, the probabilitiesof
occurrenceand range of consequencesfor hazard events must be estimatedas
thoroughlyas possiblewith availabledata. Because much of the data neces-
sary to estimateprobabilitieswill not be availableor will be uncertain,the
risk assessment should incorporatea sensitivityanalysis and estimate the
uncertaintiesthat resultfrom the use of differentassumptionsand assessment
models. The assessment shouldalso indicatethe differentrisks involvedwith
varyingassumptionsaboutmodal mix, routing,and so forth.

A comprehensive risk management system should incorporatea comprehensive
risk assessment and evaluate risk acceptance or tolerabilityto establish



priorities for action. Perhaps the most difficult and important objective in
risk management is the evaluation of the risks identified during risk assess-
ment. Risk evaluation is necessary to determine what levels of risk are
acceptable or tolerable, and, therefore, which risks must be controlled.
Whether or not tolerable levels of risk can be identified is a controversial and
complex debate (Kasperson 1983, Kasperson and Kasperson 1984). Despite the
difficulty in establishing a tolerable level of risk, a comprehensive risk
m'anagement system cannot ignore this issue.

In establishing a risk management system, it must be recognized that tolerable
levels of risk cannot be derived by a formal analytical process and that the
public often views risks differently than technical experts. To accommodate
this divergence, public participation and consultation will be necessary to
determine which risks are or are not tolerable. Three types of analyses can
contribute to this process: contextual, equity, and public preference analysis.

The management system will identify a control strategy, means of intervention,
and modes of implementation, The process of public involvement and formal
analysis will allow the setting of priorities, identification of appropriate
control strategies (e.g. risk acceptance, reduction or spreading, or consequence
mitigation), means of intervention (e.g. cask redesign, rerouting traffic), and
modes of implementation (educate, mandate, or encourage). Once the control
options are implemented, the process of evaluation begins. The ._ystem should
call for an evaluation of the efficacy of risk management efforts. Again,
the public should be involved in the evaluation of the implemented management
programs. The risk management systems should then be modified according to
the result of the evaluation.

I.I.! Key Issues for Comprehensive Transportation Risk Assessment and Risk
Management System Development

Risk Management System Scope

In designing the risk management system and conducting a risk asses._ment for
the transportation of nuclear wastes to a repository at Yucca Mountain, it
must be recognized that the comprehensive management system is broader than
the assessment of risk. lt must consider the entire sequence of transportation
from initial packaging and loading to unloading and should not ignore the
possibility of retrieval. This includes alter-native technologies, routing, model
configurations and mixes, lt includes consideration of the complete range of
initiating and enabling events in addition to the complete spectrum of conse-
quences. Upstream events concerning cask design, loading, and so forth, as
well as the generic issues of quality control and human error, can have sig-
rdficant impacts on "downstream" (i.e. within the State of Nevada) events such
as a radioactive release in an accident and the occupational exposure of
workers unloading casks at the repository. A sequential view of the shipping
procedure is a useful aid in the identification of potential hazards (Figure I)
Similarly, the mo(;es of transportation to be evaluated must be decided (e.g.
rail, truck, etc.).



FigureI.

THE SEQUENCES AND PHASES OF NUCLEAR
WASTE TRANSPORTATION
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To be trulycomprehensive,the risk assessment shouldalso identifythe hazard
eventsand consequencesarisingin the transportationof retrievedwaste, since
the repository is to be designed with such an eventuality in mind. While
transportation to the repository is already controversial, it is likely that
transport of retrieved waste from the repository will be even more controver-
sial.

Risk Management System Methodologies

Alternative methods should be considered. These include probabilistic assess-
ment (PRA), simulation,analogy, and scenario analysis. Definitionsand
appropriatemeasures of risk must be addressed along with availabilityand
qualityof data. The design of the methodology should consider consequence
modelingand the rangeof uncertainties.

Risk Management System Response

Key issuestobe addressedindesigningthe system responseinclude"

- evaluation,
- portrayaland disseminationof risk information,
- controlstrategies,
- means of intervention,
- mode of implementation,and
- reevaluationand modification.

1.1.2 Initiating Events

The risk management system must considerthe complete range of initiating
eventsand likelyconsequence at each stage in the transportationsequence. In
the transportationsystem there are four types of activitieswhich can lead to
adverseconsequencesand shouldbe evaluatedin a risk assessment.

Normal Conditions

Workers and members of the publicwillbe exposedto risks from the operation
of a nuclear waste transportsystem even under "normal" or incident-free
operating conditions;in the absence of accidents, poor quality control,
sabotage,terrorism,or theft. Under normal operatingconditions,non-radiolo-
gical risks includemortalityand morbidityassociatedwith exhaustemissionsin
iransport. Radiologicalrisks includelatent cancers and genetic effects
resultingfrom low levelsof radiation.Radiationwill be emittedfrom even the
best designed casks under the most stringentquality control programs.
Workers will be exposed during packaging,loading,transporting,and unloading
waste materials.The publicwillbe exposedas shipmentspass nearby.

AccidentConditions

Accidentsinclude"internalevents"or system failures,such as vehicularand
loading accidents,and external events that originateoutside of the ,vaste

_
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transportation system. Both radiolo_cal and non=radiological consequences may
be associated with accidents. 15xternal events include intentional (e.g.,
saba toge) and unintentional (e.g., airplane crashes) man-made events, and
natural events such as earthquakes and floods. The intentional man-made
initiating events of sabotage, terrorism, and theft have been of much concern
to experts and the public. Therefore, they are treated separately below.

Sabotage

Sabotage includes the deliberate destruction of vehicles, manipulation of
vehicles or crew members, hijacking of trucks and theft of nuclear material.
lt is almost impossible to quantify the probability of these types of events.
However, the related impacts can be very severe.

Human Error and Deficient Quality Control

Quality control failures and human errors have been a continuing major
problem throughout the nuclear power industry and in hazardous materials
transportation, lt has been estimated that up to 02 percent of hazardous
material transportation accidents are the result of human errors (OTA 1986).
They have also been important contributors to major nuclear accidents such as
Three Mile Island (TMI) and Chernobyl and non-nuclear accidents at other
facilities handling hazardous substances (e.g. Bhopal). lr, the transportation
system, human error and defective quality control may lead to both radiological
(e.g., improper cask closure leading to excess exposure) and non-radiological
consequences (e.g., crane accidents). Thus, sufficient attention must be given
to potential quality control problems and human errors which might compromise
engineered integrity and safety systems.

1.1.3 Probabilities "

Having identified the types of hazards and consequences, a comprehensive risk
assessment should estimate the probabilities of their occurrence. Strength or
weakness of the available data should be indicated by descriptions of the
degree of uncertainty. When actuarial data is unavailable, expert judgement
may substitute, alflxx_h it has many associated difficulties in the provision of
reliable data. Where expert judgement has been used because of an absence of
data, it should be clearly indicated and justified. Other assumptions, such as

+ the choice of particular models, should also be indicated.

A comprehensive risk assessment should incorporate a comprehensive conse-
quence anmdysis that assesses the nature, severity, and magnitude of adverse

+ effectson healthand safety. The emphasis shouldincludelongand short term
effects,and morbidityas well as mortality.Finally,the risk assessment should
be broad and flexibleenough to illustratethe impact of differentassumptions
about the transportsystem and the levelsof risk. The risk estimatesshould

= be given for transportsystems with and without an MRS facility,and under
differentassumptionsaboutcask design,volume and timingof shipments,modal
mix, and so forth.

+ 5



1.1.4 Risk Assessment Methodologies

Several methods can be used to conduct risk assessments. These include
wors l-case analysis,selected scenario analysis,argument by analogy, and
probabilisticrisk assessment (PRA). Each method has its advantages and
disadvantagesin its abilityto evaluatedata and modeling uncertainties,the
range of poss._bleconsequences,and differentmeasures of risk. All of the
methods suffer from a common problem regardingcompleteness. The scope of
an analysisis frequentlylimitedby theimaginationof the analysts.There are
no methods for logicallyensuringthat all hazard events and consequencesare
included.

Worst Case Analysis

Worst-case analysis selectsthe upper extremes of many variablessuch as
source terms, populationdensity,and meteorology,in theirworst combinations
withoutattemptingto estimateprobabilities.This type of analysisserves as a
benchmark for emergency preparedness,but does not indicatethe likelihoodof
occurrence. Usually,the absoluteworst case is not chosen for evaluation.
Rathera "maximum credibleaccident"is selectedto bound the analysis.

SelectedScenario/Argumentby Analogy Analysis

Selectedscenarioanalysisuses a range of scenarios,includingthe worst case.
lt does not attempt to estimateprobabilities.Argument by analogyis weak-
ened by the fact that some aspectsof the transportationsystem for nuclear
waste are very differentfrom other transportationsystems such as those for
transportationof hazardousmaterials.

ProbabilisticRisk Assessment

PRA is one of the most rigorous methodologiesfor assessing risks. Its
drawbacks are that it requiresenormous effort,complex modeling,and high
qualitydata. Also, PRAs tend to use narrow definitionsof risk, such as the
number of fatalitiesor injuries.PR.A may be misleadingby m_ggestingthatthe
probabilitiesof eventscan be estimatedaccuratelywhen indeedthere is often
considerableuncertainty.

PR.As have been used extensivelywith regard to nuclear power plants. The
transportof nuclear waste, however, is quite a different system, lt is
consideredtechnologicallyless complex and more "open" so thatidentifyingall
eventualitiesmay be more difficult.And, whereas a reactoris locatedin one
place, the transportnetwork involvesdiverse environments,urban and rural
populations,and multiplepoliticaljurisdictions.Thus th,_system encompasses
a broaderdegree of computationalcomplexity.
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1.1.5 EstablishingPrioritiesfor Action

A comprehensiverisk management system uses a comprehensiverisk assessment
as a necessaryfirststepin achievingthe goal of minimizingrisks. The next
step is to evaluatethe differentrisksand toestablishprioritiesfor action, lt
should be noted that the choice of a risk assessment methodology may
ultimatelyinfluence the settingof prioritiesfor responsive action. For
example,focusingon mortalitywould highlightthose particulartypes of risks,
while others might be made more evident had other types of consequences
been assessed. Similarly,worst-case scenarioanalysismay focus attentionon
low-probabilityhigh-consequenceevents,while underestimatingthe cumulative
impacts of high-probabilitylow-consequence events. This reinforces the
importance of clarifyingassumptions and the need to be comprehensive, lt
also illustratesthata riskassessment is not a separate,objectiveinput,but is
intimatelybound in the design and operationof the entire risk management
system.

= 1.1.6 ConductingRisk Evaluations

There are a number of methods for risk evaluationincluding: contextual
analysis,equityanalysis,and preferenceanalysis. Contextualanalysisrequires
puttingthe risks in contextby partitioningthem accordingto a number of
attributessuch as: other risks, costs of controls,and the benefitsof the
hazardous activities.Equityanalysisinvolvesan evaluationof the distribution
of risks, costs, and benefitsover space, time (especiallyintergenerational
equity),and social groups. Preference analysis indicatesassessing public
"preferences"for risks as expresseddirectlyor as revealedby publicresponses.
From such analyses,it has been shown thatthe risks of most concern to the
publicare not necessarilythose identifiedas importantby risk assessments
using limitedmeasures of risk, such as the focus on mortalitypreviously
described. The preferredrisk assessment approach shouldbe sensitiveto this
issue and try to incorporatethesebroader measures of risk that accommodate
and integrateareas of publicconcern. Effectiverisk communicationstrategies
are an important component to response efforts of the risk management

-: system.

If the strategychosen is to reduce the risks,portrayingthe hazardous event
as a causalsequence,from initiatingevents throughexposure to consequences,
is a usefulmodel toadopt(Hohenemser et al.1983). This model allows for the
easy identificationof types and pointsof interventionand their effects. For

" example, controlstrategiesmay includecask redesignat the design phase,
qualitycontrolprograms at the fabricationphase or reroutingshipmentsat the
operationalphase.

1.1.7 Modes of Implementation

The modes of i mplement ation include mandatory requirements, educational
programs, and other forms of encouragement. For example, particularcask

- 7
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designs may be requiredby legislatively-mandatedstandards;effectivequality
controlprograms may encourageand facilitategood qualitycontrol;and educa-
tionalprograms may enhance public response and emergency preparedness.
Because the transportationsystem will be dynamic in both time and space,
ongoing iterativeevaluationswill need to be included with the result that
system modificationswould be implementedwhere needed.

1.1.8 Preferred Transportation Risk Management System

The principal attributes of a preferred risk assessment and risk management
system include:

- Utilization of a comprehensive systems approach to delineate all
relevant aspects of the transportation system.

- Extension and adaptation of existing PRA methodologies.

- Incorporation of human factors which mitigate and _xacerbate adverse
consequences.

- Ensuring that risk assessment and risk management are integrated in a
dynamic, iterative process.

- Incorporation of a socio-technical perspective.

- Satisfaction of the objectives discussed at the beginning of Section
I,I.

- Addressing the key issues outlined in Section I.I.I

C_mprehensiv e Systems Approach

The transportationof nuclear waste to a repositorywill be technicallyand
organizationallycomplex and filledwith many uncertainties.The system should
be designed to begin its operationsin the most reliableand safest manner
possible. However, mistakes and modificationsto the system are inevitable.
In order to ensure the maximum evaluationof system operationand interac-
tions with the external environment,risk assessme_Itand risk management
should incorporate a comprehensive systems approach in which individual
components are not only conceptualizedindivi@Jally,but also as interacting
dynamic components at the total system.

ProbabilisticRisk Assessment

In spite of the shorlcomingsassociatedwith PRAs noted earlier,they are the
preferred metlxxlologyto assess the risks of nuclear waste transportation;

ilVg_cert_Rnprovisosand modifications.The conclusionof Hamilton et al.• 5-I to 5-2) thatno new basic methodologicaldevelopmentsfor PRAs are
requiredis consideredto be correct• Existingmethods can be adopted and
extended to accommodate the nuances of the nuclear waste transportation
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system. However, assessments should be sensitiveto the fact that the
analyticalmethodologiesfor estimatingevent probabilitiesand consequencesare
often more powerful than the availabledata. In particular,there are many
specificfactorsin the assessment of risks from nuclearwaste transportation
for which data,theory,and our basic understandingof processare not as well
developed. For instance,the impacts of external events such as floods,
earthquakesor range fireson transportationrisksneed tobe evaluated.

Additionaldata development is necessary for cask integrityin accidents,
radiologicalsource terms, and the influenceof human factor's.In particular,
understandinghuman factors that both mitigateand exacerbate the adverse
consequencesof nuclearwaste transportationneed more attention.To properly
assess adversehealtheffectsrequiresthe Oevelopmentof models for describing
and estimatingradiologicaleffects at low doses. Current models are often
inadequate,and there is littleavailabledata to improve them. There are very
few data availableon severe accidentsand incidents. [n addition,their
applicabilityis questionablebecause, for example, differentgenerationsof
casks were involvedin previous accidentsand incidents.In contrast,a good
databaseexistsfor the estimationof non-radiologicaleffectswhich have often
been neglectedin risk assessments.

Where preferred actuarialdata are not availablein these areas, expert
judgement may be used as a faUback position. However, attentionmust be
paid to the shortcomingsof such an approach. One conclusionfrom evaluating
the conduct of previous risk assessments is the importance of making the
assumptionsmade, metixxlsused, a_ resultsobtainedclearlyunderstandableto
the user and the public. Additionally,the degree of uncertaintyin the data
used must be analyzedand presented.

In the preferredrisk management program,the resultsof risk assessmentsneed
to be integratedwith additionalsocioeconomicand socio politicalassessments
in order to identifyadditionalissuesof publicconcern and how they might be
mitigated. Concerns such as economic impacts and questionsof institutional
legitimacymey have a significantimpact on the abilityto safely,reliably,and
efficientlydevelop aralmaintain a transportationsystem for nuclear waste
(NAS 1984). An especiallyimportantaspect of such studiesis the evaluation
of issuesrelatedto the socialamplificationof risk (Kaspersonetal.1988).

The need to identifyand respondto all typesof socialconcernsargues for a
socio-technicalperspectivefor the risk management of the transportation
system. A socio--technicalsystem refers to interactingcomponents such as:
system hardware (e.g. spent fuel casks, trucl_s,trains,cranes), personnel
activities(e.g. drivers, crane operators),organizationalinfrastructure(e.g.
operations,maintenance,management), and socialfactors(regulations,economl-
cs, culture). These are illustratedin _:igure2. If types and degree of
interactio¢tsor' differentsystem compon,_atsand levelsare not taken into
account in risk management activities,the resultmay well be the failureto
effectivelyimplement many of the suggested measures (National Research
Council1988).

9
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A SOCIO-TECHNICAL VIEW OF THE HIGH LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

_Social context
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The preferred approach shculd make clear that risk estimatesare based on
specificdesign and operatingcriteria,and that these estimates can only
approach their real values if the transportationsystem is operated in accor-
dance with the models and assumptionsof the risk assessment. Any modifica-
tionsto system components (e.g.operations,maintenance,training)should be
fed back intothe riskassessment process. This again supportsthe need for a
comp rehensive systems approach to evaluatingthe transportationsystem.
Concomitantly,new resultsfrom a riskassessment thenneed to be fed forward
intodevelopingnew controlstrategies.This approach is particularlyimportant
in the transportationsystem because the technologies,regulatoryenvironment,
and institutionalstructureschange frequently.

The followingsectionsindicatethe elen_entsof a preferred PRA and specify
the system parameters that need to be modelled. A PRA beginsby identifying
the initiatingevents and hazard sequencesleadingto adverse consequencesand
attemptsto assign probabilitiesto each event. Consequence analysisfollows
and involvesidentifyingpathways of exposure,estimatingthe doses receivedby
differentpopulationsat risk,and calculatingthelikelyadversehealtheffects.

Normal Conditions

Both radiologicaland non-radiologicalrisks occur m the normal or incident--
free transportationof nuclearwastes. The followingillustrative(not comp-
rehensive)listindicatessome of the parameters to be consideredin estimating
theserisks:

- (_alitycontrol
- tlumaa error
- Natureof waste material(amount,form, levelof radioactivity)
- Natureof cask (externalradiation)
- Natur_ of individualtransportationprocedures (number, duration,

shieldingfactors,exposurelevels)
- Shippinginformation(number of casks)
- Populationat risk (workers, public)
- 'rransportmodes (truck,rail)
- Transport route(route,length,pol_ationdensity.,bridges,etc.)
= Timing of shipping_t,ime of day, duration,stoppingtimes)
- Exposure pathways (inhalation,ingestion,direct)
- Dose-responserelationships(modeli._,extrapolation)
- Natureof consequences(acute/chronic,morbidity,mortality)

Handlers,crew members, and the public are exposed to the small amounts of
radioactivitythat l_etrate throughthe walls of the shippingcasks and the
non-radiologicalrisks of exhaustemissions from trucks and rail locomotives.
As such, there are no identifiableinitiatingcoMitions except,perhaps, cask
designand the decisionto ship nuclearwaste. Poor qualitycontroland human
errors in cask design,fabrication,lewdLy.g,and handli_ may exacerbatethese
normal exposuresand can thereforebe seen as enablingevents, lt is possible
to identifyprobabilitiesfor such errors, althoughthe current methodologies
are complex,and thedatabasesfor so doingare somewhat rudimentary.
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The exposure pathways _mder normal conditionsincludedirect radiationfrom
the waste package during loadingand from the cask during shipping. Given
the solid waste form and absence of accidentsleading to volatilizationor
dispersion,inhalationof radioactivegases or particulatesis unlikely. The
primary route of exposure for non-radiologicalhazards is inhalation,although
skin contactwith, or ingestionof, lubricantsand fuelsis possiblefor crew
members and maintenancestaff.

The parameters necessary to estimatedoses are also indicatedin the list
(above). To estimate exposure levels at every point in the transportation
network, it is necessaryto know the natureof the waste materialand cask,
the natureof the varioustasks (e.g.packing,loading,shipping,unloading),and
shieldingfactors. Individualworker doses can be estimatedfrom data on
exposure levelsduring each task, task duration,the number of packages and
casks processed, and the number of workers involved. Estimatingdoses
receivedby the public requiresdata on exposure levelsat variousdistances
from the cask, the number of casks to be shipped,transportmode, transport
route (includingdata on populationproximity and density,and the shielding
factorsof buildings),and the timing of shipping(includingthe time of day,
the number and lengthof stops and the expected populationexposed in each
case).

Having estimateddoses to the variouspopalationsat risk, severalmodels are
availableto predictpossibleadverse outcomes, includinglatentcancer fatali--
ties,and geneticeffects. There is considerabledisagreementand controversy
over the extrapolationfrom known effectsat high doses to effectsat low
doses, and the assessment should provide several alternativesmodels for
calculatingthe likelitxxxlof adverse health effects,includingdelayed mor-
bidity.

AccidentConditions

Assessing the probabilitiesand consequencesof accidentsis more complicated
than assessingthe risks of normal conditions,althoughmany of the necessary
parameters are the same. Some additionalparameters needed are indicated
below. Again thislistof additionalparameters for transportationPR/ks under
accidentconditionsisintendedto be illustrativeonly,not comprehensive.

- Frequencyof accidents
° Exterual events
- Common cause and common mode failures
- Natureof accidents(frequency,severity)
- Releasefractions
- l_s_rsion model_
- Po_t accident behavior
•- Emergency response

Human error and qualitycontroltake on added significancein accidentanalysis
since they may act as initiatingor ermblingeventsin sn accidentsequence,or
they may exacerbateor mitigatethe finalconsequences. Accident frequency,
both general tra._sportationaccidentsand those involvinghazardous materials,
is an importantinputfor thistypeof analysis.
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Althcmgh these data are generally available for both truck and rail transport
modes, their accuracy, precision, completeness, and applicability need to be
evaluated with respect to PR.As that are to be performed on the transportation
system. Special emphasis, should be given to external events like plane
crashes,bridge failures,earthquakes,and floods. Some of these events such
as earthquakes and floods may be common cause failuresthat initiateand
exacerbate accident conditions. An earthquake may initiatean accidentby
causing a truck to crash and burn and thus resultin a breach of the cask _,
integrity. The earthquake may also exacerbate accident consequences by
causinginfrastructurecollapsewhich wiU hamper emergency responseefforts.

The natureof the cask is alsoparticularlyimportantin accidentanalysis.The
design and fabricationof the cask must allow it to withstanda varietyof
accidentconditions.As yet,data on cask behaviorare limitedto a handfulof
experimentalcrash and fire testsat the nationallaboratories(Hamilton et al.
1986:10-25 to 10--28).However, thesedata are inadequatefor a comprehensive
PRA, and theirvalidityis in question(ResnJkoff 1983). Intimatelyrelatedto
cask design and integrityis the severityof postulatedaccidents. This
highlightsa genericproblem in risk assessment: what accidentsare considered
to be incredibleand thereforebeyond consideration?lt is possiblelo identify
a sequenceof eventsleadingtoa massive releaseof radiationand a significant
number of adverse effects,bq_tis it reasonableto consideraccidentswith such
low probabilities?These are questionsthatwillhave to be addressedat the
beginningof the analysis, lt is recommended that a broad spectrum of
accidentsincludingthe worst case be assessed.

_ For each accidentscenariopostulated,the risk assessment must calculatethe
releasefractionor source term (i.e.the amount and type of differentradionu-
clidesreleasedintothe environment). This releasemay be in the form of a
plume of radioactiveparticlesand gases which willbe distributedthroughthe
atmosphere and contaminatesoil,water, buildings,and equipmentin the area.
The proximatepopulationmay be exposed by direct radiationfrom the plume
(cloudshine)or from contaminatedsurfaces (groundshine),by inhalationof
radioactivegases and particulates, and by ingestionof contaminatedfood and
water. The risk assessment must estimatethe likelydistributionof such
materialsand subsequentpopulationexposur-.susing standardizeddispersaland

: dose-assessment models. As with exposures under normal conditions,the
- assessment must estimate the likely adverse effects using sta_,Jarddose--

response models. In addition,the assessment must also estimate the likely
non-radiologicaleffectsresultingfrom accidents.

_- Most risk assessments conducted to date ignore post-accident behavior. A
comprehensive assessment, however, must assess the impacts of the range of
public be havior exhibi ted a nd emergency response a ctivitie s that folio w
accidents.These activities may exacerbateor mitigateadverse effectsand will
vary according to politicaljurisdiction,populationdistribution,and other
locationalfactors,

%
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Sabotage/Terrorism

Sabotage refers to the deliberate disruption of waste shipments with the intent
to steal nuclear materials or to cause harm by the release of such materials.
Section 3.9 describesphysicalprotectionfrom sabotage,terroristattack,and
theft _ad discusses the techniqueslikelyto be used by saboteursand the

i Optionsfox"preventingsuch interventions.

r /Al_houghit is almost impossibleto quantifythe probabilityof sabotage,the
porentialconsequences can be systematicallyevaluated. One method of
evaluationis vulnerabilityanalysis. The listof parameters to be addressedin
such an assessment is almost identicalwith the listfor accidents,since both
lead to the potentialreleaseof radioac_d_eand toxicmaterials. In addition,
two other ._arametersare of concern; the probabilityof sabotage and its
severity. Fast experienceis too limitedto allow any reliableestimatesof
sabotage/terrorismprobability.Consequently,eitherexpertjudgement must be
used,or actsof sabotageshouldbe modeled withoutreferencetoprobabilities.

The severityof sabotage attacks run the entirespectrum. Many acts of
sabotage,such as deliberatetampering with vehiclesor bridge destruction,
resultin sequencesof eventssimilarto other accidentsand may be modeled in
the _ame way. Other acts of sabotagemay be deliberatelydirectedtowards
exacerbatingthe consequences. Exampies are drivingdamaged casks intourban
areas or dumping them intoa reservoirsystem. In the absence of probabili-
ties,modelingthese_cenariosbecomes a worst=caseanalysis.

Human Error And QualityControl

Human error and poor qualitycontrol,previouslylistedamong the parameters
for considerationin assessingrisks under normal _ accidentconditions,may
be either enablingor initiatingfactorsin a sequence of events leading to
hazardous outcomes. They may occur at any stage of the transportation
system. This includes design,fabrication,testing,inspection,maintenance,
qualitycontrol,operation,emergency response,or even in the risk assessment.
In addition,many kinds of human error have the same underlyingcausal
mechanisms (Reason 1987). Consequently,they are treatedhere as generic
factorsof concernfor bothnormal and accidentconditions.

Key issuesto consider(not comprehensive)in an evaluationof human error in
the nuclear waste transportation system included:

- Task requirements

- Physiological requiremes_,_

- _tive requirements

- Performance shaping factors (e.g., work environment, stress factors,
fatigue)

= Data availability
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= Enablingvs.initiatingerrors

- Ec_pment designand operatingrequirements

- Observationand reversibilityof errorswhen theyoccur

- Organizationalstructure

- Socialenvironment(internaland externalto transportsystem)

Human errors may only cause adverse impacts if they are not correctedin
time. Thus theireffectsare dependentto a large degreeon theirobservability
and reversibility(Rasmussen 1987). To assess the observabflityof errors and
identifycorrectionmethods, the characteristicsof the total human/task or
human/machine system should be evaluated. The primary interactionsare
between task requirements(e.g. procedures),equipmentand operatingcharac-
teristics,and human physiologicalsad cognitivecal_bilities.

In addition,l_.rsistentsituationalfeaturesslx_d be evaluated. These include
noi,jieand illuminationlevels, worker fatigue and emotional stress, time
pre.,!_)sures,and the organizationof the work piace. Persistentsituational
fea'l'.:ures,often referred to as performance shaping factors,may greatly
increasethe likeliho_and consequencesof errors. Emotionalstress'and time
str(!_,ssare performance shaping factorswhich have been shown to greatly
affectdecisionbehavior.

_iii!o-TecbnicalPerspective

A complete evaluation of human error in the waste transportation system
req_,dres the evaluation of all levels of the socio-technical system portrayed in
Fikn.llre 2. The organi/.ation of the workplace, including management-employee
inte:,:'actions, can have a significant effect on performance. Manager per-
sonu_,lities, organizational culture, and the regulatory environment can constrain
the types of risk management programs that will be acceptable and effective.
Such concer_s have recently been identified regarding the operation of nuclear
power plants and many similar issues appear in the transportation system for
nuclear waste (National Research r',otmcil 1988).

Research has shown that the types of erros and the rates of human errors are
a function of the situati(m. Therefore, to fully and effectively evaluate the
possible sources sad impacts of human error, a comprehensive human factors
analysis slx_d be completed for the proposed nuclear waste transportation
system. Such analyses sh(xdd be performed for both transport activities (e.g.,
driving a tr_ck) ar,d cask handling activities (e.g., loading, packaging). The
objective _)f the analysis is an overall understanding of the work environment,
including goals and functions, performance shaping factors, and worker, task,
and job requirements. After these issues are evaluated, the sensitivity of the
system to human error can be assessed by identifying error types, their
probability of occurrence, potential for recovery, and consequences. Steps in
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a human/machine systems analysisfor nuclearwaste transportationare:

I. Describesystem goalsand functions.

2. Describesituationaland performanceshapingfactors.

3. Describepersonnelcharacteristics(includingsocialissues).

4. Describetask and job requirements(includingorganizationalissues).

5. Determinesituationsin which human errorsmay occur.

6. Estimatethe probabilityof error occurrencefor each identifiederror.

7. Estimatethe probabilitythatthe error will not be correctedfor each
identifiederror.

8. Determinetheconsequencesfrom each uncorrectederror.

9. Develop changes in tasks, equipment,or systems to increase the
overallsystem reliability.

10. Re-<lo steps one through eightto evaluatechanges suggestedin step
nine.

1.1.9PreferredDecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEF ORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTMTY* .... (_YEARS)*

ComprehensiveRisk Research riskassessment 17 (1986)
Assessment and Risk issuessuch as the
Management integrationof human

factors

Design riskassessment 16 (1987)
mettxxJology

Collectdataneededfor 14 (1989)
risk assessment

Conductbaselinerisk 13 (1990)
assessment

Identify risk management I I (1992)
stratt,gies
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PreferredDecisionSchedule(continued)

_ER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTMTY w ,, (YEARS)_

Iterateriskassessment I0 (1993)
(firsttime)

Completionof activityunless indicatedotherwise;assumes repository
operationalintheyear2003.
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1.2 TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM

To design the preferred system for transporting nuclear waste to a repository
at Yucca Mountain a systems approach must be utilized. Through the use of a
systems approach, and accompanying computer technology, the multitude of
transportation issues that will require resolution can be evaluated and the
preferred system can be modeled. Development of the transportation analysis
system is a time and resource intensive activity, lt involves the specification
of a desired level of analysis capability, definition of important transportation
parameters, identification of risk criteria, integration of system elements into a
common analysis framework, and development of algorithms which can solve
the problem as defined, lt also involves design, collection and management of
information to support the system design. This would include information
regarding the condition of infrastructure, emergency response capability, traffic
and rail operations and utilization, and facility construction and maintenance
schedules among other factors.

The need to define the system specification and build analytical capability is
immediate. A system which can be responsive to the existing transport
environment (base case) is needed as a benchmark against which repository
transportation issues can be analyzed.

1.2.1 Network Analysis Approach

Earlier approaches to assessing the impacts of nuclear waste shipments using
varying risk/cost criteria often lacked a systematic basis, and were not able to
identify optimal and/or comparative choices among transport alternatives,
New, more powerful network analysis tools have improved accuracy through
access to multipledatabasesand betterr_appingsystems which use a geograp-
hic informationsystem (GIS). As a r, .tit,systems are now being developed
which: (I) can be performed using stand-alonemicrocomputerworkstations;(2)
provide enhanced graphics ot_tput;(3) permit flexibilityin evaluatingrouting
options;(4) provide economiesof scale in evaluatingmultipleorigins,destina-
tions and shipments;(5) are designedto accommodate future data collection
and modular enhancement; and (6) provide an opportunityfor integrating
genericapproacheswith selectivecustomization.

Geo-Coding

At the heart of the network analysis is the concept of data geo-coding. In
geo-codingevery element in the transportationsystem is assigneda unique and
accuratelocation.This is accomplishedby definingeach element in terms of
its latitudeand longitude. This converts the entire transportationsystem
visuallydisplayedon a printedmap to a digitizedmap for use in analysis.
This permits the overlay of digitizedU.S. Census geo-codeddemographic data
on the transportationroutingsystem. From this,specialplanningand safety
analyses can be conducted, lt permits the computationof populationsize
within selecteddistances from the transportsite and considerationof sig-
ruficantfactorssuch as specificcharacteristicsof the population(e.g.,number
of schoolage children,).
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Other databases should be identifiedor developed to _provideadditionalkey
informationfor a comprehensiveanalysisframework. For example,geo-coded
informationon topography,wind, temperature,geology,locationof fire and
policestations,and schools shouldbe integratedintothisprocess. This will
assistin emergency response locationand investmentanalysesand evacuation
planning. Additionaltransportsegment descriptorsshould be placed intothe
system, such as grade, curvature,and accident rates,to provide for more
precisionin risk and cost assessments associatedwith moving a specific
shipmenton a givenmode acrossa particularpath.

Much of the geo-coded transportationnetwork has been developed by the
United StatesGeologicalSurvey (USGS). A reasonablyrecentversionof this
network is maintainedby Oak Ridge NationalLaboratoryand is in the public
domain. Collectively,the network representsthe U.S. road, railand barge
system, althoughthe characteristicsof each segment of the network vary by
mode. Althoughevery link in the nationalroad system is not represented,all
interstate,U.S. and statehighways and some localarterialsare includedin the
existingnetwork.

Figures 3 and 4 displaygeo-coded road and railnetworks at varyinglevelsof
detailin the country. Figure 3 depictsthe interstatehighway network. In
Figure 5, the State of Nevada road network is shown, includinginterstate,
stateand U.S. highways as well as some localroads. Figure 6 presentsroutes
in the vicinityof Yucca Mountain. Figure 7 provideslabelsfor nodes (number
and name), as well as identificationof link distancesin miles. The U.S.
railroadnetwork leadinginto Nevada is shown in Figure 8, followedby rail
system detailsinNevada inthe vicinityof Yucca MountaininFigures9.

Additionallocal access/egressnetwork representationwill be required as a
supplement to the existingnetwork to accommodate the local Yucca Mountain
transportsystem, lt is also likelythatnew roadways willbe added in Nevada

i which might be considered for the waste transportationsystem. And it is
important to note that the nationalnetwork requires constantupkeep and
could change;particularlythe railsystem, where company mergers and/or track
abandonmentoccur ratherfrequently.

Netw__..ork_lysis Methodology

Given an accurate representationof the transportationsystem and associated
demographic characteristics,the abilityto perform routingstudiesdepends on
the developmentof algorithmswhich can perform network optimization.This
is driven by the definitionof sn objectivefunction,which is an equation
indicatingthe risk/costcriteriabeing appliedand the weightsassociatedwith
each criteria.For example,a simpleobjectivefunctionmight be as follows"

Zi = x DISTi + y POPi

where" Zi = valueof theobjectivefunctionfor segment i of thenetwork

DISTi = distanceof segment i
.

POPi = totalpopulationresidingwithinI mile of segment i
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x, y = coefficients representing the relative importance of

DIST and POP in the objective function.

As this simple functionillustrates,several criteriacan be includedin the
objectivefunctionat any time. Considerableflexibilityis permittedin defining
an objectivefunction. More constrainingis the availabilityof data for
application.For example, traveltime, accidentrat¢_:s,expected lossesdue to
an accident,residentialpopulationand emergency response times are just a
subset of attributeswhich could be described at the segment level, and
thereforecouldbe includedinthe objectivefunction.

The coefficients,x and y in this function,allow the analystto weight or
adjust the importance of differentcriteriaaccordingto what is being con-
sidered. Criteriacan be consideredindependentlyalso. For instance,using
the functionabove, routingvia the shortestpath can be determinedby setting
POPi = 0. This ignoresthe populationcriterioninselectingthe route.

To find the optimalpath between a shipmentoriginand itsdestination,many
individualnetwork segments are crossedto form a route. Thus, the optimal
pathfor each mode is theone which satisfiesthe followingcondition:

Minimize Z = _ x DISTi + y POPi
i

where: P = thesegments which constitutea feasiblepath.

The optimal route for each mode is the one where the sum of the individual
segment values of the objectivefunctionis minimized. In practice,this
functiondoes not have to be linear,and may not be where peopleare shown
to be risk averse. The mathematicalformulationto thisproblem is far more
complex than treatedin this discussiongiven that the number of possible
routes(combinationsof segments) between an originand destinationis massive.
Thus, very powerful search and solutiontechniquesare needed to drive this
process. Another desirablecapabilitywould be the abilityto model a system
that required a shipment tops through anss intermediatepointor to avoid a
segment or area (e.g.,Tribal land, a local jurisdictionor a weak bridge).
These restrictionscan be accommodated in the system design by imposing
mathematicalconstraintson the range of feasiblesolutions.

1.2.2 Nevada EnhancementstoNationalNetwork Models

Because of the number of repository shipments _mticipated, it is important to
describe in detail the physical transport network, and the demographics of
surrounding areas in addition to expanding the list of segment attributes in
and adjacent to the State. This information can be used in planrttng to
minimize exposure of vulnerable sites/facilities, minimize the use of high
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traffichazard areas which might increasenon-radiologicalas well as radiologi-
cal accidents,and selectrouteswhich are accessibleby emergency response
teams. In additionto creatinga model with an enhanced localroad network,
detailsin the following areas should be integratedwith the basic network
model"

Distanceto Emergenc.c.c_/Response T eam.__s

Two categoriesof response should be considered. First respondersare the
localpoliceand firedepartments. The ultimateresponsecomes from the team
which will manage the clean-upeffort. The locationa_2 c_pabilitiesof each
umr could be coded intothe system to enabledirectmeasurements of response
times. From this,emergency response can be evaluatedas a risk mitigation
strategy.

,_Mob_ilitY-RestrictedPopulationGrouRs

The people in mobility-restrictedpopulationgroups are another important
considerationbecause they would be difficultto evacuate in the event of a
major incident. Examples includeresidentsof retirementcommunities,school
and day care children,and individualswho are confined to hospitalsand
nursing homes. For most people in these groups, emergency transportation
would have to be providedby localagenciesif an incidentoccurred. Special
planningis requiredfor providingappropriateevacuationtransportand medical
equipment where necessary as well as for identifyingadequate temporary
facilitiesfor thesegroups.

To evaluatethis factor for the purposes of risk analysisand preliminary
selectionof a preferred transportationsystem route,the mobility-restricted
populationby distancefrom the route can be estimatedusing existingdata.
Census tractdata can be used for retirementcommtutities.For schoolsand
hospitals,county and municipal planning documents can be used. These
documents listthe locationsof these facilitiesand typicaloccupancies, While
these data have not yet been compiled for routesto the Yucca Mountain site,
,,heprimary data are available. Al:m, a sampling techniquecan be used to
estimatethe number of mobility-restrictedpeoplewho livealong a typicalmile
for each route in rural,suburb, and urban settings.Eventually,a thorough
lavertoryshouldbe developedand monitored.

Traffic Volumes and AccidentData

There is a general tendency for greater trafficvolumes to increase the
likelihoodof accidents,regardl_,ssof how safely the facilitieshave been
designed. City streetsare prone to havingmore accidentsper year than rural
highways simply because the trafficvolumes are greater. If allother things
were equal,nuclearwaste sh/pment_shoulduse facilitiesthathave low traffic
volumes. However, in common practice,low volume facilitiesare designedto
lower standardsand are often poorly maintained. Hence, federalguidelines
recommend that hazardousmaterialsshipments move via inlerstatehighways in
spiteof higher trafficvolumes. Both trafficvolumes and facilitiescondition
need tobe taken intoaccountinselectit_desirableroutes.
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Measurement of existing traffic volume and accident frequency is basic,
although the data must be used with some degree of care. I-'or roads in t.he
State of Nevada, accident frequency and average annual daily traffic (AADT)
statistics are available from the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT).
Truck (single unit trucks and tractor-trailer combinations) traffic statistics are
available. For railroads, accident frequency and million-gross-ton (MG'[')
statistics are available on a line-by,-li_ basis for freight and passenger
movements combined. Railroad timetables can be consulted to determine train
frequencies for both freight and passenger.

For purposes of the preferred transportation system, several measures could be
used. Either average traffic density or maximum traffic density encountered
could be considered for measuring volume. The latter measure is preferable
because it examines the worst traffic conditions to which a shipment would be
subjected. This suggests that the traffic conditions on all other segments
comprising the route would be better. However, in the absence of conclusive
data on which measure is more appropriate, and since the data is computerized,
bothaverageand maximum densityshouldbe considered.

Quantitatively,the problem with these factorsis that the underlyingdata are
not always relisxble.For highways,AADT figuresare sometimes extrapolations
from previousyear counts. Also, the truck data are only reflectiveof a four
to six-hourtime period during which the data are collected. For rail,the
freighttrainfrequency data are an approximationof actualpractice. Sched-
uledtrainsare sometimes cancelled,and extrasare added as needed.

A preferred measure for establishingsccidentpotentialis the accidentrate.
The accident rate can be derived by _ividingaccidentfrequencyby traffic
volume. Again, accidentdata can suffer from reliabilityproblems. Accident
rates are subjectto additionalbias given thatuncertaintiesin both volume and
accidentcountsare combined in thismeasure.

All of thisinformationshouldbe testedfor statisticalvalidity.Outlyingdata
pointsshould be revealed for a potentialdata collectionor recordingerror.
Sampling techniques such as periodic traf,_ic counts sl_ould be _mplemented to
ensure that the data reflect ac_,ual conditions.

Facili_ Conditions

Facility condition refers to the quality of the highways or railroads being used
on a given rou:e. Ali other thingsbeLug equal,the best routeto use Is the
one with the high,estqtmtityfacilities.This minimizes the likelihoodthat
facilityconditionwiU be the cause of an incident. Examples of areas of
concern for hiqhways includepavement condition,signage,geometric standards
and lighting,lt appears that informationon road surface type, _urface and
grade widths, and geome_try(e.g.,verticaland horizontalcurves, roadway
gradient,underpassclearances)are availablethroughNDOT.

! Facilityqualitycan be measured by u.,eof a conditionindex. Nevada, like
_ost states,uses an index for allmajor roads as an inputto the maintenance
and rehabilitationdecision-makingprocess. For the preferred system, an
average conditionindex could be defined. If marked variationsin average

=
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expenditures from mile to mile are found to be common, is the worst facility
condition encountered on a given route could serve as the measurement. To
expect the difference betweeu minimum and average values to be nominal
would require an assumption that capital and maintenance funds are distributed
on an equitable basis. If funds are not distributed to maintain all roads
equally weil, the minimum condition indicator would be more desirable because
it would reflect the most deteriorating condition.

Weather Conditions

Weather conditionsshouldbe consideredin the preferredsystem. Typically,
weather conditionsare measured in terms of adversity;the number of adverse
weather days encounteredper year on a given route. In additionto conditions
such as rain, snow, ice, and fog,usuallydefinedby the statepolice,Nevada
and the Yucca Mountain area are subjectto wir_ and dust problems. In the
event of a release,weatherconditionssuch as temperatureand wind speed and
direction,consideredwith the surroundingtopographyare essentialinformation
items.

Weather characteristicsare availablefor a large number of locationsin Nevada
from the NationalWeather Service.This data can be processedwith topogra-
phic contourdata availablefrom USGS. Specificdata from the Yucca Moun-
tain/NevadaTest Sitevicinityshouldbe availablefrom the DOE.
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1.3 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IMPACT MONITORING

Monitoringthe actualimpacts of the nuclear waste transportationsystem is
necessary(I) to determine if the system is operatingas designed,(2) to be
able to develop responses to unanticipatedimpacts, and (3) for designing
additionalmeasures to reduce the impacts. The impact monitoring system
should be capableof monitoringthe impactsof all_e differentelements of
the preferred nuclear waste transportationsystem. The preferred system
impact monitoring system is describedin detailin the Task 15.6 Working
Paper.

Preferred Decision Schedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTIVITY* _.._(YEARS)*

Assessingand Monitoring Identifyimpactassessment 18 (1985)
theImpactsof the criteria 1
TransportationSystem

Developroute-specific 16 (1987)
impact assessment models

Collect data needed for 14 (1989)
route-specificimpact
assessmentmodels

Conductbaselineimpact 13 (1990)
assessment

Identifyimpactmitigation 11 (1992)
measures

Iterateimpactassessment I0 (1993)
(firsttime)

* Completion of activityunless indicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operationalin theyear 2003.
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1.4 PREFERRED DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

A database management system (DBMS) consists of a centralized database
conta_ ali relevant information for the transportation of nuclear waste.
This database should be accessible to various and multiple users simultaneously
through the use of telecommunications devices such as a modem, for instance.
The database itself would be contained on an upper series of the IBM Personal
System 2 series, preferably, the Model 80. This model has the capability of
100 meg hard drive memory (the current memory ceiling) and uses a 32 bit
80386 processor in the CPU. The COMPAQ 386 is the other top--of-the-line PC
available _coday. Through the use of software packages such as R-base System
V or dB,_SE IV, all relevant data can be stored in a database environment and
easily accessed from a personal computer with 640K RAM and a modem.

These database systems have a security system which specifies who may add
data, who may delete data, and who may alter existingdata and allows for
many distinctlevelsof access. These systems also allow for the abilityto
access informationthrough the applicationof passwords. Each user will have
ti_eirown password wl_ch will dictatenot only permissionto view the data,
but also the level of access,the rights(read-only,read-write,read--write--
delete),and the view or window s11owed. These characteristicswill be
particularlyuseful for diverse needs, ranging from shipment tracking to
predictionof probabilitiesof accidentdistributionsalongthe route.

1.4.1 Data Management System Users

The data management system must be designed to account for the needs of
stateagencies,Tribal officialsand municipaland county agencies, lt will
provide key personnel with immediate data access for purposes of analysis,
planning,decision-making,emergency operation,and general informationon the
statusof nuclear waste transportthroughoutthe State of Nevada. The data
shouldbe distributedaccordingto Figure10.

State agencies includethe Office of the Governor and the Legislature,the
Nevada High,way Patrol,the Nevada Department of Transportation,and the
Nuclear Waste Project Office. County agenciesincludethe county managers,
the Clark County Comprehensive Planning Department and the Regional
TransportationCommission, emergency preparedness/publicsafety and public
work s deparUnents. Municipal agenc$es include mayors, city managers,
emergency preparedness/publicsafety and public works departments. Also,
Nevada representativesto the U.S. House of Representativesand Senate should
l_ve accessto the system.
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Figure 10. DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

STATE GOVERNMENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT

DATA

BANK

TRIBAL GOVERNMENT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
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1.4.2 l,_immum Functions

The data management system will be central to all aspects of the preferred
_r_sportation system since it provides for detailed information How between
all elementsmaking up the system such as legal,regulatory,design,liability,
emergency preparedness,operational,and risk management. The preferreddata
management system should be capableof performing the following minimum
functions:

- Serve as a catalogueof localneeds for decision-makersincluding
locationof hospitalsand number of rooms; locationof public and
private schools and number of students;provide an atlas of all
highway and rail routes throughout the local region with current
conditionand statusof emergency routes;etc.

- Provide the capabilityof performing travel-demandforecastingand of
carryingout simulationstudiesfor use in addressingproblems related
to shipmentsand otherstrategicoperations.

- Provide a mechanism for routingand reroutingto arriveat the lowest
risk scenario.

- Serve as a mechanism for waste shipmentmonitoringand notification.

- Provideemergency responsemodules.

In developin_these functions,considerationmust be given to a number of
factors. The system must be compatiblewith the Nevada Department of
Transportation'sinfrastructuredatabase. Telecommunicationstracking systems
used by DOE for theirnuclearwaste management system shouldbe considered
for c0mpatibilityfor monitoring,notification,and emergency uses. Data
security,includinglevelsof accessibilityand securityof the data bank, must
be carefullydefinedand reviewed.

1.4.3 Data Elements

The database should consist of tables detailinggroups of r_latedelements
including:

Area Characteristics

Minimttm data is requiredto drive most travel-demandsoftware associatedwith
metropolitanareas. This includesaverage daily trafficvolumes for a base
year, trafficanalysiszone studies,hospitalcharacteristics,employment profile,
and otherdata.
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Physical. Cltaracte....ristics

Data is needed on vehicle capacity, structural load, carrying capacity of
pave ments and br idges, geometri,_.s, roadside characteristics and condition,
emergency response capability, traffic and rail operations and utilization,
facility construction and maintenance scb_lules, etc, The need to define the
system specification and build a_tallnical capability is immediate A system
which can be responsive to the existing tran s_rt environment (base case) is
needed as a benchmark against which repository impacts cm be compared.

.Eme stics

This refers to data depicting the location and capabilities of emergency
response units along the routes including hospitals, fire department, and law
enforcement urits throttghoc_t the region which might be impacted by the
mo,sem+ni of t_e waste+

G_rap_c InformationS_

A Geographic InformationSystem (GIS)is necessaryin the data management
system.

Rail Shi.pmen___t_ Other Related Characteristics

The information required to _dentify and ev_tlLmte the rail shipment options
includes the following:

- Volume (total number of casks, by size and weight, and expected date
of shipment;criticalfor determiningthe relevanceof variousmodal
options].

- Natureof thenuclearwaste.

- The risks associatedwith each shipmentoption(accident/incidentrates
for each candidate roure, schedge and o peratiag plan; resulting
po_ la_Jon ex_sur • levels avid co¢_sequencedistributions,fatalities,
injuries,latentdiseases,etc.).

- O_rati_ restrictions(the extentto which the plannedoption requires
extr_ordin_ry treatment and hss porential impacts beyond normal
o¢_erations).

- Cost (per shipment and total;o_rati_, maintenance,and capital;to
whom sad bow paid;timingof accrual).

- Siteaccess(_ec'haical,operational,and economic feasibility).

- Shipment time (elapsed,from the perspectiveof _xposure to radiation
studsabotage/terrorism,costand resourcerequirements).
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•- Weather sensitivity (the effects of inclement conditions; expected
: delays; extraordinary costs and resource commitments required to

continue shipment under adverse wearher conditions and/or place
shipments in temporary storage pending weather condition improve-
merit;importanceof weatheras a factorin,_chedulingshipments).

- Security;sad safety(extentof personneland otherresourcesrequired
to protectthe shipment;the incrementalcostsof minimizingthe
likelihoodof accidentsor incidents;the complexityof specialarrange-
ments requiredto provide safe parkingareas for storageduring
unforeseenor platmedstoppages).

- Ca,'ricr qualifications (its safety record; personnel rrainingand
qualifications; ma intenance practices;vehiclet_e and mortitoring
capabilities;financialcondition;operationauthority).

- Manufacturingdetailsof transportcontainers.

1.4.4PreferredDecisionSchedule

h_MBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTMTY* _ YEARS)*

DataCollection/ Identifydataneedsof 21 (1982)
Management federal,state,Tribal

log',al governments

Prepare conceptualsystem 20 (1983)
description

Designdata collection/ 19 (1984)
mazmgementsoftware and
hardware

Begin data collection 18 (1985)

Pilottestsystem 16 (1987)

Beginsystemimplementation 15 (1988)

*' Completionof activityunless indicatedotherwise;assumes repository
operationalintheyear2003.
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1.5 INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS

Institutions ranging from federal agencies like DOE to local services provzders
such as hospital emergency departments will have a stake, or role in the
nuclear waste disposal program. Current functions of existing institutions may
be expanded or they may be shared with other institutions. In .some cases,
new institutions wil,l be established Ito assume these functions and to manage

anticipated new responsibilities associated with the waste program. Functions
will need to be defined in order that institutional structures and operational
processes/procedures can be planned and implemented. Relationships with other
involved institutions will need to be: considered formally and then developed
@rough both formal and informal processes. In some situations., statutory
authority might have to be evaluated and amended in order that inter-or-
gartizational authority is clarified or changed so as to eliminate barriers to
development of a working system.

The transportation component of the disposal program will, by its nature
require the greatest amount of interaction among the different institutions.
the Congress has clelmeated responsibilities and some relationships among DOE,
DOT, and NRC. State, Tribal arid local institutions will need to work with
these, federal agencies, and with agencies within and adjacent to their jurisdic-
tional areas to plan for shipments to and through their area. Shipment routing,
accident prevention, emergency response and inspection activities will require
ex tens ire, ev en cont inuo us interact ion among inst itut ions. Inst itutiona I
:_elationships should be structured to encourage the design of a technically
!_otmd and equitable transportation system which inspires confidence among
participating institutions and the general public.

Experience with ten spent fuel shipping campaigns from 1983 through 1987
revealed the following major instil_utional issues which needed to be addressed
included:

- routing, inchxling restrictions and bans,
- overweight truck permitting,
- documentation of environmental impacts,
- escorts and state fees for inspections,
- cask safetyand certification,and
- pre_otificationprocedures

1.5.1 Roles and Responsibilities

The. repositorywill involvemlmy governments in specificareas of the transpo-
rtationprcqlrmno _ress has designatedthe DOE to have overallprogram
responsibility.The NRC and DOT have significantregulatoryresponsibilities,
a_Id other aq[enciesm_l the DOE defense facilitieswill have roles in the
program. :States, Tribes and local governments will also have important
regulatoryroles.

A framework of roles and responsibilitiesshouldbe availableand updated as
needed to clearlyidentifythe responsibleauthoritiesand the decisionprocess.
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Interactionmechanisms, projectschedules,contactand liaisonpersonnel,chain
of command and distinctdecisionpointsat projectmilestonesshouldall be
identified.The framework shouldprovideallaffectedand interestedregulatory
authoritiesand other partieswith an understandingof the program schedule,
general decision process and opportunitiesfor meaningful participationin
planning and man agement. Institutional relationshipswill develop in an
iterativefashionover time, so it will be importantfor state,Tribal and local
governments in the host stateto be diligentin maintainingtheirrolesin areas
where theyhave or shouldhave program responsibilities.

1.5.2 Program Sequence for Program Milestones

Decisionsand investigationswhich are needed in order to make other decision
should be made early inthe program. Proper sequencingof projectmilestones
will reduce the likelihoodthatdisputeswillarise when significantconcernsor
objectionssurface later in the program. Planning will keep the projecton
schedule and provide information needed for activitieswhich should be
integratedwith key milestoneactivities.Key planningmilestonesincludethe
decision to use and the general locationof an MRS, determinationof the
modal mix, developmentof scenariosfor routingand shipment scheduling,cask
designs,comprehensiveriskassessmentand riskmanagement.

1.5.3 ComprehensiveProgram Management

Designing the transportationsystem for the repo_sitorywill require the
integrationof technical,policyand businessplanningfor a number of years.
Comprehensive and integratedapproaches should be used for all aspects of
projectplanningand management. This involvesrisk assessment and manage-
ment, program schedulingand milestones,technicalinvestigations,issue and
disputemanagement, and interactionswith affectedand interestedinstitutional
actorsand otherparties.

1.5.4 PublicInteractionby Feder_lAgencies

Each authorityresponsiblefor decisionsin the system will be a focus for
important interactionswith other institutionalactors, affected and interested
parties,public officials,the media and the general public. Public affairs
should be co_Jucted so as ._ clarifytheir decision process, to exchange
information,to facilitateissue and disputem_r_gement, and generallyto allow
for meaningful and effectiveparticipationby affected and interestedinstitu-
tionalactors and other parties.
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I.S.S Mechanisms of Interaction

Working relationships will develop while the transportation system is being
established. This will range from cooperative participation to conflictive
disagreement. The institutional relations of 1_he program should be designed to
keep the program on track through sound technical investigations and resolu-
tion of disputes. Ali institutional actors and other parties should have
confidence in the integrity and objectivity of the decision process. The
interactions should generally utilize the followin_ mechanisms:

Information Exchange

Meaningful interaction and effective planning will require maximizing informa-
tion e×chan_e among affected and interested institutional groups and other
parties. The DOE, NRC and DOT will be the agencies with the greatest
regulatory responsibilities and will have important roles in information
exchange. The repository program will involve the state of the art in
engineering, design and policy plannii_ for radiation control. Since the
project is driven by federal authorities, the federal agencies and especially the
DOE should take the lead in conducting the extensive technical investigations
requires for the program, Affected and interested institutional actors and
other parties should be involved in the desi_-_,nof many of these investigations
and have access to the information developed_ Withm_t such cooperation on
information exchange the effectiveness of inlmt from non-federal actors will be
significantly reduced.

Other kinds of information will be needed as the repository develops.
Extensive comments, suggestions and criticisms will be directed at the program.
Many of these should be incorporated into the plarw,,.(ng effort. Information
about the decision process of the program and its status at any time will
constantly need to be conveyed to affected and interested institutional actors
and other groups. Information will need to flow in both directions. Federal
agencies will need state and local information for their planning and manage-
ment responsibilities for determining shipment routes, infrastructure, emergency
response capabilities, and highway inspection and enforcement.

Management of PI___

This willbe a uniqueand complex planningprocess. Key investigationsand
decisionwhich are pivotalfor program development should be made early in
the process. Parties with institutionalresponsibilitiesshould have sufficient
financial_ human resourcesto prepare for and participatein the planning
process. Most important is the involvementof the affected partiesin the
initialtrm sportationplanningprocess. If decisionsare made privatelyat the
federal lev,_l, safety and eci_tY will be in doubt.

Issue and DisputeMaxtagemen__t

As the transportationsystem develops,specificissues of concern, controversy
and disputewill be identified.Many of the issues will be resolvedin a
cooperativeeffortby the variousparties,while other issues will be controver-
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sial and remain disputed. The institutionalrelationsof the program should
utilizeflexibleapproachesto achievecooperationand disputemanagement,

Informationexchange and jointplanningefforts provide the first mechamsms
for working cooperativelyand m,m_q,ng disputes. Work sessionsand dialogue
between seniorofficialsfrom affectedinstitutionswillhelp solve controversies
or at leastclarifyitems of dispute. Ifdisputescontinueinspecificareas, the
issuesin controversyshoed be taken up in negotiation,mediation,litigationor
politicalprocess.



1.6 PREFERRED REGULATORY STRUCTURE/LIABILITY SYSTEM

The primary goal of the preferred regulator'._, structure for the shipment of
nuclear wastes is minimization of the pote_ati_d for, and consequences of,
radiological incidents and accidents to protect the health and well=being of the
citizens ir Nevada. One method for artaimng these objectives is the develop-
ment and implementation of uniform, natiorml standards, where appropriate.
While in certain areas it may be appropriate to preempt, and thus preclude,
State, Tribal and local action, this will not always be the case. For some
issues, national standards should be viewed merely as minimum requirements.
For other issues, there may be no need for a natiorml standard, leaving the
area open for regulation by state, Tribal and local governments.

The preferred regulatory structure includes Federal and state statutes, local
ordinances, and regulations. A statute, or ordinance, establishes the framewo-
rk within which the legislativebody seeks tc)accomplishitsgoals and objec-
tives. Broad proscriptiveand prescriptiveact,swillbe determinedby a statute
or ordinance. Regulations,promulgated pursuantto these laws by administra-
tive agencies,are detailedin nature, enablingthe agency to implement the
legislativebody'sgoals and objectives.In addressingnuclearwaste transporta-
tion issues, terminology herein refers to sonaething being "regulated", or that
"regulations" be adopted. Within this context, the terms are broadly defined to
mean that the issue should be governed by law. lt does not refer to rules
promulgated by administrative agencies. Where the intent is to refer to an
agency'srules,thespecificregulationsare usually,discussed.

' In order to constructa preferred regulatorysystem, the activitiesof the
federal,state,Tribal and localgovernmentsmust be considered. The State of

= Nevada will need the cooperationof other governmentsto achievethe regulat-
ory objectivesidentified. For that reason, this sectionrefers to all state
governments and not only the State of Nevada. Within the framework of
federal,state,Tribal and locallaws, a preferred regulatorystructureshoulci
addressthe followingissues:

= DriverQualifications - Placarding

= Emergency Response - Prenotification

. = Escorts = Highway Routing

- Inspection and Enforcement - Rail Routing

= Liability - Sabotage/Terrorism
(Physical Protection)

- Overweight/Oversize Shipments
- Shipping Papers

- Cask Design/Testing
= VehicleStoppage

- Permits and Fees
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Permits _tndfees, and liability,areas which relateto a number of the design
and operationalelementsof tJ_epreferred transportationsystem, are discussed
here. The remainingissuesare addressedwithinthe applicabletransportation
system designor operationalproceduressections.

1.0,1 Permits and Fees

Roles of State, Tribal and Local Governments

In a preferred transportation system, permits and fees for motor and railroad
carriers should be regulated by state and Tribal governments. Local govern-
ments should be precluded from adopting permit and fee requirements.

Functions of a Permitting Sy._ern

Permitting serves as a revenue source, as an information source and as an
enforcement mechanism. A primary function of permits is to raise revenues
for the funding of inspection programs and emergency response training and
equipment. Permits do play a vahmble role m providing and obtaining
information. For instance, through the permitting process, applicants can be
advised of federal, state, Tribal and local laws with which they are expected
to comply. Similarly_ carriers can be required to provide information that aids
the state in emergency response planning and that requires the permit holder
to prepare for emergencies. A permit application, for example, may require a
carrier to submit contingency plans to the state. This contingency plan should
address the specific actions to be taken by the carrier in the event of
mechanical problems with the vehicles and in the event of a radiological
incident or accident, including clean-up. Thus, in the event of an incident or
an emergency, the State of Nevada wotfld know what it could expect of the
carrier and which contractors it could contact on behalf of the carrier.

Permits serve as an enforcement mechanism by precluding the transport of
radioactivewaste within state boundaries. Permits can be revoked for a
varietyof reasons,includingsupplyingfalseinformationon the application,or
repeated,seriousviolationsof the law. Ideally,the potentialloss of a permit
should provide carriers with a strong incentiveto comply with all relevant
laws.

Contentsof Permit Applications

The permitapplicationslx_d includethe following:

- The name, address and telephonenumber of the carrier. If the
applicantis a corporation,the date itwas qualifiedto do businessin
the state sl_Id be listed. Also, the name, address and telephone
number of thecorporation'sregisteredagealshouldbe provided.

- The name and titleof the personcompletingthe application.
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= A description of any federal, state, Tribal or local enforcement actions
re taring to hazardous materials transportation taken again st the
applicant within the past three years.

= A description of the carrier's contingency plans for vehicle problems,
incidents and accidents.

- Certification that the carrier has received from the state a copy of a
map showing desigT,tated routes and parking sites, and a telephone
number to call in the event of an emergency.

° = Certification that the carrier will comply with all applicable federal,
State, Tribal and local laws.

- Certification that the information contained in the application is true
" and correct.

Administration of Permit/Fee Programs

Permits and fees must be administered by state and Tribal governments rather
- than localgovernments for severalreasons. With shipmentsmoving around the

clock, permit informationmust be centrallyavailableand accessible24 hours
per day, seven days per week. Most local governmentsare r_otstaffed to
administersuch a program. Some, if not most, of the informationthatmay be
requiredin a permit applicationwill relateto emergency response planning,
and that must be coordinatedat a state level in order to be effective.
Finally,because carriers are accustomed to obtainingpermits from state
governments, their administrativeoperationswill not be burdened by com-
pliance.

" Permits and fees should not be administeredby the federalgovernment for
similar reasons. The federal government lacks sufficientstaffingfor the
performance of inspectionand enforcementactionsat a levelthatwould cause
the carriers to comply with regulations.Furthermore, emergency response
would occur within the jurisdiction of the states and permit application
informationwould not be av_lable to these respondersif they were admims-
teredfederally.

The federal government sl_uld not have responsibilityfor fees collec)ion.
While there would be some advantage to the carriers, it is outweighed by the

: necessary costs in establishingand m_ntaining a federalcollectionsystem.

Moreover, the agency that would be responsiblefor collectingand redistri-buting fees, DOT, objectsto the federalgovernment allocatingfunds to the
statesfor emergency response equipment,al_h DOT supports preempting

_- the states from imposing fee..). Witlx_t the permit fees, state, Tribal and local
governments would be placed in the situation of either not being adequately
prepared to respond to an emergency or requiringtheircitizensto bear the

-_ financialburden for emergency responsesfor the nuclearwaste transportation
system. To avoid such an untenableposition,state and Tribal governments
shouldregulatepermitsand fees.

-
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1.6.2 Liability

Despite the goal of designing a safe nuclear waste transportation system, it is
likely that an incident or accident will occur. The American tort system is
predicated on the theory that, where a duty to an individual has been violated
and results in damage, reparation must be as complete as possible, lt is
fundamental that the victim bears no portion of the damages, unless the
victim's own conduct helped in causingthe injury. These basic tort law
concepts are equallyapplicableto the nuclear waste transportationsystem.
Therefore, the goal for the preferred liabilitystructureis to compensate
individuals,withoutresortingto tax_payerfunds,for damages resultingfrom _:
transportationof nuclearwaste. Thus a source of funds from which victims
may be compensated must be establishedfor incidentsand accidents. This
fund must be administeredin such a manner thatvictimsare fairlyand quickly
compensated. For thisdiscussion,incidentsand accidentsare categorizedand
labelledas Class I Incidents:as radiologicalincidentsand accidents;Class II
Incidents:non-radiologicalincidentsand accidents;and Class 111 Incidents"
non-radiologicalinci_dentsand accidentsfor which certainradiologicalemer-
gency responseprocedureswere taken becauseof thecargo.

Standardof Liability

In order to prevailon a causeof actionfor negligence,a plaintiffmust prove
four eP_ments:

-A duty requiring the defendant to conform to a sta_lard of conduct to
protect others against risks.

: -The defendant'sfailureto conform to theduty.

--Proximate cause, i.e. the defendant's conduct caused the plaintiff's
injury.

- Actuallossor damage as a resultof the injury.

In responseto a plaintiff'sclaim,a defendantmay assertcertaindefenses such
as that the defendantdid not owe a duty to the plaintiff,or thatthe defend-
ant did conform to the requiredstandardof conduct. Other resources might
be thatthe plaintiffwas aware of the risks involvedand assumed the pos-
sibilityof being injured,or that the plaintiffwas partiallyresponsiblefor
causinghisor her injuries.

Standardof Liabilityfor Class I Incidents

Under a strictliabilitytheory,plaintiffsare relievedof provingthe first
= two elements--a duty and a failureto conform. Concomitantly,the

defendant'sabilityto assert defenses based on these two elements is
= eliminated. A plaintiff,thus, must only prove the last two elements--

proximatecause and damages. One reason for imposinga strictliability
standardis thatthe defendant'sconductinvolvesultrahazardousactivities.
Because the transportationof nuclearwaste is inherentlyultrahazardous,
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the Federal government should legislativelyimpose a standardof strict
liabilityfor Class i Incidents.Such legislationwould mandate a national,
_miform standardavailabletoallclaimants.

Standa_'dof Liabilityfor Class IIIncidents

For Class II Incidents,a strictliabilitystandardEs unnecessary. Because
the threatinvolveddoes not differ from other motor vehicleincidentsor
accidents,the standard of liabilityfor Class II incidentswould be
controlled by the common law of the appropriate state; most likely the
state in which the accident occurs.

Standard of Liability for Class III Incidents

For liability standards, Class III incidents present some of the concerns
found in both Class I and Class II Incidents. C_rtain emergency response
activities may be undertakensolely because of the ultrahazardous nature
of the cargo, but the incident may not result in a release of radiological
material. For instance, if a truck transporting nuclear waste bursts into
flames and is still burning after 30 minutes, emergency responders may
well order a precautionary evacuation. After the fire is extinguished, it
is _iearned that no radiation was released. The question of whether a
strict liability standard should be applied then arises. Rather than have
parties litigate which liability standard applies, Congress should
specifically legislate compensation for certain damages arising from such
problems.

Scope of Liability

Congress should mandate compensation for all damages resulting from a
radiological incident or accident arising from the transportation of nuclear
waste. So that there is no uncertainty,as there is in the current system,
Congress should specificallyprovideby way of illustration,not limitation,that
damages arisingfrom the followingtypes of activitiesare to be compensated:
sabotage,terrorism,theft,diversionof a shipment,and clean-up. The element
of proximate cause will identifythe outer limitsof a defendant'spotential
liability.The element of proximatecause determineswhether the defendant's
conductcaused the plaintiff'sinjuriesand whether the plaintiff'sinjurieswere
foreseeable. Thus, a defendant'spotentialliabilitywill be limitedto those
injuriesthatwere foreseeable.

Congress shouldalso legislatethatcertainspecificcostsare compensable. For
instance,state,Tribal or local government'sextraordinarycosts in responding
to a Class [ Incidentshouldbe recoverablefrom the defendants. While there
may be a fund availableto trainand equip emergency responders,the fund will
not reimburse state,Tribal and localgovernmentsfor such thingsas overtime
wages. Similarly,a state,Tribal or localgovernment'sreasonable,documented
extraordinarycosts in a Class IIIIncidentshouldbe recoverable. An effective
emergency response shouldnot be based upon budgetaryconstraints,nor should
a state,Tribal or local government's citizensbear the financialburden of
respondingto an incident. Therefore, the costs should be recoverablefrom
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the defendant, who may arg_Je that the costs are neither reasonable nor
documented.

Statute of Limitations

Congress should mandate a statute of limitations for all actions accruing as the
result of a Class I or Class III Incident. lt is imperative, however, that
Congress structure the limitation to permit compensation for injuries that may
not develop until years after the date of the incident. This ebjective may be
accomplished by defining when a cause of action accrues to be the date that
both the injury and its cause is known or should have been known by the
exercise of reasonable diligence. The statute of limitations for Class II
Incidents should be governed by the appropriate state's law.

Proof of Causation

Proving that a physical injury has been caused by exposure to rad_.ation is
difficult. Federal legislation should allow for innovative methods for demon-
stra_ng causation, including a statistical probability standard.

Compensation Fund

The advent of the nuclear age was approached with some temerity by those in
the industry because of the potential liability. Just as the courts stepped in
to aid the development of the industrial revolution by placing restraints upon
tort liability, Congress stepped in to aid the development of atomic energy by
adopti-j the Price-Anderson Act. By indemnifying contractors and licensees
against liability and by establishing a fund out of which claims are to be paid,
the Price-Anderson Act encouraged private industry to actively participate in
the development of atomic energy. In the 31 years since the Price-Anderson
Act was initially adopted, private industry is a weil-funded, active participant
in the field of nuclear energy, obviating the need for public indemnification
and subsidization of private enterprises.

A compensation fund should, :_herefore, be established and maintained by
assessing a fee on activities that create radioactive waste in order to "self-in-
sure." The fund's purpose would be to compensate victims of Class I Incidents.

• lt would be administered by the federal government through a trust fund
program that must be inviolate. Payments into the trust fund should be
treated as an e_nse by the utility and should not be reimbursable under any
circumstances, rees need to be of sufficient amount that the initial fmxi will

= compensate for a serious radiological accident. Fees can continue to
accumulate to assure the availability of compensation for victims of a worst-
case accident scenario.

To meet the fund's purpose, the federal government should establish a mechan-
ism by which individuals may submit and receive payment for claims that will
reduce, if not eliminate, the need for litigation. One element of such a system

-_ must be speed. A speedy resolution of claims would aid in avoiding litigation.
An arbitrationprocess can alsobe establishedto resolvedisputes. Further,a
mechanism shouldbe establishedto assure the availabilityof funds for those

= individuals who do not discover their injuries until years later. Mandating the
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setting aside of a certain percentage of the fund is simplistic and inap-
propriate. A better method, though not necessarily the best or only method,
is to develop actuarial tables from a worst=case scenario and then estimate
needed future resources,

If an accident occurs while the fund is accumulating, the public treasury must
provide any additional funds necessary to compensate victims. However, if this
Is necessary, the industry members should be required to sell any assets
unrelated to the power plant's operations in order to repay the treasury. The
bankruptcy laws should be amended so that the federal government is provided
a "superlien," i.e°, a priority, for any funds owed. The nuclear industry should
not be shielded from liability. To do so simply encourages negligent behavior.

Compensation for damages arisingout of Class IIand Class IIIIncidentscan
be providedfor by traditionalinsurancerequirements. Requiredliabilitylimits
for Class III Incidentsshouldreflectthe potentialcosts. A superlienshould
be imposed on a bankrupt'sestatefor unpaidliabilitiesarisingout of Class III
incidents.

Stateand Local Governments

State,and localgovernments shouldbe indemnifiedby the federalgovernment
for any liabilitythey may have arisingout of Class I and Class III Incidents.
With federalindemnification,state,and local governments should be required
to waive theirsovereignimmumty to the extentof indemnification.For Class
II incidents,the potentialliabilityfacing a stateor localgovernment wilIlbe
determinedby e,t)piicablesovereignimmunity laws.

1.6.3PreferredDecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE

REPOSITORY
DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSUES ACTMTY* ____(YEARS)*

RegulatoryStructure/ Identifygaps/risk 14 (1989)
Liability reductionopporUn_ties

in federallaw and
regulations

Enact Statutory changes I I (1992)

Promulgate regulations 9 (1994)

* Completion of activityunless indicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operationalin theyear 200.3.
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1.7 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Emergency response involves a host of activities that range from simple
measures, such as stopping traffic; to the more difficult problems, such as
extinguishing fires or controlling radiological release; to post-trauma clean-up
measures. The activities may be clustered in phases that bare a direct
correlation to the severity of the incident or accident. At different phases,
the function of responding will shift to different parties. The initial phase or
phases would rest with proximally-located groups such as state, Tribal and
local governments. As the severity of the incident or accident increases,
functions would shift to the federal government because of available resources.
No s,,ate or local government could bear the cost of being fully prepared to
respond to a major radiologicalincidentor accident. At the conclusionof the ::_,
incident or accident, the clean-up phase, it is very likely that the work will ._
be performed by a contractor rather than a governmental entity; particularly in ,_,,,_!_
light of the NWPA's mandate to maximize use of the private sector.

A preferredregulatorystructuremust take into accountthe phases of emer- __
gency response activitiesand the shiftingof responsibilities.Moreover, the
objectiveof minimizingthe consequencesof radiologicalincidentsmust include
the individuals responding to the incident or accident as well as the public ..
at-large. Some regulationswithinthis area should,therefore,be nationaland L
uniform, and some regulations should merely establisha minimum level of
acceptability.

=

For instance,a preferred_regulatorystructurewould extend the current
shippingpaper requirementsL49 C.F.R. 172.200--172.204(1987)]to all shipments
of nuclear waste, irrespectiveof whether the shipment is interstateor
intrastate. The format for the shipping paper should be established by a
national standard in order to assist emergency response and inspection
personnel in performing their duties.

_=

1.7.1 Training and Equipment Standards _-

The best method for protecting the safety of an emergency responder is to
provide proper training aral equipment. This should be regulated. In order to '
promulgate regulations,the various phases of emergency response activities
must be identifiedand functionalrolesascribed to each phase. The process
will delineatethe btxmdariesof the federal,state,Tribal and local govern-
ments roles.

Federal minimum standards for the trainingand equippin_of emergency
responders slmuld be establishedso as to permit state,Tribal and local
governments to impose more stringentrequirements,where necessary. This
flexibilityis necessarybecause the number of shipmentsin or througha state
will vary accordingto the state'sproximityto the repository.Corridor states
may well decidethatmore stringentrequirementsare necessary;whereas states
through which very few shipments will pass may find the minimum standards
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adequate. By establishing a mimmum level of acceptability, bordering states
would be in a position to provide aid to one another, if needed.

National, uniform standards are necessary for the training and equipping of r.he
carriers' personnel for their participation in the appropriate phases of respond-
ing to an incident. Both rail and truck shipments should carry emergency
response equipment with the shipment. Obviously, the rail carrier will be in a
position to have more equipment with the shipment than a motor carrier will
have in trucks. Ali of the carriers' personnel involved with any stage of the
shipment should have a minimum level of emergency response training. Those
personnel that will be with the shipment during transportation should be
trained to a higher standard. Because an employee may reside in a different
state than the one in which he will respond to an incident or accident, the
federal government should regulate the training and equipment standards for
the carriers to the exclusion of state, Tribal and local governments.

Within the context of a preferred system, the federal government shocfld adopt
mirumum trainir_ and equipment standards for highway and railroad emergency
response escorts. Escorts raay serve either emergency response and/or physical
prote_:tJ,on purl_ses. Viewed within the context of this role, escorts merely
serve as part of the emergency response function. Therefore, training and
equi ptnent standard s applicable to ol her era ergency responders would be
applicable to escorts as weil, altboe_h there may be some individualized needs
to minimize their radiological exposure. As the initial stages of emergency
response activity is knherenfly local in nature, state, Tribal and local govern-
ments may perceive a need for more str_ent requirements. They should be
permitted to reg_late so low as the regulations do not conflict with the
federal re_ations. The need .for emergency response escorts may be elimina-
ted if the federal goverument utilizes and provides state access to a real-time
stLipment monitortr_ system.

To assure the viability of its emergency response activities, the federal
ove r_nent should prepar e, pub lish and routinely update a written plar_...
e_lations for its own activities are unnecessary, except in one area:

coordination with state Itovernments. State governments must have a clear
understanding of when it may request and receive federal assistance, and the
exact nature of the assistance to be received. Enunciated standards will aid in
engendering public confidence duri.n_ a |:rials, by reducing uncertainty.

If contractors are utilized during the clean-up phase, they will be providing a
critical service .... en_rin_ L the health and welfare of the public through a
restored environment. The number of contractors will probably be few in
number, resulti_ in their living in one state and being hired to perform
clean-up measures in another state. There is, therefore, a need for national,
uniform standards _vermng certain aspects of the contractors' work. For
instance, to assure edequate training of the contractors' employees, there
should be national training standards, precluding state, Tribal and local
reiD11atiot_ of the area. The standards must be set at a level that are (I)
attainable ar_ (2) satisfy the concerns of state, Tribal and local governments.
If state, Tribal and local governments' concerns are not met, they will be
creative in findir_ a method to assuage them.
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1.7.2 StateOrganization

State governmentsmust regulateto ensure coordinationof emergency response
activities.Some local jurisdictionsmay requirea fully-staffedand equipped
emergency responseteam, othersmay not. Multi-jurisdictionalagreements with
neighboringstatesand among local governments should be encouraged,where
appropriate. State agenciesoverseeingclean-up activitiesare usuallynot the
same agencies thatrespond to the incidentor accident. These agencies must
be provided with legislativeauthorityfor their activitiesinvolvingnuclear
waste transportationincidentsor accidents.

1.7.3 Other Elements

The FederaI government should establishenvironmental standards for the
clean-up phase that allow reasonable flexibilityfor state,Tribal and local
governmentsto impose more stringentrequirements. Locationof the property
and other local conditionsmight suggest clean-upactivitiesthat go beyond
federalminimums.

Although immunity need not be provided to clean-upcontractors,the federal
and stategovernments shouldprovide immunity from civillawsuitsfor emer-
gency response personnel. Individualsmust, be able to perform their jobs
without threat of potentialpersonal liabilityexcept when their behavior
constitutesgrosslynegligentconduct.

As discussed earlier, reimbursement for documented, extraordinarycosts
incurredby state,Tribal and local governments in respondingto an incident
shouldbe availabiefrom a compens,ationfund. State,Tribal and localgovern-

= ments should not bear the burden of respondingto a problem resultingfrom a
federalprogram. Presumably, emergency response planningactivitieswill be
funded at the state level,but it is tmlikelythat the fund will be able to
absorbextraordinarycosts.

1.7.4 PreferredDecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE

REPOSITORY
DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSUES ACTMTY* _ (yEARS),

Emergency Preparedness Provideassistance to state 15 (1988)
(EP) and Tribal goverl_:nts for

EP planning
_

=

=
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Preferred Decision Scheo_de(continued)
=i

_ER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTIVITY* (YEARS)*

Inventory/evaluateexisting 14 (1989)
EP capabilityof federal,
state,Tribaland local
governments

DesigninitialEP system 12 (1991)

Beginprovisionof 11 (1992)
assistancetostateand
Tribalgovernmentsto
implementEP system

FinalizeEP systemdesign 5 (1998)

* Completionof activityunlessindicatedotherwise;assumes repository
operationalintheyear2003.

[THE PREFERRED EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS SYSTEM
WILL BE SUBMITTED UNDER SEPARATE COVER]

z
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2.0 PREFERRED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DESIGN

Conceptually,the nuclear waste transportationsystem design process involves
the analysisof shipmentsthatwill be made, includingtheirsizesand origins,
the vehiclesand modes that could be employed in their transportation,the
routes that could be used, the populationcharacteristicsalong these routes,
and a varietyof otherparameters that indicatethe types and magnitudesof
impacts that might occur. These includelocation=specificaccident rates,
highway/raildesigncharacteristics,trafficdensities(both along the route and
on segments of the network with which the routeintersects),and the ecologi-
cal and geographiccharacteristicsof the terrainthroughwhich a routepasses.
The analysisinvolvesa quantificationof the expectedrelease ratesand other
impacts by route and network segment, and translationof these into measures
of risk and cost for each routeavailable.

Convertingthis conceptualprocess to a tangiblesystem involvesthe use of
sizeableamounts of data and complex mathematicalformulationsin a network
analysis approach. Databases that describe the transportationnetwork, the
trafficover it,the populationaround each network segment, and the geogra=
phic characteristicsof the area through which each segment passes must be
considered. Because the system is multi=modal,the best option from railor
truck for each shipmentand for logicalsubseRmentsof a given shipment must
be selected. Fortunately,the existingavailabilityof some of this information
in a computerizedformat permits the mathematicaloverlay of multipledata-
bases ontoa common map.

The network analysisuses simulationof materialsflows and identifiesalterna-
tive routing,transportmodes, and risk environments which mimmize un-
desirabletransportationimpacts. Segments of the network are defined,and
each segment is characterizedby such attributesas population°geographic
characteristics,road/railconditions,accident frequenciesand severities,and
envirortmentalconsiderations.

Given a baselinecharacterizationof the transportationnetwork; the analyses
of impacts and the effectivenessof impact minimizationpolicies/actionsare
accomplishedvia changes in parameters -- routes,modes, road/railquality,
emergency preparednesscapabilities,etc. By selectinga set of parameters,
impacts are tracedthroughoutthe segments of the network. The results,when
compared with baseline results (accidentfrequencies,severity,e_c.),yield
estimatesfor impactsassociatedwith a repositoryat Yucca Mountain.

The analyticalprocess involvedwith the network approach is illustratedin
Figure II. Startingwith an estimateof the volume of wastes to be transpor-
ted, the point of orilrin,and given criteriato be used for assessing or
prioritizingchoices; the analysis begins with the elements which directly
determine non--accidentand accident events such as the transportationmode
used, routes used by each mode, and risk mitigationelements. For each
transportmode, alternativeroutes are defined, as are where each route
involveschainsof segments. A setof riskmitigationelementsare also
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specified for each mode-route segment of the network: (I) c°nditi°n of roads,
rail, etc.; (2) weight of trucks; (3)whether or not special trains, dcdicated
routes or escort vehicles are used; (4) type of packaging; and (_) other
regulatory requirements. These data are then used to develop estimates for
the likelilwxxl of non-accident events and alternative accident scenarios with
and without radiological releases.

For a given set of accident scenarios, the impacts of such accidents will
depend in large part on the emergency response capabilities of the area in
which the accident occurs. The level of emergency preparedness is thus
specified by a set of parameters including response time, and the ability of
responders to deal with the posited emergency. When juxtaposed with the
accident, the comparison with the level of emergency preparedness translates
into the effects, or impacts which could be associated with the, accident. The
output of this process includes mortality and/or morbidity effects, effects on
the environment, clean-up costs, property value effects, effects on the image
of the area as it relates to tourism, and the busirless characterization of the
t ransportation network.

Iterations of this process are used to define optimal, or risk/impact minimizing,
choices for the structure of the transportation network (optimal mode/route
choices, cost-effective levels for emergency preparedness, etc.). This, in turn,
leads to an estimation of the costs associated with selected mitigation pro-
grams. Such estimates are of prime importance inasmuch as the issue of who
bears such costs should be central to negotiations with the federal government.
The remainder of this section describes important components of the preferred
nuclear waste transportation system design.

2.1 VOLUMES AND TIMING OF SHIPMENTS

The amount of spent nuclear fuel that can be accommodated by the '_:rst
repository site has been set at 72,000 tons by the NWPA. Presently, candidate
wastes for shipment have been residingat variousreactorsites for varying
periods of time. Under the authorizedsystem, the transportof spent fuel
from waste generationsitesto the repositorysitewould amount to approxi-
mately 97,000 truck shipments or 14,000 rail shipments,respectively,if all
spent nuclear fuel were transportedby a single mode using conventional
technology. The discrepancy between modes is due to the greater carrying
capaeilyof railcasks in comparisonto truck casks.

Considerableuncertainty_existsas tothe accuracy of these numbers as well as
to the impactof en MRS on the number of shipmentsand shipmentsize. This
is due to ¢mgoi_ cask design researchwhich will progress toward identifica-
tionof cask carryingcapacity,the extentto which consolidationof spent fuel
will occur before transport. Also there are varioustruck and rail shipment
optionsunder consideration,as well as the use of barge on the firstleg of an
intermodaltrip. Currentlyitis anticipatedthatshipmentsmade directlyfrom
reactorsiteswill have been outof the reactorsfor at leasta fiveyear period,
and spent fuel from an MRS would by out of the reactorfor over ten years.
In eithercase,the fuel will have radioactivelydecayed and thermallycooledto
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the point at which cask demands for extensiveshieldingand coolingsystems
may be somewlmt relaxed.This would expandcask carryingcapacity.

In additionto shipment patternsand volumes, the timing of shipments could
lead to significantsafetyproblems. If allspent nuclearfuel were transDorted
by truck and the repositoryoperationalphase lasted25 years, an average of
ten shipmentsper day would be receivedat the repositorysite. This number
of daily shipments would put considerablestrainon Nevada's infrastructure,
and trafficpatterns,and would pose significantrisk to the Dopulationand the
environment. With regard to thislatterconsideration,risk toleranceof people
livingalongcorridorsnear the repositorycouldbecome a significantissue.

Clearly,the preferredvolumes and timing of shipmentsmust influenceand be
responsiveto cask load carryingcapacityand traditionaland innovativetruck
and railshipment options. This is particularlyimportantat sources where
nationalmovements will converge at specificlocations,many of which will be
in the Stateof Nevada or justoutsidethe stateat major junctionsand along
heavily utilizedtransportationcorridors. Response to these concerns may
'include(I) considerationof time-of-dayschedulingto avoid certainjunctions
and daytime employment areas or schools,(2) minimizationof trafficinterac-
tion and (3) spreading of shipments among differentroutes to disperse the
impacts. Time of day restrictions,per se, are not practical,and would be
rejectedin court because"theyw0u'Tdinterferewith interstatecommerce. But
thisis not to say thatthe time-of-dayshouldbe ignoredwhen developingthe
shipment schedules;quite the contrary. We all know that the number of
people in close proximityto 8 given link can vary widely during the day,
especiallyin urban areas where the land use variationssre pronounced (e.g,,
areas which are strictlycommercial,industrial,or residential).Hence, it is
importantto time the trips so tlmt they pass over links when the nearby
populationislowest. Routesmust be definedin bothspaceand time.

In case of rail,time-of-daysensitiveroutingis importantbecausethe raillines
tend to run through heavilybuilt-upareas, This, coupledwith the fact that
the alternativelightdensitylines are often not in very good shape, means
thatit may be wiser to time the shipmentscarefullyand use the major routes
thanitis touse thepathstlmtavoidthepopulationcenters.

The same logic appliesto highway movements, with the added fact that risk
exposure due to trafficvolumes is much during the peak periodsthan it is
during the midday or evening hours. This is irrespectiveof the densityof
people in the surrotu_ingland use. A movement which is sensitiveto these
facts willbe far superiorto one which is not° In fact,the publicmight argue
quite convincinglythat such planning is irresponsible;even without traimng
they can see tlmtmoving casks along a heavilyused freeway duringthe peak
traffichours wcraldbe asking for trouble.
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Preferred Decision Schedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTMTY* _YEARS)*

Volumes/Timingof Assessoptimaldecaytime 17 (1986)
Shipments priorto repositoryshipment

Assessalternativeshipment 15 (1988)
scenarios

Selecttentativeshipment 13 (1990)
scenario

Finalizeshipmentscenario (8)(1995)

* Completionof activityunless indicatedotherwise;assumes repository
operationalintheyear2003.
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2.2 CASK DESIGN AND TESTING

Shippingcasks for nuclear waste form the main lineof defense againsta
serious releaseof radiationduring transport. The containersto be used in
shipments to a repositoryat Yucca Mountain should be designed,fabricated.
testedand maintainedto standardsthat minimize the risk of such a release.
Containers developedin the past have had problems in these areas, though
none has yet caused a life-threateningradiationreleaseduring shipment. The
10-fold increasein the number of casks in use and related(or greater)
increasein the number of nuclearwaste shipmentswill increasethe probability
that a radioactivereleasemight occur. Thus more attentionto reducingand
eliminatingthe causes of containerfailureis needed. A preferred transporta-
tion system would include variousmethods to achieveand verify the safest
cask design,minimize opportunitiesfor handlingproblems and actual failure
and, in case of a severe accident,mitigatethe extentof a releasewhile aiding
the work of emergency personnel.

2.2.1 Current Design aral Testing

Spent nuclear fuel shippi_ casks are classified as Type B packages under
Federal regulations, thereby requiring that they meet the most stringent rules
in effect for ground transportation of radioactive materials. These rules
mandate that one sample cask must survive, without leaking a significant
amount of radiation, the following sequential series of stresses:

- A 30--foot drop on an unyielding surface (i.e., one that does not move
or flex under impact),

- A 40-inchdrop ontoa sixinchdiametersteelplug,

- A 30-minutefireat 1475degreesF, sad

- Eight-hourimmersiLoninthreefeetof water.

In addition,a second cask must withstanda separateimmersion in 50 feetof
water for eighthours. A crush testin which a heavy steelweight is dropped
on the containeris also slatedfor additionto the test series in the near
future. It should be noted thatthere is no requirementthatthe hypothetical
accidentstresseslistedabove actuallybe appliedto a real cask; in fact,all
suchtestscan be done usingmathematicalor scalemodels.

Beyond withstandingthese stresses(assumed to be as harsh as any thatwould
occur in _I but the most severe accidents),the cask must, in routineopera-
tion: (I) containthe nuclearwastes radiationto specifiedlimits,(2) accom-
modate variousfuel assembly size,and (3) be easilyloadedand emptiedusing
existingtechniquesand equipment. Finally,a successfulcask design must be
economical to manufactureand not exceed the load limitsof the mode (i.e.,
truck or rail/barge)thatthecarrieruses.
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Within these constraints,about two dozen designs have been fabricatedin the
!! U.S. to date, totalingover 50 casks. During theirlifetimes,they have been

used in over S,000 shipmentsfrom and between commercial, research,industrial
and military reactorsenroute to federal labs, privatestoragefacilitiesand
processingplants. While severalincidentshave occurred,no seriousaccidents
have yet testeda cask'scrash integrity.

In the past,casks have been designedto hold fuel recentlyremoved from the
reactor (i.e.,less than one year prior to shipment). This has necessitated
heavy,radiationshieldingand occasionallya means to cool the cask. Ship-
ments to a repositorywillprobably,however, involvefuelthathas been out of
the reactorfor 10 years,during which time the fuel has radioactivelydecayed
and thermallycooled appreciably. While the long-livedradioactivematerials
containedin the fuel are stillquite dangerous if dispersed,the totaldirect
heat and radiationoutputhas dropped almost .q0percentduring the decade of
storage. Cask design will therefore require less shieldingand no active
coolingsystem, lt is likelythatthese changes will allow a doublingof cask
capacitywhile remainingwithintheotherdesignlimitations.

2.2.2 Regulatory Structure

Without a doubt, cask design and testingmust be governed by uniform,
national regulations. The regulations should include a requirement for
full-scaledestructivetestingfor each generationand type of cask. Because
the potentialconsequencesof a radiologicalreleaseare catastrophic,full=scale
destructivetestingshouldbe mandated. This will serve also to garner public
confidencein the program. Some of the regulationswill need to be promul-
gated by more than one agency. For example, the ALARA concept is ap=
plicableto both cask design and emergency response efforts,althoughit may
be implementedby differentmethods. At a minimum, both the NRC and the
FEMA will need to promulgate regulationsto incorporatethe ALARA concept
withintheirareas of jurisdiction.

2.2.3 Cask Designand TestingIssues

Several aspects of cask design have generatedcontroversy. For instance,
design analysistools such as computer simulationsand empiricalmathematical
formulae vary in theirdevelopmentfrom one testto another. This raisesthe
issue of sufficiencyof the simplifiedmethodsused to model actualbehaviorof
the various cask materialsunder stres._. Also, since the accidenttests are
only hypothetical;it is not known whether they replicaterite worst-case
stressesin the real world. Furthermore,since only designsare certified,not
the casks themselves,it is not known if the hardware is identicalto the plans.
Post manufacturequalitycontrolhas been limitedto spot checks in the past.
There is a concern thattoo much faithis placedon examinationof paperwork
after the cask is builtto show thatthe cask was properlymade. All of these
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concerns lead to the ultimate considerationof cask performance during an
accident.

To avoid some of these problems, cask manufacturersare requiredto have
qualityassurance and qualitycontrol(QA/QC) procedures acceptableto the
NRC. QA/QC procedures includemaintenanceof documentationand qualifica-
tionsthatcan be checked to ascertainthe integrityof cask production. As a
resultof such efforts,some federaland nuclearindustrypersonnelhave stated
that the casks are accidentproof. However, sufficientdata has been collected
to show thatthere have been problems that raise questionsabout all of the
above matters. Virtuallyall of the spent fuel casks certifiedsolelyby DOE
and recentlymuse have (as of September, 1987) been withdrawn due to
unresolvedsafetyquestionsregardingtheirdesign. In some cases,the designs
of their seals were found to be insufficientto withstanda crash, while in
others the issues were structuralintegrityor criticality(i.e.,the abilityto
avoid an uncontrollednuclear reaction). In almost allcases, the potentially
defectivecasks were used for years while theseproblems were known to DOE.
Similarly,in the las_ten years,over half of the casks certifiedby NRC have
been withdraw0 or severelyrestricteddue to safety-relatedproblems. All of
the availablerail<casks were found tohave faultypressure=reliefvalves. Most
truck casks were eithermanufactured improperlyor became misshapen during
routineuse. Two truck casks builtup excessiveinterioror exteriorcon-
tamination.Again,all of these were in use for extendedperiodsbefore NRC
took actionto pull them off the road. These facts seriouslychallengethe
assumption that the casks are as perfect as is necessary to be considered
accidentproof.

2.2.4 Cask Designand Testingina PreferredTransportationSystem

The NWPAA clarifiedthatall shipmentsto a repositorymust utilizeNRC-cer-
tifiedcasks. Taking the existingNRC requirements and guidelinesas a
startingpoint,the preferred system would involvethe followingadditionsor
c_es:

UtilizeConsisteutand Improved AnalyticalMethods

Safety, the firstpriority,begins before the design stage with the choice of
the best analyticaltools. Previous cask designsutilizeda varietyof techniqu-
es, rangin_ from kighly-simplifiedhand calculationsassuming idealizedmotion
and materials to detatiledcomputer simulationsinvolvingmillionsof calcula-
tions. The preferredlevelof analysisshouldinvolvesimulationsof equivalent
validitye_d detailin all phases of the stress tests. Such programs should
contain inlmt variablessufficientlycomplete to model realisticmaterial and
fabricatiotmdefectsin order to determinetheirsafetyimpacts. These design
tools (such as the NIKE2D puncture simulation)must be availablefor third
party use for independentdesign verification. The state of Nevada should
become activelyinvolvedin the design process through spot-checkingthe
analysesof the acceptedcask designspriorto fabrication.
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Adopt the ALARA Principle in Cask Desi_

Cask designs should seek to make radiation exposure "as low as reasonab-
ly achievable" (ALARA) in routine handling and in the worst case accident.
This means designing to avoid both close contact and surface (and internal)
contamination of the cask. A fuel and cask cleanliness specification (versus
the existing standard for removable contamination)for both routine shipments,
and under accident conditions, should be included in cask licenses (or as a
regulation). Other design efforts may be necessary to meet this requirement,
An example is internal shock absorbers to cushion the fuel during impact.

Simplify Cask Design to Avoid Human Error in Fabrication

Existing casks involve numerous shell penetrations for valves, welding joints,
multiple layers of different structural and shielding materials. These present
opportunities for reversal or interchange of parts and connections that had
only one correct configuration (e.g., a valve that would as easily fit backwards
as forwards if installed incorrectly, would be allowed to open in transit).
Preferred casks would have a single cast shell wittx_t penetrations or internal
welds, with all moveable parts residing in a replaceable lid and a fuel basket
that seals the fuel away from the inside of the cask body. Other ways to
avoid human error in manufacturin_ and handling may also be appropriate, such
as different valve sizes to avoid mistakes in replacement or connection.

Toughen Stress Tests for Both Casks and Fuel

Past studiesindicatethat more severe stressesmay occur'in transitthan are
simulatedin the presentseriesof tests. Followingare needed improvements in
testing:

-- The fire and puncture tests should be reversed, especially if lead
shielding is involved. Puncture is easier when a cask is heated (as in
a fire), sigh present rules assume puncture of a cold cask,
followed by a fire.

- The fire test is not long or hot enough. A 1982 gasoline truck fire
met or exceeded the present test conditionwith a single tanker
trailer, Now that double tankers are allowed for both gasolineand
other extremely flammable materials,they will burn at much higher
temperatures than the current testingrequirement. Similarly,an
accident involvi_ a stationaryfuel storage facilitynear a railroad
indicatesthat a high temperature fire could endure past the present
30.-minutetest. The fire testused for airborneplutoniumcasks (one
hour fireat approximate2200 degrees F) shouldbe appliedto nuclear
waste casks. Depending upon the configurationof the improved fire
test,a torch testmay also be necessaryto simulatea locallyintense
heat source, such as a leaking propaneor ethyleneoxide containeron
fire,impingingon a vulnerablepointsuch as the cask seal.

- A crush test beyond thatpresentlyplannedis needed. A 1980 study
found that a crush environment exceeding the force involvedin the
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30-foot drop test could exist in a rail accident. One possible scenario
not yet investigated involves collision between two 100-ton casks in a
multiple-caskshipment. DOE plans shipments from the MRS that
would entail5 _.o!0 railcasks on a singletrain.

- Impact and thermaltests of aged fuel are needed to assess leakage
potentialof previouslyundamaged fueland an assembly havingpinholes
or hairlinecracks which is insidethe cask.

Remotely Monitorthe InternalConditionsof the Cask

Past errors in fuel loadingand cask drainingcould have been detectedalmost
immediately with a transponderinsidethe cask. It would radio data on
temperature,pressure, severaltypes of radiation,and the concentrationsof
moisture,helium and oxygen. Such a device would also be helpfulto cask
receivers,to emergency personneltryingto assess cask leakagein an accident,
and as a beacon to finda lostor buriedcask.

TranslateGeneric Cask License Changes intoFederal Regulations

Some broad changes to existingcask licensesshouldbecome regulations,which
if violated,carry greaterpenaltiesthan failureto adhere to a license. For
example, allNRC-certifiedcommercial fuel casks must have inertgas atmo-
spheres, but this change which was adopted in 1984 appears only in the
licensesfor those existingcontainers,lt is more appropriateas a regulation.
Codifyingsuch common necessitiesmay also simplifyenforcementby reducing
the complexityof the licenseand variationsamong licenses.

EliminateUnnecessaryCask E_mpment

Pressure reliefvalveshave createdmaintenanceproblems but were designedto
handle stresses that r_ay have exceeded those in the stress tests. Such

_ contradictionsare not appropriatein future casks. Either the stress tests
must be made more severe,or the valves excluded. The number of other
valves (used in draining,filling,etc.) should be minimized, and mechanical
cooling equipment (used in the past only to reduce cooldown time at the
receivingpoint)shouldbe avoided. The extendedstorageof fueldestinedfor
a repositorymay make some of theseitems moot due to the older fuel'smuch
lower thermaloutput.

IncorporateFail-SafeControlsin Cask Design

Valves have occasionallycome open in transit,and bolts on lids and impact
limitershave been found loose or missing,upon arrival. Proper design would
make successfulloadingof thecask onto the trailerimpossibleunless all such
equipmentwere properlypositionedand secured.

IntegrateVehicle _ Cask

QA/QC procedures coveringboth pieces of equipment should be part of an
. expanded container license to guarantee inspection and oversightby one

agency in a coordinatedand documented manner. Regulatc_rycontradictions
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(such as cask tiedowns which are strongerat the cask connectionthan at the
trailerbed) couldalsothenbe avoided.

On-Board Fire-SuppressionSystem

Since some fires can last long enough to challengealmost any container,an
extra level of protectionat low cost would involvedispersalof a heat-ac-
tivatedfoam fire retardantaround the cask transporterand over the cask
surface. Such a system would protectthe valuablecask and reducedowntime
for inspection/repaireven ifthe firewere not severeenoughto causeleakage.

Perform Full-ScaleCask Testing

To ensure thata high levelof compliancehas been maintained,one cask out
of 40 (approximately)shouldbe chosen at random and independentlytestedto
failure.The resultsshouldbe made public.

DirectlyObserve Manufacturingand MaterialsQualifications

Past inspectionsof fabricationhave focused on the paper trailcreat_ by
productionrecords and not on the hardware itself. Maintenanceof on-site
inspectorswould insteadallow ongoingvisualand o_er examinationswhile the
cask is assembled. Severaltypesof errorspreviouslyfoundonlyafteryears of
use could be detected and correctedbefore the cask is released by the
manufacturer.

Mandate IndividualFederal Certificationof Each Cask

Each containershould receive,after a full finalinspection,a certificatethat
indicatesthe cask has been checked for a specifiedset of items by a federal
inspectorand releasedfor unlimiteduse. This effort would focus responsibility
for cask complianceat a specificpointin time on a singleindividual,instead
of the existingdispersalamong shippers,fabricatorsand a distantNRC vendor
inspectionstaff.

Create Watchdog Agency for Cask Design,Productionand Maintenance

Since the three previousaspectsof cask safety(immediatelyabove) are so
closelyintertwined,a separatesquad of well-trainedindependentinspectorsis
needed to perform spot checks at allstagesin the cask life-cycle.Utilizing
private,non-federalpers_mnelwould add credibilityto the findingssince there
would be no repercussionsregardlessof the conclusions.Personnelmight be
selected from a profession_ societysuch as the American Societyof Mechan-
icsdEngineers(ASME) or American Societyfor QualityControl(ASQC).

Fuel Assembly/Cask/VehicleDatabase

So many characteristicsof the equipment and fuel are safety-relatedthat
oversight can become an overwhelming burden of detailsand schedules,
especiallywhen there might be over 200 casks in transitat one time. The
likelyresultis error _ incompleteinspection. Each fuel assembly has a
serialnumber and a historywith the reactoroperatorthatcould be used by a
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trackingsystem to verifythe legitimacyof the assembly'stransferto a
repositoryand any vulnerabilitiesdue to poor fabricationor damage in the
reactor. Each cask and transportercouldbe similarlysupervisedby tracking
aay fabricationor operationalproblems,and fulfillmentof regularmaintenance
work. Such an effortwouldalsoaiddispatchingwhen equipmentis pulledout
of service_ informationon replacementavailabilityi_needed.

2.2.5PreferredDecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEF ORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTMT Y* (YEARS )*

,Hl i

Cask Designand Testi1_gAssessadequacyof cask 1,7(1986)
designand testing
st_dards

Develop revise,elcask design 15 (1988)
and testing standards, if
necessary

Develop cask QA/QC program 14 (1989)

Developappropriatedesign 14 (1989)
analysis tools

Design casks 13 (1990)

Design& implementcask 11 (1992)
data base

Submit for NRC certification I I (1992)

o Fabricate prototype 10 (1993)

Perform full-scale testing 9 (1994)

* Completicxkof activityunlessindicatedotherwise;assumes repository
"- operaticeLl in the year 2003.

=
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2.3 MODAL

The choice of a largelyhighway or largelyrail modal mix would resultin
significantlydifferentimpacts on state,Tribal and local governments. Modal
mix choicesare dependenton a wide range of interrelatedissuessuch as cask
design, routing, eme rgency preparedness, infrastructure, inspectionand
enforcementprograms, and the overallradiologicaland non-radiologicalrisk of
the transportationsystem. Furthermore, each mode has unique operating
characteristics.

There are significantadvantagesto focusingon only one mode. Redundant,
equal capacity,facilitiesfor each mode couldbe eliminatedin favor of a highly
efficient,uni-modal complex. Such a solutionwould have the benefitsof
fewer carriers,easiercarrierselection,fewer contracts,and easier shipment
management. However, use of a singlemode may be disadvantageousdue to
"captive"shipper problems and vulnerabilityto naturalor intentionaldisrup-
tion.

The overridinggoal is to find the best possiblemodal choice for shipments
from each pointof origin(i.e.,a reactorsite)to a repository,lt is highly
unlikelythata singlesolutionwill emerge. For example,if railwere the only
mode selected,access spurs would have to be builtfor the reactorsthat are
not now served by raillines.This would involvemajor capitalinvestmentand
the spurs might pass through heavily populated areas.

Factors motivating combinations of modes include the fact that many of the
reactor sites are not rail served or that the original connections have been
abandoned;almost allof the sitesare situatedon water; in many cases the
access roads are secondary in nature;and many of the plantsare not near to
an interstateor major statehighway. The best mode for retrievingthe waste
from the reactor site may not be best for the long distance leg of the
shipment. Considerations work ing against combinationmovements include
containerincompatibilitybetween modes, the dangersof transfer,the sabotage
vulnerabilityof any transfer operation,and the cost of creating such a
facility,even if itis a largecrane rentedtemporarilyfor such use.

2.3.1 Modal Mix A_sessment Factors

The assessment of moda/ mix must be made from an overall system perspective.
Performance must be optimized so that the total system ftmctions in the best
manner Ix_sible. Impacts associatedwith modal choicewould be analyzed via
the sl>ecificationof alternativemodal characteristics, reflecting various
assumptions concerning these characteristics,which are then used in the
transportationanalysisframework discussedpreviously. The determinationof
the preferredmodal mix and the subsequentmanagement of the transportation
system,once itisimplemented,requiresa comprehensivenetwork analysis
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which considersinformationfrom the followingareas:

- Volume (totalnumber of casks,by size and weight,and expecteddate
of shipment;allof which are criticalfor determiningthe relevanceof
variousmodal options),

- The risks associatedwith each shipmentoption (accidentand incident
rates,by mode and overall,for the best possibleroutes; resulting
population exposure levels and consequence distributions;fatalities;
injuries;latentdiseases;etc.),

- Operatingrestrictions(the extentto which the plannedoption requires
extraordinarytreatmentand impactsbeyondnormal operations),

- Cost (per shipment and total;operating,maintenance,and capital;to
whom and how paid;timingof accrual),

- Siteaccess(technical,operational,and economic feasibility),

- Shipment time (elapsed,from theperspectiveof radiationexposure and
venerabilityto _botage/terrorism as well as cost and resource
requirements),

- Wealher sensitivity(the effects of inclement conditions;exacted
delays; extraordinary resource commitme nts required to continue
shipment under adverse weather conditionsand/or piace shipments in
temporary storage pending weather conditionimprovement; importance
of weather as a factorinschedulingshipments),

- Securityand safety (volume and types of personneland other resouz'-
ces required to protect the shipment; the increment:alresources
requiredto minimize the likelihcx_of accidents/incidents;the com-
plexityof specialarrangements requiredto provide securedareas for
storageduringunforeseenor plannedstoppages),and

- Carrier qualifications(safety record;personneltraimngand qu_ifican
tions;maintenancepractices;vehiclemonitoringcapabilities;financial
condition;operat_.gau_rity).

The interrelationshipbetween modal mix, routingand shipment volumes as key
decisionvariablesin the preferredtransportationsystem must be recognized,
It is expectedtlmta differentpreferredmodal mix may emerge for each set of
definedfoulingoptionssad shipmentvolume considered.

2.3.2 Truck/Rail Shipment Options

Changes in vehiclesize and weight limits,_nd developmentof a new genera-
_ionof casks suggestthatshipmentvolume may increase. This would resultin
a change in the number of requiredshipments and a correspondingchange in
the structureof risks and costs, The use of overweighttrucks may be of
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interestto the DOE because of theirgreaterproductivity.As a result,truck
shipment size might increase from the current legal weight limit which can
accommodate one pressurized water reactor (PWR) or two boiling water reactor
(BWR) spent fuel assemblies to an overweight shipment which can accommodate
three PWR and seven BWR assemblies, respectively. Possible truck shipment
configurations include the use of either single or double trailers, traveling
either alone or in a convoy. Rail shipment options include regular, dedicated
and special trains, and "hefty" casks.

Issues relating to various truck/rail shipment options focus on such items as
the deterioration of transportation infrastructure, and the probability, frequen-
cy and severity of accidents, Central to this debate is the likely scenario that
fewer shipments may result in fewer incidents or accidents yet each such
event may lead to more catastrophic results because of the increased volume of
dangerous cargo which might be released.

2.3.3 Raft Service Options

Three rail service options are available for shipment of the high-level radio-
active wastes to Yucca Mountain:

: - Regularly scheduled trains: shipment of cars containing spent fuel via
r-e_darly scheduled, general merchandise freight trains, The cars
would be transferred from one train to anotherat yards.

- .Dedicated _unit_: cars would be carried in trainload lots from a
s_le origin (one per trip) to the repository, much as container, coal,
gram, and other unit trains operate today. No significant additional
operating restrictions would be imposed. "-

= Special trains: cars would be carried in trainload Iota from a single
c)_i-gin (o-'_" per trip) to the repository, as with the dedicated (unit)
trains described above. However, special operating restrictions would
be imposed, No freight other than the spent fuel or other radioactive
waste is carried in the special train; special trains would not travel
faster than 35 M.PH (._6 km/hr); and when a special train passes or is

: passed by ano_er tr4tin, one of two would come to a complete stop
while the other passes at a speed not faster than 56 km/hr.

; [OCRWM/OSTI (I986),A-.84]._

Regularly scheduledtrainsare a feasiblesolutionfor rail, In a worst case
scenario where only one repository is ever opened, the maximum influx of
waste would r_ch 6,400 metric tons pe_r year (70S5 short tons_), assuming the
acceptance sd_edule remains unchanged [OCRWM/NTIS (1986);50]. If I0(_ rail
were used, with "1(X)-toa casks", which are capable of carrying 26.25 tons (23.8
metric tons)[NRC (1986),I0], this would mean a traffic level of about 270 cars

: per year or about5 per week. lt is not uncommon for shipments ten times
this size (e.g., 7 cars per day) to be handled by regularly scheduled freight_

trains, _botage vulnerabilitymight acttmllybe reduced since the cask-bearing
cars would be intermingledwith other loads, They would probably receive
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specialtreatmentin classificationyards,as high-and-widecars currentlydo,
being set out on speciallydesignatedsidings for storage while awaiting
connectingtrains. The major drawbacks from carryingthe cars this way
would be the loirJsticsof making sure escortswere always present,the greater
difficultyin car tracingand the need to train wide varietyof people about
how to handlethe cars.

Dedicatedtrainswould be attractivebecause of their simplicity,traceability,
ease of crewing and escorting,and their minor impact on railroadoperations
outsidetrain dispatching.For the most part,they could be treatedin much
the same way that other unit trainsare handled. Exceptionswould be the
need for I) specialservicingand the designationof locationswhere such
servicingcould be performed, 2) specializedmaintenance trainingfor the
personnelassigned to such facilities,and 3) specialtracks and facilitiesat
such locationsset aside for servicingthe trains. Also with dedicatedtrains,
fewer shipmentsmight resultin fewer incidents,even thougheach event would
have thepotentialfor a more catastrophicresult.

Special trains offer the same advantages as dedicated trains, but they have
provisionsfor greatersafety as weil. The specialoperatingrestrictionsare
designedto reduce the probabilitythatan accidentwould resultin an incident

: (i.e.,failureof the cask). Lower trainspeeds (35 MPH) and lower passing
speeds (one trainstandingstill)shouldboth reducethe severityof any impacts
thatwould occur duringan accident.

The use of specialtrams has been outlinedseveraltimes by DOE and used in
the past,Van Hoomissen, Wallis and Miles,but the most recentdescriptionof
transl)ortationoperations omits their considerationentirely [Stoller/ORNL
(1988")]. This is an acceptableoutcome because the operating restrictions
would probablyproduceonly minor benefitsin exchange for lossesin operating
efficiencyand flexibility,ltis questionablewhether the operatingrestrictions
will reduce the probabilitythat a cask will be breached as a resultof an
accident. Cask failureis more likelyto be sensitiveto sabotage,given the
resultsof cask tests performed to date. The most profound effect of the
operatingrestrictionswould be to impede carrieroperations. This would be

: especially true for the terminating carrier because it would have the greatest
volumes.

2.3.4 Truck Shipment Options

In compari_ with rail shipment options,truck alternativesare relatively
basic. This is because of their carrying capacity;truck shipments to a
repositorywould be fullydedicated. Thus, dedicatedtruck serviceand regular
truck serviceare effectivelythe same concept. As discussedearlier,DOE is

= consideringthe use of overweight trucks to increase shipment productivity.
Issues relatingto overweight trucks and heavy trainsfocus on such items as

= the deterioration of transportation infrastructure, and the probability, frequen-
cy and severityof accidents.Centralto thisdebateis the likelyscenariothat

= fewer shipments may result in fewer incidents/accidentsbut that each such
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event may leadto more catastrophicresultsbecause of the increasedvolume of
dangerouscargo. As withrail,
sabotageand terrorism,servicing,and vehiclestoppageare importantsafety-
relatedissues.

A more restrictiveversionof the truck convoy would be the use of multiple
trailersattachedto a singletractor. The relativesafety of "singles"and
"doubles"has evoked a ratherheateddebate in the truckingindustry,although
a close inspectionof trailerconfigurationstudiesshows that each design has
its own inherentsafety problems. In the case of doubles,there is a strong
rollovertendency of the second trailerdue to rearward amplification, lt
appears that the design of couplingdevices may hold the key to improved
safetyperformanceof doublesoperation.

2.3.5 Interference with Normal Operations

The mere existneceof nuclearwaste shipments,whether in dedicatedtrainsor
not,will have an impact on day-to-dayoperationswhich permieatesthe netire
railroad.For example:

- Shipment size restrictionsmay affectblockingpatterns,yard operating
plans,and classificationtrack designations.For example,if HLW cars
are handled in res_darly scheduled trains, and the number that can be
positioned side-by-side is limited, then more than one block may be
needed for a singledestination,lt may be necessary to divide the
HL W cars intogroupsof permissiblesize(e.g.,singlecars).

- Operatingrules may be affectedifdedicatedtrainsar requiredto stop
at allrailroadcrossings,withhighways or other railroads.If DOE is
unsuccessful in its attempt to have dedicated trains treated as
standardunittrains,certainoperatingrestrictionsmay imposed. One
possibilityis that the trains be required to stop at the locations
specified.

- Advance consists may be requiredto ensure that no problems exist
with the t_-ackover which a waste-carryingtrainis about to pass.
The term "advance consist"refers to the firstof two trainswhich
travelas a unit. In the case of spent fuel shipments,the purposeof
the lead trainwould be to ensure that the railroadis safe for the
secocd trainwhich is acnmllycarryingthe casks. Broken railscan be
detectedin this manner, as well as (railroad)switch settingsand
signaloperatingconditions(e.g.,signalsthatare not working). The
ractice of dispatchingsuch advance consists is required when
residentstravelby train.

- Crew requirementsmay be affected(theremay be more crew members
on waste-carryingtrains)as well as their training(e.g.,special
train_ in emergency responseand incidentmanagement).
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= Interchange requirements and procedures may need modification so that
waste cars and their location and condition are more tightly con-
trolled. Special procedures maybe needed for dealing with waste cars
that are found to have defects upon interchange inspection.

- Special car and cask inspection procedures may be needed and the
inspection crews may need to have special training.

- A caboose may be necessary to carry the escort party.

- Special "supply crews" may be needed to quickly replace road crews
whose hours of service have expired.

- lt will not be possible to leave trains carrying nuclear waste un-
attended. Presently, trains are sometimes left unattended when there
is no where for them to go (e.g., no room for them in the yard).

- There Lnay be extra restrictions that determine who is allowed to bid
for jobs involving, nuclear waste. For example, if a tram is carrying
wast es, the engnneer, conductor, etc., may have to meet certain
training criteria to be qualified for the job.

- Special locomotive accommodations may be required for the escort
personnel and their equipmem, and any special communications
equipment used to keep track of train and car location and status.
Engine cabs are often designed for two people. If the escort person-
nel ride in the cab, there may not be room unless two or more
locomotives are involved and they can use the cab of one of the
trailing locomotives.

- Special foul weather plans may be needed to control the dispatching of
trains and the operation of yards during inclement weather conditions.
For example, there may be days when trains cannot be dispatched
because the weather may not permit the train to reach its destination
yard.

- Safety training programs may have to be modified to qualify employees
for the special requirements of nuclear waste shipments.

2.3.6 Preferred Transportation System Modal Mix

Decisions regarding modal mix, routing and shipment volumes must focus on
safety as the first priority and must be made from an overall system perspec-
tive. Risks need to be considered when costs are evaluated. Costs need to be
examined from the perspective of ali affected parties. Technical considerations
need to include the potential for "h-_man error. The preferred transportation
system calls for performance equal to that of the best option presently
available on an origin-by-origin basis. This could be rail in some cases, truck
in others, or combinations of these, with or without barge. The ideal system
would combine the best performance of each individual mode. For instance,
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the objective might be to combine short truck travel times with low rail
accident/incident rates and routings which typically avoid the densest parts of
urban areas. The lower weather dependence of rail united with the stoppage
flexibility of truck might be considered. On the security of rail mated with
the shipment tracing capabilJ, ties of trucks might become the objective.
Ultimately, the design will depend on the weighting of the decision criteria.
The goal is to strive to design the safest, most efficient system possible.

The preferred transportation design is not static, lt will be important to
reevaluate the optimal mix and each component within the context of the
decision criteria. Experience has shown for other commodities that what is
best initially may not be the best over the long-term. The number of options
in use typicallydecreases over time as the best optionsare identifiedand the
suboptimalones are weeded out. Technologicalimprovementsalso tend to alter
the modal balancein terms of safety,cost,or other factors. Carrierperfor-
mance may improve or decline,again motivatinga need to reassessthe modal
mix in use. New rail lines,highways or other facilitiesmay be builtwhich
shiftthe modal preferencesbecause more attractiveroutes become available.
Finally,events may occur which influencethe weighting (priority)of the
decision criteriaas they relateto individualcomponents or to the overall
system.

To define the preferred transportationmode may require the conduct of
researchwhich analyzesthe specific,separableaspectsof the modal question.
Resultsfrom theanalyseswould serveas mim'tsto the network model, as well
as form a basisfor policydecision-making.For instanceitis expectedthat:

- cask and car designs will fallintoa fairlywell definedrange of
options;

- the routesemployed will use existingrail lines,no major new line
segments willbe built;

-- some form of automatic, computerized shipment tracking will be
provided; and

- the security and safeguard measures already, outlined by federal
regulations will represent a starting point for developing a refined
set of guidelines, custom-tailored to the needs of the shipment
campaign.

However, the preferred rail configuration awaits decisions such as:

- the designation of secured areas;
- the design of the communications system that will be used to

monitor shipment progress;
- operating procedures for sabotage protection;
- details of the operating plan (e.g., movement of cars through

classification yards if they are carried by rett,ularly scheduled trains);
- s_e procedures to be followed en-route t e.g., during brake

inspections);
- notificationprocedurestobe followed.

Because of the limitedexperienceto datewith cask shipmentsvia some modes,
such as truck,and via allmodes in the quantitiesto be shippedto a reposit-
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ory, the performance of each mode is not actually known. Assumptions will
have to be made on the basis of limited past performance or pilot tests to
determine the risk and performance characteristics of each mode. Again,
carrier performance has a great bearing on modal performance because of the
human element involved. For example, rail is not an automated system with
absolutely repeatable performance. Its performance is dependent on the
technical competency and dedication of the people who make it function.

One area for research is review of the road vs. rail controversy. The interest
in this controversy arises from a presumed trade-off between lower accident
rates but more severe accidents (as measured by the occurrence of fire and
the length of time that the fire remains uncontrolled) experienced by rail
transport vs. the higher accident rate, but less severe accident experience of
road transport. Furthermore, the health effects of exposure to the gamma and
neutron dose field around truck versus rail casks needs consideration in the
context of potential routes. A better understanding and policy decisions
regarding latent health affects are necessary.

Only limited information is presently available on most of the decision criteria
(shipment time, route selection, etc.). None of the topics can be considered
adequately researched. Butt he ones about which the least is known are site
access restrictions, the weather sensitivity of various modes (in the context of
shipping nuclear waste), and the requirements of the various modes for
maximizing security and safety.

A key needed analysis is a detailed comparison of the special/dedicated train
vs. regular tram options. Special, or dedicated, trains are smaller, consisting
only of cars with nuclear wastes. They travel at slower speeds and the
tracking of waste shipments is simplified. In this regard, risks of delays at
switching yards is thot_ht to be minimized. In contrast with regular trains,
however, slower speeds of special/dedicated trains may result In increased
radiation exposure to populations and environments located along the routes.
Again, modal analysis/selection needs to occur in the context of all of the key
criteria rather than independently. In this case route selection could reduce
exposure rates from dedicated trains. Further, safeguard questions exist on
the implications for the use of special/dedicated trains which are easily
recognized. The impli cations of either transportation strategy could be
analyzed via the network model.

Access restrictions for the reactor sites must be better understood because
they bound the relative role which each mode can play in a cost effective
manner. For example, if all of the reactor sites can be reached by barge,
then barge should be considered a viable option for at least the first leg of
every trip. The same is true for rail and truck.

Additional information about the weather sensitivity of the various modes is
needed in order to determine accurately the incremental risks, costs, resource
requirements and logistics problems which would accompany various levels of
use of each of the modes. Weather is clearly a factor for truck shipments.
Highways, especially on the plains and in mountainous regions become impas-
sable under heavy snow conditions. If the volumes moving by truck are small,
this may be a detrimental factor because the cost of safe haven arrangements
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may be high on a per shipment basis. However, if thesecosts are spread over
a much larger volume of shipments,the truck option may be far more cosz
effectiveand itsrelativeattractivenessimproved.

Much more informationis needed about securityand safetybecause to date the
waste shipmentshave been infrequent. Regardlessof what modes are event-
uallychosen,the shipmentof waste to a repositorywill be far more routine
and frequentthan it has been in the past. No prior experienceexists for
correctsafetyand securityprovisionsfor such large numbers of shipmentsto
a singledestination.There may be economies of scale. On the other hand,
the costs may rise disproportionatelyto the volumes involved. Hence there is
a nec,</toexploretheoptionsavailableand theirrequisitecosts.

2.3.7 PreferredDecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSUES ACTMTY* _, (YEARS)*

Modal Mix/Truck and Developmodal mix assessment 17 (1986)
RailShipment Options factors

Conducttechnicalassessment 15 (1968)
of truck shipmentoptions

Conducttechnicalassessment 15 (1988)
of rml shipmentoptions

Conducttechnicalassessment 14 (1989)
of thecomparativerisksof
highway and raft,reactor
access,weathersensitivity
of modes and securityand
safeguards

Select tentative modal mix 13 (1990)

Finalize modal mix 8 (1995)

* Completion of activityunless indicated otherwise; assumes repository
operational in the year 2003.
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2.4 ROUTING

As with transportation modes, the choice of routes is fundamental to the
design of the preferred transportation system. Routing decisions will deter-
mine the populations most impacted by the transportation system and will have
important implications for emergency preparedness, infrastructure and the
overall radiological and non-radiological risk of the transportation system. The
decision to use one route or several routes will have important advantages and
disadvantages to state, Tribal and local governments. The source(s) of the
routing decisions -- the State of Nevada, some multi-state organizations, the
DOE, and/or the carriers -- will also have important implications.

The issue of equity is an important factor. At the local level, routing
exclusively along a particular corridor implies that a select few commumties
are absorbing the total transport risk associated with nuclear waste shipments.
Beyond the geographical equity issue are the distribution of impacts across
demographic segments, including Tribes, residential areas, commercial areas,
and places of public gathering. Routing analyses must include consideration of
impacts upon all affected jurisdictions.

2.4.1 Regulationof Highway Routing

Federal regulationsshould designatea limitednumber of principalhighway
routes. Statesshouldfollow with regulationsgoverningaccess to the principal
routes. Nationalroutesmust be selectedby the federalgovernment in order
to avoid parochialinterests,to avoid discontinuityof routes,to ensure the
best use of limitedemergency response resources,and to evaluateinfrastruc-
ture needs. With the adoptionof a limitednumber of nationalroutes,state,
Tribal and localgovernments willbe able to assess theiremergency response
capabilitiesand needs, and aUocate their resources accordingly. Without
identificationof nationalroutes,state,Tribal and local governments will be
required to have emergency response capabilitiesalong all routes. Similarly,
with the adoptionof nationalroutes,state,Tribal and localgovernments will
be ableto assessand planfor infrastructureneeds.

To attainthe safetygoal for the preferredregulatorystructure,routeselec-
tion must be based on a technically-soundcomparativerisk assessment. The
assessment must address criticalsafety concerns, such as the abilityof
emergency respondersto access the scene of an incidentor accident. During
rush hours, emergency responders cannot readilyaccess an elevatedhighway
that lacks an emergency shoulder. If safety concerns are not addressed,
neitherthestatesnor thepublicat-largewillhave confidencein the system.

As part of the nationalrouting regulations,carriers should be required to
report the route which will be taken and which actuallyis taken, including
diversionsfor emergency or weather purposes and rest stops. The federal
government should then be required to provide monthly routing reports to
state emergency response authorities.If the federalgovernment decides to
utilizeand provide stateaccess to a real-timetracking system, this require-
ment would become moot.
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Once national routes are designated, the states should involve Tribal and local
governments in the adoption of intrastate routing regulations that enable
carriersto access the nationalroutes as well as to providefor pick=ups and
deliveries. Tribes and localgovernments should propose designatedroutes
within their jurisdictions.Because intrastateroutes must dovetailwith the
nationalroutes,room for alternativesto settledisputesamong the jurisdictions
islimited.Where thereare conflicts,a statecan mediateand/orarbitrate.

2.4.2 Regulation of Rail Routing

Rout ing re gulations for railroads should also be adopted by the federal
_rohvernment after a technically-sound comparative risk assessment is conducted,

ere is a question as to which federal agency has the authority to designate
rail routes because trackage rights may be involved. To answer this question,
further research is required. Rail routing alternatives are very limited
compared with those for highway. Therefore, the methods for attaining objec'
tires differ. Rather than comparing the safety levels between or among
routes, a raft risk assessment must identify and prk_ritize the factors that will
minimize the potential for consequences of radiological incidents or accidents.
While avoiding heavily populated areas is an obvious factor, there may be
other operat/_onalfactorsthatcan affect a routingdecision,such as requiring
railroadsto transferthe shipment to anothercarrierin order to ship it via
the most direct route, or requiringdedicatedtrains. Once the federal
government adopts nationalroutingregulations,state and T ribal regulations
shouldbe permittedto addresstheirsafetyand other issues. State and Tribal
regulations,of course,cannotunreasonablyburdentheoverallsystem design.

2.4.3 Preferred Transportation System Routing Criteria

Routing decisions in the preferred transportation system should be based upon
the following criteria:

- Minimize population-at-risk, perhaps by selecting wider corridors (up
to I0 miles) than used in federal studies.

- Minimize exposure of vulnerable sit, _ and facilities along alternative
routes.

- Minimize the use of high traffic hazard areas which might increase
non-radiologicalas well as radiologicalaccidentrisks.

- Selectrouteswhich provide emergency responseteams rapid access to
potential accidents.

In some cases, these choicespresent trade-offs. For example, emergency
responsemay be betterin urban areas,yet thisis the area of greaterpopula-
Liondensity;hence thechoicemight increaserisk.
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Evaluation of rail shipping versus truck shipping may be more difficult. The
federal government has yet to promulgate rail--routing regulations. State,
Tribal and local governments may have to develop rail routing regulations
which reduce risks in their jurisdictions. Thus the identification of impacts
associated with alternative rail routes would serve as a basis for the state,
Tribal or local governments' assertion of regulations. Another difficulty in the
evaluation is that fewer rail route alternatives exist. This consideration may
have direct relevance for the choice of modes. If risks or' costs associated
with the few available rail alternatives are found to be higher than potential
alternatives for truck transport, then rail transport may have to be eliminated
from any proposed mode-route consideration. Finally, in contrast to the public
l-dghway system, rail lines are generally privately owned.

A wide range of considerations are relevant for assessing the implications of
the use of rail transport. For example, different patterns of track ownership
and operating rights can give rise to risks and costs associated with circuitous
routing, delays and transfers at rail yards. Railroads normally route single-line
(single railroad) shipments via the lowest cost route possible, unless contract
conditions (e.g., required delivery times) warrant otherwise. When two or more
rail roads are in volved, the originat ing ca rrier typically "long-hauls" the
shipment, keeping it on its own lines as long as possible, to maximize the
percent of revenue received. Even though a shorter t/me or lower risk route
might be available, the railroad is not likely to use it if it means giving the
shipment (and the associated revenue)to another railroad earlier or if more
railroads would be involved. Clearly these practices are not necessarily those
that would result in the best possible routes for waste shipments to a repos-
itory.

There are several related issues concerning rail routing which are important:

- Interchange points: This is the designation of locations where cars
are delivered from one railroad to another, lt might be advantageous
to open interchange points which are presently closed (not in use) to
expeditethe waste shipments.

- Interactionswith other dangerous goods: Certain routes might be
better th+_n others because of their limited contact with other
hazardousmaterialsshipments. Ideally,itwould be best to use routes
that avoid contactwith other dangerous goods altogetherso that the
probabilityof a compotmd eventis eliminated.

- Populatedareas: Some routes involvegreater exposure to populated
areas than others. Routing restrictions can help minimize the
populationexpoaed. The trade-offis that these routes might have
higher expected accidentrates because the track may be in poorer
condition,the servicemay be less frequent,or the shipment time may
be longerbecausethe speedsare lower.

- Track and roadbedmaintenance:These activitiesare the responsibility
of the privatecompanies. State,Tribal and local governmems may,
therefore,have direct interestin the development,in conjunctionwith
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the railroads,of maintenancerequirementsfor linesused for transpor-
tingwastes to the repository.This then raisesthe issueof funding
for such activities.

Assessment of the implicationsof differentroutingalternatives.This approach
for routinganalysisappliesboth to the state in which the repositoryis
locatedand (perhaps at a reduced level of detail)to corridorstates. A
nationwideanalysiswould focus attentionon the heightenedrisks imposed on
corridorstatesfrom choosinga repositorywhich isso remote from the sources
which generatethewastes, i

2.4.4 Preferred DecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTMTY* _ (YE_ARS).

Routing Develop routing criteria 19 (1984)

Developrout-specific 17 (1986)
analysiscapability

Analyze alternative routes 15 (1988)

Select tentative route(s) 13 (1990)

" Finalize route selection 8 (1995)

Completion of activityunless indicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operationalinthe year 2003.
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2.5 EQLIPMENT AND VEHICLE STANDARDS

2.5.1 Regulation of Overweight/Oversize Shipments

T_. r |c!._Shipments
The regulation of overweight and oversize trucks has traditionally been within
the purview of state government. Within the context of a preferred regulatory
system for the transportation of nuclear waste, overweight trucks should
continue to be regulated by state governments. Where states regulate over.-
weight trucks, local governments should be permitted to regulate in a manner
that does not conflict with the state regulation (i.e., compliance with the local
regulation will Bor trigger an enforcement action under the state regulation).

State, Tribal and local governments have principal responsibility for all roads
and highways within their jurisdiction, altlm_h the federal government may
provide a significant contribution in the form of aid. Of the total highway
mileage in the U.S,, 70 percent consists of highways that have been designed,
constructed, reconstructed and maintained without federal aid. Within the
context of the total highway system, state and local governments pay ap--
proximately one-half of all highway expenditures in the U.S.; a substantial
investment. State and local governments must be able to continue to protect
their investment, for they ,are the most knowledgeable about the roads within
their jurisdictionsand they bear the financialburden for maintainingthe
roads. Establishinga national,uniform overweight truck system for one
commodity ignoresthe breadthof the problem facingstate,Tribal and local
governments and would establisha system thatwould argue in favor of less
controlof other commodities by these localgovernments. Perhaps if the
federally-designedtransportationsystem calls for overweight shipping,the
equitablesolutionwould be for the repositoryprogram budget to compensate
the affected states for the routes.

Another alternative is to allow states to continue to regulate overweight truck
shipments, but have the federal government define the term "divisibility" to
exclude multi-element casks. The divisibility of the load is the crux of the
matter, so defini_ the terra at the federal level is a back-do or method for
preempting state jtovernments in this area. Moreover, defining divisibility to
exclude multi-element casks would provide DOE with unrestrained a_thority to
continue to develop larger, overweight casks without considering the e_:fects on
state,Tribaland localgovernments.

RailroadShipments

Overweight shipments will have a directnegativeimpact on railroadtracks.
Increasedweight sad speed increasethe wear and tear on the track. As the
qualityof the track declines,the potentialfor an accidentincreases. Conse-
cIuently,the State of Nevada, as well as other governments,should assume
participationin regulatingoverweight railroadshipments. Although railroad
track is owned by the railroadcompanies,it is subjectto _egulation. The
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question of whether state governments have been preempted from regulating
this area requires additional research.

2.5.2 Regulationof Placards

The federal government should adopt regulationsestablishinga placarding
system thatdistinguishesbetween the differenttypes of radioactivematerials.
Placards,diamond-shaped posters displayedon the outside of a transport
vehicle,identifythe contentsof the transportvehicleby hazard class. As
part of a hazard communicationsystem,placardsaid emergency respondevsin
assessingthe problem to determineappropriateactionto be taken. Placards
must, at a minimum, distinguishbetween new fueland spent fuel since their
hazardsare dramaticallydifferent.Becausethisisan area where uniformityis
critical,federalregulationsshouldpreempt all other regulation.The preemp-
tionfor hazard communicationpurposes should not,however, be confused with
preemptionfor otherpurposes(e.g.permits).

2.5.3 Other Considerations

In an effort to respond to cask and vehicledesign considerationswhile
maintainingweight limitations,several alternativevehicledesigns may evolve.
Under considerationat this time are designs which remove what may be
nonessentialitems in terms of vehicleoperatingperformance in order to
reduce the weight of the basic operatingsystem in favor of boostingcask
carryingcapacity. For example,eliminationof the air conditioningsystem, if
considerednones.*.ential,would reduce vehicleweight,perhaps enough so that a
larger cask could be placed on the truck while maintaininglegal weight.
Again,alternativesmust be consideredin the contextof all componentsof the
system. In this case, drivercomfort could precludethisalternative.Human
factorsconsiderationsmay prevailin areas where they presenttrade=offswith
respectto driverperformance. Equipment/vehiclestandardsmust considerthe
effectsof noise,temperature,vibration,cab configuration,braking sys_,ems,
freedom of visibility,etc.on driverperformance.

- Much new researchwill be needed to provideconclusivedata thatcan be used
in making decisionsregardingappropriateequipmentand vehicles. Investiga-

: tions will requirethst initialmodal decisionsbe proposed in order that the
relatedequipment/vehiclessumdards can be proposed and analyzed against
their criteriaand objectivesfor thatcomponent of the system and within the

_ context of the overall system.
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2.5.4 Preferred Decision Schedule

NUMBEROF
YEARS BEFORE

REPOSITORY
DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSUES ACTIVITY* (YEARS)* _

Equipment and Vehicle Identify potential vehicle/ 19 (1984)
Standards equipment improvements

Conducttechnicalstudies 17 (1986)
of potentialvehicle/
equipmentimprovements

Conductcomprehensive 17 (1986)
assessment of overweight
highway and "hefty" rail
shipments

Develop vehicle/equipment 16 (1987)
staxxlardsincludingnew
placardingsystem

Develop tentative vehicle/ 13 (1990)
equipmentdesigns

Finalizevehicle/equipment 8 (1995)
designs

* Completion of activityunless indicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operationalin theyear 2003.
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2.6 INFRASTRUCTURE

A preferred transportationsystem shouldminimize and mitigatethe impacts of
repositoryrelatedtransportationon federal,state,Tribal and localhighways
and ancillaryfacilities.In the preferred transportationsystem the federal
government would take necessaryactionsto fullycompensate state,Tribal and
local governments for any deteriorationin the conditionof infrastructurein
their jurisdictions.Appendix A.4.3 "SpecialTransportationInfrastructureand
PotentialImpacts" of the First Year Yucca Mountain Socioeconomic Project
report,establishedthat the repositorywill have a significantimpact on the
highway infrastructure,lt also demonstratedthe need for a centralizeddata
base within the Nevada Department of Transportation(NDOT) where t2_e
informationrequired for the assessment will be stored. Informationfrom
Tribes and local governmentsshould also be includedin the centralizeddata
base. Data regardinginfrastructurewould includesupport equipment,such as
signals,existingfacilitiesand potentialnew construction,such as highway
bypasses and rail spurs. The existingroad and rail systems need to be
characterizedin terms of their vehiclecapacity,structuralload carrying
capacityof pavements, track and bridges,geometrics,roadsidecharacteristics,
friction,and accidentrecords. A comprehensive view of infrastructureis
necessary. For example, in the railmode, items in additionto track and
bridges that would need considerationinclude communications equipment,
locomotives,car tracingequipment (hardware and software), signal system
equipment, buildingsfor housing crews and escort personnel,specialmain-
tenance facilitiesfor repairingthe cars, and special storage tracks and
safe--havenareas for damaged and disabledequipment. With proper charac-
terizationof the existingsystem and a definitionof trafficto be generatedby
the repository,the economic and safety impact on roads and rail can be
describedwithinacceptablelimits.

Because the road and rail networks and theirusage are constantlychanging,
the presentconditionof the network must be establishedand updated period-
ically. Projectedtrafficincreasesand cb_ges in trafficcompositionwill
have to be defined to periodicallyassess impacts on the networks during
operationof the repository. These impacts would include the need for
increasedmaintenance,rehabilitationaralreconstructionof the existingsystem
as well as the need for new facilities.

Assessingdamages causedby nuclearwaste shipments,and repairsnecessaryto
adequatelymaintainRbe infrastructureresultingfrom the shipments will be
difficultto accomplish where facilities/structuresare not dedicatedto the
nuclear waste transportationsystem. Generally,the facilitieswill be shared
with other freight_ passenger vehicles. Hence, it will be difficultto
ascertainwhat proportion,if any, of damage to the infrastructurewould be
accountabletothe nuclearwaste shipment_.

lt is expected that the conditionof highway pavements and bridgesare the
most susceptibleto potentialdamage attributableto waste shipmentsenroute to
Yucca Mountain. lt is unclear at this time if rail shipments of waste will
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piace excessive loads on the rail infrastructurecompared to the weight of
othercargo movements alreadyoccurringon the railsystem.

The decisionsregardinginfrastructureneed to be made in coordinationwith
the volumes involvedand the operatingplan to be employed. Selectionof the
best possible optionmust strike a balance between shipment safety criteria
(e.g.,minimum likel£h(xxlof accident),the costs of obtainingsuch safety
levels,and rbe relativepayoff from investmentsi.ninfrastructureand other
placesin rbeoverallnuclearwaste transportationsystem.

2.6.1 Economic Assessment Model

A mechanism for determiningthe cost of increasedmaintenance,rehabilitation
and reconstructionof existingfacilitiesand the constructionof new facilities
needs to be developed. First costs and life cycle costs in terms of current
worth and equivalentuniform annual costsare of importance. Guidelinesfor
conductingthese types of cost analyses for pavements have been recently
developedfor the Corps of Engineersby Universityof Nevada, Reno, and are
suggested for use as a starting point.

The initial and recurring costs that should be considered in this economic
evaluation include the following:

o Agency costs

- initialcapitalcostof construction
- futurecapitalcostof reconstructionand rehabilitation
,- maintenance cost
- salvage value
- engineer'mg and administration cost
- trafficcontrolcost

o User costs

- travel time
- vehicle operation
- accidents
- discomfort
- time delay and extra vehicleoperatingcosts during resurfacirtg

or major maintenance

o Non user costs

Initialand continuingdata bases need to be establishedto provide these cost
data. Considerabledevelopmentwork needs to be performed to more adequate-
ly define salvagevalue,user costs and non-usercosts. The economic asses-
sment must be performed by a consultingengineeringfirm, a research facility
or a universityin cooperationwith county _ stateagencies. Some of the
dataneeded can be obtainedfrom NDOT.
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2.6.2 Criteriafor InfrastructureDecisionMaking

The infrastructuredecision-makingprocess shouldconsideraccidentprevention,
capitaland maintenance costs, operating restrictions,ease of site access,
shipment time, weather sensitivity,securityand safety,and the impact on
other trafficoperations. All infrastructureused for nuclearwaste shipments
shouldproduce risk levels(primarilyexpectedaccidentrates)at or below that
of all other candidatemodes. Ideally,the levelof risk preventionprovided
throughoutthe network shouldbe uniform for allmodal segments links being
used to carry nuclear waste. The same logic would pertainto all other
infrastructureinvestments.

2.6.3 Highway InfrastructureNeeds

The impact that a repositoryat Yucca Mountain will have on the infrastruc-
ture of Nevada's highways requiresthe evaluationof severalcomponents such
as routing,capacityof routes,conditionof pavements, conditionof bridges,
safetyof routesand cost. A capacityanalysisof the routesthatwillbe used
to transportwaste to the repositoryusing an estimatedtrafficvolume gener-
ated by the repositoryis needed to ensure that the levelof serviceof the
highways is adequate or to determine the need for widening or for the
constructionof new facilities.The conditionof pavements and bridges must
be establishedto determine the need for maintenance, rehabilitationor
reconstruction. The coat of increased maintenance, rehabilitatior+and
reconstructionof the existingfacilitiesas well as the constructionof new
facilitiesneeds to be established.

Capacityof Routes

A capacityanalysisof the affectedhighways must be performed to determine
the adequacy of the network and to decide if new facilitiesare required.
Projectedtraffic volume generatedby the repositoryshould be used in the
analysis. The capacityof a highway is a measure of its abilityto accom-
modate trafficand is expressedas the number of vehiclesthat can pass a
given point in a certainperiod of time at a given speed. The capacityis
affectedby a number of factorssuch as width and number of lanes,width of
median and shoulder, one or two-way traffic, access control, vehicular
composition(cars,trucks, etc.),horizontaland verticalalignmentsand design
speeds.

Capacityanalysesare performed for two generalcategoriesof facilities:(i)
uninterruptedflow facilities,(those thatincludetwo-lane highways, freeways
and other multi-14mehighways);and (2) interruptedflow facilities,(those that
have trafficcontroldevicesthatcauseperiodicinterruptionsof trafficflow).

The Highway CapacityM_l, publishedby the Federal Highway Administra-
tion +{s the authoritativeg_de for the performance of highway capacity
analysis. The manual reflectsover 50 years of comprehensiveresearchby a
number of research agencies. The procedures describedin the manual are
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based on simple graphs or tablesfor specificstandard conditionswhich are
adjustedfor prevailingconditionsdifferentfrom those specified.To perform
the capacityanalysison the identifiedroutes,it will be necessaryto obtain
data regardingtrafficvolume for thepeak hour or any other hour of interest,
trafficcharacteristics,and roadway cltaracteristics.

Conditionof Pavements

Nevada's 6,000 miles of road are constructedprimarilywith asphalt(flexible)
pavements, althoughroughly 15% of the roads are concrete(rigid)pavements,
used predominantlyfor high volume urban traffic. A thoroughanalysesof the
impact of the repositoryon pavements would requiredetaileddata on layer
rhicknesses and materials, subgrade material use, trafficloading history,
drainage structures,and physical a_d geometric features. These factors
contributeto the pavement wear cycle. Standards for evaluatingpavement
conditionincludethe followingindicators:(I) serviceability,(2) ride,(3) rut
depth,(4) cracking,(5) patching,(6)bleeding,and (7) raveling. In general,
the extendedpresenceof items (3)=(7)reflectsa road which has noticeably
deterioratedand which may threatensafe transport. Dependingon the scale
of the problem, eithermaintenance,overlayor total reconstructionmay be
warranted.

Partialinformationon the conditionof pavements on the highway routes in
the State of Nevada is availablefrom Stateand localagencies,but some data
such as structuralcapacity,geometrics,roadsidecharacteristicsand drainage
conditionsmay not be readilyavailablefor all areas consideredfor routing.
The existingpavementinformationsourcesinclude:

-- Cityof La3 Vegas Pavement Management System,

- Clark County Pavement Management ,.System,

- Nevada Department of TransportationPavement Management System,
and

- Plans and Specificationsfor the City of Las Vegas, Clark County and
theNevada Departmentof Transportation(NDOT).

A Pavement Management System consistsof a procedure for systematically
schedulingmaintenance,rehabilitationand reconstructionof pavements based
on maximizing benefitsor minimizingcost. ltwill be necessaryto obtainthe
pavement management records from local governments throughoutNevada as
well as Stateagencies. Since itis likelythata varietyof systems are used,
they must be correlatedto obtaina unifiedstate-widepavement ratingsystem.

o lt will also be necessary to obtainstructuralsectionplans for all routes and
to conduct destructivesampling to verify structuralsectionsand to ascertain
existingpavement structuralcapabilityalong routesunder considerationfor the
waste tr_unsportationsystem. A drainage survey must be conductedfor all
routesalttz)_hitmay duplicatepreviouswork in some sections.
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Pavement Performance Models

Performance models for Nevada pavements must be developed and utilized to
predict the time to failure given typical t'raffic, maintenance and rehabilitation
efforts and environment. This will encompass a review of existing performance
models, an analysis of pavement performance in the State of Nevada and an
analysis of environmental data. Available information includes the following:

-_ Performance models in literature such as the Transportation Research
Recor._d.d, National Cooperative Highway Research Program Reports, r_'-_-
_t.tonal conference on the Structural Design of Aspl_It Pavements,
and Proceedings of the Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists

- City of Las Vegas, Clark County and Nevada Department of Transpor-
tation pavement management systems

- Agency traffic records

- Agency maintenance and rehabilitation records

- Weather records from the National Oc_m_ic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration

- Material properties from NDOT research

To develop a performance model to predict pavement failure, a representative
sample of low, medium and high volume pavements can be obtained using
NDOT's Pavement Management System data. Traffic, maintenance am1 struc-
tural records are available from local and State agencies. These data must be
analyzed to find deterioration rates for existing pavements as a function of
traffic, maintenance and rehabilitation, structural design and envirom'nent.

Condition of Brid_.s

The condition of all the bridges used to transport nuclear waste to the
repository must be known. NDOT is responsible for keeping records on
Nevada's bridges. The procedure for rating an existing bridge requires careful
evaluation of many factors. Ali physical features of the bridge that have an
effect on its structural integrity need to be examined, and the absolute
maximum permissible load level that the structure may be subjected to must be
determined.

Bridge inspection slmuld include piers and abutments, stringers and girders,
trusses,bearings and expansionjoints,decks, sidewalksand railings.Stateand
nationalqencies have developed inspectionmanuals that describethe equip-
ment and type of informationneeded to evaluate the conditionof bridges.
The Manual for MaintenanceInspectionof Bridges publishedby the American
Associationof State"Highway _ T r_spo_ Officialsprovides for the
evaluationof bridgecomponents by specifyingstresscarryingcapacityin terms
of loads producingthe design stress and a higher allowablestress due to
overweightvehicles.
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Informationregardingthe present conditionof Nevada's bridges on the state
fundedsystem, can be obtainedfrom NDOT Bridge SufficiencyRat_. Another
source of informationon the conditionof 6ridges iS the NationalBridge In-

publishedin January 1986by the Federal Highway Administration.Th_
inventorycontainsrecordson more than 575,000highway bridgeswith spans of
20 feetor more. Relevantinformationincludesthe year the bridge was built,
structuretype, superstructureconditionrating,substructureconditionrating,
estimated remaining life,structural conditionrating,and proposed improve=
ments.

"Strengthening"is definedas a method to extendthe livesof bridges thatare
in fair to excellentcondition,but that requireadditionalload--carryingcapacity
to meet current truck loads. Strengtheningneeds such as replacing,rehabilit-
ation,wideningor other structuralwork should be determined from a comp-
rehensiveBridge Management System (BMS). A BMS is a systematicapproach
to organizingand carryingout all the activitiesrelatedto providingprograms
for bridges. A BMS must be developed for Nevada's bridges to compare
different maintenance, rehabilitationand replacement options. Information
relatingto Bridge Management Systems and bridgestrengtheningneeds can be
found in _literaturesuch as_ TransportationResearch Record and NationalCo=
operativeHighway Research Frc)gram bleports.

Reconstruction,Rehabilitationand Maintenance

The increasedvolume of heavy trucks transportingnuclear waste will neces-
sitatethe evaluationof roads for safety and structuralcapacity. Using the
projectedtrafficdata, the time of reconstructionand rehabilitationof roads
and bridges could be estimated and the most cost effective combination
selected.

The use of overweighttrucks to transportthe waste to the repositorymay be
considered by DOE to reduce the number of shipments. The structural
integrityof the highways couldbe threatenedby relativelyfew passes of very
heavy loads. According to the American Associationof State Highway and
TransportationOfficials,pavement wear can be diminishedby addingaxles to
the overweight vehiclesor by increasingthe spacingbetween axles. Conse-
quently,a properly desicnedoverweighttruck would cause Less damage. In
any event, a complete structuralanalysis will have to be performed to
ascertain whether the existingpavements and bridges will be adversely
affected.

New Facilities

Using the projectedtrafficdata,a capacityanalysiswillhave to be performed
in order to determine if the existingnetwork couldaccommodate the increase
of trafficvolume. New roads and/or bridges may have to be built. Some
facilitiesmay have to be widened. Three of the highways that have been
postulatedas potentialroutesfor high levelwaste shipmentsare InterstateSO,
U.S. Highway 93 and U.S. Highway 95. They run throughLas Vegas. The
possibilityof a new highwaybypassingthe cityneeds tobe evaluated.
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2.6.4 Rail Infrastructure Needs

The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) already has extensive safety
regulations for virtually every aspect of railroad construction, operation and
maintenance. Most railroads expand on the FRA regulations, developing their
own safety programs, in order to specify how those requirements are to be
met. Examples are track construction, maintenance and inspection procedures,
training programs, qualification exams and emergency response procedures.
Even so, additional requirements may be required. For example, the FRA
regulations only specify minimum performance levels. The special needs of the
radioactive waste shipments are only superficially addressed. In addition, the
radioactivewaste-relatedFRA regulationsare not tailoredfor a shipment
campaignof themagnitudeexpectedfor the repository.

Whether these requirementsshould be promulgatedas regulations,or handled
throughservicecontracts,is a relatedissue. The former ensures uniformity
and sets out minimum standards,but it also limitsthe regulatoryagency to
generic,lowest common denominatordescriptionsof performance. Incorporat-
ing the requirementsdirectlyintoa contract,on the other hand, allows much
tighterand clearer requirementsfor performance, lttakes advantageof the
safety programs each carrier has developed and allows for amendment as
circumstanceschange (e.g.,as a carrierbringson--linenew monitoringtechni-
ques, maintenanceequipment,and trainingprograms). Uniformity is the key
drawback in thatone carriercan argue thatits performance requirementsare
more stringentthanthatof itscounterparts.

An excellentexample of how to proceed is the methodologyof the New York
State PublicTransportationSafety Board which requireseach carrierto submit
a safety plan describinghow it will proceed to ensure the safety of its
passengers and employees. This plan must be based on general guidelines
suppliedby PTSB, and the carrier'sidiosyncrasiesof operation. A submitted
plan, once accepted by PTSB, becomes legallybindingand can be strictly
enforced. The carrieris inessencemeasured againstitsown standards,and if
they are not met, stateoperatingassistancecan be withheld. Uniformity is
achievedover time by having the carriers share these documents with one
another;theyare a matterof publicrecord.

At a minimum, the followinginformationis requiredto make decisionson rail
infrastructure:

- Volume (The totalnumber of casks, by size and weight,and expected
date of shipment are criticalfox"determiningthe relevanceof various
infrastructure options).

- The marginal reductionsin risk affordedby allpossibleimprovements
in infrastructure(e.g.,decreased derailmentsdue to changes in track
classor some othermeasure of track quality).

- A defi_xition/delineationof the other specialequipment which will be
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required to protect the shipments. Ideally,for each, this should
identifythemarginalincreasein safetythateach affords.

The railroadindustryhas continuallyargued that spent fuel shipmentscause
extraordinarydamage to the track. They pointout that.the 6 and S-axlecars
typicallyused have capacitiesabove 100 tons, which is the de=factoindustry
standard(DOE is presentlycontemplatingthe use of such cars). They further
claim that studiesof rail wear, and moreover track maintenance,show
significantdetrimentalimpacts from 100-tonfreightcars, vis-a-vistheirS0=ton
counterparts,letalonecars with capacitiesover 100-tons.

Despite these arguments,the railroadsregularlybuy 100=ton equipment,even
opting for cars thathave articulatedjoints(i.e.,one set of wheels,calleda
truck, shared by two adjacentcars), as is the case for double-stackedcon-
tainercars. This is done to take advantageof the higheraxle loadingsthat
100-tontrucksafford reducethe overallweightof the car. (i.e.,eliminateone
of the two trucks on each car,which saves weight,and spread the weight out
over fewer axles). Clearly,rhetoricand practiceare two differentthings.
This also illustratesthe fact thatthe issue is notjustone of car capacity,but
also axle Ioadings. A 100--toncapacity,car typicallyweighs 30 tons empty,
meaning the car'sgrossweight is 130 tons,and its weightper axle,about 32.5
tons (130 tons 4 axles). Thus a car with 8 axles (four at eitherend) can
theoreticallyweigh 260 tons total(32.5"8),dividedbetween about 210 tons of
capacityand 50 tons of empty weight. The only problem is thatthere may be
a significantcompoundingeffect due to the closelyspaced wheelsetsat either
end (130 tonson four axles). Evidence todate suggeststhisis a problem. If
used for the waste shipments the problem could be compounded by dedicated
trams thatwould have a closely-spacedseriesof such cars. They would mean
repeated stressingin rapid succession;a conditionwith which no US railroad
has experience.

A closelyalliedissue is thatof conditionassessment. If the nuclear waste
shipmentscause extraordinarydamage, wear rates wcxdd have to be momtored
closely. This would be importantnot only to the carrier(i.e.,for appropriate
compensation),but also to the governmental jurisdictionsthrough which the
shipments pass (especiallyfor determininghow frequentlysafety inspections
shouldbe performed). There is also a questionof whether FRA track class
standardswould be an adequatebasis for measurement. Many railroadsthink
they are not. If not,a substitutetrack qualityindex(TQ[) would be required.

Constructionand maintenancepracticesare a third,relatedissue. Perhaps
concrete ties should be requiredon all nuclear waste-carryinglinesor a
minimum weight of raftspecified. Extra-deepballastmay be required,and
constraintsmight be appropriatefor the maximum degree of superelevationin
curves. Perhaps track surfacingoperationsshould be more frequent,along

: with railclmnge_mts. There are advantagesto concretetiesin some instances.
Preservationof track geometry followinga derailmentor tiedamage is one of
them. But rail expertstend to be polarizedover the value of concreteties.
Some argue stronglyin favor of concreteties, others feel they have no
advantageover wood tiesexceptin specialcircumstances. The Canadian roads
for the most part are installingconcreteties wherever they can, as are
railroadssuch as the BurlingtonNorthern. However, given the trafficlevelsto
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be expected(S cars per week)the issue may be moot. The track would not
have enough wear to warrant concretetiesor extradeep ballast. However,
the publicmay expect to see such thingsinstalledon the line segments that
.have heavy spent fuel tonnage, regardlessof whether a valid engineering
argument exists or not. The issue is not resolved and will not be resolved
until the actual capital investment decisions are made.

Need for Special Facilities

Shipment of the nuclearwaste may generatethe need for specialfacilitiesat
' selectedlocationsthroughoutthe railnetwork. At a minimum, this would

includespurs to reach reactorsitesnotnow served by rail.But also,there is
the possibilitythat new bypasses would be warranted around heavilypopulated
areas or thatnew, shortlinks would be needed toconnect one lineto another
where theypresentlyonlycross. Specialsidingsmay be needed,as wellas set
out tracks next to yard towers,and clearanceimprovements. Any track design
and constructionupgrades required,discussedearlier,would generate a need
for specialfacilities.But the needs go well beyondtrack. They includemore
advanced signalsystems, specialcrew quarterson locomotives,specialcar
tracinghardware and software,track switch hardware and controlequipment,
secured areas for detainedcars and trains,maintenance supIx)rtequipment
(especiallyfor the cars), locomotiveon=board communicationshardware, train
locatingcapabilities,grade crossinghardware, and advanced dispatchersupport
systems.

InstitutionalResponsibility

Normally, each railroadhas exclusiveresponsibilityfor, and absolme control
over, the maintenanceof itstracks and otherfacilities.This is a naturaland
logicalarrangement, but it can have unexpectedconsequences. AMTRAK is
supposed to be able to operate its Montrealer over the Boston & Maine's
ConnecticutRiver line,but as of 1987, servicehad to be suspended due to
poor track conditions.The linewas riddledwith 10 M'PH slow orders. Even

= thoughAMTRAK was payingGuilford Industries,B&M's parent company, a fee
for the use of theline,the track was allowedto deteriorateto a pointwhere
AMTRAK could no longer providea reasonableservice. Eitherthe fee was
inadequate,or the contractterms did not ensure thatthe B&M would perform
the maintenance. Regardless of the reason, the maintenancewas not per-
formed and the linewas allowedto deteriorate.AMTRAK was powerlessto do
anything. Recently AMTRAK asked the InterstateCommerce Commission for
permissionto buy the line. lt plans to sellit to the Centralof Vermont, one
of B&M's top competitorsand a railroadthatenjoysmeeting AMTRAK's needs.
This situationis not unlike thai which might arise for the nuclear waste
shipments,_tltm_h probablynot to the same degree because of the specterof
public condemnation. The OCRWM cannot assume that facilitymaintenance
will occur automatic_lly, lt must call for it specifically in its contract with
the carriers, incorporating appropriate penalty-incentive clauses and inspection

: and enforcement procedures, lt seems prudent that OCRWM not become
involved directly in facility construction, maintenance and operation, except in
very specialcircumstances.Rather,itshouldcontractwith the railroadsfor
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thisserviceand take the followingactions:

- Agree to cover the cost (construction,operationand maintenance)of
any new spurs, connections,sidings,lines or other facilitiesbuilt
specificallyto accommodate the nuclearwaste shipments,

- Institutesevere penaltyclausesfor poor maintenanceperformance, and
provideattractiveincentivepayments for trouble-freeservice,and

- Retain the servicesof an independent,maintenanceauditingconsultant
which can spot-check carrierperformance and recommend corrective
actionswhere required. This includeswhat maintenance should be
performed, how much it shouldcost,and how itcan be ensured,both
contractuallyand throughlegalproceedingsifnecessary.

The main missing piece of knowledge i_ rail infrastructurepertainsto the
specialhardware needed to ensure the safe shipment of nuclear waste.
Historically,the focus has been on track qualityand track class. Little
attentionhas been devotedto locomotivemodifications,specialcommunications
and monitoringequipment,and the areas mentionedabove. T rade=offsbetween
fewer, larger shipmentsand more, smaller shipmentsby railwill need to be
investigatedinterms of the impacton infrastructure.

2.6.5 PreferredDecisionSchedule
NUMBER OF

YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION

ISS mS ACT TY" *_.Z__.

Infrastructure Developcriteriafor 19 (1984)
infrastructuredecision-
making

Assess infrastructure 17 (1986)
conditionand utilization
along potential routes

Develop pavement performance tS (1988)
models

Develop economic assessment tS (1988)
" models

Assess infrastructureimpacts 13 (1990)

Identifyinfrastructure 13 (1990)
: improvements/new construction

needs
=
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PreferredDecisionSchedule(continued)
NUMBER OF

YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTMTY* ._(YEARS)*

Developinstitutional 12 (1991)
mechanismforfundingand
implementation

Beginimplementation II (1992)

Completionof activityunlessindicatedotherwise;assumes repository
operationalintheyear2003.

r
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2.7 DEFENSE WASTE

Defense waste consistsof spent nuclearfuel and high levelradioactivewaste
generated by defense reactors, nuclear weapons research,development and
productionby the Department of Energy and itscontractors.Defense waste is
presentlystored at three locationswhich DOE identifiesas the potential
sourcesof shipmentsto the repository.For purposes of planmng, the OCRWM
has utilizeda figure of 20,000 canistersto describe the volume of defense
waste to be shippedtc a repository,an amount they equateto "I0,000pounds
of heavy metal." DOE has describedthedefense waste stream as being15% of
the totalhigh-levelwaste stream of the nation in 1982, and projectedto be
3% of the totalin 2010. Traditionally,DOE has closelycontrolledmost of the
aspectsof defense waste shipments,however, under the NWPAA, the NRC will
regulatedefense waste as to shipmentcasks and prenotificationrequirements.
DOE has determinedthatdefensewaste will be.shippedas unclassifiedso that
the extensiveDOT regulationswill apply as well as state,Tribal and local
government regulations.Also, DOE Ims decidedthatdefense waste is suitable
for transportationin many of the same ways as civiliannuclearwaste ship-
ments. Verifyingthis,and in other ways, evaluatingdefense waste shipments
is difficultat thistime because many aspectsof shippingdefense waste have
yet to be decided. Detailsabout volume,timing and rateof shipments either
do not existor willnot be finalizeduntilsite-specificwaste management plans
are finalizedat the DOE facilitiesnow storingthe waste. The shipmentcask
designsand the modal mix of rail/highway/bargetransportationhave yet to be
described. Furthermore, the OCRWM has not provideddetailsin eitherthe
Yucca MountainEnviroranentalAssessment or in the TransportationInstitution-
al Plan of the characteristicsof defense waste, or of the vitrifiedor other
forms in which thewaste willbe shipped.

To ensure that citizensand the environmentwill be protectedfrom defense
waste shipments,all aspectsof risks regardingdefense waste transportation,
including radiologicalhazards, risks of sabotage or diversionand public
perceptionproblems must be reviewed+ The emerging regulatorystructurefor
defense waste shipmentsto a repository,which involvesmixed responsibilities
among the DOE OCRWM and DOE Office of Defense Programs, the NRC, the
DOT, state,Tribal and localgovernments needs documentationand evaluation.
Preferred standardsof design and performance for defense waste shipments
need to be formulated_ implementedon an as-neededbasis.

The major defensewaste transportationissuesare:

- Obtaixtingdetailson defense waste volumes, timing and rate of
shipments,and transportationmodes°

- The components of the preferredtransportationsystem for shipments
of spent power reactor fuel to a repositoryshouldbe evaluatedas to
their adequacy for defense waste shipments,taking into consideration
the particularcharacteristicsof thedefensewaste form.
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- More informationmust be developedabout risks involvedin transpor-
ting defense waste, such as hazards of radiation,sabotage/diversion,
and publicperception.Findingsas to these subjectswillbetterdefine
performance standardsfor a preferredsystem for transportingdefense
waste.

- Understandingand influencingthe emerging defense waste regulatory
responsibilitiesamong theNRC, the DOT, the OCRWM and State,
Tribaland localgovernments.

The elementsof the preferredsystem for transportingcommercial waste to a
repositoryat Yucca Mountain providea startingpoint for the defense waste
system. ForRmately the prospectsfor inputand influenceas to defense waste
shipments have improved with the extensionof the NRC and DOT regulatory
structuresto defense waste shipmentsto the repository.As specialrisks of
defense waste shipments,if any, are identifiedover time, they can be in-
tegratedintothe specificcomponentsof the preferredtransportationsystem.

PreferredDecisionSchedule
NUMBER OF

YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSI.YE.._____SS ACTMTY* ___(YEARS )*

Defense Waste Identifycharacteristics 21 (1982)
and quantitiesof defense
waste by origin

Clarifyapplicable 19 (1984)
regulatorystructure

Modify federal laws and 17 (1986)
regulations, if needed

Assess need for special 17 (1986)
defense waste cask(s)

Developrevisedcask design 15 91988)
and testingstandards,if
necessary

De,s_gncasks 13 (1990)

Submit for NRC certification II (1992)

Fabricateprototype 10 (1993)
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Preferred Decision Schedule (continued)
NIJMBER OF

YEARS BEF ORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERAT ION
ISSUES ACTMTY" .._..(YEARS)*

Perform full=scale testing 9 (1994)

. Completion of activity unless indicated otherwise; assumes repository
operational in the year 2003.
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3.0 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

3.1 OPERATIONS PLANNING

A transportation system of the size and complexity required for the nuclear
waste program should include a carefully developed operations plan. This plan
does not stand alone, but is part of the overall management planning process.
"In reality, personnel at all levels of the organization have strategic (long
range), tactical (medium range), and operational (shorter range) views of the
organizational systems within which they work" (Sink Industrial engineering,
January, 198S). The following discussion is sn adaptation of the Department of
Energy's Management Oversight Risk Tree (MORT) to the development of the
content required for an operations plan. lt is an approach that provides a
useful framework for the operations of a program in which safety is primary
and fundamental. MORT was primarily designed as a system safety manage=
ment and accident analysis tool. lt has over IS00 basic events or causes
leading to 98 generic events or problems which can lead to system failure.

Operational planning must be preceded by and compatible with the organiza-
tion's strategic and tactical plans. The strategic plan is the cornerstone of
the tactical and operational plans, lt involves a number of steps (Sink
Industrial Engineering).

Step I: Internal strategic audit. Identification of internal factors that
should be considered durinll the design development and potential
implementation of the transportation management program.

Step 2: External strategic audit. Identification of external factors that
should be considered during the design development and potential
implementation of the transportation management program.

, Step 3" Planningpremises and assumptions.

Step4: Strategicplanningwhich identifies2-5 year goals and objectives
for thetransportationprogram.

Step 5: Prioritizationand consensusof performance objectivesin key
resultsareas relativetothe transportationprogram.

Step6" Identification,prioritizationand consensus for/of strategic,
tacticatland operationalaction programs. Identificationof programs,

plnmans_ resources,etc.thatwill have to be budgetedfor in both the shortI year) and longer run (2-S years) in order for thisprogram to
succeed. Simultaneous operationalfocus (I year) with a strategic
(innovation, growth_ continueddevelopment and support) focus (2-5
years).

Step 7: Program planningand resourceallocation.
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Step 8: Program evaluation, review, maintenance.

After the strategicplanningprocess, tacticaland operationalplans can be
formulated. The contentand executionof the operationsplan must be an
outgrowth of the strategicplanningprocess and should includean operations
plan for upper mar_gement, middle management, and firstlinesupervisorsand
employees. The operationsplan for the preferredtransportationsystem should
be developedusing a process similar to the eight-stepprocess outlinedabove
for strategicplanning. This process is a group process of the persons who
willmanage and conductthetransportationoperations.

3.1.1 Elements of theOperationsPlan

The transportationoperationsplan for the preferred transportationsystem
should start with a statement of the operations goals for the transporta'.ion
system. The goals include those which are universally desirable, such as
safety, efficiency and reliability. That which constitutes each goal must be
thoroughly examined and specifically determined, so that acceptable levels of
operations performance can be verified by measurement. In the operations
plan, these should be delivered as measurable objectives as well as overall
goals.

The transportation operations plan should include a summary of the situation
the operations must satisfy. This includes the identification of constraints,
limitations, demands, and resources. The situation assessment should include
alternative operations which could meet the situation, the evaluation of these
alternatives, and the recommended operations. The plan should include a
means for implementing each part of the plan into day by day operations.

3.1.2 SpecificControlFactorsinthe OperationsPlan

These are the individualparts of the operationswhich provide the specific
proceduresnecessaryfor the accomplishmentof the goals and objectivesof the
transportationsystem.

- InformationTechnical System Plan. Those proceduresnecessary to
_r0vide kno@_ed_dw"Wh-_--_-'w--'_enit is needed. This involvesa
plan for informationgathering.The knowledge can come from codes
and mammls, regulations,standards,experts, scientificstudies,or
investigationsof similar situations. The plan should provide the
means to communicate the gatheredinformationthroughinternaland
externalnetworks. Since complex systems will depart from plans
and procedures to some degree, informationsystems need to be
availableto operations to detect deviations,determine rates and
trends, develop methods and means to make corrections,and thus
supporttheattainmentof statedgoalsand objectives.
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- Facility VehicleOperationalReadinessPlan. At the startup of
-Vtyanew or the acquisitionof new vehiclesand equipment,or
after an interruptiondue to modificationsto facilities,equipment,
and vehiclesthe proceduresof thisplan shouldbe invoked to ensure
readinessfor use.

- Maintenanceand InspectionPlan. Maintenanceand inspectionplans
to ensure the adequatecare and monitoringof equipment,processes,
utilities,operations,facilities,etc.

- Training Plan. A plan for the trailtingof all personnel in their
various roles and responsibilitiesshould be provided. This plan
should include needs assessment, behavioral objectives,training
systems analysis,measurement,and feedback informationfor program
modification.

- TransportationPlan. The number and mode of shipments,shipment
_-_ting, and supporting operations should be provided in the
operationsplan. These are designed to meet the goals and objec-
fives of the system and are conductedby procedures which are
within system policies. The transportationplan shouldincludeboth
normal and emergency operationswhich must be performed in order
for the transportationsystem to meet itsgoals and objectives.Each
task within each functionshould be provided with step by step
procedures.

-. Su_.vision Plan. If the supervisoris to adequatelyfulfillhis/her
res_isibilities,he/she must have competentand useful advice and
support. The operationsplan shouldmake provisionsfor such help
and trainingwhere itisneededand when itisneeded.

- Higher SupervisionServicesPlan. Upper levels of management
s___ type of supportiveservicesand guidanceneeded
by the lower organizationallevelsfor adequatecontrolof the work.
Management must provide research and fact finding, information
exchange, standards and directives,training,technicalassistance,
program aids,measures of performance, coordinationwith interface
groups,responsivenessto risks referredfrom lower levels,etc. A

" means to accomplish these services should be provided in the
operationsplan.

- .Ind_ePendentAuditsand AppraisalsPlan. Accountabilityis essential
m a transportatiOnsystem of tl_is°'rye. The operationsplan should
include a means for independent audits and appraisalsof the
functioningof the transportationorganization.These should include
bothnormal and emergencyoperations.



3.1.3 Management Control Factors

These are major factors of the management system which are necessary,
sufficient, and organized to assure that the overall transportation program
functions and is accountable to the customer, fl_e public, to the organization
itself, and to other appropriate groups.

- Polic_. There should be a written, up-to-date policy for the
tt_ar_sportation system which is broad enough in scope to address the
major problems likely to be encountered in system operations.

- Methods, Criteria, Analyses. The operations plan should provide:
selective mettikXlS for improving human performance, adequate
criteria for assessing both the short and long-term impact of these
methods, and analyses of these methods and their alternatives to
ensuretheirvalidityand usefulness_

- Line Res_nsibility. The operationsplan should provide a clear,
written statement of the responsibilitiesof the line organization,
from the top line officer,through the first line foremen, to the
individualemployee, lt shouldincludethe means to implement these
responsibilities.

- Staff Responsibility.The Plan should provide for the assignment
d -implementation o f the specific functions, including safety

personnel and their training,engineering,maintenance,purchasing,
transportation,etc.

- _. The operatingplan should identifyan adequatebudget to
ensure meeting the goals ami objectdves of the transportation
system.

- Document Control. A system of document control should be
__m---'-t_e--pl_m. Change notices should be distributed to all
persons who have need of such information to ensure appropriate
disciplines and functions have the _rtunity to provide inputs to
such changes in a timely fashion° This is especially important for
human factors and safety engineering functions. Their inputs are
required throughout the life cycle, but are most valuable during the
early portions of the life cycle of systems, equipment, and facilities
design.

- Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment. The operations plan should
m---'El_d-__ese as continuous_n_-functions.

- Life Cycle Ana_. The operationsplan should be in accordance
With life cy_Ie--analysisthat includesnot only the prime mission
equipment, but also checkout and test equipment and procedures;
personnel;trainingequipment and procedures;maintenancefacilities,
equipmentand procedures;and supportequipment.
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3.1.4 Preferred Decision Schedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTIVITY* (YEARS)*

Operational Plan Develop strategic and 17 (1986)
tactical program plans

Identify elements of 15 (1988)
operations plan and
operations planning
framework

Developtentative operations 13, (1990)
plan includingmanagement
control factors and
specific control factors

Finalizeoperationsplan 8 (1995)

Completion of activityunless indicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operationalintheyear 2003.
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3.2 DOE CARRIER REQUIREMENTS

The main goal is to select those carriers which can provide the lowest possible
transportationrisk, with greatestpossibleconsistency. To be selected,a
carrier must be able to demonstrate that it can ensure the securityand
integrityof each shipment. For example, the carrier must have a plan for
safeguardingthe vitalinformationabout each shipment to see that it is not
inadvertentlyreleased, lt must be able to ensure thatno informantscan gain
access to sensitiveinformationand releaseitto hostilegroups. The carrier
must also have a plan for dealingwith risk-pronesituations,whether hostile
or not,and practicetheuse of thatplanon a regularbasis.

Carriers must be able to prove that they have sufficientexperienceto be
qualifiedfor haulingnuclear waste. They should be able to do this by
demonstratingthat they have hauledother,equallydangerouscargoes, such as
chlorine,gasoline,and propane, at least in the initialstagesof the shipment
campaign. There are very few carriersnationwidewithbroad-basedexperience
in carrying largequantitiesof high levelnuclear waste. The company also
needsto be ina financialpositionwhich allowsitto completethe contract.

A carrierscreeningprocess is needed to ensure that acceptablecarriersare
selected, lt should begin with a pre-qualificationphase, where carriers
demonstrateon paper theirpotentialacceptability.For those that pre-qualify,
financialauditsand safetyauditscould follow. Successfulcompletionof these
would lead to a test shipment which includedplanned (but unknown to the
bidder)eventstoassesshands-oncapabilities.

Because there are limitedcarriers with experiencein haulingreactor wastes,
extracare must be taken to ensure a fair selection.Given the small number
of carrierspresentlyin the market, price-fixingand other forms of collusion
could easilytake place. Provisions must be made to guard against such
activities.

Because of the overwhelming adverse publicitythat would result from an
accident,the carriershouldhave a superiorsafetyrecord. The DOE/OCRWM,
as the owner of the waste and the shipperof record,carries the primary
liabilityfor incidents. The civilsuits,justifiedor not, could representan
enormous cost in damages and legal fees. Any insurancecosts the carrier
incursas a resultof transportingthe waste are likelytobe passed throughto
the DOE. In general,however, one of the selectioncriteriamust be an
appropriatefinancialpositionfor meetingthe requirementsof the contract.

3.2.1 Carder SelectionCriteria

The primary task is to selectone or more carriers (a carrier mix or an
alternative)that can provide safe and efficienttransportservicesin keeping

: withallfederal,state,Tribaland localrequirements.The criteriato employ
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should include:

- Risk (e.g., expected fatalities, injuries, dollar damages, etc. for each
carrier mix),

.. Reliability (the consistency with which the nuclear waste transport
services will be provided, such as making pickups and deliveries on
time), and

- Program risk (the "portfolio risk" associated with the carrier mix
included in any alternative, such as the number of carriers involved,
broken down by mode, geographic region, etc.).

Sub-decisions involved in developing each carrier mix include:

- Number of carriers that should be used,

- Assignment of responsibilities to the carriers and by implication, which
ones belong to the shipper,

- Firml screening process that should be used to select qualified
applicants,

- Final pre-qualification process that should be used to ensure that more
than "paper" qualification occurs, and

- Contractlength.

3.2.2 Minimum and IdealPerformance

At a minimum, the carrier mix selectedshouldmeet or exceed the risk and
reliabilityperformaace of the best company qualifiedto bid for each contract
being let. Ideally,itshcxtldbe possibleto combine the bestperformance of all
the carriersavailable(e.g.,the lowest risk with the best reliability),but this
may be a long-rangegoaland not a short-termreality.

3.2.3 Information Required

The information needed for selecting carriers is actually too voluminous to be
summarized here completely. There are many facets to consider. From a
technical perspective, this information includes:

- Shipments per year, by point of origin

- Fleet size estimate, such as the number of cabs (locomotives), trailers
(railcars) and escort vehicles

- Fleet size of each carrier, existing and proposed

- Carrier financial condition

10O
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- Carrieraccident/incidenthistory

- Carriersafetyplan

- Proposed plans for maintenance, stoppage, training, inspection,
shipmenttracking,etc

- Each carrier'spriorexperienceinhaulingradioactivematerials

3.2.4 Additional Research

Several major areas need tobe examined. A set of screeningcriterianeed to
be developedand theiruse outlined.Similarly,pre-qualificationprocesses and
testruns need tobe describedand evaluated.

The divisionof responsibilitiesbetween the shipperand the transporteralso
needs study. These responsibilitiesincluderouting,vehicleand cask main-
tenance and inspection,stopping plan development, and driver training.
Options for dividingthese responsibilitiesamong DOE, the carriers,and other
contractors and subcontractorsmust be drawn up and their implications
studied,includingthe legal problems thatmay arise. The contractingprocess
isprobablytheleastwell understoodaspectof thetransportationplan.

3.2.5 Preferred Decision Schedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE

REPOSITORY
DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSUE.___SS ACTmTY. , (YEARS),,

DOE CarrierRequirementsIdentifycarrierrequirements 15 (19_)
issues

Conducttechnicalstudies 13 (1990)
on carrierrequirements
issues

Developtentativecarrier 11 (1992)
requirements

Developcarrierscreening 11 (1992)
process

Developcarrierselection 8 (1995)
criteria
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Preferred Decision Schedule (continued)

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTMTY* _ (YEARS)*

Finalize carrier requirements 5 (1998)

* Completionof activityunlessindicatedotherwise;assumes repository
operationalintheyear2003.
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3.3 PERSONNEL TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS

The preferred system for personnel selection and training provides for choosing
and educating workers at a level that encourages a consistently low level of
risk to the system. Consideration must be given to a broad range of in-
dividuals, ranging from state inspectors and mechanics to drivers, engineers,
escort personnel and emergency responders.

3.3.1 Regulatory Structure

Driver Qualifications

A method for attaining the objectives of minimimng the potential for and
consequences of radiological incidents and accidents is to require kighly--
qualified drivers for the transport vehicles. Because the drivers will be
traversing the U.S., federal regulation is necessary. State governments should
be permitted to regulate in a manner that does not conflict with the federal
law. The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations [49 C.F.R. Parts 383 and
391 (1987) 1 governing driver qualifications, with the following changes, may
serve as a basis for the regulations in a preferred system:

• Qualification of Drivers

In addition to the current requirements, drivers of nuclear waste shipments
shall:

- Have a minimum of ten years commercial driving experience in a
motor vehicle of the type used for the shipments. The experience
must have been gained in the 12 years immediately prior to beginn-
ing work as driver for nuclear waste shipments.

- Have a minimum of 2ft0,000 miles driving experience over mountain
terrain in a motor vehicle of the type used for the nuclear waste
shipments.

- Take and pass two written examinations: one testing the driver's
knowledge of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations; and one
testi_ the driver's knowl¢_ige of nuclear waste, and response to
nuclear waste transportation incidents and accidents.

s Disqualification of Drivers

_ For drivers of nuclear waste shipments,the followingadditionalfactors
shalldisqualifya driverfor theperiodof time as shown:

= - Any accidentfor the three years immediatelyprior to beginningto
haul nuclear waste shipments. Durationof disqualification:three
years.

=_
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- Any accident for which the driver is given a citation by a law
enforcement officer or for which the carrier determines the driver is
at fault. Duration of disqualification: three years.

- The denial, suspension, revocation or withdrawal of a driver's
license. Duration of disqualification: five years.

- Substance abuse within five years immediately preceding or while
working as a driver for nuclear waste shipments. Duration of
disqualification: five years.

- A crime involving the knowing transportation or possession or the
unlawful use of an illegal drug. Duration of disqualification: twenty
years.

- The arrest and conviction of a felony. Duration of disqualification:
twenty years.

• Application for Employment

Drivers of nuclear waste shipments must list the names and addresses of
their employers during the ten years preceding the date of the application,
along with the dates of employment, the types of motor vehicles driven for
that employer, and the reason for terminating employment. The current
employment history requirements found at 49 C.F.R. Sections 383.35 (c) and
391.21 (b) (I0) (1987) are inconsistent with each other.

• Motor Carriers' Investigations

Drivers' employment and experience must be verified by the motor carrier.

o Written Examinations.

In addition to giving a written examination to test the driver's knowledge
of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, the motor carrier must
test the driver's knowledge of nuclear waste, and response to nuclear waste
transport ation incident s and accidents. The federal goven'maent must
develop and publish sn appropriate examination.

• Medical Examinations

: Carriers shaU be required to randomly test for substance abuse.

Railroad Employees

Just as the driver of a truck must be highly-qu_ified, so must railroad
employees. Train engineers, conductors, brakemen, dispatchers and towermen
play a vital role in the safe transportation of nuclear waste by railroad. The
above qualifying and disqualifying factors should be applied to these individuals

' as well, although the factors must be amended to reflect appropriate job
= requirements.
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3.3.2 Key Personnel Training and Qualification Issues

Most carriers with experience in hauling radioactive materials have dealt only
with low activity substances such as low-level radioactive waste. Obviously,
the consequences of accidents with nuclear waste shipments to a repository are
more severe. Such shipments also require closer monitoring. Unlike other
high level radioactives which are transported quietly, the repository shipments
will be very _blic. This increases the chance of interference with the
shipments, ranging from protests to sabotage.

Training programs have been conducted in the past by many different groups,
including carriers, government agencies, trade associations and educational
institutions. Any new training requirements imposed by the OCRWM, the DOT
or the NRC will have to be incorporated into this overall matrix, dividing the
workload in a logical and efficient manner, lt may be best to have some of
the tram.ing conducted by the DOE or the OCRWM at a central facility, while
other training might best be done at the local level. Examples of the former
include cask maintenance, high-speed truck driving skills, and safety plan
preparation training. Examples of the latter include more general vehicle
maintenance, inspection, enforcement, and emergency response.

The OCRWM has published a list of recommended topics to include in a driver
training program. Except for emergency response, training programs for other
individuals involved in the shipment campaign have not been addressed. The
lack of formal implementation of such a program makes the value and feasibi-
lity of these options uncertain.

3.3.3 Preferred System T rai_ and Qualifications Decisions

The principal decision focuses on the design of the traini_ program itself:
what should be taught, where, when, and by whom. There is also a question
of how the training shotfld be done, considering the wide range of teaching
media which can be used. Decisions must consider what information is
necessary to a particular functional area and bow long the information can be
retained. Also, decisions about traimng frequency, .source and facilities
requirements for the traimng must be determined along with considerations of
safety objectives and costs.

The perscmnel training and qualifications system will not only have to fulfill
the req_tirements of 49 CFR 177.825 (d)and the new regulations beir_ proposed
for _rdous material drivers, it will also have to meet the standards of the
best trainiag progrmns currently ave_lable. These represent the de-facto
standard for tr_. The ideal _:_ing program would ensure that the
knowledge of all iodivick_s involved is complete, current, comprehensive, well
practiced and well understood.

Data for making training decisions include a complete list of potential subjects
and estimates of the _eachiag time for each; the marginal value of the subjects
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in risk reduction;testingalternativesand theirvalue;a sitinganalysisfor
trainingcenters;and an assessment of the financialresponsibilityfor traimng
among DOE, the carriers,the states,and any other interestedparties.
Development of the trainingprogram will require study in several areas.
Alternativeeducationalprocedures mu_t be assembled. Existing educational
policiesmay not be adequateto teachall individualsproperly. A set of liaison
programs need to be developed. In addition,a program thatinvolvesregular
contactwith prior studentsneeds to be developedto act as a cross-checkon
the qualityof the training_and as a constantreminder of the importanceof
the material learned. Finally, alternativestrategiesfor locatingtraining
facilitiesshouldbe developed.

3.3.4 PreferredDecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE

REPOSITORY
DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSUES ACTP,"ITY* _...(YEARS)* ....

PersonnelTrainingand Identifypersonneltraining 18 (1985)
Qualifications ard qualificationsneeds

Conduct technical studies 17 (1986)
on personnel training
issues

Revisefederalmotor carrier 13 (1990)
regulationsconcerning
qualificationsof drivers,
disqualificationof drivers,
applicationfor employment,
motor carrierinvestigation,
writtenexaminationsand
medicalexaminations

Developpersonnel training 13 (1990)
program

Begin traimng program 5 (1998)

* Completion of activityunless indicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operationalinthe year 2003.
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3.4 CASK MAINTENANCE

Perfection in design trod manufacture of casks is not sufficient to guarantee
safe transit. "['he equipment must be carefully maintained during its years of
operation, as weil. Cask licenses include a section detailing the QA/QC
procedures needed to sustain the cask's ability to contain radiation. Such
procedures may include schedules outlining when valves are re-tested, seals
replaced or measurements taken. These efforts are lenerally the responsibility
of the holder" of the cask license, usually the shipper, and may be performed
at its terminal or (more likely) at a reactor prior to a shipment. Oversight of
such work may be discharged by on-site NRC inspections, but is more often
done by examinations of the cask records, sometimes years after the fact.

When cask maintenance problems have arisen, it has been standard procedure
for the NRC to m-nend an individual license (its "certificate of compliance") to
include additional QA/QC procedures. Some licenses have been amended over a
dozen times to accommodate such changes. Only rarely have actual regulations
been changed that affect all containers at one time. Therefore, it is likely
that cask maintenance procech_res vary a great deal between different licen-
sees.

Experience has shown the need for careful attention to the replaceable parts
of a cask and its transport vehicle The preferred transportation system should
seek to minimize cask problems even when not directly related to cask failure
in order to avoid symptoms that could mask real hazards. Vehicle safety and
structural systems will also require regular attendance. Inspection and repair
facilitiesat the repositoryand the NIRS, or anothercentralsiteon route,will
be essential to maintainingthe necessarystandards. In lieuof such facilities,
a mobile van/lab could perform many inspectionfunctions. Container and
vehiclemaintenanceactuallybegins at the design stage, where cask design
shouldminimize the amount of equipmentrequiringconstantvigilance.

Cask maintenance issues includeinsuring that procedures are sufficientto
guarantee safety; that they provide for cask maintenance within reasonable
time and _xlget constraints; and that the procech_res can be enforced and
verified. Also, in the event that maintenance is unsuccessful, cask designs,
replacement casks and procedures need to be avaalable for taking the unaccep-
table cask out of service.

3.4.1Good Designas the Basis for Good Maintenance
s

Proper maintenancebeginsin the design phase. Some previouscontainerswere
: designedwith featuresthat reduced impact _mzards for the cask (e.g.,with
. steelfins thatalso radiatedbeat) but these same featurescaused maintenance

problems (e.g.,the fins were difficultto decontamirmteafter the cask was
immersed in the fuel pool), Cask designsshouldbe evaluated(possiblythrough
the use of full=scale models)through all aspects of usage (o find opportunities

. for improvement and eliminate opportunities for error.
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3.4.2 Quality Assurancel_lity Control

The NRC has much less control over casks in the field than it has over a
design document, or even at a fabrication shop. lt is therefore essential that
QA/QC procedures be completely clear, that maintenance staff be qualified and
diligent, and replacement l_rts and methods be tested a.od workable.

While most QA/_ procedures read well in print, however, some fail in
practice. Most documented maintenance failures occurred when the procedures
existed and had been made clear to cask personnel. Human error in adherir_
to them was the problem, partially due to the numerous additions and changes
that have occurred when cask licenses are revised. One container had almost
two dozen revisionsto its licensein a ten year period. Better methods are
needed to avoid numerous alterationssince the likelihoodof adherence with
over 200 casks (of at leastsix differentdesigns)willdiminishas the number
of variationsincreases. Again,good design(or redesignand physicalaltera-
tion)couldreducethenumber of detailshandledby maintenancepersormel.

There is a growing body of data that indicatesthat occasionaloperational
failureshave createdopportunitiesfor cask leakage or failure. Scattered
throughour inspection reports and correspondence are cases that, taken
individually,do not appear serious; together,however, they lead to the
conclusionthat control over existingQA/QC procedures is insufficientto
guaranteesafety,especiallyif severalerrors were to occur simultaneously.A
comprehensiveQA/QC planmust cover allaspectsof cask maintenanceand fuel
handlingsuch as assembly choice,fuel inspectionand loading,and verification
of internalcask conditions.

3.4.3 Cask Ownership/Leasing

Most spent fuel casks have, in the past, been owned by privatevendors who
rentor lease them to shippers. Loss of a cask chleto a maintenanceprobler,_
thereforecausesan immediateloss of revenue. Discoveryof a genericproblem
requiringrecall of all casks of one design could be seen as financially
disastrousby an owner° Cask owners would naturallybe resistantto any
recall. There is a need to developa no-faultcontractualrelationshipwith
owners to allow them to remain financiallyunharmed during such recalls.
Polltical altercations would be avoideal and safety would be maintained.
Alternatively,all casks could be government-owned so faultycontainerscould
be removed from servicewitlx_tprivatelobbyingagainstsuch action.

3.4.4 PreferredSystem Cask Maintenance

Fuel Should Be Cleaned or Canned

Spent fuel is always covered with a thinlayer of crud. This sediment from
gradual corrosi:)nof the insideof the reactorcore walls containsdangerous
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isotopesreleasableduring heat and/or impact. Removing most of the crud
prior to loadingwould eliminatemuch of the "sourceterm" (releasablequantity
of radiation)for an accidentas well as avoidinga buildupof crud contamina-
tionon the insideof the cask. This process,and its verification,would also
reveal some claddingdefectsthatcould lead to leakage. Alternatively,fuel
couldbe cannedand se_ed, as isdone withdamaged fuel.

Cask MaintenanceDatabase

So many characteristicsof the equipment are safety-relatedthatoversightcan
become an overwhelmingburden of detailsand schedules,especiallywhen there
will be over 200 casks in transitat one time. The likelyresultis error _d
incompleteinspection.A database shouldbe utilizedto track events through-
out the life-cycleof each cask, from fabrication,testing,maintenance,
utilization,and repair to decommissioning. Such an effort would also aid
dispatchingwhen equipment is pulled out of service and iz_formationon
replacementavailabilityisneeded.

Robotic Maintenance Systems

Robotic operations may be useful in the reduction of worker exposure and
assurance that procedures and tasks are not forgotten. A human operator
should be present, however, watching the machine perform its chores to avoid
replicationof roboticproblems due to softwareor otherfailures.

Cask T ransponders

A cask transponderwould allow maintenanceand emergency responsepersonnel
' to determine what cask problems may existthat require serviceor special

handling, lt would also reveal maintenanceand handlingerrors before they
caused seriousproblems. The recordsof such a detectiondevicewould become
partof the cask database.

- Cask MaintenanceFacilities

To avoid travelingwith a problem container,a repairterminal at a central
location in the Eastern U.S. and another at the repository would serve as the
prime rehabilitation facilities. They would have a full complement of parts to
allow almost all work to be avoided at the reactors, where oversight on such
work becomes problematic. Ideally, the cask design would allow _,_placement of
the entire cask lid or fuel basket whenever a problem arose, thereby avoiding
mechanical work by m_n-factory personnel or use of parts not certified by the
factory.

Mobile Maintenance
,, m,= mmmm,=m,,m_,,,.=m=

: An addition_ means of repair/maintenance/inspection would involve a trailer
containing, spare parts, equipment, inspection devices and trained personnel. It
would travel the shipment corridors, responding to vehicles disabled in transit
and spot-checking such aspects as driver condition and cask radiation output.

t

=
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_ment of Regul_ato._. Guide

A simplified guidebook should be developed and distributed to state, Tribal and
local law enforcement personnel to enable them to carefully check any item on
a cask or transporter and impound the shipment when a problem was found.

Safe Stopping Areas
/ ,*J,_

/Safe stopping areas should be guarded, fire-protected facilities at points along, r

_ the highway and rail transportation corridors, including where shipments enter
the State of Nevada. The facilities should be available to hold equipment with
serious problems, until the problem is documented and resolved. The facilities
should be equipped to remove and store a cask in the event that a transporta-
tion vehicle could not be repaired immediately. Spare transportation vehicles
should be kept at key facilities to eliminate extended storage of casks.

3.4.5 Preferred Decision Schedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE

REPOSITORY
DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSUES ACTIVITY* ._ (,YEARS I*

Cask Maintenance Developcask transponders 13 (1990)

Identifyrequiredfixedand 13 (1990)
mobilecask maintenanceplans

Conducttechnicalstudieson II (1992)
cask maintenancerequirements

Develop cask maintenance 11 (1992)
QA/QC program

Developcask maintenance 4 (1999)
database

* Completion of activityunless indicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operation_inthe year 2_B.
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3.5 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

Oversight on vehicle maintenance is not as intense as that for containers.
There have been cases of a trailer buckling, loose or failed tiedowns and
tractor/trailer separations in transit. While shippers and carriers are expected
to examine vehicles prior to each shipment, such failures have sometimes
occurred shortly after initiation of transit. To a carrier, a nuclear shipment
may not be treated much differently than other cargoes and it is likely that
the level of mechanical inspection for vehicles hauling nuclear waste is not
much greater than for other materials. State spot checks on trailer trucks in
general have found more than half have had defects in safety systems serious
enough to warrant the need for immediate attention. Since the cask is
supposedly designed and manufactured to handle stresses resulting from
vehicular accident or failure, however, deficiencies of the trailer are often not
seen as life-threateningby shippers.

Vehicle maintenanceregulationsare much more genericthan those for casks.
Enforcement isby thedivisionsof the DOT. In the field,most oversightis by
the shipperand the carrieroperating(and probably owning) the vehicleand
stateand localagencies. Minor repairsmay be done at the reactorsite,but
c_verhaulsand major repairsare usuallyaccomplishedat the carrier'sterminal
c_rnearby garage, lt is noteworthythatao DOT agency was abl_ to produce
_iininspectionreport for a highway vehiclecarryingspent fuel when requested
to do so under the Freedom of InformationAct. While some inspectionsmay
_ave occurred,it appears that beyond state actions,thisarea of the business
illlessentiallyself-policing.Only high visibilityshippingcampaigns, such as
the emptying of the defunct West Valley reprocessingplant showed extra
sit_entionto vehiclecomponents,and that was by the shipper,not by a federal
algency.

3,.5.1Key VehicleMaintenanceIssues

C!lwnershipof Vehicles

Ordinarily,the carrieris responsiblefor keeping vehiclesin operatingorder.
III;some other party owns the railcaror trailer(e.g.,a shipperor leasing
agent),then that par_ becoE.,esresponsiblefor the vehicle'soverall main-
tenance (directlyor throughcontract),with the carrierreservingthe right to
make runningrepairs which will ensure the short-runsafe operationof the
overalltrainor truck. Nuclear waste shipmentsare likelyto fitthismold in
the followingway. If trucks are used, the carriersare likelyto insistthat
DOE own the tractorsand the trailers,with the carriermaintainingthem
Lmder contract. This is be.causethe tractorsand trailerswould be in dedi-
catedserviceand would be speciallyequipped.

For rail,if dedicatedtrainsare used, the carrierswould be.likelyto make
similar stipulations.The cost of the locomotivesmight be reflectedin the
rate or contractterms. Carriers might ask DOE to pay for the locomotives
directly;a not too common practice. The mechanism for reimbursement for a
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dedicated locomotive will be determined by the way the railroad markets its
services. If cars transporting the nuclear waste are carried in general
merchandise trains, DOE might not be asked to own the locomotives used,
since they would be in more general use, but it might be asked to own the
nuclear waste cars as well as any vehicles used by the escorts (e.g., caboose--
type vehicles), Under contract, the railroads would most likely be willing to
maintain thisequipment,

Conflicts in Maintenance Schedules

Each carrier has maintenance priorities for its own equipment and will have to
adjust these to fit the needs of DOE. Conflicts in maintenance priorities may
create delays for nuclear waste shipments. Contracting provisions will need to
stipulate DOE's priority for maintenance resources and what actions it can
exercise (e.g., premium payments) to gain a higher priority than that which the
contract nominally provides.

Breakdowns

Because sabotage/terrorism is of concern, any equipment failure which requires
the vehicleto stop increasesrisk exposure,regardlessof whether an accident
occurs or not. Malfunctionsand breakdowns which ordinarilyresultin minor
inconveniencesshc_d be unacceptablewhen haulingnuclear waste. A preven-
tive maintenanceprogram shouldbe devisedto controlthe probabilityof such
events.

Due to the sensitive na_(ure of the shipments, the people authorized to repair
the vehicle in the field need to be specially qualified. They must be able to
repair any specialized equipment on both vehicle and load, and be able to
repositionthe cask. An adequatesupplyof spare parts must be availableat or
near each repair facility. Companies should be retainedto provide repair
servicesineach area throughwhich shipmentspass.

An issue for both major and minor breakdowns is the questionof secured
areas. To reduce the risk exposureof a shipment which encountersa main-
tenanceproblem, such facilitiesmay be required. They would be areas where
the cask couldbe storeduntila vehiclebecame availabletohaulitagain.

Electronicand Other SpecialF.,_ipment

Vehiclesmay be required to carry specialequipment that the carrier'has no
experiencein maintaining. These pieces of equipment would be vitalto the
safe transportof waste. Provisionneedsto be made toeducatethe carrierin
the servicingof thesedevices.

Mamteuance Requirements

Because of the risk involvedin any equipmentfailure,maintenancestandards
and preventivemaintenancescheduleswillhave to be designedto mimmize the
number of breakdowns. These would have to be appliedto all vehicles
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including tractors, trailers and escort vehicles. For rail, special maintenance
standards and schedules for locomotives and cars would have to be devised.

3.5.2PreferredSystem VehicleMaintenance

At a minimum, the vehiclemaintenanceplan should meet or exceed not ordy
existingfederal,state,Tribal and local requirements,includingthose which
pertainspecificallyto nuclearwaste, but also the best performance of existing
carriers which transportnuclear waste. Ideally,the maintenanceplan should
be devisedso that no elevatedrisk exposurecan be tracedto a maintenance--
relatedfailure.

The principaldecisioninvolvesdevelopinga plan for fleetmaintenancewhich
strikesa balancebetween risk exposureand reliability.The preferredvehicle
maintenanceplan consistsof three principalparts: (I) a home maintenance
plan for regularlyscheduledactivitieswhich take piace when the equipment is
at pre-designatedlocationsfor predeterminedservicing;(2) a fieldmaintenance
plan which indicateswhat actionsshuttldbe taken when breakdowns occur in
the field (a contingencyplan);and (3) a plan for establishingcoordination
between the two. Moreover,the plan must be all encompassing,addressingthe
entire spectrum of component maintenance within a given vehicle and the
coordinationof maintenanceactivitiesamong all vehicletypes involved. Many
sub-decisionsare involvedindevelopingsuch a plan. Some examples include:

- How frequentlythe regularservicingtasks shouldbe performed.

- When the heavy maintenanceshouldbe.performed.

- What new maintenancetasks need tobe incorporated.

- How coordinationof maintenanceactivitiesshouldbe accomplished.

- What field breakdown procedures should be adopted.

- How shouldminor malfunctionsbe corrected.

- Who willbe responsiblefor fieldservicecontracts.

Most parts of the home-based maintenanceplan can be developedby adapting
existingixxlustrypracticesto nuclear waste needs, lt will probablyinvolve
shorter-than-normalinspectionand preventivemaintenance intervalsand more
extensiveand earlier component changeouts to minimize the likelihoodof
breakdowns. The field-basedmaintenanceplan,however, representsa concept
about which very littleis known. Contingencyplanningis not typicallyso
formal. To be determinedare what problems are most likelyto occur, what
actions should be taken by the crew, what maintenance work should be
performec, where it should be done, what shouldbe done with the cask while
thismaintenancework is beingperformed, where spare parts shouldbe kept to
expedite the repairs, what special trainingand qualificationsthe repair
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facilitiesshould have, and other issues. Informationrequiredto develop the
planincludes:

+ = Fleetsizeinvolved,overalland by typeof vehicle

- Maintenanceoptionsavailablefor each component

- Recommended serviceintervals

-- Failureratesby component

- Capabilitiesof repairshops and where theyare located

- Contingencyoptionsfor dealingwithbreakdowns

3.5.3 PreferredDecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTIVITY* __(YEARS)*

VehicleMaintenance Identifyvehiclemaintenance 17 (1986)
issues

Researcht,'-'micalvehicle 15 (1988)
maintenanct ,ssues

Develophome-based and 13 (1990)
field-basedmaintenance
plans

" Completion of activityunless indicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operationalin theyear 2003.
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3.6 VEHICLE STOPPAGE

At times, the transportation of nuclear waste will be interrupted for a variety
of reasons, such as mechanical problems with the vehicle, inclement weather or
emergencies. The shipments cannot be left by the side of the road or on a
rail siding. Appropriate stopping places must be predetermined. The federal
government must establish minimum standards for these stopping places, with
state and Tribal governments designating stopping, places in consultation with
local governments.

Safe stopping areas should be guarded, fire-protected facilities at points along
the highway and rail transportation corridors, including where shipments enter
the State of Nevada. The facilities should be available to hold equipment with
serious problems, until the problem is documented and resolved. The facilities
should be equipped to remove and store a cask in the event that a transporta-
tion vehicle could not be repaired immediately. Spare transportation vehicles
should be kept at key facilities to eliminate extended storage of casks.

The goal is to minimize risk exposure for planned and unplanned vehicle
stoppages in a cost-effective manner. The specific considerations include:

- Protection of the vehicle (truck or tram) and the crew during stops,

- Minimizing the length of stops,

- Selecting the safest locations possible (e.g., truck stops, military bases,
rall yards, interchange locations), and

- Ensuring that stoppage restrictions do not interfere with crew perfor-
mance {e.g., too much time in the cab or locomotive between rest
periods).

3.6.1 Key Issues in Vehicle Stoppage

Exposure of Stopped Vehicles to Sabotal[e/Terrorism/lnterference

Regardless of whether the vehicle being used is a truck or train, the best
opportunity for successfuU_ sabotaging or blockading a shipment is when the
vehicle is not moving. The vehicle therefore needs to be protected during
stops. Its departure route from the stop may also need protection. This may
mean armed guards stationed about the truck or tram, and a plan for action
should trouble arise.

Limiting the Amount of Vehicle Exposure

The number and le_ of stops needs to be controlled. It would be desirable
to keep both the number and duration of the stops to a minimum. However,
the crew members (truck drivers, e_neers, escorts, etc.) need periodic breaks
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in order to do their job well and safely. Hours of service restrictions (12
hours, for both rail and truck) also need to be taken into account.

Extraordinary (Unplanned) Stops

Eliminating unplanned stops will be impossible. Accident tie-ups happen on the
freeways, and derailments occur on even the best railroads. Therefore, a
contingency plan is needed for unplanned stops which will help to minimize
their expected duration and maximize the protection afforded the vehicle and
crew. Provision also needs to be made for calling repair people, towing the
equipment to the designated repair location, and arranging accommodations for
the crew.

Protection of Crew Members Duri_.ng_Stops

Along with the vehicles transporting the shipment, the safety of the crew must
be considered. Any time crew members leave the truck or train, they expose
themselves to potential attack. Both the planned and unplanned components of
the stoppage plan must make_provision for the safety of the crew when they
are away from the vehicle. The procedures will have to be developed through
a negotiated rulemaking involving governmental regulatory bodies, management
and labor. In the event an attack occurs, procedures must be available for
seeking medical attention, moving crew and vehicle from the attack scene, and
securing assistance from law enforcement agencies.

Inclement Weather Conditions

The safety of nuclear waste shipments obviously depends on weather condi-
tions. Regardless of whether the shipment is moving by truck or rail, a
decision will have to be made as to whether the shipment should proceed.
This must be balanced against the risk of stopping. The stopping plan will
have to give the crew guidelines to follow and provide contingency routes and
the locations of and routes to secured areas.

Preserving the Crew's Comfort and Ability To Perform

In order to ensure both vehicle and crew safety, the crew needs to be in the
best mental and physical condition possible. For psychological reasons, the
crew needs to be able to leave the vehicle periodically. Hours of service
restrictions must also be adhered to (e.g., a maximum of twelve duty hours for
both truck drivers and railroad engineers). The crew also needs to attend to
physical needs. The plan should have provisions for scheduling such stops and
combining them with vehicle-related stops where possible.

Avoiding Interaction with Other Dangerous Goods Shipments

A poorly planned stop could result in a nuclear waste shipment being stopped
next to another vehicle loaded with an equally dangerous commodity. For
example, a truck with a loaded cask could be parked next to another loaded
with propane. Care must be taken to minimize the likelihood that this would
occur. Moreover, the crew must have instructions for determining what
actions to take if they encounter such a situation (e.g,, there is a propane
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truck at the piace they intend to stop), such as a list of an alternate yards or
truck stops which should be used if the planned one cannot be used.

ConsistentVersus Randomized Planned Stops

A trade-offexistsbetween using a consistentset of locationsfor the planned
stops versus randomizing them in some predetermined way (e.g.,using a
computer program to selecteach shipment'sstoppinglocations.The advantage
to consistencyis maximum preparation.Ali partiesinvolvedcan pre-planthe
protectionstrategies,minimize the uncertaintyabout actionswhich should be
taken as eventsunfold,and optimizethe defensiveactionsthatwould be taken
in response to sabotageor otherunplannedevents.The advantagesto random-
ness are secrecy (saboteursmight not know where the truck or trainis goir_
to stop) and equity(the risk exposuredue to stoppageswould be spread over
severalstoppinglocations).Clearly,it takes more planningto be prepared for
an unplanned event at any one of the designatedlocations,and resource
requirementsmay be higher. But the socialacceptabilityof such a plan might
be higher.

3.6.2 PreferredSystem Plan for VehicleStoppage

The objectiveis to develop a plan for plannedand unplannedstops which
minimizes risk exposure. Risk exposure refers to the additionaltime added to
the trip (perhaps multipliedby the ILmpulationlivingnearby) to reflectthe
amount of vulnerabilitybeing added. The plan must address (at a minimum)
when and where plannedstops shouldoccur. This is based on the reason and
time requirementassociatedwith it. Preparationfor the vehicle'sarrivaland
protectionof the vehicleand itscrew durinj;the stopare key decisions. The
decision-maker(s),DOE, carriers,states,Tribes,or localgovernments,has to

: be determinedfirst. Perhapsthe decisionwillbe made by DOE with inputand
guidancefrom theothers.

Preparationof the plan for expectedand unexpectedvehiclestoppage requires
a listof reasons why vehicleswould stop, a delineationof the times when
stops will be requiredfor refueling,eating,resting,etc.,and servicingtimes
thatwould be needed. Also, a listof potentialfacilitiesand theirlocationfor
making stops and is needed. For unplanned stops,the data needs to include
thedefinitionof a securedarea and examplelistsof such facilities,and _
a listof the emergency serviceswhich would be requiredand example listsof

: their capabilitiesand locations. A contingencyplan for each type of un-
plannedstop must be developed. Furthermore,a delineationof the types of
emergency responsecapabilitiesthatmight be requiredand listsof those that_

existin selectedareas need tobe developed.

Two topicsneed explorationin the contextof developinga vehiclestoppage
" plan. The most importantis the contingencyplan for unplannedstops,because

none now exists. Consequently,it must be developed,systematicallyand
__ carefully, to ensure that it affords the best possibleprotectionagainst

unforeseenproblems. The second isa need to resolvethe issue about consis-
= tentversus randomi_ed stoppagesfor the plannedstops. Clear advantagesand
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disadvantagescan be citedfor each,but a clearand thoroughanalysisof their
strengthsand weakness has yet tobe conducted.

3.6.3 PreferredDecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSUES ACTIVITY* (YEARS)*

VehicleStoppage Identifyvehiclestoppage 19 (1984)
issues

Conducttechnicalstudies 17 (1986)
includingtrade-offsbetween
consistentv. randomizedstops

Identifyroute-specific 15 (1988)
vehiclestoppageneeds

Developroute-specific 13 (1990)
vehiclestopp_e planfor
plannedand emergency stops

Constructneces,_ryfacilities 3 (2000)

* Completion of activityunless indicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operationalin theyear 2003.
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3.7 SHIPIV[E,N'F MONITORING AND PRENOTIFICATION

The term prenotification is used to refer to the advanced notice regarding a
nuclear waste shipment, such as is currently required for high route=controlled
quantities of nuclear material under the NRC regulations, The term momtoring
is used to refer to information on the location and status of shipment enroute
to a repository.

Because of the potential threats to safety from vehicle accidents/incidents and
sabotage/terrorism, state, Tril_LI and local goverm_ents along the transportation
routes need current information on the location _ status of shipments to a
repository. Since decisions related to physical protection and emergency
response require current information and rapid deployment, a sophisticated
shipment momtoring system to provide reaL=time information is needed. Also,
shipment location information will probably be used by repository site manage=
ment during the o¢>eratiorml phase in schedul_ crews to handle local traffic
movement and the shipment ut_Ioading process.

The sFdpme nt mon itorit_/pretlotif ication system should provide that state,
Tribal and local governments along the transportation rc_tes have the informa=
tion needed to fulfill their roles in the nuclear waste transportation system.

: This means that the system must provide only valuable information and
. maximize the reliabilityof the informationdistributionprocess while reducing

risk exposure caused by releaseof information. This must be done while
minimizing the costs of providingthe information. Continuc_smonitoringof
the positionof vehiclescarrying wastes to a repositoryat Yucca Mountain
serve_ severalusefulpurposes,includingthe following:

= Provisionof logisticalinformationto enrouteand destinationpersonnel
to ensuresmooth hatxflingduringpassageand upon arrival.

= Atom alies in pre-plannedshipment strategy implementationcan be
notedwhen theyoccur.

: = Assumptionsabo_ shipmentsecuritycan be tested.

= Maintenanceassistanceor emergency responsecan be more efficiently
directedtothe vehiclelocation.

- Awareness of shipmentstatusis reassuringto the public.

The preferred system will provide increased command and control
operationswhich would reduce response time,therebyminimizingthe effectsof
an enrouteaccidentor ur_esirableevent such as a terroristattack. Obviously,
a considerable,,amount of datmageand injurycan be accomplishedby intercept-
ing a shipment 4rodscatteringits contents. More likely is deliberateharass-
ment of vehicles and people, including such tactics as throwing objects at the_

vehicles, honking horns, and various driving practices such as sudden decelera-
=i

=
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tion, d_u'_erous lane changes and other activities which act to increase the
risk of accidents.

The main security t-isk to nuclear waste shipments posed by notification is the
release of shipment information to people who would misuse it. A method
needs to be devised to distribute the required information to responsible
parties while simultaneously excluding other people.

The Federal government should impose prenotification requirements on all
nuclear waste shipments, irrespective of the shipper's identity. The current
NRC prenotification requirements, with changes, constitute the preferred
regulatory structure [I0 C.F.R. Section 73.3'7 (f) (1987), also I0 C.F.R. Section
71.97 (1987)]. DOE's development of a real-time tracking system that would be
available to state governments should not significantly alter the regulatory
structure of prenotification requirements° The regulations may be amended to
provide that the information is to be electronically transmitted.

3.7.1.Key Issues

Accurac_cof MonitoringSy.stem___s

PredictableAccuracy.

This can be thoughtof as "absolute"accuracy the abilityof the system to
Cify a site'sexactgeographiclocation.For example, if one standsat the
shingtonMonument and uses the system in questionto determine one'_

location,the differencebetween the resultingestimateand the actual location
of the Washington Monument represents error in the system's predictable
accuracy. This is themost stringentaccuracymeasurement.

RepeatableAccuracy.

This refers to the system'sabilityto direct the user back to a site whose
locationhas already_been estimatedby using the system. Thus, if one wishes
to return to the WashingtonMonument and, using the system, returnsto the
previouslyacquired coordinates,the differencebetween one's finallocationand
thatof the Washington Monument representserror in the system's repeatable
accuracy. A system's repeatableaccuracy is usuallyconsiderablybetterthan
itspredictableaccuracy.

InformationNeeds of State,Tribal and Local Goverrnnents

In the vast majority of incidentsinvolvinghazardous materials,the first
organizati(mon _e scene is the local hazardous materials team or fire
department. Th_'iactions taken by these people in the early stages of the
incidentare absolutelycriticaliu controllingthe conse_:_encesof the incident.
Many fire companies have littleor no trainingin hazardous materials,and a
large number of hazardcms materials teams are volunteer orgamzations.
Providing these people with instructionson recognizingnuclear waste slup-
ments and takingprotectiveactionsis essential.
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State, Tribal and local officials need to receive shipment information as
quicklyas practical,includingalterationsto the originalshi_)pingplan. If an
elected officialis caught unprepared in an accident/incident,the political
consequencescan be great. Overallpublicconfidencein the HLNW repository
program transportationsystem will be increasedby a notification/momtoring
system which enableslocalofficialsto "know what is goingon." The value
declinesthe longerthe periodof time between notificationand shipment. One
cautionis thatthe more peoplethatare notified,the greaterthe risk thatthe
informationmay be misused tointerferewith theshipment.

Prenotificationcan be used by State,Tribal and localgovernmentsfor planmng
purposes, which may includeemergency response planning,escorts,inspections
and staffingneeds. As such, itshouldbe requiredfor allshipmentsof nuclear
wastes and not just those being shippedby NRC licensees. To assistnelgh-
boring juriedictions,states must be provided some informationabout the
locationof the shipmentsbeforetheyenterthe state.

While the prenotificationrequirement_may meet theneeds of most states,itis
very likelythatthe State of Neva_ : and itslocal8overnments will have need
for particularinformationfor which other state governments may have no
need. For instance,if there is a problem at the repository,it may be
necessaryto stop one or severalof the shipmentsenroute. Nationalstandards
in this area should not preclude additio_ prenotificationrequirementsby the
statein which the repositoryislocated.

3.7.2 Alternative Shipment Monitoring Technologies

LORAN C Systems

LORAN C provides its estimateof locationby measuring the differencesin
arrivaltime of three radio frequencypulses,each originatingfrom a separate
transmitter.The firstpulse comes from the master transmitterand signalsthe
startof the timingprocess. This pulse is encoded so thatthe mobile I.ORA.N
C receiverscan recognizethat itcomes from a secondarytransmitter. The
master pulse also causes each of the two secondarytransmittersro pulse in
turn,afterbriefdelays. The delayshave a constantdurationand are delibera-
telyintroducedto assurethatthepulseswillnot overlap.

The LORAN C receivercom_re_ the arrivaltimes of the two secondarypulses
to the arrivaltime of the master pulseand computes a pair of time differences
(TD's). If the TD's are plotted,relativetothe source transmitter'slocations,
the resultis a pair of hyperbolaswhose intersectionindicatesthe receiver's
location. Each hyperbolais referred to as a line of position(LOP). The
intersectioncan be representedby LORAN C coordinatesor these coordinates
can be converted to latitude/longitude,or potentiallysome other location
referencingscheme. This flexibilityprovides an entrance for securityof
vehiclelocationduring transmissionof locationfrom the receiver. A system
can be used which would be meaningless to anyone intercepting the transmis-
sion.
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LORAN C transmitters are land-based units and are located primarily in the
coastalareas becausethe system was originallydesignedfor marine navigation.
However, the signalswhich they produce travelequallyin alldirections,and,
thus are readilyavailableon land. The locationof these transmittersin the
coastalarea" has resultedin what is calledthe mid-continentgap. The new
transmitterchainsare plannedto fillthisgap in signalcover_e thatcurrently
exists from west Texas north to the Canadian border. The stationsare
expectedto be.operatingwithin threeyears. A North Centralchain will be
form(_ using new transmittersinstalledat Havre, Montana, and Gillette,
Wyoming; and existingstationsin Baudette,Minnesota; and Williams lake,
BritishColumbia. A South Centralchain will be based on new transmitters
installedat Boise City,Oklahoma; and Santa Teresa, New Mexico;and existing
transmittersin Searchlight,Nevada; Raymonelville,Texas; and Orangeville,
Louisiana. The new Gillette,Wyoming stationwillserve as a secondarystation
for the South Central chain and the Boise City Oklahoma, stationfor the
Great Lakes chain. The strengtheningof LORAN C by closingthe mid-con-
tinentgap is pertinent to its potential use for the Staze of Nevada.

On water, LORAN C provides a predictable accuracy of approximately 150-1500
feet and a repeatable accuracy of approximately 50-300 feet. Both types of
accuracytend to improve as the proximityof the transmittersincreasesand as
the receiver becomes more centrallylocated,relativeto the transmitters.
Aunosphericnoiselevelsand weatherconditionscan degradeaccuracy_

"rbe proximityto the transmittersaffects accuracyin two ways. The most
obviousis the reductionof signalstrengthas distanceincreases,which makes
itharder for the receiverto track the transmitters.The second is relatedto
the distanceof the receiverfrom imaginary linesrunningbetween the master
a_cleach of its secondaries. One such line is referre,:lto as the baseline
wkich is associatedwith a given secondary. For a receiverwhich is located
on a baseline,i.e.,directlybetween the master and one of its secondaries,an
error of 0.I microsecondin the TD which is obtainedfrom the secondary is
equivalentto a distanceof approximately.50feet. As the receivermoves away
from the baseline,the distance associatedwith a 0.I microsecond error
increases. Thus, a receiver which is on baseline may achieve excellent
accuracy in the TD c,btainedfrom the associatedsecondary while achieving'
poor accuracy in the second TD, due to the receiver'sdistancefrom the
s_condbaseline.

Terrestrialuse, such as is anticipatedfor the Nevada application,involves
aLdditionalinfluenceson accuracy. These includevariationsin the conductivity
of the soil,interferencefrom carriercommunications,signalsin adjacentradio

l,_requencies,reflectionsand signal-blockagecaused by terrain(such as moun-
l:ain),and man-made objects(particularlyhigh rise buildingand objectsmade
of steel),and electromagneticfieldsgeneratedby power lines. All of these
phenomena perturb aad/or reduce the LORAN C si_T_aland thus degrade
accuracyor, insome cases,preventadeqtmtesignalreception.

Momentary instabilities and outright loss of signal can occur. Stable perturba--
tions are a serious problem because the receiver will give no indications of
their presence. Where there are set paths of travel such as are anticipated
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for thisapplication,theseanomalies can be anticipatedand proper corrections
provided.

The most seriousproblem occurs when the receivertracks the transmitters
improperly,resultingin a phenomenon known as cycle slip. Cycle slipoccurs
when the LORAN C signalbecomes overly distortedta problem which is
typicallyassociatedwith poor signalstrength),and causes the TD's to be in
ex'rorby multiplesof I0 microseconds. Dependingupon the receiver'slocation,
each 10 microsecondslip willbe equivalentto sn error of one mile or more.
Receivers utilizingsignalaveraging techniquescan minim;_zesuch errors and
reducevariability.

Difficultiesin receivingthe LORAN C signalcan be alleviatedin two ways.
The first is to constructone or more additionalsecondary transmitters,
specificallyto service).heproblem areas. These transmittersneed not be as
powerful as those which are operatedby the Coast Guard in the LORAN C
system because the required coverage area would be much smaller. For
example,LORAN C mini-transmitterhavinga peak radiatedpower of 150 watts
provides coverage over a radius of approximately150-1500 miles, depending
mainly upon the terrainand the heightand locationof the brt_dcastingtower.
Full-sizedtransmitters,on the otherhand, operateat a peak radiatedpower of
400 kilowatts. A mini-stationwould probably consistof something like the
following: a 300=foottower and a protectiveshed which would house temper-
ature controlequipment,the transmitter,a cesium clock,and a remote control
interface,suitablefor link-up with a telephoneline or radio. A second
solutionis to installrepeaters,which boost existingLORAN C signalsrather
than generatingnew ones. Thesedeviceshave been successfullydemonstrated
to cure deal spots withina city. Such augmenters have been installedat
s_reetlevel _zl broadcastat _pproximatelyI{30milliwatts,using simple wire
antennas.

NAVSTAR-GPS

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System involves a network of 24 orbiting
sate llites which will provide continuous worldwide coverage. Predictable
accuracy,using the most sophisticatedreceivingequipment,is expectedto be

:. 30 - I00 feet. Less expensivereceiversshmdd providean accuracyof 300 --
600 feet. Additionally,because the signalsdo not have to travelover land,
accuracyshotzldnot be subjectto as many potentialdisturbancesas LORAN Cn

' NAVSTAR's operationallifeshouldextendwellpastthe year 2000.

The potentialaccuracyof NAVSTAR is superiorto thatof LORAN C, but it is
doubtfulthat the improvement is significantto this application.That needs
furtherexamination.Also,itsuffers from a major drawback. Since NAVSTAR

, is not yet on line,it islikelythatthere willbe a considerabletime-lagin the
availability of affordable receivers. It has been estimated that the cost of a
receiverwill be many, many times thatof LORAN C. Also, a questionexists
about the level of accuracy that will be availablefor users outsideof the
Department of Defense. lt seems probable that NAVST/LR will replace LORAN
C eventually. This does not mean that LORAN C will become obsolete at that
time because civilian use of LORAN C (particularly in general aviation) has
exceeded predictions. The primary drawback is that GPS is not available at
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thistime. It's completion and activation schedule have been seriously affected
by the general problems which have recently beset the U.S. space program,
When it will be available and to what extent it can be utilized for the purpose
of AVM remain to be seen.

3.7.3 Criteria for Desig_ng a Preferred Momtoring/Prenotification System

Development of the system requires decisions regarding the notification
mechanism and momtoring technology and information distribution in light of
reliability and security considerations.

Prenotification

The criteria to consider in shipment prenotification system development
include:

- Value of the information provided to a recipient,

- Reliability of the information provided,,

- Reliability of the process used, and

= An assessment of the risk exposure that occurs by releasing a piece
of information to a given recipient.

Monitoring

Candidate systems for monitoring should be evaluated accordhng to the
following feaU_res, which are desirable for monitoring waste trm_sport to a
repository:

- Provides security of the vehicles' locations so that terrorists or
others cannot easily _,ticipate their passage along a given route.

- Provides sufficient accuracy to locate a vehicle easily Ln an emer-
gency and to dispatch emergency response teams to that location.

- Provides reliable information act easily disrupted by interferences of
various types, including weather.

- Provides a reliable communicatio_ link with the command and control
center responsible for monitoring vehicle location.

- Is amenable to computer generated displays such as digital maps.

- Is amenable to programming for delivery of annunciator displays to
alert the command and contro/ center regarding important or critical
anomaliesin the transportationprocess.

- Deliversemergency signalsinitiatedaboardthevehicle.
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- Providestheabove featuresat a reasonablecost.

This entirearea needs to be.re_._earchedin greaterdetail.For the volume and
frequency of nuclear waste to be shippedto a repository,all notification
proceduresand requirementsshouldbe re-exemined. The informationrequired
todevelopa preferredshipmentnotificationplanincludes:

- An assessment, with input from experienced persons in emergency
response, on what information would be most pertinent (e.g.,
description of contents, emergency response procedures, routing, and
time of passage).

- A review of what information state, Tribal and local officials would
like to have and what information is necess_ry for them to fulfill
their responsibilities.

- An estimate of how much time shc_d be allowed between notifica-
tion and shipment, including an assessment of the downside risks of
information leaks.

- An analysis of the technological options for obtaining and distribu-
ting information.

- Assessment of the risk of unauthorized people intercepting informa-
tion, by distribution option.

- Technical specifications and performance tests on alternate vehicle/
tracking options.

3.7.4 PreferredShipmentMonitoring/NotificationSystem

At a minimum, the system must satisfycurrentregulatory,requ/rementsas set
forth in i0 CFR 71.97. This includesa completedescriptionof the contents,
names of the shipper,carrierand receiver,route and approximatetime of
shipment,a contactphone number, and other informationto be sent to the
governor'sdesignee. The monitoringsystem must includeradiocommunications
and immediate ongoing comfier processingof the locationestimates. Ideal
performance would be achievedwhen no additionalrisk reductionwould result
from eitherexpsndingthe type and distributionof informationor providingit
ina more timelyfashion.

Prenotificat ion for nucl ear wa ste shipments should include the following
information:

= The name, address and telephone number of the shipper, carrier and
receiver.

- A telephone number, which must be staffed 24 hours a day, at which
the shipper may be contacted in case of an emergency.
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-, A descriptionof the shipment as requiredby 49 C.F.R. Sections
172.202and !72.203(d).

- A listingof the routes to be used within the State of Nevada and
the routes to be used within the 12 hours immediately preceding

' enteringthe State.

- The estimateddate and time of departurefrom the pointof origin
of the shipment.

- 'Theestimateddateand timeof entryintoa state.

- Plannedstops,ifany,ina state.

- The mode of transportation.

- A statementthat the notificationmust be protectedin accordance
with the requirementsof 10 C.F.R+Section73.21.

If the shipment is to be made by railand dedicatedtrains are not used, the
railcarcarrying the cask should be identifiedby car initialand number and
positionon the train. Also, identificationof the railcarcontainingemergency
responseequipment by car initialand number and positionon the train should
be provided.

m

The requirementsshould includewrittennotificationto be receivedwithin a
certaintime before the shipmentarrives in the state. Individualswho are to
receiveprenotificationinformationshould be broadlydescribedby the federal
regulationsas thosewho willplan for or respondto an incidentor an accident
involvingthe shipment.

Past err'orsin fuel loading,cask draining,etc., could have been almost
immediately detected with a transponderinsidethe cask. The transponder
would radio data on temperature,pressure,severaltypes of radiation,and the
concentrationsof moisture,helium and oxygen. Such a device would also be
helpfulto cask receiverl,toemergency personneltryingto assess cask leakage
in sn accident,and as a beacon to find a lost or buried cask. A cask
transponder would allow maintenance and emergency response personnel to
determine what cask problems may exist that require service or special
handling, lt would also reveal maintenanceand handlingerrors before they
can become serious. The records of such a detectiondevice would become
partof thecask database+

lt is recommended thai any system employed includean Emergency Locator
'Transmitter(ELT). Thisis a device which c(mldbe manuallytriggeredor

+ triggeredby shock. Thus, if there is sn emergency such as an accidentor
derailment,the transmitterwould be activatedto help emergency persormel
locatethe vebicJe.
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3.7.5 Preferred Decision Schedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE

REPOSITORY
DECISION/ OPERATION

ISSUES ACTMTY* ..._(YEARS)*

ShipmentMonitoringand Assess informationneeds 15 (1988)
Prenotification of state,Tribaland local

governments

PiiottestTRANSCOM 14 (1989)
system

Assess alternative 11 (1992)
technologiesfor providing
neededinformation

Designshipmentmonitoring 10 (1993)
and prenotificationsystem

Promulgateimplementing 9 (I.CO4)
regulations

* Completion of activityunless tndicatedotherwise; assumes repository
operationalinthe year 2003.
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3.8 INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

The principal goal is to develop an inspection and enforcement plan which
maximizes the risk reduction benefits. The marginal rate of risk reduction on
inspection and enforcement should be set so that it matches that which can be
derived from any other risk reduction action (e.g., cask improvements, in-
frastructure investments, training programs, etc.) From an institutional
standpoint, the objective is to ensure that shipments are in compliance with
federal, state, Tribal and local regulatory requirements and to take appropriate
enforcement actions if violations are found.

3.8.1 Regulatory structure

Inspection and enforcement of nuclear waste shipments must be accomplished
by state, Tribal and local governments, because the federal government does
not have adequate personnel to properly perform the functions. However, a
preferred regulatory system slxxdd include federal regulations creating minimum
standards for inspection training. Since the early 1980s, DOT has encouraged
states to take a more active role in inspection and enforcement activities
pertaining to hazardous materials shipments. This is most cost-effective
because s tare government pe rsonnel alrea dy ha ve vehicle inspect ion an_d
enforcement responsibilities. Training for these functions should be provided
at a level tha, will enable neighboring jurisdictions to rely on each other's
inspections,creatinga need for nationalminimum standards.

Pursuant to the Federal RailroadAdministration'sState Safety Participation
Program, statesare encouraged to participatein investigativeand surveillance
activitieswith respectto the federalrailroadsafetylaws. These provisions
should be broad_ned to ensure that states may activelyparticipatein the
inspectionof nuclearwaste railshipments.

Nationalstandards that allow state regulationshould al=) be establishedfor
the timing of inspections. Certaininspections--pointof origin,interchange,
point of destinations,aaxl accidents--areso clearlynecessary that federal
regulationscan be easilyarticulatedand achieved. Other conditionsdo not so
readilypresent themselves,nor are they necessarilyfound throughout the
country,making itessentialthatstatesbe permittedto regulateinthearea.

A copy of all noticesof violationsissuedshouldbe sent to thecarrieras well
as DOE. A copy shouldbe sent to the carrierto ensure correctiveactionis
taken. DOE shcxdd receivea copy so thatis may oversee a carrier'ssafety
record. Safety records shouldbe taken intoconsiderationby DOE in deciding
whetherto contractwith a particularcarrier.

The regulatorystr,actureof the federal,state,Tribal and localgovernments
must alsoprovidefor civiland criminalpenalties. These penaltiesmust be set
ata levelthatencouragescompliancewiththe laws.
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3.8.2 Key Issuesfor thePreferredInspection/EnforcementProgram

_nsistent In,spection__Criteriaand Procec_.,.re.._s

NRC, DOT, DOE, and the DOE Office of Defense Programs all currentlyhave
inspectionprocedures for transportingnuclearmaterials. The OCRWM is
consideringanothersuch program. This multiplicityof inspectionsneeds to be
coordinatedto maximize consistencyand ensure complete coverage of the
significam:inspectionissues. Otherwise, there is a possibilitythat nuclear
waste shipmentswould be caughtin politicalwranglingbetween agencies,and
safetywould suffer.

There should also be consistencyamong modes. Inspectionprocedures for
truck must parallelthose for railor any othermode, using common procedures
wherever possible,and ensuring,most importantly,a consistentlevelof safety
assuranceregardlessof mode.

Role of State, Tribal and Local Governments

DOT, in particular,has encouraged the states to take an active role in
inspectingvehiclesand enforcingthe DOT standards. This policyhas fostered
considerablestateactivity. States are likely to continuethis role in the
future,buildingupon the programs already in place,to address the special
needs and concerns of the nuclear waste shipments. From the OCRWM's
perspective,this means thatif stateselect to conductborder inspections,or
instituteany other type of localinspectionprograms, provisionwillneed to be
made for these activities.For instance,border inspectionswould become a
planned stop for the vehicle;and local/stateinspectionswould have to be
conducted at opportune times and locations. Perhaps, a comprehensive
inspectionprocess could be developed which satisfiedallstates'requirements,
with each statebeing notifiedby mail of the inspectionresultsand corrective
actionstaken. A simplified_idebook shouldbe developedand distributedto
state,Tribal and locallaw enforcementpersonnelto enablethem to carefully
check any item on a cask or transporterand impound the shipment when a
problem was found.

FieldInactions

Some equipmenton th-.vehiclesis prone to failureon shortnotice. Truck air
brakes are a good example. Pointof origininspectionwillnot be capableof
detectingpotentialfailureof these components. If the vehiclethen fails state
inspection,the shipmentmay be immobilizeduntila replacementarrives, This
process could extend more than a day. New equipmentcould also failunex-
pectedly during operation,possiblyresultingin an a_cident. Periodic field
inspectionsduring transportby the crew could detectmany more impending
failuresthan pointof origininspectioncould. The risk incurredby thispolicy
would be the extended field stoppage which would increase the chance of
sabotage.
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Inspection of Carriers and Other Contractors

The OCRWM will need to periodically inspect the carriers and the retained
service facilities to ensure that the terms of their contract are being fulfilled.
The carrier's financial and shipping records should be audited to verify
whether shipp_ papers have been filed correctly and other record-keeping
obligations met. Vehicle maintenance records should be verified and crew
training should be audited. The driving records of the crews should also be
exam ined. Service and maintetmnce person qualifications should also be
verified.

3.8.3 Inspection and Enforcement in a Preferred Transportation Syste.__mm

At a minimum, the inspectionand enforcementprogram must be as stringentas
the current program used for nuclear waste shipments. Ideally,the system
should perform in such a way t.b.atthe risk protectionbeing afforded by
inspectionand enforcementis equal to or greaterthan that for any other area
(e.g.,cask design). Developmentof the inspectionand enforcementprocedures
involvesthe followingdecisions:

- How inspectionresponsibilitiesshould be dividedamong the carriers,
DOE, NRC, DOT, and states,Tribaland localgovernments;

- Decisionsas to consistencyamong inspectioncriteria/procedures,and
if so,developmentresponsibilityand composition;

- When and how ofteninspectionsshouldtake place(by type);

- Where the inspectionsshcxtldbe conducted;and

- Wlmt items need to be inspectedandhow often.

Development of the enforcement plan involvesother decisionsincludingthe
= divisionof enforcement authorityamong the carriers,DOE, NRC, DOT, and

states,Tribal and localgovernments. Also, violationsneed to be definedand
relatedpenaltiesadapted along with enforcementproceedings.

=

. 3.8.4 Information Needs

To developa preferredinspectionand enforcementplan,the followinginforma-
o tionis needed:

- Comparison of presentcarrier,DOE, DOT, NRC, state,Tribaland local
= inspectionrequirements.

. - Developmentof technically-basedinspectionand out-of-servicecriteria.
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- Technical analysis of transportation equipment failure frequency sug-
gesting a criterion (miles traveled or time elapsed) for inspection
frequency for tractors/locomotives, trailers/railcars, casks, tiedow_s,
rails, etc.

- Marginal benefits of each inspection procedu_ .,_

- Comparison of present carrier, DOE, DOT, NRC, state, Tribal and local
enforcement proct.dures.

- Alternative enforcement picas and _eir benefits.

- Alternate plans for distribu_ the inspection and enforcement
responsibilities _ the benefits for each.

-Assessment of the relationships between inspectio_ frequencies,
e_forcement penalties, taxi compliance.

Ali of the areas ottflined require siitnifictmt research. One of the least
understood aspects of the tnspec_on and enforcement procedures is the
integration between hem. A comprehensive examination of the alternative
enfor cement options that _hould follow from inspection results should be
compiled, Alternative enforcement plans then must be assembled and their
potential effects studied.

3.8°5 Preferred Decision Schedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE

REPOSITORY
DECISION/ OPERATION

!SSUE_S.S AC_TMT_..._Y'_,. .____..__._*__.

Insp_ctior._and Identifyinspection_ 17 (1.986)
enforcement enforcementi,_sues

Research technical !5 (19_8)
inspection and enforcement
issues

Clarifyrolesof f_eral, 14 (1989)
state, Tribal and !,ocal
governments

Develop inspection protocol 5 (I998)

* Completion of activityunless i_cated otherwise; assumes repository
opera',iomtl in the year 2003.
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3.9 PHYSICAL PROTECTION

lt is the major objective of physical protection to prevent, by means of
technical, organiz=tional, and political, measure.s, the deliberate destruction or
disturbance of waste tr_b_sports. Such measures shcadd be designed to avoid or
counteract human ,intr_sion aimed at releasing or stealing radioactive material.
Although it is almost impossible to quantify the probability of sabotage or
terrorist attacks, one can systematically address and calculate the Ix_tential
consequences. The consequences analysis itself allows for design and evalua-
tion of management options.

Similar to deficient quality control, sabotage or terrorism c_ affect incident-
free and accidental release of radioactivity. Disgruntled operalIors or terrorists
might be interested in the increase of surface r_tation or in the creation of
small leaks for increasing/ the incident-free exposure level. This would, of
course, result in a higher dose for operath_ personnel and bystanders, lt is
difficult to assign credible motives for undertaking th_s form of sabotage.
Slight rises in radiation levels, which may well go undetected durina; transpor-
tation, do not make for the drama of nuclear blackmail or public threats. This
leaves the prospective terrorist with the unrewarding option of harming
bystanders wiflzmt gaining any recognition or political advantage in the
bargain.

More probable are attempts to cause an accident. Manipulation of vehicles or
containers, blackmailing or mampcdation of operating personnel (intoxicating
drivers, for example), or placing obstacles on the transportation route,3 are
examples of actions that are easy to accomplish, that have a low probability of
prior detection, and that will trigger high publicity and social amplification
that might jeopardize the continuatio_ of the nuclear program in the United
States. Other forms of human intrLsions include stealing vehicles or casks,
blocking routes,abductingdriversor other handlingpersonnel,or threatening
shipment companies. Figure 12 liststhe various optionsavailablefor human
intrusion. They focus on attacksinduced by outsideforces,mai'tipulationof
vehicles,or voluntaryor forcedcomplianceby personnel.

Social risks, such as sabotage and terrorism, are difficult to quantify. Since
these actions are directed towards deliberate destruction of containers or

_ vehicles, however, a few attempts may be sufficient to release a large amount
" of radioactivity or, in the case of manipulation, to cause an accident. Hence,

a small protmbflityof occurrence is supercededby the near-certaintyof the
effect. That is why risk management has to deal with these risks in great

" detail; for just one incident may well cause tremendous damage. But even
incidentscausingonly minor damage are likelyto yield a long-lastingimpact
on social _ politicalperceptions. This could not only weaken public
confidenceand trust in officialdecision-makersand decision-makinginstitu-
tions,but also hurt economies in the host state and corridor states.

=

_

=
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Figure 12. Options for Terrorism and Sabotage

I. Use of explosives:

- airblasts
- contact or breaching charges
- shaped charges
- p_atter charges

2. Hijacking of transportation vehicles

: - stealing a vehicle during a work break
- gainingcontrol over the vehicle in a remote area
- taking a driver as hostage
- stopping a venxc'._and threatening to blow it up

mmmmmm : : :._ : __ _am,,m_m,m,_ ...... : ......... ..i=.N_m=tmlmmmu.imtm,,m

3. Manipulatingthe vehicle

- initiating mulfunctions of "safetyrelated devices (brakes, steering wheel,
• tires)

- placing obstacles on the road (like glass splinters)
- loosening d_e links between vehicle and container

__ i _ ; ; - :_.-_: ...... mmmimll

4. Manipulatingthe vehicle's operator

. - smugglingdrugs into operator'sdiet
- exerting physical power on the operator

: - blackmailing the operator
- exertingpsychological powex,onoperator(like threatening to kill family

members)
mi,J_, ......... li... ...... ,Nttmu..._

5. Theft

: . initiatingan accident for obtainingmaterial
- initiating a hijacking for obtaining material
- theft of a vehicle during a night stop
- exchange of vehicles during a night stop_

- armed robbery during loading or unloading
=
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According to the OTA report on transportation (OTA 1986, 186), attempts to
attack or manipulate vehicles transporting nuclear material have not been
reported in the United States. But with an increasing number of transports
each year and a regular schedule of shipments, the likelihood of a terrorist
attack may increase. The consequences of such an attack can be far-reaching,
An early NRC estimate for a terrorist attack on a transport vehicle carrying a
cask with spent fuel included five to nine early fatalities and as many as 1,8_
latent cancers. Simulation tests conducted after this imtial assessment
relativised this outcome and yielded no early fatalities and only 14 latent
cancers in the case of a successful attack (OTA 1986).

Sabotage and terrorism are probably the most serious threats associated with
the transportation of radioactive material. Therefore, special safeguard
measures are usually taken to protect the crewmembers and the shipment.
Transportation of radioactive material has to meet governmental and state
regulations, lt should be noted, however, that overdoing safeguards measures,
in particular monitoring crewmembers and investigating their private and
political activities, creates a risk of its own and endangers civil liberties. In
addition, police responses against demonstrators of protestors may be over-
protective and thus challenge the right of free speech and free assembly.
Absolute security against sabotage or terrorist attack is impossible. Any
attempt toward perfect protec,.ion would inevitable result in the loss of
substantial civil liberties. Protective actions need to strike a balance between
hi gh-.co st oy erprotec tion, and its resulting frustration of personn el an d
citizens, and underprotectlon and its resulting health risks.

3.9.1 Regulatory Structure

The threat of sabotage, or terrorism affects federal, state, Tribal and local
governments as well as the m_clear waste transportation carrier. A preferred
system must address the several facets of the problem. Both federal and state
governments must declare radiological sabc_tage and threats against or diversion
of nuclear waste to be a felony, pcmishable by incarceration and a hefty fine.
Both levels of government must also be sure that agencies and personnel that
may be involved in responding to such sn incident have appropriate statutory
authority.

The NRC physical protection requirements [I0 C.F.R. Section 73.37 (1987)]
along with the followi_ changes sb_Id become part of the preferred regula-
tory system, for they comprehensively prescribe the carrier's conduct:

- The purview of the regulations must be extended to govern all nuclear
waste shipments and ali shippers.

- The prenotification requirements should be regulated as part of the
emergency response system rather than as part of the physical
protection requirements.

- The term "heavily populated area" should be defined.
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= Escorts in separate vehicles in all circumstances rather than i,n
"cer1:ain" circumstances.

- The NRC should be required to notify appropriate state officials of
explicit or potential threats to a shipment within an appropriate period
of time.

3.9.2 Preferred Manaf_ement Options

All sageguard provisions seek to discourage, prevent, or mitigate sabotage
actions. They should be designed to keep a proper balance between overreac=
finn, which poses the political risk of social unrest and disintegration; and
underreaction,which may encourage terroriststo targetnuclear waste trans=
portation. A preferred management plan should consistof the following
analyses:

ScenarioAssessment

Traditionalrisk assessment methods rely on a sufficientdata base to derive
meaf_ingful probabilitiesfor each investigatedincident. Furthermore, the
occurrences of failures must follow a specific pattern includingrandom
variation. But sabot_e and terroristattacks meet neitherof these criteria.
Past data on human intrusiondoes not allow any numerical extrapolationto
determinerelativefrequenciesnor do we have a good model on the underlying
distributionfunctionof such incidents.Apparently,terroristattacks are not
randomly distributed,but depend on politicaland psychologicalcircumstances.
Unless we find an adequatemodel to explainand predictsuch circumstances,
we are unable to determine probabilitiesfor differenttypes of incidents.
Using expert judgement to elicitprobabilitiesdoes not overcome tttisconcep-
tualproblem, becauseexpertsthemselveslack the necessaryknowledge to make
suchjudgments.

An alternativeis the constructionof scenariosand theirrank orderingon the
basis of sn interpretivemetlxxlology.The mettxxk)logyrequiresthat resear-
chers or grow) of expertsplay the role of politicalterroristsand design
actionsthat they consider most cost=effectivein reachinga de'siredterrorist
goal. Analyses of terroristactionshave revealedthat most attacks were
designed accorct0_gto the traditionalconcept of economic cost-effectiveness.
Thus, alttx)ughthe Itoatlsmay be irrational,the terrorists'planmr_ approach
might be duplic_bleby a gro_p of expertsand might revealthe most probable
means toaccomplishthe terrorists'goals.

The remlltof such role playingis a set of scenariosthat can be ordered
according to the frequency with which differ'ehiteams select.*dthem. In
contrastto the tradition_risk m_flysis,these frequenciesrepresent ordy
ascendingdegrees of perceivedcost-effectivenessand are not based on past
occurrences. An example might be an attack by a radicalantinucleargroup
determined to end the nuclear program in the Umted States. Although
bombing has been a preferr_ optionby terroristsso far, the peculiarsituation
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of waste transportationmay render 'thisoptionless effectivethan the mampu-
lationof vehiclesor transportrouts sincethe same effect can be obtainedat
lower cost, Such mampulations are lesscostlyand lessdetectablethan the
purchase and undetectedemplacement of explosives. In addition,a radical
antinucleargr(_Jpis unlikelyto endanger "innocent"bystanders,but would be
contentwith causinga major accident,even without a radioactiveleak and
thereby jeopardizethe continuationof the waste-transportationprogram as a
resultof thesocialamplificationof suchan event.

This example illustratesthe hermeneu,ticmethod of mentallyidentifyingwith a
potentialintruderand deductL,W the most likely scenarios of reaching the
pretendedgoals, lt is importantto simulate differentgroups in such an
analysis: from politicalterrorist_l,to antinuclearradicals,to right-wing
extremists,to disgruntledemployees. Based on an array of differentmotives
and goals,a set of scenarios can be generated and classifiedfor which
protectiveactionsshouldbe taken.

Vulnerabilit7 _IYsis

Given the set of scenarios,the next step encompasses the analysisof oppor-
tumtiesfor each scenarioto be implemented. Times and locationthatare best
suitedfor differentforms of attackshave tobe,determinedand specified.For
example, the risk of vehiclemanipulationis larger during overnightstops or
before a shipment is placed. Specialattentionis thereforenecessary during
d_esetime spans inorder to compensateforthe givenopportunity.

A vulnerabilityanalysisshould resultin a systematicclassificationof oppor-
tumties for each identifiedscenLsrio. The tfltimateobjectiveis to avoid
opportunitiesfor attacksthrough organizationaland technicalmeasures, or to
reduce the risks of such opportumtiesto make them less attractivefor
potential intruders.

Screeningof Management Optic_as

The third step in the analysisis the generationand preselectionof measures
that would be able to prevent,ensure avoidance,or counteracthuman in-
trusion. Based on the scenarioand vu.lnerabilityanalysis,measures must be
designed to offer adequate protectionagainst each scenario and reduce the
opportunitie_for terroriststo implement any of these attacks. The following
typesof measures shouldbe considered:

- Technicalmeasures:
These includevehicleconstructionand maintenance,bullet-proofwindows,
cask desi_, radiationprotectionand detectiondevices, accidentpreven-
tic_ _ystems safety features, protection against unauthorized driving (i.e.
viaaccesscard),and others.

- Organizational measures:
These includescreemn_ oi personnel,inspectionof vehiclesprior to any
sta,:t,notificationsystem for ai] waste transportation,real time monitor-
ing throughremote sensingdevices,changingof routes,regularinspection
of routes,and others.



- Safeguardmeasures:
These includeescortingservice,guarding of the vehicle,armament of
driversor handlingoperators,prior notificationof police,installmentof
alarm systems,and others.

- Mitigationmeasures:
These include routing through deserted areas, improvement of post-
accidentmanagement, protectionagainstunauthorizedaccess to material
inside the cask, automatic detectionsystem for stolen vehicles,and
others.

- Politicalmeasures:
These includepsychologicalincentivesfor waste handlersand operatorsto
identifywith their task, risk communicationprograms, observationof
radicalgroups,severepenaltiesfor terroristattacks,and others.

Greatest emphasis might be given to technicaland organizationalmeasures as
they usuallydo _ot intervenewith conflictinggoals such as civillibertyand
modesty in displayinggovernment,_lpower. But many scenariosmay demand a
combinationof all typesof measures in order to sustaina desirablelevelof
protection.

The screeningof optionsshould resultin a listof measures assigned to each
scenario from which a fin_ selectioncan be made. A preselectionmay be
done on the basis of transportation system cost-effectiveness for options that
providethe same degree of protection.The finalselection,however, should
occur ata latterstate.

ResilienceAnalysis:

Since all the scenariosare based on subjectivejudgmentsof experts,manage-
ment optionsshould be designed to meet also unexpectedor stillunforeseen
intrusions,lt is difficult,of course,to provideprotectionagainstan unknown
form of attack. But severalprinciplesof resiliencehave been proposed to
cope with thischallenge:

- Redundance:
Essentialsafety systems shouldbe engineeredon the basis of redundant

, systems so thatthe failureof one system can be compensatedby another.
For example, two independentbraking systems may be installedin the
vehicleso thatcuttingthebrake fluidhose by terroristswould not result
in malfunctioningof the totalbrakingsystem.

- Diversity:
R_t systems have to operateon the basis of independenttechnical
or ort&nizationalprinciples.For example,two drivermay be requiredto

: accompany each shipment so that blackmailingor physicallyattackingone
: driver (i.e. poisoning, intoxicating, etc.) can be detected and the damage

prevented.
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- Worst-case mitigation:
Assuming the worst case accident,mitigationmethods have to be available
to prevent a major catastrophe. For example, evacuationplans for
communities along the transportationroutes should be constructedand
tested.

- Avoidanceof regularities:
Potentialintrudersrely on repeatedpatternsof transportationand routing
inorder to plan for a successfulattack. Changingroutes,using different
times for shipments,alteringschedules,organizingrandom checks and
inspections,and changes in safeguard procedures are potentialtools to
confuse intrudersand impede long-term planningof terroristattacks,
The less time is availablefor planningand designinga terroristattack,
thebetterthechance thatitcan be detectedand counteracted.

- Interactivegame-theoreticalsimulation:
Assuming that the terroristsare aware of all the physical protection
measures, an interactivecomputer simulationmay be devised to suggest
new strategiesby terroristgroups and potentialcountermeasures. Such a
simulationmight provide new clues for advanced physicalprotectionand
couldhelpto be always one stepaheadof thepotentialintruders.

The goal of the resilienceanalysisis to testthe proposedmanagement options
and amend the listof protectiveactionsif deficienciesare detected.The total
system of protectiveactions shouldbe examined for comprehensivenessand
resiliencyagainsthuman intrusion°

DecisionAnalysis

The finalselectionof elements and components for includeinclusionin a
physicalprotectionsystem cannotbe based on a singlecriterion. Therefore,
techniquessuch as multicriteriaanalysisor multiartributedecision analysis
shouldbe employed to ensure a satisfactorysolution.Criteriafor findingthe
bestsolutionsmight include:

- Physical protection: the degree to which the management option can
preventor mitigatethe effect of the scenarioof the scenario under
consideration,

- Cost: the material and social resources necessary to implement the option,
- Feasibility:the compliancewith technicaland legalrequirements,
- Political accept_flity: the public perception and acceptance of the

proposedmeasures,or
= Social impacts: the secondary effects triggered by the implementation of

the proposed measures, such as socialdisturbance,politicalapathy or
protest,alienation,employmentopportunities,and others.

lt is inevitablethatthe decisionsevolve from conflictinggoals;and therefore,
value judgmentshave to be made with respectto the relativeweight of each
criterion. Thus, the decision should be made on a broad basis of public
support by involvingdifferent stakeholder groups and the affected public.
Through a carefullydesignedand open decisionprocess,the selectedmeasures
willbe more readilyacceptedby allinvolvedgroups. This in itselfmay be an
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indirect measure to reduce the probability of dissatisfaction of employees with
the safeguard measures. Similarly, such a process may prevent the radicaliza-
tion of citizens with respect to the nuclear transportation program.

Sensitivity Analysis

The last step before implementation is to ensure that the system of selected
measures is consistent and robust vis-a-vis changes in scenario parameters.
Although the resilience analysis provides an initial check to test the flexibility
and persistence of the system, the sensitivity analysis examines whether the
protection system is able to cope with variations of the existing scenarios,
The seiected measures may provide ideal protection against the consequences of
the proposed scenarios but may fail if the scenarios are slightly altered. In
this case, a second round of decision making is necessary to create a more
flexible response system.

The six-step analysis cannot guarantee absolute protection, but it can reduce
the probability of human intrusion and mitigate the consequet_ces of such an
incident. A monitoring program is also essential after the measures have been
implemented. The State of Nevada may use this model to design its own
management plan or to evaluate and improve existing DOE procedures.

3.9.3 PreferredDecisionSchedule

NUMBER OF
YEARS BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTMTY* _ (YEARS)* _

Physicalprotection Atutlyzetheprobability 19 (1.984)
oi variousshipment
interferencescenarios

Analyzeconsequencesof 19 (1984)
worst-casescenario(s)

Identifypotentialphysical 17 (1986)
protectionimprovements

Assess trade-offsbetween 15 (1988)
physicalimprovementsand
other imimcts of the
tr_msportation system

Initialdesignof physical 13 (1990)
protectionsystem
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Preferred Decision Schedule (continued)

NI._,_BEROF
Y_:d_S BEFORE
REPOSITORY

DECISION/ OPERATION
ISSUES ACTIVITY* .... (YEARS)m

Finalizedesignof physical 8 (1995)
protectionsystem

Promulgateregulations 5 (1998)

* Completionof activityunlessindicatedotherwise;assumes repository
operationalintheyear2003.
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o Shipping papers

o Placarding

o Inspection and enforcement

o Sabotage/terrorism (physical protection)

o Escorts

o Permits and fees

1.5 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

To be provided under separate cover.
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2.0 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DESIGN

This section of the report outlines the transportation system design
issues that should be considered in conducting the impact assessment. The
transportation system design issues are presented in terms of seven major
elements:

o Volumes and timing of waste shipments.

o Cask design and testing.

o Modal mix/truck and rail shipment options.

o Equipment/vehicle standards.

o Routing.

o Infrastructure.

o Defense waste,

2.1 VOLUMES AND TIMING OF SHIPMENTS

Considerable uncertainty exists as to the rate at which nuclear waste
should or will be shipped to the repository, Additional uncertainty is created
by the absence of decisions on an MRS, modal mix, fuel consolidation and the
capacity of the casks to be utilized.

Thus, the impact assessment should assess a number of different scenarios

including (at a minimum):

o Varying cask load carrying capacity.

o Several truck and rail shipment options (as described in section 2.3

of the Preferred Transportation System report),

o Various annual distributions of the 70,000 tons of uranium (MTU) to be

shipped to the first repository.

o Various periods (up to I00 years) of waste storage prior to shipment
to a repository.

o Various seasonal and daily patterns of waste shipments.
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2.2 CASK DESIGN AND TESTING

The impact assessment should include assessment of the safety of cask
design, including cask design features to minimize opportunities for handling
problems and actual failure, and in a severe accident, mitigating the extent of
a release while aiding the work of emergency personnel.

In the past, casks have been designed to hold fuel recently removed
(i.e.: less than one year prior to shipment) from the reactor, necessitating
heavy radiation shielding and occasionally a means to cool the cask. Shipments
to the first repository will probably, however, involve fuel that has been out
of the reactor for 10 years, during which time the fuel has radioactively
decayed and thermally cooled appreciably. While the long-lived radioactive
materials contained in the fuel are still quite dangerous if dispersed, the

= total direct heat and radiation output has dropped almost 90 percent during the
• decade of storage. Cask design will therefore require less shielding and no

active cooling system, lt is likely that these changes will allow a doubling
of cask capacity while remaining within design limitations.

-

=2

: 2.2.1 Cask Design and Testing Issues

Several aspects of cask design have generated controversy, specifically:
=

-: o Design analysis tools, such as computer simulations and empirical
= mathematical formulae, vary in their development from one test to
= another: are simplified methods sufficient to model actual behavior

of the various cask materials under stress?

_: o The accident tests are only hypothetical: do they replicate the
- worst=case stresses in the real world?

o Only designs are certified, not the casks themselves: is the hardware
identical to the plans?

o Cask manufacturing has only been spot-checked in the past: does
- examination of paperwork after the cask is built demonstrate that the

cask was properly made?

o Human error, in design and/or fabrication, can compromise cask
- integrity under routine conditions as well as during an accident:

could simple mistakes seriously jeopardize cask performance?

The Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987 (NWPAA) clarified that

ali shipments to a repository must utilize United States Nuclear Regulatory
- Commission (NRC)-certified casks. At this time, however, it is not clear that

the existing NRC cask certification program is adequate to ensure that casks
meet their design specifications.

\q

.L

_
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2.2,2 Impact Assessment Methodology

In addition to assessing compliance with existing NRC requirement3 and
guidelines, the impact assessment should assess whether the cask desig_L and
testing program achieves an equivalent level of safety and reliability as the
additions/changes recommended in section 2,1 of the Preferred Transportation
System report as summarized below.

o Utilize consistent and improved analytical methods.

o Implement as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) radiation exposure
principle in cask design.

o Simplify cask design to avoid human error in fabrication,

o Toughen stress tests for both casks and fuel.

- The fire and puncture tests should be reversed

- Increase the fire test to one hour fire at approximately 2,200
degrees Fahrenheit

, ,

- A crush test exerting forces equivalent to a collision betweer,
two 100-ton casks in a multiple-cask rail shipment

- Impact and thermal tests of aged fuel to assess leakage
potential of undamaged fuel and an assembly having pinholes or
hairline cracks

o Remotely monitor the internal conditions of the cask.

o Translate generic cask license changes into federal regulations,

o Eliminate unnecessary cask equipment.

o Incorporate fail-safe controls in cask design.

o Integrate vehicle and cask.

o On-.board fire-suppression system.

o Perform full-scale cask testing.

o Directly observe manufacturing and materials qualifications.

o Federal certification of each cask.

o Utilize "watchdog" agency for cask design, production and maintenance.

o Establish fuel assemb[y/cask database.
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2.3 MODAL .MIX

This section addresses how the modal mix issues should be considered in
,'he transportation impact assessment, the discussion focuses primarily on
questions of rail versus truck; the transfer of shipments from one mode to
another (e.g., rail to truck); the trade..offs between such options from the
standpoint of risk, cost and other factors; and the implications of such
options to the state, Tribal and local governments in Nevada.

2'3.1 Modal Mix Assessment Factors

The as',essment of modal mix must be made from an overall system
perspective. P_rformance must be assessed on the total system. Impacts
associated with modal choice will be analyzed via the specification of
alternative modal characteristics, reflecting various assumptions concerning
such characteristics, which are then used in the transportation analysis
framework discussed previously.

Among the most important objectives to consider in modal choice are the
following:

o Risk _me_sured by population exposure, expected fatalities, injuries
or propertydamage,etc,).

" o Cost (,both monetary and nonmonetary, to the DOE, the carrier, states,
" Tribes, lo,cal governments and other affected parties).

o Site access (cost, technical and operational feasibility of the
,,'ario,_tsmodes').

, o Shinment time (days of exposure, vulnerability to sabotage/terrorism).

--_ o Weather sensitivity (the weather-dependency of the mode and the
- difficulties of compensating for it, such as safe parking areas to be

used in the event that snow blocks mountain passes).

_- o Security and safety (both for the cask and the personnel accompanying
it).

o Carrie_' qualifications (such as safety records, driver performance,
maintenance practices and financial stability).

- 2.3,2 Truck/Rail Shipment Opt'Ions

" Changes in veh.icle size and weight limits and development of a new
generation of casks suggest that shipment size may increase, resulting in a
change in the number of required shipments and a corresponding change in the

-

g
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structure of risks and costs. The use of overweight trucks is of interest to
the DOE because of their greater productivity. As a result, truck shipment
size might increase from the current legal weight limit which can accommodate
one pressurized water reactor (PWR) or two boiling water reactor (BWR) spent
fuel assemblies to an overweight shipment which could accommodate three PWR and
seven PWR assemblies, respectively, lt is also possible, that through spent
fuel consolidation and/or the allowance of a fuel burn-up credit, the quantity
of waste per cask could increase several fold. There is also the possibility
of the development of "l'lefty" rail casks which would carry an even larger
quantity of spent fuel.

Issues relating to overweight trucks and various rail shipment options
focus on such items as the deterioration of transportation infrastructure and
the probability, frequency and severity of accidents. Central to this debate
is the likely scenario that fewer shipments may result in fewer incidents, /
accidents, yet each such event may lead to more catastrophic results because of
the increased volume of dangerous cargo which might be released.

The impact assessment should include an assessment of the following rail
shipment issues.

Dedicated rail service would require significant changes in procedures.
The use of dedicated ('special" or otherwise) trains would permit the dispatch
of multiple casks in a single shipment, thereby reducing the number of
shipments required. Dedicated trains are attractive because of their
simplicity, trackability, ease of crewing and escorting, and their "minimal"
impact on railroad operations outside train dispatching. However, this
"minimal" impact can be profound, lt can make network travel times increase
for all other traffic if trains encounter delays when passing the dedicated
trains. Dedicated trains may also be more susceptible to sabotage/terrorism
because they are more easily recognized. Other impacts of dedicated trains
include the need for special servicing and the designation of locations where
such servicing can be performed, specialized maintenance training for the
personnel assigned to such facilities, and special tracks and facilities at
such locations set _side for servicing the trains. Train priority rules may
have to be established to ensure that the dedicat,,,-'1 trains receive proper
treatment without _ecial orders being given to the train dispatcher.,..

In regular rail service, on the other hand, was_es would be moved with
other freight on general merchandise trains, perhaps with speed restrictions,
without disrupting normal operations significantly. Sabotage/terrorism
vulnerability might actually be reduced since it would be more difficult to
find and gain access to the cars, Rail cars transporting wastes could be
gathered into shipment blocks, as is normally done, to minimize delivery
costs. The cars might receive special treatment in classification yards, as
high-and=wide cars currently do, being set out on specially designated sidings
for storage while awaiting connecting trains. Major drawbacks would be
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increased shipment time (resulting in increased radiation exposure), greater
difficulty in car tracing and the need to conduct safety and security awareness
training more fully among the ranks of rail employees.

Maximum train, cask and shipment sizes are related issues. The
trade-of fs are efficiency on the one hand and vulnerability to accident or
attack by terrorist groups using black market anti=tank weapons on the other.
Large trains (or large shipment sizes) would increase efficiency but generate
greater vulnerability to attack and sabotage. This increase in risk can be
partly offset by using a small cask size. For exami:'!_:_, if an attack were to be
made on a dedicated train, cars with relatively small casks would release only
"small" amounts of radioactive material from any one punctured cask; multiple
punctures would be required to gain the same level of release as would have
occurred from a much larger one.

IIrl)0rf_ rence__wihLb.___qL.m_L.0_QM._Lo2._

The mere existence of nuclear waste shipments, regardless of
configuration, will have an impact on the day=to-day operations of the
carrier's entire system. For example, in rail operations:

o Shipment size restrictions may affect train consists, blocking
patterns, yard operating plans and classification track designations.

o Operating rules may be affected if dedicated trains are required to
stop at all railroad crossings with highways or other railroads.

o Advance consists may be required to ensure that no problems exist with
the track over which a waste-carrying train is about to pass (e.g., to
check for broken rails and misaligned switches).

o The yard treatment of nuclear waste cars should be different than that
for other cars, necessitating changes in yard operations.

o Crew requirements may be affected (there may be more crew members on
waste-carrying trains), as well as their training (e.g., special
training in emergency response and incident management).

o Interchange requirements and procedures may need modification so that
waste cars and their location and condition are more tightly
controlled. Special procedures may be needed for dealing with waste
cars that are found to have defects upon interchange inspection.

o Special car and cask inspection procedures may be needed, and the
inspection crews must have special training.

o Restrictions may be needed for the placement of nuclear waste cars
within trains (e.g., next to the locomotives, in the middle, at the
end, next to the car carrying the escort personnel).

=

=
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o A caboose may be necessary to carry the escort party.

o Special "supply crews" may be needed to quickly replace road crews
whose hours of service have expired.

o lt will not be possible to leave trains carrying nuclear waste
unattended as is sometimes done presently.

o There may be extra restrictions that determine who is allowed to bid
for jobs involving nuclear waste.

o Special locomotive accommodations may be required for the escort
persortnel and their equipment and any special communications equipment
used to keep track of train and car location and status.

o Special foul weather plans may be needed to control the dispatching of
trains and the operation of yards during inclement weather conditions.

o Safety training programs may have to be modified to qualify employees
for the specia)requirements of nuclear waste shipments,

Advantai,_ingle Mode

There are significant advantages by focusing on only one mode.
Redundant, equal capacity facilJ.ties for each could be eliminated in favor of a
highly efficient, uni-modal complex. Such a solution would have the benefits
of: fewer carriers, easier carrier selection, fewer contracts and easier
shipment management. However, use of a single mode may be disadvantageous due
to: "captive" shipper problems and venerability to natural or intentional
disruption.

Info rmad 9..o_Re ouired

At a minimum, the modal mix transportation impact analysis requires the
following information for every shipment origin and destination:

o Volume (total number of casks by size and weight, both of which are
critical for determining the relevance of various medal options t.

o The risks associated with each. shipment option (accident and inciden_
rates, by mode and overall, for the best possible routes; resulting
population exposure levels and consequence distributions; fatalities;
injuries; latent diseases; etc.)

o Operating restrictions (the extent to which the planned option
requires extraordinary treatment and impacts beyond normal
operations).
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o Cost (per shipment and total; operating, maintenance, .and capital; to
whom and how paid; timing of accrual).

o Site access (technical, operational, and economic feasibility).

o Shipment time (elapsed, from the perspective of radiation exposure and
venerability to sabotage/terrorism, as well as cost and resource
requirements).

o Weather sensitivity (the effects of inclement conditions; expected
delays; extraordinary resource commitments required to continue
shipment under adverse weather conditions and/or piace shipments in
temporary storage pending weather condition improvement; importance of
weather as a factor in scheduling shipments).

o Security and safety (extent of personnel and other resources required
to protect the shipment; the incremental resources required to
minimize the likelihood of accidents/incidents; the complexity of

special arrangements required to provide secured areas for storage
during unforeseen or planned stoppages).

o Carrier qualifications (safety record; personnel training and
qualifications; maintenance practices; vehicle monitoring
capabilities; financial condition; operating authority).
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2.4 ROUTING

As with transportation modes, the choice of routes is fundamental to
transportation impact and impact minimization issues. Routing decisions will
determine the populations most impacted by the transportation system and will
have important implications for emergency preparedness, infrastructure wear and
the overall radiological and non=radiological risk of the tra_sportation
system. Whether onc, route or several routes are utilized will have important
advantages and disadvantages to state, Tribal and local governments. Who makes
routing decisions= -the State of Nevada, some multi=state organization, the DOE,
or' the carriers--also has important implications.

Most routing issues are influenced by modal mix. In fact, the impacts of
mode and route are so interdependent that an impact analysis must focus on
assessing mode and route options in an integrated fashion. In the previous
section on Modal Mix, considerable discussion was devoted to these joint
considerations and will not be repeated here. However, it should be understood
that the depth of routing impact assessment is on a par with dimen.sions of the
modal mix.

The issue of equity is also important in assessing routing impacts. At
the local level, routing exclusively along a particular corridor implies that a
select few communities are absorbing the total transport risk associated with

__ nuclear waste shipments. Beyond the geographical equity issue is the
distribution of impacts across demographic segments, including Tribal lands,
residential areas, commercial areas and places of public gathering. Finally,
routing analyses must include consideration of impacts upon ali affected
jurisdictions.

7.--

2.4.1 Impact Assessment Methodology

Section 1.2 on Impact Assessment Models describes the analytical system

for assessing the impacts of routing decisions and alternatives. Following a
are a number of important factors which the impact assessment should address
concerning routing:

=

o Population-at-risk and the geographic area of potential impact.

o Exposure of vulnerable sites/facilities along alternative routes.

o The use of high-traffic hazard areas which might increase
- non-radiological as well _).sradiological accident risk.

: o Routes which provide rapid access to potential accidents by emergency
_- response Ieams

_

_. o The use of interchange points to expedite shipments.
=

_

4
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o The use of routes that avoid contact with other dangerou_ goods
altogether so that the probability of a compound event is eliminated.

In some cases, however, these choices present trade-offs. For example,
emergency response may be better in urban areas, yet this corresponds to areas
of larger population-at-risk.
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2.5 EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE STANDARDS

In an effort to respond to cask and vehicle design considerations while
maintaining weight limitations, several alternative vehicle designs may
evolve. Under consideration at this time are designs which remove what may be
nonessential items in terms of vehicle operating performance in order to reduce
the weight of the basic operating system in favor of boosting cask carrying
capacity. Elimination of the vehicle components considered nonessential would
reduce vehicle weight, perhaps enough so that a larger capacity cask can be
placed on the truck while maintaining legal weight.

Of course, human factors considerations may prevail in areas where this
presents trade=offs with respect to driver performance. Therefore,
equipment/vehicle standards must also take into consideration the effects of
noise, temperature, vibration, cab configuration, braking systems, freedom of
visibility, etc. Improved standards in these areas may offer an opportunity to
mitigate certain impacts which will result from the transportation system.

Because of the limited experience to date with cask shipments via some
modes (e.g., truck) and via all modes in the quantities to be shipped to a
repository, the performance of each mode is not actually known, Assumptions
will have to be made, based on past performance or pilot tests, to determine
the risk and performance characteristics of each mode. However, it should be
noted that carrier performance has a great bearing on modal performance because
of the human element involved. For example, rail is not an automated system
with absolutely repeatable performance; its performance is dependent on the
technical competency and dedication of the people who make it function.

The impact assessment should also assess potential improvements (e.g.
dead man breaks) to highway and rail equipment design that would reduce the
risk from shipments of nuclear waste to a repository.
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2.6 INFRASTRUCTURE

This section outlines a methodology for assessing the impacts nuclear
waste shipments to a repository at Yucca Mountain will have on the highways and
railways in the State of Nevada. This section does not address other
repository-related transportation impacts such as the transportation of
personnel and equipment.

The magnitude of the impact will depend on the increase of traffic volume and
change of traffic composition. The potential use of ove_,weight highway and
"hefty" rail shipments are of particular concern, fin this discussion,
infrastructure includes support equipment, such as signals, and considers both
existing facilities and potential new facilities.

The damages caused by nuclear waste shipments and repairs necessary to
adequately maintain the infrastructure are controversial issues because, in
most cases, these facilities are shared with other freight and passenger
vehicles. Hence, it may be difficult to ascertain what proportion, if any, of
damage to the infrastructure would be accountable to the nuclear waste
shipments.

The existing road and rail systems need to be characterized in terms of
its vehicle capacity, structural load, carrying capacity of pavements, track
and bridges, geometrics, friction, accident records and ancillary facilities,
etc. With proper characterization of the existing system and a definition of
traffic to be generated by the repository, the economic and safety impact on
roads and rail cart be described within acceptable limits.

Because the road and rail networks and their usage are constantly
changing, the present condition of the network must be established and updated
periodically. Projected traffic increases and changes in traffic composition
will have to be defined to periodically assess the impact on the transportation
networks during the years of repository operation.

In conducting the impact assessment, a comprehensive view of
infrastructure is necessary. For example, in the rail mode, infrastructure
components in addition to track and bridges need consideration, including
communications equipment, locomotives, car tracing equipment (hardware and
software), signal system equipment, buildings for housing crews and escort
personnel, special maintenance facilities for repairing the cars, and special
storage tracks and secured areas for damaged and disabled equipment. In the
highway mode, in addition tc) pavements and bridges, infrastructure elements
such as safe parking areas need to be addressed.

Impacts will include the need for increased maintenance, rehabilitation
and reconstructior_ of the existing system as well as identification of the need
for new transportation facilities. Initial costs and life cycle costs need to
be defined.
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2.6.1 impact Monitoring Process

The monitoring process deserves special attention because an initial
outline is needed for what data to collect and how, both during the baseline
period before the shipment program begins and during its operation.
Categorically, two types of data can be collected: the first relating to
roadway and track and the second relating to other types of infrastructure such
as bridges, locomotives, and signal and communications equipment.

Insofar as roadway and track conditio'n is concerned, baseline charts and
maintenance cost data should be collected for the routes to be used, and

special test measurement sec:ions should be designated (e.g. rail profilometer
readings, ballast borings ann tie condition inspections). Once the shipment
program is underway, the track charts and cost data should be recollected
periodically and the field measurements repeated to determine whether
heightened rates of wear have occurred. Observations will have to be frequent
enough that the effects of rail changeouts, tie renewal programs and other
programmed maintenance activities cause minimal problems for the impact
assessment process.

For other infrastructure requirements, it seems sufficient to monitor the
types of investments made, their capital cost and the attendant operating and
maintenance costs. This applies to bridges, communications equipment,
locomotives, car tracing equipment (hardware and software), signal system
equipment, buildings for housing crews and escort personnel, special
maintenance facilities for repairing the cars, and special storage tracks and
safe parking areas for damaged and disabled equipment.

2.6.2 Impact Assessment Methodology

.T_._oesof Infr tO.gL_t_re Impacts

Assuming that highway ah_ rail shipments of nuclear waste to the
repository will occur in Nevada, the infrastructure impact assessment should
consider the following aspects of both the highway and rail infrastructure in
Nevada.

o Traffic.

o Reconstruction, rehabilitation and maintenance.

o Pavements/rails.

o Condition of bridges.

o Need for new facilities.

o Need for special facilities due to the nature of nuclear waste.
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o Capital and maintenance costs,

o Accident prevention,

o Operating restrictions,

o Shipment time,

o Weather sensitivity,

o Security andsafety,

o Impact on other traffic,

o Special faciliti(_S (sl._;iiIas safe stopping areas and inspection sites)

E_gngmiq Assessment Mod_l

The costs of increased maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of
existing facilities and the construction of new facilities need to be
assessed. Initial design and construction costs and life Cycle costs in terms
of current worth and equivalent uniform annual costs are of importance,
Guidelines for conducting these types of cost analyses for pavements have been
recently developed for the Corps of Engineers by the University of Nevada, Reno
and are suggested for use as a starting point.

The initial and recurring costs that should be considered in this
economic evaluation include the following:

o State and local costs,

- Initial capital cost of construction

-_ - Future capital cost of reconstruction and rehabilitation

: - Maintenance cost

- Salvage value
_

- Engineering and administration cost

- Traffic control cost

o User costs.

- Travel time

- Vehicle operation

r,
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- Accidents

- Discomfort

- Time delay and extra vehicle operating costs during resurfacing
or major maintenance

o Non user costs.

Nce.d for New F_ciliti_s

New routes, such as a new highway bypassing the Las Vegas Valley and
potential rail spurs to Yucca Mountain, should also be assessed for reducing
the risk of the waste shipments. Since Yucca Mountain is not currently served
by rail if the rail mode is to be used for shipments to the repository (without
an intermodal transfer) a new rail spur to Yucca Mountain would have to be
constructed. Several alternatives could be utilized for the location of the
spur connection to the mainline and for the routing of the spur. The analysis
of potential new routes (and alternatives) should be conducted in accordance
with the network approach discussed under Routing (section 2.4).

Highway Infrastr_¢tore Impacts

The impact that a repository at Yucca Mountain will have on the
infrastructure of Nevada's highways requires the evaluation of several
components such as capacity of routes, condition of pavements, condition of
bridges, safety of routes and cost. A capacity analysis of the routes that
will be used to transport waste to the repository using an estimated traffic
volume generated by the repository is needed to ensure that the level of
service of the highways is adequate or to determine the need for widening or
for the construction of new facilities. The condition of pavements and bridges
must be established to determine the need for maintenance, rehabilitation or
reconstruction. The cost of increased maintenance, rehabilitation and
reconstruction of the existing facilities as well as the construction of new
facilities needs to be established.

Traffic

The impacts of increased truck traffic related to waste shipments needs
to be assessed for each of the various truck shipment options (single legal
weight, convoy and overweight).

.R__Qnstr...uction, Rehabilitation and Mainte_n_an_.
_=

The increased volume of trucks transporting nuclear waste needs to be
_ evaluated for impacts on highway safety and structural capacity. Using the

............. . -_ ...:. ; .- :.?. _-__.:-_- --
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projected traffic data, the tin_ of reconstruction and rehabilitation of roads
and bridges should be estimated an_ _hc cost defined.

The use of overweight trucks to transport waste to the repository is
being considered in order to reduce the number of shipments. The structural
integrity of the highways could be threatened by relatively few passes of very
heavy loads. According to the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials, the pavement wear can be diminished by adding axles
to the vehicles or by increasing the spacing between axles. Consequently, a
properly designed overweight truck could cause less damage. In any event, a
complete structural analysis will have to be performed to ascertain whether the
existing pavements and bridges will be adversely affected.

Pavement_

A thorough analysis of the impact of waste transportation to the
repository on pavements requires detailed data on layer thicknesses and
materials, sub grade material, traffic loading history, drainage structures, and
physical and geometric features. These factors contribute to the pavement wear
cycle. Standards for evaluating pavement condition include the following
indicators: (I) serviceability, (2) ride, (3) rut depth, (4) cracking, (5)
patching, (6) bleeding and (7) raveling. Irl general, the extended presence of
items (3)-('7) reflects a road which has noticeably deteriorated and which may
threaten safe transport. Depending on the scale of the problem, either
maintenance, overlay or total reconstruction may be warranted.

A pavement management system for systematically scheduling maintenance,
rehabilitation and reconstruction of pavements based on maximizing benefits or
minimizing cost should be utilized, lt will also be necessary to obtain
structural section plans for all identified routes and to conduct destructive
sampling to verify structural sections and to ascertain existing pavement
structural capability. A drainage survey must be conducted for all routes.

Pavement Performance Model_

-q

Performance models should be developed (specifically for Nevada
pavements) and used to predict the time to failure given typical traffic,
maintenance and rehabilitation efforts and environment. This will encompass a
review of existing performance models, an analysis of pavement performance in
Nevada and an analysis of environmental data.

To develop a performance model to predict pavement failure, a
representative sample of low, medium and high volume pavements can be obtained

" using the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT) Pavement Management System
data. Traffic, maintenance and structural records are available from local
agencies and NDOT. These data must be analyzed to find deterioration rates for
existing pavements as a function of traffic, maintenance and rehabilitation,
structural design and environment.

s

.........................
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_9ndition of Bridges

The impact assessment should consider potential damage to bridges and
other highway structures. The beginning point for the impact assessment is to
understand the existing condition of ali the bridges and other structures along
the routes to be used to transport nuclear waste to the repository. The
procedure for rating an existing bridge requires careful evaluation of many
factors. Ali physical features of the bridge that have an effect on its
structural integrity need to be examined, and the absolute maximum permissible
load level that the structure may be subjected to must be determined.

Bridge inspection should include piers and abutments, stringers and
girders, trusses, bearings and expansion joints, decks, sidewalks and
railings. State and national agencies have developed inspection manuals that
describe the equipment and type of information needed to evaluate the condition
of bridges. The "Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges," published by
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials,
provides for the evaluation of bridge components by specifying stress carrying
capacity in terms of loads producing the design stress and a higher allowable
stress due to overweight vehicles.

Brid_e Str_.ng_henin_ Needs

Strengthening is defined as a method to extend the lives of bridges that
require additional load-carrying capacity to meet current and projected truck
loads. Strengthening needs such as replacing, rehabilitation, widening or
other structural work should be determined from a comprehensive bridge
management system (BMS). A BMS should be used to compare different
maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement options for Nevada's bridges.

R_8..i_LlInfrastructure. Im.t:)acts

This section addresses the assessment of rail infrastructure impacts
caused by the transportation of nuclear waste to the repository at Yucca
Mountain. There are two primary facets to this assessment, both of which have
relevance to the before and after assessment activities. The first relates to
heightened wear rates caused by the type of equipment used for the nuclear
waste shipments; the second, to the incremental infrastructure investments
required to accommodate the shipment program, not only track and bridges but
other types of infrastructure as weil, such as special communications equipment
which might be installed in the locomotives used to power the trains carrying
the wastes.

In the period before the shipment program begins, the purpose of the rail
infrastructure impact assessment is to predict what the impacts will be for
various combinations of rail shipment patterns and infrastructure options.
This would include a comparative analysis of the impacts on the existing
physical plant versus those that would be anticipated if the physical plant
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,.,,'ere to be upgraded in some way.

In the period after the shipment campaign is underway, the methodology
provides a mechanism for comparing the impacts observed with those which were
anticipated. If a given impact is smaller or greater than expected, it
provides a mechanism for reassessing the infrastructure decisions. For
example, if concrete ties prove to minimize the recurring maintenance costs
associated with cask=carrying cars, then capital investments should be
considered on a widespread basis. Alternately, if concrete ties prove to have
an effect indistinguishable from wood, then such action would be unnecessary.

"'_ sessmenL__j:k0_C'onstruction and Maintenance Practic_

The railroad industry has continually argued that spent fuel shipments
cause extraordinary damage to the track. They point out that the 6 and 8=axle
cars typicatly used have capacities above I00 tons, which is the de=facto
industry standard (DOE is presently contemplating the use of such cars). They
further claim that studies of rail wear, and moreover track maintenance, show
significant detr)mental impacts from 100-ton freight cars, vis-a-vis their
80-ton counterparts, let alone cars with capacities over 100 tons. Evidence to
date suggests this could be a problem, and it l_ay be compounded by the fact
that dedicated trains would have a closely-spaced series of such cars (which
means repeated stressing in rapid succession), a condition with which no U.S.
railroad has experience.

A closely allied issue is that of condition assessment. If the nuclear
waste shipments cause extraordinary damage, wear rates would have to be
monitored closely. This would be important not only to the carrier (i.e., for
appropriate compensation), but also to the governmental jurisdictions through
which the shipments pass (especially for determining how frequently safety
inspections should be performed). There is also a question of whether the
United States Department of 'Transportation (DOT'), Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) track class standards would be an adequate basis for
measurement (many railroads think they are not) and if not, what other track
quality index (TQI) would be appropriate.

Constructiot_ and maintenance practices are a third, related issue.
Perhaps a minimum weight of rail should be specified. Constraints might be
appropriate for the maximum degree of superelevation in curves. Also, track
surfacing operations should perhaps be more frequent, as should rail
changeour_.

Shipment of nuclear waste to a repository will generate the need for
special facilities at selected locations throughout the rail network. There is
the possibility that new bypasses would be warranted around heavily populated
areas or that new, short links would be needed to connect one line to another

-= -L'-
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where they presently only cross. Special sidings may be needed, as well as set
out tracks next to yard towers and clearance improvements. Track design and
construction upgrades, discussed above, would also generate a need for "special
facilities."

The needs go well beyond track. 'They include advanced signal systems,
special crew quarters on locomotives, special car tracing hardware and
software, track switch hardware and control equipment, secured areas for
detained cars and trains, maintenance support equipment (especially for the
cars), locomotive on-board communications hardware, train locating
capabilities, grade crossing hardware and advanced dispatcher support systems.

I_.a.gi.il.gtional Responsibility

Normally, each railroad has exclusive responsibility for, and absolute
control over, the maintenance of its tracks and other facilities. However, it
cannot be assumed that facility maintenance will occur automatically. Are the
railroads transporting nuclear waste to a repository subject to contracts
incorporating appropriate penalty= incentive clauses and inspection-enforcement
procedures? Will the DOE contract with the railroads for facility
construction, maintenance and operation including the following actions:

o Cost of (construction, operation and maintenance) of any ne',. spurs,
connections, sidings, lines or other facilities built specifically to
accommodate the nuclear waste shipments.

o Penalty clauses for poor maintenance performance and provide
attractive incentive payments for trouble-free service.

o Services of an independent, maintenance auditing consultant who can
spot-check carrier performance and recommend corrective actions where
required (e.g,, maintenance which should be perforrned, how much it
should cost, and how it can be ensured, both contractually and through
legal proceedings if necessary).

The rail infrastructure impact assessment methodology is best thought of
as consisting of two distinct parts, one being a decision support system for
determining what initial or subsequent rail infrastructure investments should
be made to provide the safest shipment program possible and the other being a
monitoring program to assess the heightened maintenance costs and other impacts
caused by the shipments. The relationship between them is one of inputs and
outputs: as the shipment program progresses, the imoacts from the monitoring
program become inputs to the decision-making process, and the decisions made
affect the impacts observed in the future.

Ali infrastructure used for nuclear waste shipments should produce risk
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levels (primarily expected accident rates) at or below that of all other
candidate modes. Ideally, the level of risk prevention provided tLroughout the
network should be uniform for all rail links being used to carry nuclear waste.

!n._formation Required

At a minimum, the following information is required to assess rail
infrastructure impacts:

o Volume (total number of casks, by size and weight of shipment,
critical for determining the relevance of various infrastructure
options).

o The marginal reductions in risk (e.g., due to decreased derailments)
afforded by all possible improvements in infrastructure (e.g., changes
in track class or some other measure of track quality), and the
associated incremental costs.

o A definition/delineation of the other special equipment which will be
required to protect the shipments. Ideally, for each, this should
identify the marginal increase in safety that each ¢Iffords as a
function of funds expended.
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2.7 DEFENSE WASTE

The Preferred Transportation System report provides a baseline for
assessing the impacts of defense waste shipments to a repository. The
preferred system for defense waste transportation consists of all of the
elements of the Preferred Transportation System (for nondefense waste) plus an
assessment of the special needs of defense waste shipments. The Nuclear Waste
Policy Act Amendments of 1987 (NWPAA) has resolved two important issues:
defense waste will be transported in NRC-certified casks; and NRC
prenotification requirements will apply to defense waste shipments to a
repository.

The following issues have been identified as requiring special
consideration in the impact assessment of defense waste transportation to the
repository.

2.7.1 Design and Maintenance of Casks

The NWPAA requires that the NP, C certify casks used by the DOE to ship
defense waste to a repository. Since the defense waste casks will differ from
civilian waste casks, their design and maintenance should be reviewed, and the
NRC certification process should be monitored.

2.7.2 Shipment Volume, Rate andTiming

The DOE has utilized a figure of 20,000 canisters to describe the volume

of defense waste to be shipped to a repository, an amount they equate to
"I0,000 pounds of heavy metal." The DOE has described the defense waste stream
as being 15 percent of the total high-level waste stream of the nation in 1982,
and projected _o be 3 percent of the total in 2010. Details about volume,
timing and rate of shipments either do not exist or will not be finalized until
site-specific waste management plans are finalized at the DOE facilities now
storing the waste. There has been no indication of the rate at which defense
waste shipments will be implemented, and the modal mix of rail/highway/barge
transportation has yet to be described. Furthermore, the DOE has not provided
details in either the Yucca Mountain Environmental Assessment or in the

Transportation Institutional Plan of the characteristics of defense waste, or
of the vitrified or other forms in which the waste will be shipped.

2.7.3 Institutional Developments

Several government processes are or will be underway which should be
monitored: the NRC will be asked to certify the casks proposed for shipment of
defense waste; the physical protection systems u.tilized by both NRC and DOE are
both subjects of proposed modifications; and the DOT regulatory system
governing transportation will be further developed at federal, Tribal, state
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and local levels to accommodate waste shipments.

2.7,4 Physical Protection/Safeguard Procedures

lt is recommended that the safeguar_ systems which DOE proposes to
utilize be compared with the physical protection requirements described in
Section 3.9 of the Preferred 'Transportation System report.

The DOE has traditionally used internal safeguard procedures which are
supposed to be equivalent to NRC procedures and approved by the DO'['. However,
the NWPAA requires that NRC prenotification requirements be utilized for
defense waste shipments to a repository, .,kt the present time it appears that
the DOE is free to implement the other components of its safeguard procedures.
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3.0 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

This section of the report outlines the transportation system operational
procedure issues that should be considered in conducting the impact
assessment, "l'he operational issues are presented in terms of nine major
elements:

o Operations plans.

o Carrier requirements.

o Personnel training and qualifications,

o Cask maintenance.

o Vehicle maintenance,

o Vehicle stoppage,

o Shipment monitoring and prenotification.

o Inspection and enforcement.

o Physical protection.

3.1 OPERATIONS PLANS

To assess the impacts of transporting nuclear waste to a repository at
Yucca Mountain from an operations planning perspective, the planned
transportation system's operations plan (or planning approach) should be
assessed against that discussed in section 3.1 of the Preferred Transportation
System report.

Section 3,1 of the Preferred Transportation System report discusses the
etements (subplans) of the operations plan. Following is a summary of these
elements (subplans) that the impact assessment should address:

o Techrtical information system plan.

o Facility and vehicle operational readiness plan.

o Maintenance and inspection plan.

o Training plan.

o Transportation plan.
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o Supervision plan.

o Higher supervision services plan.

o Independent audits and appraisals plans.

In addition to these subplans, the impact assessment should compare the
planned transportation system's management control factors to those described
in section 3.1 of the Preferred Transportation System report, including:

o Policy.

o Methods, criteria, analyses.

o Line responsibility.

o Staff responsibility.

o Budgets. 6,

o Document control.

o Hazard analysis and risk assessment.

o Life cycle analysis,
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3.2 CARRIER REQUIREMENTS

To assess the impacts concerning carrier requirements for the
transportation of nuclear waste to a repository at Yucca Mountain, the planned
transportation system's carrier requirements should be assessed against those
described in section 3.2 of the Preferred Transportation System report. The
impact assessment should, at a minimum, assess the following issues concerning
carrier requirements.

o The responsibilities assigned to each carrier and the responsibilities
retained by the shipper (DOE).

o The screening process used to select qualified applicants.

o The screening criteria, including carrier experience.

o The pre-qualification process used (e.g., test shipments) to ensure
that carriers can achieve their "paper" qualifications.

o Carrier selection criteria including:

- Risk (e.g., expected fatalities, injuries, dollar damages,
etc., for each carrier mix).

- Reliability (the consistency with which the nuclear waste
transport services will be provided, such as making pickups and
deliveries on time).

- Program risk (the "portfolio risk" associated with the carrier
mix included in any alternative, such as the number of carriers
involved, broken down by mode, geographic region, etc.).

Once the shipment program is underway, the impacts relate to incremental
impact "penalties" due to a poor choice of carriers, comparing one carrier's

: performance with another. The methodology associated with measuring the
impacts due to DOE carrier selection is relatively simple, involving

: performance monitoring on a carrier specific basis. The aim is to identify
incremental impact "penalties" a_sociated with specific carriers, with each one

: being monitored for its performance in several areas: accidents, incidents,
. unplanned stoppages and extraordinary risk exposure or impacts due to the

above. A comparison of these data will indicate where the state has incurred
. extraordinary impacts due to poor carrier choice on the part of DOE.

In the period before nuclear waste shipments get underway, baseline data
should be collected for carriers who pass the pre-qualification test. This

-_ will provide a starting basis for time-series analyses of trends for individual
: carriers. After the shipment program is underway, these data should be updated

yearly, or on a more frequent basis if necessary to keep pace with changing=

performance levels.
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3.3 PERSONNEL TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS

To assess the impacts concerning personnel training and qualifications
for the transportation of nuclear waste to a repository at Yucca Mountain, the
planned transportation system's personnel training and qualification
requirements should be assessed against those described in section 3.3 of the
Preferred Transportation System report.

The impact assessment should, at a minimum, asse,_s the following elements
of a personnel training and qualification program.

o The scope of the personnel training and qualifications program (are
qualification and training standards required for all job
classifications.)

o Clear responsibility for conducting training for the various job
classifications.

o When is training/retraining provided. How frequently the training is
conducted, considering the risk entailed in not providing refresher
training.

o Where is training/retraining provided, lt may be best to have some of
the training conducted by the DOE at a central facility, while other
training might best be done at the local level.

o Recognition of nuclear waste as a unique commodity.

During the operation of the transportation system, assessment of the
impacts of the personnel training and qualification program involves the
monitoring of the following factors:

o Accidents and/or incidents caused by poor training/inadequate
qualifications.

o Accidents or incidents prevented, or reduced in severity, due to good
training/adequate qualifications,

o Increases in impacts or reductions in risk exposure levels due to
either of the above.

3.3.1 Information Required

In order to assess the impacts of a training/qualification program, the
following information is needed:

o A complete list of potential subjects.
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o Estimates of the teaching time for each,

o Their marginal value in risk reduction.

o Testing alternatives and their value.

o An assessrnent of the financial responsibility for training among DOE,
the carriers, the states and any other interested parties.
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3.4 CASK MAINTENANCE
L

To assess the impacts concerning cask maintenance for the transportation
of nuclear waste to a repository at Yucca Mountain, the planned transportation
system's cask maintenance program should be assessed against that described in
section 3,4 of the Preferred Transportation System report,

The impact assessment should, at a minimum, assess the following cask
maintenance issues/elements of the Preferred Transportation System,

o Inclusion of maintenance considerations in cask design,

o Successful maintenance of cask designs within usual time and budget
constraints.

o Sufficient quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) to guarantee
safety.

o Provide enforceable and verifiable QA/QC procedures,

o Consideration of human error in QA/QC.

o Cask ownership.

o Ensure the prompt recall of casks, when necessary,

o Require that fuel meet a cleanliness standard or be canned,

o Utilize robotic maintenance systems,

o Utilize cask transponders,

o Develop adequate cask maintenance facilities.

o Develop a field-based maintenance capability,

o Provide secured stopping areas.

- o Develop regulatory guide.

o Establish and maintain a database on cask maintenance,

5--
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3.5 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

To assess the impacts concerning vehicle maintenance, the planned vehicle
maintenance program should be compared to the vehicle maintenance program
described in section 3.5 of the Preferred Transportation System report.

The preferred vehicle maintenance plan consists of three principal
parts: (I) a home maintenance plan for regularly scheduled activities which
take piace .when the equipment is at pre-designated locations for predetermined
servicing; (2) a field maintenance plan which indicates what actions should be
taken when breakdowns occur in the field (a contingency plan) and (3) a plan
for establishing coordination between the two. Moreover, the plan must be all
encompassing, addressing the entire spectrum of component maintenance within a
given vehicle and the coordination of maintenance activities among all vehicle
types involved.

,,kt a minimum, the planned transportation system should be compared to the
following specific vehicle maintenance aspects of the Preferred Transportation
System.

o Frequency of regular servicing.

o When the heavy maintenance is performed. _,

o Coordination of maintenance activities ....

o Field breakdown procedures.

o Correction of minor malfunctions.

o Responsibility for field service contracts.

o Ownership of vehicles by the shipper or transporter.

o Resolution of conflicts in carrier maintenance scheaules.

: o Secured stopping areas.

Before the shipment program begins, the principal focus is on
benchmarking the extraordinary resources needed to maintain a fleet of vehicles
to acceptable standards. Afterward, it is on monitoring the incremental
impacts and risk exposure due to faulty or insufficient maintenance being
performed, overall for the program and on a carrier or maintenance=contractor
specific basis. This includes the incremental resource commitments required to
make the maintenance perf'ormance meet acceptable standards should it fail to do
SO.

In the period before the nuclear waste shipments get underway, baseline
data should be collected for carriers or maintenance contractors who pass the

=
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pre-quaLification test. This wiLl provide a cross-sectional database and a
starting basis for time-series analyses of trends for individual carriers or
contractors. After the shipment program is underway, these data should be
updated yearly, or on a more frequent basis if necessary to keep pace with
changing performance levels.

3.5.1 Information Required

The information required includes:

o Fleet size involved, overall and by type of vehicle.

o Maintenance options available for each component.

o Recommended service intervals.

o Failure rates by component.

o Capabilities of repair shops and where they are located.

, o Contingency options for dealing with breakdowns,

J
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3,6 VEHICLE STOPPAGE

To assess the impacts concerning vehicle stoppage the planned vehicle

stoppage system should be compared to the vehicle stoppage program described in
section 3.6 of the Preferred Transportation System report. At a minimum, the
assessment should consider the following:

o Protecting the vehicle (truck or train) and the crew during stops,

o Minimizing the length of stops,

o Selecting the safest locations possible (e.g., truck stops, military
bases, rail yards, interchange locations).

o Ensuring that stoppage restrictions do not interfere with crew
performance (e.g., too much time in the cab or locomotive between rest
periods),

o Protecting stopped vehicles from sabotage/terrorism/interference.

o Limiting the radiation exposure during stops.

_ o Managing unplanned stops. -'

o Inclement weather conditions,

o Avoiding interaction with other dangerous goods shipments.

o Trade-offs consistent versus randomized planned stops.

o When and where the planned stops should occur (based on the reason for
and timing of each stop).

o How the stopping areas should prepare for the vehicle's arrival.

o How the vehicles should be protected during stops.

o Who should decide where planned stoppages occur and the procedure for
unplanned stoppages: the DOE, carriers, state, Tribal or local

governments,

Before th_ shipment program begins, the focus is on estimating the

impacts and risk exposure that will be due to both planned and unplanned stops
and the resource commitments required (e.g., for emergency response teams) to
achieve a given level of risk control. After the program is underway, the

" focus will be on tracking the impacts of stoppages as they occur, including the
number of incidents associated with stoppages, the impacts of those incidents,
and the resources expended to control them; as well as additional resource

' commitments made to ensure that such incidents do not occur in the future.

_
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.xs with many of the preceding areas, the methodological focus is on
measuring the impacts due to the quality of the planned and unplanned vehicle
stoppage plans and their execution by all the parties involvcd. In the period
before nuclear waste shipments get underway, existing information on the
consequences of stopping for nuclear waste-carrying vehicles should be compiled
into a baseline database. This will provide a starting basis for time-series
analyses of trends for individual carriers, escort contractors and/or emergency
responders. After the shipment program is underway, these data should be
updated yearly, or on a more frequent basis if necessary to keep pace with
changing performance.

3.6.1 Information Needed

The information needed to assess the impacts of vehicle stoppage
includes:

o A list of reasons why _ehicles would stop.

o The times when the stu)ps will be required for refueling, eating,

resting, etc.

o Example lists of potential facilities for making the stops and where
the.,, are located.

o Servicing times required.

o The definJ.tion of a safe parking area and example lists of such
facilities.

o A contingency plan for each type of unplanned stop.

o A definition of the types of emergency response capabilities that
would be required and exa.mple lists for those that exist in selected
areas.
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3.7 SHIPMENT MONITORING AND PRENOTIFICATION

To assess the impacts concerning shipment monitoring and prenotification
for the transportation of nuclear waste to a repository at Yucca Mountain, the
planned transportation system's provisions for shipment monitoring and
prenotification should be assessed against those discussed in section 3.7 of
the Preferred Transportation System report, At a minimum, the assessment
should include the following features of the shipment monitoring system:

o Provides information needed by state, Tribal and local governments.

o Provides sufficient accuracy and timeliness to locate the vehicle
easily in an emergency and to dispatch emergency response teams to
that location.

o Provides reliable information not easily disrupted by interferences of
various types, including weather.

o Provides a reliable communication link with the command and control
center responsible for monitoring vehicle location.

o Provides security of the vehicles' locations so that terrorists or
others cannot easily anticipate its passage along a given route,

o Is amenable to computer generated displays such as digital maps.

o Is amenable to programming for delivery of annunciator displays to
alert the command and control center of important or critical
anomalies in the transportation process.

o Delivers emergency signals initiated on-board the vehicle.

o Provides these features at a reasonable cost.

The assessment of shipment prenotification systems should consider the
following criteria:

o Adequacy of information provided to each level of government.

o Value of the information provided to a recipient.

o Reliability of the information provided.

o Reliability of the process used,

o An assessment of the risk exposure that occurs by releasing a piece of
information to a given recipient,

=-
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3,7.1 Information Needed

The information required includes:

o An assessment, with input from experienced persons in emergency
response, on what information would be most pertinent (e.g.,
description of contents, emergency response procedures, routing and
time of passage).

o A review of what information state, Tribal and local officials need to
fulfill their responsibilities.

o An estimate of how much time should be allowed between prenotification
and shipment, including an assessment of the downside risks or"
information lc_Iks.

o An analysis of the technological options for obtaining and
distributing information.

o Assessment of the risk of unauthorized people intercepting
information, by distribution option.

o Technical specifications and performance tests on alternate vehicle
tracking options.
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3,8 INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

To assess the impacts of transporting nuclear waste to a repository at
Yucca Mountain from the perspective of inspection and enforcement, the planned
transportation system's provisions on inspection and enforcement should be
assessed against those described in section 3.8 of the Preferred Transportation
System report. At a minimum, the assessment should include the following:

o Division of inspection responsibilities among the carriers, DOE, the
NRC, the DOT, states, Tribes and local governments.

o Consistency of inspection criteria/procedures.

o When and how often inspections are conducted.

o Where the inspections are conducted.

o What items are inspected and how often.

o How violations are defined.

o What penalties for violations are imposed.

o What enforcement proceedings are used.

Initially, the focus is on the resources required to carry out the
inspection and enfoicement activities, and the trade-off between these and the
level of risk protection (i.e., impact mitigation) provided. After the
shipment program is underway, the emphasis is on keeping track of what
incidents arose because of poor or insufficient inspection or enforcement and
what additional resource commitments will have to be made or have been made to
ensure such incidents do not recur.

The methodological focus is again on monitoring, with a need to assess
the impacts due to the type of inspection and enforcement procedures being
foIlowe(l. In the period before nuclear waste shipments get underway, existing
information on the resources presently required to carry out existing nuclear
waste shipment-related inspection and enforcement activities should be
documented. This will provide a baseline database. Also, a quantitative or
qualitatively-developed quantitative measure of the level of safety and
security this provides should be developed. After the shipment program is
underway, these data should be updated yearly, or on a more frequent basis if
necessary to keep pace with changing performance.
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3.9 PHYSICAL PROTECTION

To assess the physical protection (sabotage/terrorism) impacts of
transporting nuclear waste to a repository at Yucca Mountain, two analyses
should be conducted. First, the probabilities and consequences of a full range
of sabotage and terrorism events should be analyzed with the risk assessment
approach described in section I.l of the Preferred Transportation System
report. Second, the planned transportation system's provisions on physical
protection should be assessed against those described in section 3.9 of the
Preferred Transportation System report. At a minimum, the impact assessment
shouid include the following:

o Technical measures.

o Organizational measures,

o Safeguard measures.

o Mitigation measures.

o Political measures.

3.9.1 Difficulty in Quantifying the Probability of Sabotage/Terrorism

The impact assessment should recognize the difficulty in quantifying
social risks, such as sabotage and terrorism. Because these actions are
directed towards deliberate destruction of containers or vehicles, a few
attempts are sufficient to release a large amount of radioactivity or, in the
case of manipulation, to cause an accident. Hence, a small probability of
occurrence is accentuated by the near-certainty of the effect. That is why
risk management has to deal with these risks in great detail; for just one
incident may cause tremendous damage.

3.9,2 Trade=Offs Between Increased Protection and Social Costs

The impact assessment should also consider the trade=of fs between
increased physical protection and social costs, lt should be noted that
overdoing safeguard measures, in particular monitoring crew members and
investigating their private and political activities, creates a risk of its own
and may endanger civil liberties. In addition, police response against
demonstrators or protesters may be overprotective and thus challeng_, the right
of free speech and free assembly.

Absolute security against sabotage/terrorist attack is iIIusionary, and
the attempt to perfect protection would inevitably result in the loss of
substantial civil liberties. Thus protective actions have to achieve a balance
between the costs and undesirable social consequences of overprotection and the
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resulting frustration of personnel and the health and property risks of
underprotection. Considering the options that terrorists may choose from,
guarding of vehicles, inspection of vehicles, routine investigations of
personnel and frequent rerouting decisions are some of the risk management
options that should be considered.
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4.0 FIRST YEAR RESEARCH NEEDS

INTRODUCTION

This section of the report presents the high priority, immediate research
needs that should be addressed during the first year, November I, 1988, through
June 30, 1989, of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), Nuclear Waste
Transportation Research Center (NWTRC). The scope of work that follows is that
which has been developed for the NWTRC

This section is intended to provide a general description of the first
year efforts of the NWTRC. The descriptions in the scope of work are limited
to the activities to be conducted during the NWTRC's first year The
discussion of the major areas of emphasis provides a general indication of some
of the NWTRC anticipated activities for the second and subsequent years.

Clearly, the resources available to the NWTRC are bounded. Consequently, one
cannot expect the NWTRC to strive to duplicate all the technical activities
that the DOE is carrying out in developing the nuclear waste transportation
system. However, it is clear that state, Tribal and local governments in
Nevada must be cognizant of and have the technical capacity to review and
provide input on all nuclear waste transportation issues.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

" The primary goal of the NWTRC is to provide the technical resource base
to assist state, Tribal and local governments in Nevada in addressing the full

range of nuclear waste transportation issues impacting the State of Nevada.
This includes' (I) assessing the impacts from the DOE nuclear waste
transportation system, (2) analyzing alternatives which minimize impacts and
increase safety and (3) investigating potential mitigation and compensation

' strategies for those impacts which cannot be avoided. In order to assist the
Nevada W_te Project Office in achieving these goals, the NWTRC will:

1 Develop programs to pursue the transportation research needs
recommended in sections 4 and 5 of this report.

m

" Continue research on the Preferred Transportation System developed ins.

the Transportation Needs Assessment.

3 Implement the Transportation Impact Assessment System described in

sections I, 2 and 3 of this report.
__=

_- 4 Investigate potential mitigation and compensation strategies for those
impacts which cannot be avoided.

=
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Ultimately, the NWTRC seeks to become the center for transportation
issues of all types in Nevada and the southwestern United States, These issues
include not only the transport of nuclear materials, but the transport of
hazardous materials of all types, as well as the general transportation
requirements of the rapidly growing areas of Nevada and the Southwest, The
strategic plan for meeting this long-range objective includes the development
of a recognized transportation research program and the establishment of a
curriculum to meet the public education needs of the surrounding region as they
pertain to transportation,

MANAGEMENT APPROACH

Management Structure

The NWTRC has been constituted within the UNLV Howard R. Hughes College
of Engineering. The director of the NWTRC will report to the Dean of
Engineering, Dr, William R, Wells. In the period before a permanent director
is functioning, a management team will oversee the planning, administration and
technical activities of the NWTRC. The management team consists of Dr, William
R, Wells, Dr. Russell di Bartolo (NWPO) and Mr. Leonard C. Slosky (consultant
to the UNLV/NWTRC),

Management Philosophy

The long-tern'_ goal is for the NWTRC to have as much in-house expertise on
the broad range of technical nuclear waste transportation issues as resources
will permit. When a certain expertise is needed, an attempt will be made to
identify qualified personnel in the State of Nevada and particularly at UNLV
and the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR). It is recognized, however, that in
order' to be responsive to the short-term needs of the NWPO, Tribal and local
governments, the use of external consultants will be necessary during the first
year of NWTRC operations.

SCOPE OF WORK

"l'he scope of work is described in terms of eight areas of emphasis,
outlined below.

Areas of Emphasis

o Building the capacity of the NWTRC and liaison with state, local and
Tribal governments and agencies.

o Development of the Nuclear Waste Transportation Information and
Analysis System (TMIAS).
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o Monitoring and reviewing developments in the DOE transportation system
and maintaining relationships with national, regional and Tribal
groups,

o Assessing emergency preparedness needs in Nevada.

o Incorporating Needs Assessment Information in the NWTRC.

o Establishing cask design and testing review capacity.

o Special projects.

o Establishing infrastructure baseline information.

4,1 Build the Capacity of the Nuclear Waste Transportation Research Center

Bac k _,.roun=_d

The development of a nationally recognized transportation research center
will require the sustained commitment of the NWPO and the UNLV. Important
steps will be taken in the first year to lay the foundation for the long-term
development of the NWTRC.

4,1.1 Management, Supervision and Coordination

As the NWTRC gets underway, it is important to establish a management
structure which will plan, coordinate, supervise and integrate all
administrative and technical efforts. Until a director is hired, a
three-person management team consisting of representatives from UNLV, NWPO and
the contracting firm which conducted the Transportation Needs Assessment will
carry out this task. In view of' the vital role and interests of State, local

: and Tribal governments in repository-related transportation, it is essential
that NWTRC establish and maintain cooperative relationships with these
entities.

4.1,2 Recruitment

A major milestone for the first year is the hiring of a director and
several key staff members of the NWTRC. lt is hoped that a director will be
hired early in 1989. The criteria for selection of senior personnel in the
NWTRC will be submitted to the SLGPG for review and comment.

4,1.3 Technical Library

A major transportation information center will be developed within the
UNLV library system. The acquisition of documents has already begun. During
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the first year monographs, periodicals and documents will be added to the UNLV
library.

4.1.4 CurriculumDevelopment

Over the long-term, the NWTRC will become a regional center for nuclear waste
transportation education and training. In the first year, colloquia will be
planned and presented and planning will begin on curriculum development for
undergraduate and graduate courses, specialized training, and public
information.

4.2 Develop the Nuclear Waste Transportation Analysis System (TMIAS)

In order to meet the challenges of nuclear waste transportation to a
repository at Yucca Mountain, it is essential that the State of Nevada develop
a systems approach to impact analysis, built around a transportation network
model orientation. The advent of a systems approach, using the latest in
computer technology, will prepare Nevada for the multitude of transportation
issues, such as modal mix, alternative routing, risk analyses and
infrastructure impact assessment, which require analytical study. Capitalizing
on geographic information systems, Nevada databases, information management
capability, state-of-the-art display graphics and user friendly menu operation,
Nevada will be forging a pioneering effort in transportation analysis which
,,rill meet or exceed the ability of the DOE.

The transportation analysis system will consist of two basic components:
()) the models to perform analyses and (2) the databases which supply the
information necessary for the models. Developing a transportation analysis
system customized to Nevada's needs is a time and resource intensive activity.
It involves the specification of a desired level of analysis capability,
definition of important transportation parameters, identification of risk
criteria, integration of system elements into a common analysis framework and
development of algorithms which can solve the problems as defined, lt also
involves design, collection and management of information to support the
analysis system. This will include information on infrastructure geometrics
and condition, traffic and rail operations and utilization, facility
construction and maintenance schedules, emergency response capability, etc.
The ana;ytical system can also be applied to managing everyday transportation
concerns within the state, such as road and bridge repair, traffic management,
routing of hazardous materials and emergency response planning.

Beginning in the second year, the Transportation Analysis System will be
used to explore issues related to routing, modal mix, volume and timing of
shipments, infrastructure improvements, etc. In the second and subsequent
years, efforts will be directed towards overcoming the shortcomings of the
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basic models and tailoring the models to meet the specific needs of state,
Tribal and local governments in Nevada. Database improvement and maintenance
will also be a long-term effort.

The goal of this effort is the development of a "Nevada Model" (and
accompanying) database which accurately assesses the impacts of and
alternatives to the DOE nuclear waste transportation system, With the draft
Yucca Mountain EIS scheduled to be released by DOE in 1993, the Nevada Model
should be fully operational prior to that time,

4.2.1 Specifications for the 'Transportation Analysis System (TMIAS)

The conceptual approach for impact assessment models described in the
Transportation Needs Assessment will be translated into a "blueprint" which is
far more precise in terms of analysis modules, how each issue is represented,
the relationships between modules, the source of needed data and how it will be
managed, output formats, and a number of additional model design
considerations. The beginning point of this effort is the enumeration of the
transportation issues and questions .which state, Tribal and local governments
in Nevada must address, lt is also important to recognize the imperative of
coordinating the development of the analytical system with the design and
implementation of the databases. This effort will be closely coordinated with
the NWPO, Tribal and local governments so that the system will provide the
capabilities needed by state, Tribal and local governments. The result of this
effort will be an architectural layout (blueprint) for constructing the
transportation impact analysis system for Nevada.

4.2.2 Assessment of Available Models

Available models such as HIGHWAY, INTERLINE, RADTRAN III, DANTRAN and
those from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, NCAR and Vanderbilt
University will be reviewed. This will include consideration of model reviews
which have been previously conducted, such as the Mountain West review of
RADTRAN. One or more models will be put on-line at the NWTRC in order to
provide Nevada with some short=term analytical capability and to understand the
strengths and limitations of existing models. This review will result in a
determination of which model presents the best framework upon which to base the
development of a model tailored to Nevada's needs (or if the development of an
original model is necessary). The review will also identify deficiencies in
the basic model which will be corrected in development of the Nevada Model.

The urgency here is that the base case must be established before repository
issues can be investigated. Given that the DOE will be making policy decisions
in the near future that affect how the repository transportation program will
be structured, it is essential that the NWTRC move quickly to build the
capability to respond to these issues as they arise.

................. '.... " .............. " ............. ' ...... ,, ,, "_ , ill ............
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4.2.3 Design Data Collection and Information Management System and Begin
Implementation

The transportation data collection and information management system is
central to the transportation analysis system since it provides the information
upon which ali planning and analysis is based. The development of the
databases must be closely linked with the development of the analytical models,
as neither can usefully function without the other. While the models should
generally drive the design of the databases, the data' requirements of the
chosen models must be reasonably achievable.

The first step in developing the information management system is to
assess existing data sources. This will include (but not be limited to)
databases maintained by the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT), the
regional transportation commissions, UNR, DOE and the United States Department
of Transportation (DOT). At a minimum, data will be needed on rail and highway
infrastructure location and conditions, traffic utilization and safety,
emergency response location and capability, land usage topography and weather
near existing and planned transport facilities, demographic characteristics and
location of environmentally sensitive areas along transport corridors.

Following the assessment of existing data sources and the selection of
the basic transportation analysis models, a detailed information management
system specification will be developed. This is envisioned as a document
describing the overall structure of the data collection and information
management system, including' where each pertinent existing database is
stored; who has responsibility for database maintenance and updates; the
accuracy and completeness of the data; how the data can be accessed; and how
the data can be networked to support the transportation analysis system. Where
data is not presently available, it must be collected through survey or
inventory review. In these cases, sampling methodology and survey design work
will be necessary prior to data collection.

7,

Implementation of the data collection and information management system
will begin in the first year. At an early stage in this effort, the collection
of baseline data is important in that it establishes a benchmark (the base

: case) against which repository impacts can be compared. This effort will be
closely coordinated with the NDOT and the regional transportation commissions.
Maximum use will be made of existing data collection efforts and database

= management systems.

= 4.3 Monitor and Review Developments in the DOE Nuclear Waste Transportation
. System. Maintain Cooperation with National, Regional and Tribal Groups

Involved in Nuclear Waste Transportation

- During the first year, there are several federal actions anticipated
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which will have important influence on the development of the nuclear waste
transportation system and the State of Nevada's role therein. Therefore, it is
essential that the NWTRC immediately develop the capability for monitoring and
reviewing federal activities.

In the second and subsequent years, NWTRC will pilot test the TRANSCOM
system, assess state, Tribal and local government monitoring and
prenotification needs, and investigate alternatives for providing shipment
monitoring and prenotification information.

During the second and subsequent year,':,, the NWTRC will conduct an
independent assessment of the probabilities and consequences of sabotage and
terrorism and assess the trade=of fs between features of the nuclear waste
transportation system which have the potential to improve safety but which may
have adverse physical protection consequences.

A number of national, regional, state and Tribal groups and agencies are
involved in monitoring DOE transportation activities or are otherwise
interested in the transportation of nuclear materials. The State of Nevada is
represented on some of these groups and maintains institutional relationships
with those with whom it is not officially affiliated. These groups have
concerns about repository=related transportation which are similar to those of
Nevada, and it is incumbent upon the State to maintain interaction with them in
order to develop cooperative policies, plans and actions to help assure the
safe and uneventful transportation of nuclear waste to a repository.

4.3.1 Monitor and Review Developments la the DOE Nuclear Waste Transportation
System

In order for the NWTRC to be able to provide technical support to state,
Tribal and local governments in Nevada to address transportation issues, the
NWTRC must be knowledgeable of the current status of DOE and related
transportation activities. Therefore, the NWTRC will monitor the technical and
regulatory activities (including the release of technical documents) and
decisions of federal agencies concerning nuclear waste transportation including
the DOE, DOT, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the
Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) and the Congressional
Government Accounting Office (GAO). The NWTRC will alert the NWPO, Tribal and
local governments of important developments.

=

: During the first year, it is anticipated that the NWTRC will review the
technical transportation and emergency preparedness aspects of the following:

z

o DOE Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act (NWPAA) Section 175..Reo.or_!t.
_

_ o DOE/Yucca Mountain Project Office (YMPO) highway routing study,

o DOE/YMPO rail access study,

=
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o DOE/YMPO aircraft overflight study,

o Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) vehicle inspection
standards.

The NWTRC will assemble technical teams composed of UNLV/UNR and external

personnel, as necessary, to conduct technical reviews of the transportation and
emergency preparedness aspects of these reports for the NWPO. The Preferred
Transportation System described in the Transportation Needs Assessment and the
Impact Assessment System described in sections I, 2 and 3 of this report will
serve as the "yard sticks" against which these reports will be measured.

_9lion 175 Ret_ort

Section 175 of the NWPAA requires the DOE to report to Congress in
December 1988 on the potential impacts of locating a repository at the Yucca
Mountain site, including recommendations for mitigation of such impacts. The
statute requires the report to include impacts on:

...transportation, including any roads, terminals,
airports, bridges, or railways associated with the
facility and the repair and maintenance of roads,
terminals, airports, bridges, or railways damaged as
a result of the construction, operation, and closure
of the facility...[and]...equipment and training for
State and local personnel in the management of
accidents involving high level radioactive waste...

DOE/Yucca M0unta..in Proie__¢_)Office (YM..PO3 Hig_.gRoutin_ St_udv

During the first year, the YMPO is expected to release a preliminary
evaluation of the Nevada highway routes identified in the _Envirgnmental
A.As_se_sment:Yucca Mountain Site, May 1986.

_OE/'yMPO R_il __.t.C._V

In the first year, the YMPO is expected to release a preliminary study
identifying and evaluating potential rail spurs from the Southern Pacific and
Union Pacific mainlines to Yucca Mountain.

-- D E YMP Ai r v rfli ht ud

During the first year, the YMPO is expected to release an assessment of
the extent of the United States Department of Defense aircraft flights over the

--- Nevada highway and rail routes identified in the E_g.Bviron.ment;t! Assessment:
yucca Mountain Sit_e, May 1986.
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"__C.._,A_PrgoosedV,ehic!e Insoectioo Sta_

The Corttmercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) Es working in cooperation
with the OCRWM to develop uniform and reciprocal vehicle inspection procedures
for highway shipments of spent fuel. Review is continuing on the draft
inspection procedures prepared in November 1987. Plans for a pilot test of the
draft inspection procedures are being developed at this time. The test will be
administered by the Pacific States Agreement on Radioactive Materials
Transportation Management, which consists of Xdaho, Oregon and Washington, and
is scheduled to begin in fiscal year 1989. When the draft inspection
procedures have been sufficiently refined, they are expected to be proposed for
adoption by the CVSA.

As required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the DOE is
scheduled to conduct hearings during the first quarter of 1989 on the scope of
matters to be considered in the preparation of the draft environmental impact
statement (EIS) for the repository at Yucca Mountain.

" Based upon the Impact Assessment described in sections I, 2 and 3 of this
report, the NWTRC will provide technical support to the NWPO in preparing
recommendations (related to transportation and emergency preparedness) which
will be presented at the EIS scoping hearings. The NWTRC will also review any
transportation-related documents prepared by the DOE in advance or subsequent
to the hearings.

l

Two specific areas to be evaluated, shipment monitoring/prenotification
and physical protection are covered _n sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, respectively.

4.3.2 Revtew & Evaluate Developments Concerning Shipment Monitoring and
Prenotification

"rhe NWPAA now requires the DOE to comply with the NRC prenotification
requirements for all shipments to a repository or an MRS facility. With the
frequency of shipments planned for the Yucca Mountain repository, it is in the

_ State of Nevada's interest to have a more efficient prenotification system.
Real -time shipment location a,nd condition information is invaluable for
physical protection and emergency response. Shipments through Nevada to the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico, which are scheduled to begin
in 1990, will present an ideal opportunity to test improved shipment monitoring

- and pren.otification technologies and procedures.

The NWTRC will monitor technical developments by the DOE, the NRC and
other public and private entities (e.g., Railstar) regarding shipment_

monitoring and prenotification, including the pilot test of the DOE TRANSCOM
: system with the Pacific States Agreement on Radioactive Materials
, Transportation Management, consisting of Idaho, Oregon and Washington.
=

_--_I,
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4.3.3 Monitor Developments Concerning Physical Protection (Sabotage,/
Terrorism)

The probability and consequences of sabotage and terrorism against
nuclear waste shipments is an area which has received little attention, at
least in unclassified contexts. Although the probability may be low, the
consequences of a certain sabotage or terrorist incident probably represent the
upper boundary of the risk events spectrum,

The NWTRC will monitor the activities of the federal agencies (e.g., NRC,
FAA) and the technical literature concerning the physical protection of nuclear
materials.

4.3.4 Interact with National and Regional Groups Regarding Repository
Transportation. Prepare Status Reports and Issues Papers

NWTRC staff will participate in meetings, workshops and conferences of
such groups as the Western Governors' Association, the Western Interstate
Energy Board, the National Conference of State Legislatures, the National
Association of Attorneys General, and Indian tribal groups and nations.
Concerns common to Nevada and any of these groups may be addressed in a
cooperative manner.

Upon request, the NWTRC will prepare status reports and issues papers on
developments in nuclear waste transportation at federal, regional, state and
Tribal levels. "['he NWTRC will also develop the capability to alert the NWPO,
Tribal and local governments in Nevada of emerging issues and new developments
in nuclear waste transportation.

4.4 Assess Emergency Preparedness Needs in Nevada

Background

The shipment of nuclear waste to a repository at Yucca Mountain will
subject state, Tribal and local governments in Nevada to a level of
radiological transportation risks never experienced in the United States. The
number, frequency and high radioactive content of shipments to Yucca Mountain
will require a sophisticated emergency preparedness program in order to
minimize the impacts upon public health and safety and the environment.

In the second and subsequent years, the NWTRC will review DOE's emergency
preparedness capabilities; describe the preferred emergency preparedness system
for nuclear waste shipments to Yucca Mountain; and define state, Tribal and
local governments' emergency preparedness needs for the nuclear waste
transportation system.
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4.4.1 Inventory of Existing Emergency PreparednessCapabilities

The NWTRC will become familiar with the state, Tribal and local emergency
preparedness structure in Nevada. This will entail understanding the legal
roles, responsibilities, authorities and the institutional interrelationships
of the state, Tribal and local emergency response agencies in Nevada.

The NWTRC will then inventory the emergency preparedness capabilities of
the state, Tribal and local emergency response agencies. The inventory will
include: training, equipment, communications, actual response experience,
emergency response drills, emergency preparedness planning, mutual aid
agreements, funding levels and sources, etc. This will establish a baseline
which will be assessed against the preferred emergency preparedness system.

4.5 Provide Technical Assistance in Incorporating Transportation Needs
Assessment Information into NWTRC Program

In the first few years of operation of the NWTRC, it is important to
accomplish the transfer of information from the Transportation Needs Assessment
to the NWTRC. Mr. Slosky will be responsible for this effort and will draw
upon other members of the Transportation Needs Assessment study team as
necessary.

•1.6 Establish Cask Design and Testing Review Capacity

Cask performance during routine transportation a;_d conditions of severe
accidents, sabotage and terrorism is the most important determinant of"
radiological risk (including transportation and repository operations) to the
citizens of Nevada. The DOE is currently in the process of designing a new

generation of casks which will contain a much larger amount of spent fuel per
cask than current packages.

Current design efforts are focusing on "from-reactor" casks, which are
intended for shipping spent fuel from commercial reactors to a repository or to
a monitored retrievable storage (MRS) facility. Three types of from=reactor
casks are being designed: legal weight truck, overweight truck and rail and/or
barge. (It has become unclear if design of the overweight truck cask has been
delayed.)

Cask performance is judged on the basis of three criteria: containment,
IEmitation of exposure and criticality prevention. Under the NWPAA, all casks
used to transport waste to a repository must now comply with the NRC
requirements. Serious questions have been raised regarding the adequacy of
NRC's cask design standards and testing procedures as well as the development,
implementation and oversight of cask design, testing and maintenance quality

_=_

_
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assurance and quality control (QA/QC) programs.

It is not intended that the State of Nevada cofaduct basic research or
duplicate the cask design and testing being conducted by the DOE, however,
Nevada needs the capability to critically review the DOE cask developrnent
program.

Ultimately the NWTRC seeks to have the capacity to address the entire
spectrum of cask issues. The Transportation Needs Assessment identified a
number of technical cask issues with which the NWTRC will become involved over
time. They include: cask performance during severe accidents, sabotage and
terrorism conditions; cask sensors; fuel cleanliness; human factor issues in
design, fabrication and maintenance; burn-up credit; results of cask testing
models versus full-scale physical tests; special considerations for defense
high-level waste casks; and QA/QC programs, including human factors. Many of
these issues are complex and require a substantial commitment of funding and
time to be fully addressed.

4.6.1 Review DOE Preliminary Cask Design Report

The DOE is scheduled to release a preliminary cask design report in
mid-1989, therefore, the NWTRC must begin to establish the capability to review
cask issues. During the first year, the NWTRC wil! establish an initial
capacity to review the preliminary DOE cask design report and to begin a
critical review of the NRC's cask design and testing requirements.

4.7 Special Projects

The NWTRC has begun building the technical capacity to respond to special
transportation needs of the state, Tribal and local governments in Nevada.
During the first year the following two specific studies will be conducted to
determine lead time necessary for major highway and rail infrastructure
improvements and new construction, baseline and forecasted traffic demand on
highways which may be used for shipments of nuclear waste to Yucca Mountain
and, if requested, a study to clarify the impacts on local governments and upon
the selection of rail access routes by DOE, The NWTR,C will seek to maintain
the flexibility to undertake other s_udies as requested by NWPO, local
governments and tribes.

'l

/ 4.7.1 Develop Lead-Time Necessary for Major Highway and Rail Infrastructure
: Improvements and New Construction

_- It is important that DOE make important transportation decisions far
enough in advance of the initiation of waste shipments to allow sufficient time

=
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for needed infrastructure improvements to be completed. A study will be
conducted to determine the realistic time needed to implement major new
infrastructure additions such as a highway bypass and a rail spur. The study
will consider the time needed for planning, design, funding, permitting,
right-of-way acquisition and construction.

4.7.2 Develop Information on Current and Forecasted Utilization of Highway
Infrastructure on Potential Repository Routes

In order to assess the impacts of the repository on Nevada's
transportation infrastructure, it is necessary to have baseline information on
the current utilization of transportation infrastructure in the State. An
assessment will be conducted of current highway infrastructure utilization in
Nevada. The assessment will consider the major highway routes in Nevada which
may be used for waste transportation to Yucca Mountain and will include design
capacity, existing traffic volumes and recent accident rates and other risk and
safety factors.

4.7.3 Determine Socioeconomic and Transportation Impacts of Relocation of Union
Pacific Rail Yard from Las Vegas to North Las Vegas

The Union Pacific Railroad (UP) is planning to move its Las Vegas rail
yard to North Las Vegas in the spring of 1988. This move may have significant
socioeconomic implications for the two cities, with regard to economic and
industrial development, cost to their governments, traffic patterns and
population exposure to hazardous ,naterials, among others. These potential
impacts need to be identified and evaluated by NWTRC so that State monitoring
of DOE rail routing, service options and access to Yucca Mountain may be
carried out with meaningful and timely baseline information.

(Note: Subtasks 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 are to be developed by staff" of the
College of Engineering, University of Nevada, Rend.)

4.8 Conduct Baseline Infrastructure and Safety Factors Survey of Potential
Nevada Highway and Rail Routes to a Yucca Mountain Repository

In order for NWTRC to conduct any risk routing or impact studies, it is
necessary that baseline information on infrastructure and safety factors be
collected and included in the Transportation Information and Analysis System.
Such information may be used in current risk and routing models and may also be
used to assess and/or predict impacts of repository construction and
operation. It is essential that this survey be conducted for ali rail and
highway routes under consideration for repository shipments and that the
information i._ continually updated and reviewed. As potential highway and rail
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access routes are identified by DOE, it will also be necessary to survey these
routes using the same factors as those in the present project.

(Note: Subtasks under Task 4.8 are to be developed by staff of the
College of Engineering, University of Nevada, Reno.)
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5,0 OUT-YEAR RESEARCH NEEDS

StructureLof _Discussion

The discussion of research needs to be addressed following June 1989 is
structured in the same general manner as the discussion on the impact
assessment framework (sections I, 2 and 3 of this report). The following
outline summarizes topics of the out-year research needs,

._LL!ZT!N, t._Q_LS__%L_

Risk assessmentand risk management

Transportation information and analysis system

Transportation impact monitoring

Data collection and management

Monitor activities affecting nuclear waste transportation

Regulatory structure and liability

Emergency preparedness

_TRAN_L!_IR'FAT!0N SYSTEM DE_.Q.N

Volumes and timing of waste shipments

Cask design and testing

Modal mix/truck and rail shipment options

Equipment and vehicle standards

Infrastructure

Defense waste

]'N AN SpORT ATION_ M___Q.PERA TIQN A L PRO EDC_._.U_.8_._

DOE carrier requirements

Personnel training and qualifications

Cask maintenance

Vehicle maintenance
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Vehicle stoppage

Shipment monitoring and prenotification

Inspection and enforcement

Physical protection

ResP0nsibilit'_

For each research need, there is a recommendation of whether the federal

government and/or the State of Nevada should be responsible for conducting the
necessary research.

Imt_orta)nce

The importance of each research need is categorized as essentia;I, major,
significant or minor.

_U.._e.n._

Each research need is classified as immediate, near-term (3-5 years) or

long=term (5-I0 years). Although the actual shipments of waste to a repository
at Yucca Mountain are a number of years away, decisions on the configuration of

the transportation system are now being made. In addition, in several areas
such as infrastructure, long lead times are necessary to prepare for the waste

shipments.
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5.1 RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Seven major risk assessment and risk management research areas have been
identified as important to the performance of a comprehensive impact asaessment
for the transportation of nuclear waste to a repository.

5.1.1 Full-Scale Comprehensive, Integrated Risk Assessment

S_tudyDe sj)_n

Building upon the Transportation Information and Analysis System (TMIAS)
begun in the first year, a full-scale comprehensive and integrated risk
assessment of the transportation of nuclear wastes to a repository should be
conducted. This type of risk assessment needs to be undertaken as soon as
possible and should be updated periodically throughout the lifetime of the
planning for and operation of the repository. The risk assessment should
follow the guidelines outlined in section 1.1 of this report and section 1.1 of'
the Freferred Transportation System report. The risk assessment should:

o Be comgrehensive by covering ali the sequences and phases of the
nuclear waste transportation system.

o Be integrated by assuring that ali methodologies, data and assumptions
used in each specific area are compatible with those used in other
areas.

o Include the transport of defense and commercial wastes.

o Include a full range of plausible technological configurations such
as: new cask designs, emergency response mechanisms, potential
routing and modal choices, among others.

o Consider potential noncompliance or oversight inadequacies in
estimating failure modes.

o Include a full scale "vulnerability analysis" to determine the most
sensitive geographic areas and populations.

o Include the assessment of the potential for human activities to
initiate, exacerbate or mitigate events.

The output of the risk assessment will provide an indication of the risks
resulting from different activities in the transportation of nuclear wastes to
a repository. By insisting on a comprehensive and integrated assessment, the
current gaps in data, methodology and planning can be determined more readily.
Periodic updates of the risk assessment will provide valuable information to
the ciesign, implementation and operation of the risk management system.
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Ex t_j

Risk asse_.,ment, nuclear waste transportation, transportation systems
analysis, regulatory.

Responsibili!;y

Federal and the State of Nevada.

Importance

Essential.

Ur_zencv

Near-term,

5.1,2 Independent Review of the Comprehensive Integrated Risk Assessment

The risk assessment conducted in section 5.1.1, above, should be

subjected to continued vigorous independent reviews.

Zxo

Risk assessment and nuclear waste transportation.

Res_onsibilitv

The State of Nevada and a joint committee comprised of members of the
National Academy of Sciences advisory boards for Transportation and Radioactive
Waste Management.

I___mportance

Essential.

Near-term.

5.1.3 Develop Criteria for Evaluating Risk Assessment Information

As discussed in section 1.1 of the Preferred Transportation System

report, risks are multidimensional in nature. Historical risk assessment
studies have focused on the consequence measures of mortality and morbidity to
drive the types of methodologies employed and the types of information
developed by those risk assessments. While these certainly are important
components of risk, they may not be the only important measures. This research
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area is proposed to determine what criteria are important for the evaluation of
risk information, the subsequent design of a risk management system and the
choice of priorities for action,

This research should consider the following areas, among others:

o Measures of mortality and morbidity.

o Both qualitative and quantitative risk attributes.

o Social perception of different risks.

o Those risks that have a high potential for social amplification.

o The distribution of risks over space, time, social groups and
political jurisdictions.

o Issues that determine the degree of risk tolerance by the public.

o Rare catastrophic risks as well as the cumulative impacts of high
probability/low consequence events.

_)udg Design

A number of methods for carrying out this type of work are available,
some of these are listed below:

o Development anc_ use of risk taxonomies.

o Fsychometric studies of perceptions and attitudes towards different
kinds of risks.

o Survey research to determine the public's preferences towards risks
and methods for mitigating them.

o Retrospective studies of transport accidents.

o Contextual media analysis of previous events.

o Use of available socioeconomic data in integrated impact assessments
to determine severe data and methodological gaps.

This research will likely suggest modifications to the risk
assessment/management portion of the TMIAS.

Risk assessment and sociology.
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ResDonsibi!iL_

The State of Nevadal

Importance

Significant.

r_t2.r.gg.n._

Mid-term.

5,1.4 Incorporation of Human Errors in Risk Assessment and Management

Human error is important to the evaluation of incidents and accidents in
the transportation system as an enabling or initiating factor. While human
errors cannot be completely eliminated, the probability of their occurrence and
the resulting consequences of errors may be prevented, mitigated or "made
recoverable."

Study D..esi.gg
=_

Research is needed on human factor analysis, including incorporating
human reliability assessments into risk assessments. The research should
include:

: o Human cognitive models and causal models of human error that are both
prescriptive and descriptive.

2

: o Studies of group, organizational and social effects on performance.
_

; o Taxonomic development.

o Personnel training and staffing methods,

o Development of a database for human error in radioactive waste
transportation.

o Development of analytical methodologies for incorporating human error
into risk assessments.

This research will likely suggest modifications to the risk
assessment/management portion of the TMIAS.

ExDertise

2

Human factors, risk assessment, nuclear waste transportation.

_=

2

2
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Respo.nsibility

Federal and the State of Nevada,

JmD0rtance

Major.

Near-term.

5,1.5 Lack of Experiential Data and Large Data Uncertainties

For many of the activities of the radioactive waste transportation
system, and especially in the early years of operation of a repository, there
will not be a sufficiently long data record to help determine the types of risk
management activities that are most effective, The lack of a long operational

= history also indicates that a large degree of uncertainty is inherent in
; analysis that will be performed, lt is important, therefore, to have research

that will allow for the evolution and adoption of "decision protocols" about
the design and operation of the transport system under conditions characterized
by a large degree of uncertainty. This research area is proposed to study the
ways in which these types of decisions can and should be made,

Study Design

: Methodologies for performing this research include:

o Analysis of analogous situations (such as the transport of hazardous
materials) to overcome lack of historical data on the transport of
large amounts of radioactive wastes.

o Scenario development and simulation studies to develop "synthetic"
data about potential hazardous conditions.

o Sensitivity analysis.

o Decision analysis techniques.

o Use of multiobjective analysis, dynamic programming and other
operations research techniques to evaluate the trade-offs in the

: timing of decisions, the associated risks and costs, and the types of
available options that may or may not be precluded by those decisions.

•x.g.xp_. 1i

: Risk assessment, hazardous and nuclear materials transportation.

...... _ .......... -r _- ....... _2_.--_"_" _ .............................. .......................................................... ]II ......lllrll................................... ....... ._=_
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_Rgsponsibi!itv

Federal.

Major,

Near-term,

5.1.6 Flexible, Effective and Adaptive Risk Management System

The risk management system for the transport of radioactive wastes should
' o

be an "evolvmg," organic system capable of adapting to changing conditions and
needs and capable of using new information, methodologies and technologies as
they become available. The initial design of the risk management system should
reflect these attributes and criteria. The following is a list of research

' questions that should be used to guide the research into the design of such a
risk management system.

o How should "information needs" be developed from ongoing comprehensive
risk assessments?

o What level of detail for data and analysis is sufficient to assure
adequate protection from intolerable risks? For example, much greater
levels of detail and accuracy may be required for the most vulnerable
geographical areas and populations.

o What types and in what ways can information be fed-back to and
fed-forward from the risk management system?

o What is the best design for an ongoing event monitoring system to
provide information on normal operating conditions, accident
conditions, sabotage and terrorism, and human reliability?

o How can we evaluate the available risk management options (for
example' regulations and performance requirements, performance
monitoring, personnel training, economic incentives, liability
provisions, insurance, timely notification, among others) to choose

: those that are most effective?

o What lessons can be learned from a review of successful analogous
systems, organizational analysis and sociological analysis of complex
systems, operations research and systems analysis?

This research may suggest modifications to the TMIAS.
-

z

=

,, ,,
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Expertise

Risk assessment, nuclear waste transportation specialist, transportation
s.vste,,ls analysis, regulatory.

_Res_)onsible Parties

Federal and the State of Nevada.

Essential.

_r.aency

Mid- term.

5.1.7 Public Acceptance of the Nuclear Wasge Transportation System

Study .D_e_£i.gg

The radioactive waste transportation system should be designed and
operated in such a way as to maximize public acceptance. The research
suggested here is to complement the research to be undertaken in the
substantive areas of the transportation system. This research will also
broaden the scope of those studies by including research into the ways in which
the public can be involved in the issues concerning the nuclear waste transport
system in order to enhance public acceptance. This research should address
four main questions:

o How can the system be designed to assure?

-A low number of unanticipated events and system failures

-Rapid recovery and response to accidents to assure the protection
of the population

o How can public involvement in the decision-making process be enhanced?

o How can trust in the institutions r,.sponsible for the oversight and
operation of the transportation system be developed'? In general, this
has been a function of the perception by the public of the
truthfulness of the institutions involved, their history of safe
operations and competence and the way in which institutions
demonstrate the degree to which they care about affected populations.

o _'hat are the critical elements in the de',ign of effective risk
communication programs?

_._
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' ,

Available methods for undertaking such studies include: public attitude
analysis and surveys; organization analysis and sociological studies o)"
organizations and evaluative reviews of analogous systems.

Sociology, risk assessment, nuclear waste transportation, transportation
systems analysis, regulatory.

Federal and the State of Nevada.

Major.

Tr_x_n.._,:_

Near-term.
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/

5.2 TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TMIAS)

5.2.1 Refinement of Transporta,'lon Information and Analysis System (TMIAS)

Study De_i_n

Building upon work in the first year, the TMIAS will be enhanced and
refined as new information becomes available and additional model features are

specified. The goal is to develop in the TMIAS needed capabilities that the
national models currently lack.

The TMIAS will be enhanced by providing additional detail on the physical
transport network, expanding the list of transportation segment attributes and
expanding the demographic detail of surrounding areas. "T'hese features will
enable the state, Tribal and local governments to conduct analyses to minimize
exposure of vulnerable sites/facilities along alternative routes, minimize the
use of high traffic hazard areas which might increase non--radiological as well
as radiological accident, and select routes which provide rapid access to
potential accident locations by emergency response teams. 'To achieve this, the
following factors must be integrated into the TMIAS:

o Distance to emergency response teams.

o Location and size of mobility=restricted population groups (e.g.,
people in retirement communities, schools, hospitals).

o Existing and forecast traffic volumes (e.g., average daily traffic
level, truck traffic volume, freight train frequency, passenger train
frequency).

o Facility condition (e.g., highway and track condition, such as
geometrics, surf_ce condition, signage, lighting and adequacy of snow
removal forces).

o Weather conditions (e.g., extent of dust, wind, also wind direction
and speed distributions, rain, fog, snow, ice).

For each of the factors listed above, the text below discusses how the

condition can be measured, what data are available and what data gathering
strategies would be appropriate to fill the voids that exist.

E , '_ ,

Two categories of response should be considered: (I) first responders
(e.g., local pol.ice and fire departments) and (2.) ultimate response {i.e., from
the team which will manage the clean-up effort). The location and capabilities
of each unit could be coded into the system so that direct measurements or"
response times can be derived. Consequently, emergency response as a risk
mitigation strategy can be evaluated.

= _=

--=m

' '..... ' .... ' ' " " .... _' ' ........ '_ ' ' ' ........... _ _ .... "_"'"_ "_'_ff -""_'_"'_r_)'_'*"_ ..... ll)"w'='m_ '' _*_*'_**_)_)'r_i_l , ----7_
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Mobility-Restricted Population Groups

The people in mobility-restricted population groups are another important
consideration because they would be difficult to evacuate in the event of a
major incident. Examples include residents of retirement communities, school
and day care children, and individuals who are confined to hospitals and
nursing homes. For people in each of these groups, transportation would, in
most cases, have to be provided by local agencies if an incident occurred', for
people in hospitals, life support systems would have to be maintained.

The best way to measure this factor is to determine how many
mobility-restricted people are within a specific distance of a given route.
For elderly people, census data can be used because those data indicate the age
of ali persons living in each census tract. For schools and hospitals, county
and municipal planning documents can be used. These documents list the
locations of these facilities and typical occupancies.

While these data have not yet been compiled for routes to the Yucca
Mountain site, the primary data are available. Initially, a sampling technique
can be used to estimate the number of such people who live along a typical mile
for each route in rural, suburban and urban settings. Eventually, a thorough
inventory could be developed and updated periodically.

T_raffic _nd _at_

There is a general tendency for greater traffic volumes to increase the
likelihood of accidents, regardless of how safely the facilities have been
designed. City streets are likely to have more accidents per year than rural
highways simply because the traffic volumes are greater. Hence, all other
things being equal, it is best to have hazardous shipments use facilities that
have low traffic volumes.

The countervailing trend is that the low volume facilities are usually
designed to lower standards _nd are the most poorly maintained. This is why

: federal regulations suggest that hazardous materials shipments move via
interstate highways in spite of the higher traffic volumes. Hence both traffic
volumes and facility conditions need to be taken into account in selecting
desirable routes (see separate discussion on facility condition).=

Measurement of existing traffic volumes and accident frequency is basic,
. although the data must be used with some degree of care. For roads in the

State of Nevada, accident frequency and average annual daily traffic (AADT)
statistics are available from the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT),
as well as the percentage of trucks (for single unit trucks and tractor-trailer
combinations). For railroads, accident frequency and million-gross-ton (MGT)

__- statistics are available on a line-by-line basis for freight and passenger
movements combined, and railroad timetables can be consulted to determine train
frequencies (both freight arid passenger).

For the impact assessment, several measures could be used. For rneasuring
=
_

z

2-

_
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traffic volume, either average traffic density or maximum traffic density
encountered could be used. In many respects, the latter measure is preferable
because it monitors the worst traffic conditions to which a shipment would be
subjected, implying that the traffic conditions on all other segment comprising
the route would be better. In the absence of conclusive data on which is more
appropriate (and since the data would already be computerized), both should be
used.

Quantitatively, the problem with this factor is that the underlying data
are not always reliable. For highways, AADT figures are sometimes
extrapolations from previous year counts, and the percent truck data are only
reflective of a four- to six-hour time period during which the data were
collected. For rail, the freight train frequency data are an approximation of
actual practice; scheduled trains are sometimes cancelled and extras are added.

A preferred measure for accident potential is the accident rate, which
can be derived by dividing accident frequency by traffic volume. As is the
case for collecting traffic volume data, accident data can suffer from
reliability problems. In fact, accident rates can be subject to additional
bias given that uncertainties in both volume and accident counts are combined
in this measure.

For purposes of the initial model enhancement, existing data will have to
be accepted as adequate. However, the information should be tested for
statistical validity, and outlying data points should be studied to see if a
data collection or recording error created the suspect information.

, Eventually, sampling techniques (e.g. periodic traffic counts) could be used to
ensure that the data reflect actual conditions.

._3.._.) Y Condition

Facility condition refers to the quality of the highways or railroads
being used on a given route. All other things being equal, the best route to
use is the one with the highest quality facilities. 'This minimi es the
likelihood that facility condition will be the cause of an incident. Lxampie
areas of concern for highway include pavement condition, signage, geometric
standards and lighting, lt appears that information on road surface type,
surface and grade widths, and geometry (e.g. vertical and horizontal curves,
roadway gradient, underpass clearances) are available through NDOT.

Facility quality can be measured most easily by a condition index. Most
states, including Nevada, develop such an index for all major roads as an input
to the maintenance and rehabilitation decisiot_-making process. For purposes of
the impact assessment, an average condition index could be defined. If marked
variations in average expenditures from mile to mile are discovered, an
alternate measure is the worst facility condition encountered on a given route.

Of course, assuming capital and maintenance funds are distributed on an
_" equitable basis, the difference between the minimum and average values would be
-- nominal. On the other hand, if t.he funds are not being distributed to maintain

, -, , ,r ,urqi,',, "1 _NTTf-"" "Tprl)qqlp.... ,_l][l__
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ali roads equally weil, the minimum condition indicator is more desirable
because it reflects the most deteriorating condition,

,'

' i

I .Weather conditions should also be considered in the impact assessment.
Ideally, adverse weather conditions should be avoided to minimize the
likelihood of accidents. Moreover, given Nevada's climate and the location of
the Yucca Mountain site, such things as dust and wind are important along with
more traditional factors such as rain, snow, ice and fog,

Measuring the degree of weather adversity is rather basic. The simplest
measure to use is the number of adverse weather days encountered per year on a
given route. These conditions, typically defined by the state police, reflect
adverse combinations of dust, wind, rain, snow and fog. Weather conditions
sl_ould also be reflected in measuring dispersion should a release occur. Here,
temperature, wind speed and direction, and surrounding topography are essential
information items.

To determine weather characteristics, no major data collection effort
should be required. The National Weather Service reports climatic conditions
for a large number of _ocations. One would only need to process these data to
determine how to measure these effects, with the exception, of" course, in
measuring topographic contours. This information should be available from
USGS. Specific data from the Yucca Mountain/Nevada Test Site vicinity should
certainly be available from the DOE.

Exoertisg

Transportation planning and systems analysis.

_l_sDonsibi!it_

State of Nevada.

Major.

Near- term.

5,2.2 Economic Cost Modules

Once the TMIAS can produce forecasts in terms of safety, facility usage,
etc., these impacts need to be translated into economic terms. After the
methodology has been developed to translate transportation impacts and risk
mitigation strategies into monetary values, it should be integrated into the
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overall analysis package so that economic impacts are ultimately produced as an
output from the model.

Economics, transportation systems analysis, nuclear waste transportation,
transportation engineering. <

Re_oonsibilitv

State of Nevada.

I_m_,r_

MaJor.

Ur_enc7

Near,.. term.
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5.3 TRANSPORTATION IMPACT MONITORING

S)udvDesi_n_

A program is needed for monitoring the impacts of the nuclear waste
transportation system. The impact monitoring program should be developed to
address at least three distinct phases: pre-waste shipment, waste shipment and
post waste shipment. As Nevada is already experiencing impacts from the
planning for the waste shipments (pre-waste shipment phase), development of the
impact monitoring p. ogram should begin as soon as possible. During the waste
shipment phase, the measurement of actual impacts should be used to assess the
accuracy of predicted impacts and to modify the waste transportation system to
reduce and/or mitigate impacts. Shipments to the WIPP present an ideal
opportunity to develop and test a prototype system for the waste shipment
phase.

The general tasks include:

o Preparation of a conceptual design for the monitoring plan,

o Development of the individual steps involved in carrying out the
plan, broken down by functional area (e.g., transportation planning,
personnel training, emergency response, etc.).

o Performance of a trial application of the monitoring plan on a small
geographic area using some other regularly occurring commodity
shipment as the case study.

o Iteration until a suitable monitoring plan is developed.

o Collection of baseline data statewide using the monitoring plan.

_

Impact assessment, nuclear waste transportation, transportation systems
analysis, regulatory.

R=eda_nsibi!it.y

. Federal and the State of Nevada.

• Im_agxta.o

, Essential.

T n

Near-term.

=

=
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5.4 DATA COLLECTION AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT

Study Desi_,n

Following the design and initial implementation of the data
collection/information management portion of the TMIAS, ongoing management of
the system will be needed so that it remains current over the extended time
frame during which repository planning and transportation operations are
expected to occur. This will be particularly challenging given the high growth
rates which Southern Nevada is experiencing.

Database management, transportation data collection and analysis.

R(_sponsibility.

State of Nevada.

[m_r!canqe

Essential.

Urgency

Near-term.
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5.5 MONITOR ACTIVITIES AFFECTING NUCLEAR WASTE TRANSPORTATION

Study Desig_

Building upon the monitoring program initiated in the first year (task
4,3), Nevada should implement a comprehensive system for monitoring ali
activities worldwide, governmental and nongovernmental, relating to the
transportation of nuclear waste. The system should monitor research and
development activities, technical publications, laws and regulations and policy
decisions.

Institutional/intergovernmental relations, transportation planning,
nuclear waste transportation.

Responsibility=

State of Nevada.

Import ningg

Essential.

[Jr_encv

Near-term.
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5.6 REGULATORY STRUCTURE AND LIABILITY/COb'[PENSATION

5.6.1 Liability/Compensation--Price-Anderson Act

Study Design

In the fall of 1988, the United States Congress amended the
Price-Anderson Act, In reviewing its position on liability and compensation,
the State of Nevada should review and compare the new law to the Preferred
Transportatior System (section 1,6),

Expertise

Legal,

Responsibilit2/.

State of Nevada,

Importance

MaJor.

Urgency

#

Immediate.

5.6.2 Mixed Wastes

= If any of the nuclear waste to be transported to the repository are
considered "mixed waste" under the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery

Act (RCRA), the State of Nevada may be able to more extensively regulate it,
_

_.q_y._Des ign

This research will investigate if any of the waste to be transported to
the repository is mixed waste and, if so, to determine whether the state ma,:

" impose additional regulations on the transportation of mixed wastes.

=

Hazardous and nuclear waste, and legal.
-

lmt_o rtar_ce

m Major.

i
=

z
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UrP.!encx

Near=term,

5.6,3 Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act Regulations

Pursuant to the Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1986, the DOT is
in the process of promulgating regulations for commercial driver testing and

licensing standards. States will be required to test drivers' knowledge of the
federal hazardous materials regulations, among other things. The final
regulations were published in the Federal Register on June 21, 1988, with
corrections published on July 22, 1988.

The proposed regulations, among other things, establish minimum standards
for state tests. These regulations should be utilized to ensure a proper level
of knowledge of drivers being licensed by the State of Nevada. If Nevada takes
the .lead in this area, other states, and particularly the "corridor" states,

may utilize Nevada's work in adopting their tests,

.,.,.,_Udy Design

Formulate a test for commercial drivers of hazardous materials.

.E_

Driver training, test design, nuclear materials transportation, legal.

Essential.

Urgency

Immediate.

5,6.4 Statutory and Regulatory Chinges Affecting Nuclear Waste Transportation

Study Desigll

: Building upon task 3 of the first year work plan, Nevada should develop
the capability to critically analyze all proposed statutory and regulatory

changes affecting nuclear waste transportation to a repository. During the
pre-operational and operational repository periods, there will be many such
changes, most of which are not known at this time. Following are two examples

. of such proposed changes that should be analyzed.

Hjihwa, y Routing .of Non-Radioaqtiv(t Materials. On April 7, 1988, the DOT
" published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulealaking l'or the highway routing
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of nonradioactive hazardous materials, The State of Nevada and its local
governments should vigorously participate in this process, Additionally, the
NWPO should closely follow these proceedings to determine what effect, if any,
proposed rules may have on the transportation of radioactive materials.

H_za,r._ous Materj_,.Is Transt:)ortation .....Act Reauthoriza, ti0n The federal
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) controls most issues involving
nuclear waste transportation, lt is, therefore, of paramount importance that
the State of Nevada take an active role in the reauthorization of this critical
piece of legislation. The objectives of this effort should be to incorporate
elements of the Preferred Transportation System into federal statute and to
protect against preemption of state and local governments rights in regulating
the transportation of hazardous materials, including radioactive materials.
This can be accomplished by ensuring that all relevant players have accurate
and timely information.

Nevada should develop a program to organize relevant groups to lobby
local, state and federal governing bodies to adopt laws supportive of state and
local governments. Written materials should be prepared for three groups of
people: the lay public, state and local governments, and legislators and
members of Congress. In order for the members of the public to actively
participate in the reauthorization process, it will be essential that they have
"fact sheets." Fact sheets should provide the lay public with information that
will assist them in lobbying legislators and members of Congress (e.g., what
the law is about, why they should be concerned, and explanation of the standard
myths, and what they can do about the law. Fact sheets for the lay public are

" best prepared in a question and answer format.

: Fact sheets for legislators and members of Congress are also helpful.
These individuals are attempting to legislate in a complex area and tend to
receive most of their material from industry lobbyists or in a form that does
not lend itself to quick review. At the same time, however, it is important
that the staff to these individuals are also provided with a thorough analysis

: of the issues. Two forms of written material must be prepared and provided to
?: legislators and members of Congress: fact sheets addressing legislative

concerns and an analysis of legislative issues.

State and local governments must also be provided an analysis explaining
- the issues, their relevancy to state and local governments, and the goals and

objectives in formulating proposed legislation. The materials provided to_==

: legislators and members of Congress should also be provided to state and local
governments.

- A network must be developed whereby timely and accurate information can
, be disseminated, particularly during legislative and Congressional sessions.

The network should include a mechanism for alerting participants to issues that
require immediate action. Additionally, each new bill introduced into Congress
should be analyzed, and the zmalysis should be distributed.

_

_
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Expertise,

Institutional/intergovernmental, hazardous nuclear materials trans-
portation and legal,

State of Nevada,

[mlportan¢_

Essential,

Urge,ncy

Near-Term.

5.6,5 Federal/State Agreements

In the course of" preparing for the repository, the federal government or
the State of Nevada may desire to enter into an agreement to resolve certain
transportation matters, For instance, the federal government may wish to enter
into an agreement similar to the agreement that it entered into with the State
of New Mexico whereby the state designated routes pursuant to the terms of the
agreement. Before entering into such an agreement, the state must be assured
of being able to protect its citizens by conforming its laws, where
appropriate, to changes in federal laws,

To determine whether the State of Nevada may amend its laws if it enters
into an agreement with the federal government, At a minimum, the following
question requires legal research: If a state enters into an agreement with the
federal government and the federal law subsequently changes, does the federal
law supersede the terms of the agreement?

Legal, intergovernmental nuclear waste transportation.

ResDonsibili.._

State of Nevada.

.Importance_

IVlajor.
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r .@ .,

Mid'Term.

5,6.6 Indian Nattoas

As soverergn entities, Indian nations possess the right to regulate their
members and their territories. This right, however, may be limited by a
tribe's own codes or constitutions, a treaty or other agreement with the
federal government or by virtue of Congress' law-making authority. In order to
determine the extent and nature of the interaction between the laws of the

Indian nations and the laws of the State of Nevada, the documents of the
particular tribes must be evaluated in the context of the relevant federal and
state laws.

Research is needed to determine to what extent Indian nations in the
State of Nevada may regulate the shipments of hazardous materials and
radioactive materials. At a minimum, the research should attempt to determine
the extent to which federa_ and state laws preempt the Indian nations from
regulating in th,._ field of hazardous and radioactive materials transportation.
In answering this question, the research should focus on the specific topics
identified in the Regulatory Structure section cf the Preferred Transportation
System report (section 1.6).

Legal, hazardous and nuclear materials transportation.
=

State of Nevada.

" Significant.

- _r._n.c,.z

- Mid-term.

5.6.7 Rail Routing

Unlike highway routing, it is unclear which federal agency has the
--, authority to mandate national railroad rcJuting, lt is also unclear whether a

state government may regulate railroad routing, should it wish to do so,

-2

#,
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Study De_g_

To determine which federal agencies have jurisdiction to establish
national railroad routing and whether state governments may regulate rail
routing. At a minimum, the following questions require legal research:

o Given that trackage rights may be involved, which federal agencies
have jurisdiction to establish national railroad routing?

o Is the jurisdiction exclusive with the agency or agencies?

o Are states preempted from regulating railroad routing?

Exoertist,.

Legal, hazardous and nuclear materials transportation.

State of Nevada.

=I.moc)rt_,O...ce

Essential.

: LTrgeD.q.y.

Mid-term.

5.6.8 Development ._f a Model Hazardous/Radioactive Materials Transportation
Statutes and Ordinances

Nevada's statutes regulating the transportation of hazardous materials,
including radioactive materials, have developed over the Last several years.

-- There may be portions of those statutes that conflict with federal law and are,
thus, preempted thereby. The problems could be identified and rectified
through appropriate piecemeal legislation. However, to ensure a comprehensive
state regulatory structure, Nevada should develop a model law that can also be
adopt<_d by other states or Indian Nations that have identical or comparable
conce_ ns,

At least three jurisdictions within the State of Nevada have adopted
ordinances to address their concerns about the transportation of radioactive

: materials. No doubt, others will follow. Rather than scrutinizing each
ordinance to determine its consistency with federal and state taws, a model

- ordinance should be developed that can then be adopted by Nevada's local
governments as well as other local governments.

' +llpn lr .... II _ , _, is _il++l)lm Pfr , ll'UIpqqr_Ir'n,IPb_II"I[I') 'lP *l_+ 'mm' lr'l,
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__ Obi_ctive_

To develop comprehensive model state, Tribal and local statutes and
ordinances that will regulate to minimize the risks involved in the
transportation of hazardous materials, including radioactive materials, and
enhance the ability of state, Tribal and local governments to be prepared to
respond to an accident or incident.

Study De_i_a

A meeting of the State and Local Government Planning Group (SLGPG) should
be held to discuss the members' concerns about the transportation of ali
hazardous materials, includir radioactive materials, and to elicit the members
thoughts about how those concerns could be abated by regulations, A draft

-: statute and ordinance should be prepared and distributed to the SLGPG for
comment by the members. Those comments, to the extent practical, should be
incorporated and another draft distributed. A second meeting should be held to

: resolve any remaining problems.

Legal, hazardous radioactive materials transportation, institutional/
intergovernmental.

=_g.._0n_ibili_y

State, Tribal and local governments in Nevada.

ImDortan_¢e

Essential

Near-term.
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5.7 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

To be provided under separate cover

5.8 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DESIGN RESEARCH NEEDS

5.8.1 Volumes and Timing of Shipmeats

SDe_, .FU¢!Storae,e Perioc!

Conduct an assessment of the "optimum" period of spent fuel storage prior
to shipment to a repository. When the repository begins operation, waste will
have been out of reactors (or discharged from reprocessing) for five to ten
years prior to shipment to the repository, ttowever, after the backlog of this
"old" waste has been shipped, it is possible that waste more recently removed
from reactors or discharged from reprocessing will be shipped to the
repository. The amount of radioactivity contained in the waste initially
decreases rapidly. After this initial decay period, the activity of the waste
declines less rapidly over an extended period of time. Thus an assessment
should be conducted to determine the time period resulting in the maximum
amount of decay (safest waste for shipment) that can be achieved for a
reasonable storage period (less than 100 years).

_i.se

Nuclear engineering.

_Resoonsi_ilit'f

Federal. The DOE should develop and provide this information. II" the
DOE does not provide this information, the State of Nevada should develop it.

l_mtm.Ltall_

Essential,

Immediate.

Now MaD_.n.d..M.N.g._kx.

_t._d.L.P..e_,S_ig._.

A map and flow matrix must be prepared showing origin locations and
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quantities of material to be shipped with and without an MRS facility. This is
critical to many of the other issues which have been identified in the research
work: rail shipment options, truck shipment options, routing (all modes),
modal choice, emergency response, cask design, etc. The general tasks include:

o Preparation of a database showing the tons to be shipped by reactor
site (and by the MRS, if developed).

o Assv.mption of shortest interstate and mainline rail routes from these
origins (and by the MRS, if developed) to the repository at Yucca
Mountain and preparation of a map showing the resulting flow patterns
li.e., line width proportional to shipment volume).

o Preparation of both of the above pieces of information in
machine-readable format.

Transportation planning, database management, computer graphics.

R_esDonsibilitv

Federal. The DOE should develo_ and provide this information to all
states for their use in preparing for the shipments to a repository. If the
DOE does not provide this information, the State of Nevada should develop it.

I.mt:)ortance

Essential.

__.

Immediate.

5.8.2 Cask Des|gn and Tes_|ng

Ca_..kand Fu=_!...Assemblv ResDonse to Stress

Research is needed on the response of casks and fuel assemblies to
specific stresses which have not been assessed in previous studies, inctuding:

o Cask responses to stresses when a defect exists in design and/or
manufacture.

o Fuel assembly response to stresses with and without cladding damage
and/or deficient manufacture (this is of special interest when fuel
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has undergone grain swelling or has a failed grain matrix; i.e., where
the fuel pellet disintegrates to a powder under shock).

o Fuel response to impact and heat through testing of irradiated fuel
assemblies. Wh_le not an easy task, such destructive testing would
clarify the potential of the fuel to leak, and demonstrate any need
for internal shock absorbers in the cask (used. in older designs, but
not shown on current designs).

o Crush stressing in a rail accident.

o Development of a methodology for fact,_ring cask defects into analyses
(both long-, term use of a defective cask, and failure causation due to
a one-.time defect).

I2,.,_.r tis=..___

Materials and mechanical engineering, laboratory and machine production
technicians, risk assessment and computer simulation.

Federal. Preferably implemented by a neutral party such as the
Government Accounting Office (GAO) or the Underwriters' Laboratories.

- Essential.

Ur_encx

Near-term.
_

_evere Accidents 0__ge Consetau_nces

Research is needed on potential severe accidents and realistic
= consequence assessments of severe accidents and sabotage/terrorism, including:

o Development of an updated accident distributior model benchmarked
against incidents that have occurred since 1975, including potential
stresses that could occur by hazards not considered previously, such

_- as a fire involving a propane tanker, liquefied plastic or other high
temperature thermal sources, or a stationary source such as a fuel

_ tank farm near a railroad line.

o Estimation of realistic accident/sabotage consequences, (e.g., an
analysis that examines the minute-by-minute actions during a

: worst-case accident rather than the usual separa,'e analyses of' the
four major stresses). Such _ study should address the potential for
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fuel re-oxidatiot_ during and after a fire, the ability of a fire to
disperse particulates and vapors, the necessary evacuation even when a
radiation release does not occur, and the specific details of cleanup
in an urban area.

o Critical evaluation of assumptions used in accident consequence
analyses involving evacuation, cleanup and urban structures. The most
detailed analysis to date (NUREG/CR-0743) assumes near-perfect
population control, a very short cleanup period and a grossly
oversimplified model of air flow in an urban environment.

o Development of a database of ali spent fuel shipments and the
conditions of the containers used, so that actual design,
manufacturing and maintenance deficiencies of ali types can be
factored together to demonstrate the past likelihood of serious cask
vulnerability. This database would then be used with the simulatiot,
above to determine the spectrum of responses to stres!)es that would
have been possible with the actual shipments that have occurred. That
result would then be factored into the updated distribution model of
accident stresses to determine the real risk of past shipments.

o An expanded and integrated accident simulation model capable of
accepting and utilizing information describing manufacturing defects,
maintenance failures, fuel defects and/or failures (including
re -oxidation), and the thermal inputs, due to a fire, that can be
localized on specific cask areas to simulate a torch or partial
engulfment of the container.

z,__rm_im._

Materials and mechanical engineering, laboratory and machine production,
risk assessment and computer simulation.

Resr:onsi_JjLx

Federal. Preferably implemented by a neutral party such as the
Government Accountin8 Office (GAO) or the Underwriters' Laboratories.

l.._.m_ortanc¢

Essential.

Urgency

Near-term.

,_q), , ' _l 'P Irl ...... rq_ ',,'_'_1_, -',_+Wrq]_-_"_'_:_ _'-,"_ =-'_ , h' , "_p)", .....
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_,_D,e_ gn Mer,_hods

Study

Research is needed on proposed cask designs, the methods used to develop
them, other available design tools with which to compare the presently used
methods, and an evaluation of foreign experience in cask design and

, manufacture. The ability of "goof-proofing" cask designs to avoid
manufacturing and maintenance problems and defects should be explored.

A computerized cask simulation should be developed that would create a
cask design based on a set of stress parameters (i.e., accident conditions) and
produce a computer-aided drawing of the end product, lt should generate a
family of designs to demonstrate the sensitivity of cask shape, size and weight

= to stresses greater than presently required by regulations (one could input a
set of stresses and see what a cask capable of withstanding them would look
like).

Ex se

Materials and mechanical engineering, laboratory and machine production,
computer simulation.

ResDonsibility

Federal. Preferably implemented by a neutral party such as the
Government Accounting. Office (GAO) or the Underwriters' Laboratories.

- .ImPortance

Essential.

Urgency

_ Near-term.

=

; __.ti.kon of LarRe Metal Castinu,s
=

_.tu_y Design

Research on problems in mass production of devices similar to casks,
_- especially rail casks including large steel, uranium and lead castings and
= forgings, is needed to assess problem areas in manufacturing and ways to avoid

them. An evaluation of the German storage cask manufacturing experience should
" be included.

ExDerfi_S.g

Materials and mechanical engineering, laboratory and machine production.
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_R._

Federal, Preferably implemented by a neutral party such as the
Government Accounting Office (GAO) or the Underwriters' Laboratories,

Lm__

Major,

U__r._m.0._.

Near- term.

C'_sk. QA/OC Prod,ram

_udv Design

Research is needed to develop an appropriate QA/QC program for cask
ctesign, fabrication, testing and maintenance. The research should include:

o A review of past performance of the NRC, the DOE and the DOT in
addressing design, manufacturing and testing deficiencies, and the
ways in which those agencies will assure compliance with the cask
license and its QA/QC procedures. At present, the DOE field offices
may hold much of this responsibility, and some have a poor history in
QA/QC.

o A more complete database on past spent fuel shipments and their
problems (including those involving research and defense containers)
is essential to production of a risk assessment that reflects the real
incidence and types of human error and equipment deficiency.

_.xpertise

Materials and mechanical engineering, QA/QC, database management.

_nsibilitv

Federal. Preferably implemented by a neutral party such as the
Government Accounting Office (GAO) or the Underwriters' Laboratories,

Imt:)ortance.

Essential,

kLr_n_._

Near-term.
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5.8.3 Modal Mix

i

,MQdal Mix Selection

_..;1 y Design

: Development of a modal mix selection methodology which is clear, concise,
consistent, robust and acceptable to all interested parties is essential For a
quantitative assessment of transportation impacts. The general tasks include:

o Development of a conceptual framework for how modal decisions should
be conducted,

o Determination of a detailed procedure for making modal decisions.

o Performance of a trial application of the selection methodology.

o iteration until an acceptable selection methodology is identified.

o Documentation of the results.

Transportation engineering and risk assessment.

R_oonsibilitv

Federal and the State of Nevada. Nevada needs to develop its methodology
so that it can evaluate the expected impacts from the perspective of state,
Tribal and local governments and perform sensitivity analyses to identify best
and worst case conditions.

I_mlmr..t. x

Essential.

Ur_ene,_

Near=term.

.Me_sures for Mod,d Mix Criteria

The second, important modal mix researcF area is the need for specific
measures (i,e., quantitative indicators) for the criteria to be Itsed in
comparing modes (e.g., should expected fatalities be used as the measure of
risk, or population exposed or dollar damages). The measures must be suitable,

, , ,,q ,,qlt ,, '_..... '...... It'+,) , +
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acceptable, quantifiable and reliable. The general tasks include:

o Identification of the criteria to be employed.

o Determination of suitable measures for each,

o Performance of one or more trial uses of the measures.

o Iteration until an acceptable set of measures is identified.

o Documentation of the,findings and recommendations.

Expertise_.

Transportation engineering attd risk assessment.

_Responsibi!itv

Federal and the State of Nevada. Nevada needs to develop its methodology
so that it can evaluate the expected impacts from the perspective of state,=

Tribal and local governments and perform sensitivity analyses to identify best
: and worst case conditions.

Importance

_._ Essential.

LLc.g.e,.n_

_. Near-term.

.d

We.at.h0rSensiti_vitv of M_

Study Desi__n

I- Additional information about the weather sensitivity of the various modes
is needed in order to determine accurately the incremental risks, costs,

o resource requirements and logistics problems which would accompany various
-_ levels of use of each of the modes. For example, weather is clearly a factor

in truck transportation. Highways, especially on the plains and in mountainous
regions, become impassable under heavy snow conditions. If the waste volumes

: moving by truck are small, this may be a detrimental factor because the cost of
secured parking areas may be high on a per shipment basis. However, if these

= costs are spread over a much larger volume of shipments, the truck option may
be far more cost effective and its relative attractiveness improved.

-----2

___--=
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_R..e.sponsibil Lty_

Federal. If the DOE does not provide this information, the State of
Nevada should develop it.

Importance

MaJor.

Near-term.

SeCurity and Safety

Study .Desi_,n

Much more information is needed about security and safety because, to
date, nuclear waste shipments have been infrequent. Regardless of what modes
are eventually chosen, the shipment of waste to a repository will be far more
routine and frequent than they have been in the past. No prior experience
exists for correct safety and security provisions for such large numbers of
shipments, particularly to a single destination. There may be economies of
scale. On the other hand, the costs may rise disproportionately to the volumes
involved, Hence there is a need to explore the options available and their
requisite costs.

In addition, there are important trade--of fs between security and
potential risk mitigation measures Fox' examp)e, to improve emergency
preparedness and to focus needed infrastructure improvements it would be
preferable to minimize the number of modes and routes utilized, However, from
a security standpoint, the number of routes should be maximized. Research is
needed to be able to weight the trade-of fs between security and other risk
reduction/mitigation strategies.

Security (sabotage/terrorism) and risk assessment, transportation
planning and transportation operations.

R esDonsibilit_

Federal and the State of Nevada.

Importance

Essential.
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Ne:_r-term

_t_arative Risks of Lq___T_¢9._

The interest in this controversy arises from the trade-off between lower

ac;ider:t rate_ b:at potentially greater accident consequences (larg, r source
tertn, the occurrence of greater forces, etc.) experienced by rail transport vs
the higher accident rate, but less severe accident experience of road
transport

Highs),ay and rail engineering, risk assessment, transportation systems
analysis, and nuclear materials transportation.

Federal and the State of Nevada.

Essential.

Near-term.

  Truck Shj m ZL  gm

A_ m_)sessrnent of single trucks, doubles, convoy_, overweight trucks and
other potential truck shipment options needs to be conducted Issues to be
addressed include:

o Assessm.ent of the relationship between vehicle (and axle) weight and
damage to pavements and structure,_

o A_;sessment of the accident rates and other risk factors associated

with single, double and overweisht trucks

o A"sessment of the risks o_" fewer larger shipments versus more
smaller shipments.
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Trucking operations, risk assessment, nuchmr materials transportation.

""ederal and State of Nevada. Nevada needs to develop its methodology so
that it can evaluate the expected impacts from the perspective of state, Tribal
and local governments and perform sensitivity analyses to identify best and
worst-case conditions.

Essential.

Near-term.

A_sessm_ent of Ri!il Sb.j.0me.ntOotio.._

A comprehensive and detailed assessment is needed on potential rail
shipment options: special, dedicated, "hefty" rail and regular trains.
Concern with this issue is motivated by trade,.offs between regular, special and
dedicated train service. Secti)n 2.3 of the Preferred Transportation System
report discusses the apparent trade-of,'s among the rail service options.

_t._dv Desj.g.t!

Research is needed in three key areas:

o Development of a detailed description of potential rail shipment
options.

o Development of an evaluation methodology for rail shipment options.

o Development of measures for rail options evaluation criteria,

A thorough description of the rail options available is needed so that
the evaluation process can proceed and the relative strengths and weaknesses of
the various options identified, The general tasks include:

o Preparation of a list of the options which should be considered.

o Development of a thorough descriptions of each.

o Selection of one or more reactor sites (or the MRS) for detailed
examination to develop examples of how each option would work.
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o Iteration. until a complete list of the options is developed and they
have all been described and illustrated.

A rail shipment options evaluation methodology, similar to the one used
for modal mix, which is clear, concise, consistent, robust, and acceptable to
ali interested parties needs to be developed. Without this, an identification
of the best options and their appropriate conditions of use is impossibLe. 'The
general tasks include:

o Adaptation of the modal cho!ce methodology for use in evaluating the
rail shipment options.

o Adaptation of the steps involved as appropriate.

o Performance of a trial application of the evaluation methodology.

o Iteration until an acceptable selection methodology is identified.

There is a need for specific measures (i.e., quantitative indicators) for
the criteria to be used in comparing options. The measures must be suitable,
acceptable, quantifiable and reliable. The general tasks include:

7.

:. o Adoption of the criteria and measures used by modal mix with additions
and/or deletions as required.

o Determination of suitable measures for any additional criteria.

o Performance of one or more 'trial uses of the new measures.

- o Iteration until an acceptable set of new measures is identified.

]_x_ertis.g
-

Rail operations, risk assessment, nuclear materials transportation.

Re sD0nsibi!it2.

Federal and State of Nevada. Nevada needs to develop its methodology so
: that it can evaluate the expected impacts from the perspective of state, Tribal

and local governments and perform sensitivity analyses to identify best- and
: worst-,case conditions.

- I_m_.r0..r.lil_ce

_=

Essential.

__ Near-term.

, ....... , L,,i,_l, ,,,, ' , , , • ,, ,, ' irl ' ,1_i,, rl,),) ' ,v, ,,,lll,'_,p,', ,,_,q, ,"',-r,-'--'-_0-,,_rc--,m_'4_"_-'_r_---
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5.8.4 Equipment and Vehicle Standards

_._udv Desi_

An assessment of equipment and vehicle standards needs to be conducted,
including:

o Special needs for truck tractors and trailers.

o Special needs for rail engines and cars.

o Standards for cask tiedowns.

o Assessment of the benefits and costs of potential vehicle improvements
(e.g. deadman breaks),

Expe r_i_

Rail and highway vehicle engineering, and risk assessment.

Resoonsibilitv

Federal and State of Nevada.

Im_Z_.n.._

Important.

Ur_enc_

Mid - term.

5.8.5 Infrastructure

:- N_,' ,,.Routes

Study Design

A comprehensive assessment of the benefits to state, Tribal and local
governments from potential new routes, such as a Las Vegas Valley highway
bypass and a rail spur to Yucca Mountain, need to be conducted.

- Ls.p.z.r_t

. Transportation planning, risk assessment, nuclear waste transportation,
intergovernmental/regulatory.

=-_-

=

zr.
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Respon_ib.ii_!j_

State of Nevada.

Essential.

Ur_.ency

Near-term.

An economic assessment model recently developed for the U.S, Army Corps
of Engineers by the University of Nevada, Reno should be adapted to assess the
cost of increased maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of existing
facilities and the construction of new facilities necessitated by nuclear waste
shipments to a repository. The model should consider initial design and
construction costs and life cycle costs in terms of current worth and
equivalent uniform annual costs are of importance. Guidelines for conducting
these types of' cost analysis for pavements have been and are suggested for use
as _ starting point.

The initial and recurring costs that should be considered in this
economic evaluation include the following:

o State, Tribal and local government costs for highway and the railroads
costs for rail,

-Initial capital cost of construction

-Future capital cost of reconstruction and rehabilitation

=Maintenance cost

-Salvage value

-Engineeringandadministrationcost

-Traffic control cost

o Transportation facility user costs.

-Travel time

- Vehicle operation
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-Accidents

-Discomfort (including time dela3, and extra vehicle operating costs
during resurfacing or major maintenance)

o Non-user costs.

Initial and continuing databases need to be established to provide these
cost data. Considerable devel.opment work needs to be performed to more
adequately define salvage value, user costs and non=user costs.

Rail and highway engineering and economics.

Responsibility

State of Nevada.

l.mDortan_

: Major.

Mid- term.

_Hizhwa_

• /'he research required for the evaluation of the impact on the
infrastructure of Nevada's highways of nuclear waste shipments to a repository
at Yucca Mountain includes: capacity of routes, condition of pavements,

, condition of bridges and cost.

.¢_NZg.2i.I__Q..f Routes

_St,_¢lv Design

A capacity analysis of the affected highways, roads and streets must be
performed to determine the adequacy of the network and to decide if new
facilities are required. Projected traffic volume generated by the repository

_- should be used in the analysis.

• The Highway Capacity Manual published by the Transportation Research
Board is the authoritative guide for the performance of highway capacity

-- analysis. The manual reflects over 50 years of comprehensive research by a
number of research agencies. The procedures described in the manual are based

" on simple graphs or tables for specific standard conditions which are adjusted
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for prevailing conditions different from those specified

To perform the capacity analysis on the identified routes, it will be
necessary to obtain data as specified by the !Highway Capacity Manual. These
include:

o Traffic volume for the peak hour or any other hour of interest.

o Traffic characteristics.

o Roadway characteristics.

The routes must be divided into segments with uniform characteristics. A
change in any of the data indicates the need to separate the route into
additional segments for analysis. Acceptable levels of service must also be
defined in order to estaolish the capacity of a facility. This will require
input from the citizens of Nevada.

Exoertise

Transportation engineering.

_._&_onsibiliI,v_

- State of Nevada.

Minor.

: Lkr._

Mid-term.

=n

-_ ._..9_nd.itionof pavements

- $_udv Design
=

Data on structural capacity, geometrics, roadside characteristics and
drainage conditions of Nevada highways may not be readily available. The

• existing pavement information sources include:

o City of Lag Vegas Pavement Management System.
S.

o Clark County Pavement Management System.=

o Nevada Department of Transportation Pavement Management System.

- o Plans and Specifications for the City of Lag Vegas, Clark County and

; the Nevada Department of Transportation.

1=

Z.

. , ...................... ,, ,,. -.,, .,., ........ _............. . . _ .
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The pavement management records from NDOT and local governments along
potential routes need to be integrated into a Pavement Management System for
s.vstematicalIy scheduling maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of
pavements based on maximizing benefits or minimizing cost. lt will also
benecessary to obtain structural section plans for all potential routes and to
conduct destructive sampling to verify structural sections and to ascertain
existing pavement structural capability, A drainage survey must be conducted
for all routes.

Pavement management, database management.

Resp0nsibilitv

State of Nevada.

Imt_ort_nce

MaJor.

Lrr_encv

Mid-term.

.Pa,vcment Performanc(_. M0dg._l

Performance models must be developed specifically for Nevada pavements to
predict the time to failure given typical traffic, maintenance and
rehabilitation efforts and environment. This will encompass a review of
existing performance models, an analysis of pavement performance in Nevada and
an analysis of environmental data. Available information includes:

o Performance models in literature such .as:

-Transportation Research Record

-National Cooperative Highway Research Program Reports

-International Conference on the Structural Design of Asphalt
Pavements

-Proceedings of the Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists

o City of Las Vegas, Clark County and Nevada Department of
Transportation pavement management systems.
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o Agency traffic records.

o Agerr,;y maintenance and rehabilitation records.

o Weather records from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.

o Material properties from NDOT research.

To develop a performance model to predict pavement fai).ure, a
representative sample of low, medium and high volume pavements can be obtained
using NDOT's Pavement Management System data. Traffic, maintenance and
structural records are available from local and state agencies. These data
must be analyzed to find deterioration rates for existing pavements as a
function of traffic, maintenance and rehabilitation, structural design and
environment.

Ex_xa.ert_

Pavement engineering and maintenance.

State of Nevada.

_t_._e

MaJor.

Mid=terra.

C ,ii n fbr"

Study Desi_dl

The condition of all bricJgesand other structures along potential nuclear
waste transport routes to the repository must be assessed. NDOT is responsible
for keeping records on Nevada's bridges. The procedure for rating an existing
bridge requires careful evaluation of many factors. Ali physical features of
the bridge that have an effect on its structural integrity need to be examined,
and the absolute maximum permissible load level that the structure may be

subjected to must be determined.

Bridge inspection should inclu6e piers and abutments, stringers and
girders, trusses, bearings and expansion joints, decks, sidewalks and
railings. State and national agencies have developed inspection manuals that
described the equipment and type of information needed to evaluate the
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condition of bridges. The "Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges,"
pub{ished by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials, provides for the evaluation of bridge components by specifying
stress-carrying capacity in terms of loads producing the design stress and a
higher allowable stress due to overweight vehicles.

Information regarding the present condition of Nevada's bridges on the
state-funded system, can be obtained from NDOT "Bridge Sufficiency Rating."
Another source of information on the condition of bridges is the National
Bridge Inventory published in January 1986 by the Federal Highway
Administration. The inventory contains records on more than 575,000 highway
bridges with spans of 20 feet or more, Relevant information includes the year
the bridge was built, structure type, superstructure condition rating,
substructure condition rating, estimated remaining life, structural condition

rating, proposed improvements, etc.

ExDertis¢

Bridge engineering.

State of Nevada.

ImDorta.nce

MaJor.

Mid-term.

Bridge Mana_em(_nt Svste_m

__n

A comprehensive bridge management system (BMS) should be developed for
assessing bridge strengthening needs such as replacing, rehabilitation,
widening or other structural work. The BMS should be used to compare different
maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement options for Nevada's bridges.
Information relating to Bridge Management Systems and bridge strengthening
needs can be found in literature such as Transportation Research Record and
National Cooperative Highway Research Program Reports,

Bridge engineering and database management.
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Responsibility

State of Nevada.

Im=p__tanc_

MaJor.

Urgency,

Mid-term.

Within rail infrastructure, the main missin8 piece of knowledge, besides
a plan for monitoring the impacts of rail transportation of nuclear waste
pertains to the special hardware needed to ensure the safe shipment of the
nuclear waste. Little if any attention has been devoted to the subjects of
locomotive modifications, special communications and monitoring equipment, and
special maintenance facilities. Rather, the focus has been on track damage,
condition assessment, and construction and maintenance practices, with the
iment of determining incremental wear impacts. While this information needs
to be reviewed, and previous research results distilled into a position
statement on how rail infrastructure will be affected, the more important
question to answer is what additional infrastructure requirements will need to
be met.

lncr.erncntal We_r Assessment.

Stud.v Desitn

Determine what incremental wear will be caused by the shipments of
nuclear waste. The general tasks include:

o Survey of the literature for findings on incremental wear rates.

o Estimate of the incremental wear per shipment for the various rail
shipment options available (the incremental wear rate due to dedicated
trains may be different from that due to individual shipments in
general merchandise freight trains).

o Distribution of these incremental wear rate models for review and

comment among the railroads, the DOE, and various consultants to the
railroad industry,

o Modification and enhancement of the models as appropriate based on the
comments received.
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o Documentation of the results.

Rail engineering and maintenance.

R.._ees_)onsibilitv

The railroads. The State of Nevada may want to conduct its own wear
assessment. If so, it should base its assessment on prior research results
conducted by the Association of American Railroads individual railroads, and
various academic institutions (e.g., MIT, Illinois Institute of Technology),
rather than trying to develop new wear rates based on original empirical
research.

Significant.

Urgency

Mid-term.

_al Infrastructure Needs

$.tudv Des ig.n.

Determine what special infrastructure may be needed to ensure the safety
and security of nuclear waste shipments to a repository. The general tasks
include:

=

. o Work with railroad experts to develop a comprehensive and logical list
of what the special infrastructure needs might be.

o Determination of where these infrastructure investments might be
, required within the State of Nevada,

o Preparation of a working paper describing these findings.

_=

=_ Rail engineering and operations, and nuclear waste transportation.

__ R_soonsibilit_

° The railroads will be especially thorough about determining what special
infrastructure needs exist. The DOE will counter with a needs assessment of
its own. The State of Nevada must determine what special needs exist in order

" to satisfy its own concerns about the safety and security of the shipments.
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o Documentation of the results,

Expertise

Rail engineering and maintenance.

Responsi_

The railroads. The State of Nevada may v_ant to conduct its own wear
assessment. If so, it should base its assessment on prior research results

conducted by the Association of American Railroads, individual railroadr_, and
various academic institutions (e.g., MIT, Illinois Institute of Technology)
rather than trying to develop new wear rates based on original empirical)
research.

I__.mr_ortance

Significant.

.Urgency

Mid-term.

: Special Infrastructure Neecl_.

Study Desig_

Determine what special infrastructure may be needed to ensure the safety
and security of nuclear waste shipments to a repository, The general tasks
include:

z

o Work with railroad experts to develop a comprehensive and logical list
of what the special infrastructure needs might be.

o Determination of where these infrastructure investments might be
required within the State of Nevada.

• o Preparation of a working paper describing these findings.

Expertise.

-_ Rail engineering and operations, and nuclear waste transportation.
=

_. _nsibilitv

The railroads will be especially thorough about determining what special
infrastructure needs exist. The DOE will counter with a needs assessment of
its own. The State of Nevada must determine what special needs exist in order

__ to satisfy its own concerns about the safety and security of the shipments.

=

Jl
_==

_

, ,( .... , .......... ., _, ,., .......... _.,,. _.,...
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For example, the stat,_ might want to insist on high=quality communications and
tracking equipment, signalized track wherever the shipments move, and
centralized traffic control so that the condition of the railroad is known at
ali times. Further, the state might want to insist on special bypass tracks
being built to avoid heavily populated areas or busy railroad yards.

Importance ,.

MaJor.

t

Mid-term.
2a

5.8.6 Defense Waste

.<__hip men .t Information

Study Desi_zn

Additional information is need on the defense waste that will b* shipped
to the repository. Research should be undertaken to obtain the following
details on defense waste, by facility of origin: volumes, radiological and
other physical characteristics and modal access.

Expertise

Nuclear waste and transportation planning.

Responsibility

Federal.

Importance

Essential.

Ur_enc_

Mid-term.

Assess Special Requi.Lements for Defense Waste T_ransoortation_

_u_.0.v Design_

The components of the preferred transportation system should be evaluated
as to their adequacy for defense waste shipments, taking into consideration the
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particular characteristics of defense waste. More information must be
developed about special risks, if an,,', involved in transporting defense waste,
such as hazards of radiation, sabotage or terrorism, and public perception.
Findings as to defense waste shipment information will need to be incorporated
into the risk assessment work.

Regulatory, nuclear' engineering and risk assessment.

Federal and the State of Nevada.

l_EL0,Qr_ance

Essential.

£:zem. Y

Mid-term.

._Lo.p_L__.[:&cj_a!Instit__j.pnat Develog_

Stud_!_Design

The DOE now believes that there are no outstanding issues concerning the
transportation of defense waste to the repository. "['he State of Nevada should
closely monitor and exert influence on defense waste transportation issues and
regulatory structure including: NRC certification of defense waste casks'
pending rulemaking by NRC which would relax NRC safeguard requirements; and-

D,OE's "equivalent" safeguard requirements.

- Nuclear waste transportation and intergovernmental/regulatory.

State of Nevada.

L,-n_izet.mt i

Essential.

; Irnmediate.
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5.9 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES RESEARCH NEEDS

5.9.1 DOE Carrier Requirements

The contracting process is probably the least well understood aspect of
the DOE nuclear waste transportation plan system. A set of screening criteria
needs to be developed and its use outlined. Similarly, pre ,-qualification
processes (e.g. test runs) need to be described and evaluated.

, Contract terms and conditions must be delineated and brought to a status
acceptable to state, Tribal and local governments as weil. While DOE and the
carriers may be the only direct parties involved in the contracts, their terms
and conditions should be accepted in principle by all actors involved in the
transportation process. One important focal point is the division of
responsibility between the shipper (DOE) and the transporter. This includes
decisions regarding routing, vehicle and cask maintenance and inspection,

, stopping plan development and employee training. Options for dividing these
responsibilities among the DOE, the carriers and other contractors and
sub_,cntractors must be drawn up and their implications studied, including legal
problems that may arise.

_0ntrac)q)r. Pre-aualifiea, tign Prg.gg_.
=

==.

Develop a process and criteria for determining which carriers are
potentially qualified to transport nuclear waste to a repository. The general
tasks include:

o Determination of what qualifications must be met.

o Determination of how to test each carrier's ability to meet the
: qualifications established. This might include test shipments,

interviews of various company employees from the chief executive
- officer on down to truck drivers, mechanics, etc., financial audits,

and safety audits.

o Distribution of the testing procedure for review and comment.

: o Modification and enhancement of the procedure as appropriate, based on
the comments recei,ved.

: o Preparation a working paper describing the screening process.

xL zc.Lti

Transportation contracting and nuclear waste transportation.
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Federal.

!mogrta n.¢._

Essential.

Ur__enc__

Long=term.

_=,q_O,__qLT__.ermsataq!C ondi i..t.Lq_

,_tudv Design_

Develop contract terms and conditions for the transport of nuclear waste
to a repository. The general tasks include:

o Preparation of a list of topics which must be covered by a contract
and desirable terms and conditions for each.

o Circulation of these to a selected group of potential carriers for
review and comment.

o Update of the contract terms and conditions based on the feedback
received.

o Preparation of a working paper describing these findings.

Any aspects of the Preferred Transportation System which do not become
regulatory requirements should be implemented through contract requirements.

Transportation contracting and nuclear waste transportation.

Rera bil

Federal. The DOE will have prime responsibility for developing the
contract terms and conditions. The carriers will counter with their own terms
and conditions in disputed areas. The State of Nevada needs to sketch the
structure of such contracts on a broad basis so that it knows what terms and
conditions (including any aspects of the Preferred Transportation System not
required by regulation) it would like to see included to protect the safety and
security of its citizenry.
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Essential.

_'rgenc_'

Long-term.

_'_,e Study on WIPP Carri_.L_

Study Design

A case study of the carrier selection process utilized for the WIPP
shipments may provide valuable information which could be useful in selecting
carriers for repository (and MRS) shipments. The case study should examine:
the type of contract utilized, the criteria (and weighting of criteria) for
carrier selection, the expertise of those evaluating carrier qualifications,
the terms and conditions of the contract and the procedures for appealing
selection decisions.

_se

Transportation contracting and nuclear waste transportation,

Responsibility

State of Nevada.

Importance

Important.

Urgency

Near-term.

5.9.2 Personnel Qualifications

Study Design

Research is needed to ensure that ali personnel involved in the nuclear
waste transport system have qualifications commensurate with their
responsibilities. The general tasks include:

o Identification of ali of the various job categories that the nuclear
waste transportation system will require.

o Conduct surveys to determine the most stringent personnel
qualifications currently used irt government or the private sector for
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each job category or similar job description.

o Convention of a national-level conference to assess if the most
stringent personnel requirements for each job category are sufficient
).'or the special characteristics of nuclear waste and for the magnitude
of shipments to the repository (and an MRS, if one is developed),

o Preparation and distribution of a personnel qualifications proposal
for review and comment.

o Modification and enhancement of the qualifications proposal as
appropriate based on the comments received.

o Freparation of a working paper describing the personnel qualifications
requirements.

Personnel recruitment and management and nuclear waste transportation.

.I_._12.9.._sibiHt_v

Federal, The DOE has responsibility for developing qualifications
requirements for the majority of personnel, The State of Nevada needs to
develop some personnel requirements for its own inspection/enforcement and
emergency preparedness personnel,

Essential.

Long-term.

5.9.3 Personnel Trai_ing

Development of training programs will require study in several areas.
Alternative educational procedures must be assessed, Existing educational
policies may not be adequate to teach all individuals properly. A set of
liaison programs need to be developed, In addition, a program that involves
regular contact with prior students needs to be developed, lt should act as a
cross-check on the quality of the training received a)t_d a constant reminder of"
the importance of the material learned. Finally, alternative strategies for
locating training facilities should be developed,

Develop a comprehensive training program which ensures ali personnel
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involved in the nuclear waste transport system have qualifications and training
commensurate with their responsibilities. The general tasks include:

o Convention of a national-level conference to determine what training
should be provided.

o Determination of how best to provide each of the types of training
needed. Also when, where, and to whom the training should be given;
what types of testing procedures should be used; how they should be
administered and when; and what follow-up procedures should be used to

ensure material learned is not forgotten.
,,

o Distribution of this training plan for review and comment.

o Modification and enhancement of the training ptan as is appropriate
based on the comments received.

o Preparation of a working paper describing the training plan,

Training and nuclear waste transportation.

R==R.e,_.onsibilitY

Federal. The DOE has responsibility for developing the training program
for the majority of personnel. The State of Nevada needs to develop some
training programs of its own for inspection/enforcement and emergency
preparedness personnel.

!m,p.p._n_,.o._

Essential.

Long-term.

5.9.4 Cask Maintenance

Many of the issues covered in the Cask Design and Testing Research
section also apply to the question of cask maintenance. The simulations and
shipment database discussed in the Cask Design and Testing Research section
will suffice for handling the risk assessment aspects of maintenance, provided
they include attention to maintenance failures. The database, for example,
should include past valve problems, weld failures in the field, etc., and the
accident simulation should allow inclusion of such failure data to properly
demonstrate its impact on the cask under various accident stresses. Finally,
the cask design simulation should be capable of creating a cask that reduces

=
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stresses on a part that is easily damaged; e,g, a seal that could not remain
viable at a given temperature could require a thicker rim to protect it against
heat from a fire,

Study Design

The cask maintenance research program should be designed to address the
following issues:

o Parts that will require maintenance in the cask designs.

o Cask response to stresses when a defect in maintenance or a
replacement part occurs.

o Evaluation of foreign experience in cask maintenance.

o Qualifications of cask maintenance firms and methods of investigating
their past handling of similar equipment. Cask maintenance vendor
availability, testing and installation methods.

o Precise delineation of the role of the DOE personnel in cask
maintenance QA/QC. Past performance of the NRC, the DOE arid the DOT
in addressing maintenance violations.

Experts in engineering, testing data handling and computer simulation.

Rlsoon_ibility

Federal. Preferably implemented by a neutral party such as the General
Accounting Office (GAO) or the Underwriters' Laboratories.

km_j:)ortance

Essential.

Maintenance research related to cask design is immediate. Other cask
maintenance research is long-term.

5.9.5 Vehicle Maintenance

Two research needs regarding vehicle maintenance have been identified:
one which focuses on "home-based maintenance," repair, servicing and inspection

i work which is performed on a regularly scheduled basis by the carrier, the DOE,
or a maintenance contractor; the second, called "field-based maintenance,"
focuses on impromptu repairs which are performed on the road in

L

,, , _i,_1 ,r ,, ,,,, < ,,, , _r'Irl" ,11,,, ,, *l_li' (t ' ,lr ' lr'' ' 11'111'Ill I!l' 'i*r ,,""1"_-,',_,,ff_rr_-_l'V,_T_r-_'_'T1__-- -
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response to component failures. Both are critical to the overall success of
the nuclear waste shipment program.

Most portions of the home-based maintenance plan can be developed by
adapting existing industry practices to nuclear waste shipment needs. The plan
will probably involve shorter-than-normal inspection and preventive maintenance
intervals and more extensive and earlier component changeouts to minimize the
likelihood of in-service breakdowns. The field-based maintenance plan,
however, represents a concept about which very little is known. Contingency
planning is typically not so formal. One must determine what problems are most
likely to occur, what actions should be taken by the crew, what maintenance
work should be performed, where it should be done, what should be done with the
cask while this maintenance work is being performed, where spare parts should
be kept to expedited the repairs, what special training and qualifications the
repair facilities and personnel should have, etc.

Home- based Maintenance__Pl_n

Study Desig_

Develop a home-based vehicle maintenance program which ensures the
greatest possible safety for the nuclear waste shipments. The general tasks
include:

o Determination of what components need servicing, when they should be
serviced, and how.

o Identification of" the best possible techniques for maintaining the
components.

= o Preparation of a plan for maintaining these components which minimizes
the likelihood that maintenance=related breakdowns will occur enroute,

o Ci,rculation of this plan for review and comment to DOE and selected
carriers and other vehicle maintenance experts,

+ o Iteration until an acceptable home..based maintenance plan is
identified.

+ o Documentation of findings in a working paper'.

7.

Rail and highway vehicle maintenance and nuclear waste transportation.

Federal. The State of Nevada should perform its own analysis on the
topic to be prepared to intelligently assess the merits of the plan developed
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by the DOE. For example, the state may want to suggest more stringent
changeout intervals for certain components and would want to have a technical
basis for making such an argument,

Essential.

Long-term.

_B=_sed Maintenance_Plan

Develop a well-reasoned plan for dealing with maintenance activities
which must be performed in the field (i.e. while the vehicle is enroute or
otherwise absent from a normal maintenance location). The general tasks
include:

o Determination of what guidelines apply (e.g. see the issues listed
above in the introduction to this section).

o Development of a field=based maintenance plan which satisfies these ,
guidelines and provides maximum security and safety.

o Determination of what resources are required to affect the plan.

o Documentation of the findings in a working paper.

Rail and highway vehicle maintenance and nuclear waste transportation.

Federal. The DOE should have responsibility for developing the
field-based vehicle maintena.,.,ce plan. Nevada state, Tribal and local
governments should insist on an adequate level of safety and security and
appropriate coordination wich state, Tribal and local inspection and
enforcement agencies, Hence the state, Tribal and local governments should
develop their own ideas for such a plan and submit these to the DOE for its
use The state should also be well versed in the details of such plans so they
are prepared to provide well-informed comments on the DOE plan.
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Lmc)ortance

Essential,

Urgency

Long-term,

r

5.9,6 Vehicle Stoppage

Two topics need exploration in the context of developing a vehicle
stoppage plan, The most important is a contingency plan for dealing with
unplanned stops, because none now exists, lt must be developed systematically
and carefully to ensure that it affords the best possible protection against
unforeseen problems, The second is a need to resolve the issue about
consistent versus randomized stoppages for the planned stops, Advantages and
disadvantages can be cited for each, but a clear and through analysis of their
strengths and weaknesses has yet to be Conducted.

._n._.Z P!.an for LInolanned Stov s

Stu__.vDesign

Develop a well-reasoned contingency plan for dealing with unplanned
stoppages. The general tasks include:

o Determination of what guidelines apply (e.g., conditions which must
apply for the vehicle to remain still, maximum distance to nearest
secured area, conditions under which help should be called in, such as
additional security forces, company officials, DOE officials, or
emergency response teams).

o Development of an action plan which satisfies these guidelines and
: provides maximum security and safety.

o Determination of what resources are required to affect the plan.

o Documentation of the findings in a working paper.

Rail and highway transportation operations, security and nuclear waste

transportation.

: R_.e.mg_

Federal. The DOE should have responsibility for developing the
contingency plan. Nevada state, Tribal and local governments should be

I

_
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insistent on the level of safety and security necessary and the plan's
interface with state, Tribal and local government agencies and emergency
response organizations, Hence state, Tribal and local governments should
develop their own ideas for a contingency plan and submit these to the DOE for
incorporation into the final plan. The state should also be well versed in the
details of such plans so it. is prepared provide well-informed comments on the
DOE plan.

Essential,

Urgency
,_, ,,,

: Long-term,

ComparaJiveAn_&.ag_.sisjL_o_f_ConsistentVersus Randomized $_oppa_es

Determine whether consistent or randomized planned stoppages affords the
least risk, The general tasks include:

o Determination of what types of planned stoppages will occur, and where
and when,

o Development of two analyses for a region in which the stoppages might
occur; one that assumes the stoppages occur, at selected locations on a
random basis and a second which assumes they consistently occur at one
or two locations in the region,

o Comparison and contrast of the relative degree of risk afforded by
each.

o Distribution of this assessment to various state, Tribal and local
: government agencies for review and comment,

o Iteration until ali interested parties agree that the comparison is
accurate and comprehensive.

41
o Preparation of a working paper regarding the relative merits of

consistent versus randomized stoppages,

: g.89..c.r.r_ i

Risk assessment, rail and highway operations, security and nuclear waste
transportation.
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Responsibilit_

Federal. The DOE should have prime responsibility for developing the
stopping plan. The State of Nevada, however, should conduct an analysis of the
trade-of fs involved in this issue.

Importance,

MaJor,

Long=term.

5,9.7 Shipment Monitoring and Prenotification

This entire area needs to be researched in great detail. For the volume
and frequency of nuclear waste shipments to a repository, all existing
notification procedures and requirements should be re-examined. The main
topics to address are:

o What information should be given to whom, considering the value of
distributing the information and the risk exposure consequences.

o What notification mechanism should be employed, considering
reliability and security.

o What shipment monitoring and prenotification technology should be
used.

InfQrmatiQn Release Guid_lines.

Develop a logical and acceptable set of guidelines' for releasing shipment
information. The general tasks include:

o Contact selected state, Tribal and local government representatives to
determine what information they need, when they need to have it and
how they would like to receive it.

o Summarize this information in a working document and distribute it for
comment.

o Modification and enhancement of the guidelines as appropriate, based
on the comments received.

o Documentation of the findings in a working paper.
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ExDcrtis¢ I
1

Intergovernmental/regulation, data management, nuclear waste trans-
portation, security.

Resoonsibilitv

Federal and the State of Nevada.

Major.

UrgenCy

Long-term.

Inform_ltiQn Distrib_tti0n Technology

Stu_dv Design

Determine what information distribution technology should be employed.
The general tasks include:

o Survey of available communications technologies to determine which
ones would be suitable for use.

o Assessment of the technologies based on availability, ease of use,
security, etc., and distribution to state, Tribal and local

: governments for review and comment.

o Update of the assessment, based on the comments received.

o Documentation of the findings in a working paper._

Intergovernmental, communications, computers and nuclear waste
transportation.

.R..o._onsibili)v

. Federal, The DOE should have prime responsibility for determining how
the information should be clisseminated. The State of Nevada, however, should
provide suggested mechanisms (i.e., what they would most welcome) so that the
DOE does not propose unacceptable solutions.

Minor. Many alternate technologies could be used, ali of which would
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produce the same end result. The key question is whether one of these is
better than any other, that it sho_tld be adapten as the standard and/or
customized to .meet the special needs of the nuclear waste shipment campaign.

ur_r.e&n

Long=term.

Shit_ment M.0nit0ring

Study Design

Determine what shipment monitoring technology should be employed. The
general tasks include:

o Survey available tracking technologies to determine which ones would
be suitable for use.

o Conduct trial applications of the most promising options and, by
process of elimination, determine which one or ones are most suitable
for use.

o Documentation of the findings in a working paper.

Exoertiso.

Shipment tracking, security, computers, intergovernmental/regulatory and
nuclear waste transportation.

Resoonsibilitv
z

Federal. The DOE should have prime responsibility for developing the
shipment monitoring technology. The State of Nevada, however, should help the
DOE by providing design guidelines and offering to conduct trial runs of
alternate technologies, including staged attempts at sabotaging it.

Imoort_n¢.g

Essential.

-2

Immediate. The long research, development and implementation times
associated with such technological developments demands high priority now for
this activity.
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5.9.8 Inspection and Enforcement

Many areas need research under the topic of inspection and enforcement.
These include:

o Comparison of present carrier, DOE, DOT, NRC, state, Tribal and local
inspection requirements.

o Development of technically-based inspection and out-of-service
criteria.

o Technical analysis of transportation equipment failure frequency: how
often (miles traveled or time elapsed) do tractors/locomotives,
trailers/railcars, casks, tiedowns, rails, etc., need to be inspected.

o Marginal benefits of each inspection procedure.

o Comparison of present carrier, DOE, DOT, NRC, state, Tribal and local
enforcement procedures.

o Alternate enforcement plans and their benefits.

o Alternate plans for distributing the inspection and enforcement
responsibilities and the benefits for each.

= o Assessment of the. relationships between inspection frequencies,
enforcement penalties and compliance.

These carl be grouped into two broad categories for initial research and
development' (1) inspection plans, techniques and designations of
responsibility and (2) enforcement plans, strategies and designations of
responsibility.

i.l_s_ection Plan

Develop a comprehensive inspection plan for ali vehicles and facilities
involved in the nucl, ear waste transportation system. The general tasks
inc!ude:

=.

o Determination of what inspections should be performed at what
intervals based on the special needs of nuclear waste shipments to a
repository and historical data on the reliability of ali components
used by either the vehicles or _.hefacilities involved.

o Identification of the best possible techniques which can be used to
: conduct these inspections; i.e. techniques which proved the greatest
" degree of safety protection possible.
_=
=

.--_

=

!
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o Determination of what agency or organization is in the best position
to conduct the required inspections (note that in some cases, this may
involve regular inspections by one organization and spot checks by
another).

o Circulation of this inspection plan for review and comment to the DOE,
State of Nevada, Tribal and local government agencies and to carriers
who would potentially be involved in carrying the nuclear waste.

o Iteration until an acceptable solution is identified.

o Documentation of th_ findings in a working paper.

Lsa.e. e

Inspection procedures, rail and highway operations,
intergovernmentaUregulatory and nuclear waste transportation,

Rest)onsibilitY

Federal and the State of Nevada.

Importance

Essential.

, .g.c.agz

Long-term.

o L0.f.s_ggLm¢..nt Fian

• _tud¥ Design

Develop an enforcement plan. The general tasks include:

o Determination of what types of enforcement actions are possible and
- when they would be appropriate.

o Identification of the inspection activities or other events (e.g.,
: accidents) to which these enforcement actions should be attached.

: o Determination of what agencies should be given what enforcement
:- responsibilities.

- o Development of an enforcement plan from the results of above analyses.

"_ o Distribution of this plan to the DOE and State of Nevada, Tribal and
local government agencies for review and comment.

_=
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o Iteration until all interested parties agree that the enforcement plan
is workable and acceptable.

o Documentation of the findings in a working paper.

E×Dertise

Inspection, legal, intergovernmental and nuclear waste transportation,

.gesoonsibi!itv

Federaland theStateof Nevada.

Major.

Url_encY_

Long-term.

5,9.9 Physical Protection

There are three key issues in physical protection (sabotage/terrorism)
requiring additional research:

o Response of casks and fuel assemblies to sabotage/terrorism (see
section on Cask Design and Testing Research Needs).

o Understanding the types of sabotage/terrorism actions that are
possible and the appropriate response by state, Tribal and local
governments in Nevada.

o Understanding the trade-offs between otherwise desirable risk
reduction actions and pot_nti_.lly increased, sabotage/terrorism
vulnerability.

' , , ,

_tudv_Design

The researcheffort should include:

o Development of a full range of possiblesabotage,terrorismand other
shipment interference actions.

o Assessment of cask and fuel assembly response to the full range of
possJbl.e actions.
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o Discussions among the various federal agencies (the DOE, the United
States Department of Defense, the Federal Bureau of Investigation),
state, Tribal and local agencies should be held to clarify roles and
responsibilities.

o State, Tribal and local governments should develop plans to fulfill
their responsibilities.

Intergovernmental, sabotage/terrorism, public safety, and nuclear
materials transportation.

Federal and the State of' Nevada. The federal government should develop
the typology. The state, Tribal and local officials should review typology,
hold discussions with the federal agencies and develop response plans,

Importance

Major.

Urgency

Mid-term.

Weigltiillg._t._.T_..r.grism Trade-Of fs in Risk ManaRement

From an emergency preparedness and infrastructure standpoint, planning
will be easier and much less expensive if the number of modes, routes and
vehicle stopping locations are minimized. Emergency response will be aided by
maximizing the amount of shipment notification and monitoring information.
However, ali of these actions will tend to increase the vulnerability of the
shipment to sabotage and terrorism.

  ¢LDt, zilm

Research should be directed toward weighting the trade-of fs between
increased shipment vulnerability to sabotage/terrorism and each of the
following:

o Minimizing the number of routes and modes for emergency preparedness.

o Minimizing the number of routes and modes for infrastructure impacts.

o Minimizing the number of vehicle stopping areas for emergency response
and infrastructure impacts.
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o Maximizing th,. amount and timeliness of shipment monitoring
information for emet'gency response.

_pertise

Sabotage, terrorism, public safety, risk assessment and management,
emergency preparedness, infrastructure and nuclear materials transportation,

State of Nevada.

MaJor.

Urgency

Mid-term.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report is the working paper for Task 15.3 of the Transportation
Needs Assessment. The Transportation Needs Assessment includes the following
tasks:

Task Ti..T.11!i
15.1 Refine Statement of Work
15.2 Describe (Preferred) Transportation System Options
15.3 Describe the DOE Planned Transportation System
15,4 Evaluate the DOE Planned Transportation System
15,5 Review and Evaluate Existing Studies and Data Sources
15.6 Design Transportation Impact Studies

This report describes the United States Department of Energy's (DOE)
current plans for the transportation of nuclear waste to a repository. In Task
15.4 the description of the DOE planned transportation system (DOEPTS) will be
compared to the Preferred Transportation System, developed under Task 15.2.

1.1 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

'_ The DOEPTS is described below in terms of seven crosscutting issues,
seven design elements and nine operational elements of the transportation
system. (This is the same structure used to describe the Freferred
Transportation System.)

pa__

: 2.0 _ROS_,CUTTING !_ 4

2.1 Comprehensive Risk Assessment and Risk Management 4

_ 2.2 Transportation Planning and Analysis System 5

2.3 Transportation System Impact Monitoring 6

2.4 Data Management System 7

: 2.5 Institutional Relations 8

2.6 Regulatory Structure/Liability 11

2.7 Emergency Preparedness 15

_
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.Page

3,0 TRANSPORT__,_.TION SYST_EM DESIGN 19

3.1 Volumes and Timing of Shipments 19

3.2 Cask Design and Testing ' 26

3.3 Modal Mix/Truck and Rail Shipment Options 31

3.4 Routing 33

3.5 Equipment and Vehicle Standards 35

3.6 Infrastructure 36

3.7 Defense Waste 37

4.0 TRANSPORTATION SY_.TE.M OPERATIONAL PROCEDI_'.R. E_ 42

4.1 Operations Plan 42

4.2 DOE Carrier Requirements 43

4.3 Personnel Training and Qualifications 43

4.4 Cask Maintenance 45

,1.5 Vehicle Maintenance 46

4.6 Vehicle Stoppage 47

4.7 Shipment Monitoring and Prenotification 48

4.8 Inspection and Enforcement 49

4.9 Physical Protection (Sabotage/Terrorism) 52

= This report presents currently available information on the DOE planned
transportation program, ongoing and planned studies, and the DOE's decision
schedule for each of the system issues and elements described above.

. 1.2 TERMINOLOGY

In this report the terms "nuclear waste" and "waste" refer to ali of the
: radioactive wastes to be shipped to a repository. This includes spent nuclear

£-

<
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fuel (SNF) and consolidated SNF from commercial nuclear power reactors,
solidified high-level wastes (HLW) from the civilian reprocessing of commercial
spent fuel (CHLW, e.g., West Valley wastes) and defense high level wastes
(DHLW') from the nuclear weapons program, lt is uncertain at this time whether
or not miscellaneous wastes resulting from spent fuel rod consolidation,
transuranic wastes from sources other than the nuclear weapons program and
"greater than Class C" low-level radioactive wastes may be disposed at the
repository. Since the divisions of the Department of Energy tDOE) are at times
reorganized and renamed, the term DOE is used generally to refer to any of the
particular divisions of the DOE unless a division is specifically referenced,
such as the DOE's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM).

1.3 BACKGROUND

To date, the DOE has not issued decisions regarding many of the key
issues concerning the system for transporting nuclear waste to a repository at
Yucca Mountain. The DOE intends that its transportation system will evolve
gradually over the next 15 years, making it difficult to describe the DOEPTS in
the meantime.

This description of the DOEPTS is based primarily upon the following
official publications of the DOE:

o DOE (U.S. Department of Energy), 1985. _..on Plan for Civilian
R_R_R_ctive. Wa_lL_M__LProgram, DOE/RW=0005, Washington, D.C.,
referred to as the "1985 Mission Plan."

o DOE (U.S. Department of Energy), 1986. t_nvironrnent_a_l Ass_ess_ent.
Y_¢a Moun_j.n Site .... N_vada R_.es_.earch and _ Development Area,
DOE/R.W-0073, Washington, D.C., referred to as the "EA."

o DOE (U.S. Department of Energy), 1986. Transoortatig__.. Business Plan,
DOE/RW-0046, Washington, D.C., referred to as the "TBP."

o DOE (U.S. Department of Energy), 1986. Transoor:tation Institutional
PI__, DOE/RW=0094, Washington, D.C., referred to as the "TIP."

o DOE (U.S. Department of Energy), 1988. Draft 1988 Mission Plan
Amendment, DOE/RW-0187, Washington, D.C., referred to as the "1988
MPA."

o DOE (U.S. Department of Energy), 1987. Characteristics of St:)ent F.u¢l,
'-.._L W_tg. and Other Radj.9..0_iv__ Waste.L Which_ May Rec]uire

Long-Term. Isolation, DOE/RW-0184.

o Sandia National Laboratories, for the U.S. Department of Energy,
1986. Tr_nsr)ortation Impacts of the Co_rcial Radioactive Wa.ste.
M__sl..r_gementProgram, (SAND85.TTC-0633).

o DOE (U.S. Department of Energy), 1986. .Ret_ort ...Q.f_f.the Task _Force on
Lh_eMRS/ReDositgrv lnterf_ac,..g,DOE/RW-0044.
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This working paper refers to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA), 42
U.S.C. 10100, ct. Le_.., as amended, and the changes instituted by the Nuclear
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987 (NWPAA). 'The working paper also
incorporates findings of the Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office presented in
their Report on Repository-Related High-Level Radioactive Waste Transportation
Under Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 8, dated November 4, 1988 (ACR 8).

In April 1988, the OCRWM modified its management structure to place
transportation issues under a new Office of Systems Integration and
Regulations. Mr. Keith A. Klein, Deputy Associate Director, Office of Systems
Integration and Regulations, OCRWM, and Ms. Ellen Livingston-Behan,
Transportation Policy Analyst, Roy F. Weston, Inc., Technical Support Team (an
OCRWM contractor), have also provided information to clarify DOE plans in
particular areas.

2.0 CROSSCUTTING ISSUES

This portion of the report describes the crosscutting elements of the
. DOE's planned transportation system (DOEPTS).

2,1 COMPREHENSIVE RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT

.=B,_k_rou,..nd

Risk assessment studies on nuclear transportation in general have focused
on the integrity of casks in accident conditions and on radiological and
non-radiological risks during normal operating conditions. Some of these
studies address the generic problems of human error and deficient quality
control and the intractable problems of sabotage, terrorism and theft.

i

' F..ro_ram D¢,_,crivtion
:

The DOE's approach to transportation risk management is generally to
" indicate assurances that applicable United States Department of Transportation

(DOT) and United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations will be
met and that safety is the overriding goal of the program.

m

The DOE's risk assessment studies may aid in developing risk management
programs for waste shipments. For example, the DOE has recognized that
automated equipment may be desirable for loading casks because normal
operations for loading casks may expose workers to radiation. Similarly, it
has been recognized that using casks with larger payloads may reduce the number
of shipments required and reduce the overall radiological exposure.

The main approach of the DOE to comprehensive risk assessment in nuclear
waste transportation is to assess risks for specifically defined scenarios.
The EA contains a risk analysis based on evaluating specific scenarios that
characterize risks from rail, truck and barge transportation unt_er the DOEPTS.

- These scenarios include disposal with and without a monitored retrievable
storage facility (MRS), different routing options and different cask_

_: capacities.

--.

=
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The consequence analysis in the EA evaluates both radiological and
non-radiological impacts of normal and accident conditions, The impacts that
were analyzed have been assumed to cover the most severe consequences that
could reasonably be. expected from the transportation of waste to the
repository Accident condition impacts are evaluated for three individual
exposure levels corresponding to three types of accident severities (TLP, page
A-21). Two additional scenarios are evaluated for population exposure to
severe accidents.

The consequence analysis in the EA addresses the impacts from an accident
but does not provide the expected risk to the public from such accidents. 1"o
estimate risk, the RADTRAN II model was run, using two transportation scenarios
(one without an MRS and one with an MRS) and three population density zones
surrounding the transportation corridor. Accident rates for radioactive waste
shipments were assumed to be represented by accident statistics for general

; commerce (EA, page 7-95).

Ongoing and Planned Studies

Additional risk assessment work is expected to be contained in the
Environmental Impact Statement for the Yucca Mountain site (EIS).

D.e.9.j.sji9..n_Sched_uIe

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YEARS
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY_

otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Research risk assessment issues such as None known
the integration of human factors

Design risk assessment methodology 14 (1989)

Collect data needed for risk assessment 11 (1992)

Conduct baseline risk assessment 10 (1993)

Identify risk management strategies Unknown

Iterate risk assessment (first time) None known

2.2 TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The DOE has utilized a network approach to analyzing route level impacts
of risk and cost in evaluating route selection for truck and rail transport.
Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL) has taken the lead in this area, using a

- highway transportation network model called HIGHWAY', and a rail network called
. INTERLINE, which is available thorough ORNl.,. At the present time the DOE
: methodology is based on national level estimates of risk and cost factors,
-

--

_

s
=

=
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The determination of risks and costs which serve as inputs to the routing
problem are derived by software programs entitled RADTRAN and WASTES, RADTRAN
models predict radiological and non-.radiological risks for each transport
segment based on segment characteristic_ and are available through Sandia
National Laboratory's TRANSNET, WASTES computes capital and operating costs
associated with the shipment in question, based on such factors as distance,
Ultimately, the DOE intends to produce a "network optimization model" which it
will utilize in determining modal mix and shipping schedules,

_ng _nd Planned Studies

More route-specific analysis is expected to be contained in the Yucca
Mountain EIS,

D_qision _Srh__

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YEARS
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

: Identify impact assessment criteria 14 (1989)

: Develop route=specific impact assessment 14 (1989)
' models

Collect data needed for route-specific II (1992)
assessment models

Conduct baseline impact assessment 10 (1993)

Identify impact mitigation measures Unknown

-= Iterate impact assessment (first time) None known

2.3 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEI_t< ,MPACT MONI'I'ORING

P_L0_gram Descriotion

: The DOE has no formal plan for monitoring the impacts of transporting
: nuclear waste to a repository at Yucca Mountain. The DOE presently plans for

transportation impacts to be monitored as part of their normal management
: operations.

_lanned Studie_s

None known.

_

=

z
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P_cisionSchedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YEARS
(Completlon of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify impact assessment criteria 14 (1989)

Develop route-specific impact assessment 14 (1989)
models

Collect data needed for route-specific 11 (1992)
assessment models

Conduct baseline impact assessment 10 (1993)

Identify impact mitigation measures Unknown

Iterate impact assessment (first time) None known

2.4 DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Program DescriDtio_n

The DOE is not known to have any centralized or coordinated plan or
program for transportation data ma lagement.

Ongoing and Planned Studies

None known.

Decision Schedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YEARS
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify data needs of federal, state, None known
_- Tribal and local governments

_i Prepare conceptual system description None known

! Design data collection/management software None known
and hardware

Begin data collection None known

- Pilot test system None known

=. Begin system implementation None known

.
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2.5 INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS

Program DgsCriotiQn

The 1988 MPA sets out the DOE's latest statement of institutional plans
and activities, The 1988 MPA overviews the new entities established by the
NWPAA and reviews the DOE's interactions with: state, Tribal and local
governments in Nevada, the public, other federal agencies, specific
transportation-related groups, national and regional organizations, foreign
nations and international organizations and the Office of Subseabed Disposal
Research.

In addition to provisions in the NWPAA and the 1988 MPA, the DOE's
institutional relations will continue to be guided by the earlier policy
statements contained in the NWPA, the 1985 Mission Plan, as amended, and the
TIP.

The TIP outlines the basic process for interaction among parties
specified by the DOE to have roles in the repository/MRS system: governmental
interests, utilities, the transportation industry, special interest groups, the
media and the public at large. The transportation program schedule is
presented in the TIP.

The OCRWM Bulletin is identified in the TIP as a primary vehicle for news
and updates about the waste program. The TIP reports that OCRWM policy
decisions will be announced in the OCRWM Bulletin and/or the Federal Register,
Discussion papers are presented in the TIP to discuss what are identified by
the DOE as the seventeen major issue areas of the waste transportation program.

New Enti)igs (Treated by the NWP_A.A.A

The following entities were created by the NWPAA and are reviewed in the
1988 MPA:

o The MRS Review Commission: Appointed by leaders of both Houses of
Congress, the MRS Review Commission is to recommend to Congress by
June 1, 1989, whether an MRS should be developed.

o Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board: This group is appointed by the
President for terms up to four years from members of the National
Academy of Sciences. lt is to provide technical review of the DOE's
waste management activities and report to the Congress and the
Secretary of Energy twice each year The Board is to be disbanded
after waste acceptance begins at the repository

o Repository/MRS Review Panel: If the DOE enters into a Benefits
Agreement, discussed below at "Modes of Interaction," with a state or

_ Tribe for either a repository or MRS, a Review Panel is to be
established. Its members will serve four-year terms and will
represen_ state and/or Tribal governments, affected local government,
utilities and the general public.
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o Office of the Nuclear Waste Negotiator: The Nuclear Waste Negotiator
is _o be appointed by the President, confirmed by the Senate and serve
a term through January 1993. The NegotJ ,to_" is to work with state,
Tribal and local officials, and federal agencies, towards developing a

repository or an MRS. Congress will have to approve any agreement
negotiated by the Nuclear Waste Negotiator

The DOE's basic approach to public outreach and participation is
presented in the 1985 Mission Plan. The mechanisms utilized by the DOE
include: advanced notification about public meetings, information sharing,
briefings, meetings, workshops, a speakers' bureau, community information
offices, formal hearings and responses to public comments. The DOE reports it
is reviewing all outreach materials since the changes made by the NWPAA and
will be updating and supplementing these materials as appropriate. The 1988
MPA provides the latest statement as to modes of interaction envisioned by the
DOE for its relations with state, Tribal and local governments in Nevada.

Informal Cooperation: The DOE refers to joint participation with State,
Tribal and local governments in information collection and review, briefings,
workshops and other instances of mutual cooperation as "informal cooperation."

The DOE reports it is developing an "Outreach-and- Participation Plan" for
the Yucca Mountain repository, and the plan will be available in draft version
for review and comment. The plata is to include a component for reviewing the
effectiveness of the DOE's outreach-and-participation efforts.

Technical Participation: The DOE considers technical participation to be
generally provided through briefings, formal and informal meetings, and
opportunities for comments. The agency indicates it will review the
effectiveness of these mechanisms for technical participation at some time in
the future with State, local and Tribal governments. A Consultation and
Cooperation Agreement, see below, may be used to formally establish technical
participation. On-site representatives may be designated by a state, Tribe or
local government to oversee the development of a repository or MRS, under the
NWPAA.

Consultation and Cooperation: DOE will enter into binding consultation
and cooperation agreements to specify formal procedures for interactions with
the agency. These agreements are governed by Section 117 of the NWPA and
Section 4.2 of the 1985 Mission Plan, as amended.

Benefits Agreements: The NWPAA authorizes the DOE to enter into a
Benefits Agreement with Nevada for a repository. A Benefits Agreement can
provide $10 million and $20 million annual payments to Nevada before _nd after
w_te acceptance begins at a repository, respectively. A Benefits Agreement is
also available to a state or Indian Tribe willing to host an MRS.

Once a Benefits Agreement is reached, a State or Tribe may nominate a
_ ,_pr_entative to a Review Panel and participate more formally in information

sharing, design of the facility and health/safety review. In exclaange the

_=
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state or Tribe must waive objections to the facility and impact-assistance
grants. Two forms of financial assistance, payments-equal-to-taxes and grants
to participate in program activities, would appear to remain available to
states or Tribes which enter into a Benefits Agreement according to the 1988
MPA.

Financial Assistance: Financial assistance provisions are set out at
Sections 116 and 118 of the NWPA and have been modified by the NWPAA.
Participation grants may be used to enable participation in program activities,
and impact assistance grants may be used to mitigate impacts from the
development of a repository or an MRS. Payments-equal-to-taxes are also
available to state, Tribal and local governments. Impact assistance grants are
waived by entering into a Benefits Agreement. The NWPAA also established that
financial assistance can be provided to affected units of local government, and
units of government contiguous to these local governments, and that corridor
states may receive financial and technical support for training.

The DOE expects its Transportation Coordinating Group to provide a forum
for discussion of technical and institutional transportation issues by
representatives of states, Tribes, utilities and the transportation industry.
Workshops are anticipated by the DOE to address specific issues.

Int_eeraction__w_i_tbF.¢_leral A_encies

Under the NWPA and NWPAA, the NRC has specific licensing responsibilities
in areas of site characterization, packaging and cask designs, The DOE has a
Memorandum of Understanding in effect with the NRC for the site
characterization period. The semiannual site-characterization progress reports
DOE will submit to the NRC and Nevada are intenc_ed to enhance relations with
the NRC.

The DOE has executed Memoranda of Understanding with the Mine Safety and
Health Administration of the Department of Labor and the DOT. The DOE also
will be interacting with the Departments of Agriculture, Defense and Interior.
A ProJect Decision Schedule is presented in the 1988 MPA to specify activities
and agency responsibilities and timelines.

__. Safet_ Officj.r_

Section 180(c) of the NWPAA directs the DOE to provide technical
assistance and funds to states for training public=safety officials in IocM

and Tribal governments where waste may be transported. The DOE is using a
phased approach to undertaking this responsibility, whereby the first ta_k is
defining roles and responsibilities among governments for inspection,
enforcement and emergency response.

The Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) is developing draft
inspection procedures for highway shipments of radioactive materials and a
possible model agreement for reciprocal recognition of state inspections, under
agreement between the CVSA and the DOE. The Pacific States Agreement on
Radioactive Materials Transportation Management plans to conduct a pilot test

. ,. .... .a....... _,.) nf _ tahiti v_ar effort beginning inof the ..... h_).,_._iun v),.,,............ =td 1"i;l I L ,.b... I-' ....... . ..
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fiscal year 1989. The Western States Interstate Energy Board and the Utilities
Nuclear Transportation Group were reported in the July 1988 OCRWM Bulletin to
have commented to the OCRWM and the CVSA on the draft CVSA procedures,

The DOE is currently working on a report to describe the DOE's emergency
response equipment, personnel and procedures, which it reported would be
completed during 1988. Additional assistance in clarifying roles in emergency
response is anticipated from workshops being planned by the DOE and through
materials now being prepared by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

When the DOE identifies potential routes for waste transportation, the
DOE will assess the specific training needs of local .jurisdictions along the
routes. A determination will be made as to the sufficiency of existing federal

programs to train the relevant personnel, and supplemental training will be
implemented by the DOE as needed. The DOE expects to identify the need for and
to imptement any specific training programs three to five years before
shipments begin.

On_oin_ an.__.ntaed Studies

Section 175 of the NWPAA directs the DOE to report to the Congress by
December 22, 1988, on the potential impacts of a repository at Yucca Mountain
and the appropriate governmental and funding responsibilities associated with
these impacts.

The DOE is developing a report describing its equipment, personnel and
procedures for emergency response, which it reported would be completed in
1988.

The OCRWM is preparing a Comprehensive Transportation Plan to review
policies and procedures for institutional, business and program activities,
reported to be available late in 1988.

Draft vehicle inspection procedures are being developed by the Commercial
Vehicle Safety Alliance and the OCRWM, and pilot testing of the draft
procedures is scheduled to start in fiscal year 1989.

"l'he MRS Review Commission reports to Congress by June I, 1989, whether an
MRS should be developed.

The Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board will continue to review
technical matters in the waste program through the period of site development
and will report findings to the Congress and the DOE.

2.6 REGULATORY STRUCTURE/LIABILITY

Back,grou_g_

Generally, the DOE has indicated that it does not intend to address
changes to the existing regulatory structure because the existing regulatory

__=
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structure affords an adequate l.evel of safety. Therefore, the current federal
regulatory structure applicable to the transportation of nuclear waste is
:.-scribed in this section.

Regulatory aspects of cask design and testing, routing, and standards for
vehicles and equipment are discussed in Section 3, "Transportation System
Design." Regulatory aspects of personnel training and qualifications, vehicle
stoppage, shipment monitoring and prenotification, inspection and enforcement,
and physical protection (sabotage/terrorism) are discussed in Section 4,
"Transportation System Operational Procedures." Please refer to the
appropriate section for discussion of these issues.

F..ro__,ram DescriDtio_n

2,6.1

Placards are diamond =shaped posters which are required to appear on the
outside of transport vehicles to aid in communicating the hazard of certain
cargos. The DOT's Hazardous Materials Regulations describe placarding
requirements which would apply to shipments of nuclear waste to a repository:
the size, location and content of the placards;, the person responsible for
placarding; and special requirements for rail, freight containers, aircraft
unit load devices, cargo tanks and portable tanks, 49 C.F.R. Part
172.500- 172.558, (1987).

,_ ,,),.6., _i.p.p.zng Patters

The DOT has adopted regulations governing the applicability and contents
of shipping papers, 49 C.F.R. Part 172.200-172.205 (1987), Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act (HMTA), 49 U.S.C.S. Section 1801, et Lg..0.. (1981). Among
other things, the shipping papers must identify for each regulated material its
proper shipping name, hazard class, identification number and total quantity.
Additional information is required for radioactive materials, including the
name of each radionuclide, the transportation index, a description of the
physical and chemical form of the material and the activity contained in each
package.

2.6.3 Permits & .F'..e_

Under HMTA, the DOT has the authority to promulgate regulations for
permits and fees. The DOT has not done so, but has issued a policy statement
announcing state permits and fees are preempted by the HMTA, 49 C.F.R. Part
177, Appendix A (1987). The DOT's policy statement is not a regulation and has
no preemptive effect under the HMTA. This is an uncertain area because the
fees of some states have been ruled inconsistent, while a fee program imposed
by Illinois was ruled consistent. There have been no rulings on the fees of
some other states.

2.6.4 Liabili_3,

The purposes underlying the Price=Anderson Act (the "Act"), 42 U.S.C.S. §
,.,.I0 (1978), are to encourage private sector development of nuclear energy and
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to ensure a source of funds to pay public liability claims resulting from a
"nuclear incident." The private sector's active participation in the
development of nuclear energy has been encouraged by two mechanisms: the
limitation of liability and government indemnification. The Act ensures a
source of funds to pay claims resulting from a nuclear incident through
insurance and indemnification provisions.

For public liability to exist, a nuclear incident must occur at certain
licensed facilities or contractor=operated facilities or occur during the
course of transportation to or from certain facilities, lt is defined as:

any occurrence, including an extraordinary nuclear occurrence,
within the United States causing, within or outside the United
States, bodily injury, sickness, disease, or death, or loss of or
damage to property, or loss o£ use of property, arising out of or
resulting from the radioactive, toxic, explosives, or other
hazardous properties of source, special nuclear, or byproduct
material...

42 U.S.C.S. § 2014 (q).

Under the Act, three types of insurance are involved: facility form
insurance, industry retrospective premium insurance, and suppliers and
transporter insurance. Suppliers and transporters insurance provides $160
million coverage for suppliers of parts and services to the nuclear industry
and for transporters of nuclear materials. These policies are optional and are
intended to provide coverage in the event an incident is not already covered by
facility form insurance or a government indemnity agreement.

The facility form insurance provides primary coverage in the event of a
nuclear incident. Licensed nuclear power plants with a capacity of more than
100 megawatts of electricity ("MWe") must provide financial protection in an
amount equal to the maximum amount of insurance commercially available--S160
million of insurance.

The industry retrospective premium insurance is triggered only in the
event damages exceed $160 million. In this event, the excess damages will be
decided equally among ali of the nuclear power plants with a capacity of more
than 100 MWe. The NRC is then authorized to assess a retroactive premium or up
to $63 million per facility for each incident, in order to pay the excess
damages. The NRC's assessment authority is limited to a $10 million per year
maximum assessment for each incident, providing each utility with over six
years to pay the maximum premium. If the NRC does not have sufficient funds to
pay valid claims, it may request an appropriation from Congress or it may
borrow the funds. This secondary coverage provides a $7.056 billion fund with
112 reactors having a 100 MWe capacity, whicia totals $7.216 billion when added
to the facility form coverage. As reactors are decommissioned, the potential
fund will be reduced. The industry's potential liability is limited to the
costs of insurance and the retroactive premium.

To entice the private sector's active participation in the development of
nuclear energy, the Act also provides indemnification for certain licensees and

E

4_
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contractors, DOE, pursuant to the Price Anderson Amendments Act of 1988 (the
"1988 Act"), is required to indemnify its contractors whenever their activities
involve a risk of public liability. The indemnification agreements furnish
coverage similar to that offered under insurance policies, but DOE provides the
coverage at a token or no cost. DOE's liability under this provision is the
same as for commercial nuclear power plants as of August 1988, i.e., $7.216
billion. However, claims arising out of activities paid for by the Nuclear
Waste Fund shall be compensated by the Fund.

The NRC also indemnifies some of its licensees for certain activities.
lt may not indemnify a licensee beyond $500 million.

For damages exceeding the mandated sums, the NRC or the Secretary of DOE
is required to survey the causes and extent of damaged and submit a report to
Congress. Within ninety days of a court's determination that liability may
exceed the mandated sums, the President is required to submit to Congress an
estimate of the excess damages, recommendations for raising the funds, and one
or more compensation plans.

Congress, as part of the 1988 Act, has directed the President to appoint
a Presidential Commission on Catastrophic Nuclear Accidents by November 19,
1988. (As of the date of writing this report, the Commission had not yet been
appointed.) The Commission is to conduct a comprehensive study of appropriate
means of fully compensating victims of a nuclear accident where the liability
exceeds the funds available from the insurance or indemnity provisions. The
Commission is to report its results to Congress by August 20, 1990.

The Act does not address the standard of liability to be used in
prosecuting a court action. Therefore, the law of the appropriate state will
control the issue. Under state law, certain defenses may be available to the
defendants. These may include the statute of limitations, which can bar sn
action if it is instituted after the time permitted by the relevant statute;
assumption of the risk, which prevents recovery if a court finds the plaintiff
was aware of the risk involved and voluntarily agreed to accept it;
contributory negligence, which can limit recovery to the degree that the
plaintiff was partially responsible for his injuries; and sovereign immunity,
which can bar an action against a governmental entity, These defenses are
required to be waived by all parties insured or indemnified under the Act, if
the NRC declares an incident to be an extraordinary nuclear occurrence.

If' payments are to be made under the indemnity agreements, the NRC is
required to consult with the indemnified person. That person may take charge
of, settle or defend any action brought for damages, Persons indemnified shall
not collect its expenses in settling claims with the NRC, The NRC has
settlement authority for the United States.

The NRC is authorized to established procedures for the prompt handling,
investigation and settlement of claims. Credit against a judgment shall be
given for payments made.
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O_nd Planned Studie_

The DOE has not yet'begun the review of placarding it reported it would
undertake in the TIP (Page a-ll I).

De,,,¢ision, Schedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YEARS
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAl.,

Identify gaps/risk reduction opportunities None known
in federal law and regulations

Enact statutory changes None known

Promulgate regulations None known

2.7 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Le_al,/Re_ulat0rv Background

Pursuant to the Disaster Relief Act of 1974, 42 U.S.C.S. 5121, _ seo.
(1982), the President is authorized to establish a program of disaster
preparedness that utilizes the services of ali appropriate federal agencies,
and includes:

o preparation of plans for disaster preparedness, mitigation, warning,
emergency operations, rehabilitation and recovery;

o training and exercises;

o post disaster critiques and evaluations;

o annual review of programs;

o coordination of federal, state and local preparedness programs;

o application of science and technology;
=

o research.

The FEMA has promulgated regulations pursuant to the Disaster Relief Act,
at 44 C.F.R. Parts 350, 351 (1987). Part 350 establishes procedures for review
and approval of state and local emergency preparedmess plans for the off-site

° effects of a radiological emergency at a commercial nuclear power plant. Part
351 sets forth the roles and tasks of the various federal agencies when
providing federal assistance to state and local governments that may respond to
a fixed site or transportation radiological incident. Federal agencies'
responsibilities for responding to a radiological incident are

_

=
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addressed in the "Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan," 50 Fed. Reg.
46,452 (1985).

The FEMA has also promulgated regulations, pursuant to Executive Order
12148, 44 Fed. Reg. 43,239 (1979), that outline assistance available to the
states for training and education in comprehensive emergency management. 44
C.F.R. Part 360 (1987). States may request financial support from the FEMA and
negotiate an agreement with the FEMA for the training of state and local
officials. Once an agreement is finalized with the FEMA, the state must offer
radiological defense training as part of its program. 44 C,F.R. Part 360.1(b)
(1987).

The FEMA has a Memorandum of Understanding with the NRC, under which the
FEMA provides NRC with assessments and determinations of the adequacy of state
and local government emergency preparedness plans for use in licensing
procedures. Nuclear power reactors cannot obtain a license unless the NRC has
received reasonable assurances that adequate pro,_ective measures can be taken
in the event of a radiological emergency, lt is unclear to what extent this
applies to transportation issues, or whether it applies to a repository,, see I0
C.F.R. Part 50.47 (1987).

During 1987, the FEMA also implemented a Memorandum of Understanding with
the DOT. lt delineates 'the roles and responsibilities of each agency and
establishes joint programs for emergency response planning, training and the
development, dissemination and exchange of information. As of the date of' this
working paper, this agreement has not been published in the Federal Register.

The DOT may have authority to promulgate emergency response regulations
pursuant to the HMTA, but it has done so only to a very limited extent, As
part of the DOT's routing requirements, drivers are required to receive written
training on "procedures to be followed in case of an accident or other
emergency." 49 C.F.R. Part 177.825(d) (1987). ]'he Commercial Motor Vehicle
Safety Act requires drivers to demonstrate a working knowledge of the operation
of emergency equipment used in responding to hazardous materials incidents and
of the appropriate emergency response procedures to be followed. 49 U.S.C.S.
Appx. 2701, 2704 (Cure. Supp. 1987).

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations identify emergency equipment
requirements for trucks which require a fire extinguisher, spare fuses and
warning devices for stopped vehicles. 49 C.F.R. Part 393.95 (1987); 49
U.S,C.S. 3102, _., (Cum. Supp. 1987).

.Program Dcscriotion

To date, the DOE has not developed any specific programs to address the
emergency preparedness needs created by the NWPA and the NWPAA. The DOE has
indicated that it expects to define its role in emergency preparedness,
training and equipment needs, and financial assistance to state and local
governments in 1998 (five years before shipments begin).

Section 180(c) of the NWPAA requires the DOE to provide: "technical
assistance and funds to states for training public safety officials of
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appropriate units of local governments and Indian Tribes through whose
jurisdiction the Secretary plans to transport spent nuclear fuel or high=level
radioactive waste (to a repository or an MRS facility). Training shall cover
procedures required for safe routine transportation of these materials, ,as well
as procedures for dealing with emergency response s_tuattons. The DOE plans
to develop a program addressing this directive from the Congress by the year
2000.

Since the DOE is relying almost entirely upon existing federal emergency
preparedness programs, the major provisions of existing federal emergency
preparedness programs are briefly summarized below:

Federa.! .C0ordination_

The FEMA is responsible for establishing policies and coordinating all
civil defense and civil emergency planning, management, mitigation and
assistance functions of the federal agencies. The FEMA has developed the
Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan (FRERP) which defines the roles of
all federal agencies regarding all types of peacetime radiological accidents,
including transportation accidents. 50 Fed. Reg. 46,542 (1985),

)

The FRERP includes the Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment
Fian (FRMAP). Under the FRMAP, the DOE provides technical personnel and
equipment to state, Tribal or local governments, if requested. Additionally,

: the DOE will perform radiation monitoring and evaluation activities in the
event of an incident involving nuclear waste. The DOE has eight regional
emergency response teams to assist with incident response, one of which is
presently locate0 at the Nevada Test Site.

The FEMA has promulgated a regulation establishing the Federal
Radiological Preparedness Coordinating Committee (FRPCC) and Regional

: Assistance Committees to coordinate federal assistance to state, Tribal and
local governments for peacetime radiological emergencies, 44 C.F.R. Part 351.
The FRPCC assists the FEMA in providing planning guidance to state, Tribal and
local governments.

=- Trainin_

_- The FEMA operates the National Emergency Training Center (NET C) in
Emmitsburg, Maryland. State, Tribal and local emergency response personnel are

._ eligible to attend the NETC training courses. The DOE's Radiation Emergency
Assistance Center/Training Site in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, provides training
courses for physicians, health physicists and paramedic personnel. The DOE

. also sponsors a series of radioactive material emergency response workshops
throughout the country. The DOT assists in training state, Tribal and local
emergency responders at the Transportation Safety Institute in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.

=

F..F.g_deralInformation ServLc_-

The DOE operates the Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center at-

Kirkland Air Force Base in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in conjunction with the
=

=
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Defense Nuclear Agency of the Department of Defense, This center maintains and
exchanges information on radiological assistance capabilities and also
functions as a point of coordination for assistance activities for radiological
accidents,

Fe_Lq!.ggajJrinancia.lAssi..stance for E...mergency Plan ni_n.g_.L_dResponse

The FEMA provides financial assistance to the states under . comprehensive
cooperative agreements to support various emergency response activities. On
the average, each state receives about $I million per year, primarily directed
to planning for nuclear attack,

Rec.ent Studies

Transportation of Hazardous Materials: State and Local Activities,
OTA-SET-30I, March 1986, Contains a review of emergency response training
programs.

lt is expected that the FEMA and the DOT will be conducting a survey of
states' training programs,

o .Q.n_nd Pla.nn.ed ..$tud i¢.,5.

The DOE is planning to conduct a workshop on emergency preparedness in
the spring of 1989,

' Decision S..c,.h.edule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YEARS
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Provide assistance to state and Tribal 5 (1998)
governments for EP planning

Inventory/evaluate existing EP capability of None known
federal, state, Tribal and local governments

Design initial EP system 5 (1998)
, ,

Begin provision of assistance to state and 5 (1998)
Tribal governments to implement EP system

=

=

z

=
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3,0 SYSTEM DESIGN

This portion of the report describes the design elements of the DOE's
planned transportation system (DOEPTS).

3,1 VOLUMES AND TIMING OF SHIPMENTS

Two different types of high-level nuclear waste will be shipped to the
repository: spent fuel from nuclear power reactors (SNF) and solidified wastes
from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel (HLW), The DOE has also indicated
that certain transur_anic and "miscellaneous" wastes which are appropriate for
intermediate-depth disposal could also be shipped to the repository if suitable
disposal facilities are not developed for these wastes by the time the
repository begins operating. This section of the working paper incorporates
findings on this subject by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office presented
in the ACR 8 report, pp. 12-26.

Spent Nucle.ar Fuel

About 90% of the nuclear waste shipped to the repository will be spent
fuel (SNF) from civilian nuclear power plants, primarily pressurized water
reactors (PWRs) and boiling water reactors (BWRs). Because there are dozens of
different SNF designs, the DOE has designated a "reference" PWR fuel assembly
and a "reference" BWR fuel assembly for planning purposes. The "reference" PWR
fuel assembly used in DOE planning documents is about 13 feet long and 8.5
inches wide and deep. lt holds almost 300 long, thin fuel rods containing 0.46
metric tons of uranium (MTU). The reference BWR assembly has a slightly

• different configuration and contains 0.19 MTU uranium fuel.

The repository will receive spent fuel assemblies of more than two dozen
different standard designs, including fuel that is defective or damaged or that
requires special handling because of unusual design.

' Spent fuel assemblies may be consolidated and repackaged before shipment
to the repository. The consolidation process would involve removal of the fuel
rods from the fuel assembly structural skeletons. Depending upon the waste
package design, fuel rods from as many as twelve assemblies would be grouped
together in one specially designed canister, Structural hardware remaining

:. after consolidation would be compacted and placed in a separate canister.

Although Congress has not determined whether to utilize an MRS facility,
the DOE is currently planning to transport spent fuel from civilian reactors to
an MRS facility where the fuel rods will be removed from the assemblies and
consolidated into disposal containers. DOE presently is planning that the MRS

=
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would prepare canisters containing consolidated rods from six PWR assemblies
,'or disposal at Yucca Mountain, A final decision on consolidation details will
not be made for several years.

If an MRS is constructed, DOE plans to ship canisters of consolidated
fuel to the repository in dedicated trains, called unit trains by DOE, along
with canisters of radioactive hardware and secondary wastes resulting from
disassembly operations. If the MRS is not constructed, DOE expects most
reactors to ship intact spent fuel assemblies directly to the repository,
although some utilities are planning to consolidate their fuel at reactor sites

i prior to shipment.

The DOE reports that spent fuel is to be cooled at least five years
before shipment to the repository, however, it is expected that spent fuel
will, at least initially, be ten years out of reactor by the time it is
shipped.

High-Level Waste

About ten percent of the waste to be shipped to the repository will be
solidified HLW resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels. During
reprocessing, all but trace amounts of the uranium and plutonium are removed,
leaving behind a mixture rich in strontium-90, cesium- 137, and other fission
and activation products.

From the standpoint of geologic' disposal, HLW may be a preferable waste
form to spent fuel, since the very long-lived isotopes of uranium and plutonium
and the products of their radioactive decay have been removed. From a
transportation standpoint, however, HLW is no less dangerous than spent fuel
and possibly more dangerous, since fission products are present in larger

: quantities per metric ton unit (MTU) of waste shipped.

- Most HLW is presently in liquid form, stored in underground tanks. DOE
plans to construct solidification (vitrification) facilities at each of these

. four sites during the 1990s to prepare the waste for shipment to the
repository.

Certain characteristics of the HLW to be shipped to the repository are
not known at this time. Future weapons production and reprocessing plans at

- DOE facilities are uncertain. The DOE has provided little information

__ regarding the composition of HLW at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL), claiming national security considerations. The DOE has not decided

: whether certain categories of defense HLW stored at INEL and ttanford will
- require shipment to the repository, lt is also possible that civilian waste
; reprocessing might some day resume.

Some important characteristics of defense HLW can be anticipated. At
each of the four sites, DOE plans to mix the HLW into molten borosilicate glass
inside 10-foot high stainless steel canisters. The loaded canisters will weigh
about 4,800 pounds each. Each canister is roughly equivalent to a spent fuel

. assembly in terms of radioactivity and thermal output.
:

_
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Given the DOE's schedules for on-site vitrification and construction of
the repository, it appears likely that most solidified HLW will be ten years
old (ten years after canister filling) when shipped to the repository. As is
the case with spent fuel, the radioactivity in solidified HLW decreases '
considerably during the 10-year cooling time. The total radioactivity in a
canister of HLW waste would decline from about 234,000 curies to about 146,000
curies over ten years. However, the remaining radioactivity is sufficient to
make ten-year old HLW extremely hazardous.

Miscellaneous Wa.ste._

In addition to SNF and HLW, the DOE has identified several categories of
"miscellaneous" wastes which may be shipped to the repository if
intermediate-depth disposal facilities do not become available before the
repository opens. These wastes could include transuranic wastes from the MRS
facility, West Valley and commercial operations; reactor decommissioning
wastes; radioisotope capsules; and/or greater than Class C (GTCC) wastes from
routine reactor operations.

T.gta.! Volume_ of Wast(_

The total amount of nuclear waste shipped to the repository is shown in
Table I. Shipments total 70,000 metric tons of uranium (MTU), which refers to
the initial mass of uranium present in the fuel assembly before it is used in a
nuclear reactor. For purposes of this report, MTU is interchangeable with the
units "metric tons of heavy metal" (MTHM) and "metric tons of initial heavy
metal" (MTIHM) in the DOE base case presented in the 1988 MPA.

Table I also shows that 114,640 MTU of waste would be the total amount
which might be shipped to the repository if a second repository is not built
and if maximum defense waste shipments are assumed. This total could be even
larger if higher nuclear power growth rates occur and the NWPA is amended to
eliminate the 70,000 MTU capacity limit of Yucca Mountain, Approximate total
shipments to the repository for four shipment scenarios, by truck, rail and
dedicated trains, are shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows the approximate annual

- shipments to the repository during full operations (2008 to 2025) for the DOE
base case and four shipment scenarios.

According the 1988 MPA and the DOE's present waste acceptance schedule,
once the repository reaches full..scale operations around 2008 about 3,000 MTU
of civilian spent nuclear fuel will arrive at the repository each year. 2,700

:- MTU would be shipped from an MRS facility, assuming an MRS facility is
; operating, and 300 MTU would be shipped directly from 12-15 reactors in western
: states. The repository will also receive about 800 canisters containing 400
. MTU of solidified HLW each year.

Using the assumptions in the waste characteristics report (DOE/RW-0184,
Vol. I), the assumptions in the DMFA regarding MRS operations, and the EIA 1987

-- "no-new-orders" scenario for commercial nuclear operations, the Nevada NWPO
staff has calculated the following maximum potential quantities of transuranic

=
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and GTCC wastes which may require disposal in a repository by the year 2020:

I) OCRWM generated waste from rod consolidation at the MRS: 4,700 cubic
meters;

2) transuranic waste from West Valley, commercial reactors and other
industrial and institutional facilities: 1,500 cubic meters;

3) reactor decommissioning: 1,600 cubic meters;

4) radioisotope capsules (including Hanford): 500 cubic meters;

5) GTCC wastes from routine reactor operations ("no-new-orders" case,
1990-2020): 8,500 cubic meters.

The total quantity of miscellaneous wastes possible requiring deep
geologic disposal by 2020 is estimated to be 16,800 cubic meters. A total of
about 20,600 cubic meters is estimated if EIA's "upper reference" case for
nuclear power is assumed.

The Oak Ridge characteristics report further states: "If these
(miscellaneous wastes) are disposed of in HLW-type canisters, 2 feet in
diameter by 10 or 12 feet long, one canister could hold up to one cubic
meter." Using this assumption, it appears that if miscellaneous wastes require
deep geologic disposal, as now seems the case (absent other disposal facilities
for "intermediate-level" wastes); the repository could receive 16,800 to 20,600
canisters of waste in addition to the amounts shown in Table 1.

Recent Retaorts

Annual Capacity Report, OCRWM, .lune, 1988, DOE/RW-0191.

DecisiQn Schedu. l_e

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Assess optimal decay time prior to None known
repository shipment

Assess alternative shipment scenarios None known

Select tentative shipment scenario 10 (1993)

Finalize shipment scenario I (:2002)
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Table I

Total Amount of Nuclear Waste to be Shipped to the Repository
: (Metric Tons of Uranium)

No Second Repository,/
DQE Base Case a Maximum Defens_e_Waste Case b

Spent Nuclear Fuel 63,020 87,000

Civilian HLW c 640 640

Defense HL Wd _6.,j4.._0 27._Q

a. Based on DOE, 1988 MPA, Waste Acceptance Schedule, Table 2.2, and 70,000
MTU capacity limit.

b - Assumes no second repository, 70,000 MTU capacity limit removed, and EIA
spent fuel inventory projected for "no new orders" scenario through 2036
[1988 MPA, p. II]; and maximum defense waste scenario (including Hanford
single-.shell tank wastes) through 2020 based on DOE/RW-0184.

C - 1 canister eciuals 2.0 MTU.

d _ 1 canister equals 0.5 MTU.

=
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Table 2

Total Nuclear Waste Shipments to the Repository
DOE Base Case, Four Shipment Scenarios

(70,000 MTU to Repository)

Minimum Maximum
DOE DOE Shipment Shipment
Proposed Alternatiye Scenario Scenario
_R._._a _b MRS/Ali Rail c No MRS:;Truck d

Dedicated Train e 1,388 0 570 0

RAIL CASKS f 2,091 7,978 2,579 0
(SNF) (415) (6,302) (0)
(HLW) (6,148) (1,648) 2,536
(Civilian HLW) (28) (28) (43)

"TRUCK CASKS g 7,243 26,600 0 76,000
(SNF) (2,700) (22,600) (63,020)
(HL W) (4,438 ) (4,438) (12,680)
(Civilian HLW) (105) (105) (300)

a
- Based on DOE, 1988 MPA; 57,620 MTU of spent fuel shipped to Repository

from MRS in 100-ton casks, capacity 8.3 MTU consolidated spent fuel in
disposal containers suitable for direct emplacement in repository, per
Yucca Mountain EA, DOE/RW-0073, Vol. 2, p. A-12; 5,4.00 MTU of intact
spent fuel shipped directly from western reactors to repository, 50
percent rail/50 percent truck, based on current reactor rail capability;
12,680 can isters of defense HLW, shipped 65 percent rail/'35 percent
truck; and 300 canisters of civilian HLW, shipped 65 percent rail/35
percent truck.

b
- Based on DOE, 1988 MPA; No MRS; all spent fuel shipped direct to

repository, 65 percent rail/35 percent truck; defense and civilian HLW
shipped 65 percent rail/35 percent truck.

c
- Ali spent fuel shipped to repository from MRS in 150=ton casks, capacity

22.1 MTU consolidated spent fuel in canisters, not overpacked for
disposal; defense and civilian HLW shipped I00 percent rail.

d
= No MRS; all spent fuel shipped directly to repository by legal-weight

truck; defense and civilian HLW shipped I00 percent by legal-weight
truck.

e
= Each train consists of 5 spent fuel casks and 4 hardware/secondary waste

casks.

f
- Rail cask capacities: spent fuel, 6.5 MTU; HLW, 5 canisters; and

,-.:,,;I;,)n Ml W "7 r'nnler@r_...... ¢_:AIJ

g - Truck cask capacities: spent fuel, 1.0 MTU; HLW, I canister; and :
civilian HLW, I canister (EA).

[
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];'able 3

Annual Nuclear Waste Shipments to the Repository
During Full Operation (2008-.2025)

DOE Base Case, Four Shipment Scenarios
(70,000 MTU to Repository)

Minimum Maximum
DOE DOE Shipment Shipment
Proposed Alternative Scenario Scenario
p_.lan,,MRS a _b _AI! Rail c N_._0MRS/Truc_._.kkd

Dedicated Trains e 65 0 25 0

RAIL CASKS f 127 404 160 0
(SNF) (23) (300) (0)
(HLW) (104) (104) (160)

TRUCK CASKS g 430 1,330 0 3,800
(SNF) (150) (1,050) (3,000)

• (HLW) (280) (280) (800)
=

7 a_ Based on DOE, 1988 MPA; 57,620 MTU of spent fuel shipped to repository
from MRS in 100-ton casks, capacity 8.3 MTU consolidated spent fuel in
disposal containers suitable for direct emplacement in repository, per

: Yucca Mountain EA, DOE/RW-0073, Vpi. 2, p. A-12; 5,400 MTU of intact
spent fuel shipped directly from western reactors to repository, 50

" percent rail/50 percent truck, based on current reactor rail capability;
12,680 canisters of defense HLW, shipI_ed 65 percent rail/35 percent

: truck; and 300 canisters of civilian HLW, shipped 65 percent rail/35
percent truck.

_ b . Based on DOE, 1988 MPA; No MRS; all spent fuel shipped direct to
repository, 65 percent rail/35 percent truck; defense and civilian HLW

: shipped 65 percent rail/35 percent truck.

c _ Ali spent fuel shipped to repository from MRS in 150-ton casks, capacity
22.1 MTU consolidated spent fuel in canisters, not overpacked for

- disposal; defense and civilian HLW shipped I00 percent rail.

d . No MRS; all spent fuel shipped directly to repository by legal-weight
: truck; defense and civilian HLW shipped 100 percent by legal-weight
= truck.

e . Each train consists of 5 spent fuel casks and 4 hardware/secondary waste
; CaSkS.

2 f- Rail cask capacities: spent fuel 6.5 MTU; HLW, 5 canisters; and civilian
- HLW, 7 canisters (EA).
_

g - Truck cask capacities: spent fuel, 1.0 MTU; HLW, 1 canister; and
civilian HLW 1 canister (EA).
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3,2 CASK DESIGN AND TESTING

3.2.1 Procurement Pro_c_ess

The DOE's plans for cask procurement are summarized in the TBP. In its
first equipment acquisition phase, the DOE will use private contractors to the
maximum extent to develop potential cask designs based on accepted standards
and federal regulations. The DOE will require that its contractor(s) obtain
NRC certification of ali cask designs. If private companies are unable to
provide the necessary services, the DOE will use its existing contractors and
the national laboratories for cask development.

If significant problems develop in cask design, it is possible for the
DOE to work with the NRC through their procedural agreement and through applied
technology tasks sponsored by the OCRWM.

A cask development contractor will be responsible for providing a test
prototype of each accepted cask design. Any tests which are needed will be
conducted by the DOE or its contractor(s). Actual destructive testing, e.8.
crash tests, will be conducted by the national laboratories, if conducted at
all.

In its second equipment acquisition phase, the DOE will contract with
private industry to supply a transportation fleet of casks from qualified
designs obtained in the first phase. During fabrication, the OCRWM supervision
will include the implementat_.on of a quality assurances program, and the DOE
will have independent supervision of this activity to ensure that all quality
assurance requirements are met. The DOE has deferred choosing whether the DOE
or its contractors will own the shipping casks until just prior to fabrication
of the casks.

3.2.2 T__yr)eof Casks

_;hiooin_g Cask _CapacitY.

This section has incorporated findings of the Nevada Nuclear Waste
Project Office presented in the ACR 8 report, p. 26. Shipping cask cap_city is
restricted by safety requirements. Safe transportation of spent nuclear fuel
requires heavy shielding to prevent excess radiation exposure during routine
operations and rugged structures capable of containing the spen_ fuel in the
event of an accident, The cask must be designed to prevent the spent fuel from
forming a critical mass which could sustain a fission chain reaction. Even
after five years cooling, the heat produced by the spent fuel must be
considered in cask design. These considerations result in heavy casks (2"-36,,
metric tons for trucks, and about 60 metric tons for rail) with relatively
small carrying capacities. Legal weight truck casks can carry one PWR or two
BWR assemblies. Rail casks can carry 7 PWR or 18 BWR assemblies.

Fer shipments to the repository, and to the MRS if constructed, the DOE
is planning to develop a new generation of spent fuel shipping casks with
carrying capacities at !east twice as great as the current casks. Current
casks are designed for haulinl spent fue[ which ma,,, be as little a.s six month_

- out of the 7-
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reactor. By designing and gaining NRC certification for new casks for spent
fuel five years or more out of reactor, the DOE plans to increase capacity by
reducing shielding and cooling requirements. The cask the DOE hopes to develop
for rail shipments to the MRS or the repository would hold 14 PWR or 36 BWR
assemblies.

A corresponding legal weight truck cask would be developed to carry two
PWR or five BWR assemblies. Legal weight truck cask designs with capacities
for up to four PWR and nine BWR assemblies are under consideration. The larger
cask capacities proposed by DOE contractors involve allowance for "burn-up
credit" in criticality design. The DOE is also planning to develop new casks
for shipping canisters of solidified HLW.

If these larger capacity casks are utilized and the extended fuel burn-up
credit allowance is authorized, the number of shipments indicated in Tables I
and 2 would be reduced to 25% to 33O/oof the presently anticipated numbers.

According to the TBP, the DOE is currently developing designs for ten
casks:

o Two legal weight truck designs for standard fuel shipments from
reactors to an MRS or final repository. Casks for consolidated fuel
shipments by truck will be designed in the future using the standard
fuel cask(s).

o Two raii designs for standard fuel shipments from reactors to an MRS
, or final repository.

o Two rai,l designs for consolidated fuel shipments from an MRS to the
final repository.

o Two legal weight truck designs for nonstandard fuel and components
- from reactors to an MRS or final repository.

o Two rail designs for nonstandard fuel and components from reactors
to an MRS or final repository.

' r- 3.2,3 _R.e_ulatory St uc_tur._

Packaging requirements to transport radioactive materials are regulated
by the NRC, see 10 C.F.R. Part 71 (1987). Although casks are not subjected to
actual testing, they must be designed to withstand the following hypothetical
accident conditions, in sequence, 10 CFR Section 71.73 (1987):

o Free .D_rot:). A free drop of nine meters, or thirty feet, onto a flat,
essentially unyielding surface, striking the surface in a position for
which maximum damage is expected.

o _. A free drop of the cask from a distance of one meter, or
forty inches, onto the upper end of a vertical steel bar. The bar
must be 15 cm (six inches) in diameter and not less than 20 cm (eight

" inches) long, with its top edge rounded to a radius of not more than 6
- mm (one-quarter of an inch).

z
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o The rra_al. The entire cask must be exposed for not less than thirty
minutes to a heat flux of not less than 800 degrees C (1475 degrees
F),

o _-Fi,_sile Pa_k,a)_es, For fissile material, which includes the
waste to be shipped to a repository, the cask must be immersed in at
least 0.9 meters (three feet) of water for at least 8 hours in the
position in which maximum leakage in expected,

o Imm,,ersion- A_II_, Casks must be capable of withstanding
immersion in at least 15 meters (fifty feet) of water for at least 8
hours.

In addition to the above hypothetical accident conditions a licensee must
demonstrate that the cask is suitable to meet the following normal conditions
of transport, I0 CFR Section 71.71 (1987):

o _..gftl, An ambient temperature of 38 degrees C (I00 degrees F),

o _. An ambient temperature of minus 40 degrees C (minus 40 degrees
F),

o Reduced ._E_t_na,,l ,, Pressure. An external pressure of 24.5 kilopascal
(3,5 psi) absolute.

o In__Leas(_d External .......Pre_sure_, An external pressure of 140 kilopascal
(20 psi) absolute.

o yi__iiiiiiii_i.tjg.._, Normal to transport,

o W___, A spray that simulates exposure to rainfall of
approximately 5 cm (2 inches) per hour for at least one hour.

o .F_Lgg_.__=L_/. A free drop from 0.3 to 1.2 meters (one to four feet),
depending on the weight of the cask.

o _9=m_r.=¢__. A specified compressive load is applied for 24 hours.

o __netration. The hemispherical end of a vertical steel cylinder of
3.2 cm (1 1/4 inches) in diameter and 6 kg (13 pounds) of mass is
dropped from a height of one meter (forty inches) onto the exposed
surface of the package that is expected to be most vulnerable to
penetration.

Prior to the first use of the cask, the licensee must conduct a visual
examination and certain pressure tests to verify the cask's structural
integrity. 10 CFR Section 71.85 (1987), Finally, prior to each shipment, the
licensee must make certain determinations to ensure that the package and its
contents comply with the NRC requirements.
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3.2.4 ('ask Developm_.t Program .Description

According to the TBP, the DOE's plan for cask development is designed to:

o Meet the NRC and the DOT rules;

o Maximize payload (the amount of waste in each shipment);

o Minimize turnaround time and maintain compatibility with cask
handling equipment at the reactors',

o Not exceed gross vehicle size and weight limits. Only legal weight
truck casks are presently under development according to the DOE;

o Minimize radiation exposure of operating personnel;

o Control contamination;

o Minimize cask development, fabrication and life-cycle costs.

Managerne.n_

Regulatory aspects of cask design and testing are handled by the OCRWM
Licensing and Compliance Division, and equipment specifications and contracts
is controlled by the Systems Integration and Transportation Division. These
divisions also interface with the DOE Idaho Operations Office through a
Transportation Systems Acquisition ProJect Office which solicits, awards and
manages the cask: development contracts, State, local and tribal governments
may provide input to this process through the OCRWM Office of External
Relations and Policy.

EG&G Idaho, Inc., based at the Idaho Operations Office, is the DOE's
program management/quality assurance support contractor to provide technical
overview of the various cask development contractors. Sandia National
Laboratories in New Mexico provides independent technical assistance and test
evaluations and will address regulatory and technical issues of overall cask
development program.

E__ff_¢tsof an MR_

If an MRS becomes part of the waste management system, significant
changes in cask design are expected. If a fuel consolidation facility is
developed as part of an MRS or as a separate facility, new casks will be
designed in order to transport a larger quantity of spent fuel. DOE is
interested in designing such casks to reduce the number of shipments and the
resultant costs of transportation. MRS-to-repository casks will be developed
specifically for rail transportation.

R(t?(_nt Reports

Quality Assurance Plan for Transportation Cask Systems Development
Program, February 1988.

.Z
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Shipping Container Response to Severe Highway and Railway Accident
Conditions, NUREG/CR-4829, February 1987.

Ongoing a.nd Pl_anned. Studi.e_

A draft cask-testing plan is under development by the DOE. This plan
will not require testing, such as full=scale destructive _esting, beyond what
is required by the NRC.

The Transportation Quality Assurance Plan scheduled to be released in
1987 is on hold awaiting direction from the OCRWM's new Office of Quality
Assurance.

_j.._L_._ hed ule_

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIME,LINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITO!RY OPERATIONAL

Assess adequacy of cask design and None known
testing standards

Develop revised cask design and testing None known
standards, if necessary

Develop cask QA/QC program Unknown

Develop appropriate design analysis tools None known

Design casks 13 (1990)

Design & implement cask data base None known

Submit for NRC certification 12 (1991)

Fabricate prototype 10 (1993)

Perform full-scale testing 6 (1997)

-x
±
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3.3 MODAL MIX/RAIL AND TRUCK SHIPMENT OPTIONS

Back_

The DOE does not consider modal mix to be an important decision since the
agency believes that any modal mix is safe. Thus, the DOE's treatment of modal
mix has been superficial. The TIP states:

it is the OCRWM's position that it is neither necessary nor
desirable at this time to establish a firm quantitative
position on the fraction of spent fuel and high-level
radioactive waste to be transported by truck, rail and
barge. The OCRWM will continue to solicit and analyze the
many views and concerns related to modes of transport
including relative safety, efficiency, capital costs,
hauling costs, carrier capabilities and willingness to
provide transportation services, shipping and receiving
facility operations, environmental impacts, and overall
public acceptance. (page A-88).

L.egal/Re_zulat roy_Background Oyerwei_h,_ Truck Shipments

The nations' roads are controlled by the states in which they are
located. However, the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982, 49
U,S,C.S. Appx. 2301, g.L2_e_q. (Cure. Supp. 1987) amended the Federal-Aid Highway
Act, 23 U.S.C.S. 127 (1983), to establish a national, uniform weight limit.
States are required to allow 80,000 pounds gross vehicle weight on the

) interstate system or be penalized by the loss of federal highway funds.
Exceptions are provided for loads that cannot be easily dismantled or divided,
and for state limits that were in effect on certain dates prior to the adoption
of the law. The weight requirement does not apply to roads that are not part
of the interstate system.

_scriotion.

The DOE has considered using overweight truck shipments in order to
maximize payloads and decrease costs but presently is not pursuing this option,
apparently due to the varying state permitting requirements. However, at some
point the DOE may reconsider the use of overweight truck shipments.

The DOE has proposed using dedicated trains for spent fuel shipments. A
dedicated rail shipment has been defined by the DOE as a 10-car train comprised
of five railcar=casks for consolidated fuel and five railcars for hardware,

high-activity and transuranic wastes,

The use of dedicated trains would permit the dispatching multiple casks

in a single shipment, thereby reducing the number of shipments required,
Although barges will not be a primary mode of transportation, they can be
considered in certain situations, particularly train/barge combinations,

The DOE has ruled out the use of special trains as not being necessary
for safety, The American Association of Railroads has defined special train
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service to consist of rail service which is dedicated to transporting one
commodity, which is restricted to a maximum speed of 35 miles per hour, and
where at least one train must be at a full stop whenever the special train
passes or is p0,ssed by another train.

The following shipment configuration options have been and/or are being
used for planning by the DOE:

o Legal weight truck (LWT): gross vehicle weight (GVW) not to exceed
80,000 pounds.

o Overweight truck (OWT): larger and heavier casks will be used and the
GVW of the truck will not exceed 120,000 pounds.

o Regular rail-unrestricted (RRU): regular railroad flatca:-s carrying
casks up to I00 tons.

o Heavyweight rail (HWR): casks up to 150 tons on special rail cars.

o Tug-barge/motor vessel: water-based shipment of casks, either by
barge or by self-powered vessels.

o Intermoda! transportation: rail/barge and rail/truck, with an
intermediate transfer point and use of casks with 25-ton to 150-ton
capacity.

While the DOE has made no final decisions on shipment configurations, it
has assumed for purposes of planning that movements from an MRS facility to a
repository would be made by dedicated train. Movements from the reactors to an
MRS facility or from the reactors directly to the repository would be made by
regular train, with trucks used when rail access to a reactor is not available
(TIP, page A-83). Without an MRS, the DOE's current planning assumption is
that, without an MRS, 65 percent of the waste by weight (not volume) will be
transported by rail to the repository, and 35 percent of the waste will be
transported by highway, see Tables I-3.

Overweight Truck Shipments to Nuclear Waste Repositories: Legal,
Political, _ . Administrative & Operational Considerations, March 1986,
BMI/OTSSP-0 I,

Qn_oin_ and_dplanne_d_Stu_dj._

The DOE is currently evaluating federal and state highway weight limits,
the relationship between highway damage and vehicle weight, state permit
requirements for overweight trucks, and the cost and safety factors associated
with their use.

The DOE has provided financial assistance to the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and the International
Bridge, Tunnel & Turnpike Association to assess the feasibility of uniform
state permitting requirements for overweight truck shipments.
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An evaluation of using truck convoys study, is reported to have been
completed in draft form by Battelle and is being reviewed by the DOE. lt is
expected to be available in February 1989.

An Evaluation of Dedicated Trains for the Transportation of Spent Nuclear
Fuel; Risks and Costs. Recently completed by Battelle in draft form, this
report is being reviewed by the DOE.

The EIS is expected to contain an analysis of a specific modal mix, truck
and rail shipment configuration.

: Dec..ision Sched_l_

DECISION,/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS

(Completion of,activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Develop modal mix assessment factors None known

Conduct technical assessment of truck Unknown
shipment options=

Conduct technical assessment of rail 8 (1995)
shipment options

Conduct technical assessment of the None known
comparative risks of highway and rail,
reactor access, weather sensitivity of
modes and security and safeguards

z

Select tentative modal mix 4 (1999)

Finalize modal mix 0 (2003)

3.4 ROUTING

Le__al/Regul_lt0ry Background , Highwa._

-'- The DOT's routing regulation for the highway transportation of highway
route-controlled quantities of radioactive materials is found at 49 C.F.R.2

Section 177.825 (1987). It is often referred to by its docket number, HM-164.
The regulation instructs carriers to operate vehicles on routes that minimize
radiological risk, unless only one practicable route is available or the
vehicle is operated on a preferred highway. The carrier must prepare a written-

: route plan and provide a copy of it to the driver and the shipper. Deviations
from the written plan must be reported to the shipper within 30 days after

-- completion of the shipment.
.

= The shipper's routing responsibilities are found at 49 C.F.R. Section
173.22(d) (1987). Within 90 days of delivery of a shipment to the carrier, the

- shipper must notify the DOT of the route, plus additional information. This
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requirement does not apply to shipments transported in accordance with NRC's
physical protection plans.

Although tt_e NRC requires routes to be approved in advance, 10 C.F.R.
Section 73.37(b)(7) (1987), the goal is to protect against sabotage or theft.
The DOT's routing requirement is designed to minimize radiological risks.
Route approval by the NRC is not required for waste shipments by the DOE to a
repository.

Legal/Regulatory Background,.- Rail

The DOT has not adopted routing regulations specifically applicable to
rail, although HMTA authorizes such regulations. Neither the DOT or the DOE
plan to adopt rail routing regulations at this time.

Program Description
]

]'he DOE plans to comply with the DOT routing regulation which applies to
highway route-controlled radioactive material. The regulation instructs
carriers to operate vehicles on routes that minimize radiological risk, unless
only one practicable route is available or the vehicle is operated on a
preferred highway. A preferred highway is defined as an interstate highway or
state-designated alternative route. Alternative routes must be designated in
accordance with the DOT guidelines. Deviations from preferred routes are
permitted in the event of emergencies and to make necessary stops.

The DOE plans to develop route-planning criteria as an element of
transportation operational procedures. The criteria will direct the carrier's
selection of routes in conformance with the DOT requirements and will further
address factors such as stopping places, construction delays, adverse weather '
and preferred time of day for travel through urban areas (TIP, page A-42).

Although the Federal government has not promulgated rail-routing
-_ regulations, the DOE has indicated it expects rail routing procedures to

generally parallel those for highway shipments. At a minimum, route planning
criteria for rail shipments will require the carriers to select rail routes

. that limit shipping costs and transit times, avoid population centers where
• possible, and avoid adverse seasonal weather conditions.

Ongoin_ _nd Planned Studies

- The DOE's plan to apply rudimentary route-pla,,.ning criteria to R&D

shipments in 1988 has not begun.

The detailed planning for rail- routing analyses which the DOE was
- scheduled to begin in 1987 has not been started.
=11

; The DOE is currently reviewing what is needed to evaluate the cost and
risk of routing alternatives.

- The EIS is expected to contain some route-specific analyses.

=
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Decision

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Develop routing criteria 8 (1999)

Develop route-specific analysis capability II (1992)

Analyze alternative routes 10 (1993)

Select tentative route(s) None known

Finalize route selection None known

3.5 EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE STANDARDS

lator B k r und

The Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 regulates the length
and width of commercial motor vehicles. 49 U.S.C.S. Appx. 2301, g_t .Le,cl. (Cum.
Supp. 1987). Regulations promulgated pursuant to this Act are found at 49
C.F.R. Part 350 (1987) and 23 C.F,R. Part 658 (1987).

i

Both the Interstate Commerce Act, 49 U.S.C.S. 11101 (1979), and the
: Federal Motor Carrier Safety Act, 49 U.S.C.S. Section 3102 (Cure. Supp. 1987),

regulate equipment standards, Regulations promulgated pursuant to these Acts
are found at 49 C.F.R. Parts 391-399 (1987).

i Pro ram D ri tion

The DOE is not known to have conducted a comprehensive analysis of
-_- alternative equipment and vehicle standards to improve the safety of nuclear
- waste shipments. In an effort to respond to cask and vehicle design

considerations, the DOE is studying vehicle designs which may remove
nonessential items in order to reduce vehicle weight which increase the amount
of waste which each vehicle can transport. The DOE is also investigating human
factors effects on safety and the implications this may have on the
determination of nonessential items.

Qn_oin_ a nd_Pl_
_

- See program description.
:=

=
-:£

=
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Decision Schedu_le

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERA'I"IONAL

Identify potential vehicle/equipment None known
improvements

Conduct technical studies of potential None known
vehicle/equipment improvements

Conduct comprehensive assessment of 10 (1995)
overweight highway and "hefty" rail shipments

Develop vehicle/equipment standards None known
including new placarding system

Develop tentative vehicle/equipment designs None known

Finalize vehicle/equipment designs None known

3.6 INFRASTRUCTURE

P_ro_ram_Description

The DOE has compiled information on the existing truck and rail
infrastructure at the Yucca Mountain site and its immediately surrounding
area. The DOE presently contends that the existing infrastructure should meet
or exceed the requirements of the shipment program. The EA states that "no

: upgrading or reconstruction of local highways or rail lines is required" (EA,
p. 6- 103).

The DOE does anticipate that the repository transportation program in
general will create unique infrastructure needs, nor will it contribute
significantly to the deterioration of infrastructure at a national level. 'The
DOE considers that infrastructure improvements needed to support repository
transportation will generally be needed to support the transportation of other
commodities (TLP, p. 97).

In the case of potential overweight truck shipments, the DOE contends
that a properly designed overweight truck will cause only marginally greater
wear' on highway pavement than would legal weight trucks. Additionally, the DOE
contends that overweight shipments will reduce the number of highway shipments

and thus would actually reduce highway pavement wear compared to legal-weight
: shipments.

_- The only departure from this position is the DOE's acknowledgment that
- some infrastructure improvements may be required on a case-by-case basis, l'he

DOE intends to review each situation individually and to work with appropriate
state, local and Tribal governments to determine mechanisms _",,or establishing

infrastructure maintenance or improvement needs.
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The most pressing concern is the quality of infrastructure near the
reactor sites and the repository, according to the DOE, and consequently funds
may be directed to upgrade links between nuclear power plants and existing

] transportation lines.

Ongojgg_and .Planned Studies

On December 22, 1988, the DOE is directed by the NWPAA to report to the
Congress on the potential impacts of a repository at Yucca Mountain, and the
appropriate governmental and funding responsibilities associated with these
impacts..

The Yucca Mountain EIS is expected to contain a more detailed analysis of
infrastructure impacts within the State of Nevada.

__..e._ision Schedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITCRY OPERATIONAL

Develop criteria for infrastructure None known
decision-making

Assess infrastructure condition and l0 (1993)
utilization along potential routes

Develop pavement performance models None known

Develop economic assessment models None known

Assess infrastructure impacts 10 (1993)

Identify infrastructure improvements/ 8 (1995)
new construction needs

Develop institutional mechanism for None known
funding and implementation

Begin implementation None known

3.7 DEFENSE WASTE

The DOE Office of Defense Programs has trad[tionaliy controlled the
shipment of" defense waste with minimal oversight or involvement by other
federal agencies. State, local and Tribal governments have had virtually no
roie izi '-" ..... _a._t_ _,,L,t,,,..,_":.... D-,,.,,_,,,t ,4_,-,_l_pm_nt_ hnwpver, have expanded

_ the roles of the DOT and the NRC.

_

-
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The NWPAA makes ali DOE (in,_:tuding defense) shipments to a repository or
an MRS subject to the NRC cask certification and prenotification requirements.r

The DOE has reported that defense waste shipments to the repository will not be

l classified for national security. Classified shipments would be exempt fromthe DOT's authority to regulate the transportation of hazardous/radioactive
I materials.

Generally these regulations cover: placarding, labeling, marking,
routing, motor carrier financial responsibility and liability limits, driver
training and qualifications, parking and driving rules, post shipment
information reporting, and railroad transportation requirements.

The following discus:ion summarizes the aspects of defense waste
transportation which differ from civilian shipments to a repository.

Pr__ogramDes_jg._

3.'7.1 V_V_Vlum.gs/Tim!ng._gf Shipmng._-ELS.

According to the DOE, defense waste was approximately 15% of the total curies
of radioactivity in spent fuel and high-level waste of the nation in 1982, is
projected to be 3% of the total in 2000, TIP, pp. A-12-13. The foltowing
tables summarize the anticipated shipments of defense waste to the repository,
see ACR 8, pp. 23-25:

"Fable 4

Total Amount of Defense Waste to be Shipped to the Repository

(Metric Tons of Uranium)

No ,_econd Repository/
DOE Base Case a .__x.imum DefenseWaste Case b

Defense HL Wc _ _7,_._O._Q

a . Based on DOE, 1988 MPA, Waste Acceptance Schedule, Table ,+.2," artd 70,000 ,,
MTU capacity limit.

b
- Assumes no second repository, 70,000 MTU capacity limit removed, and EIA

,.0._6,spent fuel inventory projected for "tlp new orders" scenario through " "
see 1988 MPA; and maximum defense waste scenario (including Hanford
single-sheil tank wastes) through ,_0,.0 based on DOE/RW-0184.

c
- 1 canister equals 0.5 MTU.

1

__

::++_/
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Table 5

Total Defense Waste Shipments to the Repository
DOE Base Case, Four Shipment Scenarios

(70,000 MTU to Repository)

Minimum Maximum
DOE DOE Sh ipme nt Shipreen t
Proposed AIter nati ve Sce nario Sce nat io
Plan/MRSa _b MRS/Ali Rail c N9 MR$<'Truck d

Rail Casks e
HLW (1,648) (I ,648) (2,536)
Truck Casks f
(HLW) (4,438) (4,438 _ (12,680)

a_ Based on DOE, 1988 MPA; 57,620 MTU of spent fuel shipped to Repository
from MRS in 100.-ton casks, capacity 8.3 MTU consolidated spent fuel in
disposal containers suitable for direct empl_cement in repository, per
Yucca Mountain EA, DOE/R.W-0073, Vol. 2, p. A=I2; 5,400 MTU of intact
spent fuel shipped directly from western reactors to repository, 50
percent rail/50 percent truck, based on current reactor rail capability;
12,680 canisters of defense HLW, shipped 65 percent rail/35 percent
truck; and 30O canisters of civilian HLW, shipped 65 percent rail '35
percent truck.

b
= Based on DOE, 1988 MPA; No MRS; all spent fuel shipped direct to

repository, 6.5 percent rail/35 percent truck; defense and civilian HLW
shipped 65 percent rail/35 percent truck.

c _ Ali spent fuel shipped, to repository from MRS in 150=ton casks, capacity
22.1 MTU consolidated spent fuei in canisters, not overpacked for
disposal; defense and civilian HLW shipped I00 percent rail.

d
- No MRS; all spent fuel shipped directly to repository by legal-weight

truck; defense and civilian HLW shipped 100 percent by legal-weight
truck.

e
- Rail cask capacities: spent fuel, 6.5 MTU; HLW, 5 canisters; and

civilian HLW, 7 canisters (EA).

f
- Truck cask capacities: spent fuel, 1.0 MTU; HL,W, 1 canister; and

civilian HLW, 1 canister (EA),
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Table 6

Annual Nuclear Waste Shipments to the Repository
During Full Operation (2008-2025)

DOE Base Case, Four Shipment Scenarios
(70,000 MTU to Repository)

Minimum Maximum
DOE DOE Sh ipme nt Sh ipme nt
Proposed Alternati.ve Scenario Scenario
Pl__l.l_n.M.L...M.._a NO MR_.b MRS/AILRai! c No MRS/Truck d

Rail Casks e
(HLW) (104) (104) (160)
Truck Casks f
(HLW) (280) (280) (800)

a_ Based on DOE, 1988 MPA; 57,620 MTU of spent fuel shipped to repository
from MRS in 100-ton casks, capacity 8.3 MTU consolidated spent fuel in
disposal containers suitable for direct emplacement in repository, per
Yucca Mountain EA, DOE/RW-0073, Vpi. 2, p. A-12; 5,400 MTU of intact
spent fuel shipped directly from western reactors to repository, 50
percent rail/50 percent truck, based on current reactor rail capabiiity;
12,680 canisters of defense HLW, shipped 65 percent rail/35 percent
truck; and 300 canisters of civilian HLW, shipped 65 percent rail/35
percent truck.

b
- Based on DOE, 1988 MPA; No MRS; ali spent fuel shipped direct to

repository, 65 percent rail/35 percent truck; defense and civilian HLW
shipped 65 percent rail/35 percent truck.

c
- Ali spent fuel shipped to repository from MRS in 150-ton casks, capacity

22.1 MTU consolidated spent fuel in canisters, not overpacked for
disposal; defense and civilian HLW shipped 100 percent rail.

d
- No MRS; aH spent fuel shipped directly to repository by legal- weight

truck; defense and civilian HLW shipped 100 percent by legal-weight
truck.

e
-. Rail cask capacities: spent fuel 6.5 MTU; HLW, 5 canisters; and civilian

HLW, 7 canisters (EA).
i

f
- Truck cask capacities: spent fuel, 1.0 MTU; HLW, 1 canister; and

civilian _q(LW, 1 canister {EA).
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3.7.2 _ask Design and Testin_

The DOE has acknowledged that the waste form, radiological and thermal
characteristics of defense waste differ from the spent fuel shipments, and that
these factors will be considered in the design of casks for defense wastes.
The DOE has described the following features of the cask it intends to develop
for defense waste, (EA, pp. All-AI6). The cask will be a truck cask capable of
carrying one two-by-ten foot canister of vitrified defense waste, lt will be
constructed of stainless steel with a shielding sleeve of depleted uranium and
steel. The cask will have features for remote handling, and impact limiters
that will not need to be removed during loading and unloading. A rail cask may
also be developed with a capacity of five canisters of vitrified waste,
however, the DOE has not described any plans for barge casks for defense
waste. The DOE is required to obtain NRC certification of casks for

- transporting spent fuel and high-level waste under Section 5061 of the NWPAA.

Qn_i n_,.._ned Studies

" The DOE is not planning any studies because it does not consider
transportation of defense waste to be an issue in transportation planning.

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE

= otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Identify characteristics and quantities 4 (1999)
of defense waste by origin

- Clarify applicable regulatory structure None known
=

Modify federal laws and regulations, if needed None know_-

Assess need for special defense waste casks(s) 3 (2000)
=

-- Develop revised cask design and testing -l (2004)
_- standards, if necessary

Design casks Unknown

Submit for NRC certification Unknown

-_ Fabricate prototype Unknown

_- Perform full-scale testing Unknown

2
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4.0 OPERATIONAL PROCEDLIRES

: This section of the report describes the operational procedure elements
" '/ o£ the DOE's planned transportation system (DOEPTS).

J i ' / '
/,

' ,

4.1 OPERATIONS PLAN

_Pr__oBr.a.m _Desc__rio tjon

The DOE has begun work on some aspects of operations planning which could
become part of the comprehensive operations plan.

"Siting Alternative Cost Study for a Spent Fuel Shipping Cask Maintenance
Facility," December, 1986, ORNL, H&R 284-I/RI, which is to be superceded by
"Cask Maintenance Facility Feasibility Study," due December 1988.

Cask Fleet Operations Study, January 1988, ORNL/Sub/87=00421/I, (legal
weight cask).

Cask Fleet Operations Study, March 1988, ORNL/Sub/87-06604/1, (overweight
cask).

A management configuration study is currently underway.

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Develop strategic and tacti_ al program plans Unknown

Identify elements of operations _;,Xan Unknown
and operations planning f'ramework

Develop tentative opera:ions plata including l0 (1993)
management control factors and specific
control factors

: Draft operations procedural manual 8 (1995)

2
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4.2 DOE CARRIER REQUIREMENTS

fl Progr.am D¢..scriotion
The OCRWM has not proposed requirements as to contracting, screening or

other aspects of carrier selection. The federal acquisition regulations of the
General Accounting Office (GAO), however, will apply to the selection of
carriers by the DOE. The DOE has not proposed any new carrier selection
criteria. The DOE recently selected a carrier for shipments to the Waste
Isolation Pilot Project, and selected a trucking firm with no experience at
hauling hazardous or radioactive waste. In denying a protest from a competing
bidder, the GAO determined the DOE plainly stated that cost could be the
determining selection factor and that experience with hazardous waste was one
of the least important selection criteria.

Qn_oin_,_ned Studies

Some aspects of carrier requirements are included in the management
configuration study currently underway.

Decisi0_n,._S,qhe_luLe_

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
olherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Finalize operations plan Unknown

Identify carrier requirements issues None known

Conduct technical studies on carrier Unknown
requirements issues

Develop tentative carrier requirements Unknown

Develop carrier screening process Unknown

Develop carrier selection criteria Unknown

Finalize carrier requirements 4 (1999)

4.3 PERSONNEL TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS
1

Program Des_

Operation of the waste transportation system will require trained
personnel for a range of activities including loading waste packages, operating
trucks and trains, and unloading wastes at the repository. The DOE has made no
significant decisions regarding personnel training programs, but is expected to
define personnel training standards about ten years before repository
operations begin. Existing federal regulations address driver qualifications
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for commercial vehi,:les and training for drivers of hazardous material
shipments.

Driver qualifications are governed by the Commercial Vehicle Safety Act,
49 U.S.C.S. Appx. 2701, et _.g._q. (Cure. Supp. 1987). This Act specifically
addresses qualifications of drivers of commercial motor vehicles. Among other
things, it requires drivers to have only one license, to notify the licensing
state and employers of violations and suspensions, to pass a written and a
driving test, and it establishes disqualifying factors for obtaining a
license. Regulations promulgated pursuant to this Act are found at 49 C.F.R.
Part 383 (1987).

Both the Interstate Commerce Act, 49 U.S.C.S. 11101 (1979), and the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Act, 49 U.S.C.S. Section 3102 (Cum. Supp. 1987),
regulate driver qualifications and maximum hours o' service. Regulations
promulgated pursuant to these Acts are found at 49 C.F.R. Parts 391-399 (1987).

The HMR, 49 C.F.R. 177.825 (d), requires written training for drivers on
the DOT's requirements relating to radioactive materials, on the properties and
hazards of radioactive materials being transported, and on procedures to be
followed in the event of an accident or emergency. No similar training
requirements exist for railroad personnel (TLP, p. A-98). The DOE has been
encouraged to develop training programs, but it has not yet done so (TLP, p.
A- 102-3).

Qngoinl and Plan,ned Studies

None known.

D_.__egision Schedule_

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TlblELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Identify personnel training and None known
qualifications needs

Conduct technical studies on personnel None known
training issues

Define training standards 10 (1993)

Revise federal motor carrier regulations None known
concerning qualifications of drivers,
disqualification of drivers, application
for employment, motor carrier investigations,
written examinations and medical examinations

Develop personnel training program None known
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4.4 CASK MAINTENANCE

Pr__Qg.c__

, The DOE's plans for maintenance, as discussed in the TBP, consist of:

o Hiring a service contractor (or possibly several on a regional basis)
to handle equipment servicing.

o Developing inspection criteria and guidelines to meet the NRC and the
DOT standards. The DOE personnel will audit and verify acceptability
of the contractor's m_intenance efforts.

o Reactor personnel performing routine in-service inspections and
repairs and the DOE contractors doing the same tasks at the
repository.

o Utilities performing the required loading and inspection activities
necessary for transportation, as is presently done,

o "The DOE scheduling of the shipments and contractors being responsible
for meeting those deadlines.

The DOE plans to monitor criteria related to maintenance including
quality assurance procedures, when maintenance is required, equipment
availability and utilization, worker exposure during handling, amount of
training of maintenance personnel, and repair and maintenance cost per cask.

Ma_ilaggmenj_Stru?.tu_rg

The OCRWM will be acting through the existing Transportation Operations
Project Office at the DOE Oak Ridge Operations Office. The Oak Ridge Project
C)ffice will solicit, award and manage ali service contracts, including those
involving maintenance. The service contractors will, in turn, be responsible
for the actual day-to-day transportation operations. No program management
firm has yet been designated to oversee the service contractors. The DOE has

__ indicated it may consider having the Oak Ridge Project Office hire separate
contractors to "watchdog" the other contractors if the need for independent

: evaluations is apparent.

- _hanges with an MRS

-:" An MRS will almost certainly require a separate regional service center
and an expansion of the staffing requirements for maintenance and oversig!at of
the work. No fundamental effects in cask maintenance are likely, however,

-- since an MRS will simply require more of the same services which contractors7.

will perform for the repository.

---: "Siting Alternative Cost Study for a Spent Fuel Shipping Cask Maintenance
Facility," December, 1986, ORNL, H&R 284-1/R1, which is to be superceded by

"Cask Maintenance Facility Feasibility Study," due December 1988.

_-=
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On_oing and Planned Studies

A management configuration study is currently underway.

Decision_Sche_du lee

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS

(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

:- Begin training program 3 (2000)

Develop cask transponders None known

Identify required fixed and mobile 8 (1995)
cask maintenance plans

Conduct technical studies on cask Unknown
maintenance requirements

Develop cask maintenance QA/QC program Unknown

. Develop cask maintenance database None known

4.5 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
i

Program De_scri_t ion_.

The DOE has not developed vehicle maintenance plans.

: Recent Reo__o_rt___ __ _

-q

1 "Siting Alternative Cost Study for a Spent Fuel Shipping Cask Maintenance
Facility," December, 1986, ORNL, H&R 284-1/R1, to be superceded by "Cask

" Maintenance Facility Feasibility Study," due December 1988.
1

Qn_aoing anxt_i._

-_ A management configuration study is currently underway.

Decis_lionSchedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
- (Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE

otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

I vehicle maintenance issues None knownIdentify

Research technical vehicle maintenance issues None known

% Develop home-based and field based 8 (1995)

__.n
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4.6 VEHICLE STOPPAGE

_egulatory Backgro_d

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations govern certain aspects of
stopped vehicles, Part 392 of 49 C.F.R; governs stops at railroad crossings
and in the event of hazardous conditions.

While federal regulations contain no additional provisions for stoppage
of nuclear waste shipments, there are additional requirements for attendance,
surveill,nce and parking of motor vehicles containing Class A or Class B
explosives, 49 C,F.R. 397,5 and 397.7 (1987). Section 397.5 provides an
exception to its requirements for vehicles located in a "safe haven." A safe
haven is defined as "an area specifically approved in writing by local, state,
or federal governmental authorities for the parking of unattended vehicles
containing Class A or Class B explosives," 49 C,F.R, Section 397.5(e) (1987).
No other guidance of what constitutes a safe haven is offered.

Pr_Descriotion.

The DOE has not decided whether to develop any special requirements or
restrictions on vehicle stoppage.

Tha current DOT requirements state that no unnecessary delay of highway
shipments can occur, 49 C.F.R. 177.853 (1987). For rail shipments, layovers at
interchanges, yards or other transfer points are limited to 48 hours or less,
49 C.F.R. 174.14 (1987),

__ R_ecent ReoorLs.|

Some information on vehicle stoppage is contained in the ALARA report,
Analysis of Radiation Doses from Operation of Postulated Commercial Spent Fuel
Transportation System, DOE-CH/TPO-001 (1987).

-

n.Q.n_.gg.i_ngand Pl_n.ned_ Studi_es

The DOE intends to study the use of prearranged stopping areas. The
effect of planned and unplanned stops is also to be studied (TLP, p. A-106).

: DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TINIELINE YEARS
_- (Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
_- otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Identify vehicle stoppage issues Unknown

Conduct technical studies including trade-offs Unknown
between consistent v. randomized stops

_

- Identify route-specific vehicle stoppage needs None known

-

=
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Develop route-specific vehicle stoppage plan 8 (1995)
for planned and emergency stops

Construct necessary facilities None known

4.7 SHIPMENT MONITORING AND PRENOTIFICATION

DOE commonly ships "radioactive materials used in research, development
and defense activities, DOE shipments which are unclassified follow all DOT
requirements for radioactive shipments. Under current procedure the DOE
periodically provides written information to states, referred to as "generic
shipment notification," which has been approved by the DOT as part of the
physical protection system for the DOE's shipments. Generic shipment
information provides information about radioactive materials being shipped,
packaging, liability coverage, available emergency assistance and carrier
training. Generic shipment notification is not shipment=specific and does not
indicate transportation routes, (TLP, p. A-16, 17).

"Courtesy communication" is also provided to the Governor of a state
before waste shipment through or within a state, (TIP, p. A-16 and 17):

o General shipping information including: expected length of shipment
campaign, shipping schedule, number of shipments in the shipping
campaign and number of shipments per month.

o Planned transportation routes; origin and destination of the shipment.

o Type of transportation cask.

o Identification of" the commercial carrier.

- o Emergency response contact at DOE.

The time and date of shipment is normally not revealed, however, under a
-- new policy the DOE provides this as prenotification information in the case of
- spent fuel shipments (only). If there has been an interruption of generally

six months or more between shipments, the DOE will renew its courtesy
communication before resuming a shipment campaign.

b_ ram .m.mmi.

-- 4.7.1

Section l g0 of the NWPAA requires that ali DOE shipments of spent fuel
and high-level nuclear waste to a repository or an MRS comply with the NRC's

--- prenotification requirements. The NRC's prenotification requirements for spent
fuel are found at 10 C.F.R. Part 73.37(f) (1987), and the prenotification

_- requirements for nuclear waste are found at 10 C.F.R. Part 71.97 (1987). DOE
has made no commitment to notification of localities, but indicates it will

- discuss the issue with them (TIP, p. A-19, 20).

=
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4,7.2 Sb__ment_Monit0rin_g

The DOE Office of Defense Programs has developed a satellite tracking
system called TRANSCOM that provides real-time information on the location oi"
shipments that are equipped with the necessary transponders, The DOE is
establishing a control center at the ORNL. To date, the OCRWM has not decided
whether or not to utilize the TRANSCOM system for monitoring shipments to a
repository.

Rece_ "

Options for Gathering Information about Shipments of Radioactive and
other Hazardous Materials, DOT/RSPA/DHM-,61-86-2 (1986).

.On__oi_d _PLanned S_

A test of the TRANSCOM system is planned to be conducted with the Pacific
States Agreement on Radioactive Materials Transportation Management in early
1989,

De.g:ision S¢_hedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Assess information needs of state Unknown
Tribal and local governments

Pilot test TRANSCOM system 14 (1989)

Assess alternative technologies for None known
- providing needed information

Design shipment monitoring and 8 (1995)
prenotification system

Promulgate implementing regulations Unknown

"_ 4.8 INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
_

: Legal/Re_Luli_torv Background
%

Pursuant to the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982, 49
- U.S.C.S. Appx. 2301 _ _il. (Cure. Supp. 1987), states are encouraged to adopt

and enforce the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (49 C.F.R. Parts
390- 399) and the Federal Hazardous Materials Regulations (49 C.F.R. Parts

. 107-178).
=

States must adopt these regulations and fulfill other requirements to be
= eligible for federal grants. 49 C.F.R, Part 350 (1987). The ability of states

to adopt requirements that are more stringent than those adopted by the federal

-__
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government is governed by the preemption principles that vary with the
particular area of federal law, Some states have adopted more stringent
transportation regulations. The state of Illinois has an aggressive rail and
highway inspection and enforcement program.

General qualifications for state rail inspectors are found at 49 C,F,R,
Parts 212.201-212,227 (1987). States are permitted to adopt more stringent
requirements than those adopted by the federal government (49 C,F,R,
212,201(a) (1987)),

Program Description

Currently, the NRC, the DOT and the DOE ali have or are developing
inspection standards of some kind related to nuclear waste transportation (TLP,
p, A-44 - 48). The items currently examined by these agencies or proposed for
their review is summarized in Table 7,

TABLE 7

FEDERAL ENTITIES WITH EXISTING OR PENDING
VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS

_MPOSING REOUI R EMENTS
AREAS, CO,V.ERED BY REQU!REM_ENT...T.._ _ D.D._Q.T. _C_RWM

Preparation of Empty Casks for Transport X X

Preparation of Loaded Casks X X

Loading of Casks on Vehicle X X

Cask Maintenance X

Physical Protection Plan X X

Route Plans (highway shipments) X

Radiation Monitoring X X X

Vehicle Safety X X

Package Labeling and Vehicle Placarding X X

Shipping Papers X

Driver Training X X

SOURCE: Derived from TlP, p. A-44, 45 and 48

)
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The OCRWM plans to elicit state cooperation in the inspection program.
The actual criteria used for inspections is not expected to be developed for
some time (TIP, page 49).

"['he Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) is working in cooperation
with the OCRWM to develop uniform and reciprocal vehicle inspection procedures
for highway shipments of spent fuel. The July 1988 OCR.WM Bulletin reported
that CVSA task force members completed draft inspection procedures in November
1987. Comments submitted by the Western States Interstate Energy Board, and
the Utilities Nuclear Transportation Group have been reviewed by the OCRWM and
the CVSA.

Plans for a multi- year pilot test of the draft inspection procedures are
being developed at this time and should begin during fiscal year 1989. The
pilot test will be administered by the Pacific States Agreement on Radioactive
Materials Transportation Management, which is comprised of Idaho, Oregon and
Washington, and the pilot test will be conducted within the region of these
states.

When the draft inspection procedures have been sufficiently refined, they
will be proposed for adoption by the CVSA, which will assist the OCRWM in
achieving adoption by the states and their legistatures.

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indicated) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Identify inspection and enforcement issues Unknown

Research technical inspection and None known
enforcement issues

Clarify roles of federal, state, None known
' Tribaland local governments

-" Develop inspection criteria 8 (1995)

Develop inspection protocol Unknown
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4.9 PHYSICAL PROTECTION (SABOTAGE/TERRORISM)

.P._ro_ram D_s£rJj2._

Leg_l,,"Re_ula_orv Ba__

The NRC regulates the physical protection plans for spent fuel
shipments. The requirements, which govern only NRC licensees, are found at 10
C.F.R. 73.37 (1987) and include the following:

o Prenotification of shipments to the NRC;

o Procedures for responding to threats to damage the shipments;

o Monitoring of the shipment by a communications center;

o A written log for recording shipment and event information;

o Advance arrangements with local iaw enforcement agencies to respond to
an emergency;

o Advance route approval;

o Plans to avoid intermediate stops;

o At least one escort must maintain visual surveillance of the shipment
when the vehicle is stopped;

o Training for escorts, following the requirements established in
Appendix D to 10 C.F.R. Part 73;

o Calls to the communications center every two hours by the escorts;

o Prenotification of shipments to governors or their designees;

o Protection of the information from disclosure.

There are additional specific requirements for shipments by road, rail
and sea.

Because the DOE is not a licensee of the NRC as a shipper, the DOE is not

governed by the NRC regulations. However, the regulations of the DOT require
the DOE to submit to the DOT and obtain DO'l" approval of an "equivalent"
physical protection plan, 49 C.F.R. Section 173.22(c) (1982). The DOE has
submitted and obtained the DOT's approval of an "equivalent" plan. While the
DOE has indicated that it will follow the NRC's physical protection/safeguard
requirements, enforcement is not possible because the NRC requirements do not
legally apply to the DOE.
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Pro._,ram D¢_c,,_

The DOE's "equivalent" requirements are interim physical protection
procedures for unclassified DOE-shipments of spent fuel, DOE Order No, 5632,
approved by DOT 1982, summarized as follows:

o An escort is needed for each shipment. The escort may be a second
driver or two escorts in a second vehicle.

o The driver or escort must remain with the shipment at all times.

o The shipment must '' equipped with a two-way communication device for
contact with a central communication center, state or local law
enforcement agency or other reliable contacts to permit a timely
response to a security incident involving the shipment. Any escort
vehicle is to be similarly equipped.

o Communication with a central control station is required every four
hours, at a minimum, and preferably every two hours.

o A method shall be used to enable the communication center or response
force to locate the vehicle if an incident occurs.

o "As necessary to effect unimpeded traffic flows," periodic contact
will be coordinated through the the Director, Transportation
Operations Staff, with appropriate state officials or', where
jurisdictional needs require) appropriate local law enforcement
agencies ,,,,'here spent fuel is being routed. Information will be
provided about the spent fuel shipments and appropriate emergency
procedures.

o A list is to be maintained by the DOE's regional shipping and
receiving operations office of emergency coordination telephone
numbers and contact points including, where appropriate, those of
local law enforcement agencies. This list is to be coordinated
through and updated every six months by the Director, Transportation
Staff.

o To the maximum extent practicable, carriers are to use interstate or
limited access divided state highways.

o High density urban areas should be avoided where feasible.

o Circumferential interstate quality highways should be used.

o The carrier must inform DOE officials of route ' ormation that could

impact on shipment security or safety.

o DOE is required to check the package and transport vehicle to ensure
that no conditions exist which could compromise the security of the
shipment°
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The DOE recently revised its "equivalent" physical protection plan. The
revised DOE plan differs from the NRC's requirements in that the DOE plan:

o Does not require advanced route approval by the NRC;

o Does not require armed guards in populated areas;

o Requires the driver/escort to call a control center every four hours
rather than every two hours as required by the NRC;

o Does not require the maintenance of a written log.

_, planned Studies

None known.

Decision Schedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE "['IMELINE YEARS
(Completion of activity unless YEARS BEFORE
otherwise indica_,ed) REPOSITORY OPERATIONAL

Analyze the probability of 'various None known
shipment interference scenarios

Analyze consequences of worst-case scenarios None known

Identify potential physical protection None known
improvements

Assess trade-of fs between physical None known
improvements and other impacts of the
transportation system

Initial design of physical protection system 8 (1995)

Finalize design of physical protection system Unknown

Promulgate regulations None known
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INTRODUCTION

This report is the working paper for task 15.4 of the Transportation
Needs Assessment, The Transportation Needs Assessment includes the following
tasks:

15.1 Refine Statement of Work
15.2 Describe (Preferred) Transportation System Options
15.3 Describe the DOE Planned Transportation System
15.4 Evaluate the DOE Planned Transportation System
15.5 Review and Evaluate Existing Studies and Data Sources
15.6 Design Transportation Impact Studies

This report evaluates the United States Department of Energy (DOE)
planned transportation system, as described in the task 15.3 working paper,
against the Preferred Transportation System, developed under task 15.2.

STRLICTURE OF TIlE REPORT

The evaluation of the DOE planned transportation system is organized
using the following seven crosscutting issues, seven design elements and nine
operational eiements of the Preferred Transportation System. (This is the same
structure used to describe the DOE planned transportation system and the

Preferred Transportation System).

Pa_a_

1.0 _.__ 4

1.1 Comprehensive Risk Assessment and Risk Management 4

1.2 Transportation Planning and Analysis System 8

1.3 Transportation System Impact Monitoring I0

1,4 Data Collection and Management 12

1,5 Institutional Relations 13

1,6 Regulatory Structure/Liability 16

1.7 Emergency Preparedness 20

2.0 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DESIGN 21

2.1 Volumes and Timing of Shipments 21

2.2 Cask Design and Testing 22
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2.3 Modal Mix, Rail and Truck Shipment Options 26

2.4 Routing 28

2.5 Equipment and Vehicle Standards 30

2.6 Infrastructure 31

2.7 Defense Waste 33

3.0 TR_ANSPOR_T_T,_._TIQNSYSTEM OPERATIONAL PRQCEDURE$ 35

3.1 Operations Planning 35

3.2 DOE Carrier Requirements 37

3.3 Personnel Training and Qualifications 38

3.4 Cask Maintenance 40

3.5 Vehicle Maintenance 42

3.6 Vehicle Stoppage 44

3.7 Shipment Monitoring and Prenotification 46

3.8 Inspection and Enforcement 48

3.9 Physical Protection (Sabotage/Terrorism) 50

This working paper evaluates currently available information on the DOE
planned transportation program and the DOE decision schedule for each of the
system issues and elements described above.

TERMINOLOGY

In this report the terms "nuclear waste" and "waste" refer to ali of the
radioactive wastes to be shipped to a repository. This includes spent nuclear
fuel (SNF) and consolidated SNF from commercial nuclear power reactors,
solidified high-level wastes (HLW) from the civilian reprocessing of commercial
spent fuel (CHLW, e.g. West Valley wastes) and defense high level wastes (DHLW)
from the nuclear weapons program, lt is uncertain at this time wt,ether or not
m,scellaneous wastes resulting from spent fuel rod consolidation, transuranic
wastes from sources other than the nuclear weapons program and "greater than
Class C" low-level radioactive waste_ may be disposed at the repository.
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The term "Preferred Transportation System" is used to refer to the
preferred transportation system which was developed under task 15.2 of the
Transportation Needs Assessment. The Preferred Transportation System report is
the task 15.2 deliverable.

BACKGROUND

To date, the DOE has not issued decisions regarding many of the key
issues concerning the system for transporting nuclear waste to a repository at
Yucca Mountain. The DOE in.tends that its transportation system will evolve
gradually over the next 15 years, making it difficult to evaluate the DOE
planned transportation system at this time.
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1.0 CROSSCUTTING ISSUES

This portion of the working paper evaluates the crosscutting elements of
the DOE planned transportation system.

1.1 C(')MPREHENSIVE RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT

The magnitude of the transportation program for the repository (and an
MRS, if one is developed) and the hazards of nuclear waste will involve risks
never before planned for in the United States. The spectrum of possible hazard
events is enormous, considering that the equivalent of 76,000 truck shipments
will be transported thousands of miles across the United States over several
decades. Accordingly, assessment and management of risks will be among the
most complicated and important responsibilities facing the program. Serious
risks may require extensive changes in program direction, or may even cause
catastrophic consequences to health, safety and property later in the
repository program.

The need for comprehensive risk assessment and management is particularly
important given the DOE approach to these problems. The DOE risk assessments
have been focused on specific subjects rather than systematically reviewing the
entire transportation sequence. This incremental and limited approach to risk
assessment may not only fail to identify potentially serious hazard events, but
it will also limit the effectiveness of risk management efforts by the
resulting ignorance of potential risks.

.C,.grpt_rehensiv¢ RiskA_sessmLB.._

The components of comprehensive risk assessment and management are
developed in detail in section 1.1 of the Preferred Transportation System
report. Generally, a comprehensive risk assessment consists of the following
components:

Identificiltioo of all___P _ntial Hazard Evqnts and Adverse C,___
for_the Entirc.__T.t_soortation Pr=o_. The main approach of the DOE to risk
assessment in nuclear waste transportation is to assess risks _,, specifically
defined scenarios. The DOE l_nyironmental .Assessment, .Y..g__a Moun.._
Nqvada ....Research _tnd l_vel_o_oment Area, May 1986, (EA) contains a risk analysis
based on evaluating specific scenarios that characterize risks from rail, truck
and barge transportation. These scenarios include disposal with and without a
monitored retrievable storage facility (MRS), different routing options and
different cask capacities.

However, the investigation of specific areas of the program is too narrow
and fails to systematically review the spectrum of possible transport events
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from reactor=to-repository. There is no indication that the DOE will review
the full spectrum of the transportation system and the potential hazards and
consequences. The absence of such a complete review will cause many potential
hazard events to not be considered, which will flaw all subsequent components
of comprehensive risk assessment and management analyses for the repository.

A_es_ Pr0_alpilities of Occurrence of P_otenti.al H_z_rd Events, A.dve....rsg
Consequences an_d the Extent,. of _n.cert_linti(_. Since the DOE has not identified
the range of hazard events and adverse consequences, this second step in risk
assessment cannot be accomplished except as to the limited and specific hazard
scenarios which the DOE has considered. The DOE has not adequately assessed

the probability of risks from human factors, deficient quality assurance and
quality control (QA/QC), sabotage or terrorism. As discusse'_ in more detail in
the cask design and testing section of this report, the DOE cask design and
testing programs have not adequately assessed the consequences of the most
severe accidents. As a result, the DOE risk assessment models may

significantly underestimate the consequences of severe accidents/sabotage/
terrorism.

h_ntifY. AssumDti_..Id.Lg_. The DOE identified some assumptions for the
limited scenarios analyzed, covering matters such as the number of shipments,
shipment modes, cask capacity and activity levels. However, the DOE has made
several key assumptions which have not been clearly identified or justified:

Ali regulations and procedures are followed.

Equipment such as casks are properly fabricated to specification and
function correctly.

Transportation personnel perform their handling and shipping tasks
without error.

Capabilities in state, Tribal and local emergency response are assumed to
be adequate to respond to transportation accidents.

Actual destructive tests on casks or vehicles are not needed, and

theoretical testing will accurately represent actual accident conditions.

Theoretical accident conditions are no worse than: 30=foot drop; one-

meter drop onto a blunt spike; a 30=minute fire; being underwater
immersion for eight hours in up to fifty feet of water.

Severe seasonal weather can be avoided during transportation, and
shipment interruptions due to weather will not be significant.

Accident rates for radioactive waste shipments were assumed to be
represented by accident statistics for general commerce.
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_se Conseauence Analyses Indicatin2 the Nature, Severity a.n.¢ Magnitude of
_Adverse Effects_. The DOE consequence analyses conducted to date utilize
nationally aggregated data for input parameters which are known to vary widely
from state to state and within states. The DOE has used such aggregate data,
rather than route specific data for the population along transport routes and
highway accident rates, to name a few. A previous report prepared for the
Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office (NWPO), Review of R....__ III _D.9..q_u__mentation
and Assessment of Theore_tical Bac___, January 1987, discusses a number of
shortcomings in the Radtran III model which is the cornerstone of the DOE risk
assessment. The results of the DOE consequence analysis are also extremely
limited in the nature of impacts considered.

Estim_ltg the__ Risks_ Rest_Lt_nz from ,_ifferen) A_sumotions _bQu)_._the
Transoort Svste_rn.. The DOE has provided insufficient information on the
sensitivity of the results to the assumptions used.

In conclusion, the risk assessment program of the DOE lacks key
components needed for effective comprehensive risk assessment. It is limited
to events related to only limited features of the transportation program and
does not address the spectrum of events from reactor-to-repository.
Unrealistic assumptions have been utilized. Lacking a comprehensive list of
possible events, the assessments will not be able to assess probabilities of
occurrence, adverse consequences and degrees of uncertainty. There has been no
indication the DOE will analyze the sensitivity of their findings to data
uncertainties. The consequence analyses by the DOE, already limited by the
lack of a complete events spectrum, do not provide expected risks to the public
from accidents. Sensitivity of risks to different assumptions are not being
prepared.

CgmDrehensive Ris..k..__M_anageme nt

The DOE approach to risk management is generally to indicate that
applicable United States Department of Transportation (DOT) and United States
Nuclear Regulator'>' Commission (NRC) regulations will be met, and that safety is
the overriding goal of the program, lt appears that the DOE does not consider
the risks of nuclear waste transportation to be sufficient to warrant a
systematic risk management system. As indicated above and as discussed more
fully in section 1.1 of the Preferred Transportation System report, the state-
of-the-art approach to this subject utilizes a comprehensive risk assessment as
a starting point for developing comprehensive risk management strategies.
Without this approach, risk management efforts will be ad-b, )c and likely to
ignore potential hazard events which could otherwise have been foreseen, and
perhaps avoided or mitigated.

The DOE does not appear to be utilizing any of the elements of the
comprehensive risk management approach as presented in Preferred Transportation
System report, which include:
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o Beginning the risk management analysis with the findings of a
comprehensive risk assessment.

o Evaluating the acceptance or tolerability of identified risks and
prioritize the risks for management action.

o Identifying control strategies, means of intervention and modes of
implementation for managing risks.

o Implementing the control options selected to manage risks.

o Evaluating effectiveness of risk management efforts and modifying
strategies as needed.

_D_d__ion S_hedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Research risk assessment issues None known 17 (1986)
such as the integration of human
factors

Design risk assessment methodology 14 (1989) 16 (1987)

Collect data needed for risk 11 (1992) 14 (1989)
assessment

Conduct baseline risk assessment 10 (1993) 13 (1990)

Identify risk management Unknown 11 (1992)
strategies

Iterate risk assessment None known 10 (1993)
(first time)

The failure of the DOE to conduct a comprehensive transportation risk
assessment, and to assess risk management alternatives in a timely fashion does
not allow for the rational planning of the nuclear waste transportation system
and does not allow for state, Tribal and local governments to prepare for the
shipments of nuclear waste through their jurisdictions.
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1.2 TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The DOE approach to transportati.on planning for the shipment of nuclear
waste to the repository _'_t Yucca Mountain (and 'to an ,MRS, if one ts deve,loped),
appears to be highly fr_)gmented rather than the coordinated and integrated
methodology _c_-emmended in section 1,2 of the Preferred Transportalion System
report. Following are comments on some specific aspects the DOE transportation
planning aralyses which are flawed.

The EA inadequately addresses 'the operating characteristics of the
l_ighway netwc.rk, For example, the average annual daily traffic volumes are a
poi,at estimate for a single year. Trend analysis is important, in that if the
area is experiencing traffic growth over the duration of repository operation,
traffic growth could cause significant safety and maintenance problems. The EA
does not address these conc_ _r_._,.

Furthermore, repot:cd _ccident rates for road network segments apply to
the general vehicular traffic stream, rather than to heavy truck operation.
Even so, the network segment accident rates are not used in the DOE risk
models; rather the accident rates used to eva,luate transportation to the
repository at Yucca Mountain are based on national est._mates derived from
California accident experience.

Transportation a_._essmen_ results are repotrted in numerical terms as
either averages or expected impacts, and these numbers are subsequentt'y used in
the decision process. Given that many of the impacts are subjective, and the
assumptions and varia,ions on the transpertation scenario are subject to
uncertainty, it is irresponsible for the DOE to report their findings in this
manner. Ex'_ensive sensitivity analyses and the reporting of' variation in
results as ranges is more appropriate, It is argued by the DOE that a
conservative approach is _aken; therefore, the reported results reflect a
worse-case scenario.

"['here is evidence to indicate that several issues have r_ot been

adequately considered. For example, the number of rail and truck _,ccidents in
the region and their corresponding consequences are likely to be significantly
understated because they are derived from accident databases 'Ihat are
acknowledged to be incomplete and inaccurate. In recent work on laazardous
rv ater_ais transpor_ safety conducted for the U.S. Congress, Office of
Technology Assessmertt, it was demonstrated that the actual number of accident
occurrences exceed_ the reported number by at least a factor of two or three,
and for those accidents which were reported, the consequences were
underestimated by an order of magnitude in terms of monetary damage, d_._te to a
principle focus on damage only to the vehicle and its car_o, and not ti_e costs
of emergency response, clean-up, and damage to other parties and pror)erty at
the scene. The ramifications of these biases are that the impact of
transportation "risk" may be 20 t_mes greater than is publicly reported.

The ._bsence of several key elements in the transportation environment is
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also recognized. This includes the lack of explit.it treatment of human
factors, particularly in light of the competitive nature of the truck and rail
industries, and '_he manner in which this affects scheduling, driver hours,
stress, fatigue, etc. The costs and impacts of improved emergency response
training, equipment and inspection capability are also largely ignored.

Perhaps the greatest problems are in the area of the DOE risk assessment
methodology. First, accident likelihood and conditional incident severity
appear to be dependent on historical data. It is commonly known that the
historical database is not extensive enough at this time to support the
derivation of low-probability, high-consequence events that should be of a
primary concern to the DOE.

There is no evidence that the use of fault tree _nd other met)'.odologies
were applied to overcome this deficiency. Furthermore, the mett):,dology is
veiled in a "black box" approach where results are given witho).,_ adequate
documentation of the procedures used to derive these estimates. Differences
between observed and perceived risk are also not addressed.

The application of national unit risk factors to analyze ali
transportation impacts is a serious modeling deficiency. In effect, this
dilutes the transportation assessment to one where the impacts are strongly
correlated with distance, since ali risk factors are distance-based. The
exception, the use of population density, is weakened by the use of gross
classes (urban, suburban, rural), rather than actual population densities. The
use of disaggregate risk factors that are based on local condition,., and reflect
segment variables such as a"erage annual daily traffic, track class, road
classification, etc., is paramount. The DOE even admits that a more detailed
site analysis of transportation impacts is appropriate at this juncture.

The decision to present radiological risk solely in terms of expected
fatalities is a significant oversight. It presents a binary response variable
(death, no death) which is not appropriate to this problem, since the greatest
impact may be to people who are hurt or suffer a debilitating injury. There is
a large economic and social cost associated with these consequences, which is
entirely ignored in the DOE approach.

The economic cost analysis is extremely narrow in focus, dealing only
with vehicle operations (acquisition, operation and maintenance), and not with
infrastructure maintenance and rehabilitation costs, which may exceed the
reported costs, particularly if overweight vehicles are used. The DOE argues
that the contribution to infrastructure wear and tear that could be attributed
to vehicles transporting nuclear waste would be negligible compared to general
commerce activities, but this was not addressed in the report in a scientific
fashion.

In general, the qualifying discussion was not based on defined
thresholds, but rather on definitions that allowed for loose and non-uniform
interpretations. As a result, many of the conclusions reached concerning
transportation to a repository at Yucca Mountain were not adequately justified.
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1.3 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IMPACT MONITORING

Since the DOE has no formal plan for monitoring the impacts of
transporting nuclear waste to a repository at Yucca Mountain it is totally
deficient with regard to the preferred approach for monitoring the impacts of
the nuclear waste transportation system as presented in sectio_'_ 1.3 of' the
Preferred Transportation System report.

The DOE does not recognize the importance of monitoring the impacts
resulting from the nuclear waste transportation system. While it is
acknowledged that a sufficient degree of uncertainty exists about the size of
the estimated work force to warrant some monitoring of vehicle traffic, the DOE
concludes that no potentially significant impacts to transportation are
anticipated at or around the site (from si,te characterization activities).
Therefore, no transportation monitoring program or mitigation plan is
included. Mitigation strategies are simply not discussed.

This view of monitoring and mitigation for transportation has three major
flaws. First, it ignGres the need for a monitoring and mitigation structure
that can be used throughout the various phases of the project. Secondly, but
inextricably related to the above, if (or when) a transportation problem
becomes evident, requisite planning and data required to deal with the problem
will not be readily available. In the transportation sector, traffic delays
and infrastructure repairs often cannot be put on hold while mitigation studies
are initiated. Impact mitigation requires plans that anticipate possible
problems and in-piace strategies for dealing with them. Thirdly, monitoring
and mitigation plans are totally absent from considerations by the DOE. The
perceived effects of transportation may be heightened during site character-
ization and later phases of the project, particularly in communities along
corridors to the Yucca Mountain repository.

To be effective, a comprehensive monitoring _),nd mitigation plan should be
developed, consisting of' two major components: (1) requisite baseline
information which must be established _,nd (2) requisite monitoring activities.
The importance of the baseline information should be immediately apparent;
monitoring and mitigation activities are, by design, intended to provide early
warnings of change)s, in transportation indicators which require mitigation.
Monitoring, of course, is the mechanism which picks up such changes. The
ultimate value of such a plan rests on its effectiveness in anticipating future
impacts which may arise from the transportation aspects of the project.
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_n _chedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify impact assessment 14 (1989) 18 (1985)
criteria

Develop route-specific impact 14 (1989) 16 (1987)
assessment models

Collect data needed for route- 11 (1992) 14 (1989)

specific assessment models

Conduct baseline impact assessment 10 (1993) 13 (1990)

Identify impact mitigation Unknown 11 (1992)
measures

Iterate impact assessment None known 10 (1993)
(first time)

The failure by the DOE to begin aa impact monitoring program at the
beginning of the pre-operational phase of the repository almost guarantees that
it will not be possible to assess the full impacts of the nuclear waste
transportation system. The absence of a coordinated impact monitoring and
mitigation program does not allow for the rational planning of the nuclear
waste transportation, and does not allow for state, Tribal and local
governments to prepare for she shipments of nuclear waste through their
jurisdictions,
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1.4 DATA COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT

Since the DOE is not known to have any centralized or coordinated plan or

program for transportation data management, it is totally deficient with regard
to the preferred data management system as presented in section 1.4 of the
Preferred Transportation System report,

_ud_

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED

(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify data. needs of federal, None known 21 (1982)
state, Tribal and local

governments

Prepare conceptual system None known 20 (1983)
description

Design data collection/management None known 19 (1984)
software and hardware

Begin data collection None known 18 (1985)

Pilot test system None known 16 (1987)

Begin system implementation None known 15 (1988)

The failure by the DOE to develop a comprehensive transportation data
collection and management system in a timely fashion does not allow for the
rational planning of the nuclear waste transportation system and does not allow
for state, Tribal and local governments to prepare for the shipments of nuclear
waste through their jurisdicgions.
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1o5 INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS

The area of institutional relations is perhaps the broadest of the
transportation subjects because interactions regarding t'he various issue areas
of the transportation program will be focused in the institutional affairs
among the interested parties. For example, the NWPO has identified a number oi'
issues of system design and operations which need to be addressed through
institutional relations. See )2 -Reo.O2L-LO_bS.g---N_v-a.0.LJ__ A-Lc--,.--.-.-6----_-Rt2.9-r-g--._
Hi_.gL,__u¢lear Wast.LT_r__gti0n:_ P,r_.g.Q._.r.g.._P£LLLU_'t.D.L__.LQ__.A___s_,mbly
.C.9.___R..c.a._!ution _8_..9.L_.L.h_g__Lg_B.L_NevadaLegit, November 1988 (A.C.R
8).

These issues will be addressed through processes ranging from cooperative
to adversarial. The success of the program will depend greatly on the
abilities of the various interested parties to cooperate in a process which is
fair, which inspires public confidence and which has a common goal of develop-
ing the safest nuclear waste repository program.

The preferred approach to institutional relations is described in detail
in the Preferred Transportation System report. The major elements of preferred
institutional relations are compared with the DOE plans for institutional
relations below.

_,_9.1_....gn0_q!._ps._,gRg_D__L?,.ji.LLtj_,__Q.[__._j_.._Governmg.o.lk_g.._gL_.LIgL_g.,,_2,LqL_.P_tiesShQ!3_id__Be

Regulatory roles of states, Tribal, local governments and, at times,
corridor states are unclear as to their authority to regulate important aspects
of waste transportation, lt appears the federal government is working to
preempt states, Tribal and local governments as to permits and fees, inspec-
tion/enforcement and shipment routingo The role of these governments in these
matters is thus unclear, since these are traditionally matters of local concern
and suitable for local reg|dation.

Responsibilities for emergency respo_.se actions, training and equipment
are unclear. The speed and effectiveness which can be expected of federal
emergency response efforts is uncertain. It aiso appears the DOE will offer
only cursory training for state, Tribal and local emergency response personz_el,
and it is unclear who will pay for emergency response training, readiness,
responses and equipment. The failure by the DOE to implement section 180(c) of
the NWPAA in a timely manner inhibits state, Tribal and local governments from
fully participating in the ,_tanning for the nuclear waste transportation
system.

Responsibility for payEng for needed improvements to transportation
infrastructure for the repository program is unclear. In addition, the
frequent reorganization of the DOE and changes in personnel complicate
interactions with state, Tribal and local governments.
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Program Milestones Should Be Prooer_ ne..0.._.

The DOE is planning to do some risk assessment analysis on waste
transportation, however, there is no indication the DOE will conduct a
comprehensive risk assessment, or that comprehensive risk management will be
undertaken. However, under the DOE timeline, their baseline risk assessment
will not be conducted until 1993. lt is unknown at this time if, or when, the
DOE plans to develop risk management strategies, but it appears the earliest
this could occur would be perhaps 1995. A preferred process would be to have
the outcome of comprehensive risk management analysis by 1992, to allow for
program changes and adjustments needed to reduce risks;

Clarification of a :)otential MRS location is needed early in the process
for joint planning along transportation corridors to proceed. According to the
Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act (NWPAA), the MRS Review Commission will
report to Congress on June I, 1989, whether an MRS should be developed, and the
Nuclear Waste Negotiator will have a term through January 1993 to negotiate
agreement for an MRS (and/or a repository). This suggests a decision about
using an MRS may be years away, which will in the meantime preclude effective
risk assessment/management and joint planning being undertaken along shipment
routes.

Shipment routes and transportation modal mix analyses and decisions
should be made early in the process to allow transportation planning to
proceed, including risk assessment/management, transport system engineering,
emergency response preparation and infrastructure improvements. Studies as to
modal mix and routing should have begun in 1984- 1986, so that tentative route
and modal mix could have been developed by 1990. Instead, the DOE is scheduled
to select tentative modal mix in 1999, and it is unknown when tentative routes
will be announced; however, the DOE will not conduct alternative route analyses
until 1993, so tentative routes will not be announced until after then. Under
this timeline, much of the important information needed for transportation
planning will not be available until the last few years before the repository
is to open.

Prr__2ement Should l_e,__q,_morehensive. Not Fra_tm_e..tgg._

Decisions made as to several key components of the program are
interrelated, such as risk assessment/management, cask design, routing, modal
mix, transportation infrastructure and emergency preparedness. However, it
appears that these matters are developing on separate tracks, making it
difficult for states, Tribal and local governments to participate in the
planning process. The major program components should be incorporated into one
process under a comprehensive transportation plan and consolidated in a joint
planning process.
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Public In_;eractions by. Federal Agencies Shoul_0__Promote M¢_gn_ngful and_ Effective
.__t_oation by N.Qn=Fcderal .... In__ere,.i.ied Part_es, _ The Prlmar.v M_.l._h_
._raction Should Be _9ooeratiQn irl Information _Deve!ooment and Ex.chan2e, an_d
in__Ea_Ftn_ia_.

Benefits agreements are impractical to provide resources for joint
planning, since no state or Tribe should be expected to waive objections to a
repository or MRS before they can collect and evaluate information needed to
make an informed waiver.

Funding under _ction 180(c) of the NWPAA for emergency response training
must be implemented immediately to allow planning by states for emergency
preparedness. Delaying this assistance until the year 1998 to 2000, as the DOE
plans to do, excludes all states except Nevada from participating effectively
in planning for the transpor.tation of nuclear waste to a repository.

Program planning should be consolidated into a comprehensive joint
planning effort because state, Tribal and local governments and other

- interested parties lack the resources to participate in simultaneous planning
efforts on different issues.

Delay by the DOE in identifying potential shipment routes is precluding
effective participation in joint planning by states, Tribal, local governments
and other interested parties who do not know whether, or to what extent, they
will be impacted by waste transportation as corridor states.

The DOE has no plans for providing transportation planning assistance to
Nevada Tribes, which is presently denying them effective participation in the

: planning process.

The DOE and the DOT have not supported important aspects of regulatory
authority needed by states such, as vehicle operation regulations covering
permits and fees, shipment routing, vehicle stoppage, and inspection/enforce-
ment. This prevents planning on these important matters of particularly local
concern.

In conclusion, many of the DOE institutional plans are quite good on
, paper. However, in practice many of the fundamental components of the

institutional plans are frequently ignored. One example is the commitment by
: the DOE to involve state, Tribal and local governments in the transportation

planning process. After the passage of the NWPAA, the DOE agreed to allow the
State of Nevada to review the Section 175 impact assessment report. However,

" during its development, the State of Nevada was denied access to a draft of the
report and the final report was issued without any meaningfal involvement of
state, Tribal or local governments in Nevada.

=
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1.6 REGULATORY STRUCTURE/LIABILITY

The failure of the DOE to systematically review federal laws and
regulations to identify potential risk reduction measures is a major
shortcoming in the nuclear waste transportation system. The Preferred
Transportation System report identified a number of statutory/regulatory
changes which would result in significant risk reductions.

This section specifically discusses only placards, shipping papers,
permits and fees, and liability/compensation. The regulatory aspects of the
various design or operational procedure elements of the nuclear waste
transportation systems are discussed in the appropriate system design or
operational procedure sections of the report.

Federal regulations set forth a system to designate hazardous materials,
including radioactive materials, and to communicate the hazard by requiring
shipping papers, marking and labeling of packages and placarding the transport
vehicle. By failing to distinguish between fresh nuclear fuel and spent
nuclear fuel, the DOT regulations undermine the very system it establish,o,s and
could result in emergency responders taking inappropriate action.

S__va__rs

Shipping papers constitute part of the hazard communications system
established by 49 C.RF. Part 172. However, the DOT does not require an
emergency contact to be listed on the shipping papers. As radiological
incidents require unique responses, the shipping paper requirements should be
amended to include a contact and telephone number, staffed 24 hours a day, that
the c'_rrier, driver or emergency response personnel may call in the event of an
incident of suspect incident.

Although the DOT requires the shipper to include the term "highway route-
controlled quantity" as part of the description of the shipment, it does not
require the shipper to specifically identify the type of highway route-
controlled quantity of radioactive material contained in the shipment. The
shipping papers fail to provide emergency responders with essential
information, and the regulations should be amended to address this problem.

Both the DOT and the DOE ha,,e opposed state and local efforts to adopt
and implem, ent programs containing many aspects of the Preferred Transportation
System. The DOT, in its policy statement published as Appendix A to 49 CFR
Part 177, has taken the position that a permit or fee is inconsistent with HMTA
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if it effectively redirect.s, or o',herwise significantly restricts or delays the
movement by public highway of motor vehicles containing hazardous materials,
and applies because of the hazardous nature of the cargo.

However, a review of the EK3T's advisory opinions, known as inconsistency
rulings (IR), reveals tha: the DOT has been inconsistent in applying its own
policy. In lR-2, the DOT determined that a "bare" permit recluirement is
consistent with HMTA. Then on several occasions (e.g. IR-8 and 15) the DOT
relied on its policy statement to find a state permit or fee requirement
preempted, but in IR-17, the DOT upheld a $I.00 per shipment fee imposed by the
State of Illinois.

The DOE ha_. been consistent in its position: through its employees and
contractors, it has repeatedly stated its opposition to permits and fees, and
the DOE has aggressively participated in the DOT's advisory opinion process.
Although the DOE was not the petitioner in IR-17, it appealed the ruling.
Additionally, the DOE has filed an inconsistency petition with the DOT, seeking
a determination that Colorado's nuclear materials transportation statute and
regulations, which include a permit and fee requirement, are preempted by HMTA.

The DOT and the DOE have taken these positions in spite of the fact that
there_ are no federal regulations governing permits and fees. Nevada should,
therefore, focus on implementing the preferred system.

._L_L_arcl0f Liability

Although the Price-Anderson Act (FAA) does not specifically address the
standard of liability, it does establish the concept of an extraordinary
nuclear occurrence (ENO). An ENO is defined as

any event causing a discharge or dispersal of source,
special nuclear, or byproduct material from its intended
piace of confinement in amounts offside, or causing
radiation levels off site, which the [Nuclear Regulatory]
Commission determines to be substantial, and which the
Commission determines has resulted or will probably result
in substantial damages to persons offsite or property
offsite. 42 U.S.C.S. § 2014(j).

In order to make the determination, the NRC evaluates the following two
criteria, which are found at 10 C.F.R. §§ 140.84 and 140.85:

1. Whether there has beer= a substantial discharge or dispersal of
radioactive material of f site, or whether there is a substantial level
of radiation off site (Criterion I); and

2. Whether the event has resulted or will probably result in substantial
damages to persons oft'site or property of fslic (Criterion II).
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To assist in the determination, Criterion l lists dose levels, which were
developed in 1966, and Criterion II lists specific physical injuries and
damages. If the NRC finds that both criteria are met, it is to declare the
nuclear incident an ENO, requiring ali parties insured or indemnified under the
PAA to waive defenses relating to the fault of the defendants, charitable or
governmental immunity, and the statute of limitations.

The concept of an ENO presents a major obstacle in achieving the goal of
fully compensating individuals injured as a res_,lt of a nuclear incident
because of the problems associated with applying the criteria, as can be seen
from the Three Mile Island experience. Criterion I was not met, the NRC later
suggested, because the radiation dose levels are too high for today's
standards. Criterion II was not met, because it proved to be too difficult to
evaluate. Criterion II is met if either certain physical injuries are found OR
if any one of the following is found:

$2,500,000 or more damage off site has been or will probably
be sustained by any one person, or $5,000,000 or more of
such damage in the aggregate has been or will probably be
sustained, as the result of such event; or $5,000 or more of
such damage will be sustained by each of 50 or more persons,
provided that $1,000,000 or more of such damage in the
aggregate has been or will probably be sustained, as the
result of such event.

Despite the fact that at least $29,000,000 in damages was eventually
paid, the NRC was unable to assess the property damage to find that the
conditions for Criterion II had been met. Yet, the NRC has not amended its ENO
regulations to correct this problem.

By establishing a standard of strict liability for Class 1 incidents, as
recommended in the Preferred Transportation System report, both of these
problems would be eliminated, and Congress would take a major step towards
ensuring the full compensation of victims.

_gt_e of Liability

Under the PAA, the scope of liability is defined by the terms "public
liability" and "nuclear incident." Public liability is, with some erceptions,
"any legal liability arising out of, or resulting from, a nuclear incident or
precautionary evacuation (including ali reasonable additional costs incurred by
a state, or a political subdivision of a state, in the course of responding to
a nuclear incident or a precautionary evacuation)." 42 U.S.C.S. § 2014(w).

A nuclear incident, however, must occur at certain licensed facilities or
contractor-operated facilities or occur during the course of transportation to
or from certain facilities. See 42 U.S.C.S. § 2014(q). If an incident occurs
outside of these parameters, it will not fall within the purview of the PAA
scope of liability. There will be no public liability for an incident
resulting from sabotage or terrorism, for example.
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Congress s,5ould remedy this problem, as described in the preferred
system, by mandating compens_,tion for all damages resulting from a radiological
incident or accident. This should include radiological incidents or accidents
arising out of sabotage, terrorism, diversion of shipments and the negligence
of federal government employees. To avoid unintentionally eliminating
activities that may cause damages, Congress' statement of purpose should
enunciate its intent to be broad, all-encompassing and that examples provided -"
are by way of illustration, not limitation.

_tatute of Limit_i_o_ _-

Under the PAA, a plaintiff will have only twenty years from the date of
the nuclear incident within which to initiate a lawsuit. Under the preferred -:

system, the statute of limitations will not begin to run until the injury
manifests itself and its cause is known or should have been known. The -

preferred system recognizes that radiation injuries may be latent for many,
many years.

Proof of C_usation

The FAA does not address the problems facing a plaintiff in proving a
radiation injury. The preferred system recognized the problem and states that
it should be addressed. No solution is offered at this time, as this is a
cutting-edge issue and should be closely monitored.

lt

Comt_ensation Fund |

Under the PAA, large nuclear power plants--those with a capacity of more
than 100 megawatts of electricity--are required to provide financial protection
in an amount equal to the maximum amount of insurance commercially available,
which is currently $160 million. Every utility meets this requirement by
purchasing insurance at an average rate, in 1984, of $425,000 per plant.
However, under the Industry Credit Rating Plan, the u_ilities receive refunds.
About seventy percent of each year's premium is designated for payment of
losses and loss-related expenses.

At the end of ten years, any money remaining in this fund is returned to
the utilities. For the years 1957 through 1971, the utilities paid about $33
million in premium and were refunded about $18.4 million, or approximately 56
percent. The current system creates incentives for the utilities to balk at
and fight every claim--legitimate or not. For every claim not paid, a refund
is made.

The Preferred Transportation System, to avoid these problems, calls for
the establishment of a compensation fund that would continue to grow, from
which there are no refunds. 'The fund would be generated from fees on
activities that create radioactive waste, which would involve more than large
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nuclear reactors. Using the above figures, for example, the compensation fund,
at the end of 1971, would have contained at least $33 million and would have
continued to grow rather than to decrease. There would not, therefore, be a
limit of $160 million of readily-available funds to pay claims. Assuming that
each of the I12 nuclear power plants currently operating paid the average
premium during the last four years, the fund would have already contained
another $190,400,000.

In the event the damages from an incident exceed the money available in
the fund, the NRC should assess a retroactive premium. However, the Preferred
Transportation System requires the utilities to be responsible for all damages;
liability would not be limited.

The Preferred Transportation System report also calls for a mechanism by
which claims will be paid in a speedy fashion, A claims' system should be

! established whereby all undisputed claims are paid within a short, stated time=
frame. Living and medical expenses may fall within these claims. An arbitra-
tion system should be established for those claimants wishing to take advantage
of it, but _). claimant should not be deprived of his right to a jury trial, if
he wishes one.

Dec ision Sch__dulo_

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify gaps/risk reduction None known 14 (1989)
opportunities in federal law
and regulations

Enact statutory changes None known 11 (1992)

Promulgate regulations None known 9 (1994)

The failure by the DOE to review and remedy gaps in the federal
regulatory structure creates uncertainty and policy/political concerns for
state, Tribal and local governments attempting to plan for nuclear waste
shipments through their jurisdictions.

1.7 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

To be provided under separate cover.
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2,0 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DESIGN

This portion of the report evaluates the design elements of the DOE's
planned transportation system.

2.1 VOLUMES AND TIMING OF SHIPMENTS '

The DOE has not conducted the type of analysis described in section 2,1
of the Preferred Transportation System report to determine:

o The timing of shipments that minimizes the transportation impacts on
state, Tribal and local governments along the transportation routes.

o The impacts resulting from alternative volumes of waste shipments.

o The length of waste storage prior to transportation to a repository
that minimizes the radiological risk in transportation.

D_Lqn__Sched ule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Assess optimal decay time prior None known 17 (1986)
to repository shipment

Assess alternative shipment None known 15 (1988)
scenarios

Select tentative shipment 10 (1993) 13 (1990)
scenario

Finalize shipment scenario 1 (2002) 8 (1995)

The DOE's failure to adequately assess the timing of shipments to the
repository at Yucca Mountain (and an MRS, if one is developed) does not ensure
that the radiological risks from the nuclear waste transportation program will
be minimized.
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2,2 CASK DESIGN AND TESTING

The DOE cask design and testing program is deficient with respect to the
Preferred Transportation System in four basic areas:

The DOE program does not call for any enhancement of the regulatory test
standards, design methodologies or testing methods; it accepts the status
quo as sufficient for qualifying a cask design and meeting public demands
for safety.

The DOE program does not seek design improvements to address human error
in manufacturing and/or handling,

The DOE 0rogram does not provide any process to track fuel assemblies or
cask/vehicle utilization or problems.

l'he DOE program does not consider involvement of non-federal personnel
(except contractors) in, overseeing any aspect of fuel or cask handling or
transportation.

The DOE cask design and testing program does address some of the elements
in the Preferred Transportation System in a general or vague manner:

"Contaminationcontrol"is mentioned,but the cask design shown in the EA
reveals no equipment to keep the cask free of radiation contamination,
despiteits (probably) porous surface.

Inspection during manufacture i_ suggested, but there is no indication
that _he inspectors will follow procedures that go beyond today's typical
examination of the cask's "paper trail."

Finally, the DOE has specified the field offices that will be used for
cask and transportation activities but fails to discuss the st_ff;.ng,
experience or track record of these offices.

In essence, the DOE transportation system, suffers from ignorance of the
deficiencies in the present methods used to design, certify, test and maintain
casks.

Analytical Metl_ods

The DOE cask design and testingprogram does not address the analytical
methods (e.g.computer modets) used to design casks, lt leaves the choices up
_o the contractors,and their acceptability/up to the NRC (when the design is
confronted by the certificationprocess). The Preferred TransportationSystem
report suggests a uniform minimum level of detail in simulatior_s and improverd
methods that answer various criticisms (many of them originating from within
the NRC and the DOE). The DOE is in an especially poor t>osition to judge the
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suitability of a contractor's design abilities' virtually all the DOE-
certified spent fuel casks in use over the past three years had to be withdrawn
due to open safety questions related to their designs. The DOE field offices
had used private contractors (or their own laboratories) to produce the
designs.

While it is admirable that the DOE plans to employ the as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA) principle irt developing cask design and handling
procedures (as does the Preferred Transportation System), there are two
significant differences with the Preferred Transportation System:

The DOE does not call for adoption of this principle in regulations,
thereby assuming voluntary compliance that has no force of law if
violated.

The Preferred Transportation System applies ALARA to ali those affected
by spent fuel transport (including the public), but the DOE applies it
only to cask handlers; implicit in the Preferred Transportation System's
approach are efforts to mitigate a radiation release (such as through
fuel cleaning or canning) due to an accident or human failure.

Simplify Cask Desi_n__

The DOE does not acknowledge the need to "goof..proot_ and simplify the
cask design to eliminate opportunities for human error. This effort is a
cornerstone of the Preferred Transportation System and will not create a
significant difference in design or production cost.

A_ac__ of TestinR Standards

The DOE accepts present cask testing standards, despite tl',e fact that
several government.-sponsored studies have indicated that in a serious accident
such stresses could be exceeded. Similarly, the DOE states that "confirmatory

tests" (:;)patently large or full-scale tests) will be done by Sandia
Laboratories, an agency that has been criticized for its crash testing and its
efforts to simulate cask sabotage. The Preferred Transportation System report
recommends an independent laboratory (such as Underwriters' Laboratories or the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety) to review present standards relative to
real accident stresses, and to perform full-scale tests that also simulate
possible cask flaws caused by human error. Finally, the DOE fails to address
the need for stress tests on the spent fuel after irradiation and extended
storage, ata open item mentioned in a recent NRC study, and covered in the
Preferred Transportation System report.
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F_._elAssem!_.l_v/Cask Dat._.___

While the Preferred Transportation System calls for inspector certifica-
tion of each cask and monitoring of each cask through manufacture and use, the
DOE plan has no means to individually track the 200 (or more) containers that
will be produced under its auspices. In the past, record= keeping has some-
times been quite poor allowing undocumented casks to remain in use. Generic
cask problems must be traceable in order to be corrected, and the Preferred
Transportation System would mandate such a method independent of the
fabrication contractor.

Inte_rate..Yehicle and Cask

The DOE is making no attempt to integrate the cask and its vehicle.
Integration of the vehicle with the cask allows easy addition of safety
features (such as a fire suppression system) that could reduce cask and vehicle
damage, thereby "insuring" the equipment at a very low cost. The DOE's plan
seems to assume that minor accidents woulo not do much dvmage and major ones
will destroy the vehicle. There is, however, a spectrum of real accidents
between those extremes that is ignored by the DOE. The Preferred Transporta-
tion System seeks to design the vehicle/cask unit to survive those accidents
and allow it to quickly return to duty.

While the DOE pays some attention to quality assurance in manufacturing
(even stating that it will maintain a supervisory presence independent of the
DOE's own QA efforts), it does not indicate how its oversight would differ from
the present system of merely following the "paper trail" of documentation. The
DOE maintained a supposedly continuous presence during the 1985 manufacture of
the two casks used to ship wastes from the Three Mile Island reactor, yet
serious welding and materials questions still arose due to the process of
examining documentation instead of hardware. The Preferred Transportation
System recommends a more direct approach, with inspectors on the assembly lines
instead of at the filing cabinets.

l_0deoendent Watchdo.g_A==ency

The DOE's planned use of its own laboratories and pri,,.ate contractors to
monitor cask testing and fabrication differs from the Preferred Transportation
System's employment of independent "watchdog" agencies trained and oriented to
finding problems, Experience with the DOE casks has shown that the DOE
laboratories and field offices have not been sufficiently diligent in "watching

: their own store,"and cask design contractorshave too often given their client
(i.e.the DOE) support for its positioninstead of constructivecriticism. The
case of the MH-IA cask (withdrawn in 1985) showed that the DOE's orientation

° was more toward keeping the casks on the road, despite safety question, than on
rectifying their problems.
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lt is likely that many of the same DOE transportation management
personnel who participated in the DOE's past container difficulties will end up
supervising the DOE's transport office= - unless that option is avoided through
the Preferred Transportation System's use of non=DOE personnel to fulfill the
role of inspectors-general. Even if all inspections were to be done by the NRC
personnel, there would still be a need for a drastic increase in available
staff: the NRC presently has only half a dozen nuclear waste shipping
inspectors in the field. Despite any positive statements from the DOE
regarding cooperation with and support for state inspection personnel, the DOE
has refused to pay state-levied user fees and has challenged state fee systems.

Decision Schedulg

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Assess adequacy of cask design None known 17 (1986)
and testing standards

Develop revised cask design and None known 15 (1988)
testing standards, if necessary

Develop cask QA/QC, program Unknown 14 (1989)

Develop appropriate design None known 14 (1989)
analysis tools

Design casks 13 (1990) 13 (1990)

Design & implement cask data None known II (199'2)
base

Submit for NRC certification 12 (1991) 11 (1992)

Fabricate prototype 10 (1993) 10 (1993)

Perform full-scale testing 6 (1997) 9 (1994)

The DOE time schedule for cask development does not seem unreasonable,
except that it does not include ali of the steps recommended in the Preferred
Transportation System.
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2.3 MODAL MIX, RAIL AND TRUCK SHIPMENT OPTIONS

._M...QdalMix

The DOE position that any [nodal mix is "safe" ignores the reality that
the various transportation modes present vastly different levels of overall
risk, different profiles of accident rate versus consequence and different
geographical risk distributions, as described in section 2.3 of the Preferred
Transportation System report. There is no evidence that the DOE plans to make
modal mix decisions in the systematic way recommended in the Preferred
Transportation System. The DOE approach also does not appear to consider the
trade-offs involved in the use of a single mode versus multiple modes.

T.ruck ,th_mm.,m__em,t.gm_

The DOE approach to the evaluation of the various truck shipment options
does not appear to based upon a comprehensive analysis of the risks of the
options (single trailers, multiple trailers and convoys) as described in
section 2.3 of the Preferred Transportation System report.

The evaluation of the potential use of overweight truck shipments, as
approached by the DOE, does not appear to be based upon a comprehensive
analysis of the risks of a larger number of smaller shipments versus a fewer
number of larger shipments. In fact, the DOE has indicated they want shipment
casks to be considered to be nondivisible loads, which would allow them to
obtain overweight permits from the states.

By attempting to use a legal loophole to ship larger amounts of waste,
rather than assessing the risks involved in overweight truck shipments, the DOE
is avoiding cooperation with states and is potentially risking public health
and safety.

g_ail,_t_Q.mi_m

The DOE approach to the evaluation of the various rail shipment options
does not appear to be based upon a comprehe_sive analysis of the risks of the
options (regular, dedicated and special train service) as described in section
2.3 of the Preferred Transportation System report. The DOE appears to have
prematurely ruled out the use of special trains as not being necessary for
safety. The DOE seems to asr,ume that the use of "hefty" rail (casks up to [50
tons on special rail cars) poses no problems without providing the evidentiary
basis for such a conclusion.
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D_ecisj.on Schedu!e

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Develop modal mix assessment None known 17 (1986)
factors

Conduct technical assessment of Unknown 15 (1988)
truck shipment options

Conduct technical assessment of 8 (1995) 15 (1988)

rail shipment options

Conduct technical assessment of None known 14 (1989)
the comparative risks of highway
and rail reactor access, weather
sensitivity of modes, security
and safeguards

Select tentative modal mix 4 (1999) 13 (1990)

Finalize modal mix 0 (2003) 8 (1995)

The DOE schedule does not provide state, Tribal and local governments
sufficient lead time to prepare for the waste shipments and will preclude
effective planning on modal mix.
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2.4 ROUTING

_Highway

The intention of the DOE to rely on the DOT's routing regulation
demonstrates the DOE's lack of understanding of the importance of routing
decisions in determining the risk from the nuclear waste transportation
system. By doing so, the DOE is also abdicating a critical federal respons-
ibility to a contractor, because under the DOT's regulation, the carrier
selects the route. However, the carrier's overwhelming priority is to minimize
costs, not to maximize risks from the entire transportation system. Moreover,
the DOE's reliance on the DOT's routing regulation will force state, Tribal and
local governments to maintain emergency response capabilities along the entire
interstate system.

The DOT's routing regulation, designating the interstate system as
preferred routes, is based on two premises: the interstate system has a lower
accident rate than other roads and the interstate system will reduce transit
times. The DOT's routing regulation, which may be sufficient for intermittent
shipments of highway route-controlled quantities of radioactive materials, is
fundamentally different than the risk-based routing described in section 2.4 of
the Preferred Transportation System.

The DOE's plan not to develop risk- based rail routes for nuclear waste
shipments to a repository at Yucca Mountain (and an MRS, if one is developed),
as recommended in section 2.4 of the Preferred Transportation System report,
results in the same problems as discussed in the highway routing section,
above. In addition, since there currently are no federal rail routing regula-
tions, rail carriers are legally permitted to use any rail trackage in the
country regardless of its condition.

Decision _hedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Develop routing criteria 8 (1999) 19 (1984)

Develop route-specific analysis 11 (1992) 17 (1986)

] capability

Analyze alternative routes 10 (1993) 15 (1988)
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Select tentative route(s) None known 13 (1990)

Finalize route selection None known 8 (1995)

The DOE schedule to complete highway and rail route selection criteria irt
1995 does not provide sufficient time for state, Tribal and local governments
to adequately plan for the waste shipments,
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2.5 EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE STANDARDS

The DOE is not known to have conducted a comprehensive analysis of
alternative equipment and vehicle standards to improve the safety of nuclear
waste shipments as described in section 2,5 of the Preferred Transportation
System report,

Decision $chedul_

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify potential vehicle/ None known 19 (1984)
equipment improvements

Conduct technical studies of None known 17 (1986)
potential vehicle/equipment
improvements

Conduct comprehensive _sessment 10 (1995) 17 (1986)
of overweight highway and "hefty"
rail shipments

Develop vehicle/equipment None known 16 (1987)
standards including new
placarding system

Develop tentative vehicle/ None known 13 (1990)
equipment designs

: Finalize vehicle/equipment None known 8 (1995)
designs

The failure of the DOE to have issued a schedule for decisions on
equipment and vehicle standards creates an uncertainty which inhibits state,
Tribal and local governments from adequately planning for the shipment of
nuclear waste to a repository (and an MRS, if one is developed).

=
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2.6 INFRASTRUCTURE

The DOE apparently does not intend to make a careful evaluation of the
existing road and rail network to ascertain the infrastructure impacts of the
nuclear waste transportation program. The DOE approach to the consideration of
infrastructure impacts contains numerous assumptions and inaccuracies which
must be questioned. . The DOE position of reviewing specific needs on a "case-
by-case" basis provides no assurance that the DOE will actively participate in
rectifying infrastructure problems resulting from the activities associated
with the repository.

The DOE has defined infrastructure to be only national transportation
facilities. This is a narrow definition, and it should be broadened to include
other facilities which could be affected by the development of the repository,
either due to its construction and operation, or development which will be
needed to accommodate personnel and families. A broader definition should
include such elements as local and regional roads and streets, and ancillary
facilities which will be needed for the nuclear waste transportation system
(e.g. safe parking areas).

The DOE does not appear to be addressing infrastructure impacts and needs
in the comprehensive and systematic fashion recommended in section 2.6 of the
Preferred Transportation System report. The essential components of the
preferred approach to infrastructure consists of the following:

o Development of economic assessment model.

o Assessment of the need for new facilities (e.g. highway bypass, rail
spur).

o Highway network:

-Traffic impact assessment

-Consideration of reconstruction, rehabilitation and
maintenance

-Development of pavement performance models

-Assessment of bridge conditions

-Assessment of bridge strengthening needs

o Rail network:

-Damage, condition, construction and maintenance assessment

-Assessment of the need for special facilities
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D_isign Schedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Develop criteria for infra- None known 19 (1984)
structure decision-making

Assess infrastructure condition 10 (1993) 17 (1986)

and utilization at ong potential
routes

Develop pavement performance None known 15 (1988)
models

Develop economic assessment None known 15 (1988)
models

Assess infrastructure impacts I0 (1993) 13 (1990)

Identify infrastructure 8 (1995) 13 (1990)
improvements/new construction
needs

Develop institutional mechanism None known 12 (I 991 )
for funding and implementation

Begin implementation None known 11 (1992)

The DOE schedule calling for a statement on the extent of infrastructure
improvements required for transportation to the repository at Yucca Mountain in
1995 does not provide sufficient lead time for the infrastructure improvements
to be in=piace when waste shipments are scheduled to commence.
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2.7 DEFENSE WASTE

Although the DOE contends that all defense waste transportation issues
have been resolved, there are a number of critical uncertainties of concern to
state, Tribal and local governments, These concerns are discussed in some

detail in section 2,7 of the Preferred Transportation System report and are
summarized below,

The DOE has been inconsistent as to whether defense waste shipments will
be classified for national security, The Preferred Transportation system
report recommends that defense waste shipments, should be subject to all of the
same (identical, not "equivalent") requirements as civilian shipments,

Adequate details have not been provided by the DOE on the quantities,
characteristics and timing of defense waste shipments from each of the DOE
facilities where the wastes are currently stored, Such information is need to
allow state, Tribal and local governments to plan for defense waste shipments
through their jurisdictions,

The DOE plans that no adjustments will be needed in the existing
regulatory structure due to defense shipments, The DOE should clarify what the
existing regulatory structure is, first of all, and then should assess whether
or not regulatory modifications will be needed,

Current plans of the DOE call for determination of the need for special
defense waste casks to be made in 2000, For effective joint planning and co-
operation regarding cask designs between the DOE and other interested parties,
this process should already be underway,

De_ision Schedulo

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify characteristics and 4 (1999) 21 (1982)
quantities of defense, waste
by origin

Clarify applicable regulatory None known 19 (1984)
structure

i!

Modify federal laws and None known 17 (1986)
regulations, if needed

Asse,,,;,,_need for special defense 3 (2000) !7 (1986)
waste cask(s)
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Develop revised cask design and -1 (2004) 15 (1988)
testing standards, if necessary

Design casks Unknown 13 (1990)

Submit for NRC certification Unknown I I (1992)

Fabricate prototype Unknown 10 (1993)

Perform full-scale testing Unknown 9 (1994)

The DOE's failure to provide sufficiently detailed information on defense
waste shipments creates uncertainty which inhibits state, Tribal and local
governments from adequately planning for the shipment of nuclear waste to a
repository (and an MRS, if one is developed).
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3,0 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

This section of the report evaluates the operational procedure elements
of the DOE's planned transportation system.

3.1 OPERATIONS PLANNING

There is no indication that the DOE is preparing a comprehensive
operations plan as described in section 3,1 of the Preferred Transportation
System. Following is a summary of the elements (subplans) recommended in the
Preferred Transportation System:

o Technical information system plan.

o Facility and vehicle operational readiness plan.

o Maintenance and inspection plan.

o Training plan.

o Transportation plan.

o Supervision plan.

o Higher supervision services plan.

o Independent audits and appraisals plans.

In addition to these subplans, the preferred operations planning approach
should include the following control fact,ors:

o Policy.

o Methods, criteria and analyses.

o Line responsibility.

o Staff responsibility.

o Budgets.

o Document control,

o Hazard analysis and risk assessment.

o Life cycle analysis.
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_,s_ion Schedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Develop strategic and tactical Unknown 17 (1986)
prograal plans

Identify elements of operations Unknown 15 (1988)
Dlan and operations ,planning
t ramework

Develop tentative operations plan 10 (1993) 13 (1990)
including management control
factors and specific control
factors

Draft operations procedural 8 (1995) 8 (1995)
manual

The DOE's failure to address operational procedure issues early in the
nuclear waste transportation shipment planning process creates uncertainty and
inhibits state_ Tribal and local governments from adequately planning for
nuc!ear waste shipments through their jurisdictions.
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3.2 DOE CARRIER REQUIREMENTS

The DOE has not proposed any contracting or screening process for
carriers other than what is required by the federal acquisition regulations.
This approach does not satisfy the recommendations in section 3.2 of the
Preferred 'Transportation System report. Experience with the contract issued to
the carrier for the transuranic waste shipments to the Waste Isolation Plant in
Carlsbad, New Mexico, provides an indication of how carriers will be selected
for shipments to a repository (or an MRS, if one is developed). In its request
for proposals, the DOE listed hazardous materials hauling experience as a
criterion; the contract was awarded to a company that had no experience hauling
hazardous materials.

The DOE, with the assistance of state, Tribal and local governments,
should identify the criteria and the basis for the criteria that the DOE will
use in selecting one or more carriers. To ensure the DOE's compliance with the
criteria, interested parties should be permitted to observe the selection
process,

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify carrier requirements None known 15 (1988)
issues

Conduct technical studies on Unknown 13 (1990)
carrier requirements issues

Develop tentative carrier Unknown 11 (1992)
requirements

Developcarrierscreeningprocess Unknown II (1992)

Develop carrier selection criteria Unknown 8 (1995)

Firtalize carrier requirements 4 (1999) 5 (1998)

lt is not known if the DOE schedule for decisions on carrier requirements
provides adequate time for state, Tribal and local governments to properly plan
for the shipment of nuclear waste to a repository (and an MRS, if one is
developed).
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3.3 PERSONNEL TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS

The DOE has not made decisions on personnel training and qualifications
programs for the nuclear waste transportation program, lt is not known whether
the DOE will impose driver or railroad engineer training or qualifications in
addition to those currently required under federal regulations.

Although driver qualifications are specifically governed by the
Commercial Vehicle Safety Act, 49 U.S.C. Appx. 2701, et _.(I. (Cure. Supp. 1987),
neither this Act nor the regulations promulgated thereunder specifically
addressed the issue of drivers transporting nuclear waste. Although the DOT's
regulations require written training for drivers of highway route-controlled
quantities of radioactive materials, the regulation, found at 49 C.F.R. §
177.825 (d) is woefully inadequate.

Following is a summar._ of the personnel training and qualifications (in
addition to those currently required by federal regulations) recommended in
section 3.3 of the Preferred Transportation System report.

o Qualification of drivers, including minimum driving (time and mileage)
experience.

o Pass written examinations on the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations and nuclear waste transportation.

o Disqualification of drivers for specified accidents, substance abuse
or criminal activity.

o Background checks on applicants.

o Medical examinations, including random tests for substance abuse.

While the DOT's regulation may be inadequate for truck drivers, it is
entirely nonexistent for railroad personnel. There should be minimum national,
uniform standards for the training of railroad personnel who will be involved
with the transportation of nuclear waste.

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unlesl BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise Indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify personnel training and None known 18 (19'95)
qualifications needs

Conduct technical studies on None known 17 (1986)
personneltrainingissues
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Define training standards l0 (1993) 15 (1988)

Revise federal motor carrier None known 13 (1990)
regulations concerning qualifications
of drivers, disqualification
of drivers, application for employment.
motor carrier investigations, written
examinations and medical examinations

Develop personnel training program None known 13 (1990)

Begin training program 3 (2000) 5 (1998)

lt is expected that the DOE schedule for decisions on personnel training
and qualifications may not provide time for state, Tribal and local governments
to adequately plan for the shipment of nuclear waste to a repository (and an
MRS, if one is developed).
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3,4 CASK MAINTENANCE

The DOE p{ans for cask maintenance do not address a number of the
recommendations contained in section 3.4 of the Preferred 'Transportation System
report.

The DOE plans for cask maintenance do not address cleaning spent fuel
prior to loading it into a cask as a means to avoid internal cask contamination
and reduce the contaminant level in the spent fuel pool (thereby avoiding
external contamination when the cask is immersed in the pool).

While the Preferred Transportation System tracks fuel assemblies and
casks by a computerized database in order to monitor problems with either, the
DOE plan shows no awareness that casks can have repeated maintenance
difficulties, or that some production runs of fuel have shared common failures.

The DOE is not planning for repair facilities or parts depots beyond
those which may exist at the reactors, the repository (and the MRS, if one is
developed). If the number of out-of-service casks is to be minimized and the
highest level of safety maintained, the enroute maintenance facility and its
centrally located parts depot(s) suggested for the Preferred Transportation
System will be essential,

The DOE system provides no inspection facilities for casks or vehicles
except at the end of the shipments (when it is either unlikely to find a
problem affected by motion or too late to avoid its effect), nor does it have a
way for inspectors to take enforcement action without creating a local hazard
due to vehicle stoppage.

The Preferred Transportation System calls for mobile facilities to spot
check equipment in transit, and impoundment facilities (which could double as a
maintenance garage housing spare vehicles) to hold defective equipment until
repaired. Such facilities would allow careful documentation of problems,
leading to better enforcement and a clear basis for design or procedural
improvements.

As indicated regarding the cask design, the DOE system makes no effort to
incorporate design measures that would limit or eliminate human errors in
maintenance.

Finally, while the DOE indicates that it may hire independent contractors
to oversee its maintenance firm, it is unclear how either group will perform
more than spot checks, since the lack of a central maintenance facility will
require that most the the work continue to be done at the nuclear power
reactors. The Preferred Transportation System addresses cask repair with
personnel answering to an agency other than the DOE, and operating at
facilities in addition to the reactors and the repository.
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DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Develop cask transponders None known 13 (1990)

Identify required fixed and 8 (1995) 13 (1990)
mobile cask maintenance plans

Conduct technical studies on cask Unknown 11 (1992)
maintenance requirements

Develop cask maintenance QA/QC Unknown 11 (1992)
program

Develop cask maintenance None known 4 (1999)
database

lt is expected that the DOE schedule to make decisions on cask
maintenance in 1997 may not provide time for state, Tribal and local
governments to adequately plan for the shipment of nuclear waste to a
repository (and an MRS, if one is developed).
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3.5 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
_r

To date, the DOE has not released any specifics on its intentions
regarding vehicle maintenance, lt does not appear that the DOE is systemically
and comprehensively planning for vehicle maintenance as recommended in section
3.5 of the Preferred Transportation System report. The Preferred Transporta-
tion System recommends that, at a minimum, the nuclear waste transportation
system address the following vehicle maintenance issues.

o Frequency of regular servicing.

o Performance of heavy maintenance.

o Coordination of maintenance activities.

o Field breakdown procedures.

o Correction of minor malfunctions.

o Responsibility for field service contracts.

o Ownership of vehicles by the shipper or transporter.

o Resolution of conflicts in carrier maintenance schedules.

o Secured stopping areas.

Decision Schedul_

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify vehicle stoppage issues Unknown 19 (1984)

Conduct technical studies Unknown 17 (1986)
including trade-of fs between
consistent v. randomized stops

Identify route-specific None known 15 (1998)
vehicle stoppage needs

Develop route-specific vehicle 8 (1995) 13 (1990)
stoppage plan for planned and
emergency stops

Construct necessary facilities None known 3 (2000)
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The DOE schedule to define general operational procedures (presumably
including vehicle maintenance plans) by 1995 may not provide time for state,
Tribal and local governments to adequately plan for the shipment of nuclear
waste to a repository (and an MRS, if one is developed).
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3.6 VEHICLE STOPPAGE

The DOE has not decided to develop any requirements or restrictions on
vehicle stoppage. Currently, federal regulations do not govern the stoppage of
vehicles transporting nuclear waste to a repository (or an MRS, if one is
developed). Thus, the DOE plan (or rather the absence of a plan) for vehicle
stoppage is totally deficient with respect to the Preferred Transportation
System.

Section 3.4 of the Preferred Transportation System report recommends

that, at a minimum, the vehicle stoppage plan address:

o Protection of the vehicle (truck or train) and the crew during stops.

o Minimization of the length of stops.

: o Selection of the safest locations possible (e,g. truck stops, military
bases, rail yards, interchange locations).

o Ensurance that stoppage restrictions do not interfere with crew
performance (e.g. too much time in the cab or locomotive between rest
periods),

o Protection of stopped vehicles from sabotage/terrorism/interference.

o Limitation of the radiation exposure during stops.

o Management of unplanned stops.

" o Preparation for inclement weather conditions.

i o Avoidance of interaction with other dangerous goods shipments.

o Trade=of fs consistent versus randomized planned stops.

o Selection of when and where the planned stops should occur (based on
the reason for and timing of each stop).

o Preparation for vehicle's arrival at stopping areas.

o Determination of who should decide where planned stoppages occur and

- the procedure for unplanned stoppages: the DOE, carriers, state,
" Tribal or local governments.
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De_i_ign Schedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify vehicle stoppage Unknown 19 (1984)
issues

Conduct technical studies Unknown 17 (1986)

including trade-of fs between
consistent v. randomized stops

Identify route-specific vehicle None known 15 (1988)
stoppage needs

Develop route-specific vehicle 8 (1995) 13 (1990)
stoppage plan for planned and
emergency stops

Construct necessary facilities None known 3 (2000)

The DOE schedule to define general operational procedures (presumably
including vehicle vehicle stoppage) by 1995 may not provide time for state,
Tribal and local governments to adequately plan for the shipment of nuclear
waste to a repository (and an MRS, if one is developed).
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3.7 SHIPMENT MONITORING AND PRENOTIFICATION

.Shivment Monitoring

The TRANS_OM satellite tracking system being developed by the DOE Office
of Defense Programs appears to provide the technical capability to provide
state, Tribal and local governments with the needed information, lt is not
known if or how the DOE plans to address the institutional and regulatory
issues regarding the use of such a system as described in section 3.7 of the
Preferred Transportation System report, To date, the DOE has not decided
whether to to use this system for nuclear waste shipments to a repository (or
to an MRS, if one is developed),

Prgn_)tification

lt is not known if or how the DOE plans to evaluate potential
improvements to the current requirements in federal regulations for providing
prenotification of shipments to a repository (or an MRS, if one is developed).
The current prenotification requirements are clearly not optimum for state,
Tribal and local governments in Nevada, given the expected frequency of
shipments to the Yucca Mountain repository (or an MRS, if one is developed).
It is not known if the DOE or the NRC plan to conduct the type of prenotifica-
tion assessment recommended in section 3.7 of the Preferred Transportation
System report. It is not known whether the DOE will include local governments
in the prenotification system.

Deci_ign Schedule

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Assess information needs of state Unknown 15 (198_)
Tribal and local governments

Pilot test TRANSCOM system 14 (1989) 14 (1989)

Assess alternative technologies for None known 11 (1993)
providing needed information

Design shipment monitoring and 8 (1995) 10 (1993)
prenotification system

Promulgate implementing Unknown 9 (1994)
regulations
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The DOE schedule for decisions on general operational procedures
(presumably including shipment prenotification and monitoring) by 1995 creates
an uncertainty which inhibits state, Tribal and local governments from
adequately planning for the shipment, of nuclear waste to a repository (and an
MRS, if one is developed).
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3.8 INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

There is no evidence that the DOE is following a systematic approach to
vehicle/cask/operator inspection and enforcement as recommended in section 3.8
of the Preferred Transportation System report. The Preferred Transportation
System reports that, at a minimum, the following inspection/enforcement issues
need to be addressed:

o Division of inspection responsibilities among the carriers, DOE, the
NRC, the DOT, states, Tribal and local governments.

o Consistency of inspection criteria/procedures.

-When and how often inspections are conducted.

-Where the inspections are conducted.

-What items are inspected and how often.

o Definition of violations.

o Imposition of penalties 'or violations.

o Determination of enforcement proceedings.

Although states are encouraged to adopt and enforce the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Regulations, 49 C.F,R. Parts 390-399, and the Federal Hazardous
Materials Regulations, 49 C.F.R. Parts 107-178, there is no assurance that
inspections and enforcement are being conducted in a uniform, consistent
manner. The Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) has approximately 38
member states, many of which have entered into a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) delineating the standards by which member states shall inspect vehicles
carrying hazardous materials. CVSA, under contract to the DOE, is currently
developing analogous standards for shipments of radioactive materials. While
such minimum standards are desirable, there are no standards for the training
of inspectors, although the DOT does provide a "train the trainer" program for
hazardous materials inspectors.

It appears that the DOE is pursuing a strategy of developing uniform
national inspection standards to effectively preempt individual states from
implementing stringent inspection procedures. While consistency in inspection
procedures and standards is a laudable goal, there is concern that uniform
national standards may turn out to be a "lowest common denominator" system not
adequately protecting public safety.

Although there are general qualifications for state rail inspectors, 49
C,F.R. §§ 212.201-212.227 (1987), there are no training standards. Since
states are permitted to adopt more stringent requirements than those adopted by
the federal government, Nevada should also develop and adopt standards for
training of rail inspectors.
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DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Identify inspection and Unknown 17 (1986)
enforcement issues

Research technical inspection None known 15 (1988)
and enforcement issues

Clarify roles of federal, state, None known 14 (1989)
Tribal and local governments

Develop inspection criteria 8 (1995)

Develop inspection protocol Unknown 5 (1998)

The DOE schedule to define general operational procedures (presumably
including inspection and enforcement plans) by 1995 may not provide time for
state, Tribal and local governments to adequately plan for the shipment of
nuclear waste to a repository (and an MRS, if one is developed).
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3.9 PHYSICAL PROTECTION (SABOTAGE/TERRORISM)

There is no evidence that the DOE is conducting the type of systematic
and detailed physical protection planning recommended in section 3,9 of the
Preferred Transportation System report. The Preferred Transportation System
report recommended that physical protection planning include the following
elements:

o _enario assessment.

o Vulnerability analysis.

o Screening of management options

-Technical measures

-Organizational measures

-Safeguard measurer

-Mitigation measures

-Political measures

o Resilience analysis.

-Redundance

- Diversity

-.Worst-case mitigation

-Avoidance of regularities

=Interact/re game/theoretical simulation

o Decision _alysb.

o Senait.ivity aaa/ysb.

Although there are reports that the DOE has recently revised its
equivalent physical protection plan, no copy is publicly available, and
presumably has not been approved by the DOT. Therefore, it i.s possible only to
compare the "equivalent" physical protection plan as approved by the DOT to the
NRC requirements. The DOE's "equivalent" plan does not include the following
requirements of the NRC regulation:

o Advance rotate approval by the NRC.
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o Armed guards in populated areas.

o Driver/escort call a control center every two hours.

o Maintenance of a written log,

o Prenotification of specific shipments to governors or their designees,

o Plans to avoid intermediate stops.

o Training for escorts that follows the requirements established in
Appendix D to 10 C.F.R, part 73.

o Procedures for responding to threats of damage to the shipment.

D,_¢ision Sche.._Lu.!g

DECISION/ACTIVITY DOE TIMELINE/YRS PREFERRED
(Completion of activity unless BEFORE REPOSITORY TIMELINE
otherwise indicated) OPERATIONAL

Analyze the probability of various None known 19 (1984)
shipment interference scenarios

Analyze consequences of worst-case None known 19 (1984)
scenarios

Identify potential physical None known 17 (1986)
protection improvements

Assess trade-offs between physica! None known 15 (19885
improvements and other impacts of
the transportation system

Initial design of physical 8 (1995) 13 (1990)
protectionsystem

Finalizedesignof physical Unknown 8 (1995)
protectionsystem

Promulgateregulations None known 5 (1998)

The DOE schedule to define general operationalprocedures (presumably
including physical protectionplans) by 1995 may not provide time for state,
Tribal and local governments to adequately plan for the shipment of nuclear
wa.stetoa repository(andan MRS, ifone ksdeveloped).
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1.0 CROSSCUTTING ISSUES

The challenge to develop a comprehensive risk assessment and risk management system

is formidable iJl that it requires identification of ali types of potential hazards of the

proposed waste shipmenL estimation of the probabilities and consequences of their

occurrence, and development of management strategies to minimize risk. Risk

assessment involves estimating the frequencies and consequences of undesirable events,

and then evaluating the associated risk in quantitative terms (Glickman 1985). Risk is

commonly expressed as a single number, known as the societal risk or expected risk.

When adequate information is available, this number can be computed directly from

historical data; otherwise, more theoretical approaches to risk estimation are required.

The risk measure of Lnterest can vary considerably, but typically risk in hazardous

materials transport is expressed In terms of expected property damage, injuries, or

fatalities (Abkowitz, List, and Radwan).

Expressing risk in terms of a single number may simplify the tasks of estimation and

evaluation, but lt does not provide as much information as a risk profile, which is a

probability distribution of incident likelihood and consequence (Philipson, Napadensky,

and Maxey 1983). The shape of the risk profile is of particular help in distinguishing

between the contribution to the expected risk of high probability/low consequence

events and low probability/high consequence events.

Golding et al. 1988 suggests a multistage framework for implementing a risk management

program to help guide decision-makers in addressing the major problems attendant on

the transportation of nuclear waste. That report identifies the key elements of a

preferred methodology for effective risk management that takes into account the scope

of the entire trans1_ortation system, the full range of alternative methodologies, and the

broad spectrum of potential responses to observed and perceived risks. Specific issues

include the performance of a comprehensive risk assessment, development of on-going

risk communication and public participation programs, identification and implementation

of hazard control options, and the evaluation of the efficacy of risk management

efforts.

Risk estimation ts characterized by a sequential process, beginning with understanding

the level of exposure such as the number of shipments or tonnage carried; the

frequency and type of incident occurrence (e.g., tank truck rollover, loose fitting, etc.),

and the consequence for a given incident such as property damage, latent cancers, etc.



The manner in which these components are defined and measured depends on the data

available, the purpose of the risk assessment, and the preferences of the risk analyst.

Substantial literature exists for the assessment of specific types of risks (such as the

potential compromise of cask integrity) in the transportation of spent fuel and other

high-level radioactive wastes. However, few studies have attempted comprehensive risk

assessments or developed integrated risk-management approaches to the transportation

system. A detailed review of existing conceptual approaches to risk estimation reveals

that most transportation studies have utilized whatever historical data is available

without concern for the quality of the data, its uncertainties and biases (Abkowitz and

Cheng). Many studies have resorted to the use of statistical inference for the sake of

convenience. There have been problems with the representation of incident consequence

and severity with strong reliance on empirical data from fault trees and Poisson models

to establish event probabilities. The preferred approach to risk assessment and

management is a comprehensive approach (Figure I). This review focuses on the key

literature and data that contribute to the identification and development of a

comprehensive risk-management system for the transportation of spent fuel.

I.I RISK MANAGEMENT

Effective and reliable risk management requires detailed information about the actual

operating conditions of the transport system and about the implementation of

institutional and regulatory structures that affect reliability and safety in such a

dynamic and complex system. In particular, important issues of institutional structure,

quality assurance, and data analysis call for careful consideration. Several previous

studies have reviewed integrative approaches that combine risk assessment and risk

management in a comprehensive way (National Research Counc/l 1983; Ruckelshaus [983,

1984; Kates, Hohenemser, and Kasperson 1985; CoveIIo and Abernathy 1984; Kasperson

and Kales 1984). Although some of these writings (e.g., National Research Council 1983,

Ruckelshaus 1983, 1984) argue for a separation of risk assessment and risk

management--in effect, a division of science and policy--none fails to acknowledge the

inextricable linkages that blur clear distinction.





1.1.1 Risk Perception

Within the context of risk analysis, the attempt to understand how various publics

evaluate and judge the risks of technology has commanded much of the total

scientific effort. Indicators of this concerted attention appear in literature

reviews, In the content of journals and conferences, in the priorities of research

agenda.

In his literature review of risk perception, Vincent Covello (1983) listed some 166

scholarly references. An analysis of 59 books on comparative risk analysis

revealed that 35 Included substantial attention to risk perception (Kasperson and

Kales 1984). Even a recent annotated bibliography on risk communication assigns

the descriptor "receiver perception" to 25 of its 216 annotations (Diggs 1988),

Studies of perception have constituted 20 percent of the articles of Risk Analysis

since the topic's inception in 1981. Issues of Risk Abstracts regularly include a

major section on "Psychological Aspects". The Society for Risk Analysis devoted

its entire second conference to the "analysis of actual versus perceived risks"

(Covello, et al. 1983). Funding for risk perception studies has constituted a

long-standing priority for the risk analysis program of the National Science

Foundation. Mary Douglas (1985, 7-9) points to a flourishing of research [n this

"subdiscipline" over the past three decades. In short, much knowledge can be

brought to bear on the issues involved in the public perceptions of the risks atten-

dant on the transportation of radioactive waste.

Research on public perceptions has yielded several representative findings that are

directly applicable to the transportation of radioactive wastes:

- Many members of the public have problems coping wtth assessing the complexity
posed by technological risk, and knowledge is often quite limited. On the other
hand, publics tend to know quite well what are the large and small risks and
lay people are quite rational Ln their approach to risk in terms of the
understanding they possess (Slovic, Flschhoff, and Llchtenstein 1982).

- Many laypersons are highly concerned over the qualitative attributes of
risks--their newness, catastrophic potential, and the extent to which they are
imposed (involuntary) rather than accepted or tolerated. These attributes are
directly relevant to the transportation of nuclear materials. Thus, measures of
such risks will need to be multidimensional rather than simply unidimensional
indicators.



- Experts tend to assess risk in formal quantitative terms (probability of events x
consequences); whereas lay people take a much broader approach. ,A_sa result,
formal technical assessments of risk are often poor indicators of public
response.

- In their taxonomy of technological controversies, von Winterfeldt and Edwards
(1984) found that the most volatile and acrimonious conflicts are those in which
public response oscillates between the perception of risk and value conflicts.
Debates over nuclear power and radioactive waste invariably fall into this
category.

- Currently, efforts under way to develop a general theory of the social
amplification of risk, interrelating the technical and social assessment of risk
(Ka_erson, Renn, Slovic, et al. 1988), suggest that Lmpact statements are
incomplete unlems they address how risk events interact with social structures
and processes.

Indication of public perception of high risk in the handling of nuclear materials,

whether for transportation or storage, are apparent in public opinion surveys and

polls conducted over the past two decades (National Science Board 1981, 171-173,

346-349; National Research Council 1984, 15-47; Cambridge Reports 1974-1986, Lee,

Brown, and Henderson 1984; DOE 1987, 190-191). lt is apparent that many publics

fear the risks and that radioactive wastes have continually ranked at or near the

top of public concerns over technology. Extensive attempts by states and localities

to restrict or regulate the transportation of radioactive wastes also suggests these

concerns. A review by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment (OTA 1986)

found public concerns about nuclear materials transportation to be a major public

policy problem for the deployment of a nuclear waste management system in the

United States.

Despite the potential for applying the results of risk-perception research to the

issues presented by radioactive waste transportation, empirical studies are few tbut

see Wyune 1987), and, as a result, substantial knowledge gaps exist. The filling oF

these gaps will require certain research priorities"

- Survey research to document the specific nature of public attitudes to
radioactive waste transportation and the levels of concern as compared with
other technological hazards.

- Psychometric studies to indicate how publics deal with probabilities,
uncertainties, and differing types of risk consequences.

- Longitudinal research to assess how perceptions and concerns are changing over
time in response to new events and information.
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- An examination of patterns and dynamics of media coverage of risk events in
the transportation of nuclear and other hazardous wastes.

- Case studies documenting patterns of the social amplification of risk that have
been associated with prior hazardous events specific to waste transportation, as
well as analogous accidents, large and small.

1.I.2 Risk Communication

Risk communication is both a very old and new field of inquiry and planning.

Efforts to prepare publics for extreme events of nature (floods, hurricanes,

tornadoes, etc.) and to provide health care education have a history extending over

decades. Conversely, more recent developments ta the assessment and management

of natural hazards and technological risks, and especially the apparent limitations

of regulatory approaches, have called attention to the need for increased efforts to

communicate these risks to those who may need to protect, themselves from

potential risk events. Bibliographies and overviews of the literature of risk

communicatlon (Covello, von Winterfeldt, and Slovic, 1989; Diggs 1988; Hoffman

1988) as well as the first manuals to guide practitioners (Hance et ai. 1988) and

special issues of journals (Journal of C_mmunication 1987; Science, Technology, and

Human Values, La Follette 1987) address this issue.

As yet, there have been few attempts to communicate the risks of radioactive

waste transportation to concerned publics. This Is not surprising in view of the

fact that the public has experienced relatively little past transportation of

high-level radioactive waste and, even there, much has Involved defense wastes or

TMI-reLated wastes, Brian Wynne (1984, 246) goes so far as to suggest that

transportation "is certainly the part of the nuclear fuel cycle which is the most

vulnerable to public hostility." Although this may be an overstatement, lt ts

apparent that public concerns over waste transportation will almost certainly be

Intense; especially in the early stages° Media coverage will be extensive. TMI

waste shipments were followed, in some cases, by media-laden helicopters. Even

minor mishaps or failures will receive searching scrut!ny, and public officials will

be called upon to engage in extensive risk communication. Given the highly

uncertain nature of the risks and the public fears surrounding nuclear materials

and radiation hazards, this will challenge the best of the system's abilities to

perform this task without suffering serious losses in credibility.

l
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Preparing for this challenge requires substantial background, research, and planning

to overcome the very limited work accomplished thus far. Prominent among these

needed efforts, which will build upon the perception research suggested above.

would be:

- A needs assessment to define what publics want to know about as well as what
experts believe are essential understandings, lt should be expected that this
needs assessment will address matters of technology and management as well as
to the risksinvolvedin transport.

- Effectivemessage designto createappropriateLnformationcontent. Particular
attention should be given to framing effectsassociated with alternative
presentationand packaging of messages. The use of focus groups might assist
in the development and evaluationof messages.

- Psychometric studies to define the mental models that publicsemploy in
structuringinformationand thinkingabout radioactivewaste transportationrisks
and accidents. Such mental models willhelp identifykey requirementsof a
risk-communicationprogram.

- Careful examination and delineationof credibilityproblems in a risk
communication effort, lt is likelythat credibilitywillbe a conditionfor the
successof the communication program.

- Development and field testingof a pilot program built out of the work
describedabove and In the discussionof riskperception.

- A carefuland rigorousevaluationprogram (forexample,Kaspersonand Palmlund
1987) addressingthe variousstagesof evaluation(formative,process,outcome,
impact)and utilizingbaselinestudies,pre and post-testlng,controlgroups,and
carefuleffortsto deal with confoundingvariables.

l.l°3 Equity Analysisand Risk Tolerability

Equity isa major socialobjectivein modem industrialsocieties.Nowhere isthis

more apparent than in the institutionalarrangements surrounding high-leveL

radioactivewaste management. Few technologicalproblems pose such difficult

equityproblems--acrossgenerations,among regionsof the country,between state

and nation,between the host regionand the state,and between publicand private

sector. Radioactivewaste transportationcompounds these problems because many

people acrossthe nationare exposed to the risksof waste transportationwithout

compensating benefitsand have littlesay In the controlsand restrictionsunder

which the radioactivewaste transportationsystem works.

Analyzing these equity issues is intrinsically difficult because (1) conceptual

frameworks by which to formulate equity relationships are few and underdeveloped.
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and (2) equity-relevant information and data either are often not available or are

generally not disaggregated so that equity distributions can be empirically

established, and (3) agreed-upon theories of social Justice to support normative

judgments do not exist. In short, methodological shortcomings confound equity

analysis, which seldom makes its way into technology assessments and

environmental impact analyses (Shrader-Frechette 1985). Thus it is not surprising

that relatively few serious efforts to conduct equity analyses of radioactive waste

disposal, much less waste transportation, have been undertaken.

Notable exceptions are the analysis of economic _sues hz intergenerational equity

by Kneese et al. (1983) and Ben-David, Kneese, and Schulze (1977), the collection

of studies edited by Kasperson (1983), the research of Colglazier and English

(forthcoming), and a book by Edith Weiss (forthcoming), which will include a

chapter on intergenerational equity. The attempt of the U.S. Department of

Energy (DOE 1980) to address equity issues in its generic environmental impact

statement was unsuccessful. Meanwhile equity problems have been addressed, but

not analyzed in depth, In various treatments of hazardous waste facility siting.

Several classic works by philosophers (Rawls 1971; Nozick 197.4) and economists

(Sen 1970) are often noted, whereas MacLean (1986) and Gibson (1986) brought

together useful and relevant general treatments. Some research has addressed the

ethical aspects of providing for future generations (Partridge 1981, Sikora and

Barry 1978, Routley and Routley 1981). Meanwhile, empirical analyses treating

equity issues in radioactive waste management remain scarce. Muct_ remains to be

done.

These equity questions will be Important in gauging the level of risk tolerability

that ought to prevail in radioactive waste transportation, lt is now widely

recognized that judgments about the tolerabillty, or acceptability, of risk to

support the enactment of regulatory requirements and management choices are

difficult. Involved are such issues as:

- The types and probabilities of risks,

- The reducibility of the risks,

- Comparisons with other similar risks,

- The size of associated benefits,

8



- The distribution of risks, benefits, and management costs, and

- The fairness of outcomes and process.

ThLg subject has commanded an extensive literature; overviews of which abound

(see, for example, Council for Science and Society 1977, Flschhoff et al. 1982,

Kasperson and Kasperson 1983), that will need to be consulted In determining

whether proposed management systems for radioactive waste transportation will

prove to be socially acceptable over time.

These crucial questions call for thoughtful research and appraisal. In areas

characterized by Intermingling of facts and values, studies need not resolve these

thorny issues to be valuable for policy making. Rather, the Intent should be to

clarify (1) the nature of the equity problems, (2) the distribution of risks and

social impacts relevant to those problems, (3) the social values that will be at

stake, and (4) the burdens and benefits accruing to different groups and

generations.

This suggests that useful studies would include:

- Conceptual studies that provide structural frameworks, replete with supporting
rationales, for conducting analyses of equity and risk tolerability v_ith
supporting rationales.

- Empirical analyses that show in detail the pattern of effects of the overall
radioactive waste transportation system as it will operate over the lifetimes of
waste disposal upon the nuclear industry, consumers of nuclear electricity, the
defense program, communities and persons along transport routes, state and
local public services, etc.

- Policy assessments that clarify:

o the equity implications of alternative technology, regulatory, and management
choices,

o provisions of rights and responsibilities that might increase the fairness of
decision processes, and

o the best means for redressing inequity through alternative system design or
compensation.

1.2 RISK ASSESSMENT

A comprehensive probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) requires extensive data on many

components of the transport system, including cask integrity under accident conditions,

9



vehicle performance, accident rates, h_-error rates, and estimates of human

radiological e_w_sure.

The primary constraints to performing comprehensive risk assessments are due to data

unavailabilityand uncertainty.Table I identifiesissuesrelevantto managing the risks

of transportingspent fuel. Drawing upon two recent reviews of the use of PRAs for

nuclearpower reactors(Gallagheret al.,1984,NRC 1984),Table 2 suggeststhe current

stateof the art and improvements that are stillneeded. A recent studyevaluatedthe

use of PRAs in the spent fueldisposalsystem (Hamiltonet al.1986). Another volume

(Kaspersonand Kasperson 1987) reviews the Increaseduse of riskmethodology in five

countries. "Nuclear ProbabilisticRisk Analysis*'Is the titleof a specialissueof Risk

Analysis(Vesely 1984).

In the Task 15.2 report,PreferredTransportationSystem Options,the work of Goldlng

et al.(1988)was used to suggesta systematicclassificationof the importantissuesfor

analysis.Classificationswere for"normal"conditions,accidentconditions,sabotage,and

human error. The followingsectionsreview some of the studiesfocussedon these

areas.

1.2.1 Normal Conditions

Under normal operatingconditionsthe risksto workers and the publichave been

estimatedby previousstudiesas exceedinglysmall. In1977, the NRC Office of

Standards Development reported itsassessment of the risksof transportingall

radioactivematerials(NRC 1977). The assessment was not restrictedto waste

shipments. Based on the levelsof 1975 shipments,the asse_ssmentexpected no

short-termfatalities,1.7geneticeffectsper year,and 1.2.latentcancer fatalities

over 30 years for each year of shipment.

Another reportby Sandia NationalLaboratories(DuCharme et al.1977) focussedon

nuclearwaste transportationonly,and estimatedan average exposure of only 1.4

person-rem per shipment year to populationsin urban areas. This estimate was

based on levelsof waste shippedin 1976,which would have to be increasedtenfold

to compare with expected shipments to the planned repository. Even then the

comparativeriskisestimatedto be much smallerthan that resultingfrom transport

of radioactivematerialsfor medicalpurposes,which producesan exposureof 685.9

person-rem per shipment year (DuCharme et al. 1977).
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TABLE 1

KEY IS,¢JUESIN THE DECISION OF A COMPREHENSIVE
RISK-MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SCOPE

• breaolh of the risk assessment
• sequence of :ransportation to be covered
, alternativecask technologies
• the range of initiatingand enabling events
• the spectrum of consequences
• routingassumptions
• transport modal mix assumptions

METHODS

• probabilistic risk analysis
• simulation
• analogous cases
• scenario analyses
• extrapolation from experience
• cost-effectiveness
• consequence modeling
• uncertaintyassessment
• sensitivityanalysis

RESPONSE

, evaluation

• "acceptable" riskdetermination and standard-setting
• controlstrategies
• quality assurance and quality control
* modes of implementation (inclur.fingregulations, incentives, etc.)
• reevaluationand moclification
, risk communication
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The actual exposure risks under normal conditions, however, may not be negligible.

Models developed by Sandia National Laboratoriesestimate risksfrom "normal"

conditionsthatassume that: l) casks were manufactured and maintainedproperly

with respectto designstandards,and 2) alloperationswere accomplishedwithout

error. In particular,it is assumed that all casks comply with governmental

regulationsand that warehouse workers, handlers,loaders,and crew members do

not ,"Jaakeany errorscompromisingcask integrity(Jefferson1985,Sandquistet al.

1985). Any modelling based on such assumptions will almost certainly

underestimatethe risk. Sufficientattentionhas not yet been given to the various

potentialqualitycontrolproblemsthatmlght compromise cask integrity.Ifquality

controlIspoor and the casksare leaky,faulty,mishandled,or otherwiseoperating

below designstandards,then the riskswillbe largerthan estimated. In fact,some

data show that,due to defectivequalitycontrolin manufacture,operation,and

maintenance,worker exposureduring normal conditionsin transportingwaste has

exceeded the allowablestandards(Nebraska Energy Office1987). Inaddition,these

priorstudieswere conducted for older generationsof cask designs.

1.2.2 Accident Conditions

Several riskanalyseshave calculatedthe probabilitiesof likelycon_cluences of

transportationaccidents. Generally,these suggest that: l) the risksposed by

accidentalreleasesof radiationare extremely_mall--less,in fact,than thoseunder

normal operations;and 2) the nonradiologicalconsequenceswiltalmost certainly

exceed the radiologicalconsequences (OTA 1986).

Data on accident probabilitiesfor truck and talltransportare generallyavailable

and, therefore,estimatesof nonradiologlcalrisks(based on much more extensive

data t.hanestimatesof radiologicalrisks)are lessprone to statisticalbias and

Lmcertalnty. Many federaland state databases exist for both railand truck

accidents and for commodity flow rates (Tables 3 and 4). For exampie,

transportation flow data are available from the Department of Transportation

(DOT) and other private associations (e.g., the American Association of Railroads).

Databases also exist for populationcensus data and for accident and incident

statistics.The probabilitiesof ,severetruckand railaccidentshave been calculated

usL_ghlstoricaldata (Denniset ai.1978,McClure and Emerson 1980, McClure and

Tyron-Hopko 1985). The data analyzed cover a range of accident scenarios(e,g.,

truck/object, truck/truck,truck/train),accident-relatedvelocities,and fires.

13
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Hamilton et al. (1986) conclude that despite "some differences in Lnte_retation of

data and the results, it can be considered tl_t these probabilities are available and

reliable. In other words, the initiating event can quite easily be determined

(probabillstlcally) for transl)ortation accidents (I-lamJlton et al. 1988). On the other

hand, the OTA report cites many problems of nonreportlng of incidents and

accidents to federal agencies, thus questioning the reliability and completeness of

the data bases (OTA 1986).

Even more difficult problems with dam arise with respect to the behavior of casks

and fuel during severe accident conditiorul. Because of the lack of historical data

on these factors, most studies rely on accident simulations to develop synthetic

data. The small number of spent-fuel shipments actually undertaken accounts for a

paucity of accident information. The meager database does not provide sufficient

evidence to conclude that the risk from these types of shipments is low enough to

be ignored. The operation of a national waste repository would greatly increase

the frequency of shipments from nuclear power plants and interim storage locations

to the proposed site. An analysis perfo_-med by OTA estimates two transportation

accidents per year with a monitored retrievable storage (MRS) facility and nine per

year without the facility (OTA 1986, I05), suggesting the importance of the MRS

role. The railroads estimate that by 1990, at least two accidents involving casks

and severe fires in regular trains travelling at 50 miles per hour, and ten such

accidents with accompanying fires in regular trains travelling at 30 miles per hour

could occur (Paschall 1978).

Several of the key studies conducted over a number of years and by different

organizations that assess the risks of spent fuel transportation accidents are

discussed in the following paragraphs. In 1980, the NRC completed a study, widely

cited as NUREG/CR-0743, on the tr_msportation of radionuclides in urban areas

(Finley et al. 1980). The report, which serves as a benchmark in more recent

studies, classifies accident severities into eight categories and enlists engineering

judgment to assign radloloffical hazards. The study estimates that radiological

releases in accidents might result in one additional latent cancer fatality and one

additional genetic effect for 200 years of shipping, compared with two additional

nonradiological injuries per year and one additional fatality every, few years (Finley

et al. 1980, iv-v).
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For truck and rail shipments, the report concludes that 914 of truck accidents and

804 of railaccidents would result in no significant radiological hazard, Tabte 5

shows the potential for release of radioactive material from different

accident/severity categories in the report, Also, the study estimates 0,49 of truck

and 0,24 of rail accidents involve a complete release from the cask of certain

gaseous and volatile materials. These results rest upon the assumption that spent

fuel casks are designed with adequate margins of safety to withstand accident

conditions even more severe than those covered by regulations.

A similarstudy by Sandia National Laboratoriesof the risksof transportingall

nuclearmaterialsestimated0.003latentcancer fatalities,0.007geneticeffects,7 x

10-(earlymorbiditles,and 2 x I0s earlyfatalitiesper year. The study concluded

"the riskis dominated by small,dispersibleshipments of medi,cal-useisotopes...

Spent fuelby truck Isalsoa significantriskfactor"(DuCharme et al.1977,128).

The studynotes that severe accidentsyieldthe potentialforcausingthousandsof

latentcancers and tens to hundreds of early effects. Such accidents,however,

have such low probabilitiesof occurrence that they do not contributein any

significantway to the expected riskvalues. A laterstudy by Sandia placed the

overallprobabilityof a truckor railshipmentof spent fuel'sbeing involvedin an

accidentsevere enough to cause,some releaseof radioactivematerialat lessthan

2.5 x 10.6per vehiclemile,or lessthan one for every 40 millionmiles travelled

(Shepherd 198 I,).

Wlimot et al.(1983)estimatedthe risksof transportlngnuclearwastes,both with

and without processing,over a 26-year period to each of the five potential

repositorysites.The reportindicatesthatthe smallnumber of fatalitiesexpected

from accidentsfsconsistentlylargerfor trucktransportation,ltisalsosignificant

that the estimatedfatalitiesare relativelyfew (Table6). Moreover, most recent

studieshave confirmedthese results.In an overview of riskassessments,Hamilton

et al.(1986)show the highdegree of congruenceamong II differentstudies(Table

7). Any apparent differencesare due largelyto the differentassumptionsabout

accident scenariosand source terms and do not reflectmajor discrepanciesin

statisticaland modelling techniques. The report also includesa review of

state-of-the-arttransportationriskassessmentmethods for severetruckaccidents.

The issues addressedinclude: the impact environment,fireenvironment,source

18
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TABLE S

CORRELATIONOF NUREG-0170ACCIDENTFRACTIONALOCCURRENCEAND
RADIOLOGICALHAZARDS AS A FUNCTIONOF ACCIDENTSEVERITY

Fractionof Fractionof
Accident Truck Train Radioactive Equivalent
Sever'fly Fractional Fractional Material Unshielded
Category Occurrences Occurrences Release<la/ Fuel_

._m_,_ - i_, .

I 0,55 0,50 0 0
II 0,36 0.30 0 0

111 0.07 0.18 0.01 0
IV 0,016 0,018 0,10 0
V 0,0028 0,0018 1 0
VI 0.0011 1.3x10-4 1 3,,18x10-7

VII 8.5x10"5 6.0x10"5 1 3.18x10-5
VI li 1,5x10"5 1.0x10"5 1 3,1Zx10"3

iiiii i i i __ i . i "ILL I I

a/ Radioactivegasesand vapors

Approximatesthe reductionin radiationshielding

Source: Finleyet al. (1980).
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TABLE 6

TOTAL RISKS FOR 26.YEAR PERIOD

RE,--;KDSITORYLOCATION

YUCCA
GI_ PER,M_AN PARADOX ,MT HANFORD

Once-Through Fuel Cycle
100%Truck

Radiological 6 8 I0 12 13
(latent cancerfatalities
Nonradiological 15 22 29 36 38
(fatalities)

100%Rail
Radiological 13 16 20 25 26
(latent cancer fatalities
Non,radiological 1.1 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.3
(fatalities)

Reprocessing FuelCycle
100%Truck

Radiological 7.7 II 13 14 16
(latent cancer fatalities)
Nom'adiological 26 45 61 69 78
(fatalities)

100%Rail
Radiological 17 24 31 35 36
(latentcancer fatalities)
Nonradiological 2,3 3.9 5.1 6.1 6.2
(fatalities)

SOURCE: Wilmot et ai. (1983,12)
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terms, probabilities of occurrence, and radiation doses. Although the discussion

focuses on truck transportation, most parameters would also be relevant for rail

accidents.

A risk asses._nent not reviewed by Hamilton et ai. is the "Shipping container

response to severe highway and railway accident conditions" (NRC 1986). lt

attempts to: I) assess the effectiveness of spent fuel casks in withstanding severe

highway and railway accidents and, 2) to assess the consequences to the public

resulting from these accidents. This study assumed that casks were designed,

manufactured, operated, and maintained in accordance with regulatory requirements

and standards, and did not consider the effects of human error, although it

suggests that any future study ought to do so. The first step of this study was to

determine the range of accident scenarios wlth loads and cask reponses exceeding

those implied by NRC cask test standards. The second phase of the study was to

assess representative truck and rail cask responses to these accident scenarios and

to show they could withstand the postulated accident conditions. Figure 2 shows a

schematic representation of the development of the report (NRC 1986). The

estimates are smaller than those in NUREG/CR-0170 (NRC 1977). The report

concludes that at least 99.4_ of truck and train accidents involving spent fuel will

result in negligible radiological hazards (i.e., fewer than those implied by current

regulations in l0 CFR 71). The remaining 0.6_ accidents will result in less overall

radiological risk than that estimated in NUREG/CR-0170.

In 1986, DOE completed the Yucca Mountain, Nevada Environmental Assessment

(EA) as required by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA). Hamilton et at (1986)

did not review this assessment, which included evaluation of ._ecific scenarios that

characterize the planned spent fuel transportation system. The study assesses risks

from rail, truck, and barge transportation, and is the main example of the DOE

approach to performing a comprehensive risk asses._ent of the transportation

system for spent fuel and other high level radioactive waste to the Yucca Mountain

repository. Scenarios included:

- A disposal system with and without a monitored retrieval storage (MRS) facility,

- Different routing options, and

- Different cask models.
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The consequence axmlysis of the DOE EA evaluates both radiological and

nonradlological impacts of normal and accident conditions. The Impacts that were

analyzed are assumed to cover the most severe consequences that could reasonably

be expected from the transportation of high level radioactive waste to the

repository. Accident condition Impacts are evaluated for three individual exposure

levels, corresponding to three classes of accident severity (DOE 1986, A-21). The

accident classes (4, 5, and 6) are taken from Wllmot et al. (1983) and ali would

produce consequences weil in excess of those covered by NRC regulations. Two

additional scenarios are evaluated for population exposure to severe accidents (DOE

1986: A-23): 1) an accident where material is released during an accident, ,

dispersed, and deposited on the &,round, and 2) an accident where the radionuclides

released are deposited in a reservoir that supplies drinking water.

The consequence analysis does not provide estimates of the expected risk to the

public from an accident. Rather, it estimates the severity of impacts given that an

accident occurred. To estimate consequences, the RADTRAN II model was

operationallzed using two transportation scenarios (one with and one without an

MNS) and three populatlon-density zones. Accident rates for shipments of

radioactive waste were assumed to be represented by accident statistics for general

commerce (DOE 1986: 7-95).

Much of the EA analysis is based on previous research for accident consequences

and rates (Sandqulst et al. 1985) and are consistent with other prior research

(Wiimot 1981, WLlmot et al. 1983, Neuhauser et al. 1:}84). The calculations in the

report predict 22 early fatalities from ground-deposition and 13 from

water-deposition scenarios for the most severe accident in an urban area. The

results are based on the assumption that no mitigating actions, such as evacuation,

are undertaken.

The results of, these studies allow many experts to conclude that "there would be

no significant loss of contents of shielding if an accident did occur" (Yu and Judd

1986, 24) and "that both expected and maximtun health effects from severe

transportation accidents are very low compared to other risks to which individuaIs

and the public at large are exposed" (Hamilton et al. 1986, 10-30), The OTA

concludes, similarly, that "the probability of an accident severe enough to cause

extensive damage to public health and the environment caused by a radioactive
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releasefrom a p.roperlyconstructedcask (emphasisadded) is extremely remote'

(OTA 1986, 109).

Other experts,however, have contested the view that the risksare negligible.

They point out that current cask-performancetestsdo not cover the range of

accident conditionsfor eithertruck or rail. Resnikoff (1983, 263) notes, for

example, that in 1982, truck firesoccurred that burned as long as 1.75 hours at

temperaturesreaching 1800 degrees Fahrenheitand trainfireshave lastedas long

as fivedays. These benchmarks exceed those specifiedin currenttests. Railroad

representativesalso argue that the probabilityof long and severe fireshas been

underestimatedand thatsome eventshave not been consideredin riskassessments,

such as storagefacilitiesnear tracksas wellas cargo in the traincan be set afire

(Paschall1978).

Important deficiencies in the studies discussed above when viewed with respect to

performing adequate risk assessments include:

- Design standards are assumed to be adequate to withstand severe accident
conditions,

- Tests of cask inte_ity generallyrelyon simulationand n_otreal casks,

- Casks are assumed to be fabricated,used,and maintainedproperlywith respect
to design standards,and

- The rolesof defectivequalitycontroland of human error are minimized or
ignored..

To complete a comprehensive risk assessment, many data are unavailable and the

development of a reliable data base may require further research, the identification

of _,bstltutes (e.g., expert judgment), or the use of analogous situations, lt is

noteworthy that the NRC ts currently performing a study to update its 1980 report,

NUREG/CR-0170 (Finley et al. 1980).

1.2.3 Sabotage

Intentional human acts, or sabotage, as causes for accidental release of radioactive

material remain a consideration. Sabotage includes deliberate destruction of

vehicles, manipulation of crewrnembers, hijacking of shipments, and theft of nuclear

material. The release of material in such cases depends not only on kinetic energ3



due to possible accident conditions, but also on interactive effects with explosives,

fires, water pressure, and external hazardous material, Although it is almost

impossible to quantify the probabii_ity of such events, their consequences have been

studied.

A scenario of sabotage in a densely populated urban environment of a truck

carrying three fuel assemblies was evaluated using the METRAN model to assess

the consequences of a major incident releasing I00% of the noble gases, 1.6%

cesium, and I_ respirable solid material from a s'1)e.nt fuel shipment. The potential

damage from that type of release was estimated to be up to 44 early fatalities,

2400 early morbidlties, and 910 latent cancer fatalities for different incident

scenarios (SAND76 1977, 194).

Both the NRC and DOE have conducted more recent studies on the potential

consequences of sabotage. The NRC experiments used model small-scale explosives

against simulated casks containing irradiated fuel (Schmidt et ai., 1982). The DOE

experiments included one full-scale and several small-scale tests (Sa_xdoval et ai.,

1983). The estimates of consequences from these studies suggest that no early

fatalities and fewer than 15 latent-cancer fatalities wou_d result. The assumptions

in the scenario were very favorable to the saboteurs, and the ,-tudy used worst-

case or near worst-case values for parameters, including fuel age, population

density, and lifetime of respirable materials. More recent studies have been

performed for the NRC by Battelle Columbus Laboratory (1986a, 1986b) but have

not yet been released by the NRC.

1.2.4 Human-Task Mismatches

The role of human factors in the transportation of spent fuel has l_een little

studied in the p_t, although these factors may play a significant role in initiating

or contributing to accidents or incidents in the transportation of _ent fuel a nci

other high level radioactive wastes. The importance of human-task mismatches in

many activities, including design, manufacture, operation, maintenance, ancl

inspection, has been clearly shown in many complex technological systen_ includin_

process plants, nuclear power plants, airline travel (Turner 1978, Rasmussen 1980.

Bellamy 1983, OTA 1986). Similarly, many methodologies for the evaluation of

human factors in error causation may be applied to the transl_ortation system for

spent fuel, CENTED researchers drafted a review of the litera_ure and the

e'L,e_
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development of a human-factors approach for the transpor_tion of spent fuel for

_e Yucca Mountain Socioeconomic Projec_ (Tuier, _rson, and Ratick 1988).

The qtmilty control programs of t.he NRC and DOE have been previously reviewed

and found deficient in a number of areas, Including the very limited number of

regulatory inspections and the inadequate system of enforcement and penalties

(Resnikoff 1983, Rothberg 1984, USGAO 1986, USGAO 1987). The unanticipated

discovery that one of the casks in Sandla's own destruction tests was tmproperty

manufactured (leading to the outer layer cracking In two places, and the lead

shielding's beginning to vaporize during a fIre test) exemplifies these existing

quality-control problems (Resnikoff 1983, 257).

On the other hand, much effort has been expended on the analysis of error

causation and the development of human reliability management programs (e.g.,

training) in a wide range of systems. In particular, methodologies have been

developed for the design, evaluation, and modification of technological systems to

improve human reliability (e.g., Meister 1971, Kantowitz and Sorkin 1983, Embry

1984, Pedersen 1985, Rasmussen 1986, Boll, Kaufman, and Beattie 1986, Salvendy

1987, Gael 1988).

Many studies that focus on other types of systems are relevant to the design,

implementation, operation, and maintenance of spent-fuel transportation system

components, including quality-control programs. A recent report by the National

Research Council (1988) provides an overview of the literature and important

research needs for human factors in nuclear power plant safety. Others have

addressed issues related to the design of systems and to the training of workers

(Bainbridge 1984, DhIilon 1986, Gael 1988). Additional reports have focussed on

transportation systems In general, including truck transportation (Wailer and Li

1979, Insurm_ce Institute for Highway Safety 1985, Waller 1985, .Jones and Stein

1987, Hertz 1987). The Office of Technology Assessment is currently preparing a

report on motor carrier safety, which will Include a chapter on issues of human

factors In truck safety (Page 1988).

One cannot assume that human factors issues In spent fuel transportation are

insiKnificant. Indeed, databases on spent fuel transportation show that failures

occur as a result of inappropriate human activities and poorly desi_rned or
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Lmplemented human-task systems and procedures. For example, the annual

transportation incident reports provided by the Nuclear l_egulatory Commission

(NRC) clearly demonstrate tlmt more than 50_; of ali incidents recorded in NRC

files, exclusive of those also reported by the DOT, may be attributed to human

error (Sandia National Laboratories 1977). In particular, packaging, handling, and

stowage account for the majority of cases involving human errors or deviations

from quality control. Similarly, the CENTED report lists a number of human errors

that have occurred in the transportation of spent fuel (Tuier, Kasperson, and

Ratick 1988).

The collection of data on human error is fraught with difficulties that stem from

the association of the reporting of failures with the assignment of blame and

responsibility. To counter similar problems in the nuclear power industry, the NRC

has proposed an "unobtrusive, voluntary, anonymous, third-party managed,

nonpunitlve human factors data gathering system" (NRC 1985a, NRC 1985b, NRC

1985c). The system is designed to encourage the reporting of incidents, accidents,

and other nonreported, but significant events related to human reliability. The

da_ are intended for use in identifying and quantifying factors that contribute to

reduced safety and reliability.

Human error databases with both qualitative and quantitative information have been

developed for a variety of systems (Rasmussen 1980, Swain and Guttmann 1980.

Lucas 1987). Unfortunately, no databases for spent fuel transportation, or even

truck and rail transportation in general, contain u_ful data related to human

error. Databases do exist for accident and incidents in truck and rail

transportation that identify human error as primary causal factors and contain

some information on human error (Table 7). The CENTED report (Tuler,

_rson, and Ratlck 1988) on human rel[ablllty in the transportation of spent

fuel provides a more thorough evaluation of capability of these databases to

s_ort human-factors analyses.

A recent report by OTA (1986) includes a discussion on human errors in the

transportation of hazardous materials and suggests possible error types in the

transporta_i, on of ._ent fuel, Based on a review of the DOT Hazardous Materials

Incident System (HMIS) data base, thls study identified human error as a m_0__?_

cause, of hazardous materials transportation accidents, a factor reported as the
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primary cause of 62% of the accidents and incidents reviewed. The H_MIS database,

however, Is not completely reliable. For example, the OTA (1986) study found that

compliance rates of reporting were not 100%. When a reportable incident or

accident occurred it was not always reported to DOT. Also, human error was only

identified when lt was a primary cause of failure and not when it was a

contributory cause. Thus, the estimates of human error rates are probably

underestimated.

Only a few previous risk analyses have considered the consequences of human

error in the transportation of spent fuel, and these, have generally focused on

failures related to cask usage (e.g., "cask closure, maintenance, valve operation).

However, other important sources of human error can affect cask integrity. For

example, failures in vehicle and other support equipment operation and maintenance

(e.g., cranes) can also lead to incidents involving casks.

The general neglect of human error issues in previous risk assessments arises from

the assumption that the probability associated with simultaneous human and

technical failures leading to major accidents ks negligible (Finley et al. 1980). This

lack of concern stands in marked contrast to government and industry concern

over human errors and recoverability in the operation of nuclear plants. The

primary rationale for this ks that the transportation system is a much simpler

system that does not require complex problem solving tasks. In addition, it is

generally assumed that cask technology is sufficient to ensure against the release

of radiation under extreme accident conditions and that, therefore, human errors

will not be. able to create sufficiently severe conditions to cause cask failure. This

assumption, however, ,is based on the highly suspect assumptions noted earlier on

accident conditions. Even the limited historical data available on spent-fue!

shipments suggest that human error has_ been a significant cause of incidents and

minor errors in the transportation system. Three studies that have evaluated

human error's in ,_'pent fuel transportation are reviewed.

An Assessment of the Risk of TransPorting S__p_t._Nuclear Fuel by Truck, PNL-2588
(Battelle Pacific Nortl_west Laboratory 1978).

A survey of industry cask handlers was used to determine the conditions of casks
during spent-fuei transportation, and the information was ultimately to be used in
risk analyses. The report attempts to estimate error types and rates in loading,
packaging, and normal transport of spent fuel in both truck and rail casks during
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the period of I970-1977. Certain limitations apply to the data resulting from this
study:

- None of the companies surveyed was subject to NRC oversight.

_.... The study assumes strict quality control requirements that were to result in "a
'/ / significant reduction in package errors," but this assumption has proven

/

erroneous. For example, since 1978 the frequency of exterior cask
_ contamination has been observed to be much higher than assumed in this study

(Nebraska Energy Office 1987).

- The survey approach used anecdotal information, which is subject to
uncertainties about the time period of observations and the circumstances
surrounding events.

- The full range of relevant error types was not considered.

_rtation of Radionuclides in Urban Environs, lkrUREG/CR-0743 (Finley et al.
1980 ),

This report concludes that the potential contribution of human error to severe
accidents is negligible. This conclusion results from the assumption that a
circumferential crack in a ('.ask is the mode of radioactivity release in an accident,
and that "human error...would not create the kinds of forces necessary to cause a
circumferential crack in the cask wail." Yet this is not the only route by which a
cask might release radioactivity (Resnikoff 1983).

Numerous methodological and data deficiencies plague this report. Specific
problems result from:

- The failure to address the increased vulnerability of a cask, incorrectly designed
or manufactured due to human error.

- Inadequate sources of data. The primary .sources were PNL-2588 (Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratory 1978) and DOT and NRC incident reports.
However, these data cannot support the claim of a "detailed error analysis"
because the PNL-2588 survey lacked rigor and its results were incomplete.

- Failure to use al/ of the available I_uman error from the survey completed in
PNL-2588, The analysis did not include known cases of human errors in cask
inspection, maintenance, and handling (Resnikoff 1983).

- The incorrect use of da_a. In fact, more than twice the number of errors could
have been identified [mm ava'llabte data (Nebraska Energy Office 1987).

Consequently, serious flaws mar the conclusions of the report. "['he full range of
human error types is not identified and, therefor _, estimates of accident probability
are too low. This is a significant problem because the report forrrs the basis of
the evaluation of human error in spent-fuel transportation for a worst-case
transportation accident and for DOE's (1986) assessment of transportation risks.
When it was suggested that human error in transportation was not treated
adequately in the DOE generic enviromnental impact assessment, the DOE response
was: "The DOE has considered the potential for human error in the assessment of
transportation risks...The results (of NUREG/CR 0743) indicate that the risks from
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human errors or deviations from accepted QA practices are extremely small l i.e.,
0.00012 Latent-cancer fatality per shipment year for packages tested to accident
conditions), and thus it is not meaningful to include these risks in the radiological
risk analysis for transportation" (DOE 1980, Appendix C.2.4.1.23).

A Review of the Effects of Human Error on the Risks Involved in Spent Fuel
Tran_rtation (Nebraska Energy Office 1987).

Thls study emphasizes human error In spent-fuel cask design, construction, use,
and maintenance. Tile report examines problems caused by a variety of types of
human error, including errors of Judgment. lt also addresses the issue of
imperfectly fabricated casks and improper use of casks due to human error, which
had received l_ttle attention in the past relative to the efforts made to assess the
effects of impacts and fires on casks. An important part of this study is an
extensive review of PNL-2588 (Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory 1978) and
NUREG/CR-0743 (Finley et al. 1980), which identified many of the problems listed
above.

The primary effect of a human error may be associated with a sin_'le shipment, a

single cask, or a specific cask design. Previous analyses examined only the first

category, and consequently they assume l) that errors are randomly distributed

among all shipments, and 2) low probability of human error and severe accidents

events occurring simultaneously. On the other hand, if an error affects a cask

design or a particular cask, errors are no_..ttrandomly distributed across all

shipments and, therefore, they may' affect multiple shipments.

Humar_ error databases with both qualitative and quantitative information have been

developed for a variety of syste_ra; (Rasmussen 1980, NRC 1980b, Lucas 1987).

Unforttmately, there are no databases for spent fuel transportation, or even truck

and rail transportation in general, that contain useful data related to human error.

Databases de exist tor accidents and incidents in truck and rail transportation that

identity human error as primary causal factors (Table 7)+ The CENTED report on

human reliability tn the transportation of spent fuel provides a more thorough

evaluation of databases available to support human factors analyses.

1.3 IMPACT MONITORING

Concurrent activities have occurred in the development of systems which can be broadly

classified as Lrnpact assessment models. Such efforts have been undertaken principally

by DOE contractors and researchers at Vanderbilt University.



DOE contractor activity has yielded several system components: (1) RADTR,-L\', (2)

HIGHWAY, (3) INTEELINE, (4) WASTES, and (5) STATEGEN (ORNL, October 1983;

ORNL, November 1985; Sandia, February 1986; Sandia, October 1987). RADTR.-LN

predicts radiological and non-radiological risks for each transport segment based on

segment characteristics. WASTES computes capital and operating costs associated with

the shipment in question, based on such factors as distance. HIGHWAY and INTERLINE

represent transportation network models for national road and rail systems, respectively.

STRATEGEN and its derivatives permlt a state to enter their own network and segment

characteristics. From this, certain routing analyses can be undertaken.

The major problem with the DOE effort has been its frag:uented nature and lack of

flexibility to inte&n'ate to a full-scale impact assessment model as is needed in the

preferred transportation system design. Furthermore, none of the models, either

individually or collectively, can handle the complex problem of identifying the preferred

shipment size and modal mix in addition to preferred routes from Nevada's perspective.

Researchers at Vanderbtlt University have taken a different approach to this problem

through the creation of a highly sophisticated computational environment that can

accommodate both routing and risk assessment, including consideration of shipment size

and modal mix (Abkowitz and Cheng, November 1988; Abkowitz, Cheng, and Lepofsky,

November 1988; Abkowitz and Cheng, 1988). The mapping system, data nmnagement, and

solution processes employed in this system permit considerably more flexibility for

handling the immediate needs of the preferred transportation system assessment and the

evaluation of future policy alternatives.

With respect to the preferred transportation system for Nevada, the development of a

comprehensive Impact _a._assment model is a central and high priority consideration as a

decision supix)rt system for the entire transportation evaluation effort. Because of the

need to address several aspects of this problem specific to Nevada and radioactive waste

movement, any impact assessment model to be utilized in Nevada will require much new'

development bullding off of the foundation of existing systems. At finis juncture, it

appears that the Vanderbilt approach is far more conducive to the interest of the State

in meeting preferred system nee(ts. Furthermore, the Vanderbilt model architecture also

permits the use of outside system developments as modules in the assessment process.

Consequently, attractive aspects of DOE contractor developments (such as economic cost

or radiation exposure models) can be fully integrated into the preferred impact
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assessment design. Additional network data gathered by the Nevada Department of

Transportation and other State agencies could also be easily integrated into the impact

assessment structure as previously defined.

1.4 LEGAL CITATIONS

1.4.t Case Annotations

Atomic Energy Act

l. An ordinance prohibiting the transportation and storage of spent nuclear fuel or

radioactive waste within a town is preempted by Atomic Energy Act and Hazardous

Materials TransR:x)rtation Act, because Congress established pervasive scheme of

regulation under both Acts providing for federal regulation of the safety aspects of

nuclear power industry and the transportation of hazardous materials in commerce.

_Jer__seyCentral Power & Light Co. v. Township of Lace.e.E,772 F.2d 1103 (3rd Cir. 1985),

cert. denied, 475 U.S. I013 (1986).

2. In enacting the Atomic Energy Act, Congress intended that the federal government

regulate the radiological safety aspects involved in the construction and operation of

nuclear plants but that the states retain their traditional responsibility in the field of

regulating electrical utilities for determining questions of need, reliability, costs and

other related state concerns. Pacific Gas and Electric Company v. State Ener_

Resources Conservation & Development Commission, 461 U.S. 190 (1983).

3. The primary purpose of the Atomic Energy Act isthe promotion of nuclearDower.

Pacific Gas and Electric Company v. State Energy Resources Conservation &

Development Commlmsion,461 U.S. 190 (1983).

Administrative Law

4. The United States, challenging a state statute which prohibits carriers from

transporting government property at rates other than those approved by the state public

utilities commission, need not first seek relief instate administrative proceedings before

a remedy will be supplied by the courts, where the issue presented by the challenge to

the state statute is a constitutional issue that the state commission can hardly be
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expected to entertain. Public Utilities Commission of the State of Colorado v. L'r,lted

States of America, 355 U,S. 534 (1958).

5. The fact that the Department of Transportation had issued an inconsistency ruling

did not dispose of preemption issue, as the inconsistency rulings are not derived from

adversary proceedings and simply present, advisory opinions of the Department of

Transportation. National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982),

af___.['_.d,698 F.2d 559 (Ist Cir. 1983).

6. Agency has authority to interpret its own regulations, and court must show

considerable respect to any such interpretation, National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke,

698 F.2d 559 (lst Cir. 1983).

7. In ascertaining the validity of a state's regulations governing carriers of liquefied

natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas, a district court could properly resort tor

guidance to the rulings of the Department of Transportation. National Tank Truck

Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp° 509 (D.R.I. 1982), afr'd, 698 F.2d 559 (Isr Cir. 1983).

8. When the meaning of an administi lve regulation is in doubt, the construction

given it by the agency which promulgated it can be conclusive. National Tank Truck

Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982), aff'_.__..dd,698 F.2d 559 (Ist Cir. 1983).

9. The doctrine of primary jurisdiction did not require resort to the Department of

Transportation prior to seeking a court ruling on the question of inconsistency between

city and federal regulations dealing with the transportation of hazardous materials. Cit_____/

of New York v. Ritter Transportation Inc., 515 F.Supp. 663 (S.D.N.Y. 1981), modified sub

nora., National Tank Truck Carrier% Inc. v, City of New York, 667 F.2d 270 (2d Cir.

1982).

CLEAN WATER ACT

10. One of the primary features of the 1972 amendments to the Clean Water Act is the

establishment of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), a federal

permit program which (1) is designed to regulate the discharge of polluting effluents;

and (2) pursuant to 30I(a) of the Act, generally prohibits the discharge of any effluent

into a navigable body of water unless the point source has obtained an NPD I:_Sperm_
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from the Environmental Protection Agency. International Pa_p_erCompany v. Ouellette,

479 U.S. , 93 L.Ed.2d. 883 (1987).

COI%gJERCE

ii. Federal statutes under which steam vessels and their equipment, including their

boilers, are inspected, approved, and licensed to operate in interstate commerce in

accordance with a comprehensive scheme of federal regulation, do not, under the

doctrine of preemption, bar a city from applying its smoke abatement code to steam

vessels operating in interstate commerce, notwithstanding that, unless they undergo

structural alteration, such vessels cannot, without violating the code, perform within the

city the necessary cleaning of their fires. Huron Portland Cement Company v. City of

Detroit, 362 U.S. 440 (1960).

12. In the exercise of the police power, the states and their instrumentalities may act,

in many areas of interstate commerce, concurrently with the federal government. Huron

Portland Cement Compginy v_z_.City of Detroit, 362 U.S. 440 (1960).

I3. Evenhanded local regulations to effectuate a legitimate local public interest in the

areas of interstate commerce is valid unless they are preempted by federal action or

they are unduly burdensome on commerce. Huron Portland Cement Comap_anny__y__.___Cityqf

Detroit, 362 U.S. 440 (1960).

14. A municipal smoke abatement code which does not exclude federally licensed steam

vessels from the port of the city, or destroy the right of free passage, does not so

burden the federal license granted a steam vessel as to be constitutionally invalid,

merely because, unless the vessel undergoes structural alterations, it cannot, without

violating t21e code, engage, while within the city, in necessary cleaning of its fires.

Huron Portland Cement ComPany v. City of Detroit, 362 U.S. 440 (1960).

15. Routing requirements of New York City Fire Department regulations dealing with

the transportation of tank truck quantities of liquefied petroleum gases and other

hazardous compressed gases were based on a legitimate local safety interest and did not

impose a disproportionate burden on interstate commerce. Cit), of New York v. Ritter

Transportation Inc., 515 F.Supp. 663 (S.D.N.Y. 1981), modified sub nora., National Tank

Truck Carriersz Inc. v. City of New York, 667 F.2d 270 (2d Cir. 1982).
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16. Those who would challenge bona fide state safety regulations must overcome strong

presumption of validity° Kassel v. Consolidated Freightways Corporation of DeLaware,

450 U.S. 662 (1981).

17. Burden of showing unconstitutionality of statute is on Party asserting it who must

demonstrate such fact beyond reasonable doubt. People of the State of New York v,

_, 466 N.Y.S.2d 923 (N.Y,C. Crim. Ct. 1983).

18. The Commerce clause of the federal constitution does not prevent states from

charging for services they provide. New Hampshire Moto r Transport Association v.

_, 751 F.2d 43 (lst Cir. 1984).

rg. No state) consistent with the commerce clause of the United States Constitution

may impose a tax which discriminates against interstate commerce by providing a direct

commercial advantage to commercial business. Permitting the individual states to enact

laws that favor local enterprises at the expense of out=of=state businesses would invite

a multiplication of preferential trade areas destructive of the free trade which the

commerce clause protects. American Trucking Associations_ Inc, v. Scheiner, 483 L'.S.

_., 97 L.Ed.2d 266 {1987).

20. Only undue or discriminatory burdens upon interstate commerce are forbidden by

the commerce clause of the federal constitution. American Trucking Associations, Inc.

v. Scheiner, 483 U.S. , 97 L.Ed.2d 266 (1987).

21. A state) consistent with the commerce clause of the federal constitution, may not

put a barrier around its borders to bar trade from other states under the guise of

taxation that produces an excluding or discriminatory effect. American Truckin_

.Associations)_ Inc. v. Schelner, 483 U.S, , 97 L.Ed.2d 266 (1987),

22. Under the commerce clause of the federal constitution) a state may not tax in a

manner that discriminates between two types of interstate transactions in order to favor

local commercial interests over out-of-state businesses. American Trucking Associations,

' Inc. v, Scheiner, 483 U.S. __) 97 L,Ed.2d 266 (1987).
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23. Participantsin interstatecommerce may be assessed a fee by more than one

jurisdictionand not violatethe commerce clauseof the federalconstitutionas tongas

the revenue measures maintainstate boundariesas a neutralfactor in the economic

decisionmaking ,sothat free tradeamong the statesisunimpaired. American Truckin_

Associations,Inc. v. Scheiner,483 U.S. _, 97 L.Ed.2d266 (1987).

24. A state tax that favorsin-statebusinessover out-of-statebusinessfor no other

reason than the locationof itsbusinessisprohibitedby the commerce ctause of the

federalconstitution.American TruckingAssociations,Inc.v. Schelner,483 U.S. _, 97

L.Ed.2d266 (1987).

25. Interstatecommerce has no immunity from state taxation. The proper test to

determine whether the tax violates the commerce clause is whether it produces a

forbidden effect. American Trucking Associations_ Inc. v. Scheiner, 483 U.S. __, 97

L.Ed.2d 266 (1987).

26. City firedepartment regulationswhich prohibitedtransportationof hazardousgases

by tank truck withincityexcept when no practicalalternativeroute existsand which

establisheda routingrequirementforthe authorizedtransportationof gaseswere based

on a legitimatelocalsafety interestand did not unconstitutionallyburden interstate

commerce as they appliedboth to intrastateand interstatecommerce. NationalTa,qk

Truck Carriers,Inc.V. city of New York, 677 F.2d 270 (2d Cir. 1982).

27. The inconvenience of driving around city or waiting for city curfew to lift were

not unconstitutionally disproportionate under the commerce clause when balanced against

public interest in avoiding catastrophic accident involving hazardous gases transported in

densely populated urban area. National Tank Truck Carriers_ Inc. v. City of New York,

677 F.2d 270 (2d Cir. 1982).

28. States are not prevented from propounding laws that affect interstate commerce

provided the laws serve a legitimate state interest and do not discriminate against

interstate commerce. National Tank Truck Carriers_ v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.[.

1982), afr'd, 698 F.2d 559 (lst Cir. 1983).
i "-----'--

29. The legal standard for determining whether a state's highway safety LegisLation

contravenes the commerce clause requires a determination of whether the stro[_g
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presumption of validity accorded state highway safety measures has been overcome by

showing that safety benefits were slight or problematical or merely illusory. American

Trucking Associations) Inc. v, Larson, 683 F.2d 787 (3rd Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459

U.S. 1036 (1982).

30. Under the commerce clause, discrimination against interstate commerce entails

Imposing burden on out-of-state vehicles that is not imposed on in-state vehicles or

favoring those from in-state over those from out-of-state. American Truckin_

Associations_ Inc. v. Larson, 683 F.2d 787 (3rd Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1036

(1982).

31. Statute requiringallmotor carriervehiclesto be periodicallyinspecteddid not

impose an unconstitutionalburden on interstatecommerce where the state had a

reasonablebasis to believe that inspectionof motor carriervehicleswas likelyto

discoversome defectivevehiclesand thatsome vehiclesdefectscontributedtoaccidents,

thereby meeting minimal requirementof showing that statutecontributedto highway

safety. American Trucking Assoclatlons?Inc.v. Larson,683 F.2d 787 (3rd Cir. 1982),

cert.denied,459 U.S. I036 (1982).

32. The commerce clause requires that some aspect of trade generally must remain free

from interference by states. When a state ventures excessively into regulation of these

aspects of commerce, it trespasses upon national interests, and courts will hold the

state regulation invalid under the commerce clause. Kassel v. Consolidated Freightways

Corporation of Delaware, 450 U.S. 662 (1981).

33. The state's power to regulate commerce is never greater than in matters

traditionally of local concern. Kassel v. Consolidated FreightwaysC_ration of

Delaware, 450 U.S. 662 (1981).

34. In considering the constitutionality of state regulations that touch upon safety and

the safety justifications al'e not illusory, the court will not second-guess legislative

judgment about their importance in comparison with related burdens on interstate

commerce. Kassel v. Consolidated Freightways Corporation of Delaware, 450 U.S. 662

(1981).
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35, State reg_jlations desl&med for purpose of promoting public health or s_]fet.v

nevertheless tnay further purpose so marginally and Interfere with com_lerce so

substantially as to be Invalld under the commerce clause. Kassei v. Consolidated

Frei_.htwaY s Co_rati0n of Detaware, 450 U.S. 662 (1981),

36. While the Supreme Court has been most reluctant to invalidate state re&_iations

that touch upon safety, es'pecially highway safety, the constitutionality of such

regulations nevertheless depends upon sensitive consideration of weight and nature of

state regulatory concern Ln tight of the extent of burden imposed on interstate

commerce. Kassel v, Consolidated Fretghtways Cg__ration ot Delaware, 450 U,S, 652

(1.981).

37. A state catmot constitutionally promote Its own parochial tnterests by requiring

safe vehicles to detour aroused it. Kassel v, Consolidated Frei hLtwa_o_ration of

Delaware, 450 U.S, 662 (198I).

38. Even where Congress has not acted, the commerce clause prevents states from

enacting barriers that obstruct free flow of Interstate cotnmerce. State legislation and

regulation designed to foster legitimate state Interest and applied without discrimination

against interstate commerce do not violate the commerce clause, even if there is an

effect on Interstate commerce. _le of the State of New York v. De__m_, 466

N.Y.S.2d 923 (N,Y.C. Crim,. Ct. 1983).

39. Statutes and regulations that prohibit transportation of flammable liquids within

New York City during rush l_ours comprlr, e a reasonable regulatory scheme designed to

promote public safety, do not attempt to dJscrtmlnate against non-local carriers in order

to protect economic interest of local carriers, and the minimal and incidental
-

, inconveniences which result from such a curfew are not unconstitutionally

disproportionate when balanced agai_st the state's interest in avoiding a potential catas-

trophe in a densely populated urban environment, Thus, the statutes and regulations are

not uncormtttutIortal under the commerce clause. People of the State of New York v._

__se_E, 466 N.Y.S,Ed 923 (N.Y,C. Crim. Ct. 1983},
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40, VVl_iIeno state may completelyexclude federally|icensedcommerce, a fedeFal

l_cense or certificate of compliance with minimLun federal standards does not immunize

the licensed commerce from inconsistent or more demanding state regulations. Florida

Lime and Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132 (1963).

4[. A state statute under which the federal government is barred from receiving more

advantageous shippEng rates Ln the state than those applicable to other interstate

shippers is not unconstitutional. The fact that the economic incidence of state price

regulation or taxation falls upon the government does not give rise to an implied

constitutional immunity from such regulation. Public Utilities Commission of the State

of Colorado v. United States of _cnerica, 355 U.S. 534 (1958).

DUE PROCESS

42. Regulations requiring the use of a two-way radio to alert appropriate federal, state

or municipal agencies of any accident or m_shap occurring within the state did not

violate the due process clause's proscription against vagueness. National Tank Truck

Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982), aff'___dd,698 F.2d 559 (Isr Cir. 1983).

EQUAL PROTECTION

43. A state statute requiri.n_; hazardous materials and waste transporters to obtain a

state license for an annuai fee did not violate the equal protection clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment. New Hampshire Motor Trans_rr Association v. F!___n,751 F.2d

43 (lst Cir. 1984).

44. Applying the rational basis standard, a state regulation must be upheld if the

state's clarification is rationally related to a legitimate state interest.

National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982), afr'd, 698 F.2d 559

(ist Cir. 1983).

45. States are given broad discretion to create classifications where social concerns

such as the safety of the state's citizens and property are involved, but they cannot act

in a patently arbitrary or irrational way. National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535

F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982), afr'd, 698 F.2d 559 (Isr Cir. 1983).
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46. Regulations concerning two-way radios, Immediate reporting of accidents,

illumination of headlights, and vehicle inspection did not contravene the equal protection

or commerce clauses. NationalTank Truck Carriersv. Burke, 535 F.Supp.509 (D.R.I.

1982),a__ff'__dd,698 F.2d 559 (IsrCir. 1983).

47. A state statute requiring ali motor carrier vehicles to be periodically inspected was

not unconstitutional as a violation of equal protection by reg'ulating chassis but not

automobiles where the state could reasonably decide that tractor-trailer combinations

represented dlst[nct category of vehicles with special safety problems that warranted

more stringent safety inspection requirements than those imposed on automobiles.

A.merican Trucking Association% Inc. v. T _rson, 683 F.2d 787 (3td Cir. i982), cert.

denied, 459 U.S. 1036 (1982).

48. Charges of one dollar levied by a state and by a municipality on per_ns enplaning

a scheduled commercial airliner to help defray costs o_ airport constn_ction and

maintenance cUd not violate federal constitution, where both interstate and intrastate

flights were subject to the same charges. The charges reflected a fair, if imperfect,

approximation of use of facilities for whose benefit they were imposed, and there was

no showing that the charges were excessive in relation to costs incurred by taxing

authorities. Evansville-Vanderburgh Ai_rt Authorit Z District v, Delta Airlines, Inc.,

405 U.S. 707 (1972).

49. Regulations relating to the transportation of flanuz:able liquids within New York

City during rush hours impose far more stringent restrictions on carriers picking up and

making final delivery of hazardous cargo within New York City than on their

counterparts who merely pass through the city en route to other destinations, thus

vitiating a claim of unfair discrimination against non-local carriers who are subJect to

curfew reg_lations only. P.__._gleof the State of New York v. Dernpsey, 466 N.Y.S.2d 923

(N.Y.C. Crim. Ct. 1983).

50. A state statute prohibiting the transportation or sale in the state of avocados

containing less than eight percent of oil, by weight, excluding the skin and seed, is not

an irrational discrimination between persons or groups of persons and therefore is not

invalid under the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Florida Lime

and Avocado G_rowers_Inc. v, Paul, 373 U.S. 132 (1963).
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION ACT

51. The purpose of statutes and regulations reLatiJ_g to transTx0rtation of flammable

liquids within New York City during restricted hours is to promote public safety, as

times of travel have been restricted In order to keep hazardous cargo movement out of

extremely heavy rush hour traffic. People of the State of New York v. Dem_sey, 466

N.Y.S.2d 923 (N.Y.C. Crim. Ct. L983).

52. The State of Ohio t_as standing to seek judicial review of a federal regulation

which by its terms preempted a state statute requiring prenotlfication of shipments into

or through the state of any large quantity of special nuclear material or by-product

material. State of Ohio v. United States Department of Transportation, 766 F.2d 228

(6th Cir. L985).

53. An ordinance prohibiting the transportation and storage of spent nuclear fuel or

radioactive waste within a town is preempted by Atomic Energy Act and Hazardous

Materials Transportation Act because Congress established pervasive scheme of

regulations under both Acts providing for federal regulation of tl_e _fety aspects of

nuclear power industry and the transportation of hazardous materials in commerce.

Jersey Central Power & LiK.ht Co. v. Township Of Lac_e_.y,772 F.2d II03 (3td Cir. 1985),

cert. denied, 475 U.S. I013 (1986).

54. Although a primary Congressional objective Ln enacting the Hazardous Materials

Transportation Act would be the promulgation of uniform, national standards in

hazardous nmteriais transportation, preemption of state regulations regarding highway

safety is not to be uadert_ken lightly. Given the legitimate concern the state has for

the persons a.nd property within its boundaries, the propriety of local highway safety

regulation has long been recognized. National Tank 'Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535

F.Supp. 509 (D,R.I. 1982), af_f'_.d.,698 F.2d 559 (Isr Clr. 1983).

55. While s_tes and localities are not prevented entirely from issuing rel_ilations in

the area of hazardous materials transportation, the scope of such regulations is limited

by the domimmt role a_Igned to the Department of Transportation by Congress.

National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I, L982), aff'...__d.,698 F.2d 559

(Isr Cir. 1983).
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56. The relationship between a federal statute and a state regulation must be evaluated

as the statute and regulation are interpreted and applied, and not solely as they are

written. National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R,I. 1982), aff'd, 698

F.2d 559 (lst Cir. 1983).

57. A regulation must actually conflict with the Hazardous Materials Transportation

Act in order to be deemed inconsistent with it and thus preempted. National Tank

Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982), afr'd, 698 F.2d 559 (1st Cir.

1983).

58, As to "accident report" requirement, Interpretation by Department of

Transportation of its regulation as forbidding similar state regulations aimed solely at

hazardous materials carriers and not justified by an emergency was reasonable. The

Department could readily have found conflict between Rhode Island's requirement and

the Department regulation as so interpreted and for that reason requirement was

inconsistent with federal law and therefore invalid. National Tank Truck Carriers v.

Burke, 698 F.2d 559 (Isr Cir. 1983).

59. If a state regulation is inconsistent with the Hazardous Material Transportation

Act, then that regulation is invalid by mandate of Congress. National Tank Truck

Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982), aff°._._dd,698 F.,2d 559 (Ist Cir. 1983).

60. City f'.'re department regulations which governed routing of hazardous gases

transported by tank truck in city as enforced were entirely consistent with and in

furtherance of federal regulations and their underlying purposes. They were, thus, not

preempted by federal statutes and reg_iatlons as there was no direct conflict between

city routing and curfew regulations and federal regulations, and the city routing

requirements imposed only a necessary delay and allowed a practical alternative to

travel through a heavily populated area. National Tank Truck C_rriers v. City_._o_f___'e_'

Yor_._..kk,677 F.2d 270 (2d Cir. 1982).

61. Regulatlons concerning two-way radios, lighting of headlights, immediate reporting

of accidents to the state police, and inspection requirements were not unreasonable, and

their promulgation was authorized by the General Assembly. National Tank Truck

, 2d 559 (1 Cir. 1983).Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp, 509 (D.R.I. 1982) af.f'._dd,698 F. st
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62. Regulations concerning a permit and application, curfew, and subsequent writtea

notice of an accident were preempted by the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act,

but the requirements concernt1_g two-way radios, Immediate reporting of accidents,

illumination of headlights, and vehicle inspection were not inconsistent with HMTA.

National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F. Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982), aff'd 698 F.2d 559

(Ist cir. 1983).

63. HMTA does not call for complete preemption of ali state regulations in this area.

National Tank Tri.mk Carriers v. Burke, 608 F.2d 819 (lst Cir. 1979),

64. The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act empowers the Secretary of

Transportation to protect the nation adequately against the risks of life and property

that are inherent in transportation of hazardous materials in commerce and permits

Secretary to exercise discretion in determinh_g appropriate level of safety. _ of New

York v, United States Department of Transportation, 715 F.2d 732 (2d Cir. 1983), cert.

denied, 465 U.S. 1055 (1984).

65. Congress did not intend the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act regulations to

maximize public safety, particularly on jurisdiction-by-juri._Uction basis, as evidenced by

nonpreemption procedure that was added so that the Department of Transportation could

limit preemptive force of federal regulations to secure more stringent regulations by

local authorities. Cit.,y of New York v. United States Department of TranN>ortation, 715

F.2d 732 (2d Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S. I055 (1984).

66. Under the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, Congress did not intend to

impose requirement on Department of Transportation to compare modes of transportation

to determine which mode ts safest, thereby pitting the various modes of transportation

in direct competition because only one mode of transl_)rtation can be the safest mode

for any given task. _ of New York v. United States Department of Transl?ortation,

715 F.2d 732 (2d Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S. I055 (1984).

67. The inclusion of the express preemption provision makes it clear that Congress did

not intend the HMTA and its regulations to occupy the field so completely as to

preclude any state or local action. Undated Speech by E. Economides, HM-164: Hig_h___av

Routing of Radioactive Materials.
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68. Appendix A ts not a re_lation which Imposes obligations to act. lt was not

intended to replace the two-prong test for determining the inconsistence of an existing

state or local rule. Rather, it was intended to advise state and local governments

contemplating ruiemaking action as to the likelihood of such actions being deemed

inconsistent. Undated Speech by E. Economides, HM-164: Highway Rout__inK__of

Radioactive Materials.

69. New York City Fire Department regulations prohibiting the transportation of tank

truck quantities of liquefied petroleum gases and other hazardous compressed gases in

New York City, except when authorized by the fire commissioner and then only when in

conformance with routes prescribed by the commissioner, were consistent with, and in

furtherance of, federal regulations issued under the Hazardous Materials Transportation

,Act and motor carrier _fety regulations issued under the Interstate Corrunerce ,Act.

Thus, they were not preempted by federal law, notwithstanding that the effect of such

regulations was to require trucks of liquefied gas going from, New Jersey to Long Island

to use a circuitous route through less heavily populated areas of the city. City of New

York v. Ritter Transportation Inc., 515 F. Supp. 663 (S.D.N.Y, 1981), modified sub nora.,

National Tank Truck Carriers y. CI._tZof New York, 667 F.2d 270 (2d Cir. 1982).

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COI_KMISS_ON

71. A rail carrier may not ask the Interstate Commerce Commission to take cognizance

of a claim that a commodity is too dangerous to transport where there are Department

° of Transportation and Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations governing such

trans_rtation and those regulations have been met. Railroads cannot refuse to haul

any materials which meet the regulations, but they may seek approval of stricter

practice that was shown to be just and reasonable. Akron_ Canton & Youngstown
2

Railroad_yy v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 611 F.2d I162 (6rh Cir. 1979),

cert. denie_i, 449 U.S. 830 (1980).

_. 72. The long history of the railroads' carriage of nuclear materials and the continuing

national neeca for such carriage took the railroads' transport of r_uclear materials from

realm of "accommodation or special engagement" where the Interstate Commerce Act's

rate-makLng provisions do not apply. Akron_ Canton & Youngstown Railroad Compan__ny_v.

. Interstate Commerce Commission, 611 F.2d 1162 (6th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 449 U.S.

= 830 ( 1980 ).
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73. Question of possible liability for damage resulting from carriage or commodity is

within Interstate Commerce Commission's jurisdiction as regulator of economics of

interstate rail transport. _ Canton a You.9._.own Railroad Company v. Interstate

Commerce Commission, @ll F.2d I162 (6rh Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 830 (1980).

74. While the Department of Transportation and the Nuclear Regulatory Cormnission

have exclusive authority to promulgate industry-wide standards for carriage of

radioactive materials, the Interstate Commerce Commission may allow individual rail

carriers to make more, but not less, stringent rules for their carriage of hazardous

materials. Akron, Canton & Youngstown Railroad _m_.______Zv_. Interstate Commerce

Commission, 611 F.2d 1162 (6rh Cir. 1979) cert. denied, 449 U.S. 830 (1980).

75. A state statute requiring hazardous materials and waste transporters to obtain

state license for an annual fee did not conflict with and, thus, was not preempted by

the Interstate Commerce Act. New Hampshire Motor Transit Association v. Fl,vnn.,

751 F.2d 43 (lst Cir. 1984).

76. Interstate Commerce Commission's preference of rail over truck carriage of spent

nuclear fuel was both within Commission's primary jurisdiction arid supported by

substantial evidence. Akron_ Canton & Youngstown Railroad Company v_ Interstate

Commerce Commission, 611 F.2d 1162 (6rh Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 830 (1980).

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

77. Although tra_w_ortation of radioactive materials through city poses risks that

warrant careful consideration, Department of Transportation did not violate National

Environmental Policy Act in deciding that envi:onmental L-npact statement was not

required when Department promulgated regulations governing transportation of large

quantities of radioactive materials by highway. City of New York v. United States

Department of Transportation, 715 F.2d 732 (2d Cir, 1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S. 1055

(1984).

78. The Department of Transportation's assessment of risks of failure of casks used for

translx)rtation of radioactive materials was not arbitrary and was not susceptible to

attack on judicial review of regulations promulgated by Department governing the
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transportation of large quantities of radioactive materials by highway. City of_Ne,____Z

York v, United States Department of Transportation, 715 F.2d 732 (2d Cir. 1983),

cert. denied, 465 U.S. 1055 (1984).

79. The Department of Transportation adequately considered potential effect of human

error in connection with transportation of large quantities of radioactive materials by

highway and, therefore, probability assessments were not insufficient for failing to

consider human error. _ of New York v. United States Department of

Transportation, 715 F.2d 732 (2d Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S. I055 (t984).

80. In promulgating regulations to govern transportation of large quantities of

radioactive materials by highway, the Department of Transportation did not abuse its

discretion in declining, on jurisdictional grounds, to consider possibility that saboteurs

or terrorists could disrupt nuclear shipments and precipitate high-consequence accidents.

City of New York v. United States Department of Transportation, 715 F.2d 732 (2d Cir.

1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S, I055 (1984).

81. The Department of Transportation had discretion to apply overall risk analysis in

its environmental assessment of regulations promulgated to govern transportation of

large quantities of radioactive materials by highway. City of New York v. United States

Department of Transportation, 715 F.2d 732 (2d Clr. 1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S. 1055

(! 984).

PERMITS & FEES

82. A charge designed only to make user of state-provided facilities pay a reasonable

fee to help defray costs of their construction and maintenance may constitutionally be

imposed on interstate and intrastate users alike. Evansville=Vanderbur__h_Airpor_

Authority District v. Delta Airlines) Inc., 405 U.S. 707 (1972).

83. Charges of one dollar levied by a state and by a municipality on persons enplanJ:.,r

a scheduled commercial airliner to help defray costs of airport construction and

maintenance did not violate federal constitution, where both interstate and intrastate

flights were subject to the same charges. The charges reflected a fair, if imperfect,

approximation of use of facilities for whose benefit they were imposed, and there ',_as

no showing that the charges were excessive in relation to costs incurred by taxing
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authorities. Evansville-Vanderburgh Airport Authority District v. Delta Airlines, Inc.,

405 U.S. 707 (1972).

84. A state may impose a reasonable charge on vehicles engaged exclusively in

interstate commerce as their fair contribution to the cost of construction and

maintaining the public highways. American Trucking Associations_ Inc. v. Scheiner, 483

U.S. m, 97 L.Ed.2d 266 (1987).

85. A state statute requiring hazardous materials and waste transporters to obtain

state license for annual fee of $25 or single-trip of $15 Imposed a "user fee" that was

not constitutionally excessive In relation to costs. It_ thus, did not violate the

commerce clause of the federal constitution, where record showed significant numbers of

hazardous materials trucks and spills; showed hazardous material transport imposed

significant costs upon state when state sought to prevent, or had to deal with,

consequences of the spills; and showed state had made significant prevention,

enforcement, and cleanup efforts. New Hampshire Motor Transport Association v.FI_,

751 F.2d 43 (lst Cir. 1984).

86. Burden of proving excessiveness of a user fee under the commerce clause of the

federal constitution fails upon the party challenging the fee, not the state. Ne,,_

Hampshire Motor Trans'port Association v_, 751 F.2d 43 (lst Cir. 1984).

87. In an action challenging a state's urr fee under the commerce clause of the

federal constitution, the question is the relationship between the amount the fees raise

and the amount the state likely s'l)ends. The commerce clause does not require states or

courts to trace individual dollars. New Hampshire Motor Transport Association v. Flynn,

751 F.2d 43 (Ist Cir. 1984).

88. The fact that 75 percent of the state license fees actually collected from

hazardous materials and waste transporters would not be spent on hazardous materials

transport did not render such fees unlawful under the commerce clause of the federal

constitution, since the manner in which the fees themselves were actually spent was

irrelevant in determining the constitutionality of the fees. New Hampshire Motor

Transport Association v, Flynn_, 751 F.2d 43 (Isr Cir. 1984).
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89. State license fees required of hazardous materials and waste transporters reflected

a fair, if imperfect, approximation of the use of facilities for whose benefit they were

imposed, since relevant expenditures were those made for, or on account of, hazardous

materials truckers, and there was no other group identified who in fact should have

paid a portion of the fees. New Hampshire Motor Transport Association v._, 751

F.2d 43 (lst Cir. 1984).

90. The commerce clause of the federal constitution does not prevent states from

charging for services they provide. New Hampshire Motor Transport Association v.

F[__J_, 751 F.2d 43 (lst Cir. 1984).

91. The fact that other states could impose license fees upon hazardous materials and

waste transporters did not render state statute requiring such transporters to obtain a

license invalid under the commerce clause of the federal constitution. The federal

Department of Transportation could promulgate regulations pursuant to the federal

Hazardous Materials Transportation Act prohibiting or controlling the imposition of

excessive license fees, if the resulting system of state license fees greatly raised

transport costs or seriously burdened interstate commerce. New Hampshire Motor

T_Lransport Association v. F!Znn_, 751 F.2d 43 (lst Cir. i984).

92. The fact that a license to transport hazardous materials and waste could be

purchased only during regular office hours and, apparently, not at night or on weekends

did not piace state's statute requiring transporters to obtain the license in conflict with

speedy transport mandate of federal Hazardous Materials Transportation Act so as to

require preemption of the statute by the federal Act, since such impediment was

inherent in the administration of any licensing scheme. New Hampshire Motor Tran_

A.ssociation v..Flynn, 751 F.2d 43 (lst Cir. 1984).

PREEMPTION

93. Within constitutional limits, Congress may preempt state authority by so stating in

express terms. Absent explicit preemptive language, Congress' intent to supersede state

law altogether may be found from a scheme of federal regulations so pervasive as to

make reasonable the inference that congress left no room to supplement it. Pacific Gas

and Electric Com_.._.v. State Energy Resources Conservation & Development

Commission, 461 U.S. 190 (1983).
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94. Even where Congress has not entirely displaced state regulation in a specific area,

state law is preempted to the extent that it actually conflicts with federal law. Pacific

Gas and Electric Company v. State Energy Resources Conservation & DeveLopment

Commission, 461 U.S. 190 (1983).

95. In enacting the Atomic Energy Act, Congress intended that the federal government

regulate the radiological safety aspects involved in the construction and operation of

nuclear plants but that states retain their traditional responsibility in the field of

regulating electrical utilities for determining questions of need, reliability, costs and

other related state concerns. Pacific Gas and Electric Company v. State Ener_£

Resources Conservation & Development Comn_ission, 461 U.S. 190 (1983).

96. In view of state's avowed economic purpose behind enactment of statute

conditioning the construction of additional nuclear power plants on a finding by the

state Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission that adequate means

of disposal are available for nuclear waste, the statute was not preempted by

congressional regulation of the field of nuclear safety. Pacific Gas and Electric

Com_._.State Energy Resources Conservation & Development Commission, 461 U.S.

190 (1983).

97. State law is preempted If it stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment of the

full purposes and objectives of Congress, Pacific Gas and Electric Company v. State

Resources Conservation & Development Commission, 461 U.S. 190 (1983).

98. Conflicts between state and federal regulation are not to _e sought out where none

clearly exists. Huron Portland Cement Comply v. Cit>, of Detroit, 362 U.S. 440 (1960).

99. In determining the validity of state's exercise of its police power which is

challenged under supremacy clause, there is an assumption that the state's powers were

not to De superseded by federal statute unless that was the clear and rrmnifest purpose

of Congress. One of the legitimate inquiries is whether the Congress has explicitly or

implicitly declared that states are prohibited from regulating the subject matter in

question. Even if Congress has not completely foreclosed state participation in the

particular area, a state statute is void to the extent that it actually conflicts with a

valid federal statute and such conflict will be found where compliance with both federal .._
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and state regulations ts a phys,;ca! _iIx)ssibility. Ra_.a.zv.. Atlantic Richfield Co_rupiahS.., 435

U,S. 151 (1978).

!00. A state or city is not prevented from enforcing local laws having purposes other

than purposes of the federal law, _a.fi_ v. Atlantic Richfield Com_an_.,y, 435 U.S. /51

(1978),

101. Inasmuch as the Secretary of Tran._rtation has neither promulgated his own tug

requirements for Puget Sound tanker navigatio[_ nor decided that no such requirement

should be imposed at all. the State of Washln_on's tug escort requirements in its

Tanker Law t_ave not been preempted under the supremacy clause Ray v, Atlantic

Richfle!dCo.__n.jE, 435 U.S. 151 (1978).

• 102. lt is not necessary for a federal statute to provide explicitly that particular state

laws are preempted, Although court_ sl_ould not lightly l_fer preemption, it may be

presumed when the federal legislation is sufficiently comprehensive to make reasonable

the iJ_ference that Congress left no room for supplementary state regulation. In

' addition to express or implied preemption, a state Law also is invalid to the extent it

actua|ly conflicts with a federal statute, and stands &_ an obstacle to the

accomplishment and execution of the f_ttl purlx)ses and objectives of Congress.

International Paper Company v. OucLlette, 47'9 U,S, __. 93 L.Ed.2d. 883 (1987).

103. Federal law may preempt state law in any of three ways: (I) by Congress, in

enacting federal law, explicitly defining the extent to which it intends to preempt state

law (2) absent express preemptive lm_guage, by C_ngress indlcating an intent to occu_.v

an entire field of regulation, bn which case. the states must leave ali regulatory activity

- in that area to the federal government; and (3) If C,on_ress ha_ not displaced s_ate

j regulation entirely, by preempting state law to the extent th_t state law actually

conflicts wi_.h federal Law, as when compl[ance with both state and federal iaw is

in_ible or whe_x the state Law stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and

. execution of the full purposes and objectives of Confess. M_an Canners ancl

Freezers Amsc>ctatlon, lhc. v. A&n'icultural Ma____rke_Ini[and Bargai__ni_LngBoard., 467 U.S. 46t

_ (1984).

104. A provision within a federal statute that it "shall not be construed to change or

modify existing state _aw" does not elin_nate the preemptive effect of the statute on a
_
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state law to the extent ttuat lt actually conflicts wit2_ the federal statute. ._Tichig__L_

Canners and Freezers As,_latLon,!nc. v. Agricultural MarketinK.a__d Bargaining Board.

467 U.S. 461 (1984).

I05 Irl determining whether a state regulation has been preempted by federal action,

the intent to supersede the exercise, by the state of its police power as to matters not

covered by tim federal legislation Is not to be inferred from the mere fact that

Congress has seen fit to circumscribe Its regulation and to occupy a limited field. Such
i

an intent on the part of Congress is not to be [ml)lied, unless the act of congress,

fairly int.erpreted, Is in actual conflict with the law of the state. Huron Portland

Cement Co m_, v. City of Detroit, 362 U.S. 440 (1960).

I06. Where state legislation is in conflict with federal legislation, the state legislatic._

must fail. _ v. State of Washin_.'o._nn, 302 U.S. I (1937).

107. State action in a matter affecting interstate commerce is not excluded, except to

the extent to which Congress has exercised [ts paramount authority. K_ v. State of

Wash_n_on, 302 U.S. 1 (1937).

I08. An exercise by a state of its police power is superseded by a federal action cniy

where the repugnance or conflict is so direct and positive that the two acts canno_ be

reconciled or consistently stand together. Kelly v. State of Washingto__E!n,302 U.S. I

; (1937).

I09. A state statute is not invalid where it regulates areas not regulated by the federal

government. Ke.._ v. State of Washtn_pn, 302 U,S. i (1937).

II0. In considering whether a state ts precluded from enforcing [ts laws Ln a particular

area because of federal laws based on the commerce clause of the federal constitution,

the United State,_ Supreme Court's first inquiry is whether Congress, pursuant to its

power to regulate commerce, has prohibited state regulation of the particular aspects of

commerce involved. Jones v. Rath PacktnK C._._.,430 U.S. 519 (1977).

11 I. In a field which Congress is said to have preempted has been traditionally occupied
e

by the states, Lt will be assumed that the historic police powers of the states were not

: to be superseded by the federal act unle_ that was the clear and manifest pur3_ose of
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-_ Conl_'ess. Such ata assumption provides assurance trust the federal/state balance will not

be..disturbed unintentionally by Congress or unnecessarily by the courts. Jones v. Rath

, PackinLCx2_., 430 U.S. 519 (1977).

11_. Under the supremacy clause of the federal constitution, Congressional enactments

z that do not exc!ude ali state legislation ha the same field nevertheless override state

laws with which they conflict. Jones v. Rath Packing Cd., 430 U.S. 519 (1977).
_

-: 113. With regard to the criterion for determ_lng whether state and federal laws are so
=

tnconsLstent that the st.ate law must give way, the United States Supreme Court's task-

__ is to determine whether under the circumstances of the particular case, the state's law
- stands as an obstacle to thl_. accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and

2 objectives of Congress. Such an haquiry requires the Court to consider the relationship

: between state and federal laws as they are interpreted and applied, not merely as tlney

are written. Jones v. Rath Packin_ C__.o_.,430 U.S. 519 (1977),
2-

- 114. A regulation must actually conflict with t:he Hazardous Materials Transportation

" Act ha order to be deemed haconslstent with it and thus preempted. National Tank

._ Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982), 9ff'_.dd698 F.2d 559 (lst Cir. 1983}.

115. A state law is void If it conflicts with a federal statute. A conflict exists where

compliance with both is a physical impossibility or where the state law stands as an

- obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of

Con_:ress. National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. 1982), aff'd

- _98 F.2d 559 (Ist Cir. 1983),

116, The relationship between a federal statute and a state regulation must be evaluated
as the statute and retgttlatlon are interpreted and applied, and not solely as they are

written. National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D,R.I. 1982), aff'cl 698
-=

___ F.2d 559 (Isr Cir. I9831.
=.

=_ 117. Although a primary Congressional objective in enacting the Hazardous Materials

Transportation Act would be promulgation of uniform, national standards in hazarclous

__ materials transportation, preemption of state regulations regarding highway safety is not
-=_

_--_ to be undertaken lightl, y. Given the legitimate concern the state has for the persons
2.

-= and property within its boundaries, the propriety of local highway safety regulation _,as
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long been recognized. National Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 <D,,_.[.

!982), aff'd 698 F.2d 559 (Isr Cir. 1983).

118. State highway safety regulations carry a strong presumption of validity. National

Tank Truck Carriers v. Burke, 535 F.Supp. 509 (D.R.I. I982), aff'd 698 F.2d 559 (Isr Cir.

1983).

I19. An ordinance prohibiting the transportation and storage of spent nuclear fuel or

radioactive waste within a town is preempted by the Atomic Energy Act and the

Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, because Congress established pervasive scheme

of regulation under both Acts providdng for federal regulation of the safety aspects of

nuclear power industry, and the transportation of hazardous materials in commerce.

Jersey Central Power & Light Co. v. Township of LaceE, 772 F.2d 1103 (3rd Cir. 1985),

cert denied, 475 U.S. 1013 (1986).

120. The test of whether both federal and state regulations may operate or whether the

state regulations must give way is whether both regulations can be enforced without

impairing the federal superintendence of the field, not whether they are aimed at similar

or different objectives. Florida Lime and Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132

(1963).

121. A holding of federal exclusion of state law is Inescapable and requires no inquiry

into Congressional design where compliance with both federal and state regulations is a

physical impossibility for one engaged in Interstate commerce. Florida Lime anci

Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132 (1963).

122. A federal regulation that is comprehensive for some purposes does not displace

state regulations adopted for other purposes. Florida Lime and Avocado Growers, Inc.

v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132 (1963).

123. A state regulation in the exercise of its historic police powers is not deemed

displaced by federal law in the same area unless that was the clear and manifest

purpose of Congress. Florida Lime and Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132

(1963).
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124. Federal law preempts state and local law where compliance with both feder_l and

state retaliations ts a physical impossibility. ,City of New York v. Rifler Trans-portatk)n,

Inc__, 515 F.Supp. 663 (S.D.N.Y. 1981), modified sub nora., National Tank Truck Carriers.

Inc. v. City of New York, 667 F.2d 270 (2d Cir. 1982).

125. In the absence of a direct conflict, federal law will preempt a state law which

stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and

objectives of Congress. City of Nev_ York v. Rifler Transportation) inc., 515 F.Supp.

663 (S.D.N.Y. 1981), modified sub nora., National Tank Truck Carriers, Inc. v. City of

New York, 667 F.2d 270 (2d Cir, 1982).

PREEMPTION -- RAIL

126. Tl_e Federal Railroad Safety Act evinces total preemptive intent and is intended to

preempt field of railroad safety and authorizes Federal Railroad Administration to issue

preemptive accident reportin_ regulations. National Association ofR____et__a!o__ry- Utili______t_¢

Commissioners v. Coleman, 542 F.2d 11 (3td Cir. 1976),

127. The Congressional mandate of Federal Railroad Safety Act to provide broad federal

regulatory authority over ali areas of railroad safety necessarily includes authority to

fashion uniform national accident reporting requirements as well as substantive safety

standards. National Association of Re___latory Uti___il_ty_Commissioners v. Coleman, 542

F.2d 11 (3rd Cir. 1976).

128. The savin_ clause in Federal Railroad Safety Act, under which states are

permitted to adopt regulations to eliminate essentially local safety hazards, was designed

to enable states to respond to local situations that are not statewide in character and

not capable of being adequately encompassed within uniform national standards.

National Association of R_to__ty_Utilitz_Co_mmissioners v. Colerrmn, 542 F.2d 11 (3rd

Cir. 1976).

129. Regulations, under Federal Railroad Safety Act, providing nationally uniform

requirements for reporting of railroad accidents to Federal Railroad Administration

preempts states only with respect to monthly accident reporting requirements and does

not prevent states from requiring rail carriers to provide L.qu_ediate notification of

accidents in order to enable states promptly to launch their own investigations, nor does
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it forbid states from requiring railroads to furnish copies of cl_onthly reports filed _,_th

Federal Raitroad Administration and submis_ion of reports. National _sociation :,r

_tory Utill_y Commissioners v, Coleman, 542 F.2d Ii (3td Cir. I976).
=

P RI .XL-XRYJURISDICTION

130. The doctrJ.ne of prinmry jurisdiction requires the complainant first to seek retief in

the administrative proceeding before a remedy will be supplied by the courts, Pubtic

Utilities Commission of the State of Colorado v. Ur_ited States of America, 355 L'.S. 531

(1958),

13I, If an administrative proceeding might leave no remnant of a constitutionai questior_

for decision by the courts, the administrative remedy plainly should be pursued, Where

the only question ts whether it is constitutional to _asten the administrative procedure

onto the litigant, the administrative agency may be defied and judicial relief sought ,_s

the only effective way of protecting the asserted constitutional right. Public Utilities

: Commission of the State of Colorado v, United States of America, 355 U.S. 534 (1958).

ST,_D ING

132. The State of Ohlo has standing to seek judicial review of a federal _'eg_;lal:i()n

which by its terms preempted a state statute requiring prenotification of shipments into

or through the state of any large quantity of special nuclear material or by-product

material. State of Ohio v, United State.ss.Dee_artment of Transl_!'tation, 766 F.2d 228

(6rh Cir. 1985).

i33. To have standing, a plaintiff must point to some harm the defendant has inflicted

or is about to infllct on hl_u, and that is susceptible to judicial remedy through nn

award of damages oi" _lUltable relief. State of Ohio v. United States_ De2artment oi

Translx_rtatlon, 766 F.2d 228 (6th Cir. 1985).

134. To have stm idi_g, a plaLntiff must allege that challenged action has caused hirr_

• injury in fact, economic or otherwise, State of Ohio y.Uni_..___te._d.._State_.___s !3__q.epartmentof

. Transportation, 766 F,2d 228 (6rh Cir. 1985).

_
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135. A party who shows that it has suffered actual or threatened injury as res_Jlt of

putatively illegal conduct of defendant has standing. State of Ohio v. United States
oO

D__e:partment of Transportation, 766 F.2d ,_,.8 (6lh Cir. 1985).

136. Standing requires that asserted interest of a party be within zone of interests :o

be protected or regulated by the statute or constitutional guaranty i._ question. State

of Ohio v. United States Department of Transportation, 766 F.2d 228 (6lh Cir. t985_.

1.4.2 Law Review Annotations

1, Comment, Federal S_u_p£emacv versus Legitimate State Interests in ',:uclear

Ret.gulation: Pacific Gas & Electric and Silkwood, aa Cath, U.L. Rev. 899 (19841. This

comment reviews tlae history of nuclear power regulation by the federal and state

governments and discusses tt_e constitutional basis for challenging state regulation on

preemption gro_mds,

2. Thompson, The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act: Chemicals At Uncertain

Crossroads, i5 Transp, L, d. 411 (1987). This article addresses the relationship between

constitutional and statutory rules affecting hazardous materials transportation and the

evolving common law of hazardous materials transportation.

3. Note, The Role of Localities and the Transportation and Disposal of Nuclear Waste,

18 U. Rich L. Reb. 655 (1984). This note discusses federal preemption principles as

applied to the attempts to regulate nuclear transportation and disposal by Louisa

County, Virginia and Spotsy[vania County, Virginia.

4. Low Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Sites, 18 Gonz. L. Rev. 605 (1982-I983).

This note dlscus.e_s the Court of Appeals Decision in Washinston State BuildinE &

Constr. Trades v_..Spel.____, 68_. F.2d 627 (9lh Cir. 1982), cert. denied, I03 S. Ct. I89I

(1983).

5, Norton, Policy Issues In the Routing of Ra_oactive Materials Shipments, 2t .',,at.

Resources J, 693 (1981). This article reviews a number of aspects of the U.S. DOT

guidelines for selecting routes and reviews a number of aspects of hazardous materials

routing decisions from a methodological viewpoint.
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6. Montange, The Initial Environmental Assessments for the Nuclear Waste Repository

under Section I12 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, 4 J. Envtl. L. 187 (1985). This

article focuses on the requirements for the environmental assessments required under

Section I12 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

7. Marten, ReKulation of the Transportation of Hazardous Materials: a Critique and

Proposal, 5 Harv. EnvtI. L. Rev, 297 (1981). This article is a description and analysis of

the regmlatory system for hazardous materials transportation and a proposal for reform.

8. Hogue, Regulating the Transportation of Hazardous Materials Over the Nation's

R_dways, 15 Transp. L. J. 149 (1986), This article discusses the controls that have

been placed upon the transportation of hazardous materials through federal, state and

local legislation and formulated a number of goals that might be accomplished through

legislation.

9. Goldberg, State and Local Nuclear Transportation Permit and Fee Requirements, _5

Transp. L. J. 389 (I986). This paper addresses the legality of state and local nuclear

transportation, permit and fee requirements, and discusses the constitutional, judicial

and administrative principles involved.

10. Giglio, Transportation of Spent Nuclear Fuel: Need for Flexible Regulatory System,

12 Envtl. Afr. 51 (1985). This article discusses the risks involved in transporting spent

fuel by highway, the current federal regulatory scheme regarding the transportation of

spent nuclear fuel, the balance of federal and non-federal regulatory powers, and the

litigahon concerning the validity of HM-164; and it evaluates the possibility of utilizing

barging or shipping as a method of transporting spent fuel.

Ii. Cummings and Utton, Mana_._ Nuclear Wastes" _ Overview of the Issues, 21

Nat. Res. J. 693 (1981). This article discusses an overview of the _.ssues invoived in the

management of nuclear waste.

12. Brown, Insurance and Inde_mni___ttZ Coverage for Public Liabi_l!ty Associated with

Nuclear Materials in Transportation, 17 Forum 1326 (1982). This article discusses the

Price-Anderson Act.
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13. Bracken, Transportation Controls Under the Clean Air Act: A Legal ._a_, ',5

B. C. Ind. & Com. L. R. 749 (1974). This article examines the efforts of Congress and

the states to reduce air pollution c_used by motor vehicle emissions, and it discusses

tl_e constitutionality of the Clean Air Act.

14. Note, Bannin_ the Transportation of Nuclear Waste: A Permissible Exercise of the

States' Police Power? 52 Fordham L. Rev. 663 (1984). Thls note analyzes whet_,er,

under the supremacy and commerce clauses of the United States Constitution, a state

has the authority to hnpose a "ban on the highway transportation of nuclear waste

within its borders.

15. Comment, A Federal Re_,_ulation of Certain Bulk Hazardous Cargo: Focus on the

Great Lakes, 28 Buffalo L. Rev. 795 (1979). This comment examines federal regulation

of the transportation of bulk hazardous cargo on the Great Lakes so that the analysis

of the problem of hazardous cargo transport may be comprehensive.

16. Trosten & Ancarrow, Federal-St_ite-Local Relationships__tnT....___ra_.n_rting Radioactive

Materials: Rules of the Nuclear Road, 68 Ky. L. J. 251 (1979-1980), This article

explores the constraints under the supremacy clause of the United States Constitution

on state and local regulation of transportation of radioactive materials.

17. Overcast & Dively, Options for Gathering Information About Shipments of

Radioactive and Other Hazardous Material, 53 Tenn. L. R. 559 (1986), This is a report

of a study conducted by the Battelle Human Affairs Research Center, commissioned by

the United States Department of Transportation and the United States Department of

Energy, of state and local approaches to gathering information concerning shipments of

radioactive and other hazardous materials.

18. Notes, Radioactive Material Transportation: Federal Regulators Pose Roadblocks To

Local and State Initiatives, 35 Syracuse L. Rev. 1235 (1984). This note analyzes Local

and federal efforts to regulate highway transportation of radioactive material and, in

particular, the preemption of local laws under the Commerce Clause and the Atomic

Energy Act.

19. Comment, Preemption of Local Laws by the Hazardous Materials Transportation

Ac__.J.t,53 U. Chi. L. Rev. 654 (i986). This comment analyzes preemption under HMTA.
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20. Cain, Routes and Roadblocks: State Controls on Hazardous Waste Imports, 23 Nat.

Resources J. 767 (1983). This article explores means by which states nmy restrict

hazardous waste Imports.

21. Notes, Transportation of Nuclear Material: The Public Challenge, I I Camden L. J.

63 (1979). The note analyzes deficiencies In the regulatory scheme and examines the

constitutionality of state and local restrictions.

22. Note, Clty of New York v. United States Department of Tran,_ortation: Urban

Radioactive Waste Transportation Gets Another Green Lij_,t, 7 J. L. & Poi'y 177 (1986).

This note analyzes the Department of Transportation's actions In failing to prepare an

enviromnental hnpact statement In adopting HM-164.

23. Note, The Need for Exacting Legislation Re._ulating the_Shipment of Radioactive

Wastes In Vermont, 8 Vt. L. Rev. 407 (1983). This note addresses the inadequacies of

the federal regulations and the need for regulation within the state of Vermont.

24. England, Recent Regulatory Deve!o_pments Concerning the Transportation of Nuclear

Fuel and Other Radioactive Materials, 7 Envtl. L. 203 (1977). This article examines the

regulatory framework as it existed at the thne of its publication and proceedings before

the ICC concerning rail trans1_ortation of nuclear fuels.

25. Church & Norton, Issues in Emergency Preparedness for Radiological Transportation

Accidents, 21 Nat. Resources J. 757 (1981). This article discusses preparedness for

transportation accidents, outlining the major issues and decision areas regarding

preparedness for radiological emergencies.

26. Quarle_ Rail Transportation of EPA.-Rel[uiated Hazardous Waste, 17 Forum 857

(1981-1982). This article discusses the regulations with which railroad carriers must

comply in order to transport hazardous waste.
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The following articles address the Isle of hazardous materials transl_rtation.

2'7. Air Transportation of Radioactive Materials and Passenger Protection Under

International Law, 5 Calif. W. Int. L. J. 425 (1975),

28. Increasing Complexity in the Re_rulation of Hazardous Materials Transportation, 54

Transp. Prnc. J. 68 (1986).

29. Internatlon._al ReKulation of Transfrontier Hazardous Waste Shipments: A New EEC

Environmental Directive, 21 Tex. Int'l L. J. 85 (1986).

30. Preemption under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954' Permissible State Re,relation of

Nuclear Facilities' Location. Tran.sportation of Radioactive Waste Dis_o.sa_._II,l 1 Tulsa L.

J. 397 (1976).

31. Radioactive Material - Passenger Notice of Carriage - Injunction to Order an ._ir

Carrier to Give Adequate Warning to Passengers When a Significant Amount of

Radioactive Material Was to be Shipped on its Flights was Properly Denied Because the

Doctrine of Pr imaw Jurisdiction was Required Prior to Agency Action, 42 J. Air. L. 906

(1976).

32. Recent Developments in the Transportation of Hazardous Materials, 10 Transp. L. J.

97 (1978).

33. R.R.eegulatingthe TransRc2_rtation of Dangerous Goods, 21 Alta L. Rev. 488 (1983).

34. Transportation of DangerotLs Substances, 31 U.N.B.L.J. 135 (1982).
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2.0 SYSTEM DESIGN

2.1 VOLUMES AND TIMING OF SHIPMENTS

There really is no benchmark literature in this area. The schedule for transport of

spent fuel from waste generation sites to the repository site is subject to considerable

uncertainty at this time, as issues related to cask carrying capacity, consolidation, and

truck/rail/barge shipment options are investigated. Recently, DOE revised its own waste

acceptance schedule, beginning in the year 2003 (DOE/OCRWM June 1988).

For the development of the preferred transportation system, Nevada's Nuclear Waste

Project Office has an opportunity to take the lead in identifying preferred schedules

and shipment sites through application of its comprehensive risk assessment and risk

management system. This could include both the identification of preferred shipment

sizes and modal mix, and also preferred numbers of annual, daily, and time-of-day

movements. Potential actions also include consideration of restrictions on travel during

the peak hours, or through l_eavy employment areas during the daytime and heavy

residential areas at night (Cox and Turnquist 1986). It may also be appropriate to avoid

time periods when schools are either beginning or ending.

J

2.2 CASE DESIGN AND TESTING

Since the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, not the Department o_ Energy, is responsible

for content of the sections of the Code of Federal Regulations controlling cask design,

testing and quality assurance, most of the analytical publications on these subjects have

been sponsored by NRC. Contractors performing the studies have, however, often been

' DOE labs or the private firms that operate DOE labs. To understand DOE's proposed

transportation system as lt regards cask questzons thus requires examination of both

DOE and NRC publications.

2.2.1 Basic Rules and Guidance Documents

The primary operant docLunent on cask design, testing and maintenance is Part 71

of Title I0 of the Code of Federal Regulations; also known as I0 CFR 71. Entitled

: "Packaging and Transportationof RadioactiveMaterial,"itgoverns the spent fuel

containersto be used by DOE forNWPA-sponsored shipments. Written intechnical

terms by legal minds, its 25 pages are not easily fathomed by the non-specialist.
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To ease its interpretation, NRC has L_ued "Regulatory Guides" that expand on such

items as the "Standard Format and Content of Part ?l Applications for Approval of

Packaging of Type B, Large Quantity and Fissile Radioactive Material" (Reg. Guide

7.9) and "Establishing Quality Assurance Programs Used in the Transport of

Radioactive Material" (Reg. Guide ?.lO). These Guides, in conjunction with lO CFR

?l, form the backbone of the rules on the acceptability of a cask.

DOE has recently (March 1987) issued a guide of its own for DOE certification of

containers entitled, "Packaging Review Guide for Reviewing Safety Analysis Reports

for Packagings." This 100 page loose-leaf book was prepared by Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), a DOE lab, to centralize and correct the

rather loose and disjointe d certification processes previously performed by DOE's

regional offices. It is a:readable approach to i0 CFR 71 and also guides the

reader into the "DOE-Orders" that perform much the same function as NRC's

Regulatory Guides, while usually shorter and limited in scope. Under the amended

NWPA, DOE must use NRC-certified containers, so it is essential to understand

NRC's approach to design approval. Since it is unclear, however, where DOE's

responsibility for the actual casks begins, lt is also essential to understand DOE's

interpretation of [ts powers as delineated in its Orders. For example, while NRC

has established rules for an acceptable quality assurance program and requires that

such a program be part of the cask design's license (called a Certificate of

Compliance), DOE's field offices will likely consult DOE Order 5700.6B on "Quality

Assurance" should a question arise at the repository, MRS or cask maintenance

facility. The DOE Packaging Review Guide appears, in its early drafts, to suggest

(in at least some areas) that DOE may be striving for a more rigorous cask

= analysis for casks used by its own labs than NRC presently requires for casks to

be used under NWPA. Such an ambitious step may lead to confusion and conflict

on the proper safety level for NWPA shipments. In light of DOE's poor past

safety performance at its own facilities, this may also be unrealistic.

: 2.2.2 Analytical Documents

. Many studies have been published by NRC and DOE concerning specific topics

related to casks, e.g., leak tightness of seals or fracture resistance° No one stud.v

: focuses sufficiently on cask questions to give a full background on the issues.

Three studies stand out, however, in their overviews of the interrelation between

cask design and testing standards, and real world conditions. "An Assessment of
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the Risk of Transportation of Spent Nuclear Fuel by Truck" (DOE November 1978)

is unique in its effort to quantify the effects not only of severe accidents, but

also of cask design variations, mechanical failures, and human error. Some of its

assumptions are dated now (e.g., use of 150-<lay-old-fuel), and others have been

proven eroneous (e.g., likelihood of certain problems was underestimated); but its

general approach is good, For example, it examined an idealized cask's response to

fires longer and hotter than the regulatory standard, developing some possibilities

that have yet to be answered by subsequent analyses (e.g., the danger of a release

may be greater after a fire is out than during the blaze because of the delayed

transfer of heat to the fuel in the cask). PNL-2588 also attempted, via somewhat

unprofessional surveys, to determine the incidence of various types of human errors

in cask maintenance. It is the only federal study to have made this effort. Thus

its somewhat amateur analyses then became the bases for later studies (e.g., in

NUREG/CR-0743) of human error.

A second document of note is "Shipping Container Response to Severe Highway and

Railway Accident Conditions" (NRC February 1987). The "Modal Study" is the

NRC's most recent effort to reassure the public that the casks would have survived

intact even if involved In the worst actual accidents to occur in recent U.S.

history. Via computer simulations of an idealized, perfectly manufactured and

maintained cask, the LLNL authors concluded that the present test parameters

(e.g., 30-minute fire at 1475 degrees F) were sufficient to guarantee containment in

over 99% of ali accidents. Careful examination of this study indicates that too

many simplifying assumptions may have been made. For example, the Caldecott

Tunnel gasoline fire in 1982 was assumed to last a total of 40 minutes in the

simulation. While it is true that the fire may have equaled or exceeded the

regulatory standard temperature for about 40 minutes, it actually lasted

significantly longer. Since a cask surface would not have reached the flame

temperature still prevalent after 40 minutes, heat transfer into a cask could have

continued until the fire was extinguished; fully an hour later. Other questions of

this study (which is being distributed in a simplified booklet form) have arisen

concerning its peer review by Denver Research Institute, an organization with no

background in the handling of radioactive materials. While a useful analysis of the

response of a perfect container to an approximated reality, this study needs in-

depth, independent confirmation prior to further acceptance or use.
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The thJxdstudy of note is "A Scoplng Study of Spent Fuel Accidents"(NRC ,June

1979). A remarkablycandid document on what is _eeded to properlyassesscask

responses to severe accldenU_ _lhlsstudy attempted to quantify the level of

knowledge, and ignorance,presentlyheld in thisarea. lt concluded that much

more needs to be done in the manner of analysisand actual tests,to support

presentfederalconclusionsabout cask safety. Since littlehas been done over the

past 9 years to fillthe gaps revealed by this study, lt is stillsubstantially

accuratealthoughltisoccasionallybased on overlyconservativeassumptions(e,g.,

150-day-old-fuel).lt is essentialreadingfor those who may be swayed by the

idealizedtechnicalanalysesthatform the basisfor DOE and NRC claimsabout the

risksinvolvedin spent fuelshipments.

2.2.3 DOE Versus Preferred Transportation System

There are four areas in which major differences exist between the DOE planned

transportation system and the preferred system:

- Enhancements of test standards, design methodologies and testing methocls,

- Design improvements to reduce human error,

- Tracking equipment utilization or problems, or fuel assemblies, and

= - Use of non-federal personnel in overseeing parts of the plan.

i In general, very few of the available formal studies address these differences.

Most of them support the existing methods and standards. This is not surprising

: sincemost do not pay any attentionto the critiquesfrom eitherinsideor outside

of the nuclearindustry,To do so would admit that the statusquo, which many of

_- the authors and their labs helped to create,had seriousdeficiencies.Thus a

situationsuch as that which existed prior to the Three Mile Islandaccident

" prevailsin the area of nucleartransportation(i.e.,everythingwould be fineifonly

the criticswould justbe quiet).

There have been a few studiesthat do questionspecificaspectsof the designor

testing standards. The present puncture analysis method is criticizedin

NUREG/CR-0930 and the magnitude of a crushenvironment isfound to exceed the

test standard by NUREG/CR-1588. Failuresin manufacturing are discussedin

=_ SAND-79-1424 and SAND-78-0309. Ways to avoid steel fracture are covered in

i
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NUREG/CR-1815. For the most part, however, the t_ases for pressing for

improvements in design and testingcan be best understoodby startingwith the

, followingstudiesand utilizingthe referencescitedby them. Many of these are

internalor unpublisheddocuments not generallyavailable.

- The Next Nuclear Gamble: Transportation and Storage of Nuclear Waste by the
Council on Economic Priorities.

- Transportation of Hazardous MateriaLs by the Office of Technolog_y Assessment.

- A Review of the Effectsof Human Error on the Risks Involvedin Spent Fuel
Transportationby the Nebraska Energy Office.

- Report to the Presidentby the InteragencyReview GJroupon N dclear Waste
Management by the U.S. Department of Energy (the IRG study).

- Social and Economic Aspects of Radioactive Waste Dis_.sa_.___lby the National
Research Colmcil.

The validityof the critiquesisbased on the collectionof many isolateditems from

numerous sources,not on any singlemajor study, The best sourcesfor such items

are obtained through analysisof the dockets on existingcasks certifiedby the

NRC and DOE. Such data ismaintainedin the document rooms of these agencies

in Washington, D, C. and isobtainableeitherby specificdocument purchase from

the agencies or under the Freedom of InformationAct (FIOA).

= The need to track equipment utilization is based specifically on the records of the

NAC-I and IF-300 casks, the workhorses of the nuclear industry (most spent fuel
=

shipments used the seven NAC-I casks or the four IF-300 casks). The history of

: the NAC-I is documented in NRC docket no. 71-6698 and is synopsized in The Next

Nuclear Gamble. Aspects of the IF-300's story are discussed in the Review of the

Effects of Human Error and detailed in docket no. 9001. Fuel assembly problems

have also been caused by manufacturinf_ deficiencies. Discussions of these problems

often show up in annual studies of fuel utilization by both NRC and DOE. Such

studies are available from those agencies, but are not in a form easily useable by

the lay reader. Professional papers are the best starting point to an understanding

in this area.

The use of non-federal personnel is covered in the CEP, OTA, and IRG studies, as

well as several NRC-sponsored studies of radioactive materials _ransportation in
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individu_l states. Most convincing evidence in this area, however, comes from

action notices and press releases covering problems in container contamination

found by state personnel in states having low-level nuclear waste dumps (i.e.,

Wash.ington, South Carolina, Nevada). These documents are mentioned in the NRC

Weekly Bulletin and background ts obtainable via specific document purchases and

the FOIA,

2.2.4 Sufficiency of Existing Dat_ Sources

A recent Congressional publication sheds some interesting light on past problems

with cask design, construction and maintenance. In response to criticisms of

exlst_,g spent fuel casks, NRC, DOE and DOT were asked by a Congressional

committee for details and comments. The "Hearings before the Subcommittee on

Surface Tr_rtatlon on the Transportation of HazardotLs Materials, April-May,

1987 '° covers the withdrawal, or restriction° from service of numerous casks used

over the past: two decades. Of note in these proceed_gs ts the different way in

which each agency treats the same facts regarding container design, testing and

use. lt is obvious that the analytical approaches of these three cer cifying agencies

are not equivalent; as prescribed by federal regulations, lt is also obvious that the

commu_icatlon of facts between levels of the same agencies and among the

different agencies is spotty or non-exlstent. This leads to r.he conclusion that

studies and their reviews of cask-reLated subjects may also be lacking in depth.

This suspicion is borne out by inconsistencies between technical studies and

between ar_aiytical methods involved in cask designs, plus the almost total

ignorance of actu_l cask problems by those responsible for quality assurance

programs. The value of offlclal data sources in decision-making is therefore quite

Itv_tecL

There is thus a need for more thorough rese..arch and presentation of the

unpublished _nts that form the bas_s of the critiques of the DOE's planned

sTi_em, To successfully confront the supporters of a technical status quo has, in

the past, required a major accident, usually involving loss of life and property.

The hazards of nuclear materials do not allow the "luxury" of such proof o_

deficiencies, lt is therefore essential that the basis of the preferred system be

better documented through the following actions:

- More thorough research of studies in related industries (e.g., other hazardous
materials transportation case s);
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- Develop probabilistic risk assessments and perform simulated and real accident
tests that include examples of human error and equipment/fuel failures in order
to quantify their impact;

- Perform a thorough review of foreign experience and innovations in this area to
demonstrate the opportunities and methods to improve the existing situation.

Comparison of the results with those of the past formal studies will show the

value of better design, testl_g, Inspection and maintenance of the containers, fuel

and equipment.

2.3 MODAL MIX

Modal mix and truck and railshipment optionsunder considerationare ua_iqueto the

DOE repositoryprogram. Consequently,thereexistslittleexternalliteraturerelevantto

these subjectareas. The principalliteratureon these issuesappears in DOE position

statementsand DOE contractorreports(DOE 1986).

While the studiesof railand truck shipmentoptionsprovidesome operatingdetailand

potentially usable information in defining various vehicle configurationsunder

consideration,DOE's treatmentof modal mix has been superficial.Consequently,it is

expected tl_atalthoughsalientaspectsof the DOE effortwillbe utilizedin developing

the preferredsystem,much new development effort,particularlyfor examining modal

mix, willbe needed. The interrelationshipbetween modal mix, routingand shipment

volume as key decision variablesin the preferred transportationsystem must be

recognizedin the context of thiseffort.

2.4 ROUTING

Routing decisloras l_ave significant Lmplic_tions on the level and distribution of societa_

_ risk associated with hazardous _mteriais shipments. In a formal sense, this involves tl_e

selection of paths through the transport network cormecting the shipment origin and

destination(Abkowitz and Cheng 1988; Saccamanno, Aerde, and Queen 1987). The

criteriamay includeavoidinghigh accident locations,highlypopulated corridors,or

congested areas,includinghighway reconstructionsiteswhere trafficconcentrationis

: expected to be heavy. In most if not ali c.x_ses, a trad_,_off exists between societal, r_sk
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and carrier cost. Routing decisions are likely to Increase the length of haul for the

carrier, which will serve to raise the shipment cost,

Route selection has been a primary focus for hazardous materials and an issue of lesser

concern for hazardous wastes, except radioactive wastes (NRC 1977; Neuhauser,

Cashwell, Reardon, and McNalr 1984). For hazardous materials, the techniques involve

simple decision rules based on minimum "cost" paths (Brogan and Cashwe[l 1985; Joy,

Johnson, Fore, and Peterson I984). Many routing studies have been patterned after a

methodology developed by Barber and Hildebrand (1980) for the Federal Highway Ad-

ministration (FHWA). Unfortunately, these approaches do not reflect an attempt to

spread the flows and reduce the additive risks of concentrating flows on a limited

number of links. Also, the use of average values ignores the spectrum of consequences

that can result as well as the "risk profile" attached to shippIng a given commodity via

a given route.

This suggests an immediate need for more fundamentally sound routing methodoiogies.

A key element in this process is the notion of perceived risk (as opposed to technical

risk) and the major role this difference plays In the route evaluation process. Our

society appears to be risk averse. This is revealed in public surveys which indicate that

the perception of risks involved in a hazardous materials trans_x_rt shipment generally

exceeds that of tt_e technically-measured risk. Hence, risk evaluation functions are

typically non-linear and convex. This means that Larger consequence incidents, arid

sometimes even greater accident frequencies, are given a disproportionately heavier

weight than the smaller ones. Despite His phenomenon, most route selection methods

have characterized risk and expected consequences by linear objective functions. Thus,

development of the preferred system wiU require some fundamental development of

improved routing methodology. Principal areas of development should focus on

non-linear route optimization techniques ,and the implications of imposing risk equity

constraints.

2.5 EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE STANDARDS

One major research empha.sis has been concern for the balance between vehicle design

considerations and the maintenance of weight limitations corresponding to the vehicle

weight and payload (cask). DO[_: has Lnitiated efforts to study removai of

"non-essential, items from the basic operating system in favor of boosting carryip, g
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capacity. The effects of human factors on safe operating performance have also been

considered in this regard, with implications from noise, temperature, vibration, cab

configuration, and braking systems. Most recent attention has been focused on

standards related to safe truck operations. Definitive pieces in this area have recently

been completed by Battelle (Abkowitz, Abkowitz, and Lepofsky September 1988) and the

Office of Technology Assessment (OTA September 1988).

As it relates to the preferred system design, however, neither DOE nor any other

organization has gone much beyond the stage of Issue Identification. lt is expected that

further development will take piace in this area as modal mix, and truck and rail

shipment options become more clearly identified.

2.6 INFRASTRUCTURE

A starting point for evaluating the Lmpact of transporting the HLNW to Yucca Mountain

on Nevada's highways is an inventory of the routes that might be used to transport the

spent fuel. Much of the required data can be obtained from the Nevada Department of

Transportation. Information required includes the volume capacity of the routes, the

condition of pavements and bridges and the cost for maintalcning, rehabilitating and

constructing new facilities. _hwa¥ Capacity Manual is the guide for performing

highway capacity analysis. An impressive amount of research has been conducted in the

development of new materials and technology to design, construct and maintain bridges.

Numerous publications discussing pavement management, surface treatments, performance,

rehabilitation and design are available. Also, economic assessment models have been

developed to evaluate the cost of maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of

existing facilities and constn_ctlon of new facilities.

2.6.I Data Bases

The Nevada Department of Transportation maintains a considerable volume of useful

highway information, However, not all of the data required for impact analysis or

system management ts assembled in a central data base.. Information is maintained

by severa! divisions within NDOT. Some of the data is in the form of logs, and is

readily available. Other information must be obtained from constn_ction plans.

The NDOT Research Division can provide data on the width and number of lanes

for federal aid and state routes in the form of multiple log books. Information
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regarding the thicknesses of pavements can be obtained from the Research

Division, However, this information is contained in the construction plans and is

not readily available. Information regarding horizontal and vertical curves, grades

and pa_ing-stght distances are not readily available either.

The Research Division publishes several useful documents. The Federal Aid Urban

Route Log (NDOT Urban System 1987) contains the description of ali routes that

are on the Federal Aid Urban System. The log gives information on road t_pe,

road width, number of lanes, mileage, year of [ast construction and 1990 functional

classification. The functional highway classification is defined as the character of

service the routes are expected to provide in 1990. Bridges and overpasses are

included, if they are at least 20 feet long. The Federal Aid Primary Route Log

(NDOT Primary Routes 1987) contains the descriptions of ali routes in the Federal

Aid Primary System. The total mileage of this system is 1,875. The log gives

information on road type, road width, number of lanes, mileage, year of last

construction and 1990 functional classification. Bridges and overpasses are

included, if they are at least 20 feet long. The Federal Aid Secondary Route Log

(NDOT Secondary Routes 1987) contains the descriptions of ali routes [n the

Federal Aid Secondary system. The total mileage of the secondary system is 2,361.

The log gives h_formation on road type, road width, number of lanes, mileage, year

of last construction and 1890 functional classification. Bridges and overpasses are

included, if they are at least 20 feet long. The Federal Aid Interstate Route Lo_

(NDOT Interstate Routes 1987) contains the descriptions of ali routes in the Inter-

state System. The log includes routes under construction and proposed Interstate

alignments. The log also indicates if the Interstate is under federal, state or local

domain. There are 545 miles of Interstate t_lghways (including under-construction

and pro_ miles) in the state. This log also gives information on road type,

ro_d width, number of 'lanes, mileage, year of construction and 1990 functional

cla_sification. Bridges and overpasses are included, if they are at least 20 feet

lonE.

The Structure Division has structural information on bridges, culverts, dams, etc.

The Structure Index bZ Routes (NDOT) gives structural information on the federal

aid interstate routes, primary routes, secondary routes, urban routes, state aid

routes and frontage roads. The structures included in this log are: bridges, c-

ulverts, dams, railroad-grade separation structures, highway-grade separation
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structures which are not interchanges, interchange structures, including ramps,

multiple pipes, pedestrian structures, sign structures, and tunnels. The Log gives

the structure number, location (name and milepost), type, length, horizontal

clearance and capacity.

The Traffic Division has traffic data. The 1986 Armual Traffic Report Permanent

Traffic Recorder Telemetry System report (NDOT) contains traffic data collected

between October 1985 and September 1986 at 2,475 stations on Nevada's various

systems of highways. These data were collected with portable machines. Annual

daily traffic volumes were also collected with automatic traffic recorders at 34

stations. In addition, manual counts were taken at 39 sites which produced vehicle

types for various road sections throughout the state. The data are presented in

two ways: t) Tables show annual average daily traffic for ali vehicles, Nevada

vehicles, other state vehicles and trucks, 2) Maps show the location of the

counting stations and the annual average dally traffic for ali vehicles. Other

important information contained in this report is the 30rh highest hour which is a

tool used in design. It represents the volume the highway needs to accommodate. It

is used to determine pavement widths and other geometric features.

The Materials Division can provide information on pavement conditions. The

Safety Engineering Division can provide data on accidents. One publication of the

NDOT Safety Engineering Division is Nevada Traffic Accidents (1986). It presents

statistical data of ali motor vehicle traffic accidents that occurred in Nevada

during 1986. The report includes graphs and tables showing various relationships

affecting traffic accidents.

The Planning Division can provide maps of ali of the highways and forecast traffic

demand for some highways. This division also keeps information regarding the

weight of trucks travelling through Nevada. Nevada's Maps of Federal and State

HlghwaY Systems (NDOT 1986) includes all the Interstate highways, federal aid

primary, secondary and urban highways and SAR in Nevada. The roads maintained

by NDOT are clearly shown on the maps. Maintenance stations are also marked.

Ali of the Interstate highways, U.S. routes, state routes and roads not maintained

by NDOT are found in Nevada's Maps of Milepost Locations on Federal and State

Highway Systems (NDOT 1985). The maps are arranged by counties. Much of the
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information kept at NDOT [s given by milelx_St locations. Therefore, it is

necessary to have this publication as reference.

The Nevada Map Atlas (NDOT) shows the State of Nevada divided into Quadrangles,

each approximately 800 miles square. Ali of the highways are clearly [abeled as

well as cities and towns. The Planning Division also publishes the Level I Techni-

cal Report Las Vegas Metropolitan Area Transportation Study Plan. This report

has information regarding number of lanes, lane width, present ADT, forecast

traffic demand, maintenance needs and costs.

Other useful information is contained in the Clark County Department of

Comprehensive Planning CCRIS Data Base Documentation. This report has

information about the geographic resource inventory and automated data base

developed by Environmental Systems Research Institute for Clark County.

2.6.2 Pavements

The anticipated increased volume of trucks transporting nuclear waste needs to be

evaluated for impacts on highway safety and structural capacity. Using the

projected traffic data, the time of reconstruction and rehabilitation of roads and

bridges should be estimated and the most cost effective combination selected.

There are a number oi' publications which deal directly with the policies concerning

the conditions of pavements.

NDOT has established procedures on the rating of pavement: conditions (Materials

Division, 1982 and 1983). These procedures are a detaile_I means for conducting

visual surveys of pavement conditions and should be used in the evaluation of

pavements considered tor shipping the nuclear waste. This would ensure a

continuity of information used by various state agencies and would allow any

future studies to use the existing data base which dates back to 1980. In addition,

the Maintenance Management System Manual of Instructions (Maintenance Division,

1980) provides guidelines on the types of maintenance to be performed for various

types of _vement distress. This manual provides a data collection, storage and

analysis sy,';tem to monitor, control, evaluate and improve a large number oF

elements in the maintenance program. Again, any future work should use the

existing MMS for a starting point to provide continuity.
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Although NDOT has the necessary pavement management and maintenance manage-

meat systems, it would be desirable to review the procedures and policies in force

to examine if any improvements can be made. NCHRP Report No. 215 could be

used as a starting point in this process. The analysis of the pavement management

system development and implementation could be compared with the existing NDOT

documents to see whether an expansion or Improvement of the NDOT methods are

warranted. Information in Transportation Research Record Nos. 814 and 846 could

also provide good comparisons for the NDOT procedure. These reports contain

papers describing pavement management systems, rehabilitation, and resurfacing of

concrete pavements; and discussions of pavement monitoring programs, load

restrictions and permits, and priority programming for maintenance and

rehabilitation of pavement networks. It should be emphasized that the NDOT

system has been in existence for eight years and the information collected needs

to be retained in a usable form. A review of the NDOT MMS can be done using

information in Transportation Research Record Nos. 846 and 1117 which discuss

pavement evaluation and rehabilitation.

Existing pavement inventory and condition data bases at the city, county, and state

levels provide an excellent starting point for evaluating the infrastructure impact

of nuclear waste shipments through Nevada. While these are fairly comprehensive

in scope, some improvements could be made in the level of information available.

For instance, additional information on construction records, roadway geometrics,

roadside characteristics, and drainage conditions should be available in a

computerized fornmt which can be, used interactively with the inventory and

condition data. Also, an attempt should be made to standardize the format of ali

pavement data at the various governmental levels.

Since the proposed shipments may include vehicles with unusual axle configurations

as well as being overweight, it may be difficult or impossible to assess their

: impact with existing analytical procedures. This implies that a more rational

pavement design process is needed. NCHRP Synthesis No. 1i6 presents methods for

rationally designing flexible pavement overlays to strengthen existing pavements.

: Transportation Research Record Nos. 1007 and 1136 present methods of applying

the newest concepts in pavement design for expected loads. Kim et al. (1988) have-

researched the impact of high pressure tires on Oregon roads. Forsythe et al.

J (1988) presented a new method for evaluating the economics of incremental or
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stage-by-stage construction of pavements to improve structural capacity. The

results of this study show that considerable savings are possible on the cost of

initial structural sections by using incremental pavement design. Deficiencies and

problems with existing empirical and mechanical design procedures prompted a

different design approach.

2.6.3 Pavement Performance Models

Pavement performance models are specific to particular regions or environments as

well as types of pavements. Given that performance models have not been

developed for Nevada, it is apparent that this is a critical area for evaluating the

impact of a nuclear repository. The development of models in other parts of the

U.S. and world should provide guidelines for Nevada. Climatological factors in

Nevada affecting pavements have been identified by Fraser and Newcomb (1987).

This report is a reference guide to the various climatological factors affecting the

performance of rigid and flexible pavements in Nevada's highways. Data were

compiled from 68 weather stations throughout the state to develop the

climatological maps.

The development of simplistic pavement performance equations for different types

of construction could follow the method outlined by Mahoney et al. (1988).

Regression equations were developed for three pavement surface types" bituminous

surface treatments, asphalt concrete and portland cement concrete. The equations

predict pavement condition rating which is a measure of pavement surface distress.

The Washington State DOT Pavement Management System data base was used.

Another approach used by Seeds and Medus (1988) is considerably more complex,

but addresses the problem of nonstandard loads. Kim et al. (1988) also examine

performance in the context of higher tire pressures. Additionally, Transportation

Research Record No. 888 presents approaches used by engineers in rationally

modeling the performance of pavements. This compilation of II papers addresses

joint and thickness design on prestressed pavements, structural performance models

and structural design analysis of flexible pavements.

2.6.4 Bridges

The Bridge Department at NDOT keeps information regarding the structural

adequacy of bridges. The substructure as well as the superstn_cture are inspected
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and rated periodically. The ratings of ali bridges are contained in the Bridge

Sufficiency.=_R_aati._. The Bridge Sufficiency Rating contains information regarding

the condition of the bridges in Nevada. The bridges are rated according to a

formula using:, l) structural adequacy, 2) serviceability and 3) essentiality for

public use.

For development of the preferredtransportationsystem, it willbe necessaryto

review the procedures l_ci for ratingbridges. If deficienciesare identified,

methods would need to be developed to evaluatethesedeficiencies,ltwould also

be helpfulto develop a bridgemanagement system. NCHRP Report No. 300 could

be used to implement such a system. This reportshows the findingsof a study

undertaken to describe the elements of a network-level bridge management system

and defines the concepts for its implementation.

If overweight trucksare used to transportthe radioactivematerials,some bridges

may have to be strengthened. In assessingthe strengtheningneeds of bridges,

informationfound in TransportationResearch Record No. II18 could be helpful.

This publicationcontains14 papers addressingtopicssuch as design,needs and

performance of bridgesrangingfrom bridgedesignand fatiguebehaviorto bridge

strengtheningneeds. Standard SpecificationsforHighw.ayBridges(AASHTO 1983)

provides _w)ecificationsthat are used for the design and analysisof bridge

structures.The specificationscontaininformationabout designmethod, materials,

loads, foundations,retainingwalls, culverts,railings,etc. The Manual for

,. Maintenance l_ctlon of Bridges (HSBS 1983) serves as a standard to provide

uniformityin the proceduresto determ_m the physicalconditionand maintenance

needs of highway bridges.

2.6.5 Economic and Other Information

The cost of increased maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of existing

faciUties and the construction of new facilities need to be determined. Guideiines

for conducting these types of cost analyses have been developed for the Corps of

Engineers at the University of Nevada=Reno. These guidelines are based on a U.S.

Department of Transportation report entitled Economic Analysis of Airport

Pavement Rehabilitation Alternatives: An Engineer._t_n_an_ual. The NDOT Desi_

Manual (1986) estat)lishes uniform policies and procedures to be followed by the

Roadway Design Division for the design and preparation of plans. Also important
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is the Highway Ca.k_acity Manual from the Department of Commerce (1986). Two

key Nevada documents are the Short Ran_e Transit Plan, Clark County TNevada

(Clark County Regional Transportation Division 1987); and the Final Re_x_rt,

Regional Transportation Plan (Regional Transportation Commission and NDOT 1987).

The Transit Plan contains information regarding the changes that are taking piace

En transit service in the community as a result of rapid development in the county.

lt presents an update of on-going transit projects in the City of Las Vegas, and it

shows alternative plans for system expansion with recommendations by the RTC.

The Regional Transportation Plan identifies short-range and long-range

transportation projects needed to respond to the future mobility needs of the Las

Vegas Valley.
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3.0 OPERATIONS

3.! KEY REPORTS

A Guide for the Inspection of Radioactive Material Shipments by Motor Vehicle or at

Freight Facilities (DOT RSPA 1984) provides a untfom'n procedure for appLying the

Federal hazardous materials regulations contained in Parts 171-179 of 49 CFR. lt is

designed to serve as a basis for radioactive materials inspection and may be modified by

states (etc.) to fit their regulations. It may also be used by carriers to develop their

own inspection procedures. The procedure may be used for training purposes or as an

aid to the actual inspection process.

The procedure is broken down into six steps, setting forth the sequence of critical

items that should receive coverage. Color-coded to each step is a guide containing the

specifics of each area. It is intended that the user conduct an inspection one step at a

time in order to reduce confusion. The six steps encompass the following areas:

I) Shipping papers

2) Packaging

3) Markings

4) Placarding __
r

5) Highway requirements

o Routing and training
o Loading requirements 7
o Vehicle contamination restrictions

o Securing, blocking and bracing =

r

Pictorials, graphics, and indicators of inter-relationships are used throughout the guide

to increase understanding of the total inspection coverage. The document is top-bound

and indexed to facilitate its use with a clipboard. There is also an appendix listing

possible violation citations and their basis in 49 CFR. =
_

Neuhauser et al. analyzed the relative costs and risks of transporting nuclear wastes to

the nine candidate repositories which were under review as of 1984. The calculations, _-

vis-a-vis older assessments, reflect new programmatic assumptions about cask and

repository capacities consistent with the environmental assessments written in response
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to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. The absolute values cannot be taken as precise

indicators, but on a relative scale, the values can be seen as reflecting the comparative

risks of transportation to the alternative sites.

Results of this study are reflected in the environmental assessments. This document

provides additional technical details not discussed in the assessments. Those responsible

for mode choice and route selection should treat this docLunent as prior art and an

officially-recognized methodological approach to the assessment of transport risk for

high-level radioactive waste shipments.

A Review of the DOT Regulations for Transportation of Radioactive Materials (DOT

RSPA 1983) focuses aLmost entirely on what shippers must do to prepare radioactive

shipments for transport. Its admonitions to carriers are perfunctory at best. As the

document thus illustrates_ there is a general lack of quality and consistency in the

_'uidance being provided by DOT to the carriers, present and future, of spent nuclear
fuel.

NRC's Advance Notification of Shipments of Nuclear Waste and Spent Fuel (1982) is

intended to describe an acceptable method for carrying out the advance notification rule

for shipments of high-level radioactive waste as specified by 10 CFR 73. lt specifies i)

when notification is required, 2) what parties must be contacted, 3) what filing dates

pertain, 4) what information must be provided, 5) the format to be used, and 6) advice

regarding complex situations where the guidelines do not seem to apply (an example of

this might be the DOE shipments because of the magnitude and duration of the shipment

campaign).

Shippers and carriers should use it as a reference document for developing their own

advance notification procedure and form. Assuming advance notification is provided for

the most part electronically during the shipment campaign, this document provides a

starting point for development of a record layout and/or a communications protocol for

the information transfer. The document is not a substitute for 10 CFR 73, but provides

a suitable starting point for development of a reporting protocol that does embody the

requirements of the re_'ulations.

Another document addressing notification of shipments was developed by Dively et al. iz_

1985. This i67-page document describes federal, state and local notification
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requirements for radioactive material shipments as well as other types of hazardous

materials, including wastes. Both pre-notification and reporting requirements are

encompassed,

The report begins by identifying and summarizing federal, state, and local notification

requirements: purpose and use of Lnformatton, geographic distribution, date of adoption,

commodities covered, shipments covered, timing of notification, form of notification,

information required, parties involved, degree of enforcement, implementation costs, and

carrier and shipper impacts. The notification requirements of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) and 14 states, localities, and facilities are subsequently

examined in more detail. Finally, conclusions are drawn about the extent, purposes,

uses, and impacts of state and local notification requirements.

There are a number of useful documents that address issues surrounding HLNW

transportation. Chapter Five of DOE's Yucca Mountain Environmental Assessment (DOE

: i986) addresses the expected impacts of transportation activities, and Appendix A

outlines the transportation envisioned circa the date of the report (May 1986). The

document is particularly useful because of its summary of the regulations related to

shipment activities and its description of the risk assessment process used by DOE to

: evaluate the relative merits of the candidate sites.

RADTRAN III (Madsen et al. 1986) describes the model which has historically been used

by DOE to evaluate the risks associated with specific shipment routes for spent nuclear

fuel and other types of high-level radioactive waste. It has been challenged numerous
=

times, especiaUy in light of the fact that it ignores actual population densities and land

uses along the route. Instead, it relies on impact models based on California data and

estimates of the percent route miles in urban, suburban, and rural conditions.

State and local governments need to be familiar with the model so they can determine

if its assumptions understate the impacts to be expected on specific routes. Carriers

also need to understand its strengths and weaknesses so that they can evaluate 1) the

"offlclal" measures of risk attributed to any route and/or the 2) relative strengths and
3

weaknesses of any other model used in piace of or in addition to RADTRAN [[I in
_

evaluating the risks of various routing alternatives.
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Sandoval et al. (1981)examined the risks of radioactive release from spent fuel shipping

casks due to sabotage. Their report describes the results of a program designed to

provide an experimental database for estimating the radiological consequences from a

hypothetical sabotage attack on a spent fuel shipping cask. The primary objectives

were l) to evaluate the effectiveness of selected high energy devices in breaching

full-size spent fuel casts, (2) to quantify and characterize relevant aerosol properties of

the released fuel and 3) to use the resulting data to evaluate the radiological health

consequences of a hypothetical sabotage attack on a spent fuel shipping cask in a

densely populated area. Both sub-scale and full-scale tests were conducted.

The results showed that previously held theories regarding the consequences of such

attacks greatly overestimated the impact of malevolent acts directed at spent fuel casks.

Their work has become a credible "worst case" statement defining the anticipated results

of such an event which is weil beyond any expectation of cask failures in accident

environments. The program provided significant new information on the behavior of

spent fuel and surrogate materials under severe shock and thermal environments. These

now serve as the basis for a better understanding of spent fuel transport risks and

safety analyses.

Carriers and DOE should use this document to determine expected risks from sabotage

and to evaluate the safety of alternate routes. They can also use it as a guide for
i

determining the level of risk associated with any unplanned stop, whether of a truck or

rail car, so that appropriate safeguard countermeasures can be taken.

: Two reports which describe experiences with spent fuel shipping are: (1) Analysis of

Illinois Spent Nuclear Fuel Vehicle Inspection and Escort Program (Nash and Schilling

1985) and (2) Recent Spent Fuel Shipment: A Case History (van Hoomissen et al.). The

Illinois Program report provides an unbiased presentation of the program's experience,

draws from it lessons that might be applicable to other states, and identifies

implementation issues. Conclusions are drawn from an analysis of inspection forms and

written materials, supplemented by a series of interviews with persons involved in the

program.
c.

: The study revealed that on-the-road truck inspections had not identified problems _ith

radiation safety as of the date of the report. Safety aspects identified were primarily

routine problems such as leaking air brakes. Other observations pertained to the
E
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internal efficiency and effectivene_ of the prod'am. A need for constant retraini_.g

was identified° attributed by the authors to the cyclical nature of the shipping

cam.paigl_s, staff turnover, and the use of staff whose primary responsibilities were in

other areas. Government shipments were particularly difficult to handle due to their

use of different standard operating procedures,

Communications were hampered because the progTam involved too many agencies, in the

opinion of the report's authors. They also observed that 'the program required delicate

handling from an admi.nistratlve standlx)tnt because of the many agencies involved.

Some people interviewed seemed to question whether the program had provided a

substantial increase in the safety of _nt fuel transportation. Regardless, there was

widespread agTeement that the program was a reasonable and cost-effective response to

: public concerns relative to other possible actions.

The case history by GE Company is one of very few written records of spent fuei

shipment ta the public domaLn, lt describes how the shipment plan was developed,

public acceptance was established and the shipment accomplished.

The document should serve as a basis for developing plans and procedures for shipping

the high level wastes to Yucca Mountain. Obviously, certain facets of the plan

described will need modification to fit appropriately with the magnitude and character

of the shipment caml_aign anticipated. These changes will include more efficient _'ays

to decl with the large volumes expected, eliminating redundancy in notification, escort

protection requests, and schedule announcements, among other issues.

Preliminary Description of the TransIx_rtation Operations System (ORNL 1988) presents a

, preliminary description of the transportation system DOE plans to use to ship spent fuel

• and high-level waste from waste generator sites to authorized waste receiving facilities.

lt identities the activities and system components necessary to provide complete

transportation capability, lt ts threaded to be a project-level working document _hicl_

. facilitates a dialo_,ue for further identification of system elements and functional

re<luirements. Section 2,0 focuses on requirements which must be met for the operating

• plan to be acceptable, Section 3.0 describes the chronology of events expected to occur
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for a typical shipment. Section 4.0 describes the facillties, equipment and services

which will be needed. These include:

- Facilities

o Operations control center

o Emergency response center

o Cask maintenance facility

o Training center

o Fleet maintenance facilities

o Intermodal transfer facilities

o In-transit contingency facilities

o Supply facilities

- Equipment

o Casks

o Transport vehicles

o Ancillary transport equipment

o Cask handling equipment (load, unload, transfer)

o Communications gear

o Monitoring equipment (hardware and software)

- Services (presumably one or several private contractors)

o Development/dellvery of the system

o System operation

Section 5 presents a detailed description of the activities anticipated during system

operation: I) empty cask dispatching, 2) transport of casks to load points 3) handling at

the load points, 4) movement to the repository or MRS facility, 5) intermodal transfer,

_) delivery to the repository or MRS, 7) handling at the repository or MRS, 8) release

from the repository or MRS, and 8) maintenance of casks and other equipment at

designated facilities.

While preliminary in nature, the report serves as a starting point for development of a

system operating plan. To illustrate one shortcoming, the authors have not yet

recognized that handling of the HLNW cars may not quite be "business as usual" for the

railroads. Two cars simultaneously waiting for the same outbound train may not be able
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to travel together. Section 49 CFR 174,89 stipulates that a car placarded "radioactive ''

may not be placed next to any other placarded car (other than one placarded

"combustible"), an engine, occupied caboose, or carload of undeveloped film. This means

that radioactive ears waiting for the same train cannot travel side by side even though

they may be going to the same destination. Other cars will have to be interspersed or

additional blocks created, containing perhaps just one car each (i.e., the second

radioactive car). ._lso, at the destination yard, radioactive cars will have to be

delivered to the repository one at a time or the cars will have to be separated from

one another in the local (train) by cars going to other destinations. This makes

operation of the local inefficient.

Details yet to be addressed include:

o Procedures for deaiing with defective rail cars when problems are found upon
interchange to another railroad,

o Rail car handling in yards, especially security and safety concerns (e.g,, making
sure a radioactive car is not standing next to another placarded car while in
the yard),

o Similar handling restrictions for trucks parked at truck stops,

o Safeguards for sabotage attempts, etc., and

o Procedures for dealing with unplarmed stops.

Ali that is said about these items is that "specific requirements for the transpor:ation

operations system will be defined by the institutional prograr_ and will result in the

development of specific procedural directives and supporting equipment needs, includinE

communications, as well as emergency re._onse arrangements and training with state and

local governments" (p. 5-43).

The Transportation Institutional Plan, draft and final reports (DOE/RW-0031, 1985 an,_

DOE/RW-0094, 1986) describe relevant regulations, agency resp_jnsibilities and various

institutional structures relevant to HLNW shipping. The draft is a preliminary vers:,or _,

of the f!nal 'l"ransPortation Institutional Plan (DOE/RW-0094). Of special note :s

AppendLx A (Attachment l) which contains a detailed discussion of the Federal age_,,:_

responsibilities and regulations applicable to the shipment of spent nuclear fuel an_:

other high-level radioactive wastes. Cited are the Department of Transportation _-_9

CFR 172, [73, 174, 176, _77; 33 CFR l; 23 CFR Chapter 1; 46 CFR; and 49 CF_
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Chapters 2, 3, and 5), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (10 CFR Parts 9, [9, 20, 5i.

71 and 73; and 19 CFR Part 21), the National Transportation Safety Board (49 CFF_

Chapter 8), the Interstate Commerce Commission (49 CFR Chapter 10, Subchapter Di,

the Federal Emergency Management Agency (44 CFR Chapter 1) and the Environmental

Protection Agency.

The document also outlines memoranda of understanding that exist among the federal

agencies (Attachment 2). For example, 44 Federal Register 38690 outlines the

delineation of responsibility between DOT and the NRC. DOT is responsible for

regulating safety in the transportation of ali hazardous materials, while the NRC is

responsible for regulating safety in receipt, possession and transfer of radioactive

materials. DOT regulates carriers of radioactive material and the conditions of

transport (e.g., routing, handling and storage, vehicle requirements and driver

requirements); whereas, NRC regulates those who possess and use radioactive material

and the design, construction, use, and maintenance of shipping containers for the

radioactive material exceeding certain quantity and radioactive limits (which includes

containers for spent fuel and nuclear waste). In addition, the NRC enforces special

transport controls (physical protection requirements) to protect against acts of sabotage.

in ali transportation accidents or incidents involving actual or suspected leakage of

packages regulated by the NRC, the Memorandum of Understanding assigns the ",F_C

with the responsibility to act as lead agency for investigating the cause of the leakage

and preparing a report of the investigation.

The final Transportation Institutional Plan represents a foundation for projected

interactions with state and local governments, Indian tribes, and other organizations in

the course of transporting spent fuel and high level radioactive waste under provisions

of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. It represents one of three elements that will comprise

a comprehensive transportation plan. The second is the Transportation Business Plan

(DOE/OCRWM January 1986). The third is the Operations Plan, a draft of which was

released Ln March 1988.

This Institutional Plan is divided into three chapters. Chapter 1 provides back_ro_n_

information, discusses the purposes of the plan and the policy guidance for establishin_

the transportation system, and describes the projected system and the plans for its

[ntegTated development. Chapter 2 discusses the major participants who must interact

to build the system, Chapter 3 suggests mechanisms for interaction that will foster

ll0
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wide participation in program planning and implementation and provides a framework for

managing and resolving the issues related to development and operation of t,_.e

transportation system. A list of acronyms and a glossary are included for the reader's

convenience. Also Lncluded In this plan are four appendices. Of particular importance

is Appendix A, which includes a detailed discussion of specific transportation issues.

AppendJx A is of particular interest from an operational perspective because it discusses

prenotification requirements, the selection of modes, rail routing, highway routing,

emergency response, training, inspection and enforcement, vehicle size, and

infrastructure requirements. Few definitive statements are made. The document

consists mostly of action plans for reaching decisions regarding key issues. Appendices

B, C, and D provide supporting material to assist the reader In understanding the roles

of the involved institutions.

The Transportation Business Plan (DOE OCRWM L986) outlines strategies for procuring

shipping casks and transportation services. Chapter Five outlines a business strate_'

regarding enlistment of contractors, arrangement for carriage, training, inspection,

maintenance and repair and contractor interface with the utilities supplying the spert

fuel. It also discusses a procurement/technical plan, including early carrier discussions,

pre-procurement planning, service contractor selection, fleet acquisition, pre-operational

actions, and transportation operations. Finally, the chapter discusses a

management/control plan, focusing on a management structure, guidelines for

procurement, system performance measures, azl implementation schedule, and contingency

plans. Much of the information is in the form of an introduction to a subject rather

than an in-depth discussion of the issues.

When examining route selection, Information Sources for Flow Analyses of Hazardous

Materials (List et al,) Ls quite useful. It provides a comprehensive discussion of data

sources available for analyzing the historical flow patterns for hazardous materials.

There are several corridors in the nation where the flow of such materials is quite

large. These should be avoided, where possible, in shipping the high-level waste to

minimize the l_elLhood that hazardous material incidents would lead to compoundecJ

situations where spent nuclear fuel was also involved. Carriers and DOE should use

such information to select routes. Also, where necessary, they should gather

information about the time-of-day patterns for such shipments (where it is impractical

to avoid overlapping routes for the spent nuclear fuel). In these instances, judicious

scheduling can minimize the likelihood of compound events even though both
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commodities share the use of the same corridor. A related document is Scheduiin_

Truck Shipments of Hazardous Materials in the Presence of Curfews (Cox and

Turnquist). This document provides excellent thumb rules which should be followed in

the scheduling of nuclear waste shipments. It indicates when such shipments will and

will not be sensitive to scheduling constraints. The algorithms it presents should be

used to set departure times for shipments, from the initial loading point as well as

intermediate locations, when delays are encotmtered or route adjustments must be made.

Interactive Selection of Minimum-Risk Routes for Dangerous Goods Shipments

(Saccamano, van Aerde, and Queene) Illustrates an interactive procedure which has been

used to select low-risk routes through urban environments for hazardous material

(dangerous goods) shipments.

Baldwin's report for the National Cooperative Highway Research Program presents an

analysis of the responses to a 1978 AASHTO survey regarding hazardous materials

transportation. It identifies critical problem areas and lists a series of recommendations

for state action. Major needs identified include state regulations, a clear definition of

the role and authority of individual agencies, improved communications, development of

incident response capabilities, training for ali levels, enforcement, and a public

information program.

States should review the document for guidance in setting up their own programs.

Carriers should consult it to determine what requirements they may face. DOE should

use it as a reference for determining actions it should take to meet state concerns

before they become problem issues. The document also contains an appendix listing [)

colleges and universities (as of 1980) offering courses in hazardous materials packaging

and transportation and 2) schools offering emergency response training for hazardous

rrmterials incidents as part of their curriculum. This is an important piece of

information for carriers seeking training programs for their empioyees.

Transportation of Hazardous Materials (OTA [986), which focuses on hazardous materials

in general, is a very useful document, especially because of its discussion of state and

local emergency response and enforcement programs. It also provides an excellent

summary of the regulations pertaining to the transport of ali hazardous materials by

truck and rail, including spent nuclear fuel. A list of 670 laws adopted by federal,

state and local governments that affect the transportation of radioactive materials are

provided in a report by Knox et al. (1986), The report was generated from informati_n
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contained in a legislative database developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The

report's contents, and more importantly the dat_Lbase from which it is derived will be

invaluable to DOE, carriers, and shippers alike in assuring that ali regulatory

requirements have been met for specific shipments of waste to the repository.

P_.h_sical Protection of Shipments of Irradiated J,_eactor Fuel: Interim Guidance (Easun

1979) should be regarded as a companion to 10 CFR 73. lt _ outlines pictorially the

implications of the 10 CFR 73 federal regulations regarding advance notification, route

approval, Ix_ltce notification, stoppage while en route, response to threats and

emergencies, etc. For shipments by road, it outlines requirements for drivers, escorts

and their training, communication provisions, and vehicle iznmobilization requirements.

The latter pertains to safeguards which must be provided so that the vehicle can be

disabled in the event of a terrorist attack or other breach of safety. Similar

discussions are provided for shipments by tall. The document specifies what other

provisions must be made and safeg_aards taken when shipments move through heavily

populated areas. This document should serve as the basis for the development of an

operating plan for shipment of spent nuclear fuel. lt is not a substitute for l0 CFR 73,

but it is a useful precursor to a document which can be used for operations and

training purposes.

Two significant reports on the use of rail for transporting HLNW are Track Safe___tv

Standards (DOT Federal Railroad Administration) and Klassen's report for Sandia ([981),

_rtation of Radioactive Material by Rail: Special Train Issue. The first document

indicates what standards must be met to have railroad track classified as being a

member of one of six federally-recognized classes. Class I is the poorest, and is

intended for slow speed operation, I0 MPH for freight trains, 15 MPH for passengers.

Class 6 allows train speeds up to Ii0 MPH regardless of whether they are freight or

passenger. The subparts are as follows A) General, B) Roadbed, C) Track Geometry, D)

Track Structure, E) Track Appliances and, Track-Related Devices, and F) Inspection.

There are appendices detailing maximum allowable operating speeds for curved track, a

schedule of civil penalties, and descriptions of the codes used by federal inspectors to

identify defects when found.

This is the document by whict_ track quaJ, ity will be judged when reviewing routes for

shippLng the high-level wastes. While many railroads have their own track quality

indexes, they are not officially recognized by FRA as a substitute for those given in
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this document. Once a minimum class is identified for HLNW shipments (e.g., Class 4_,

inspectors will be able to determine whether ali segments of the route meet these

standards or not. Routes may be n_n periodically with track geometry cars to double-

check the adherence to track class requirements.

Transportation of Radioactive Material by Rail: Special Train Issue is one of several

documents focusing on the merits of special operating restrictions for trains carrying

spent nuclear fuel. In the event that such restrictive practices are imposed, this

document should be consulted for suggestions as to ways to deal with the situation.

Transportation Public Information Program Guidance Document (DOE Battelle Project

Management Division) outlines procedures which DOE intends to follow in keeping the

public apprised of activities related to the transport of the high-level radioactive waste.

It focuses principally on techniques which should be employed to gain public supgort for

and approval of the shipment campaign. Operators and other service providers who

encounter public resistance to carrying out their duties and responsibilities for DOE

might find the contents of benefit. Another document intended primarily as a public

relations brochure to acquaint the general public with the safeguards built into present

cask technology is by Lahs (1987). It se/wes also as a useful source of information

about the transportation of spent fuel in general. Of particular note are the pseudo

engineering drawings showing cask designs, breakdowns of cask weight, including

contents, illustrations of accident scenarios and e×pected consequences, and exemplary

tests which have been performed, worldwide, to test the durability of casks. This

report can be used to determine what situations should be avoided: bridges, underpasses.

difficult turns, roads that pass close to industrial sites where conflagrations would be

possible, etc. While none of these situations may ever result in a cask failure, avoiding

them would enhance a carrier's public credibility and image.
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ATTACHMENT 1

APPENDIX A: FEDERAL AGENCY TRANSPORTATION
RESPONSIBILITIES AND ,aPPLICABLE REGULATIONS AND ORDERS _

D_partment of Transportation

The Depar_men_ of Transportatlon Act of 1966 recognized the need to

organize transportation policies to assure national economic growth, security,
and stabili_y_ and _herefore_ established the Department of ITansporta_ion

(DOT). The DOT is thus empowered to be _he lead agency wlt/% jurisdiction over

the regulation of commercial nuclear materials transportation, lt carries out

its responsibilities throu_ four administrations (Federal Highway
Adminis_ratlon, Federal Railroad Admisistratlon, Federal Avla_ion

Admlnistra_ion, and U.S. Coast Guard) and its various o_flces.

The Federal Railroad Safe_y Act of 1970 was enacted to promote safety in

railroad opera,ions and to reduce railroad-rela_ed accldentg, deaths,
i_Jurles, and damage involving any carrier of _azardous materials, including
nuclear materials. The Secretary of Transportation, through _he Federal

Railroad Adminls_ra_ion, has the responsibility for prescribing appropriate

rules, regulatlons, orders, and standards for all areas of railroad safety,
including nuclear materials transportation.

: Because of Ir_creasing public concern, _he Hazardous Materials

Transportation Act of 1974 (HMTA) was passed _o minimize risks _o life and

proper_y (that are inherent in commercial transportation of hazardous
ma_erlals) by iacreasing the regulatory and enforcemeu_ authority of the

Secreta_'y of Transportation. 'lhc HMT.A is r/%eprincipal Federal statute that
governs the regulation of hazardous _aterlals transportation and the

relationship between Federal, S_ate, and local regulation in this field. The
Ac_ outlines the areas over which DOT ,hasauthority (e.g., packaging,

labeling, routing, and container fabrication), lt also prohibits

transportation of nuclear materials on passenger aircraft unless _ne ma_erlals
are to be used for research or medical dlagnosls/treatmen_.

The Code of Federal Regulations describes the de_ails and procedures for

unclear ma_erlals transportation accorded _o _he DOT.

49 CFR Peru 172

Subpar= _ of Par= 172 lis=s _he materials designated by the Bepartmen= of

Transpor=ation as hazardous for commercial transportation. A table
includes a descrip=ion of nuclear materials, and requirements for _he

shlppin8 name, class, labeling, and packaglng.

SubparE C gives the requirements for _he shipping papers for all

hazardous materials, including nuclear materials, with a description of=

: _he materials and the shippers' certifications.

: _Transportation Institutional Plan (Draft), Appendix A. DOE/RW-O031, DGE
OCRWM (1985).
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Subpart D dlscusse8 _arkla8 cequlremen_s (e.8. , proper s_Ippi_ name)

according to ty_ of package and mode of transport. $ubpart E focuses on
r_e required labels, based on r_e properties and a=o_Ca of all hazardous

materials including radioactive materials beta& carried.

Part 172 defines nuclear materials as hazardous, and states ways in _ich

the hazardoul properties of each sh.lpment are to be made knowu co the
proper authorities and _he p_bllc through use of shipping papers, marking
requirements, placarding and labeling,

49 iFR Part 173

Subpart I defines the types, classes, and quantities of materials

including fissile materials. This subpart also outlines general
packaging and shipment requirements for approved peckages, and for

international shlpments and foreign-made packages. The faster must meet
IAEA requirements. The discussion of packaging requirements is based on
th_.individual radioactive properties of the individual nuclear

materials. The packaglng properties considered include leak resistance,

corrosion resistance, absorption rate, cushioning, and resistance to

explosive materials.

49 CFR Part 174

Subpart K states the special requirements for radioactive materials

carried by rail. This includes lading techniques, number of packages to
be placed per car, labeling, decoutaminatlou and cleaning of cars after

use, and action" to take following incidents involving leakage. Subpart

K focuses on the general shipping regulations for nuclear materials for
carriage by rail.

49 CFg Part 176

Subpart H gives the requirements for nuclear materials transportation by

vessel. Three major issues of interest are t/Relocation (placement) of

each package on the vessel; u%e actions to be taken following leakage or

shifting of radioactive materials; and contamination control for the

compartments used for the nuclear materials transportation. /

49 CFR Part 177

Part 177 presents the regulations generally required for hazardous

materials to be transported by public highway; i.e., accident and missing
shipments reporting procedures; tunnels, rules for the use of labels, and

shipping papers; retesting cargo tanks, etc_ Of special note is Sect£o_
177.825, which provides routing and train£n& requirements for highway

shipments of radioactive materials. Appendix A of Part 177 provides a
DOT policy statement of the relationships between Federal, State, and
local rouging requirements.

33 CFR Chapter !

Chapter 1 describes Coast Guard regulations that affect shippers and

carriers of nuclear materials in a general fashion, such as aids to

navigation, uavigatiou requirements for inland waters, anchorages,

security of vessels, bridges, marine oil pollution liabillty and

compensation, boating safety, etc.



23 CFR Chapter 1

Chapter I of Title 23 provides background information about the general

managememt and administration of the Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA), and its functional responsibilities; for example, research and

development, engineering and traffic operations, right-of-way_

environmental impact of nlghways, and public transportation.

46 CFR

l'he entire title pertains to barge transport.

49 CFR Chapter 2

Chapter 2 of 49 CFR is a discussion of the operating structure for the

Federal Railroad Administration and of the numerous regulatory, areas

under DOT jurisdiction, for example, safety enforcement procedures, noise

emission compl£ance regulations, track safety standards, frelght car

standards, power brakes, signal systems, etc.

49 CFR Chapter 3

Chapter 3 is divided into two parts _hat, together, outline the general

and safety regulations for motor carrier transportation. Subchapter A,

"General Regulations", touches lightly upon the organ£zatlon and

delegation of powers and duties within the FH_A, and explaims bridge and
tolls rules and _oise emissions standards. The bulk of the Chapter,

Subchapter B on motor carrier safety regulations, deals wlr_h a number of

issues that affect general motor carrier arrangements with States,

qualifications of drivers, and reporting of accidents.

49 CFR Cha_

Chapter 5 details the institutional structure and responsibilities of the

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), and presents

guidelines for highway safety. The former focuses on the bureaucratic

structure of the NHTSA, delegation of powers and tasks,

information-gathering powers, and adjudicative procedures.

This chapter does not deal with nuclear materials transportation per se,

but does affect such commerce by outlining safety procedures that concern

all shippers and carriers that utilize natloual highways.

Nuclear Re_ia_ory Commission

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 abolished the Atomic Energy

Commissiozl and divided its roles and tasks be_.ween two agencies. The Energy

Research and Development Administration (now DOE) was _iven responsibility for

commercial nuclear energy research, development, and demonstration activities,

an_ also for military applications and naval reactor programs. The Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) was given _he responsibility for licensi_18 and

regulating commercial activities.
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The NRC has three offices _hat review _he transportation of nuclear

maCeclale: the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, _he Office
of luspectlon an_ Enforcement, and the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.

The Transportation Certification Branch of the Office of Nuclear

Har.erials Safety and Safeguards, evaluates Be design of packages used for

hlgh-level radioactive waste and spent-fuel transportation, accordin_ to
standards developed and implemented by the NRC.

The Office of _nspectlon and Enforcement has responsibility for

inspecting the fabrication of _ransportatiou packages, and inspecting the

licenses for high-level radioactive waste and spent-fuel transport, accordi=8
to both NRC and DOT standards and reeulatlous. In addition to _he _ain office

in Washington, inspection and enforcement activities are carried out through
five field offices.

Through the Transportation Research Branch of _he Office of Nuclear

Regulatory Research _he Commission contracts for research deemed necessary for
performing licensing and regulatory functions related to high-level nuclear

materials _ransporCatlon. The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research is
responsible for writing regulations, including those _hat affect

transportation of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel.

The Code of Feder._i Regulations describes _he de_ails and procedures for

nuclear materlals transportation accorded to NRC.

i0 CFR Part 9

The regulations in Part 9 implement: i) the provisions of the Freedom of
Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552, with respect to availability of NRC

records to the public for inspection and copylne; 2) _he provisions of

_he Privacy Act, wi_h respect to disclosure and availability of certain
NRC records maintained on individuals; and 3) the provisions of the U.S.

Government in _he Sunshine Ac_, 5 U.S.C., 552b, with respect of opening

NEC meetings to public observation.

Parr 9 influences nuclear materials transportation by contributi_8 to _he

public information process. The regulations provide _he public with
opportunities to be knowledgeable about NEC decisions and policies on

transportation as well as other related issues.

i0 C_ Par_ 19

The regulations in Part 19 formulate requirements for _o_ice__ and

instructions fo_',and reports by, licensees to individuals responsible
for ascer_ainin 8 llceusee compliance with _he provisions of the Atomic

Energy Act (as amended)_ 42 U.S.Co 2021; Title II of _he Energy
Reorganlza_ion Act, 42 U.S.C. 5801; and regulatlons, orders, and licenses

regarding radiological working condi_ionso The regulations apply to all
persons who receive, possess, use, or transfer nuclear _aterials _hat are

licensed by the NKC.

[[8
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Part 19 affects _uclear materials trausportatlon by assuring that all

individuals workiRg in any type of restricted area shall be kept informed

of storage, use, or transfer of nuclear materials, and of ralated

radiation levels. Workers will be advised of heal_h precautions and

procedures to minimize radiation exposure during transport. The

regulations provide for NKC inspector consultation wlth workers

concerulng matters of occupational radiation protection and other related

concerns. Moreover, Part 19 establishes procedures for addressing
violations of these regulations.

i0 CFR Part 20

Par= 20 sets out the standards for persotu_el protection against

radiation, lt establishes a foundation by defining _nlits in a radiation

dose and u_llts of radioactivity in general. Several additional topics

are covered in _is par_. First, standards on permissible doses, levels,

and concentrations include such issues as dose standards for people in

restricted areas, in unrestricted areas, exposure of children, medical

diasuosls and therapy, etc. $ecoud, standards on precautionary

procedures isciude worker and personnel monitoring for radiation doaes;
caution signs, laDels, signals and controls; procedures for handling and

storing packages; e_c. Third, standards on waste disposal address

procedures for obtaining approval of proposed disposal procedures; and

different methods of disposal, such as in soll and by i_cineratio_.

Finally, scandards are set out to clarify r2%e requirements for records,

reports, and notification of incidents.

19 CFR Part 21

The re&.ulations in Part 21 establish procedures and requirements for

reportln 8 defects ID nuclear components and materials and for

noncompliance with components and materials manufacturin 8 standards. The

regulatio_ apply _o any individual director or responsible officer of a

firm constructing, owning, operatlng, or supplying the components or

materials of an NEC licensed or regulated facility. If the responsible
person has information reasonably indicating: l) that the component or

ma_erlal fails to meet r.he standards; or 2) that serious defects may

exist and create a safety hazard, they must immediately notify the _C of

such failure _o comply or such defect. Part 21 affects nuclear ma_erlals

transportation by requlrlng manufacturers and suppliers of components and

materials to identify faulty products, preferably before shipments occur.

10 CFR Part 51

Part 51 establishes standards for protecting the environment against _he

potential hazards presented by r.he nuclear industry. Specifically, lt

establishes requirements for environmental impact statements;

environmental reports of all nuclear facilities at the co_truc_ion

permit and opera,ing license stages; environmental reports and

administrative procedures for materials licensing; and, finally, for
administrative procedures on communlca_i_g with _he p_blic, for example,

i through public hearing and notices in the Federal _egis_er.
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Part 51 establishes radiation standards to protect the environment

asairmt exposure to radiation during transport, delivery, and disposal
activities; and outlines public hearing procedures on transportation and

disposal methods, and requirements for notices to the public.

i0 C_1%Part 71

Part 71 establishes criteria for shipping licensed nuclear materials in

various types of packages. The discussion focuses on several areas.
First, general licensing procedures for shipment are set out. Second,

the requirements for _he actual license application (e.g., package

description, package evaluation, quality assurance) are explained.
Third, NRC standards for all packaging are lald out accordln8 _o type of
material to be contained. Finally, Part 71 describes operatin 8

procedures, quality assurance instructions, and inspection and testing
requirements.

i0 CFR Part 73

Part 73 prescribes requirements for the establis|_ment and maintenance of
physical protection systems. Sections 73.25 through 73.37 focus on

special m_clear material and spent fuel in transit, and deal with

requlremen_s for physical communications requirements.

Part 73 outlines shipper and carrier requirements for planning and

scheduling, such as obtaining advance approval of routes prior to
shi_ent, and making arrangements to be made with law enforcement

agencies along _he route in _/%eevent of an emergency.

National ITansportatlon Safety Board

The mission of _he Na_ional Transportation Safety Board, created in 1971,

is to promote transportation safety by conductln 8 independent investigations

of accidents and o_her safety problems and by formulating safety improvemen_
recommendations.

The Board is responsible for Investigating accidents and determining

_heir cause, makln8 safe_y recommendations, and reporti_ _/%efacts and

circumstances of all transportatlon accidents _hat are catastrophic, involve

problems of recurrln8 character, or should otherwise be investigated in _he

. Judgment of the _oard. In addition, the Board makes recommendations on
matters pertaining to transportation safety and is a catalyst for

transportation accident prevention.

The Board previously reported _o the DOT, but the Independent Safety

Board Act of 1974 declared _he Na_ional TransporEation Safety Board an

independen_ body and strengthened its power to investigate transportation
accidents and make recommendations on regulations.

° l_le section of the Code of Federal Regulations that descrioes the details

and procedures for nuclear materials transportation accordi_8 to r.heNational
Transportation Safety Board is Title 49, Chapter Vlll. The regulations make

provisions for independent inquiries and determlnatious about causes of
transportation accidents, and make _ecommendations oo safe highway carriage of
nuclear materials _
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_ters_ate Coemerce Co.stolon

,'he _terstate Commerce Commission (ICC) regulates certain economic

aspects of interstate surface transportation, lucludin_ trains, trucks, buses,
inland waterway and coastal shipping, freight forwarders, and express

companies, i'ne resulatlous vary with the type of transportation; however,
they _enerally involve certification of carrier, seeking to provide

transportation for the public, rates, adequacy of service, purchases, and
mergers. The ICC's mlseion is to ensure t2_at regulated carriers will provide
the public wi__h rates and services that are fair and reasonable.

Ou matters within its Jurisdiction iu the transportation economics area,

the ICC acts to prevent unlawful dilcri_L_atiou, destructive competitlou, and
rebating, lt also has Juzisdictlon over r.he use, control, supply, movement,

distribution, exchange, interchange, and return of railroad equipment. Uuder
certain conditions, lt is authorized _o d/rect _he handlin 8 and movement of
traffic over a railroad and distribution over other lanes of railroads.

In tns _ransportation service area, the ICC 8rants operating authorlty to

trucking companies, bus lanes, freight forwarders, w&ter carriers, and
transportation brokers.

Nuclear materials transportatlon Is impacted _rough the authority
entrusted to _/%eICC to establish rules and tariffs for carrier traffic, to

certify and license carriers, and to establish _he value of property owned and
used by eac_ carrier.

The section in r.he Code of Federal Regulatlons _hat. describes the details

and procedures for uuclear materials transportation accordi_ to the ICC is
Title 49, Chapter X, Subchapter D. Under _.he guidelines discussed in

5ubchapter D on tariffs and schedules, ICC regulates economic aspects of
surface nuclear _eterials shipments including rate 8ettlmg for all modes of

transport except aircraft.

Federal _ersency _nagemeut Agency

Under the provlslous of Executive Order 12148 (July 20, 1979), the

Federal Emergency Hana_ement A@ency (FEMA) la responsible for estabilsni_
Federal policies for, and coordinating, all civil emergency planning,

management, mitigation and assistance function_ of Federal executive
a_encles. In addition, r_e F_.M_ is responsible for coordlna_in8 Federal and

state participation in developlns emergency response plans.

Under _hls mandate, the FEMA nay assumed th_ responsibility for

coordinating _he development of the interim Federal _adioloEical Emergency

RespOnSe Plan (49 Fe_:_ Ke&. 35895). The _nter'--_ alqE"_s appliia_ion i_ _e
event of ta acclde_t involving r.hetransportation of spent fuel and
radioactive waste, and is desi_ne_ to provide coordi_ted Federal response in
support of state and local governments. It i8 important to note that under

F EMA's coordinated respoome pian, State and local goverumeu_s _have primary

emergency re_pomslbilltles, and Federal assistance is to be made availmbie

Only if _uested.



h. order to assist state and local agencles Lu developing and testing
radiological emergency response plane, _he FEMA established the Federal

Radiological Preparedness Coordinating Co_ml_:_ (F_CC). In December 1982,
_._e_CC's Subcommittee on Transportation A_c_c!,ents(composed of

representauives from _e U.S. Depar_men_ of Energy, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, FEMA, and o_her Federal and State agencies) issued a draft

guldance document to provide a basis for Sta_e and local governments _o

develop emergency plans and improve emergency preparedness for transpor_atlou
accidents _nvolvln_ radioactive materials. The guidance document, en_itle_

Guidance for Developi_ 5_ate and Local Radlological Emergency Response Plans
and Preparedness for Trapsportatlon Ac cldentg_ provldes opti0U_ suppor_ _o--
State and local 8overumeuts in _elr plannlng efforts.

U.S. Bnvlronmental Pro_ectlou Asency.._ i .... ,,

In 1970, the Presidential Reorganlzation Plan No. 3 established the
Environmental Frotectlon Agency (EPA), EPA has au_ority to establish

_enerally applicable environmental s_andards for _e protection of _he
envlrou,,an_ from radioactive materials.

As specified in _he inter_.m Federal _adiological E_e_R_nse Plan
issued by _e FE_, _e EPA also is responsible for providing assistance to

o_her Federal a_encles, and 5ta_e, Tribal, and local 8overnments in _he even_
of radlolo_Ical emergencies (including transportation accidents involving

radioactive _a_erlals). Under _e interim plan, the EPA is to assist _he DOE
in _onltoring radioactivity levels in _ne environment in the event of a

radiological emergency, and assist (as needed) in developin_ recommended
measures to protect _u_llc healgh and safety.



A'FTACHMENT 2

APPENDIX B: SUM.NgkRY OF AGENCY AGREEMENTS _

Memorandum of Uuderst_ndln_: Transportation of Radioactive _taterials

Agencies: Depar_ent of Transportation (DOT) and Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC)

Date of Publication: July 2, 1979 Referenc__¢:44 Fed..Re__. 38690

Title: Transportation of _ad£oactlve Materials; Memorandum of Understanding

S__.._: The DOT is responsible for rep.xlatin 8 safety in the transportation
of all hazardous materials, while the NRC is responsible for regulatin 8 safety
in receipt, possession, and transfer of radioactive ._aterlals. This agreemen_

delineates asency responsibilities as follows:

DOT: Regulates carriers of radioactive _aterial and the conditions
o'_-transpor_ (e.8., routins, handlln_ and atorage_ vehicle

requirements, and driver requirements).

NRC: ReguLates those who possess and use radioactive _ater£al_ and

the designp construction, u_e, and maintenance of 8hipping containers
for radioactive material exceedin8 certain quantity and radioactive
limits (which includes containers for spent fuel and nuclear waste).

In addition, the NRC enforces special transport controls (physical

protectlon _-equlrements) to pro_ect asains_ acts of sabotage. In all

transportation accidents or incidents Involving actual or suspected

leakaae of packages regulated by _e _C, _he Hemorandum of

Uuderstandln_ assi_ the NRC with the responsibility to act as lead
agency for investlgat_,ng _e cause of r_e leakage and preparln8 a

repor_ of the investigation.

-_Transpor_tion Institutional Plan (Draft), Appendix B. DOE/RW-003I, D<3E
OCRWM (1985).
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Memorandum of Understanding: Transportation Pa_

_: Department of Energy (DOE) and Nuclear Resulatory Commission (NKC)

Date of P_blication_ 11-14-83 Keference: 48 Fed. Ke__. 51875

Title: Spent Fuel and High-Level Waste Transportation Packagins; NEC/DOE
Procedural ASreement

Summar[: Pursuant to DOT regulatlou_ [49 CIK Sectlo= 173.7(d)], the DOE has
the authority to certify its packasln8 for radioactive materials using
standards _hat are equlvaleut to 5RC requirements (found at 10 CFK Part 71).

However, pursuant to the procedural agreement reached by the DOE and NKC is
1983, the DOE has announced its intent to use packaging approved by _he NRC

° for DOE shipments performed under the NWPA from NRC-llcensed facilities to
N%4PA facilities. The agreement further provides procedures for consultation

and information excha_e in order to resolve issues related to packaging

design, _esting, and certification.
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INTRODUCTION

The transportation impacts of moving high level nuclear waste (HLNW)to a
repository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada are of concern to the residents of the
State as well as to the residents of other states through which the nuclear
wastes might be transported. The projected volume of the waste suggests that
shipments will occur on a daily basis for some period of time. This will
increase the risk of accidents, including a catastrophic incident. Furthermore,
as the likelihood of repository construction and operation and waste shipments
increase, so will :he attention given by the national media. Typically, the
media further amplifies or complicates the impact of a situation or event by
influencing public perception about the situation. A recent example involved a
truck accident in New Burley, Idaho on October 12, 1986. None of the
radioactive materials carried by the truck were released in the accident;
however, extensivemedia coverageheightenedthe fears and perceptionsof risk
on thepartof community members.

This document is not to be construedas a willingnessto accept the HLNW
repositoryon the part of the State. Rather it is an initialstep in ensuring
thatthe safetyand well-beingof Nevada residentsand visitorsand the State's
economy will be adequatelyaddressed in federaldecision-makingpertainingto
the transportationof HLNW into and across Nevada for disposal in the
proposedrepository.

The Preferred TransportationSystem Needs Assessment identifiescritical
system design elementsand technicaland socialissuesthatmust be considered
in conductinga comprehensivetransportationimpact analysis.Development of
the needs assessment and the impact analysisis especiallycomplex because of
the absence of informationand experiencewith shippingHLNW and becauseof
the "low probability,highconsequence'*aspectof thetransportationrisk.

This working paper addressesthe preferredtransportationsystem by grouping
issueswithinthree areas:crosscuttingissues,transportationsystem design,and
operationalprocedures. Four additionalreportswillbe developedto complete
the TransportationNeeds Assessment. Task 15.5 is the LiteratureReview for
the Assessment. All referencesidentifiedin the 15.2 reportwill be citedand
annotatedin the 15.5 report. In thisreport,the terms "nuclear waste" and
"waste" refer to all of theradioactivewastes to be shipped to a repository.
This includesspent fuel from commercial nuclear power reactors,solidified

: wastes from the reprocessingof commercial spent fuel (West Valley wastes)
_ and the nuclearweapons program (defensehigh level waste) lt is uncertain

at thistime (but possible)thatwastes resultingfrom spent fuel rod consolida=
i tionand "greaterthan classC" low-levelradioactivewaste may be disposedof
_- at the repository.
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1.0 CROSSCUTTING ISSUES

Crosscuttingissues are those aspectsof the preferred transportationsystem
that are involvedwith or "cut across" most, if not all,components of the
system. Factors such as system management, risk evaluation,monitoringand
regulatorystructureare examples of criticalissues that are a part of (cut
across)othersystem components.

1.1 COMPREHENSIVE RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk assessment refers to the formal process of identifying hazards, estimating
the probabilities of their occurrence, and estimating the nature and magnitude
of their consequences. It is an inseparable part of risk management. (Hazards
herein are defined as threats to humans. Risk is the conditional probability of
experiencingharm.) Risk management involvesthe identification,estima=
lion,and evaluationof risks and the selectionand implementationof alterna-
tive measures to prevent, control,or mitigateadverse consequences, lt
includesa riskassessment in the identificationand estimationphases. Most of
the studiesof transportationrisks conductedto date are risk assessments and
do not at'temptto addressthe broader issuesof risk management (McClure and
Emerson 1980,NRC 1980,Sly and Garrick 1981,Sandovalet al.1983,Jefferson
1985, McClure and Tyron-Hopko 1985,Scanlonand Cantilli1985, Stern 1985).lt
shouldbe noted that risk assessment and risk management are part of an on-
going,iterativeprocess. They should not be viewcd as one=time activities
resultingin a finalreport.

The goal of a comprehensive transportationrisk management system is to
minimize risks resultingfrom the transportationof nuclearwaste. The goal of
a comprehensive transportationrisk assessment is to identifyall types of
potentialhazards and to estimatethe probabilitiesand consequencesassociated
with each type of hazard. Inorder to achievethese goals,the risk assessment
and risk management system for the transportationof nuclearwaste must meet
severalobjectives.A comprehensiverisk assessment shouldidentifyall types
of potentialhazard events m_d their adverse consequencesfor all relevant
aspectsof the transportationsystem. To assess the risk, the probabilitiesof
occurrence and range of consequencesfor hazard eventsmust be estimatedas
thoroughlyas possiblewith availabledata. Because much of the data neces-
sary to estimateprobabilitieswill not be availableor will be uncertain,the
risk assessment should incorporatea sensitivityanalysisand estimate the
uncertaintiesthat resultfrom the use of differentassumptionsand assessment
models. The assessment shouldalso indicatethe differentrisks involvedwith
varyingassumptionsaboutmodal xnix,routing,and so forth.

A comprehensive risk management system should incorporatea comprehensive
risk assessment and eva.tuaterisk acceptance or tolerabilityto establish
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prioritiesfor action. Perhaps the most difficultand importantobjectivein
risk management is the evaluationof the risks identifiedduring risk assess-
ment. Risk evaluationis necessary to determine what levelsof risk are
acceptable or tolerable,and, therefore,which risks must be controlled.
Whether or not tolerablelevelsof risk can be identifiedisa controversialand
complex debate (Kasperson 1983, Kasperson and Kasperson 1984). Despite the

difficultyin establishinga tolerablelevel pf risk, a comprehensive ris.k
management system cannotignorethisissue.

In establishinga risk management system,it must be recognizedthat tolerable
levelsof risk cannotbe derived by a formal analyticalprocess and that the
publicoften views risks differentlythan technicalexperts. To accommodate
this divergence,public participationand consultationwill be necessary to
determinewhich risks are or are not tolerable.Three types of analysescan
contributetothisprocess: contextual,equity,and publicpreferenceanalysis.

The management system will identifya controlstratelpj,,means of intervention,
and modes of implementation.The process of publicinvolvementand formal
analysis will allow the settingof priorities,identificationof appropriate
controlstrategies(e.g.risk acceptance,reductionor spreading,or cons.c'_[uence
mitigation),means of intervention(e.g.cask redesign,reroutingtraffic),and
modes of implementation(educate,mandate,or encourage). Once the control
optionsare implemented,the processof evaluationbegins. The system should
callfor an evaluationof the efficacyof risk management efforts. Again,
the public shouldbe involvedin the evaluationof the implemented management
programs. The risk management systems shouldthen be modified accordingto
theresultof theevaluation.

I.I.I Key Issuesfor ComprehensiveTransportationRisk Assessment and Risk
Management System Development

Risk Management S__stemS_._._

In designingthe risk management system and conductinga risk assessment for
the transportationof nuclear wastes to a repositoryat Yucca Mountain, it
must be recognizedthatthe comprehensivemanagement system is broader than

= the assessment of risk. It must considerthe entires_luence of trans_)rtation
: from initialpackaging and loading to unloadingand should not ignore the

possibilityof retrieval. This includesalterrmtivetechnologies,routing,model
configurationsand mixes, lt includesconsiderationof the complete range of
initiatingand enablingevents in additionto the complete spectrum of conse-
quences. Upstre'_rneventsconcerningcask design,loading,and so forth,as
well as the generic issuesof quMity controland human error,can have sig:_

__ nificant impacts on "dowustream" (i.e. within the State of Nevada) events such
as a radioactiverelease in an accident and the occupationalexposure of
workers unloadingcasks at the repository.A sequentialview of the shipping
procedureis a useful aid in the identificationof potentialhazards (Figure I)
Similarly,the modes of transportationto be evaluatedmust be decided (e.g.
raft,truck,etc.).
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Figure 1.
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To be trulycomprehensive,the risk assessment shouldalso identifythe hazard
eventsand consequencesarisingin the transportationof retrievedwaste, s_nce
the repositoryi_ to be designed with such an eventualityin mind. While
transportationto the repository is already controversial,it is likely that
transportof retrievedwaste from the repositOrywill be even more controver-
sial.

Risk Management System Methodologi_.e_s

Alternativemethods should be considered. These includeprobabilisticassess-
ment (PRA), simulation,analogy, and scenario analysis. Defimtions and
appropriatemeasures of risk must be addressedalong with availabilityand
qualityof data. The design of the methodologyshould consider consequence
modelingand the rangeof uncertainties.

Risk Management System Response

Key issuesto be addressedindesigningthe system responseinc],ude:

- evaluation,
- portrayaland disseminationof risk information,
- controlstrategies,
- means of intervention,
- mode of implementation, and
- reevaluation aod modification.

1.1.2 InitiatingEvents

The risk management system must considerthe complete range of initiating
eventsand likelyconsequenceat each stagein the transportationsequence. In
the transportationsystem there are four typesof activitieswhich can lead to
adverseconsequencesand shouldbe evaluatedina risk assessment.

Normal Conditions

Workers and members of thepublicwillbe exposedto risks from the operation

of a nuclear waste transpo_ system even under "normal" or incident-free
_ operating conditions;in the absence of accidents, poor quality control,

sabotage,terrorism,or theft. Under normal operatingconditions,non-radiolo-
: gicalrisks includemortalityand morbidityassociatedwith exhaustemissionsin

transport. Radiologicalrisks includelatentcancers and genetic effects
resultingfrom low levelsof radiation.Radiationwillbe emittedfrom even the
best designed casks under the most stringentquality control programs.
Workers will be exposedduring packaging,loading,transporting,and unloading
waste materials.The publicwillbe exposedas shipmentspass nearby.

AccidentConditions

Accidentsinclude"internalevents" or system failures,such as vehicularand
: loading accidents,and external ewmts that originateoutside of the waste

4
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transportationsystem. Both radiologicaland non=radiologicalconsequencesmay
be associated with accidents, t_xternalevents include intentional(e.g.,
sabatoge) and unintentional(e.g.,airplane crashes) man-made events, and
naturalevents such as earthquakesand floods. The intentionalman=made
initiatingeventsof sabotage,terrorism,and theft have been of much concern
toexpertsand the public,Therefore, theyare treatedseparatelybelow.

Sabotage includes the deliberatedestructionof vehicles,manipulationof
vehiclesor crew members, hijackingof trucks and theftof nuclear material,
lt is almost impossibleto quantifythe probabilityof these types of events.
However, the relatedimpactscan be very severe.

Human Error and DeficientQualityControl

Quality control failures m,x:l_uman errors have been a continuingmajor
problem throughoutthe nuclear power industry and in hazardous materials
transportation,lt has been estimated that up to 62 percent of hazardous
materialtransportationaccidentsare the resultof human errors (OTA 1986).
They have also been importantcontributorsto major nuclearaccidentssuch as
Three Mile Island (TM]) and Chernobyl and non-nuclearaccidentsat other
facilitieshandling hazardous substances(e.g. Bhopal)o In the transportation
system,human error and defectivequalitycontrolmay lead to both radiological
(e.g.,improper cask closure leadingto excess exposure) and non-radiological

o consequence'._(e.g,,crane accidents).Thus, sufficientattentionmust be glven
to potentialqualitycontrolproblems and human errors which might compromise
engineeredintegrityand safetysystems.

#

1.1.3 Probabilities

Having identifiedthe types of hazards and consequences,a comprehensive risk
assessment shouldestimate the probabilitiesof theiroccurrence. Strengthor

. weakness of the availabledata should be indicatedby descriptionsof the
_ degree of uncertainty. When actuarialdata is unavailable,expert judgement

may substitute,al_h ithas many associateddifficultiesin the provisionof
reliabledata. Where expertjudgementhas been used becauseof an absenceof
data,it shotddbe clearlyindicatedand justified.Other assumptions,such as
the choiceof particularmodels,shouldalsobe indicated.

z

A comprehensive risk assessment should incorporatea comprehensive conse-
quence analysisthat assesses the nature,severity,and magnitude of adverse
effectson healthand safety. The emphasis shouldincludelongand short term
effects,and morbidityas well as mortality,Finally,the riskassessment should
be broad and flexibleexxxkghto illuslratethe impact of differentassumptions
about the transport system and the levels of risk. The risk estimates should
be given for transport systems with and wittm_t an MRS facility, and under_

different assumptions about cask design, volume and timing of shipments, modal
mix, and so forth.
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1.1.4 Risk Assessment Methodologies

Several methods can be used to conduct risk assessments. These include
worst-case analysis,selected scenario analysis,argument by analcf;y,and
probabilisticrisk assessment (PRA). Each method has its advantages and
disadvantagesin its abilityto evaluatedata and modeling uncertainties,the
range of possibleconsequences,and differentmeasures of risk. All of the
methods suffer from a common problem regardingcompleteness.The scope of
an analysisis frequentlylimitedby theimaginationof the analysts.There are
no methods for logicallyensuringthatall hazard events and consequencesar'e
included.

Worst Case AnaIxsis

Worst-case analysis selectsthe upper extremes of many variablessuch as

source terms, populationdensity,and meteorolo_, in theirworst combinations
withoutattemptingto estimateprobabilities.Thi_,type of analysisserves as a
benchmark for emergency preparedness,but does not indicatethe likelihoodof
occurrence. Usually, the absoluteworst case is not chosen for evaluation.
Rathera "maximum credibleaccident"is selectedto bamcl the analysis.

SelectedScenario/Argumentby AnalogyAnal_.v.s.i_s

Selectedscenarioanalysisuses a range of scenarios,includingthe worst case.
lt does not attempt to estimateprobabilities.Argument by analogyis weak-
ened by the fact that some aspectsof the transportationsystem for nuclear
waste are very differentfrom other transportationsystems such as those for
transportationof hazardousmaterials.

ProbabilisticRisk Assessment

PRA is one of the most rigorous methodologiesfor assessing risks. Its
drawbacks are that it requiresenormous effort,complex modeling,and high
qualitydata. Also, PRAs tend to use narrow definitionsof risk, such as the
number of fatalitiesor injuries.PRA may be misleadingby suggestingthatthe
probabilitiesof eventscax_be estimatedaccuratelywhen indeedthere is often
considerableuncertain.ty.

P_,s have been used extensivelywith regard to nuclear power plants. The
trat_sponof nuclear waste, however, is quite a differentsystem. It is
con;_ideredtechnologicallyless complex and more "open" so thatidentifyingall
eventualitiesmay be more difficult.And, whereas a ree.ctoris locatedirtone
piace,the transportnetwork involvesdiverse environments,urban and rural
populations,and multiplepoliticaljurisdictions.Thus the system encompasses
a broaderdegree of computationalcomplexity.
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